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I.    INTRODUCTION  
 
It is an honor and privilege to present the “Texas 

Supreme Court Update” as part of the State Bar of 
Texas’ Advanced Personal Injury Law Course 2014. 
 
A. Abstract 

 
This article provides you with analysis of every 

opinion issued by the Texas Supreme Court from 
January 1, 2014, up to December 31, 2014. This 
includes, for instance, substantive law, discovery, 
pleadings, and evidentiary points. 
 
B. Form  

 
  Quotations and Italics. In each section, cases are 
listed from latest to earliest. To preserve space, 
footnotes and most internal citations have been 
omitted; a few were retained to provide precision or 
controlling references. Also, within quotations, the 
paragraph structure from the original opinion has 
occasionally been eliminated. Further, to promote 
clarity, in some instances I have quoted passages in a 
sequence different from how they appear in the 
opinions. Additionally, sometimes quoted material has 
included quotations of quotations: in that event, I have 
used double quotation marks initially, followed by 
single quotation marks, but I have provided no further 
indication of embedded quotations. Finally, all italics 
are original. References to Black’s Law Dictionary 
have been italicized. 
 Citations. Standard citations of the cases were 
given when the information was available. However, at 
the time this paper was submitted, volume and page 
numbers in the Southwestern Reporter for many of the 
opinions had not yet been assigned.  
 
C. Acknowledgements  
 

I thank Osler McCarthy, Staff Attorney for Public 
Information at the Texas Supreme Court, for his 
helpfulness; he courteously included me in his weekly 
updates of the opinions issued by the Texas Supreme 
Court. 

I especially want to express my gratitude to my 
colleague Brian S. Humphrey for his help with this 
paper; Brian’s encyclopedic knowledge of the law is 
invaluable. In addition, I thank our law clerks Dana 
Holmes and Jack Holtzman, and Darlene Perales, for 
their support with the preparation of this paper. I 
accept full responsibility for the contents and any 
errors in it. I also want to convey my tremendous 
appreciation to ABRAHAM, WATKINS, NICHOLS, 
SORRELS, AGOSTO & FRIEND for the opportunity to 
practice law at the highest level in a firm that is 
steadfastly committed to excellence and 
professionalism. Most importantly, I want to thank my 

wife Pam and my daughters, Catherine and Laura, for 
their love and support, and my savior Jesus Christ. 
 
II.  ATTORNEYS’ ISSUES 
 
A. Attorney’s Fees 
 
1. In re Teresa Corral-Lerma, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(11/21/14) 
 
 Wife sued demolition company hired by husband 
under the Texas Theft Act. Demolition company 
counterclaimed for attorney’s fees, and won. The issue 
was “whether attorney’s fees are ‘compensatory 
damages’ for purposes of calculating the security 
amount necessary to supersede a judgment during 
appeal.” The Supreme Court ruled they are not, nor 
must interest on them be included in the supersedeas 
bond. 
 In In re Nalle Plastics, the Court previously “held 
that attorney’s fees are not compensatory damages for 
purposes of the supersedeas statute.” “[A]ttorney’s fees 
are neither compensatory damages nor costs for 
purposes of superseding enforcement of a money 
judgment.” 
 Here, suit was filed “under the Texas Theft 
Liability Act, and [defendant] counterclaimed for 
attorney’s fees under the same Act.” “[U]nder the 
Texas Theft Liability Act … a prevailing defendant 
must be awarded attorney’s fees even without an award 
of compensatory damages. See TEX. CIV. PRAC. & 
REM. CODE § 134.005(b).” “But this statutory 
distinction does not undermine the inherent differences 
between compensatory damages and attorney’s fees… 
[While] ‘attorney’s fees for the prosecution or defense 
of a claim may be compensatory in that they help make 
a claimant whole, they are not, and have never been, 
damages.’” 
 The supersedeas “statute also provides that 
security is capped at the lesser of fifty percent of the 
judgment debtor’s net worth or $25 million, and 
requires trial courts to reduce the amount of security if 
a judgment debtor shows he is likely to suffer 
substantial economic harm. See TEX. CIV. PRAC. & 
REM. CODE § 52.006(b), (c).” 
 “Before House Bill 4, the comprehensive tort-
reform measure that brought section 52.006 into law, 
the security amount was required to cover the entire 
amount of a money judgment, court costs, and interest. 
But since the enactment of House Bill 4, the full 
amount of the judgment is no longer protected. It is 
unreasonable to construe the current supersedeas 
statute to require interest on categories of a judgment 
the Legislature specifically sought to exclude from the 
security amount. We do not read section 52.006 to 
require [demolition company’s] compensation for the 
time value of an award that was not considered in 
calculating its appellate security.” 
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 The Court disagrees “that a security amount must 
include interest on attorney’s fees or any other 
category of a judgment not required to be included in 
the security amount.” 

 
2. State Office of Risk Management v. Carty, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Certified question from Fifth Circuit. Plaintiffs’ 
decedent (killed during DPS training) was covered by 
worker’s compensation, and the third-party settlements 
exceed the death benefit. The issue was whether the 
“holiday” from making compensation payments was 
calculated on a collective basis (aiding the carrier), or 
on an individual basis (aiding the widow and children). 
The Supreme Court ruled for the carrier. 
 Footnote 2: “The Act requires a ‘carrier whose 
interest is not actively represented by an attorney in a 
third-party action’ to pay a fee to the claimant’s 
attorney in the agreed-upon amount or, absent an 
agreement, to pay ‘a reasonable fee for recovery of the 
insurance carrier’s interest that may not exceed one-
third of the insurance carrier’s recovery,’ plus ‘a 
proportionate share of expenses.’” 
 
3. Venture Cotton Cooperative v. Freeman, et al., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/13/14) 
 
 Farmers sued cooperative, alleging they were 
fraudulently induced to join. Among other things, it 
only allowed cooperative to recover attorney’s fees, 
not farmers. The Supreme Court ruled “that this 
limitation of statutory remedies is insufficient to defeat 
arbitration under the FAA.…” 
 Section 38.001 provides for attorney’s fees when 
the claim is for “‘an oral or written contract.’” 
Regarding the one-sidedness of the attorney’s fees, 
“neither the contract’s attorney’s fee provision nor its 
effect on attorney’s fees under section 38.001 is 
sufficient to invalidate the arbitration agreement as 
unconscionable.” “Parties are generally free to contract 
for attorney’s fees as they see fit. Thus, a contract that 
expressly provides for one party’s attorney’s fees, but 
not another’s, is not unconscionable per se.” 
 
4. Kennedy Hodges, L.L.P. v. Gobellan, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(5/16/14) 
 
 Attorney left law firm and took some clients. Firm 
sued attorney, but arbitration was not provided in the 
employment agreement, and firm did not seek it. Firm 
sued clients and did seek arbitration as permitted by the 

retainer agreement. The Supreme Court ruled that firm 
did not waive its right to arbitration with clients by 
litigating its claim with associate. 
 
5. Amedisys, Inc. v. Kingwood Home Health Care, 

LLC, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(5/9/14) 
 
 In a dispute about whether plaintiff accepted 
defendant’s settlement offer, the Supreme Court ruled 
that the plaintiff’s attempted acceptance had not altered 
the material terms of the offer. Moreover, the common 
law, not Rule 167 or Ch. 42, governs the breach of 
contract claim on the settlement because the suit does 
not seek to recover litigation costs. 

Texas’ public policy favors settlements, and 
“chapter 42 and rule 167 encourage such settlements.” 
“When applicable, chapter 42 and rule 167 provide a 
method by which parties in certain cases who make 
certain offers to settle certain claims can recover 
certain litigation costs.…” A “non-conforming offer 
‘cannot be the basis for awarding litigation costs 
under’” under the rule. Chapter 42 and Rule 167 do not 
“govern here” since the issue is not attorney’s fees but 
breach of contract, so plaintiff “was required to prove a 
valid ‘acceptance’ under contract law.…”  

 
6. Long v. Griffin, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(4/25/14) 
 
 After lengthy oil and gas litigation involving an 
“assignment” and a declaratory judgment claim, 
plaintiffs partially prevailed and the trial court awarded 
fees based upon an attorney’s affidavit. Fees were 
requested under both the “lodestar” method and under 
a contingency fee theory. Ruling that the evidence for 
the fees was “legally insufficient,” the Supreme Court 
reversed and remanded. A “party choosing the lodestar 
method of proving attorney’s fees must provide 
evidence of the time expended on specific tasks to 
enable the fact finder to meaningfully review the fee 
application. Here, the … generally stated the categories 
of tasks performed, but the application failed to include 
… the requisite specificity.” 
 The affidavit indicated two lawyers had spent 644 
hours, their hourly rates, and that services for theories 
upon which they prevailed were “inextricably 
intertwined” with other litigation services. But, there 
was “no evidence of the time expended on particular 
tasks.” 
 The “assignment issued included a claim for 
breach of an agreement, for which … attorney’s fees 
are recoverable under … Chapter 38, subject to 
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additional limitations.” There was also a declaratory 
judgment claim, “which allows trial courts to ‘award 
costs and reasonable and necessary attorney’s fees as 
are equitable and just.’” 
 The attorneys here “used the lodestar method by 
relating the hours worked for each of the two attorneys 
multiplied by their hourly rates for a total fee.” 
Generalities about time spent are insufficient. 
“Sufficient evidence includes, at a minimum, evidence 
‘of the services performed, who performed them and at 
what hourly rate, when they were performed, and how 
much time the work required.’” 
 In this case, there was no evidence of “time spent 
on specific tasks.” “[W]ithout any evidence of the time 
spent on specific tasks, the trial court had insufficient 
information to meaningfully review the fee request.… 
[C]ontemporaneous evidence may not exist. But the 
attorneys may reconstruct their work to provide the 
trial court with sufficient information.…” 
 The affidavit also claimed a contingency fee was 
“reasonable and customary.” “Even if supporting 
evidence is not required for the contingency fee 
method of proof (as it is for the lodestar method), the 
contingency fee method cannot support the trial court’s 
fee award here because the final judgment awarded no 
monetary relief except for attorney’s fees.” 

 
7. Long v. Castle Texas Production Limited 

Partnership, 426 S.W.3d 73 (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 
 This opinion generally addresses the date from 
which postjudment interest runs. 
 There can be a remand “for recalculation of 
attorney’s fees when evidence of work performed 
existed but was insufficient to support the amount 
awarded in the judgment.” 
 
8. Coinmach Corp. f/k/a Solon Automated Services, 

Inc. v. Aspenwood Apartment Corp., 417 S.W.3d 
909 (Tex. 2013)(11/22/13) (“corrected opinion” 
was issued 2/14/14) 

 
Owner of complex sought attorney’s fees against a 

holdover tenant by filing a declaratory judgment. 
“[W]hen ‘the trespass-to-try-title statute governs the 
parties’ substantive claims … , [the plaintiff] may not 
proceed alternatively under the Declaratory Judgments 
Act to recover their attorney’s fees.’”  

 
 
 
 

B. Attorney Ad Litem and Guardian Ad Litem 
 
1. In the Interest of K.M.L., a Child, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 

Parental termination case. Child’s grandmother 
obtained a guardianship over child’s mother. 

Footnote 2: “A CASA volunteer, or Texas Court 
Appointed Special Advocate, can be appointed to serve 
as guardian ad litem or a volunteer advocate for the 
child under Family Code section 107.031 in 
termination suits.” 
 The guardianship of the mother by her own 
mother did not nullify her relinquishment affidavit 
because “the guardianship determination was made 
after [mother] executed the affidavit.” The affidavit 
was therefore admissible in evidence. 
 
C. Right to Attorney 
 
1. In the Interest of K.M.L., a Child, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 

Parental termination case. “Family Code section 
263.301(a) provides, ‘[n]otice of a permanency hearing 
shall be given as provided by Rule 21a … to all 
persons entitled to notice of the hearing.’” By filing an 
answer, father was entitled to notice, which he did not 
receive. He “was served only by publication, a manner 
of citation not authorized by Rule 21a.” His “failure to 
receive notice of the permanency hearings has 
implications as it relates to his lack of counsel and his 
due process rights.” 
 
2. The Finance Commission of Texas v. Norwood, 

418 S.W.3d 566 (Tex. 2013)(6/21/13) 
(“supplemental opinion” was issued 1/24/14) 

 
 Supplemental opinion addressing closing 
locations for home equity loans.  
 A breach of fiduciary duty suit against an 
attorney-in-fact “may be a hollow remedy and certainly 
cannot recover a home properly pledged as collateral. 
In any event, ‘[w]hether so stringent a restriction [as 
limiting the locations where a home equity loan can be 
closed and, we think, a power of attorney executed] is 
good policy is not an issue for the Commissions or this 
Court to consider.’ Whether the constitutional 
provision’s intended protection is worth the hardship or 
could be more fairly or effectively provided by some 
other method is a matter that must be left to the framers 
and ratifiers of the Constitution.” 
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D. Costs of Defense, Retention of Counsel, 
Indemnity 

 
1. Petroleum Solutions, Inc. v. Bill Head d/b/a Bill 

Head Enterprises, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(12/19/14) 

 
 Truck stop sued installer of underground tank 
system. Installer claimed a component was defective, 
gave it to an expert, who later lost it. Installer sued 
component maker, and later so did plaintiff. Maker 
sued installer for indemnity . 

This is a substituted opinion for one issued 7/11/14 
(see below for details). The original opinion addressed 
issues of spoliation and indemnity. This substituted 
opinion ruled that “spoliation sanctions were an abuse 
of discretion” with respect to plaintiff, and also 
affirmed a judgment for Titeflex, maker of a flex 
connector, for indemnity. In addition to many minor 
edits, the Court added Footnote 6: “We leave to the 
trial court’s discretion the extent to which evidence of 
the missing connector is relevant to whether 
[plaintiff’s] claims are barred by limitations.” 
 
2. Petroleum Solutions, Inc. v. Bill Head d/b/a Bill 

Head Enterprises, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(7/11/14) 

 
 Statutory indemnity was affirmed. Here, because 
installer and plaintiff later dismissed against maker, 
maker’s “losses are limited to its attorney’s fees and 
costs incurred in the suit, [since] such expenditures 
qualify as ‘losses’ under the indemnity statute.” 
 
E. Attorney-Client Privilege 

 
No Cases in 2014. 

 
F. Attorneys’ Liability 

 
1. Nath v. Texas Children’s Hospital, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Supreme Court affirmed the imposition of 
monetary sanctions, but remanded to reconsider the 
amount. 
 “A court must attempt to determine whether the 
offensive conduct is attributable to counsel only, to the 
party only, or to both.” 

“An attorney has ethical obligations to both his 
client and to the judicial system as an officer of the 
court. As our rules of professional conduct 

unambiguously require: ‘A lawyer should use the law’s 
procedures only for legitimate purposes and not to 
harass or intimidate others.’”  
  
2. LAN/STV, a Joint Venture v. Martin K. Eby 

Construction Company, Inc., ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(6/20/14) 

 
 Negligence suit by construction company against 
architect over faults in plans. Based upon the economic 
loss rule, the Supreme Court reversed a judgment by 
the company, and rendered. 

The “economic loss rule [denies] recovery of 
purely economic losses in actions for negligent 
performance of services. Professional malpractice 
cases are an exception. A client can recover purely 
economic losses from a negligent lawyer, regardless of 
whether the lawyer and client have a contract. Lawyer 
malpractice is actionable as negligence no doubt 
because agreements regarding legal representation are 
not required in Texas, except for contingent fees, and 
until relatively recently have not been the norm. Also, 
the standards governing legal representation are deeply 
developed and their application uniform and well-
settled. These factors also support negligence actions 
against other professionals.” A “lawyer may be liable 
for negligent misrepresentation to a non-client, but 
only in narrow circumstances, ‘when information is 
transferred by an attorney to a known party for a 
known purpose’, liability is not expressly limited or 
disclaimed but invited, and the claimant has ‘justifiably 
rel[ied] on a lawyer’s representation of material fact’, 
which cannot ordinarily occur in an adversarial 
context.” 
 A “contractor could not recover economic 
damages from the owner’s lawyer’s negligent drafting 
of the construction contract.” 
 
3. The Finance Commission of Texas v. Norwood, 

418 S.W.3d 566 (Tex. 2013)(6/21/13) 
(“supplemental opinion” was issued 1/24/14) 

 
 Supplemental opinion addressing closing 
locations for home equity loans.  
 A breach of fiduciary duty suit against an 
attorney-in-fact “may be a hollow remedy and certainly 
cannot recover a home properly pledged as collateral. 
In any event, ‘[w]hether so stringent a restriction [as 
limiting the locations where a home equity loan can be 
closed and, we think, a power of attorney executed] is 
good policy is not an issue for the Commissions or this 
Court to consider.’ Whether the constitutional 
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provision’s intended protection is worth the hardship or 
could be more fairly or effectively provided by some 
other method is a matter that must be left to the framers 
and ratifiers of the Constitution.” 

 
G. Attorney Ethics, Disqualification, 

Ineffectiveness  
 
1. Nath v. Texas Children’s Hospital, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Supreme Court affirmed the imposition of 
monetary sanctions, but remanded to reconsider the 
amount. 
 “A court must attempt to determine whether the 
offensive conduct is attributable to counsel only, to the 
party only, or to both.” 

“An attorney has ethical obligations to both his 
client and to the judicial system as an officer of the 
court. As our rules of professional conduct 
unambiguously require: ‘A lawyer should use the law’s 
procedures only for legitimate purposes and not to 
harass or intimidate others.’”  
 Footnote 17: “An attorney owes a client a duty to 
inform the client of matters material to the 
representation, provided such matters are within the 
scope of representation.” 
 
2. In re the State Bar of Texas, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(8/22/14) 
 
 A prosecutor allegedly suppressed exculpatory 
evidence, the defendant was acquitted, and the record 
expunged. The SBOT then brought disciplinary action 
against the prosecutor. After asserting he could not 
defend himself without the expunged material, he 
fought efforts to release the records, and the 
disciplinary action could not proceed. The acquitted 
defendant sued the prosecutor in federal court, where 
the prosecutor used some of the records in his 
pleadings. The SBOT sought a mandamus to overrule an 
order prohibiting use of the records. The Supreme 
Court ruled: “Because the court’s order interferes with 
the disciplinary process [by denying the Commission 
use of the records], disrupting the regulatory scheme 
promulgated by this Court to govern cases of attorney 
discipline, we conditionally grant relief.…” The 
“expungement order does not bar the Commission 
from using records from the criminal trial in the 
grievance proceeding.” 
 “The [expunction] statute provides for exceptions, 
permitting the retention of records and files, if they 

may be needed in future criminal or civil proceedings.” 
 Here, the Commission was not named in the 
expunction proceedings. 
 An “acquitted defendant … has the right to 
voluntarily waive his expunction rights….” 
 “In barring the Commission’s use of any … 
evidence derived from the underlying criminal case, 
the court construes the expunction statute at odds with 
the acquitted defendant’s interests. A process intended 
to protect acquitted defendants has been used as a 
shield against charges of prosecutorial misconduct. 
Moreover, the court’s order fails to consider that an 
expunction order may except records needed for future 
investigations and proceedings by a prosecutor or a law 
enforcement agency. The exception extends not only to 
criminal matters, but to civil cases as well.” 
 
H. Authority of Attorney 
 
1. Porretto v. Texas General Land Office, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 
 Suit against state over title to land seaward of 
Galveston’s seawall. The state and its lawyers had 
wrongly asserted ownership. 
 “The GLO lawyers’ statements regarding the 
State’s ownership of property above the MHHT line 
were simply not binding on the State. They were no 
more than expressions of their opinions.… Even if they 
had been statements on behalf of the GLO itself, such 
assertions of ownership would not have constituted a 
taking in these circumstances. … [A] state agency’s 
assertions of ownership of property did not of 
themselves constitute a taking of the property when the 
agency had not attempted to take possession of the 
property. … But even though the lawyers’ statements 
injured the [plaintiffs], …  they did not rise to the level 
of a taking.” 
 
I. Attorney Testimony 
 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
III. LAW OF THE CASE 
 
A. Constitutional Law (State and Federal) 
 
1. City of Houston v. Carlson, et al., ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(12/19/14) 
 
 City violated due process when it ordered 
vacation of condominium premises because of alleged 
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code violations. After the project was sold, certain 
owners brought an inverse-condemnation takings case 
against the city. The Supreme Court ruled that an 
allegation of procedural violations did not support a 
takings claim, so there was no jurisdiction of the claim 
against the city. 
 “A municipal government enjoys immunity from 
suit unless its immunity has been waived. Without this 
waiver, courts have no jurisdiction to adjudicate any 
claim against the municipality. It is well settled that the 
Texas Constitution waives government immunity with 
respect to inverse-condemnation claims. Nevertheless, 
such a claim is predicated upon a viable allegation of 
taking. ‘In the absence of a properly pled takings 
claim, the state retains immunity.’ Under such 
circumstances, a court must sustain a properly raised 
plea to the jurisdiction.” 
 “The right to acquire and maintain private 
property is among our most cherished liberties. … 
Accordingly, the right to undisturbed enjoyment of 
residential property is all the more sacred. The unique 
importance of the home is reflected in our Bill of 
Rights, which protects us from uncompensated 
dispossession, unwarranted search, and unwanted 
guests.” 
 Government protects property rights. “But 
government has other obligations as well, including 
ensuring the safety and security of its citizenry. … 
[G]overnment often imposes restrictions on the use of 
private property. … Although these restrictions 
sometimes result in inconvenience to owners, 
government is not generally required to compensate an 
owner for associated loss.” 
 When “regulation of private property ‘reaches a 
certain magnitude . . . there must be an exercise of 
eminent domain and compensation to sustain the act.’ 
… Texas takings jurisprudence is ‘consistent with 
federal jurisprudence[].’ Where a property owner 
believes compensation is due, he may seek redress via 
an inverse-condemnation claim. To plead inverse 
condemnation, a plaintiff must allege an intentional 
government act that resulted in the uncompensated 
taking of private property. … A taking is the 
acquisition, damage, or destruction of property via 
physical or regulatory means.” “A regulatory taking is 
a condition of use ‘so onerous that its effect is 
tantamount to a direct appropriation or ouster.’” Here, 
the owners did not so allege. 

The owners objected to the penalty and manner of 
enforcement. “The only regulation challenged is a 
procedural one.” So, “accepting all pleaded facts as 
true, the respondents have not alleged a taking.” “To 

our knowledge, neither the U.S. Supreme Court nor 
this Court has ever recognized a purely procedural 
regulatory taking.” When “a party objects only to the 
‘infirmity of the process,’ no taking has been alleged.” 
A “due-process inquiry ‘is logically prior to and 
distinct from the question whether a regulation effects 
a taking.’” 

 
2. Kinney v. Barnes, ___ S.W.3d ___(Tex. 

2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Legal recruiter sought injunction against former 
employer to remove defamatory material from certain 
websites, and to prohibit the same or similar future 
defamations. The Supreme Court ruled “that, while a 
permanent injunction requiring the removal of posted 
speech that has been adjudicated defamatory is not a 
prior restraint, an injunction prohibiting future speech 
based on that adjudication impermissibly threatens to 
sweep protected speech into its prohibition and is an 
unconstitutional infringement on Texans’ free-speech 
rights.…” 
 When “interpreting our own constitution, we 
‘should borrow from well-reasoned and persuasive 
federal procedural and substantive precedent when this 
is deemed helpful, but should never feel compelled to 
parrot the federal judiciary.’” 
 Prior restraints of the right to free speech are 
“heavily disfavored.” “[W]e refuse to allow even 
unprotected speech to be banned if restraining such 
speech would also chill a substantial amount of 
protected speech.” 
 “‘Every person shall be at liberty to speak, write 
or publish his opinions on any subject, being 
responsible for the abuse of that privilege; and no law 
shall ever be passed curtailing the liberty of speech or 
of the press.’ … While abuse of the right to speak 
subjects a speaker to proper penalties, we have long 
held that ‘pre-speech sanctions’ are presumptively 
unconstitutional.”  
 Freedom of speech is not absolute, “‘and the state 
may punish its abuse.’” Thus, there exists “a cause of 
action for damages to a person’s reputation inflicted by 
the publication of false and defamatory statements.” 
 Injunctions “restricting speech should [not] be 
judged by a different standard under the state 
constitution than the First Amendment.” A “temporary 
injunction prohibiting allegedly defamatory speech is 
an unconstitutional prior restraint.…” The abuse of the 
privilege of free speech “‘is not to be remedied by 
denial of the right to speak, but only by appropriate 
penalties for what is wrongfully spoken.’” 
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 An injunction requiring the removal of 
defamatory statements “does not prohibit future 
speech, but instead effectively requires the erasure of 
past speech that has already been found to be 
unprotected in the context in which it was made.”  
 An “injunction against future speech based on an 
adjudication that the same or similar statements have 
been adjudicated defamatory is a prior restraint.” The 
“U.S. Supreme Court has never approved a prior 
restraint in a defamation case.” A “prior restraint may 
be permissible ‘only when essential to the avoidance of 
an impending danger,’ … and only when it is the least 
restrictive means of preventing that harm.” Footnote 
12: A “gag order … ‘will withstand constitutional 
scrutiny only where there are specific findings 
supported by evidence that (1) an imminent and 
irreparable harm to the judicial process will deprive 
litigants of a just resolution of their dispute, and (2) the 
judicial action represents the least restrictive means to 
prevent that harm.’” 
 Defamation “‘alone is not a sufficient justification 
for restraining an individual’s right to speak freely.’” 
For libel, “‘monetary damages are an adequate and 
appropriate remedy and … injunctive relief is not 
available.’” 
 Injunctions against defamation are “‘ineffective, 
overbroad, or both.’” 
 “In evaluating whether a statement is defamatory, 
the court construes it ‘as a whole in light of 
surrounding circumstances based upon how a person of 
ordinary intelligence would perceive the entire 
statement.’” 
 Damages “serve as the constitutionally permitted 
deterrent in defamation actions.” “This can include 
economic damages like lost income, noneconomic 
damages like loss of reputation and mental anguish, 
and even punitive damages upon a finding of actual 
malice. And imposition of damages has long been held 
to be an effective tool against defamers.” In 
“defamation per se cases, nominal damages, not 
injunctive relief, are awarded when actual damages are 
difficult to prove or are not claimed because ‘‘the 
action is brought for the purpose of vindicating the 
plaintiff’s character.’’” 
 “A permanent injunction restraining a theater 
owner from screening a film adjudicated to be obscene 
clearly applies only to that film, and others may be 
shown without the fear of contempt sanctions.” 
 The “constitutional protections afforded Texas 
citizens are not tied to their financial status.” 
 
 

3. Greene v. Farmers Insurance Exchange, ___ 
S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 

  
“‘Under article II, section 1 of the Texas 

Constitution, courts have no jurisdiction to issue 
advisory opinions.’” 
 
4. In the Interest of K.M.L., a Child, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Mentally-challenged mother signed a voluntary 
relinquishment. Unrepresented father was accompanied 
to trial by officials, but entered courtroom late. The 
Supreme Court determined there was “legally 
insufficient evidence that the mother knowingly and 
intelligently executed the affidavit of voluntary 
relinquishment, and because the [indigent] father did 
not receive notice of trial and did not waive notice,” 
the termination of both of their parental rights was 
reversed. “Because the natural right between a parent 
and his child is one of constitutional dimensions, 
termination proceedings must be strictly scrutinized. … 
[D]ue process requires application of the clear and 
convincing standard of proof.” 
 “Family Code section 263.301(a) provides, 
‘[n]otice of a permanency hearing shall be given as 
provided by Rule 21a … to all persons entitled to 
notice of the hearing.’” By filing an answer, father was 
entitled to notice, which he did not receive. He “was 
served only by publication, a manner of citation not 
authorized by Rule 21a.” His “failure to receive notice 
of the permanency hearings has implications as it 
relates to his lack of counsel and his due process 
rights.” 
 “Rule 245 … provides that a trial court ‘may set 
contested cases on written request of any party, or on 
the court’s own motion, with reasonable notice of not 
less than forty-five days to the parties of a first setting 
for trial, or by agreement of the parties.’ If a timely 
answer has been filed … , due process rights are 
violated when a judgment is subsequently entered 
without the party having received notice of the setting 
of the case, even when that party previously waived 
notice of citation. A trial court’s failure to comply with 
the notice requirements in a contested case deprives a 
party of his constitutional right to be present.…” Here, 
father was not “served with actual notice of the trial 
setting.” “The due process right to notice prior to 
judgment is subject to waiver … [b]ut such waiver 
must be voluntary, knowing, and intelligently waived.” 
In this case, it was not. 
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5. Nath v. Texas Children’s Hospital, ___ S.W.3d 
___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 

 
 “Due process requires that sanctions be just, 
meaning that there be a direct nexus between the 
sanction and the sanctionable conduct, and be visited 
on the true offender. Here, the trial court’s sanctions 
award complied with these requirements because 
[doctor’s] petitions were filed for the improper purpose 
of pursuing an unrelated issue and advancing time-
barred claims. However, when assessing the amount of 
sanctions, the trial court failed to examine the extent to 
which the [defendants] caused the expenses they 
accrued in litigating a variety of issues over several 
years.” 
 
6. In the Interest of M.G.N. and A.C.N., Minor 

Children, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/22/14) 
 
 In a custody case tried by a jury with an alternate, 
during trial one juror said he knew information about 
the father’s business; the trial court replaced him with 
the alternate juror. Later, when a second juror reported 
he was sick, the trial court excused him and proceeded 
with eleven. Considering both the constitution and 
statute, the Supreme Court ruled that “a trial court may 
substitute a regular juror with an alternate if the regular 
juror is unable to fulfill or is disqualified from 
fulfilling his duties, but a trial court may only dismiss a 
juror and proceed with fewer than twelve jurors if the 
dismissed juror is constitutionally disabled.” 
 “The construction of the constitution and statutes 
are questions of law we review de novo.” 
 “Our constitution permits trial courts to proceed 
with fewer than twelve jurors if the trial court finds 
that up to three jurors are constitutionally disabled. Our 
statutes allow trial courts to substitute qualified 
alternate jurors for regular jurors who become 
statutorily disqualified—a different standard 
altogether.” 
 A “court need not find a juror constitutionally 
disabled in order to substitute an alternate when doing 
so does not lead to numerical diminution of a twelve-
member jury.” 

“The constitution specifies that grand and petit 
juries in the district courts shall be composed of twelve 
members. As few as nine jurors may render a verdict 
if, during trial, as many as three jurors ‘die, or become 
disabled from sitting.’ The Rules of Civil Procedure 
have similar language allowing as few as nine 
remaining jurors to return and render a verdict if ‘as 
many as three jurors die or be disabled from sitting.’ 

TEX. R. CIV. P. 292. Thus, if a trial court’s dismissal of 
a juror results in fewer than twelve jurors, the dismissal 
must either be based on the juror’s constitutional 
disability or the trial court must declare a mistrial if 
there was no constitutional disability.” 
 To reduce mistrials, the Legislature allowed 
alternate jurors. “These alternate jurors are ‘drawn and 
selected in the same manner as regular jurors.’ In 
practice, this means that an alternate juror must have 
the same qualifications as a regular juror, be subjected 
to the same challenges, swear the same oath, and 
otherwise be considered equivalent to a regular juror. 
The … statute allows an alternate juror to substitute for 
a regular juror by a different and lesser standard than 
constitutional disability: when a regular juror is ‘unable 
or disqualified to perform their duties.’” 
 Here, to substitute the alternate juror for the first 
juror, “under the statute the trial court only needed to 
find that [he] was disqualified from fulfilling his duties 
and that the alternate was qualified to serve.”  
 Prior decisions indicate that a juror is not 
constitutionally disabled by severe flooding, but is if he 
is “so sick as to be unable to sit longer.” 

 
7. In re the State Bar of Texas, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(8/22/14) 
 
 Prosecutor facing disciplinary action fought use of 
records expunged after the criminal defendant was 
acquitted.  
 “The expunction statute is an exception to the 
established principle that court proceedings and 
records should be open to the public. See, e.g., 
Express-News Corp. v. MacRae, 787 S.W.2d 451, 452 
(Tex. App.—San Antonio 1990, orig. proceeding) 
(recognizing constitutional right to public trials and 
presumptively open court records).…” 
 
8. Tenet Hospitals Limited v. Rivera, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(8/22/14) 
 
 Child suffered birth injury, allegedly due to 
malpractice, seven years before a 10-year statute of 
repose was included in the medical malpractice statute. 
Though counsel for the child timely sent notice, suit 
was not filed until fifteen years after her birth. The 
Supreme Court ruled the child’s claim was barred by 
the statute of repose, even though the child raised 
“open courts” and “retroactivity” constitutional 
challenges. 
 There is “a presumption that the statute is 
valid.…” The Supreme Court does “not defer to lower 
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court constructions of statutes.” 
 “A facial challenge claims that a statute, by its 
terms, always operates unconstitutionally. … [A]n as-
applied challenge asserts that a statute, while generally 
constitutional, operates unconstitutionally as to the 
claimant because of her particular circumstances.” This 
case involves “as-applied” challenges. 
 “The open courts provision of the Texas 
Constitution provides: ‘All courts shall be open and 
every person for an injury done him, in his lands, 
goods, person or reputation, shall have remedy by due 
course of law.’ This requirement ‘guarantees that a 
common law remedy will not be unreasonably 
abridged.’” It “‘merely gives litigants a reasonable 
time to discover their injuries and file suit.…’” 
 A statute “requiring an incapacitated plaintiff to 
give pre-suit notice would ‘require an impossible 
thing.’” 
 “The law, our precedent, and our rules of 
procedure all treat minors and legally incompetent 
persons alike as lacking the legal capacity to sue, such 
that they must appear in court through a legal guardian, 
a next friend, or a guardian ad litem.” A “guardian’s 
lack of diligence may operate to bar a legally 
incompetent person’s open courts challenge. And a 
next friend’s lack of due diligence may operate to bar a 
minor child’s open courts challenge.” 
 “The open courts challenge fails due to the 
mother’s lack of diligence in filing suit. … It is well-
established … that such open-courts challengers must 
themselves be diligent in bringing suit.” 
 The “test for whether a law violates the open 
courts provision is (1) if the law imposes substitute 
remedies, whether those remedies are reasonable, or 
(2) if the law extinguishes remedies, whether such 
action is a reasonable exercise of the police power.” 
Here, “we need not assess whether the law was 
reasonable if the party challenging the law was not 
diligent.” 
 “A retroactive law is one that extends to matters 
that occurred in the past.” Here, that occurred. “But not 
all retroactive statutes are unconstitutional. … [There 
is a] three-part test for examining whether retroactive 
laws are constitutional: ‘the nature and strength of the 
public interest served by the statute as evidenced by the 
Legislature’s factual findings; the nature of the prior 
right impaired by the statute; and the extent of the 
impairment.’ This test acknowledges the heavy 
presumption against retroactive laws by requiring a 
compelling public interest to overcome the 
presumption.” 

Here, there was a mature tort “because claims for 

medical negligence in utero are established causes of 
action in Texas.…” But, impairment of a right can be 
lessened by a grace period. “The mother’s retroactivity 
challenge … fails because a compelling public purpose 
[found by the Legislature] justified the legislation and 
granted her a three-year grace period to file suit.” 
 
9. Union Carbide Corporation v. Synatzske, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 
 Chapter 90—which created detailed report 
requirements in asbestosis suits that include proof of a 
pulmonary function test—was enacted before 
plaintiffs’ decedent died, but became law shortly 
thereafter. The Supreme Court ruled that the statute’s 
report requirement was not unconstitutionally 
retroactive. 
 “The Texas Constitution provides that ‘No bill of 
attainder, ex post facto law, retroactive law, or any law 
impairing the obligation of contracts, shall be made.’ 
We have defined a retroactive law as ‘a law that acts 
on things which are past.’ Chapter 90 changed the 
procedures and standards for the [plaintiffs] to pursue 
their statutory cause of action for wrongful death after 
it had accrued, so the statute’s effect was retroactive as 
to their claims. … But retroactive effect alone will not 
make a statute unconstitutional. We begin, as we do 
with any challenge to a statute’s constitutionality, by 
presuming that the statute is constitutional.” 
 The “test for violation of the open courts 
provision applies only to common law causes of action 
and addresses different concerns than the prohibition 
on retroactive laws. … [S]tatutory causes of action are 
[not] categorically beyond the constitutional 
protections from retroactive laws.” 
 The prohibition of retroactive laws “‘protects 
settled expectations that rules are to govern the play 
and not simply the score, and prevents the abuses of 
legislative power that arise when individuals or groups 
are singled out for special reward or punishment. … 
[C]ourts must consider three factors in light of the 
prohibition’s dual objectives: the nature and strength 
of the public interest served by the statute as evidenced 
by the Legislature’s factual findings; the nature of the 
prior right impaired by the statute; and the extent of 
the impairment.’” 
 “To overcome the presumption that laws with 
retroactive effects are unconstitutional, the public 
interest a statute serves must be compelling.” The 
Legislature so found here. Moreover, Chapter 90 did 
not “benefit any particular entity.”  
 Also, here there was no pending suit filed when 
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the statute was passed.  
 A “statute was not unconstitutionally retroactive 
when the plaintiff had two months to sue before it 
became effective.” 
 Basing liability for asbestosis on “functional 
pulmonary impairment” was not arbitrary. 
 “Chapter 90 did not upset settled expectations of 
[plaintiffs] in the constitutional sense to the extent that 
it outweighs the compelling public interest … [and] 
does not violate the Texas Constitution’s prohibition 
against retroactive laws.” 
 
10. Porretto v. Texas General Land Office, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 
 Plaintiffs owned land seaward of Galveston’s 
seawall. The state claimed title to it in various ways, 
and plaintiffs were unable to sell it. The principle issue 
was “whether the State’s repeated recharacterization of 
private property as public constitutes a compensable 
taking” under the constitution. Reversing a judgment 
for plaintiffs, the Supreme Court ruled it was not a 
taking. 
 Footnote 1: “TEX. CONST. art. I, § 17(a) (‘No 
person’s property shall be taken, damaged, or 
destroyed for or applied to public use without adequate 
compensation being made . . . .’).” 
 The state owns the “wet beach” land up to the 
“mean higher high tide” line; private parties may own 
the “dry beach” further inward than that. The Open 
Beaches Act declared “the public policy of this State 
that the public be allowed access to the Gulf across 
both the dry beach and the wet beach. However, the 
Act did not mandate access across privately owned dry 
beach property without proof of some legal right, and 
thus the declaration stopped short of a taking.” 
 “The GLO lawyers’ statements regarding the 
State’s ownership of property above the MHHT line 
were simply not binding on the State. They were no 
more than expressions of their opinions.… Even if they 
had been statements on behalf of the GLO itself, such 
assertions of ownership would not have constituted a 
taking in these circumstances. … [A] state agency’s 
assertions of ownership of property did not of 
themselves constitute a taking of the property when the 
agency had not attempted to take possession of the 
property. … But even though the lawyers’ statements 
injured the [plaintiffs], …  they did not rise to the level 
of a taking.” 

“[A]sserting and then abandoning a position in 
litigation is not itself a taking.…” 
 Also, dumping sand on plaintiff’s beach was not a 

taking: they benefitted, did not object, and, by the 
leases pursuant to which the sand was dumped, “the 
State did not attempt to exercise possession or control 
of the property to the [plaintiffs’] exclusion.” 
 “Article I, Section 17 of the Texas Constitution 
requires compensation for private property ‘damaged’ 
as well as ‘taken’.” 
 Requiring a permit for certain land uses was not 
stricken as an “ex post facto” regulation. Plaintiffs’ 
“as-applied challenge was not ripe because they have 
not shown that they have been denied the required 
permit or otherwise been refused permission” for their 
uses. Footnote 33: “in order for ‘as-applied’ due 
process and equal protection challenges to be ripe in a 
land-use regulation case, there must be a ‘final 
decision’ regarding the application of the regulations to 
the property at issue.… ‘In general, for a federal 
takings claim to be ripe, the owner of the allegedly 
taken property must (1) obtain a final decision 
regarding the application of the regulations to the 
property at issue from the government entity charged 
with implementing the regulations, and (2) utilize state 
procedures for obtaining just compensation.’” 
 
11. Brookshire Brothers, Ltd. v. Aldridge, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 

In a slip and fall case, plaintiff alleged defendant 
failed to preserve surveillance video. 
  “[W]hen a party is inherently prevented from 
having the merits of its case adjudicated, constitutional 
due process is implicated.” 
 
12. Schlumberger Technology Corporation v. Arthey, 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Company hosted guests and provided charter 
fishing. One guest got drunk, and en route home, 
crashed and seriously injured two people on a 
motorcycle. The Supreme Court ruled that maritime 
law does not apply. 

Footnote  12: “‘[G]eneral maritime law preempts 
state causes of action and remedies, consistent with the 
longstanding desire … to achieve uniformity in the 
exercise of admiralty jurisdiction pursuant to the U.S. 
Constitution, art. 3, § 2, cl. 1. The ‘saving to suitors’ 
clause of 28 U.S.C. 1333(1) permits state courts to 
adjudicate maritime actions ‘constrained by the 
‘reverse-Erie’ doctrine which requires that substantive 
remedies afforded by States conform to governing 
federal maritime standards.’’” 
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13. In the Interest of A.B. and H.B., Children, ___ 
S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(5/16/14) 

 
 Suit to terminate parental rights. The Supreme 
Court ruled that appellate courts are not required to 
“detail the evidence … when affirming the jury’s 
decision” to terminate parental rights. 
 Under the Constitution, “[t]he authority to 
conduct a factual sufficiency review lies exclusively 
with the courts of appeals. Because proper application 
of the standard involves a legal question, this Court 
may review a court of appeals’ factual sufficiency 
analysis to ensure the court of appeals adhered to the 
correct legal standard. Nevertheless, this Court must 
refrain from transforming such authority into a guise 
for conducting its own independent review of the 
facts.” 
 “A factual sufficiency review pits two 
fundamental tenets of the Texas court system against 
one another: the right to trial by jury and the court of 
appeals’ exclusive jurisdiction over questions of fact. 
And, in the context of parental termination cases, a 
third interest must also be accounted for—that is, 
parents’ fundamental right to make decisions 
concerning ‘the care, the custody, and control of their 
children.’” In “In re C.H., we articulated a factual 
sufficiency standard to strike an appropriate balance 
between these competing principles.” 
 “Because the termination of parental rights 
implicates fundamental interests, a higher standard of 
proof—clear and convincing evidence—is required at 
trial. Given this… , a heightened standard of appellate 
review in parental termination cases is similarly 
warranted.” 
 “[W]hile parental rights are of a constitutional 
magnitude, they are not absolute. Consequently, … the 
court of appeals must nevertheless still provide due 
deference to the decisions of the factfinder, who, 
having full opportunity to observe witness testimony 
first-hand, is the sole arbiter when assessing the 
credibility and demeanor of witnesses.” 
 
14. Sims v. Carrington Mortgage Services, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(5/16/14) 
 
 Borrowers restructured their home equity loans. 
Responding to certified questions from the Fifth 
Circuit, the Supreme Court ruled that, “as long as the 
original note is not satisfied and replaced, and there is 
no additional extension of credit, as we define it, the 
restructuring is valid and need not meet the 
constitutional requirements for a new [home equity] 

loan.” 
 “[H]ome equity loans are subject to the 
requirements of” the Texas Constitution. Footnote 6: 
“‘Texas became the last state in the nation to permit 
home-equity loans when constitutional amendments 
voted on by referendum took effect in 1997.’” 
 “To provide guidance to lenders, the Finance 
Commission and the Credit Union Commission have 
been authorized by the Constitution and by statute to 
interpret these provisions, subject to judicial review, 
and the Commissions have done so in Chapter 153 of 
the Texas Administrative Code.” “‘A lender’s 
compliance with an agency interpretation of Section 
50, even a wrong interpretation, is compliance with 
Section 50 itself.’” But the commissions “‘can do no 
more than interpret the constitutional text, just as a 
court would.’” 
 Here, past-due amounts on the note were 
capitalized as principal. The terms “loan modification” 
and “refinancing” are not defined in Section 50. The 
commissions draw such a distinction, though the 
Constitution does not mention them: the key “is an 
‘extension of credit.’” This phrase is undefined, but 
“[c]redit is simply the ability to assume a debt 
repayable over time, and an extension of credit affords 
the right to do so in a particular situation.” “The 
extension of credit for purposes of Section 50(a)(6) 
consists not merely of the creation of a principal debt 
but includes all the terms of the loan transaction. 
Terms requiring the borrower to pay taxes, insurance 
premiums, and other such expenses when due protect 
the lender’s security and are as much a part of the 
extension of credit as terms requiring timely payments 
of principal and interest.” Because the borrower was 
already obligated to pay the past-due amount under the 
original agreement, it is not a new extension of credit. 
Restructuring “a loan does not involve a new extension 
of credit so long as the borrower’s note is not satisfied 
or replaced and no new money is extended.… The test 
should be whether the secured obligations are those 
incurred under the terms of the original loan.” 
 “Lenders have two options other than foreclosing 
on loans in default: further forbearance and 
forgiveness.” 
 The “restructuring of a home equity loan that … 
involves capitalization of past-due amounts owed 
under the terms of the initial loan and a lowering of the 
interest rate and the amount of installment payments, 
but does not involve the satisfaction or replacement of 
the original note, an advancement of new funds, or an 
increase in the obligations created by the original note, 
is not a new extension of credit that must meet the 
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requirements of Section 50.” 
 “Is the capitalization of past-due interest, taxes, 
insurance premiums, and fees an ‘advance of 
additional funds’ under the Commissions’ 
interpretations of Section 50? No, if those amounts 
were among the obligations assumed by the borrower 
under the terms of the original loan.” Nor is it a new 
extension of credit. 
 “Must a restructuring like the [borrowers’] 
comply with Section 50(a)(6)? No, because it does not 
involve a new extension of credit.…” 

Footnote 28: Nothing “in Section 50 suggests that 
a loan’s compliance is to be determined at any time 
other than when it is made.” 
 
15. Waste Management of Texas, Inc. v. Texas 

Disposal Systems Landfill, Inc., ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(5/9/14) 

 
 One waste management company sued another for 
libel after it spread lies about the former’s 
environmental standards. The Supreme Court ruled that 
1) a “for-profit corporation may recover for injury to 
its reputation,” 2) “[s]uch recovery is a non-economic 
injury for purposes of the statutory cap on exemplary 
damages,” and 3) here, the evidence was legally 
insufficient for “reputation damages,” but it was 
sufficient for “remediation costs and thereby 
exemplary damages.”  

Free speech is “an enumerated right enshrined in 
both the Texas and Federal constitutions. But … [it] 
does not insulate defamation.” Footnote 4: “Texas Bill 
of Rights itself acknowledges that free speech is not 
inviolate. ‘Every person shall be at liberty to speak, 
write or publish his opinions on any subject, being 
responsible for the abuse of that privilege . . . .’ 
Several Texas statutes likewise limit speech.” 

Against a media defendant, “unless the plaintiff 
shows actual malice (i.e., knowledge of falsity or 
reckless disregard for the truth), the First Amendment 
prohibits awards of presumed and punitive damages for 
defamatory statements.… [This has been applied to 
private plaintiffs.] … [It is an open] question of 
whether presumed or punitive damages are 
constitutional when there is actual malice and 
presumably no proof of actual harm.” Cf. Footnote 90. 

“A statement is published with actual malice if it 
is made with ‘knowledge of, or reckless disregard for, 
the falsity’ of the statement. Such statements are not 
constitutionally protected.”  

In defamation cases, the “damages issue is one of 
constitutional dimension.” State law “may set a lesser 

standard of culpability than actual malice for holding a 
media defendant liable for defamation of a private 
plaintiff.” However, the plaintiff may only recover 
damages for “‘actual injury.’” There is appellate 
review because actual damages cannot “be a disguised 
disapproval of the defendant.” 

 
16. Sawyer, et al. v. E.I. du Pont de Nemours and 

Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(4/25/14) 
 

Certified question from Fifth Circuit regarding an 
employment dispute. Footnote 1: Pursuant to the Texas 
Constitution, “‘The Supreme Court and the court of 
criminal appeals have jurisdiction to answer questions 
of state law certified from a federal appellate court.’” 
 
17. The Finance Commission of Texas v. Norwood, 

418 S.W.3d 566 (Tex. 2013)(6/21/13) 
(“supplemental opinion” was issued 1/24/14) 

 
 Supplemental opinion addressing computation of 
interest and closing locations for home equity loans.  

The “Texas Constitution caps ‘fees to any person 
that are necessary to originate, evaluate, maintain, 
record, insure, or service’ a home equity loan, not 
including ‘any interest’, at 3% of principal. In this 
case, we hold that ‘interest’ as used in this provision 
does not mean compensation for the use, forbearance, 
or detention of money, as in the usury context, but ‘the 
amount determined by multiplying the loan principal 
by the interest rate.’ This definition provides the 
protection to borrowers the provision is intended to 
afford.” 
 “[P]er diem interest is still interest, though 
prepaid; it is calculated by applying a rate to principal 
over a period of time. Legitimate discount points to 
lower the loan interest rate, in effect, substitute for 
interest. We also agree … that true discount points are 
not fees ‘necessary to originate, evaluate, maintain, 
record, insure, or service’ but are an option available to 
the borrower and thus not subject to the 3% cap.” 
 “Section 50(a)(6)(N) [of the Constitution], which 
provides that a loan may be ‘closed only at the office 
of the lender, an attorney at law, or a title company’, 
precludes a borrower from closing the loan through an 
attorney-in-fact under a power of attorney not itself 
executed at one of the three prescribed locations.” 
 “[C]losing is the occurrence that consummates the 
transaction. But a power of attorney must be part of the 
closing to show the attorney-in-fact’s authority to act. 
… [W]e think that the provision requires a formality to 
the closing that prevents coercive practices. … To 
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allow the borrower to sign a power of attorney at the 
kitchen table raises the … concern [of coercion]. 
Requiring an attorney-in-fact to sign all loan 
documents in an office does nothing to sober the 
borrower’s decision, which is the purpose of the 
constitutional provision.” 
 A breach of fiduciary duty suit against an 
attorney-in-fact “may be a hollow remedy and certainly 
cannot recover a home properly pledged as collateral. 
In any event, ‘[w]hether so stringent a restriction [as 
limiting the locations where a home equity loan can be 
closed and, we think, a power of attorney executed] is 
good policy is not an issue for the Commissions or this 
Court to consider.’ Whether the constitutional 
provision’s intended protection is worth the hardship or 
could be more fairly or effectively provided by some 
other method is a matter that must be left to the framers 
and ratifiers of the Constitution.” 

 
18. Neely v. Wilson, 418 S.W.3d 52 (Tex. 

2013)(6/28/13) (see “corrected opinion” issued 
1/31/14) 

 
 Neurosurgeon sued reporter and station after it 
aired a broadcast that implied he was disciplined for 
taking drugs and performing surgery while taking 
them. Reversing a summary judgment for the 
defendants, the Supreme Court ruled that “a person of 
ordinary intelligence could conclude that the gist of the 
broadcast was that [doctor] was disciplined for 
operating on patients while using dangerous drugs and 
controlled substances. [Doctor] raised a genuine issue 
of material fact as to the truth or falsity of that gist…. 
We further conclude: (1) there are fact issues on 
whether part of the broadcast is protected by the 
judicial/official proceedings or fair comment 
privileges; (2) [doctor] was not a limited purpose 
public figure; (3) [doctor] raised a fact issue as to [TV 
station’s] negligence; and (4) [doctor’s] professional 
association may maintain a cause of action for 
defamation.”  
 Defamation suits “implicate[] the competing 
constitutional rights to seek redress for reputational 
torts and the constitutional rights to free speech and 
press.” 
 “We have held that the constitutional concerns 
over defamation … do not affect these summary 
judgment standards of review.” 
 “Unlike the federal Constitution, the Texas 
Constitution twice [art. I §§ 8, 13] expressly guarantees 
the right to bring suit for reputational torts.” “The right 
to recover for defamation, however, is not the only 

constitutional concern at stake. Of significant import 
are the constitutional rights to free speech and a free 
press.” 
 The “dissent prematurely cuts off [the doctor’s] 
right to a trial on this reputational tort. Our constitution 
assures that the ‘right of trial by jury shall remain 
inviolate.’ Additionally, the Texas Constitution’s free 
speech clause guarantees the right to bring reputational 
torts: ‘Every person shall be at liberty to speak, write 
or publish his opinions on any subject, being 
responsible for the abuse of that privilege.…’” 
Likewise, the open courts provision guarantees the 
right to bring reputational torts: ‘All courts shall be 
open, and every person for an injury done him, in his 
lands, goods, person or reputation, shall have remedy 
by due course of law.’” Though the Texas “free 
speech” right may be broader than its federal 
counterpart, “‘that broader protection, if any, cannot 
come at the expense of a defamation claimant’s right to 
redress.… [T]he Texas Constitution expressly protects 
the bringing of reputational torts.’” 
 The “United States Supreme Court has only 
discussed the truth defense as a creature of state 
common law and not the First Amendment.” 

 
19. The Finance Commission of Texas v. Norwood, 

418 S.W.3d 566 (Tex. 2013)(6/21/13) 
(“supplemental opinion” was issued 1/24/14) 

 
 Voters amended the constitution to allow home 
equity loans, and then in 2003 amended it again to 
allow the Legislature to delegate to an agency the 
power to interpret certain sections. In this suit, 
homeowners challenged certain rulings by two 
commissions authorized by the Legislature to create a 
safe harbor. The Supreme Court ruled that “agency 
interpretations made under this authority are [not] 
beyond judicial review,” and that certain rulings by the 
agencies were unconstitutional. 
 “The separation of the powers of government into 
three distinct, rival branches — legislative, executive, 
and judicial — is ‘the absolutely central guarantee of a 
just Government.’  Checks and balances among the 
branches protect the individual.” “The principle of 
separation of powers is foundational for federal and 
state governments in this country and firmly embedded 
in our nation’s history. The Texas Constitution 
mandates: ‘The powers of the Government of the State 
of Texas shall be divided into three distinct 
departments.…’” The power to interpret the 
constitution is “unquestionably” allocated by the 
constitution “to the Judiciary.” Footnote 6: “‘The final 
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authority to determine adherence to the Constitution 
resides with the Judiciary.’” 

“‘‘As a rule, court decisions apply 
retrospectively.…’’” 
 The homestead has been protected from forced 
sale by the Texas Constitution. An amendment allowed 
home equity loans. Its “lengthy, elaborate, detailed 
provisions … were included in Article XVI, Section 50 
and made nonseverable.” “Loan terms and conditions, 
notices to borrowers, and all applicable regulations 
were set out in Section 50 itself.” Desiring a safe 
harbor, in “2003 the Legislature proposed, and the 
people adopted, Section 50(u), which states: The 
legislature may by statute delegate one or more state 
agencies the power to interpret” parts of Section 50. 
The commissioners on the commissions to whom the 
Legislature delegated the power were appointed by the 
Governor. 
 The commissions’ interpretation of “interest” was 
unconstitutional, as well as allowing closing by mail, 
but not the presumption of receipt of notice. 
 “The purpose of Section 50(u) … was to remove 
market uncertainty.… Judicial review of the 
Commissions’ interpretations does not impair Section 
50(u)’s purpose … , but rather, assures that the 
interpretations adhere to … constitutional provisions. 
To read Section 50(u) as giving the Commissions 
interpretative authority that is absolute and 
unreviewable … would defeat the purpose of 
constitutionalizing home equity lending procedures in 
the first place: to shield them from political 
pressures….” Footnote 66: “‘[I]n construing a 
constitutional provision, 66 this Court has always 
given effect to the intention of the framers and ratifiers 
of the provision.’” 
 “‘The requirement in this State that a plaintiff 
have standing to assert a claim derives from the Texas 
Constitution’s separation of powers among the 
departments of government, which denies the judiciary 
authority to decide issues in the abstract, and from the 
Open Courts provision, which provides court access 
only to a ‘person for an injury done him’.’” 
 “This Court does not defer to a court of appeals’ 
interpretation of the Constitution but reviews it, as all 
matters of law, de novo. Indeed, the courts of appeals 
do not even defer to each other’s constitutional 
interpretations.” The “power to interpret the 
constitutional text is unrelated to an agency’s expertise 
in an industry, or to its regulatory power.…” 
 “‘In construing the Constitution, as in construing 
statutes, the fundamental guiding rule is to give effect 
to the intent of the makers and adopters of the 

provision in question. We presume the language of the 
Constitution was carefully selected, and we interpret 
words as they are generally understood. We rely 
heavily on the literal text. However, we may consider 
such matters as the history of the legislation, the 
conditions and spirit of the times, the prevailing 
sentiments of the people, the evils intended to be 
remedied, and the good to be accomplished.’” 
 “Closing a loan is a process.… [Under the 
constitution, executing] the required consent or a 
power of attorney are part of the closing process and 
must occur only at one of the locations allowed by the 
constitutional provision.” 
 The commissions’ interpretation providing a 
rebuttable presumption of receipt of mail “does not 
impair the constitutional requirement; it merely 
relieves a lender of proving receipt unless receipt is 
challenged.” 

 
B. Statutory Construction 
 
1. Thompson v. Texas Department of Licensing and 

Regulation, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(12/19/14) 
 

“Where a statutory term is undefined, that term is 
imbued with the plain meaning as commonly 
understood at the time of enactment.” 
 “The construction of a statute is a question of law 
we review de novo. The Legislature has specified in 
the Code Construction Act that ‘[w]ords and phrases 
shall be read in context and construed according to the 
rules of grammar and common usage.’” 
 “We defer to agency interpretations of statutes 
only if they are ambiguous, provided that the agency’s 
interpretation is reasonable and does not conflict with 
the plain language of the statute. But if an undefined 
term has multiple common meanings, it is not 
necessarily ambiguous; rather, we will apply the 
definition most consistent with the context of the 
statutory scheme.”  

The statutory licensing scheme addresses 
rehabilitation, but does not define it. Black’s Law 
Dictionary “published the same year as the statute’s 
passage defines rehabilitation in the criminal context as 
‘[t]he process of seeking to improve a criminal’s 
character and outlook so that he or she can function in 
society without committing other crimes.’” “Thus, both 
the statutory language discussing rehabilitation and the 
ordinary meaning of the term signify that rehabilitation 
is concerned largely with post-conviction behavior that 
mitigates the likelihood of future criminal conduct.” 
 Here, Thompson demonstrated his rehabilitation. 
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The department’s “insertion of a new requirement [to 
confess] unsupported by the plain contextual meaning 
of an unambiguous statute departed from the law. 
Thus, [its] revision of the findings of fact and 
conclusions of law constituted error.” 
 
2. Damuth v. Trinity Valley Community College, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(11/21/14) 
 
 After public college fired coach, he sued for 
breach of his employment contract. Following its 
decision in City of Houston v. Williams, the Supreme 
Court ruled that the “Local Government Contract 
Claims Act waives a local governmental entity’s 
immunity from suit for breach of a services contract 
subject to the Act. TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE 
§§ 271.151(2), 271.152.” “‘Services’ clearly includes 
what an employee provides his employer by his 
efforts.” Thus, immunity was waived for the coach’s 
suit. 
 The “‘heading of a title, subtitle, chapter, 
subchapter, or section does not limit or expand the 
meaning of a statute.’ ‘In ordinary usage the term 
‘services’ has a rather broad … meaning. It includes 
generally any act performed for the benefit of another 
under some arrangement or agreement whereby such 
act was to have been performed.’ Though the 
Legislature has defined ‘services’ in some contexts, it 
has not done so in the Act, and  ‘the term is broad 
enough to encompass a wide array of activities.’” “The 
term is certainly broad enough to include services 
provided by employees.” 
 The coach was not a civil servant. “The law’s 
sometimes special treatment of civil service employees 
says nothing about whether they should be treated 
differently under the Act. Nothing in the Act itself 
indicates that its waiver of immunity is limited to suits 
by civil servants.” 
 
3. In re Teresa Corral-Lerma, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(11/21/14) 
 
 Mandamus was sought to reduce the amount of a 
supersedeas bond. Suit was filed “under the Texas 
Theft Liability Act, and [defendant] counterclaimed for 
attorney’s fees under the same Act.” “[U]nder the 
Texas Theft Liability Act … a prevailing defendant 
must be awarded attorney’s fees even without an award 
of compensatory damages. See TEX. CIV. PRAC. & 
REM. CODE § 134.005(b).” “But this statutory 
distinction does not undermine the inherent differences 
between compensatory damages and attorney’s fees… 

[While] ‘attorney’s fees for the prosecution or defense 
of a claim may be compensatory in that they help make 
a claimant whole, they are not, and have never been, 
damages.’” 

The supersedeas “statute also provides that 
security is capped at the lesser of fifty percent of the 
judgment debtor’s net worth or $25 million, and 
requires trial courts to reduce the amount of security if 
a judgment debtor shows he is likely to suffer 
substantial economic harm. See TEX. CIV. PRAC. & 
REM. CODE § 52.006(b), (c).” 
 “Before House Bill 4, the comprehensive tort-
reform measure that brought section 52.006 into law, 
the security amount was required to cover the entire 
amount of a money judgment, court costs, and interest. 
But since the enactment of House Bill 4, the full 
amount of the judgment is no longer protected. It is 
unreasonable to construe the current supersedeas 
statute to require interest on categories of a judgment 
the Legislature specifically sought to exclude from the 
security amount. We do not read section 52.006 to 
require [demolition company’s] compensation for the 
time value of an award that was not considered in 
calculating its appellate security.” 

 
4. Greene v. Farmers Insurance Exchange, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
  
 Dispute arising from a fire insurance policy. The 
Supreme Court rejected the homeowner’s assertion of 
that the anti-technicality statute applied. 
 “We review issues of statutory construction de 
novo … with our primary objective being to give effect 
to the Legislature’s intent. We rely on the plain 
meaning of the text as expressing legislative intent 
unless a different meaning is supplied by legislative 
definition or is apparent from the context, or the plain 
meaning leads to absurd results. We presume the 
Legislature selected language in a statute with care and 
that every word or phrase was used with a purpose in 
mind.” 

By enacting the anti-technicality statute, “the 
Legislature expressed the public policy of the state that 
insurance coverage could not be lost based on a 
technical breach of policy terms.” The “Legislature 
establishes public policy through its enactments.” 
 
5. Zachary Construction Corporation v. Port of 

Houston Authority of Harris County, Texas, ___ 
S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 

 
Contractor sued port for breach of contract related 
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to construction of a wharf. The Supreme Court had to 
interpret the Local Government Code. 
 “As a rule, a modifier like the last ‘subject to’ 
phrase in Section 271.152 applies to the nearest 
reasonable referent.” 
 Statements “‘made during the legislative process 
by individual legislators or even a unanimous 
legislative chamber are not evidence of the collective 
intent of the majorities of both legislative chambers 
that enacted a statute.’” 

Footnote 84: “‘[T]he principle of ejusdem generis 
warns against expansive interpretations of broad 
language that immediately follows narrow and specific 
terms, and counsels us to construe the broad in light of 
the narrow.’” 
 
6. In the Interest of K.M.L., a Child, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 

Parental termination case. The parties disagreed 
about the “verification” of a relinquishment affidavit. 
“Any difference between ‘verified’ and ‘verification’ is 
merely a matter of semantics. … As we interpret 
statutes with the fair assumption that the Legislature 
intends the words it chooses, applying the words as 
they are written, we must determine whether the 
affidavit here was verified—that is, whether it included 
a verification.” 
 
7. Highland Homes Ltd. v. The State of Texas, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 A class-action settlement, the State of Texas 
contested the disposition of a “cy pres award” under 
the Unclaimed Property Act. The Supreme Court ruled 
it did not apply. 
 Footnote 21: “‘In construing a statute, whether or 
not the statute is considered ambiguous on its face, a 
court may consider among other matters the . . . title 
(caption) . . . .’).” 
 
8. In the Interest of M.G.N. and A.C.N., Minor 

Children, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/22/14) 
 
 In a custody case tried by a jury with an alternate, 
during trial one juror said he knew information about 
the father’s business; the trial court replaced him with 
the alternate juror. Later, when a second juror reported 
he was sick, the trial court excused him and proceeded 
with eleven. Considering both the constitution and 
statute, the Supreme Court ruled that “a trial court may 
substitute a regular juror with an alternate if the regular 

juror is unable to fulfill or is disqualified from 
fulfilling his duties, but a trial court may only dismiss a 
juror and proceed with fewer than twelve jurors if the 
dismissed juror is constitutionally disabled.” 

“The construction of the constitution and statutes 
are questions of law we review de novo.” 

“Our constitution permits trial courts to proceed 
with fewer than twelve jurors if the trial court finds 
that up to three jurors are constitutionally disabled. Our 
statutes allow trial courts to substitute qualified 
alternate jurors for regular jurors who become 
statutorily disqualified—a different standard 
altogether.” 
 Here, to substitute the alternate juror for the first 
juror, “under the statute the trial court only needed to 
find that [he] was disqualified from fulfilling his duties 
and that the alternate was qualified to serve.”  
 
9. In re Ford Motor Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(7/3/14) 
 

Forum non conveniens case in which intervenors 
relied upon the “Texas-resident exception.”  
  “The ordinary meaning of the statutory text is the 
first [step for] … interpretation.… [We] must consider 
words in light of the lexical environment in which we 
find them. ‘Undefined terms in a statute are typically 
given their ordinary meaning, but if a different or more 
precise definition is apparent from the term’s use in the 
context of the statute, we apply that meaning.’ … 
Third-party plaintiff [here] is undefined. However, the 
context of the statute here indicates that this clause 
excludes only defendants who assert their own claims 
within the same lawsuit.” 
 When “seeking to understand statutory 
definitions, ‘the word being defined is the most 
significant element of the definition’s context.’ Courts 
should not consider the meaning of the term to be 
defined in total isolation from its common usage.” 
 The Court’s “text-driven analysis also accords 
with common sense. … [The] statute does not exclude 
a plaintiff from the Texas-resident exception just 
because he decides to turn on one of his fellow 
plaintiffs or bring in a third party.” 
 Language “‘cannot be interpreted apart from 
context.’” 
 “We apply a statute’s plain meaning ‘unless a 
different meaning is apparent from the context or the 
plain meaning leads to absurd or nonsensical results.’ 
In determining a statute’s meaning, we ‘consider 
statutes as a whole rather than their isolated 
provisions.’ Here, context within the statutory 
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definition and related provisions demonstrates that 
wrongful-death beneficiaries are distinct plaintiffs.…” 
 The Court considered that the statutory “exclusion 
of bad-faith assignees … implies that good-faith 
assignees are included.…” Also, “‘a legal resident’” 
implies an individual. 
 To “‘supply [statutory] omissions transcends the 
judicial function.’” Courts should not “create a demand 
for them” by creating holes.  
 “‘If a general provision conflicts with a special or 
local provision, the provisions shall be construed, if 
possible, so that effect is given to both.’” 
 The “wrongful-death statute’s broader derivative-
beneficiary rule [cannot be harmonized] with the 
Texas-resident exception.” Thus, the “‘special or local 
provision prevails as an exception to the general 
provision.’” 
 
10. Jaster v. Comet II Construction, Inc., ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 

After homeowner sued builder, builder filed a 
third-party claim against the seller of the foundation 
plans and the engineer. Seller filed a cross-claim 
against engineer. Under TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. 
CODE Ch. 150, the plaintiff must file a supporting 
affidavit with the complaint when he seeks “‘damages 
arising out of the provision of professional services by 
a licensed or registered professional’ architect, 
engineer, land surveyor, or landscape engineer.” The 
Supreme Court ruled that, because “cross-claimants 
and third-party plaintiffs are not ‘the plaintiff,’ … the 
statute’s expert affidavit requirement does not apply to 
them.” Thus, builder did not have to file an expert 
report. 
 Though the statute has been amended, the expert 
report requirement has been retained. Footnote 4: 
“Thus, our construction of the 2005 version also 
applies to the current version of the statute.” 
 “We … construe [the statute] de novo. We must 
enforce the statute ‘as written’ and ‘refrain from 
rewriting text that lawmakers chose.’ We limit our 
analysis to the words of the statute and apply the plain 
meaning of those words ‘unless a different meaning is 
apparent from the context or the plain meaning leads to 
absurd or nonsensical results.’ While we must consider 
the specific statutory language at issue, we must do so 
while looking to the statute as a whole, rather than as 
‘isolated provisions.’ We ‘endeavor to read the statute 
contextually, giving effect to every word, clause, and 
sentence.’ We thus begin … with the statute’s words 
and then consider the apparent meaning of those words 

within their context.” 
 “Chapter 150 does not define the terms ‘plaintiff’ 
or ‘action,’ so we must give them their common, 
ordinary meaning unless the statute clearly indicates a 
different result. That is not to say that we must (or may 
only) give undefined words their only meaning, for 
words can have more than one meaning.” When the 
word is undefined, “our task is to determine and apply 
the word’s common, ordinary meaning. The fact that 
the word may sometimes be used to convey a different 
meaning is the very reason why we look for its 
common, ordinary meaning. To determine its common, 
ordinary meaning, we look to a wide variety of 
sources, including dictionary definitions, treatises and 
commentaries, our own prior constructions of the word 
in other contexts, the use and definitions of the word in 
other statutes and ordinances, and the use of the words 
in our rules of evidence and procedure.” 
 The dictionary defines a “plaintiff” as one who 
“files a ‘civil suit.’” The “‘plaintiff’ is a party who 
initiates the ‘action’ or suit.… Third-party plaintiffs 
and cross-claimants do not initiate a lawsuit or legal 
proceeding.” (Footnote 14: “We have identified one 
instance within the Civil Practice and Remedies Code, 
for example, where it appears that the term ‘plaintiff’ is 
used interchangeably with the broader term 
‘claimant.’”) “[W]hen the Legislature wants to use a 
single term that encompasses third-party plaintiffs, 
cross-claimants, and counter-claimants along with 
plaintiffs, it uses the term ‘claimant,’ and defines that 
term accordingly.” (Footnote 15: “The recognition that 
those added to the suit by joinder or intervention may 
become ‘plaintiffs’ is also consistent with the common 
meaning of the term, as such joinder or intervention 
simply places them among those who initiated the 
suit.”) The Texas Rules of Civil Procedure “are also 
consistent with the statute’s broader usage of the term 
‘claimants.’ See TEX. R. CIV. P. 169(a)(1).…” 
 “The common meaning of the term ‘action’ refers 
to an entire lawsuit or cause or proceeding, not to 
discrete ‘claims’ or ‘causes of action’ asserted within a 
suit.… A suit, in turn, is ‘any proceeding in a court of 
justice by which an individual pursues that remedy in a 
court of justice which the law affords him.’” The terms 
“suit” and “action” both “refer to a judicial proceeding 
in which parties assert claims for relief.” “A ‘cause of 
action,’ by contrast, ‘has been defined ‘as a fact or 
facts entitling one to institute and maintain an action, 
which must be alleged and proved in order to obtain 
relief.’’” “A ‘cause of action’ is thus similar to a 
‘claim.…’” Accordingly, it can exist before suit is 
filed. Footnote 12: “Generally, our rules of civil 
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procedure also recognize the distinction between an 
‘action,’ ‘suit,’ or ‘cause’ and a ‘cause of action’ or 
‘claim.’” 

Here, the statutory “context does not support a 
different meaning.…” “By using the terms ‘action’ and 
‘arbitration proceeding’ together with the conjunction 
‘or,’ the statute treats the two terms as having a similar 
meaning. The meaning of individual words ‘may be 
ascertained by reference to words associated with them 
in the statute; and . . . where two or more words of 
analogous meaning are employed together in a statute, 
they are understood to be used in their cognate sense, 
to express the same relations and give color and 
expression to each other.’” 
 Additionally, “statute requires the plaintiff to file 
a certificate of merit ‘in’ an action or arbitration 
proceeding. … [A] party asserts a claim or cause of 
action ‘in’ a pleading that is filed ‘in’ a lawsuit or 
‘action.’” 

Section “150.002’s certificate-of-merit 
requirement applies to a party who initiates the lawsuit, 
and not to defendants or third-party defendants who 
assert claims for relief within a suit.” 
 While “courts should not enforce the plain 
meaning of a statute’s text if doing so ‘leads to absurd 
or nonsensical results.’” The “‘bar for reworking the 
words our Legislature passed into law is high, and 
should be. The absurdity safety valve is reserved for 
truly exceptional cases, and mere oddity does not equal 
absurdity.’” Here, the results were not “absurd.” 
 
11. Union Carbide Corporation v. Synatzske, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 
 Chapter 90—which created detailed report 
requirements in asbestosis suits that include proof of a 
pulmonary function test—was enacted before 
plaintiffs’ decedent died, but became law shortly 
thereafter. The Supreme Court ruled that the reports 
submitted by plaintiffs were not untimely, but did not 
comply with statute when they failed to demonstrate 
that they were recent and demonstrated abnormal 
findings. The Court further ruled that the statute’s 
report requirement was not unconstitutionally 
retroactive. 
 “In construing a statute our primary objective is to 
ascertain the Legislature’s intent, and we do that, if 
possible, through the words the Legislature selected. 
We derive the Legislature’s intent from the statute as a 
whole, not by reading individual provisions in 
isolation.” 
 “We derive the Legislature’s intent from the 

statute as a whole, not from individual provisions in 
isolation. We construe a statute’s words according to 
their plain and common meaning unless they are 
statutorily defined otherwise, a different meaning is 
apparent from the context, or unless such a 
construction leads to absurd results. We take statutes as 
we find them, presuming the Legislature included 
words that it intended to include and omitted words it 
intended to omit. We do not read words into a statute 
to make it what we consider to be more reasonable, 
rather we may do so only to prevent an absurd result.” 
 The statute “does not expressly require that the 
pulmonary function test show functional impairment or 
otherwise be relevant to the physician’s diagnosis of 
asbestos-related functional pulmonary impairment.” 
But, merely referencing a forty-year-old, negative 
pulmonary function test would be an “absurd” result. 
“[W]e presume legislators intended to enact legislation 
fulfilling their clearly stated purpose rather than 
presuming they made a mistake that both diminishes 
the result they were seeking to obtain as well as 
arbitrarily distinguishing among persons claiming 
asbestos-related impairment.” Thus, the test mentioned 
in the report must “show some level of functional 
pulmonary impairment.…” 
 “The Texas Constitution provides that ‘No bill of 
attainder, ex post facto law, retroactive law,or any law 
impairing the obligation of contracts, shall be made.’ 
We have defined a retroactive law as ‘a law that acts 
on things which are past.’ Chapter 90 changed the 
procedures and standards for the [plaintiffs] to pursue 
their statutory cause of action for wrongful death after 
it had accrued, so the statute’s effect was retroactive as 
to their claims. … But retroactive effect alone will not 
make a statute unconstitutional. We begin, as we do 
with any challenge to a statute’s constitutionality, by 
presuming that the statute is constitutional.” 

The “test for violation of the open courts 
provision applies only to common law causes of action 
and addresses different concerns than the prohibition 
on retroactive laws.” 
 The “test for violation of the open courts 
provision applies only to common law causes of action 
and addresses different concerns than the prohibition 
on retroactive laws. … [S]tatutory causes of action are 
[not] categorically beyond the constitutional 
protections from retroactive laws.” 
 The prohibition of retroactive laws “‘protects 
settled expectations that rules are to govern the play 
and not simply the score, and prevents the abuses of 
legislative power that arise when individuals or groups 
are singled out for special reward or punishment. … 
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[C]ourts must consider three factors in light of the 
prohibition’s dual objectives: the nature and strength 
of the public interest served by the statute as evidenced 
by the Legislature’s factual findings; the nature of the 
prior right impaired by the statute; and the extent of 
the impairment.’” 

“To overcome the presumption that laws with 
retroactive effects are unconstitutional, the public 
interest a statute serves must be compelling.” The 
Legislature so found here. Moreover, Chapter 90 did 
not “benefit any particular entity.”  
 Also, here there was no pending suit filed when 
the statute was passed.  
 A “statute was not unconstitutionally retroactive 
when the plaintiff had two months to sue before it 
became effective.” 
 Basing liability for asbestosis on “functional 
pulmonary impairment” was not arbitrary. 
 “Chapter 90 did not upset settled expectations of 
[plaintiffs] in the constitutional sense to the extent that 
it outweighs the compelling public interest … [and] 
does not violate the Texas Constitution’s prohibition 
against retroactive laws.” 
 
 
12. State Office of Risk Management v. Carty, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/20/14) 
 

In “construing the Act our primary objective is to 
give effect to legislative intent. ‘The plain meaning of 
the text is the best expression of that intent unless a 
different meaning is apparent from the context or the 
plain meaning leads to absurd or nonsensical results.’ 
We interpret statutory text by studying the language of 
the specific provision at issue, as well as the statute as 
a whole. Further, we ‘endeavor to read the statute 
contextually, giving effect to every word, clause, and 
sentence.’” 
 “‘Undefined terms in a statute are typically given 
their ordinary meaning, but if a different or more 
precise definition is apparent from the term’s use in the 
context of the statute, we apply that meaning.’” 
 
13. Ritchie v. Rupe, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Minority shareholder of a “closely held 
corporation alleged that the corporation’s other 
shareholders, who were also on the board of directors, 
engaged in ‘oppressive’ actions and breached fiduciary 
duties by, among other things, refusing to buy her 
shares for fair value or meet with prospective outside 

buyers.” The Supreme Court ruled that the conduct was 
on “oppressive” under the statute, and further, that “the 
statute does not authorize courts to order a corporation 
to buy out a minority shareholder’s interests. … 
[Finally,] we decline to recognize or create a Texas 
common-law cause of action for ‘minority shareholder 
oppression.’” 
 Construction of the receivership statute, “like any 
other statute, is a question of law for the courts, and we 
review the court of appeal’s determination of this 
question de novo. ‘Our task is to effectuate the 
Legislature’s expressed intent[]’; it is not to impose our 
personal policy choices or ‘to second-guess the policy 
choices that inform our statutes or to weigh the 
effectiveness of their results.’ We focus on the words 
of the statute, because ‘[l]egislative intent is best 
revealed in legislative language.’” “Oppressive” is not 
defined. “In the absence of a statutory definition, we 
give words their common meaning.” “‘[W]hen an 
undefined [statutory] term has multiple common 
meanings, the definition most consistent within the 
context of the statute’s scheme applies.’ … [O]ur text-
based approach to statutory construction requires us to 
study the language of the specific provision at issue, 
within the context of the statute as a whole, 
endeavoring to give effect to every word, clause, and 
sentence. We therefore examine not only the language 
of the oppression provision but also the language and 
context of the entire receivership statute, including the 
other specific grounds on which it authorizes a 
receivership and the general requirements that apply to 
all of the specific grounds.” 
 Here, nothing suggest the receivership is limited 
to closely held corporations or minority shareholders. 
A receivership is a “temporary fix.” Thus, to be 
“oppressive,” “the complained-of actions must create 
exigent circumstances for the corporation.” 
 The statute here groups together “illegal,” 
“fraudulent,” and “oppressive.” “It is a ‘familiar 
principle of statutory construction that words grouped 
in a list should be given related meaning,’ and … ‘the 
meaning of particular words in a statute may be 
ascertained by reference to other words associated with 
them in the same statute.’” 
 Footnote 16: “[T]his Court has consistently 
refused to rely on ‘legislative acquiescence’ as a 
doctrine of statutory construction when it runs contrary 
to the plain language of the statute.” 
 When “the Legislature has enacted a 
comprehensive statutory scheme, we will refrain from 
imposing additional claims or procedures that may 
upset the Legislature’s careful balance of policies and 
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interests.” 
 “This Court has the prerogative to superimpose a 
common-law cause of action upon this statutory 
framework—though not to alter or contravene the 
statutory framework—but we exercise that power 
sparingly, careful not to upset the Legislative balance 
of policies, and only when warranted by a genuine 
need.” There is no need, here. 
 
14. In the Interest of S.M.R., G.J.R., and C.N.R., 

Children, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/6/14) 
 
 The Supreme Court upheld the reversal of a trial 
court’s judgment terminating father’s parental rights. 
DFPS had asserted endangerment and non-compliance 
with conditions for the children’s return, but the 
judgment did not include the latter. 
 “Abuse and neglect are not defined in chapter 
262. Nor does the chapter indicate any special or 
technical meaning for the terms. See TEX. GOV’T CODE 
§ 311.011(b) (requiring words and phrases to be 
construed according to any acquired technical or 
particular meaning). When terms are not defined and 
no technical or particular meaning is apparent from the 
context, we apply the statute’s words according to their 
common usage.” Acts “or omissions listed in chapter 
261 might be used to inform the terms’ use in other 
chapters.” 
 
15. McAllen Hospitals, LLP v. State Farm Mutual 

Insurance Company of Texas, ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(5/16/14) 

 
Hospital sued insurer after injured victims of car 

wreck cashed settlement checks from insurer that were 
made out to both them and hospital, without 
discharging proper hospital lien. An issue was whether 
the Hospital Lien Statute created a cause of action for 
hospital to sue insurer. It is of questionable propriety to 
create a cause of action not provided by the statute. “‘A 
court may not judicially amend a statute and add words 
that are not implicitly contained in the language of the 
statute.’” 

 
16. Colorado, et al. v. Tyco Valves & Controls, L.P., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 
 Defendant offered employees cash and a 
severance if they remained with a business unit that 
was being sold and were not offered positions with the 
purchaser. Some plaintiffs had signed a written 
agreement; others alleged an oral agreement. The 

Supreme Court ruled “that ERISA preempts the 
employees’ breach-of-contract claims…” 
 “Section 514(a) of ERISA preempts ‘any and all 
State laws insofar as they may now or hereafter relate 
to any employee benefit plan’ covered by ERISA. 
ERISA’s expansive preemption provisions are intended 
to ensure exclusive federal regulation of employee 
benefit plans. Accordingly, ERISA’s preemption 
provision has been broadly construed.” 

The “United States Supreme Court construed the 
phrase ‘relates to’ as carrying its ordinary meaning of 
having ‘a connection with or reference to’ an employee 
benefit plan The Supreme Court noted, however, that if 
the state action affects a benefit plan ‘in too tenuous, 
remote, or peripheral a manner,’ the impermissible 
connection to ERISA does not exist.” 
 
17. Crosstex Energy Services, L.P. v. Pro Plus, Inc., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 

Interlocutory appeal of an order denying a motion 
to dismiss and granting an extension to file a certificate 
of merit under Ch. 150. 

“We review statutory construction de novo.” 
 “If the statute is clear and unambiguous, we must 
read the language according to its common meaning 
‘without resort to rules of construction or extrinsic 
aids.’ We rely on this plain meaning as an expression 
of legislative intent unless a different meaning is 
supplied or is apparent from the context, or the plain 
meaning leads to absurd results. Words and phrases 
‘shall be read in context and construed according to the 
rules of grammar and common usage.’ We presume the 
Legislature chose statutory language deliberately and 
purposefully. We must not interpret the statute ‘in a 
manner that renders any part of the statute meaningless 
or superfluous.’” 
 Here, the third sentence of § 150.002(c) could, or 
could not, apply only when plaintiff complied with the 
first sentence. Because “the statute [is] capable of 
multiple interpretations … we apply our rules of 
construction to discern legislative intent.” The meaning 
of words “cannot be determined in isolation but must 
be drawn from the context.…” Here, the Court 
interprets the third sentence is dependent upon the first. 

“In determining whether the Legislature intended 
the certificate of merit to be mandatory, ‘we consider 
the plain meaning of the words used, as well as the 
entire act, its nature and object, and the consequences 
that would follow from each construction.’ The Code 
Construction Act makes clear that the use of ‘shall’ 
normally imposes a mandatory requirement.… Thus, 
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section 150.002(a) imposes a mandatory duty.” 
“We resist classifying a provision as jurisdictional 

absent clear legislative intent to that effect.” When 
determining whether a statutory requirement is 
jurisdictional, the Court “may consider: (1) the plain 
meaning of the statute; (2) ‘the presence or absence of 
specific consequences for noncompliance’; (3) the 
purpose of the statute; and (4) ‘the consequences that 
result from each possible interpretation.’” Here, the 
statute does not claim the certificate of merit is 
jurisdictional. Moreover, “[m]andatory dismissal 
language does not” mean the statute is jurisdictional. 
This statute does not declare its purpose. But, “the 
implications of alternate interpretations” factor 
indicates the statute is not jurisdictional. If a certificate 
of merit were jurisdictional, the omission of one could 
be attacked “in perpetuity.” Thus, it is not. 
 
18. Bioderm Skin Care, LLC v. Sok, 426 S.W.3d 753 

(Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 

Suit for personal injuries resulting from laser hair 
removal. The Supreme Court ruled that the rebuttable 
presumption that the claim was a health care liability 
claim applies, and therefore an expert report was 
required.  
 “Whether [plaintiff’s] claim is a health care 
liability claim is a question of law we review de novo. 
When construing a statute, we give it the effect the 
Legislature intended. The best expression of the 
Legislature’s intent is the plain meaning of the statute’s 
text. More particularly, the broad language of the 
Medical Liability Act evinces legislative intent for the 
statute to have expansive application. In determining 
whether [plaintiff’s] claim is a health care liability 
claim, we focus on the underlying nature of the cause 
of action and are not bound by the pleadings.” 

A later statute, which therefore does not govern, 
defines laser hair removal as health care. “[B]ecause 
[plaintiff] filed suit before this state law took effect, it 
is inapplicable to her claim.” 
 
19. Kia Motors Corporation v. Ruiz, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 
 Products liability case based upon the failure of an 
air bag to deploy due to its circuitry. Reversing a 
judgment for the plaintiffs, the Supreme Court ruled 
that § 82.008 of the CP & RC did not create a 
presumption of nonliability here because, although 
FMVSS 208 is a federal safety standard, defendant did 
not show it governed the risk that caused the harm.   

“We review questions of statutory construction de 
novo. Our fundamental objective in interpreting a 
statute is ‘to determine and give effect to the 
Legislature’s intent.’ ‘The plain language of a statute is 
the surest guide to the Legislature’s intent.’” 

“Interpreting section 82.008 to apply only to 
federal design standards impermissibly adds language 
and alters the statute’s plain meaning. Moreover, such 
an interpretation would deter manufacturers from 
creating new and better designs to improve safety.” 

 
20. Long v. Castle Texas Production Limited 

Partnership, 426 S.W.3d 73 (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 
 This opinion generally addresses the date from 
which postjudment interest runs. 
 “We must interpret statutes … to give them 
effect.… ‘[C]ourts are to avoid interpreting a statute in 
such a way that renders provisions meaningless.’” 
 
21. Texas Coast Utilities Coalition v. Railroad 

Commission of Texas, 423 S.W.3d 355 (Tex. 
2014)(1/17/14) 

 
 Certain cities and governmental entities objected 
when a gas utility sought a rate increase that included 
automatic adjustments in subsequent years. Here, the 
utility included a COSA clause, which provided for 
future automatic adjustments. The Supreme Court, 
analyzing the term “rate,” rejected the coalition’s claim 
that the Commission was not granted authority to 
include such a clause because it would deprive the 
municipalities of their original jurisdiction. “We 
conclude the COSA clause constitutes a ‘rate’….” “‘A 
word’s meaning cannot be determined in isolation, but 
must be drawn from the context in which it is used.’” 
 
C.  Administrative Law, Administrative Agencies, 

and Procedure 
 
1. Thompson v. Texas Department of Licensing and 

Regulation, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(12/19/14) 
 

Thompson was convicted in a military court of 
sexual assault. While imprisoned, he became certified 
as a mechanic and graduated college. Upon release, he 
successfully performed several jobs and applied for a 
license as a tow truck driver. An ALJ ruled his 
application should be granted, but the department 
overruled the ALJ’s findings and conclusions, in part 
because it claimed Thompson’s failure to confess 
meant he was not rehabilitated. The Supreme Court 
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reversed the department, ruling that the requirement of 
a confession was not required by the statutory 
definition of rehabilitation. 
 “The State Office of Administrative Hearings was 
created in 1991 as a neutral forum where citizens and 
government agencies may efficiently and fairly resolve 
legal disputes. Administrative law judges are licensed 
Texas attorneys who preside over the hearings and 
issue either a recommendation for the agency or a final 
opinion. In an occupational licensing case, the 
Administrative Procedure Act allows an administrative 
law judge to issue a final decision. An agency may 
modify the findings and conclusions of an 
administrative law judge who misinterprets the law, 
erroneously relies on an incorrect prior administrative 
decision, or makes a technical error.” 

“We defer to agency interpretations of statutes 
only if they are ambiguous, provided that the agency’s 
interpretation is reasonable and does not conflict with 
the plain language of the statute. But if an undefined 
term has multiple common meanings, it is not 
necessarily ambiguous; rather, we will apply the 
definition most consistent with the context of the 
statutory scheme.”  

The statutory licensing scheme addresses 
rehabilitation, but does not define it. Black’s Law 
Dictionary “published the same year as the statute’s 
passage defines rehabilitation in the criminal context as 
‘[t]he process of seeking to improve a criminal’s 
character and outlook so that he or she can function in 
society without committing other crimes.’” “Thus, both 
the statutory language discussing rehabilitation and the 
ordinary meaning of the term signify that rehabilitation 
is concerned largely with post-conviction behavior that 
mitigates the likelihood of future criminal conduct.” 

Here, Thompson demonstrated his rehabilitation. 
The department’s “insertion of a new requirement [to 
confess] unsupported by the plain contextual meaning 
of an unambiguous statute departed from the law. 
Thus, [its] revision of the findings of fact and 
conclusions of law constituted error.” 

 
2. In re State Board for Educator Certification, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(12/19/14) 
 
 Teacher appealed an administrative decision to 
revoke his license to a district court, where he 
prevailed. The state board appealed; the trial court 
allowed the teacher to post bond and thereby prevent 
the state board from superseding the judgment: in 
effect, preventing the revocation of the teacher’s 
license during the appeal. The state board sought a 

mandamus holding that it had the right to supersede the 
judgment. The Supreme Court denied it: “a trial court 
has discretion to deny any party—even the State—the 
right to supersede a non-money, non-property 
judgment. Put in practical terms, a trial court has 
discretion to prevent the Board from re-revoking a 
teacher’s professional license while the Board 
appeals.…” 
 “Government’s right to supersede a judgment may 
be automatic, but it is not absolute.” The “State and its 
departments have been exempt from filing a bond to 
appeal an adverse judgment. Our rules have long 
recognized this, and CPRC section 6.001 codifies it.…” 
 Footnote 1: “TEX. EDUC. CODE § 21.041(b)(7) 
(‘The board shall propose rules that . . . provide for 
disciplinary proceedings, including the . . . revocation 
of an educator certificate . . . .’); 19 TEX. ADMIN. 
CODE § 247.2(1)(J) (2010) (State Bd. for Educator 
Certification, Code of Ethics & Standard Practices) 
(‘The educator shall be of good moral character and be 
worthy to instruct or supervise the youth of this 
state.’); id. §§ 249.15(a)(4); 249.15(b)(2) (2013) (State 
Bd. for Educator Certification, Disciplinary Action) 
(allowing the Board to ‘revoke . . . a certificate’ upon a 
showing of ‘satisfactory evidence that . . . the 
[educator] is unworthy to instruct or to supervise the 
youth of this state.’).” 
 “The State’s position—boundless entitlement to 
supersede adverse non-money judgments—would vest 
unchecked power in the executive branch, at 
considerable expense to the judicial branch, not to 
mention the wider public we both serve. The Texas 
Constitution divides governing power among three 
branches, and power seized by one branch necessarily 
means power ceded by another. Our State Constitution 
… is infused with Newtonian genius: three rival 
branches locked in synchronous orbit by competing 
interests—ambition checking ambition.” “A 
governmental entity’s notice of appeal does not deprive 
a trial court of discretion to refuse suspension of its 
judgment if the appellee posts security in accordance 
with TRAP 24.2(a)(3).” 

 
3. Texas Commission on Environmental Quality v. 

Resendez, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(11/21/14) 
 
 Whistleblower case. “TECQ administers the Texas 
Emissions Reduction Plan (TERP), a program that 
incentivizes emissions reduction, in part by providing 
money or rebates to individuals to replace certain high-
emission vehicles.” 

“Texas Government Code section 321 
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criminalizes the failure of a state agency’s 
‘administrative head’ to report fraud or 
misappropriation of funds if there is reasonable cause 
to believe that such has taken place.” 

“Internal-compliance authority… cannot support a 
good-faith belief that [a supervisor] had the power to 
enforce the Government Code’s fraud-reporting 
provisions or to pursue criminal charges.” 

“[N]o one within TECQ’s fraud-investigation 
program is empowered to enforce any law.…” 

 
4. Houston Unlimited, Inc. Metal Processing v. Mel 

Acres Ranch, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(8/22/14) 

 
 Suit seeking “stigma” damages for land’s reduced 
market value.  

Footnote 1: The “state action level” of 
contaminants refers to the level when tecq will require 
correction. “The Commission’s regulations define this 
as the level that, ‘in the opinion of the agency,’ is 
‘harmful to human health and safety or the 
environment.’ These levels are ‘determined by the 
agency,’ which ‘may issue additional directives should 
the corrective action activities prove to not be effective 
in reducing the contaminant levels at a sufficient rate.’” 
 
5. Porretto v. Texas General Land Office, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 
 Suit against state over title to land seaward of 
Galveston’s seawall. The state and its lawyers had 
wrongly asserted ownership. 
 “The GLO lawyers’ statements regarding the 
State’s ownership of property above the MHHT line 
were simply not binding on the State. They were no 
more than expressions of their opinions.… Even if they 
had been statements on behalf of the GLO itself, such 
assertions of ownership would not have constituted a 
taking in these circumstances. … [A] state agency’s 
assertions of ownership of property did not of 
themselves constitute a taking of the property when the 
agency had not attempted to take possession of the 
property. … But even though the lawyers’ statements 
injured the [plaintiffs], …  they did not rise to the level 
of a taking.” 
 
6. Texas Coast Utilities Coalition v. Railroad 

Commission of Texas, 423 S.W.3d 355 (Tex. 
2014)(1/17/14) 

 
 Certain cities and governmental entities objected 

when a gas utility sought a rate increase that included 
automatic adjustments in subsequent years. The 
Supreme Court ruled that “the Railroad Commission of 
Texas had authority to adopt a gas utility rate schedule 
that provided for automatic annual adjustments based 
on increases or decreases in the utility’s cost of 
service.” 
 “Although the Texas Constitution specifically 
mentions the Railroad Commission, … it does not 
create the agency but instead merely authorizes the 
Legislature to do so. … [T]he Legislature has 
established the Commission.… As a statutorily created 
body, the Commission has no inherent authority, and 
instead has only the authority that the Legislature 
confers upon it.” That “includes the powers that a 
statute expressly grants (express authority) and also the 
powers ‘reasonably necessary to carry out the express 
responsibilities given to it by the Legislature’ (implied 
authority). But ‘reasonably necessary’ does not mean 
merely ‘expedient.’ The Commission ‘may not … 
exercise what is effectively a new power, or a power 
contradictory to the statute,’ even if it ‘is expedient for 
administrative purposes.’” 
 GURA granted to the Commission authority to 
ensure compliance of gas utilities. “[U]nder GURA, the 
utility’s rate is typically based on costs incurred during 
the year prior to the rate case.” 
 “[M]unicipalities have exclusive original 
jurisdiction over the rates and services of gas utilities 
that distribute gas within their municipal boundaries, 
… while the Commission has exclusive original 
jurisdiction over rates and services in areas that are … 
outside of municipal boundaries.…” But, rate orders 
from municipalities may be appealed to the 
Commission. 
 Here, the utility included a COSA clause, which 
provided for future automatic adjustments. The Court, 
analyzing the term “rate,” rejected the coalition’s claim 
that the Commission was not granted authority to 
include such a clause because it would deprive the 
municipalities of their original jurisdiction. 
 “[B]oth the Commission and the COSA must still 
comply with all of GURA’s procedural, substantive, and 
jurisdictional mandates.” 
 Footnote 24: “This Court has previously 
recognized the Commission’s discretion in dealing 
with ‘regulatory lag’ when acting within the authority 
the Legislature has delegated to it.” 
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7. The Finance Commission of Texas v. Norwood, 
418 S.W.3d 566 (Tex. 2013)(6/21/13) 
(“supplemental opinion” was issued 1/24/14) 

 
 Voters amended the constitution to allow home 
equity loans, and then in 2003 amended it again to 
allow the Legislature to delegate to an agency the 
power to interpret certain sections. In this suit, 
homeowners challenged certain rulings by two 
commissions authorized by the Legislature to create a 
safe harbor. The Supreme Court ruled that “agency 
interpretations made under this authority are [not] 
beyond judicial review,” and that certain rulings by the 
agencies were unconstitutional. 
 Generally, a citizen cannot sue to force the 
government to comply with the law, but this “varies 
with the claims made.” Here there was standing 
because of the safe harbor provision. “Were this injury 
insufficient to confer standing to challenge the 
Commissions’ interpretations, their authority to 
interpret Section 50 would be final and absolute, not 
merely shared with the Judiciary. But the principle of 
standing exists to protect the separation of powers, not 
to defeat it.” Footnote 83: “The Commissions’ 
authority to interpret Section 50 is subject … to the 
Administrative Procedure Act, which permits judicial 
review of a rule adopted by a state agency ‘if it is 
alleged that the rule or its threatened application 
interferes with or impairs, or threatens to interfere with 
or impair, a legal right or privilege of the plaintiff.’ 
The Homeowners’ pleadings track this language and 
thus allege the injury required by the Act for judicial 
review.” 
 “‘Construction of a statute by the administrative 
agency charged with its enforcement is entitled to 
serious consideration, so long as the construction is 
reasonable and does not contradict the plain language 
of the statute.’ … This Court does not defer to a court 
of appeals’ interpretation of the Constitution but 
reviews it, as all matters of law, de novo. Indeed, the 
courts of appeals do not even defer to each other’s 
constitutional interpretations.” 
 The “power to interpret the constitutional text is 
unrelated to an agency’s expertise in an industry, or to 
its regulatory power.…” 
 The fatal flaw with the commissions’ 
interpretation of “interest” is that it was tied to the 
Legislature’s definition, which it could change. 
 
 
 

 

D. Governmental Branches, Powers, Officials, 
Duties, and Elections 

 
1. In re State Board for Educator Certification, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(12/19/14) 
 
 Teacher appealed an administrative decision to 
revoke his license to a district court, where he 
prevailed. The state board appealed; the trial court 
allowed the teacher to post bond and thereby prevent 
the state board from superseding the judgment: in 
effect, preventing the revocation of the teacher’s 
license during the appeal. The state board sought a 
mandamus holding that it had the right to supersede the 
judgment. The Supreme Court denied it: “a trial court 
has discretion to deny any party—even the State—the 
right to supersede a non-money, non-property 
judgment. Put in practical terms, a trial court has 
discretion to prevent the Board from re-revoking a 
teacher’s professional license while the Board 
appeals.…” 
 “The State’s position—boundless entitlement to 
supersede adverse non-money judgments—would vest 
unchecked power in the executive branch, at 
considerable expense to the judicial branch, not to 
mention the wider public we both serve. The Texas 
Constitution divides governing power among three 
branches, and power seized by one branch necessarily 
means power ceded by another. Our State Constitution 
… is infused with Newtonian genius: three rival 
branches locked in synchronous orbit by competing 
interests—ambition checking ambition.” “A 
governmental entity’s notice of appeal does not deprive 
a trial court of discretion to refuse suspension of its 
judgment if the appellee posts security in accordance 
with TRAP 24.2(a)(3).” 

 
2. City of Houston v. Carlson, et al., ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(12/19/14) 
 
 City violated due process when it ordered 
vacation of condominium premises because of alleged 
code violations. After the project was sold, certain 
owners brought an inverse-condemnation takings case 
against the city. The Supreme Court ruled that an 
allegation of procedural violations did not support a 
takings claim, so there was no jurisdiction of the claim 
against the city. 
 Government protects property rights. “But 
government has other obligations as well, including 
ensuring the safety and security of its citizenry. … 
[G]overnment often imposes restrictions on the use of 
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private property. … Although these restrictions 
sometimes result in inconvenience to owners, 
government is not generally required to compensate an 
owner for associated loss.” 
 When “regulation of private property ‘reaches a 
certain magnitude . . . there must be an exercise of 
eminent domain and compensation to sustain the act.’ 
… Texas takings jurisprudence is ‘consistent with 
federal jurisprudence[].’ Where a property owner 
believes compensation is due, he may seek redress via 
an inverse-condemnation claim.” “A regulatory taking 
is a condition of use ‘so onerous that its effect is 
tantamount to a direct appropriation or ouster.’” Here, 
the owners did not so allege. When “a party objects 
only to the ‘infirmity of the process,’ no taking has 
been alleged.” 
 If “the city made a mistake [when enforcing its 
procedures], the respondents’ allegations would 
‘amount to nothing more than a claim of negligence on 
the part of [the city], for which [it] is immune under 
the Texas Tort Claims Act.’” 

 
3. Texas Commission on Environmental Quality v. 

Resendez, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(11/21/14) 
 
 Whistleblower case. The employee had reported 
an impropriety to a state senator. “A state senator’s 
function is to legislate—to create law, not to enforce 
it.” 

 
4. In re Teresa Corral-Lerma, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(11/21/14) 
 
 There is a balance between a judgment creditor’s 
rights and a judgment debtor’s access to appellate 
review. “It is the legislature’s prerogative to strike that 
balance and our duty to enforce the statute as we find 
it.” 

 
5. King Fisher Marine Service, L.P. v. Tamez, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Seaman claimed he was injured when following a 
specific order to help lift a shaft. The day following the 
charge conference, as the court was about to bring in 
the jury, defendant offered a different definition. The 
judge said it was untimely. The Supreme Court ruled 
that “the trial court acted within its discretion in 
refusing to hear a last-minute charge objection.”  
 “Trial courts have ‘inherent power to control the 
disposition of cases ‘with economy of time and effort 
for itself, for counsel, and for litigants.’’ Accordingly, 

the ‘‘discretion vested in the trial court over the 
conduct of a trial is great.’’ This discretion empowers a 
trial court to fulfill ‘a duty to schedule its cases in such 
a manner as to expeditiously dispose of them.’” 
 
6. Greene v. Farmers Insurance Exchange, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
  

“‘Under article II, section 1 of the Texas 
Constitution, courts have no jurisdiction to issue 
advisory opinions.’” 
 
7. Lubbock County Water Control and Improvement 

District v. Church & Akin, L.L.C., ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 

 
Governmental immunity “‘shield[s] the public 

from the costs and consequences of improvident 
actions of their governments.’” The Court “defer[s] to 
the Legislature, as the public’s elected representative 
body, to decide whether and when to waive the 
government’s immunity.” The Legislature must “do so 
‘only by clear and unambiguous language.’” 
 
8. Jaster v. Comet II Construction, Inc., ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 

In a construction case, the Supreme Court ruled 
that an expert report does not have to be filed with a 
cross-action or third-party claim, as it does when 
plaintiff initiates the suit. 
  “‘[W]e read unambiguous statutes as they are 
written, not as they make the most policy sense.’” 
“‘[C]ourts are not empowered to ‘fix’ the mistake by 
disregarding direct and clear statutory language that 
does not create an absurdity.’” 
 
9. Ritchie v. Rupe, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Minority shareholder of a “closely held 
corporation alleged that the corporation’s other 
shareholders, who were also on the board of directors, 
engaged in ‘oppressive’ actions and breached fiduciary 
duties by, among other things, refusing to buy her 
shares for fair value or meet with prospective outside 
buyers.” The Supreme Court ruled that the conduct was 
not “oppressive” under the statute, and further, that 
“the statute does not authorize courts to order a 
corporation to buy out a minority shareholder’s 
interests. … [Finally,] we decline to recognize or 
create a Texas common-law cause of action for 
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‘minority shareholder oppression.’” 
  “This Court has the prerogative to superimpose a 
common-law cause of action upon this statutory 
framework—though not to alter or contravene the 
statutory framework—but we exercise that power 
sparingly, careful not to upset the Legislative balance 
of policies, and only when warranted by a genuine 
need.” There is no need, here. 
 
10. Texas Coast Utilities Coalition v. Railroad 

Commission of Texas, 423 S.W.3d 355 (Tex. 
2014)(1/17/14) 

 
 Certain cities and governmental entities objected 
when a gas utility sought a rate increase that included 
automatic adjustments in subsequent years. Here, the 
utility included a COSA clause, which provided for 
future automatic adjustments. The Supreme Court, 
analyzing the term “rate,” rejected the coalition’s claim 
that the Commission was not granted authority to 
include such a clause because it would deprive the 
municipalities of their original jurisdiction. 

Footnote 4: “Generally, the term ‘municipality’ 
includes towns and villages as well as cities … 
[a]lthough not every ‘municipality’ is a ‘city.…’” 
 “[M]unicipalities have exclusive original 
jurisdiction over the rates and services of gas utilities 
that distribute gas within their municipal boundaries, 
… while the Commission has exclusive original 
jurisdiction over rates and services in areas that are … 
outside of municipal boundaries.…” But, rate orders 
from municipalities may be appealed to the 
Commission. 
 Here, the utility included a COSA clause, which 
provided for future automatic adjustments. The Court 
rejected the coalition’s claim that the Commission was 
not granted authority to include such a clause because 
it would deprive the municipalities of their original 
jurisdiction. 

 
11. The Finance Commission of Texas v. Norwood, 

418 S.W.3d 566 (Tex. 2013)(6/21/13) 
(“supplemental opinion” was issued 1/24/14) 

 
 Voters amended the constitution to allow home 
equity loans, and then in 2003 amended it again to 
allow the Legislature to delegate to an agency the 
power to interpret certain sections. In this suit, 
homeowners challenged certain rulings by two 
commissions authorized by the Legislature to create a 
safe harbor. The Supreme Court ruled that “agency 
interpretations made under this authority are [not] 

beyond judicial review,” and that certain rulings by the 
agencies were unconstitutional. 
 “The separation of the powers of government into 
three distinct, rival branches — legislative, executive, 
and judicial — is ‘the absolutely central guarantee of a 
just Government.’  Checks and balances among the 
branches protect the individual.” “The principle of 
separation of powers is foundational for federal and 
state governments in this country and firmly embedded 
in our nation’s history. The Texas Constitution 
mandates: ‘The powers of the Government of the State 
of Texas shall be divided into three distinct 
departments.…’” The power to interpret the 
constitution is “unquestionably” allocated by the 
constitution “to the Judiciary.” Footnote 6: “‘The final 
authority to determine adherence to the Constitution 
resides with the Judiciary.’” 
 ““As a rule, court decisions apply 
retrospectively.…”” 
 The homestead has been protected from forced 
sale by the Texas Constitution. An amendment allowed 
home equity loans. Its “lengthy, elaborate, detailed 
provisions … were included in Article XVI, Section 50 
and made nonseverable.” “Loan terms and conditions, 
notices to borrowers, and all applicable regulations 
were set out in Section 50 itself.” Desiring a safe 
harbor, in “2003 the Legislature proposed, and the 
people adopted, Section 50(u), which states: The 
legislature may by statute delegate one or more state 
agencies the power to interpret” parts of Section 50. 
The commissioners on the commissions to whom the 
Legislature delegated the power were appointed by the 
Governor. 
 “The purpose of Section 50(u) … was to remove 
market uncertainty.… Judicial review of the 
Commissions’ interpretations does not impair Section 
50(u)’s purpose … , but rather, assures that the 
interpretations adhere to … constitutional provisions. 
To read Section 50(u) as giving the Commissions 
interpretative authority that is absolute and 
unreviewable … would defeat the purpose of 
constitutionalizing home equity lending procedures in 
the first place: to shield them from political 
pressures….” 
 The homeowners had standing to challenge the 
commissions’ rulings. “Because standing is required 
for subject-matter jurisdiction, it can be — and if in 
doubt, must be — raised by a court on its own at any 
time.” “Standing and other concepts of justiciability  
have been ‘developed to identify appropriate occasions 
for judicial action’ and thus maintain the proper 
separation of governmental powers.” 
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 “‘The requirement in this State that a plaintiff 
have standing to assert a claim derives from the Texas 
Constitution’s separation of powers among the 
departments of government, which denies the judiciary 
authority to decide issues in the abstract, and from the 
Open Courts provision, which provides court access 
only to a ‘person for an injury done him’.’” 
 Generally, a citizen cannot sue to force the 
government to comply with the law, but this “varies 
with the claims made.” Here there was standing 
because of the safe harbor provision. “Were this injury 
insufficient to confer standing to challenge the 
Commissions’ interpretations, their authority to 
interpret Section 50 would be final and absolute, not 
merely shared with the Judiciary. But the principle of 
standing exists to protect the separation of powers, not 
to defeat it.” 
 The fatal flaw with the commissions’ 
interpretation of “interest” is that it was tied to the 
Legislature’s definition, which it could change. 

 
E. Choice of Law; Stare Decisis 
 
1. Exxon Mobil Corporatoin v. Drennen, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Company had an agreement with Texas executive 
in which he would receive restricted stock that would 
later become unrestricted if he did not go to work for a 
competitor (called a “detrimental activity”). The 
agreement said it was governed by New York law. 
Determining that the stock agreement was not a non-
compete, the Supreme Court affirmed the choice-of-
law, and ruled that, under New York law, the 
agreement was enforceable. 
 “Texas law recognizes the ‘party autonomy rule’ 
that parties can agree to be governed by the law of 
another state.” However, “parties ‘cannot require that 
their contract be governed by the law of a jurisdiction 
which has no relation whatever to them or their 
agreement.…’” Here, New York bore “some relation” 
because the company had an office there, executive 
had worked in the office, outside counsel is there, and 
the stock was trade on the NYSE. 
 The Court has “adopted Restatement section 187, 
which provides the framework for determining whether 
the parties’ agreement as to choice of law is 
enforceable.” Under it the chosen state’s law will apply 
unless it has no “substantial relationship” to the case or 
its law would violate “a fundamental policy” of the 
state with a greater interest. “Even when a relationship 
is not substantial, the parties may be held to the chosen 

state’s law when [as here] they had a reasonable basis 
for their choice, such as choosing law they know well 
or that it is well developed.” 
 Footnote 2: The “issue of whether a non-compete 
agreement is enforceable is not a question the parties 
could have resolved by explicit provision.…” 
 The “prime objectives of contract law—protecting 
parties’ expectations and enabling parties to predict 
accurately what their rights and liabilities will be—are 
best furthered … when parties to multistate 
transactions can choose the governing law.” “In 
multistate transactions, these prime objectives ‘may 
best be attained . . . by letting the parties choose the 
law to govern the validity of the contract.’” 
“Uniformity is a frequent goal of contracting.…” 
 The DeSantis decision established a “three-step 
approach” to determine the enforceability of the 
choice-of-law. The first is whether another state has “‘a 
more significant relationship.…’” Here, Texas is more 
significant. Second “is determining whether Texas has 
a materially greater interest in the determination of 
whether the detrimental-activity provisions are 
enforceable.” Again, “Texas has a materially greater 
interest than New York … where both the employee 
and the employer are Texas residents.” Third “is 
determining whether the application of New York law 
would be contrary to a fundamental policy of Texas.” 
Because this is not a covenant not to compete, 
“enforcement of New York law does not contravene 
any fundamental public policy of Texas.” 
 Texas’ “public policy has shifted from a 
patriarchal one in which we valued uniform treatment 
of Texas employees from one employer to the next 
above all else, to one in which we also value the ability 
of a company to maintain uniformity in its employment 
contracts across all employees, whether the individual 
employees reside in Texas or New York.” 
 Accordingly, the Court applied New York law 
which contains an “employee choice” concept. Here, 
executive makes the choice (when he resigns or is fired 
for cause). So, under New York law, company 
“lawfully terminated” executive’s restricted stock. 
 
F. Governmental Liability and Sovereign 

Immunity 
 
1. City of Houston v. Carlson, et al., ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(12/19/14) 
 
 City violated due process when it ordered 
vacation of condominium premises because of alleged 
code violations. After the project was sold, certain 
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owners brought an inverse-condemnation takings case 
against the city. The Supreme Court ruled that an 
allegation of procedural violations did not support a 
takings claim, so there was no jurisdiction of the claim 
against the city. 
 “A municipal government enjoys immunity from 
suit unless its immunity has been waived. Without this 
waiver, courts have no jurisdiction to adjudicate any 
claim against the municipality. It is well settled that the 
Texas Constitution waives government immunity with 
respect to inverse-condemnation claims. Nevertheless, 
such a claim is predicated upon a viable allegation of 
taking. ‘In the absence of a properly pled takings 
claim, the state retains immunity.’ Under such 
circumstances, a court must sustain a properly raised 
plea to the jurisdiction.” 
 “We review jurisdiction and sufficiency of the 
pleadings de novo.” 
 Government protects property rights. “But 
government has other obligations as well, including 
ensuring the safety and security of its citizenry. … 
[G]overnment often imposes restrictions on the use of 
private property. … Although these restrictions 
sometimes result in inconvenience to owners, 
government is not generally required to compensate an 
owner for associated loss.” 
 When “regulation of private property ‘reaches a 
certain magnitude . . . there must be an exercise of 
eminent domain and compensation to sustain the act.’ 
… Texas takings jurisprudence is ‘consistent with 
federal jurisprudence[].’ Where a property owner 
believes compensation is due, he may seek redress via 
an inverse-condemnation claim. To plead inverse 
condemnation, a plaintiff must allege an intentional 
government act that resulted in the uncompensated 
taking of private property. … A taking is the 
acquisition, damage, or destruction of property via 
physical or regulatory means.” “A regulatory taking is 
a condition of use ‘so onerous that its effect is 
tantamount to a direct appropriation or ouster.’” Here, 
the owners did not so allege. 
 The owners objected to the penalty and manner of 
enforcement. “The only regulation challenged is a 
procedural one.” So, “accepting all pleaded facts as 
true, the respondents have not alleged a taking.” “To 
our knowledge, neither the U.S. Supreme Court nor 
this Court has ever recognized a purely procedural 
regulatory taking.” When “a party objects only to the 
‘infirmity of the process,’ no taking has been alleged.” 
A “due-process inquiry ‘is logically prior to and 
distinct from the question whether a regulation effects 
a taking.’” 

If “the city made a mistake [when enforcing its 
procedures], the respondents’ allegations would 
‘amount to nothing more than a claim of negligence on 
the part of [the city], for which [it] is immune under 
the Texas Tort Claims Act.’” 
 
2. Damuth v. Trinity Valley Community College, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(11/21/14) 
 
 After public college fired coach, he sued for 
breach of his employment contract. Following its 
decision in City of Houston v. Williams, the Supreme 
Court ruled that the “Local Government Contract 
Claims Act waives a local governmental entity’s 
immunity from suit for breach of a services contract 
subject to the Act. TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE 
§§ 271.151(2), 271.152.” “‘Services’ clearly includes 
what an employee provides his employer by his 
efforts.” Thus, immunity was waived for the coach’s 
suit. 

“Trinity Valley Community College … [is] a local 
governmental entity to which the Act applies.” 
 The coach was not a civil servant. “The law’s 
sometimes special treatment of civil service employees 
says nothing about whether they should be treated 
differently under the Act. Nothing in the Act itself 
indicates that its waiver of immunity is limited to suits 
by civil servants.” 

 
3. Texas Commission on Environmental Quality v. 

Resendez, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(11/21/14) 
 
 Whistleblower case. Thirty-four-year employee of 
TECQ reported improprieties to a supervisor, a director, 
and a state senator, after which she was fired. The 
Supreme Court that, with regard to TECQ supervisors, 
the “an internal report of wrongdoing does not trigger 
the Act’s protection unless it is made directly to an 
authority with outward-looking law-enforcement 
power.” And, the employee’s “report to the senator’s 
office does not satisfy the Act’s requirements” since 
the senator did not have criminal investigatory power. 
Thus, because she failed to prove the reporting 
requirement, immunity was not waived. 
 The “Whistleblower Act … waives a state 
agency’s sovereign immunity from suit for retaliatory 
discharge under certain circumstances.” 

“For the Whistleblower Act to apply, a public 
employee must have made a good-faith report of a 
violation of law by a public employee to an 
‘appropriate law[-]enforcement authority.’ … 
[I]nternal reports of wrongdoing do not satisfy this 
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requirement, even where agency policy is to forward 
the reports to the agency’s enforcement arm. … 
[Accordingly,] a supervisor … is not an appropriate 
law-enforcement authority, and neither is” a senator. 
 “Under the Act, a report is deemed to be to an 
appropriate law-enforcement authority if the employee 
in good faith believes the reported-to entity is 
authorized to regulate under or enforce the law, or 
investigate or prosecute a violation of criminal law. A 
good-faith belief requires a subjective, actual belief 
that the entity has enforcement or investigatory 
authority, and that the belief is objectively reasonable 
in light of the employee’s training and experience.” 
 “Internal-compliance authority… cannot support a 
good-faith belief that [a supervisor] had the power to 
enforce the Government Code’s fraud-reporting 
provisions or to pursue criminal charges.” Investigation 
and cooperation with a district attorney’s office is 
insufficient. “[N]o one within TECQ’s fraud-
investigation program is empowered to enforce any 
law.…” 
 Moreover, a “state senator’s function is to 
legislate—to create law, not to enforce it.” 

 
4. Zachary Construction Corporation v. Port of 

Houston Authority of Harris County, Texas, ___ 
S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 

 
Port entered change-order to extend wharf being 

built by contractor. Original contract excluded delay 
damages caused by port. But, here, the delay was 
intentional, and port began withholding payments. 
When contractor sued, port asserted immunity, the 
exclusion of delay damages, and an offset for 
substandard bumpers. The Supreme Court ruled that 
contractor’s “claim for delay damages is not barred by 
immunity or by the no-damages-for-delay provision of 
the contract. We also hold that [contactor] is entitled to 
recover the liquidated damages withheld by the Port, 
but that there is evidence to support the jury’s award of 
an offset.” 
 “Immunity ‘implicates a court’s subject-matter 
jurisdiction over pending claims’ and ‘‘[w]ithout 
jurisdiction the court cannot proceed at all in any 
cause; it may not assume jurisdiction for the purpose of 
deciding the merits of the case.’’” 
 The Local Government Code’s “limitations on 
recovery help define … the scope of the waiver of 
immunity. … [Moreover,] delay damages [contractor] 
seeks are permitted by the Act, so that the Port’s 
immunity from suit is waived.” The code waives 
immunity under “‘a written contract stating the 

essential terms of the agreement for providing goods or 
services to the local governmental entity that is 
properly executed on behalf of the local governmental 
entity’.” It does not waive immunity for a tort claim. 
 “Section 271.153(b) precludes recovery of 
consequential damages, ‘except as expressly allowed 
under Subsection (a)(1)’.” “Read together, Subsections 
(a)(1) and (b) allow recovery of contract damages, 
including delay damages, but excluding other 
consequential damages. Nothing in the rest of Section 
271.153 suggests that recoverable damages must be 
stated in the contract.” 
 Footnote 64: “‘Generally, a contractor is entitled 
to recover damages for losses due to delay and 
hindrance of work if the contractor proves: (1) its work 
was delayed or hindered; (2) it suffered damages 
because of the delay or hindrance; and (3) the owner of 
the project was responsible for the act or omission 
which caused the delay or hindrance. However, no 
damage for delay provisions may preclude recovery of 
delay damages by the contractor.’” 
 “We conclude that the Local Government 
Contract Claims Act waives immunity for a contract 
claim for delay damages not expressly provided for in 
the contract.” 
 
5. Texas Department of Human Services v. Okoli, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/22/14) 
 
 Employee of TDHS was fired after reporting that 
his supervisor had falsified dates. He reported up the 
chain-of-command—as he was instructed by the 
department. Also, the department’s policy required 
such reports to be conveyed to the Office of Inspector 
General upon receipt by managerial personnel. The 
Supreme Court ruled that the employee “did not report 
to an appropriate law-enforcement authority, nor could 
he have had a good-faith belief that he did so.” 

The Act provides that “‘[s]overeign immunity is 
waived and abolished to the extent of liability for the 
relief allowed under this chapter for a violation of this 
chapter.’” 
 “See TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE § 
51.014(a)(8) (permitting appeal from an interlocutory 
order that denies a plea to the jurisdiction by a 
governmental unit).” 
 “The Whistleblower Act prohibits a state or local 
governmental entity from taking adverse personnel 
action against ‘a public employee who in good faith 
reports a violation of law by the employing 
governmental entity or another public employee to an 
appropriate law[-]enforcement authority.’”  
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“The … Act protects public employees who in 
good faith report violations of law to an appropriate 
law-enforcement authority. In this case, an employee 
reported wrongdoing to his supervisor, who was 
required to forward the report to a part of the agency 
with outward-looking law-enforcement authority.” 
This does not constitute a good faith report to “an 
appropriate law-enforcement authority.” 
 An authority is appropriate if it “‘is part of a state 
or local governmental entity or the federal government 
that the employee in good faith believes is authorized 
to: (1) regulate under or enforce the law alleged to be 
violated in the report; or (2) investigate or prosecute a 
violation of criminal law.’” 
 “An employee’s belief is in good faith if: (1) the 
employee believed the governmental entity qualified, 
and (2) the employee’s belief was reasonable in light of 
the employee’s training and experience. While the first 
element is subjective, the second element is an 
objective one: the reporting employee only receives 
Whistleblower Act protection if a reasonably prudent 
employee in similar circumstances would have 
believed the governmental entity to which he reported 
a violation of law was an appropriate law-enforcement 
authority.” Reports “up the chain of command are 
insufficient to trigger the Act’s protections.” “When an 
employee reports wrongdoing internally with the 
knowledge that the report will have to be forwarded 
elsewhere for regulation, enforcement, investigation, or 
prosecution, then the employee is not reporting ‘to an 
appropriate law[-]enforcement authority.’” Further, 
“we have rejected the notion that a departmental policy 
requiring employees to report wrongdoing to their 
supervisors is sufficient to form a good-faith belief.” 
“To satisfy the Act’s requirements, a report must be 
made to (1) an individual person who possesses the 
law-enforcement powers specified under the Act, or (2) 
someone who, like a police-intake clerk, works for a 
governmental arm specifically charged with exercising 
such powers.” 

 
6. Lubbock County Water Control and Improvement 

District v. Church & Akin, L.L.C., ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 

 
 Lessees of a marina agreed to pay rent and a 
percentage of sales to district. When district reneged on 
its agreement to renew lease, lessees sued. The 
Supreme Court ruled that the agreement did not waive 
governmental immunity: “lessee did not agree to 
provide marina-operation services or any other goods 
or services to the governmental entity. Chapter 271 

therefore does not waive the governmental entity’s 
immunity from suit, and we dismiss … for lack of 
jurisdiction.” 
 District filed an interlocutory appeal. TEX. CIV. 
PRAC. & REM. CODE § 51.014(a) grants “courts of 
appeals jurisdiction to hear interlocutory appeals from 
the grant or denial of governmental unit’s plea to the 
jurisdiction.” Footnote 3: Though generally the 
decision of the court of appeals in an interlocutory 
appeal is final, the Supreme Court has jurisdiction to 
review its judgment when “‘the justices of the court of 
appeals disagree on a question of law material to the 
decision or in which one of the courts of appeals holds 
differently from a prior decision of another court of 
appeals or of the supreme court.’” 
 Footnote 1: Section 271.151(a)(A) of the TEX. 
LOC. GOV’T CODE waives “sovereign immunity to suit 
for purposes of certain breach of contract claims.…” 
 “Local governmental entities ‘enjoy governmental 
immunity from suit, unless immunity is expressly 
waived.’ Governmental immunity includes both 
immunity from liability, ‘which bars enforcement of a 
judgment against a governmental entity, and immunity 
from suit, which bars suit against the entity altogether.’ 
A governmental entity that enters into a contract 
‘necessarily waives immunity from liability, 
voluntarily binding itself like any other party to the 
terms of agreement, but it does not waive immunity 
from suit.’ Unlike immunity from liability, immunity 
from suit deprives the courts of jurisdiction and thus 
completely bars the plaintiff’s claim.” 
 Governmental immunity “‘shield[s] the public 
from the costs and consequences of improvident 
actions of their governments.’” The Court “defer[s] to 
the Legislature, as the public’s elected representative 
body, to decide whether and when to waive the 
government’s immunity.” The Legislature must “do so 
‘only by clear and unambiguous language.’” 
 The waiver of Section 271.151(2)(A) “applies 
only to contracts that are in writing, are properly 
executed, and state ‘the essential terms of the 
agreement for providing goods or services to the local 
governmental entity.’” But, the claimant’s recovery is 
limited “to ‘the balance … owed by the local 
governmental entity under the contract,’ plus attorney’s 
fees and interest.” 
 Courts “must look beyond the title of a written 
contract to determine whether it satisfies chapter 271’s 
waiver requirements.” 
 Courts “must look beyond the title of a written 
contract to determine whether it satisfies chapter 271’s 
waiver requirements.” A “‘contractual relationship can 
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include both the granting of a property interest and an 
agreement to provide goods or services.’” Moreover, 
the services “‘need not be the primary purpose of the 
agreement.’” 
 Here, the lessee “could have elected not to use the 
premises for any purpose,” because the lease simply 
prohibited use, without consent, of the property other 
than as a marina. There is an “important difference 
between an agreement that restricts the use of property 
to a specific purpose and one that requires the use of 
property for a specific purpose.…” 
 “When a party has no right under a contract to 
receive services, the mere fact that it may receive 
services as a result of the contract is insufficient to 
invoke chapter 271’s waiver of immunity.” In this 
case, lessee “provided its marina services not to its 
landlord but to its landlord’s customers.” “Unless the 
written contract includes the essential terms of an 
agreement to provide goods or services to the 
governmental entity, the waiver of immunity does not 
apply.” 
 Additionally, under the lease, the district did not 
agree to pay lessee “any amount for its services.…” 
 The district “had the burden, in its plea to the 
jurisdiction, to establish that it is a governmental entity 
entitled to governmental immunity. Once it satisfied 
that burden, the burden shifted to [plaintiff] to 
establish, or at least raise a fact issue on, a waiver of 
immunity.” 
 Lessee claimed it provided a service to the district 
through issuing catering tickets. But the contract “does 
not state the ‘essential terms’ of that agreement.” 
 Finally, the fact that rent included 5% of sales did 
not “constitute an agreement to generate sales revenue, 
operate a marina, or provide other services to the” 
district. 
 
7. Porretto v. Texas General Land Office, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 
 Plaintiffs owned land seaward of Galveston’s 
seawall. The state claimed title to it in various ways, 
and plaintiffs were unable to sell it. The principle issue 
was “whether the State’s repeated recharacterization of 
private property as public constitutes a compensable 
taking” under the constitution. Reversing a judgment 
for plaintiffs, the Supreme Court ruled it was not a 
taking. 
 Here, plaintiffs “own the property conveyed to 
them that lies landward of the MHHT line.” Because 
this had been disputed by the state, “the trial court was 
justified in resolving the issue once and for all. It erred, 

however, in awarding the [plaintiffs] land seaward of 
the MHHT line.…” Footnote 26: “(‘When suit for 
recovery of title to and possession of land, filed 
without legislative consent, is not against the state 
itself, but is against individuals only, the mere 
assertion by pleading that the defendants claim title or 
right of possession as officials of the state and on 
behalf of the state, will not bar prosecution of the suit. . 
. . One who takes possession of another’s land without 
legal right is no less a trespasser because he is a state 
official or employee, and the owner should not be 
required to obtain legislative consent to institute a suit 
to oust him simply because he asserts a good faith but 
overzealous claim that title or right of possession is in 
the state and that he is acting for and on behalf of the 
state.’); … (… a government actor is not immune from 
a trespass-to-try-title suit . . . .’).” 
 
8. Stinson v. Fontenot, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/6/14) 
 
 Plaintiff sued deputy who arrested her at her home 
after a traffic stop in state court, and his employer in 
federal court. Citing the contemporaneously decided 
Alexander case, the Supreme Court ruled that the 
governmental employee was entitled to dismissal. 
Plaintiff’s “claims against [the deputy] should have 
been dismissed under subsection (f) of the TTCA’s 
election-of remedies provision.” 
 “[S]ubsection (f) is the appropriate avenue for 
dismissing a government employee considered to have 
been sued in his official capacity, while subsection (a) 
bars suit against an employee in his individual 
capacity. For purposes of the TTCA, an employee is 
considered to have been sued in his official capacity 
when the suit (1) is based on conduct within the 
general scope of his employment, and (2) could have 
been brought under the TTCA against the government. 
On that employee’s motion, he is entitled to dismissal 
… unless the plaintiff amends her pleadings to 
substitute the government as a defendant within thirty 
days.” 

The 2011 Franka case determined that, “barring 
an independent statutory waiver of immunity, tort 
claims against the government are brought under the 
TTCA for subsection (f) purposes even when the TTCA 
does not waive immunity for those claims.”  

Here, “subsection (a) does not bar the suit, but 
[the deputy] was entitled to dismissal under subsection 
(f).” 
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9. Alexander v. Walker, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(6/6/14) 

 
 Plaintiff sued police individually alleging assault 
and other theories for actions during two arrests. She 
later sued their employers in federal court. The 
Supreme Court ruled “the officers were entitled to 
dismissal under subsection (f) of the election-of-
remedies provision” of the Texas Tort Claims Act. 
 One of the purposes of the election-of-remedies 
provision “is to encourage plaintiffs ‘to pursue lawsuits 
against governmental units rather than their employees 
when the suit is based on the employee’s conduct 
within the scope of employment.’” A “common-law 
tort suit against a government employee for conduct 
within the general scope of his employment is 
considered to have been brought against the 
government rather than the employee, and thus does 
not bar suit against the governmental employer. … [In] 
such a situation the employee is entitled to dismissal 
pursuant to subsection (f) of the election-of-remedies 
provision.” 
 “Application of the TTCA’s election-of-remedies 
provision requires a determination as to ‘whether an 
employee acted independently and is thus solely liable, 
or acted within the general scope of his or her 
employment such that the governmental unit is 
vicariously liable.’” 
 When a suit “is brought against a government 
employee for conduct within the general scope of his 
employment, and suit could have been brought under 
the TTCA against the government, … such a suit ‘is not 
a suit against the employee; it is, in all but name only, 
a suit against the governmental unit.’” A suit “against a 
government employee in his official capacity … is 
essentially a suit against the employer.…” A “suit 
against an employee ‘in his individual capacity’ is a 
suit seeking personal liability.” A “suit against the 
government triggers subsection (a) and bars suit 
against an employee who has been sued in his 
individual rather than official capacity.” 
 “The TTCA defines the term ‘scope of 
employment’ as ‘the performance for a governmental 
unit of the duties of an employee’s office or 
employment and includes being in or about the 
performance of a task lawfully assigned to an 
employee by competent authority.’ … [An] 
‘employee’s act is not within the scope of employment 
when it occurs within an independent course of 
conduct not intended by the employee to serve any 
purpose of the employer.’” Here, plaintiff’s claims 
against the officers were identical to her claims in 

federal court against their employers. Thus, the “suit is 
based on conduct within the general scope of the 
officers’ employment,” and “is considered to be 
against the officers in their official capacities only.” 
Because “the officers were sued in their official 
capacities, they were entitled to dismissal.…” 
 Footnote 1: “This Court has interlocutory 
jurisdiction when the decision of one court of appeals 
‘holds differently from a prior decision of another 
court of appeals . . . on a question of law material to a 
decision of the case.’” 
 
10. The City of Watauga v. Gordon, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(6/6/14) 
 
 Citizen sued city alleging he was injured when the 
police negligently put on the handcuffs to tightly. 
Holding the event was an intentional tort, the Supreme 
Court ruled that immunity from suit was not waived. 

“The Texas Tort Claims Act waives governmental 
immunity for, among other things, personal injuries 
allegedly caused by the negligent use of property. The 
Act does not waive immunity when the claim arises out 
of an intentional tort, however.” Here, the suit alleged 
a battery, which is an intentional tort. 

The law permits an “interlocutory appeal of an 
order granting or denying a plea to the jurisdiction by a 
governmental unit.” Generally, that stops at the court 
of appeals, unless, as here, there is a conflict among the 
courts. 
 As a political subdivision, the city is protected by 
governmental immunity, unless “immunity has been 
waived by the constitution or state law.” The relevant 
statutory waiver “does not apply to intentional torts.” 
 “Texas courts have recognized private causes of 
action for both assault and battery for well over a 
century.” “An assault occurs when a person is in 
apprehension of imminent bodily contact, whereas a 
battery is committed when an individual actually 
sustains a harmful or offensive contact to his or her 
person.” The penal code combines concepts of assault 
and battery under its definition of “assault.” Civil 
courts have “melded[ed] common-law concepts of 
assault and battery under the rubric of assault.” 
 Battery can result in “harmful bodily contact” or 
“offensive bodily contact.” Here, because the police 
“did not intend any harmful bodily contact when they 
arrested [plaintiff], the City … [maintains] that the 
arrest constituted an offensive bodily contact.” 
 Plaintiff’s “compliance during the arrest was not 
legal consent to what otherwise would have been a 
battery.” 
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 “That the defendant intends ‘bodily contact that is 
‘offensive’’ is enough.… Liability in battery moreover 
extends to harmful bodily contacts even though only 
offensive contacts were intended. Thus, while 
intentional injuries are by definition a consequence of 
intentional torts, we do not agree … that accidental 
injuries are never a consequence.” 
 “The gravamen of [plaintiff’s] complaint … is 
that [the] police officers used excessive force in 
effecting his arrest. Claims of excessive force in the 
context of a lawful arrest arise out of a battery rather 
than negligence, whether the excessive force was 
intended or not.” When “an arrest, lawful in its 
inception, escalates into excessive-force allegations, 
the claim is for battery alone.” 
 “The actions of a police officer in making an 
arrest necessarily involve a battery, although the 
conduct may not be actionable because of privilege. …  
The officer is privileged to use reasonable force. But a 
police officer’s mistaken or accidental use of more 
force than reasonably necessary to make an arrest still 
‘arises out of’ the battery claim.” Because plaintiff 
“alleges that the police used excessive force in his 
arrest, a claim that arises out of a battery, his pleadings 
do not state a claim for which governmental immunity 
has been waived.…” 
 
11. Crosstex Energy Services, L.P. v. Pro Plus, Inc., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 

Footnote 3: In Whistleblower cases, “the facts 
necessary to allege a violation under section 554.002 
[are] jurisdictional because they [are] indispensable to 
the jurisdictional question of the waiver of sovereign 
immunity in section 554.0035.” 

 
G. Agents and Agency; Vicarious Liability 
 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
H. Contract Law and Contract Construction 
 
1. El Paso Marketing, L.P. v. Wolf Hollow I, L.P., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(11/21/14) 
 
 Second consideration by the Supreme Court about 
a dispute concerning the quantity and quality of gas 
supplied to a power plant, and the plant’s remedies. 
The earlier opinion was reported at 383 S.W.3d 138 
(Tex. 2012)(6/15/12). Here, the Supreme Court ruled 
that “the court of appeals felt itself too constrained by 
our decision in Wolf Hollow II. In holding that the 

Supply Agreement provided for replacement-power 
damages that were available notwithstanding a separate 
waiver of consequential damages, and that ‘Wolf 
Hollow may pursue replacement-power damages under 
the contract,’ Wolf Hollow II, at 145, we did not hold 
that Wolf Hollow would necessarily prevail in 
obtaining replacement-power damages on its gas-
quality claim.” Thus, the court of appeals need not 
have remanded the case for trial. 
 “We did not hold, on the merits, that Wolf Hollow 
was entitled to recover on its claim for replacement-
power damages resulting from poor-quality gas. … 
[W]e did not rule on all the issues, including those … 
regarding the availability of replacement-power 
damages on Wolf Hollow’s gas-quality claim.” 

 
2. Ford Motor Company v. Castillo, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(10/3/14) 
 
 While the jury deliberated in a products liability 
case, the parties negotiated. Plaintiff’s counsel said he 
would demand $3M if the jury sent out a note inquiring 
about damages. Acting without the knowledge of the 
other jurors, one juror sent out a note asking the 
maximum amount that could be awarded, and Ford 
quickly settled for $3M. When Ford thereafter learned 
the jury was not deliberating damages, it sought to set 
aside the settlement agreement. A jury in a subsequent 
agreed the “settlement agreement was procured by 
fraud;” the Supreme Court ruled that “the evidence is 
legally sufficient to support the jury’s verdict” because 
there was some evidence of collusion, and remanded 
the case for consideration of factual sufficiency. 
 “To find fraudulent inducement, the jury was 
instructed that it needed to find evidence of five 
elements: (1) a material misrepresentation; (2) sent by 
or at the direction of the plaintiffs or their agents or 
representatives with knowledge it was false; (3) with 
the intent that Ford Motor Company rely on the 
representation; (4) that Ford Motor Company did not 
know the representation was false and actually and 
justifiably relied upon the representation; and (5) that 
Ford Motor Company detrimentally relied on the 
representation by entering into the settlement 
agreement.” Here, though the note asks a question, it 
falsely implies certain facts, viz., “that the jury is 
deliberating damages and that it intends to award the 
maximum amount. It also implies that the note is from 
the jury collectively.” Accordingly, there is some 
evidence of a material misrepresentation. 
 “[H]ere, there is enough circumstantial evidence 
to establish a pattern” of a fraudulent scheme. In fraud 
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cases, it “‘not often that any kind of evidence but 
circumstantial evidence can be procured.’ And 
circumstantial evidence must be evaluated in light of 
all the known circumstances, not merely in isolation.” 
“The inferences become stronger when the 
circumstantial evidence raises the inference of fraud, 
and the parties alleged to have engaged in the fraud fail 
to offer any proof of their legitimate or honest 
motives.” 
 On the fourth element, legally sufficient evidence 
supports Ford’s lack of knowledge and justifiable 
reliance. There “is some evidence that Ford had no 
knowledge that these implications were false, there 
was some evidence that Ford was justified to rely on 
these implications in entering the settlement 
agreement.” 
 
3. Greene v. Farmers Insurance Exchange, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 More than 60 days after homeowner moved to 
retirement home, house burned. Carrier refused to pay 
based upon the “vacancy” clause, even though it was 
not related to the loss. The policy form was prescribed 
by the TDI, and homeowner had not purchased 
dwelling coverage for vacancy lasting more than 60 
days. The Supreme Court ruled that “the vacancy 
provision must be applied according to its terms,” and 
that this interpretation did not violate the “anti-
technicality” statute or public policy. 

TEX. INS. CODE § 862.054, the “anti-technicality” 
statute, includes the term “breach.” “‘Breach’ of a 
contract occurs when a party fails to perform an act 
that it has contractually promised to perform. … 
Similarly, a ‘violation’ is ‘the contravention of a right 
or duty.’ A ‘triggering’ condition or event is one that 
brings something else into effect.” 
 Homeowner did not breach the policy when she 
moved out of her home because the policy did not 
require her to live there. 
 “When interpreting an insurance contract we 
consider all its parts, read all of them together, and 
give effect to all of them. Ordinarily we seek to 
ascertain the intent of the parties as expressed in the 
language of the contract. But here the Policy is a 
standard policy form prescribed by TDI. … [T]he intent 
of the parties is not what counts because they did not 
write the contract. Rather, the policy language is 
interpreted according to the ordinary, everyday 
meaning of its words to the general public.” 

One “party is excused from performing under a 
contract only if the other party commits a material 

breach.” 
 
4. Zachary Construction Corporation v. Port of 

Houston Authority of Harris County, Texas, ___ 
S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 

 
Port entered change-order to extend wharf being 

built by contractor. Original contract excluded delay 
damages caused by port. But, here, the delay was 
intentional, and port began withholding payments. 
When contractor sued, port asserted immunity, the 
exclusion of delay damages, and an offset for 
substandard bumpers. The Supreme Court ruled that 
contractor’s “claim for delay damages is not barred by 
immunity or by the no-damages-for-delay provision of 
the contract. We also hold that [contractor] is entitled 
to recover the liquidated damages withheld by the Port, 
but that there is evidence to support the jury’s award of 
an offset.” 
 A “contractor [may] recover damages for 
construction delays caused by the owner, but the 
parties are free to contract differently. A contractor 
may agree to excuse the owner from liability for delay 
damages, even when the owner is at fault. The 
contractor thereby assumes the risk of delay from, say, 
an owner’s change of plans, even if the owner is 
negligent.” But this does not shield the owner for 
deliberate interference. 
 The general waiver executed for payment does not 
“release a claim the contractor has already asserted … 
unless the claim is specifically mentioned or the intent 
to do so is clear.” 
 Footnote 4: “‘Generally, an owner … does not 
owe a duty to ensure that independent contractors 
perform their work in a safe manner. But one who 
retains a right to control the contractor’s work may be 
held liable for negligence in exercising that right.’”) 
 The Local Government Code’s “limitations on 
recovery help define … the scope of the waiver of 
immunity. … [Moreover,] delay damages [contractor] 
seeks are permitted by the Act, so that the Port’s 
immunity from suit is waived.”  
 The code waives immunity under “‘a written 
contract stating the essential terms of the agreement for 
providing goods or services to the local governmental 
entity that is properly executed on behalf of the local 
governmental entity’.” The code “does not waive 
immunity from suit on a claim for damages not 
recoverable under Section 271.153.” 
 The “claimant must plead facts with some 
evidentiary support that constitute a claim for which 
immunity is waived, not that the claimant will prevail.” 
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Footnote 53: “‘When a plea to the jurisdiction 
challenges the pleadings, we determine if the pleader 
has alleged facts that affirmatively demonstrate the 
court’s jurisdiction to hear the cause. We construe the 
pleadings liberally in favor of the plaintiffs and look to 
the pleaders’ intent. If . . . the issue is one of pleading 
sufficiency [] the plaintiffs should be afforded the 
opportunity to amend [unless] the pleadings 
affirmatively negate the existence of jurisdiction . . . . 
However, if a plea to the jurisdiction challenges the 
existence of jurisdictional facts, we consider relevant 
evidence submitted by the parties when necessary to 
resolve the jurisdictional issues raised . . . . If the 
evidence creates a fact question . . . the trial court 
cannot grant the plea to the jurisdiction, and the fact 
issue will be resolved by the fact finder.’” 
 “Section 271.153(b) precludes recovery of 
consequential damages, ‘except as expressly allowed 
under Subsection (a)(1)’.” “Read together, Subsections 
(a)(1) and (b) allow recovery of contract damages, 
including delay damages, but excluding other 
consequential damages. Nothing in the rest of Section 
271.153 suggests that recoverable damages must be 
stated in the contract.” 
 Footnote 62: “‘Consequential damages are those 
damages that result naturally, but not necessarily, from 
the defendant’s wrongful acts. They are not 
recoverable unless the parties contemplated at the time 
they made the contract that such damages would be a 
probable result of the breach. Thus, to be recoverable, 
consequential damages must be foreseeable and 
directly traceable to the wrongful act and result from 
it.’” 
 Footnote 64: “‘Generally, a contractor is entitled 
to recover damages for losses due to delay and 
hindrance of work if the contractor proves: (1) its work 
was delayed or hindered; (2) it suffered damages 
because of the delay or hindrance; and (3) the owner of 
the project was responsible for the act or omission 
which caused the delay or hindrance. However, no 
damage for delay provisions may preclude recovery of 
delay damages by the contractor.’” 
 The “‘universal rule for measuring damages for 
the breach of a contract is just compensation for the 
loss or damage actually sustained.’” “We conclude that 
the Local Government Contract Claims Act waives 
immunity for a contract claim for delay damages not 
expressly provided for in the contract.” 
 “[P]re-injury waivers of future liability for gross 
negligence are void as against public policy. Generally, 
a contractual provision ‘exempting a party from tort 
liability for harm caused intentionally or recklessly is 

unenforceable on grounds of public policy.’ … [The] 
same may be said of contract liability.” Freedom of 
contract “has limits.” “Enforcing such a provision to 
allow one party to intentionally injure another with 
impunity violates the law.…” 
 The releases contractor signed to obtain payments 
were unambiguous, but did not cover the disputed 
claims because the dispute centered upon “work not 
completed.” 
 
5. Exxon Mobil Corporatoin v. Drennen, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Company had an agreement with Texas executive 
in which he would receive restricted stock that would 
later become unrestricted if he did not go to work for a 
competitor (called a “detrimental activity”). The 
agreement said it was governed by New York law. 
Determining that the stock agreement was not a non-
compete, the Supreme Court affirmed the choice-of-
law, and ruled that, under New York law, the 
agreement was enforceable. 
 “Texas law recognizes the ‘party autonomy rule’ 
that parties can agree to be governed by the law of 
another state.” However, “parties ‘cannot require that 
their contract be governed by the law of a jurisdiction 
which has no relation whatever to them or their 
agreement.…’” Here, New York bore “some relation” 
because the company had an office there, executive 
had worked in the office, outside counsel is there, and 
the stock was trade on the NYSE. 
 The Court has “adopted Restatement section 187, 
which provides the framework for determining whether 
the parties’ agreement as to choice of law is 
enforceable.” Under it the chosen state’s law will apply 
unless it has no “substantial relationship” to the case or 
its law would violate “a fundamental policy” of the 
state with a greater interest. “Even when a relationship 
is not substantial, the parties may be held to the chosen 
state’s law when [as here] they had a reasonable basis 
for their choice, such as choosing law they know well 
or that it is well developed.” 
 Footnote 2: The “issue of whether a non-compete 
agreement is enforceable is not a question the parties 
could have resolved by explicit provision.…” 
 The “prime objectives of contract law—protecting 
parties’ expectations and enabling parties to predict 
accurately what their rights and liabilities will be—are 
best furthered … when parties to multistate 
transactions can choose the governing law.” “In 
multistate transactions, these prime objectives ‘may 
best be attained . . . by letting the parties choose the 
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law to govern the validity of the contract.’” 
“Uniformity is a frequent goal of contracting.…” 
 The DeSantis decision established a “three-step 
approach” to determine the enforceability of the 
choice-of-law. The first is whether another state has “‘a 
more significant relationship.…’” Here, Texas is more 
significant. Second “is determining whether Texas has 
a materially greater interest in the determination of 
whether the detrimental-activity provisions are 
enforceable.” Again, “Texas has a materially greater 
interest than New York … where both the employee 
and the employer are Texas residents.” Third “is 
determining whether the application of New York law 
would be contrary to a fundamental policy of Texas.” 
Because this is not a covenant not to compete, 
“enforcement of New York law does not contravene 
any fundamental public policy of Texas.” 

“[I]ndependent [non-compete] agreements are 
enforceable so long as the consideration for the non-
compete is reasonably related to the company’s interest 
in protecting its goodwill.…” 
 “The Covenants Not to Compete Act … does not 
define what it is to be a covenant not to compete.” 
 Texas’ “public policy has shifted from a 
patriarchal one in which we valued uniform treatment 
of Texas employees from one employer to the next 
above all else, to one in which we also value the ability 
of a company to maintain uniformity in its employment 
contracts across all employees, whether the individual 
employees reside in Texas or New York.” 
 Accordingly, the Court applied New York law 
which contains an “employee choice” concept. Here, 
executive makes the choice (when he resigns or is fired 
for cause). So, under New York law, company 
“lawfully terminated” executive’s restricted stock. 
 
6. Chapman Custom Homes, Inc. v. Dallas Plumbing 

Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/22/14) 
 
 Property owner contracted with builder to 
construct house on property; builder then 
subcontracted with plumbing company to install 
plumbing. After the plumbing failed, damaging the 
house, builder and owner sued plumber under several 
theories, including negligence. The Supreme Court 
ruled that the pleadings included allegations of 
negligence, and that plumber owed a duty not to 
damage the house; the economic loss rule did not 
prevent a tort claim, here. The “negligent performance 
of a contract that proximately injures a non-contracting 
party’s property or person states a negligence claim.” 
 A “common law duty to perform with care and 

skill accompanies every contract and … the failure to 
meet this implied standard might provide a basis for 
recovery in tort, contract, or both.…” “Having 
undertaken to install a plumbing system in the house, 
the plumber assumed an implied duty not to … damage 
the [owner’s] house while performing its contract with 
the builder.” 
 “The economic loss rule generally precludes 
recovery in tort for economic losses resulting from a 
party’s failure to perform under a contract when the 
harm consists only of the economic loss of a 
contractual expectancy. But it does not bar all tort 
claims arising out of a contractual setting. … Thus, a 
party states a tort claim when the duty allegedly 
breached is independent of the contractual undertaking 
and the harm suffered is not merely the economic loss 
of a contractual benefit. … The plumber’s duty not to 
… damage the house is independent of any obligation 
undertaken in its plumbing subcontract with the 
builder, and the damages allegedly caused by the 
breach of that duty extend beyond the economic loss of 
any anticipated benefit under the plumbing contract.” 

 
7. Lubbock County Water Control and Improvement 

District v. Church & Akin, L.L.C., ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 

 
 Lessees of a marina agreed to pay rent and a 
percentage of sales to district. When district reneged on 
its agreement to renew lease, lessees sued. The 
Supreme Court ruled that the agreement did not waive 
governmental immunity: “lessee did not agree to 
provide marina-operation services or any other goods 
or services to the governmental entity. Chapter 271 
therefore does not waive the governmental entity’s 
immunity from suit, and we dismiss … for lack of 
jurisdiction.” 
 Footnote 1: Section 271.151(a)(A) of the TEX. 
LOC. GOV’T CODE waives “sovereign immunity to suit 
for purposes of certain breach of contract claims.…” 
 “A governmental entity that enters into a contract 
‘necessarily waives immunity from liability, 
voluntarily binding itself like any other party to the 
terms of agreement, but it does not waive immunity 
from suit.’ Unlike immunity from liability, immunity 
from suit deprives the courts of jurisdiction and thus 
completely bars the plaintiff’s claim.” 
 The waiver of Section 271.151(2)(A) “applies 
only to contracts that are in writing, are properly 
executed, and state ‘the essential terms of the 
agreement for providing goods or services to the local 
governmental entity.’” But, the claimant’s recovery is 
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limited “to ‘the balance … owed by the local 
governmental entity under the contract,’ plus attorney’s 
fees and interest.” 
 Courts “must look beyond the title of a written 
contract to determine whether it satisfies chapter 271’s 
waiver requirements.” A “‘contractual relationship can 
include both the granting of a property interest and an 
agreement to provide goods or services.’” Moreover, 
the services “‘need not be the primary purpose of the 
agreement.’” 
 Here, the lessee “could have elected not to use the 
premises for any purpose,” because the lease simply 
prohibited use, without consent, of the property other 
than as a marina. There is an “important difference 
between an agreement that restricts the use of property 
to a specific purpose and one that requires the use of 
property for a specific purpose.…” 
 “Unless the written contract includes the essential 
terms of an agreement to provide goods or services to 
the governmental entity, the waiver of immunity does 
not apply.” 
 Lessee claimed it provided a service to the district 
through issuing catering tickets. But the contract “does 
not state the ‘essential terms’ of that agreement.” 

Finally, the fact that rent included 5% of sales did 
not “constitute an agreement to generate sales revenue, 
operate a marina, or provide other services to the” 
district. 
 
8. Americo Life, Inc. v. Myer, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Second trip to the Supreme Court for this 
arbitration case that arose from the financing of the 
purchase of several insurance companies. AAA struck 
the first two of Americo’s nominated arbitrators 
because they were partial. Myer did not object to 
Americo’s third choice, and the panel awarded Myer 
$26M. The Court ruled that a “requirement 
[impartiality] for the selection of arbitrators beyond 
those the parties agreed upon in their arbitration 
agreement” was erroneously imposed, and reversed. 
 “A written contract must be construed to give 
effect to the parties’ intent expressed in the textas 
understood in light of the facts and circumstances 
surrounding the contract’s execution, subject to the 
limitations of the parol-evidence rule. Facts and 
circumstances that may be considered include the 
commercial or other setting in which the contract was 
negotiated and other objectively determinable factors 
that give context to the parties’ transaction. When 
interpreting an integrated writing, the parol-evidence 

rule precludes considering evidence that would render 
a contract ambiguous when the document, on its face, 
is capable of a definite legal meaning. The rule does 
not, however, prohibit considering surrounding facts 
and circumstances that inform the contract text and 
render it capable of only one meaning.” 
 “To determine the parties’ intent, we examine the 
express language of their agreement. In their 
agreement, the parties directly addressed the issue of 
arbitrator qualifications and agreed on a short list of 
requirements, namely that each arbitrator must be a 
‘knowledgeable, independent businessperson or 
professional.’” The term “‘independent’ may [not] be 
read interchangeably with ‘impartial.’” 
 “When an arbitration agreement incorporates by 
reference outside rules, ‘the specific provisions in the 
arbitration agreement take precedence and the 
arbitration rules are incorporated only to the extent that 
they do not conflict with the express provisions of the 
arbitration agreement.’ The [FAA], which the parties 
agree governs their agreement, requires that if an 
agreement provides ‘a method of naming or appointing 
an arbitrator or arbitrators or an umpire, such method 
shall be followed.’” “A conflict can exist when an 
agreement and incorporated rules speak to the same 
point. Even if both can be followed without 
contradiction, they conflict because the parties have 
already addressed the matter and are not in need of 
gap-filling from the AAA rules. When the agreement 
and incorporated rules speak to the same point, the 
agreement’s voice is the only to be heard.” 
 
9. LAN/STV, a Joint Venture v. Martin K. Eby 

Construction Company, Inc., ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(6/20/14) 

 
 Negligence suit by construction company against 
architect over faults in plans. The Supreme Court 
reversed and rendered a judgment for the construction 
company. “In actions for unintentional torts, the 
common law has long restricted recovery of purely 
economic damages unaccompanied by injury to the 
plaintiff or his property — a doctrine … [called] the 
economic loss rule. … [This provides] a more definite 
limitation on liability than foreseeability can and 
reflects a preference for allocating some economic 
risks by contract rather than by law.”  

“Economic loss may be no less real than physical 
injury and just as foreseeable.” “Liability for economic 
loss directly resulting from physical injury to the 
claimant … is limited by the scope of the injury. 
Liability for a standalone economic loss is not.” Such a 
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loss can be allocated by contract or insurance. When 
“‘a defective product purchased in a commercial 
transaction malfunctions, injuring only the product 
itself and causing purely economic loss’, protection 
from that kind of harm …should be ‘left entirely to the 
law of contracts’ because ‘the parties may set the terms 
of their own agreements.’” 

The “damage caused by a defective product to 
itself cannot be recovered in an action for strict 
products liability, even if there is also personal injury 
or injury to other property. Recovery of such damages 
must be for breach of contract or warranty.” 
 One “party to a contract cannot recover from 
another party, in an action for negligence, an economic 
loss to the subject of the contract.” The “economic loss 
rule [denies] recovery of purely economic losses in 
actions for negligent performance of services. 
Professional malpractice cases are an exception.” 
 “Construction projects operate by [typically 
vertical] agreements among the participants.” One 
“participant on a construction project cannot recover 
from another … for economic loss caused by 
negligence.” There is no exception for architects. The 
“contractor’s principal reliance must be on … the 
owner.” The “availability of contractual remedies must 
preclude tort recovery.…” Here, “DART was 
contractually responsible to Eby for providing accurate 
plans.…” 
 
10. Venture Cotton Cooperative v. Freeman, et al., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/13/14) 
 
 Farmers sued cooperative, alleging they were 
fraudulently induced to join. Lower courts ruled the 
arbitration agreement was unconscionable because it 
prevented farmers “from pursuing the statutory 
remedies and attorney’s fees alleged in their 
pleadings.” Also, it only allowed cooperative to 
recover attorney’s fees, not farmers. The Supreme 
Court ruled “that this limitation of statutory remedies is 
insufficient to defeat arbitration under the FAA.…” 

“Unambiguous contracts, however, are presumed 
to reflect the intent of the contracting parties and are 
generally enforced as written ‘regardless of whether 
one or more of the parties contracted wisely or 
foolishly, or created a hardship for himself.’ Texas 
courts therefore do not ordinarily inquire into the 
reasons for the contract or the relative fairness of its 
terms. But … grossly unfair bargains should not be 
enforced. Unconscionable bargains are therefore an 
exception to the freedom that generally pervades 
contract law.” 

 “Unconscionability … is not easily defined.” 
Under the UCC, “parties [should have] a reasonable 
opportunity to present evidence as to a contract’s 
commercial setting, purpose and effect to aid the court 
in evaluating the defense. … Under the UCC, an 
unconscionability defense is a question of law that 
involves a highly fact-specific inquiry into the 
circumstances of the bargain, such as the commercial 
atmosphere in which the agreement was made, the 
alternatives available to the parties at the time and their 
ability to bargain, any illegality or public-policy 
concerns, and the agreement’s oppressive or shocking 
nature.” 

An “‘illegal or unconscionable provision of a 
contract may generally be severed so long as it does 
not constitute the essential purpose of the agreement.’” 
Here, “the court of appeals erred in declining to sever 
the objectionable limitation on the farmers’ statutory 
rights.” 

Regarding the one-sidedness of the attorney’s 
fees, “neither the contract’s attorney’s fee provision 
nor its effect on attorney’s fees under section 38.001 is 
sufficient to invalidate the arbitration agreement as 
unconscionable.” “Parties are generally free to contract 
for attorney’s fees as they see fit. Thus, a contract that 
expressly provides for one party’s attorney’s fees, but 
not another’s, is not unconscionable per se.” 

The “‘crucial inquiry’ in determining 
unconscionability [is] ‘whether the arbitral forum in a 
particular case is an adequate and accessible substitute 
to litigation, a forum where the litigant can effectively 
vindicate his or her rights.’ That inquiry is not satisfied 
by speculation but by specific proof in the particular 
case of the arbitral forum’s inadequacy.” “Courts 
should … not … intrude upon arbitral jurisdiction 
under the guise of an unconscionability defense.” 
“Questions of waiver, illegality, remedies, and 
attorney’s fees often relate to the broader, container 
contract, rather than the separable agreement to 
arbitrate, and, as such, are matters entrusted to the 
arbitrators.” “Unconscionability determinations are not 
isolated inquiries but rather are made in ‘light of [a 
contract’s] setting, purpose, and effect.’” 
 
11. Moayedi v. Interstate 35/Chisam Road, L.P., ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/13/14) 
 
 President of general partner of developer 
guaranteed a loan it entered. The guaranty waived 
“each and every defense” other than full payment by 
developer. Developer defaulted, lender foreclosed, the 
sale netted less than the property’s fair market value, 
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and lender sued president for deficiency. The Supreme 
Court ruled that a “party waives the statutory right of 
offset under section 51.003(c) of the Property Code by 
agreeing to a general waiver of defenses in a guaranty 
agreement. … [S]ection 51.003 creates an affirmative 
defense and … the guaranty agreement waives all 
possible defenses against liability, including the offset 
provision at issue here.” 

“Texans have long embraced the principle of 
freedom of contract.” “[S]ection 51.003 may be 
waived.…” “In general, parties may waive statutory 
and even constitutional rights.” “Texans have long 
embraced the principle of freedom of contract.” Thus, 
“section 51.003 may be waived.…” “In general, parties 
may waive statutory and even constitutional rights.” A 
“waiver must be clear and specific. … [A] waiver [is] 
an ‘intentional relinquishment or abandonment of a 
known right or privilege.’ … [A] waiver is the 
‘intentional relinquishment of a known right or 
intentional conduct inconsistent with claiming that 
right.’ Determining whether there has been an 
‘intelligent waiver’ depends on the circumstances of 
the case. Waiver is a matter of intent as ‘[t]here can be 
no waiver unless so intended by one party and so 
understood by the other.’” Here, the “general waiver in 
… the guaranty agreement waives the application of 
section 51.003.” 

“Courts construe unambiguous guaranty 
agreements as any other contract. If the meaning of a 
guaranty agreement is uncertain, ‘its terms should be 
given a construction which is most favorable to the 
guarantor.’ The interpretation of an unambiguous 
contract, however, is a question of law for the court. 
‘In construing a written contract, the primary concern 
of the court is to ascertain the true intentions of the 
parties as expressed in the instrument.’ Courts must 
‘examine and consider the entire writing in an effort to 
harmonize and give effect to all the provisions of the 
contract so that none will be rendered meaningless. No 
single provision taken alone will be given controlling 
effect; rather, all the provisions must be considered 
with reference to the whole instrument.’ When parties 
disagree over the meaning of an unambiguous contract, 
we determine the parties’ intent by examining the 
entire agreement. Moreover, unless the agreement 
shows the parties used a term in a technical or different 
sense, the terms are given their plain, ordinary, and 
generally accepted meaning.” 

We “can see no principled way to distinguish 
common-law defenses from that created by section 
51.003.” “Just because the waiver is all encompassing 
does not mean that it is unclear or vague.” 

12. MAN Engines & Components, Inc. v. Shows, ___ 
S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/6/14) 

 
 Valve on boat engine failed. A downstream buyer 
relied upon an implied warranty of merchantability. 
Supreme Court: “Does the implied warranty of 
merchantability extend to purchasers of used goods? 
Our answer: It depends.” “When a manufacturer 
disclaims implied warranties, such express language 
necessarily applies downstream to subsequent 
purchasers.…” “But some manufacturers, intentionally 
or inadvertently, do not expressly disclaim implied 
warranties. … Does resale of a used good 
automatically terminate any remaining implied-
warranty obligation?” No. The Court did not reach the 
issue of an “as is” sale. 
 An implied warranty of merchantability “assures 
buyers that goods are, among other things, ‘fit for the 
ordinary purposes for which such goods are used.’” 
Footnote 1: “In implied-warranty cases, the issue is the 
condition of the product—not as sold by the prior 
buyer but as sold by the manufacturer.” 
 “Rule 94 makes clear that affirmative defenses 
must be properly raised in pretrial pleadings.…” 
“Disclaimer is an affirmative defense subject to Rule 
94 requirements.” Here, maker “failed to plead the 
disclaimer of implied warranties.” “Accordingly, 
[maker] cannot rely on its purported express disclaimer 
of implied warranties issued at the first sale unless it 
properly raised that defense in the trial court.” 
 “[P]rivity need not exist between an upstream 
defendant and a downstream plaintiff for the plaintiff 
to recover on an implied-warranty claim.19 We agree 
[that] … applies equally to used goods.” 
 “A merchant bound by the implied warranty of 
merchantability is obligated to ensure that the good is 
merchantable when it leaves the merchant. A 
downstream purchaser … seeks to hold the merchant 
accountable only for the state of the product when it 
passed to the first buyer. … [The] legally imposed duty 
to issue merchantable goods should [not] automatically 
end when a good passes to subsequent buyers.” “The 
buyer’s knowledge that a good is used does not 
automatically erase an implied-warranty claim when a 
manufacturer makes a defective product.” Also, an 
inspection before purchase does “not waive the implied 
warranty of merchantability.” 
 A “‘plaintiff in an implied warranty of 
merchantability case has the burden of proving that the 
goods were defective at the time they left the 
manufacturer’s or seller’s possession.’ The plaintiff 
can offer direct proof of such a defect, or may offer 
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circumstantial proof of such a defect by proving that 
the good was used properly and it nevertheless failed. 
Thus, the wear and tear that plagues a good after it 
leaves the merchant is an obstacle for the plaintiff, not 
the defendant.” 
 
“[W]e abolished privity requirements for implied-
warranty, personal-injury actions. We then dissolved 
the distinction regarding privity between personal-
injury and economic loss.…” 
 An “implied warranty of merchantability, if not 
disclaimed, is born at the point of sale.…” 
“[M]anufacturers only face the specter of implied-
warranty claims if they do not exclude or modify 
implied warranties, which Texas law undeniably 
permits.” A “downstream purchaser cannot obtain a 
greater warranty than that given to the original 
purchaser, so if the manufacturer at the point of 
original sale makes a valid disclaimer of implied 
warranties, that disclaimer extends to subsequent 
purchasers.” 

“Under Texas law, ‘all implied warranties’ are 
nullified by ‘as is’ and similar language, ‘unless the 
circumstances indicate otherwise.’” But, here, maker 
“did not plead that the ‘as is’ clause barred [buyer’s] 
implied-warranty claim or ever reference the clause in 
the trial court.” 

“If the manufacturer validly disclaims implied 
warranties at the first sale, … that disclaimer carries 
with the good, just as the warranty otherwise would. 
Absent such disclaimer language, manufacturers do not 
escape liability merely because a good has transferred 
owners, and the purchaser of a used good can rely upon 
an implied warranty created at the time of first sale. 
The law imposes an obligation that merchants sell 
merchantable goods, and when they fall short of this 
standard, a second-hand buyer who suffers an 
economic loss from a defect has a right of recovery 
through an implied-warranty action.” 
 
13. Amedisys, Inc. v. Kingwood Home Health Care, 

LLC, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(5/9/14) 
 
 In a commercial dispute, defendant tendered an 
offer of settlement of all claims which were or could be 
asserted; plaintiff attempted to accept defendant’s offer 
as to all claims. The Supreme Court ruled that, in a 
summary judgment to enforce the settlement, the 
“plaintiff presented uncontroverted evidence that it 
accepted the material terms of the defendant’s offer.” 
The common law, not Rule 167 or Ch. 42, governs the 
breach of contract claim on the settlement. 

In the motion for summary judgment, the Court 
reviews the letter and email sent by plaintiff. “If they 
constitute evidence of acceptance, they were 
uncontroverted evidence because [defendant] did not 
present any evidence to … create a fact issue on the 
acceptance element.… [Otherwise,] plaintiff did not 
satisfy its burden of proof.…” 
 Chapter 42 and Rule 167 do not “govern here” 
since the issue is not attorney’s fees awardable under 
them, but breach of contract; so plaintiff “was required 
to prove a valid ‘acceptance’ under contract law.…”  
 Texas’ policy supports “freedom of contract,” and 
it “prohibit[s] us from binding parties to contracts to 
which they never agreed.” 
 An “acceptance may not change or qualify the 
material terms of the offer, and an attempt to do so 
results in a counteroffer rather than acceptance.… [A]n 
immaterial variation between the offer and acceptance 
will not prevent the formation of an enforceable 
agreement.” Materiality is generally “determined on a 
contract-by-contract basis, in light of the circumstances 
of the contract.… In construing a contract, a court’s 
primary concern is to ascertain the intentions of the 
parties as expressed in the instrument.”  

Under the record here, “the variation in language 
between [defendant’s] offer and [plaintiff’s] 
acceptance is not material and did not convert 
[plaintiff’s] acceptance into a counteroffer.” 
Defendant’s offer contained internal inconsistencies. A 
letter and email sent by plaintiff were “prima facie 
evidence” of an intent to accept. And, there were no 
claims other than those asserted. Moreover, “the record 
provides no basis to find that [plaintiff] could pursue 
those claims in any post-settlement action. Generally, 
once parties settle a lawsuit and a judgment is entered, 
res judicata bars the parties from subsequently 
pursuing any claims arising out of the subject matter of 
the lawsuit that they could have brought in the previous 
suit.” 

The shifting burden in a summary judgment is 
important because, if plaintiff’s purported acceptance 
contained a material divergence of terms, its letter and 
email would constitute “no evidence” to support a 
summary judgment. And if they had been ambiguous, 
they would have created a fact issue. But, since here 
they showed a clear intent to settle, the “burden shifted 
to [defendant] to produce evidence raising an issue of 
fact.” And defendant did not challenge “acceptance” 
until after the summary judgment. 
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14. Gotham Insurance Company v. Warren E&P, Inc., 
___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/21/14) 

 
 Oil well blew out and burned. The carrier paid the 
insured on the resulting claim based upon insured’s 
representation that it owned 100% working interest. 
When later information indicated the insured’s interest 
may have been less, the carrier sued for reimbursement 
under equity and breach of contract. The opinion 
addresses “the proper role of equity claims when a 
contractual provision addresses the matter in dispute.” 
The Supreme Court followed Fortis, which “held that 
an insurer is limited to contractual claims when the 
policy addresses the matter.… Here, this policy 
contains several clauses addressing misrepresentations, 
reporting, salvage and recoveries, subrogation, and due 
diligence. Thus, because the insurance contract 
addresses the insured’s conduct, we hold that the 
insurer cannot rely on its equity claims.” 
 Insured was only covered to “the extent of its 
working interest in the well.” Though the carrier may 
not proceed in equity, the policy does not 
“conclusively preclude[]” carrier’s recovery. 
 Under Matagorda County, “an insurer may not 
seek reimbursement from the insured in equity for 
settlement funds paid in the absence of a contractual 
right to do so.” Footnote 6: “Frank’s Casing … 
declined to recognize an exception to the rule we 
announced in Matagorda.” 
 The evidence did not conclusively establish that 
the insured “suffered no loss.” It agreed to “evenly 
share in the aggregate drilling profits and losses.…” 
 Fortis “held that ‘[w]here a valid contract 
prescribes particular remedies or imposes particular 
obligations, equity generally must yield unless the 
contract violates positive law or offends public policy.’ 
… Without referencing the ‘made whole’ doctrine, 
Fortis Benefits’ insurance policy granted it the right to 
recover through subrogation against third parties or 
seek reimbursement from the insured.” Since “equity 
follows the law,” it “generally must yield” to the 
contract. Fortis held “that neither contractual 
subrogation nor reimbursement clauses violate public 
policy.” Footnote 13: “The Legislature recently 
specified (with respect to contractual subrogation 
clauses in certain health insurance policies) the 
recovery insurers may obtain from a settlement 
between the insured and the responsible third party that 
caused the injury.” 
 Footnote 9: A “party opposing [a] claim for unjust 
enrichment [must] secure findings ‘that an express 
contract exists that covers the subject matter of the 

dispute;’ [also, there is a] general rule that one may 
recover in quantum meruit only when there is no 
express contract.” 
 The carrier is limited to the contract “unless the 
contractual provisions … violate positive law or offend 
public policy.… [There exists a] strong public policy to 
preserve freedom of contract. Further, the public policy 
of the State is reflected in its statutes. Thus, we will 
enforce the parties’ bargain unless it contravenes some 
positive statute.” 

Footnote 11: The insured’s “misrepresentations 
concerning its working interest could, among other 
remedies, operate to render the policy void. If [carrier] 
prevails on this theory and elects to void the policy, its 
equity claims might operate to secure a return of the 
[money] it paid under the claim. Thus, it is premature 
to dismiss [carrier’s] equity claims.…” 
 Footnote 15: “Regarding whether the 
representation was fraudulent, this is an inquiry 
typically left to the jury as it often involves proof of 
intent by circumstantial evidence.” 

The carrier cannot pursue funds from other 
entities related to the well. The carrier paid the funds to 
the insured, and the policy addresses the “return of 
payments that benefitted others.” 
 The carrier did not waive its contract claim. A 
“party may raise an independent ground for obtaining 
the same relief awarded in the judgment as an issue on 
appeal rather than pursuing a cross-appeal.” Carrier 
“has sought the same monetary relief (a return of 
payments … ) under both its equity and contract 
claims. Because [carrier] has raised on appeal its 
contract claim as an independent ground for the relief 
awarded in the trial court’s judgment, it has not waived 
its contract claim.” Footnote 18: “That [carrier] 
omitted its contractual subrogation claim in its live 
pleading does not alter the fact that the contract 
addresses the matter of subrogation.” 
 “A reimbursement clause may operate to allow an 
insurer to recover payments previously made even if 
the insured did not breach the policy.… But the 
absence of a reimbursement clause does not necessarily 
foreclose an insurer’s ability to recover if the insured 
has breached the policy.” Carrier must prove breach, 
and that “the breach proximately caused its 
damages.…” 

Here, summary judgment for the carrier could not 
“be supported on the ground that [insured] suffered no 
loss.” 
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15. FPL Energy, LLC v. TXU Portfolio Management 
Company, 426 S.W.3d 59 (Tex. 2014)(3/21/14 
[n.b., opinion is dated 3/21/13, but was released on 
3/21/14]) 

 
 Suit over contract to provide electricity for 
distribution. The Supreme Court ruled that plaintiff 
utility “owed no contractual duty to provide 
transmission capacity. However, … the liquidated 
damages provisions … are unenforceable as a penalty.” 
“If we can give a clear and definite legal meaning to a 
contract, it is not ambiguous as a matter of law. An 
ambiguous contract, however, has a doubtful or 
uncertain meaning or is reasonably susceptible to 
multiple interpretations; we will not find ambiguity 
simply because the parties disagree over a contract’s 
meaning. Our primary concern in contract 
interpretation is to ‘ascertain the true intentions of the 
parties as expressed in the instrument.’ We consider 
the entire writing to harmonize and effectuate all 
provisions such that none are rendered meaningless. 
Further, we ‘construe contracts from a utilitarian 
standpoint bearing in mind the particular business 
activity sought to be served.’” 
 Though the parties did not challenge a lower court 
finding that a contract provision is unambiguous, the 
Court “may, nonetheless, declare a contract 
ambiguous.… [However, the provision here,] … when 
construed in light of the entire contracts, has a definite 
legal meaning and, thus, is unambiguous.” 
 In “contract interpretation, a more specific 
provision will control over a general statement.” In 
addition, “[w]e cannot interpret a contract to ignore 
clearly defined terms.…” Also, here, the location 
within the agreement of the provision in question 
“reinforces” the Court’s decision. 
 Under the contract, if the power generating 
company “could not deliver electricity because of 
congestion, [it] bore the risk and, thus, must bear the 
consequences.” Here, reading two relevant contract 
provisions together, defendant, the power generating 
company, “must make all interconnection 
arrangements so that electricity can reach the Delivery 
Point, and [plaintiff] must ensure that facilities exist 
beyond the Delivery Point to allow for delivery to 
consumers.” 
 Grid congestion in this case was “beyond both 
parties’ control.” The contract allocates “the risk the 
risk of curtailment and congestion to [defendant] by 
clearly establishing that such events affect contract 
obligations only in certain instances not found here.” 
“‘Freedom of contract allows parties to bargain for 

mutually agreeable terms and allocate risks as they see 
fit.’” And, despite the speed of electricity, parties can 
“conceptualize its location for the purpose” of energy 
contracts. “Although ERCOT made final curtailment 
decisions, that does not mean that neither party bore 
the risk in the event of congestion.…” 
 The liquidated damages “provisions are 
unambiguous because we may discern a definite legal 
meaning by construing the provisions in light of each 
contract as a whole.” Here, they apply only to 
Renewable Energy Credits. They received differential 
treatment in the agreement and regulatory scheme. The 
“liquidated damages clauses compensate for REC 
deficiencies and leave common law remedies available 
for electricity deficiencies.” 
 “[S]ophisticated parties have broad latitude in 
defining the terms of their business relationship.… 
[C]ourts should uphold contracts ‘negotiated at arm’s 
length by ‘knowledgeable and sophisticated business 
players’ represented by ‘highly competent and able 
legal counsel’’…. We must construe contracts by the 
language contained in the document, with a mind to 
Texas’s strong public policy favoring preservation of 
the freedom to contract.… Therefore, the lack of 
reference [in the agreement] to electricity or energy in 
the liquidated damages provisions is critical.” The 
“omission was intentional and deliberate.” Courts 
“‘will not rewrite agreements to insert provisions 
parties could have included or to imply restraints for 
which they have not bargained.’” 

“Limiting the liquidated damages provisions to 
their plain language also has the benefit of advancing 
stability in the renewable energy marketplace, 
including the vital role of RECs. Under the legislative 
scheme, RECs and energy are ‘unbundled.’” 
 Here, liquidated damages are unenforceable. “The 
basic principle underlying contract damages is 
compensation for losses sustained and no more; thus, 
we will not enforce punitive contractual damages 
provisions.… [T]wo indispensable findings a court 
must make to enforce contractual damages provisions 
[are]: (1) ‘the harm caused by the breach is incapable 
or difficult of estimation,’ and (2) ‘the amount of 
liquidated damages called for is a reasonable forecast 
of just compensation.’ We evaluate both prongs of this 
test from the perspective of the parties at the time of 
contracting.… [A] liquidated damages provision may 
be unreasonable ‘because the actual damages incurred 
were much less than the amount contracted for.’ A 
defendant making this assertion may be required to 
prove the amount of actual damages before a court can 
classify such a provision as an unenforceable penalty. 
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While … [there may be] factual issues first, ultimately 
the enforceability of a liquidated damages provision 
presents a question of law.…” 
 In this case, “damages for RECs were difficult to 
estimate at the time of contracting.” The Court views 
“the reasonableness of the [damages] forecast from the 
time of contracting” 
 Courts “will not be bound by the language of the 
parties,” including inclusion of liquidated damages in a 
penalty section. 
 Here, there is a “chasm between the liquidated 
damages provisions as written and the result of the 
provisions under the … judgment.” A “Deficiency 
Rate” did not “tie the damages to market value.…” 
This created “an unacceptable disparity.” A “liquidated 
damages provision may be unreasonable in light of 
actual damages. The burden of proving 
unreasonableness falls to [defendant].… [Here, 
defendant] has met its burden.” 

“Phillips did not create a broad power to 
retroactively invalidate liquidated damages provisions 
that appear reasonable as written.… But when there is 
an unbridgeable discrepancy between liquidated 
damages provisions as written and the unfortunate 
reality in application, we cannot enforce such 
provisions.… When the liquidated damages provisions 
operate with no rational relationship to actual damages, 
thus rendering the provisions unreasonable in light of 
actual damages, they are unenforceable.” 
 
16. In re Mark Fisher, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(2/28/14) 
 
 Venue case; defendants sought to enforce forum 
selection clauses in the operative agreements. Here, 
liability “for failure to pay him on the Note must be 
determined by reference to those agreements. And 
when an injury is to the subject matter of a contract, 
the action is ordinarily ‘on the contract.’” (Note: 
corrected opinion issued on 5/2/14; terminology and 
cites changed, original date retained.) 
 “Our primary goal in construing this contractual 
language is to determine the parties’ intent as reflected 
by the language they used.” Here, the parties intended 
that they would “submit to the jurisdiction of the state 
or federal courts in Tarrant County and that they will 
not file suit ‘arising out of or relating to this 
Agreement’ anywhere else.” When “the phrase ‘non-
exclusive jurisdiction’ is in a forum selection clause 
that also includes language reflecting intent that the 
venue choice is mandatory, the non-exclusive language 
does not necessarily control over the mandatory 

language.” 
 

17. Ewing Construction Company v. Amerisure 
Insurance Company, 420 S.W.3d 30 (Tex. 
2014)(1/17/14) 

 
Insurance coverage dispute arising from suit 

against building contractor. The issue concerned the 
“assumed liability” exclusion in the policy.  

“[W]e … determined in Gilbert that ‘assumption 
of liability’ means that the insured has assumed [by 
contract] a liability for damages that exceeds the 
liability it would have under general law. Otherwise, 
the words ‘assumption of liability’ are meaningless and 
are surplusage. … ‘Reading the phrase to apply to all 
liabilities sounding in contract renders the term 
‘assumption’ superfluous.’ … And interpretations of 
contracts as a whole are favored so that none of the 
language in them is rendered surplusage.” 
 “We have defined ‘good and workmanlike’ as 
‘that quality of work performed by one who has the 
knowledge, training, or experience necessary for the 
successful practice of a trade or occupation and 
performed in a manner generally considered proficient 
by those capable of judging such work.’” The 
“‘common law duty to perform with care and skill 
accompanies every contract.…’” 

 
18. Coinmach Corp. f/k/a Solon Automated Services, 

Inc. v. Aspenwood Apartment Corp., 417 S.W.3d 
909 (Tex. 2013)(11/22/13) (“corrected opinion” 
was issued 2/14/14) 

 
Owner of complex purchased in foreclosure sued a 

holdover tenant alleging inter alia a breach of contract. 
But, the foreclosure terminated the lease, so the tenant 
became a tenant at sufferance, and no agreement with 
the new owner existed. Thus, tenant “could not be 
liable for breach of any lease.” 

 
I. Insurance Law, Insurance Contracts, Stowers, 

Subrogation, Indemnity, Bad Faith 
 
1. Petroleum Solutions, Inc. v. Bill Head d/b/a Bill 

Head Enterprises, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(12/19/14) 

 
Truck stop sued installer of underground tank 

system. Installer claimed a component was defective, 
gave it to an expert, who later lost it. Installer sued 
component maker, and later so did plaintiff. Maker 
sued installer for indemnity. 
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This is a substituted opinion for one issued 
7/11/14 (see below for details). The original opinion 
addressed issues of spoliation and indemnity. This 
substituted opinion ruled that “spoliation sanctions 
were an abuse of discretion” with respect to plaintiff, 
and also affirmed a judgment for Titeflex, maker of a 
flex connector, for indemnity. In addition to many 
minor edits, the Court added Footnote 6: “We leave to 
the trial court’s discretion the extent to which evidence 
of the missing connector is relevant to whether 
[plaintiff’s] claims are barred by limitations.” 
 
2. In re Essex Insurance Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(11/21/14) 
 
 Injured worker sued non-subscriber, claiming he 
was an independent contractor, and also brought a 
declaratory judgment action against the commercial 
general liability insurer. The Supreme Court ruled that 
the “no direct action rule” prohibited the worker’s suit 
against the insurer, and granted mandamus. 
 “‘In Texas, the general rule . . . is that an injured 
party cannot sue the tortfeasor’s insurer directly until 
the tortfeasor’s liability has been finally determined by 
agreement or judgment.’ …  Because no exception to 
this ‘no direct action’ rule applies here, we 
conditionally grant mandamus.” 
 “Whether stated as claims for damages or for 
declaratory relief, [worker’s] claims against [carrier] 
must fail unless [insured] is in fact liable to [worker] 
for his injuries, which is why we have recognized that 
the ‘no direct action’ rule applies to a declaratory 
judgment suit.” 
 “Allowing [worker] to pursue claims 
simultaneously against [insured] (for liability) and 
[carrier] (for coverage of that liability) in the same suit 
would prejudice both [carrier] and [insured] in their 
defenses against [worker’s] claims because it would (1) 
create a conflict of interest for [carrier], and (2) 
necessarily require the admission of evidence of 
liability insurance in violation of Texas Rule of 
Evidence 411.” Worker cannot avoid this by relying 
upon the Declaratory Judgments Act. 
 Footnote 3: We “‘do not require insurance 
companies to perform duties for third-party claimants 
that are ‘coextensive and conflicting’ with the duties 
they owe their insureds,’ because doing so would 
‘necessarily compromise the duties the insurer owes to 
its insured.’” 
 In other declaratory judgment cases involving the 
carrier, “it was the insurer or the insured defendant, not 
the plaintiff, who sought declaratory relief.…” 

Here, there would be a conflict and prejudice to 
the carrier and insured. 
 So, the trial court abused its discretion by denying 
a motion to dismiss the worker’s claims against the 
carrier. 
 
3. Greene v. Farmers Insurance Exchange, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 More than 60 days after homeowner moved to 
retirement home, house burned. Carrier refused to pay 
based upon the “vacancy” clause, even though it was 
not related to the loss. The policy form was prescribed 
by the TDI, and homeowner had not purchased 
dwelling coverage for vacancy lasting more than 60 
days. The Supreme Court ruled that “the vacancy 
provision must be applied according to its terms,” and 
that this interpretation did not violate the “anti-
technicality” statute or public policy. 
 TEX. INS. CODE § 862.054, the “anti-technicality” 
statute, includes the term “breach.” “‘Breach’ of a 
contract occurs when a party fails to perform an act 
that it has contractually promised to perform. … 
Similarly, a ‘violation’ is ‘the contravention of a right 
or duty.’ A ‘triggering’ condition or event is one that 
brings something else into effect.” 
 Homeowner did not breach the policy when she 
moved out of her home: “the vacancy clause does not 
contain a promise by or obligation on behalf of 
[homeowner] to occupy her house.…” Rather, the 
“vacancy clause is substantively an agreement between 
the insured and [carrier] that [carrier] will continue 
insuring the house for sixty days after it no longer is 
her residence, when its being used as her residence is 
the underlying premise of the policy’s dwelling 
coverage.” In fact, vacating the house was “specifically 
… addressed in the policy.…” 
 “When interpreting an insurance contract we 
consider all its parts, read all of them together, and 
give effect to all of them. Ordinarily we seek to 
ascertain the intent of the parties as expressed in the 
language of the contract. But here the Policy is a 
standard policy form prescribed by TDI. The 
Legislature has charged TDI with regulating the 
business of insurance, a task that expressly requires it 
to approve forms used by insurance companies in 
writing residential property insurance. Pursuant to the 
Legislature’s mandate, TDI prescribed the form [used 
here].… TDI has also approved a form endorsement 
that homeowners can purchase to provide coverage 
during extended vacancies. … [T]he intent of the 
parties is not what counts because they did not write 
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the contract. Rather, the policy language is interpreted 
according to the ordinary, everyday meaning of its 
words to the general public.” 
 The vacancy clause “is an agreement that when 
the insured vacates the dwelling and no longer resides 
there … then full coverage remains in place for sixty 
days beyond the vacancy date, after which there is no 
coverage for the dwelling but the remainder of the 
insurance remains in force.” 
 With insurance contracts, “an exception or 
exclusion limits liability or carves out certain types of 
loss to which coverage does not apply … ‘[e]xclusions 
and conditions are in effect two sides of the same coin; 
exclusions avoid coverage if the insured does 
something, and conditions avoid coverage unless an 
insured does something.’ …  But [here] the clause in 
actuality addresses the scope of coverage instead of 
being an exclusion, … expand[ing] coverage to 
encompass a sixty-day period beyond the time the 
homeowner no longer resides in the dwelling.…”  
 Thus, “the term ‘breach’ as used in section 
862.054 does not include a homeowner’s actions in 
vacating her premises and ‘triggering’ the vacancy 
clause.” “[W]e do not address the question of whether 
section 862.054 applies to real property.”  
 One “party is excused from performing under a 
contract only if the other party commits a material 
breach. … [T]he materiality of an insured’s breach is 
determined by several factors, including the extent to 
which the breach deprived the insurer of the benefit 
that it reasonably could have anticipated from full 
performance by the insured. If the insurer receives its 
reasonably anticipated benefit despite the insured’s 
breach, the breach is immaterial, the insurer is not 
prejudiced, and the insurer is not excused from 
performance.” But, here, because homeowner “did not 
breach her obligations under the policy, including its 
vacancy clause, the question of materiality of a breach 
and its subsidiary issue of prejudice are not raised.” 
 “In Hernandez, … an insured’s breach—
settlement without the insurer’s consent—can 
extinguish a valuable subrogation right depriving the 
insurer of an anticipated benefit under the policy. But 
in that case, the insurer had not incurred any financial 
loss with regard to its subrogation rights even though 
the insured settled without consent of the insurer. For 
that reason the insurer was not excused from its 
obligation to perform.” 
 By enacting the anti-technicality statute, “the 
Legislature expressed the public policy of the state that 
insurance coverage could not be lost based on a 
technical breach of policy terms.” But, in this case, the 

vacancy clause is related to the “scope of coverage,” 
and is material.  
 The “Legislature has tasked TDI with prescribing 
and approving forms.… [It] expressly delegated 
authority to TDI to make initial decisions about whether 
provisions in an insurance policy violate public 
policy.” Thus, the policy “reflects a specific public 
policy.…” 
 
4. Petroleum Solutions, Inc. v. Bill Head d/b/a Bill 

Head Enterprises, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(7/11/14) 

 
 Truck stop sued installer of underground tank 
system. Installer claimed a component was defective, 
gave it to an expert, who later lost it. Installer sued 
component maker, and later so did plaintiff. Maker 
sued installer for indemnity. The Supreme Court ruled 
that component maker was entitled to indemnity from 
installer. 
 “Section 82.002 requires the manufacturer of an 
allegedly defective product to indemnify an innocent 
seller for any loss arising out of a products-liability 
action.” Footnote 11: “Only manufacturers owe a duty 
to indemnify under chapter 82.” 
 “The Act broadly defines ‘products liability 
action,’ ‘seller,’ and ‘manufacturer’.… Under these 
definitions, ‘all manufacturers are also sellers, but not 
all sellers are manufacturers.’ And, … nothing in the 
Act precludes one person from being both a 
manufacturer and a seller of the same product or 
component.” 
 Here, the “fuel system” is the product, and maker 
fabricated a component part. 
 A manufacturer’s statutory “duty to indemnify … 
is triggered by allegations of a defect in the 
manufacturer–indemnitor’s product and is not 
dependent on an adjudication of the indemnitor’s 
liability,” except when “the seller–indemnitee is 
independently liable.” Footnote 7: “Under the common 
law, however, an indemnitor’s liability for the product 
defect must be adjudicated or admitted.” 
 Here, because installer and plaintiff later 
dismissed against maker, maker’s “losses are limited to 
its attorney’s fees and costs incurred in the suit, [since] 
such expenditures qualify as ‘losses’ under the 
indemnity statute.” 
 “The purpose of section 82.002 is to protect 
innocent sellers by assigning responsibility for the 
burden of products-liability litigation to product 
manufacturers. When an injured claimant pleads that a 
manufacturer’s product is defective, an innocent seller 
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who suffers loss is protected regardless of whether it is 
upstream or downstream of that product’s 
manufacturer.” 
 Because installer and maker are “both 
manufacturers and sellers of their respective products,” 
indemnification “will ultimately fall on the party 
whose product is found to be defective. … [When there 
are] such competing claims … both [will] fail if the 
evidence shows that neither party is innocent, and will 
offset each other if the evidence shows that both are 
innocent[].” 
 Statutory indemnity applies even if the product 
improves real property. Here, the “fuel system qualifies 
as a product under chapter 82 notwithstanding its 
integration into real property.” 
 
5. State Office of Risk Management v. Carty, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Certified question from Fifth Circuit. Plaintiffs’ 
decedent (killed during DPS training) was covered by 
worker’s compensation, and the third-party settlements 
exceed the death benefit. The issue was whether the 
“holiday” from making compensation payments was 
calculated on a collective basis (aiding the carrier), or 
on an individual basis (aiding the widow and children). 
The Supreme Court ruled “that, when multiple 
beneficiaries recover compensation benefits through 
the same covered employee, the carrier’s rights to a 
third-party settlement are determined by treating it as a 
single, collective recovery rather than separate 
recoveries by each beneficiary.” 

“When a workers’ compensation beneficiary 
recovers from a third party for injuries compensable 
under the Texas Workers’ Compensation Act (Act), the 
insurance carrier is entitled to be reimbursed from that 
recovery for benefits paid to the beneficiary and to 
treat any excess proceeds as an advance against future 
benefits owed.” 

“When an employee or beneficiary claims 
benefits, ‘the insurance carrier is subrogated to the 
rights of the injured employee [up to the total benefits 
paid or assumed] and may enforce the liability of the 
third party in the name of the injured employee or the 
legal beneficiary.’ The carrier is entitled to 
reimbursement from the third-party recovery.…” If the 
third-party recovery exceeds benefits previously paid, 
the carrier gets a holiday. 
 The “carrier ‘gets the first money a worker 
receives from a tortfeasor.…’” The “‘first money’ rule 
extends to benefits the carrier has paid or assumed to 
pay.”  “‘[U]ntil a carrier is reimbursed in full, ‘the 

employee or his representatives have no right to any of 
[the third-party recovery].’’” Thus, “any allocation of 
the third-party recovery among the beneficiaries has no 
effect on the carrier’s right to reimbursement for past 
benefits.” And the term “claimant” in the Act means 
the injured employee or the person through whom the 
beneficiaries claim benefits. “[G]iven that past benefits 
are undisputedly treated collectively … , future 
benefits should be treated the same way.…”  

A “trial court may not render judgment 
apportioning the funds in a manner that ‘arbitrarily 
compromises the carrier’s right to subrogation.’ 
Rather, the proper settlement division is a fact issue 
‘based on the relative merits and worth of the claims 
involved.’” 

The “collective-recovery approach … serve[s] to 
reduce carrier costs and is the approach that is most 
consistent with the statute’s plain language.” 
 
6. Gotham Insurance Company v. Warren E&P, Inc., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/21/14) 
 
 Oil well blew out and burned. The carrier paid the 
insured on the resulting claim based upon insured’s 
representation that it owned 100% working interest. 
When later information indicated the insured’s interest 
may have been less, the carrier sued for reimbursement 
under equity and breach of contract. The opinion 
addresses “the proper role of equity claims when a 
contractual provision addresses the matter in dispute.” 
The Supreme Court followed Fortis, which “held that 
an insurer is limited to contractual claims when the 
policy addresses the matter.… Here, this policy 
contains several clauses addressing misrepresentations, 
reporting, salvage and recoveries, subrogation, and due 
diligence. Thus, because the insurance contract 
addresses the insured’s conduct, we hold that the 
insurer cannot rely on its equity claims.” 
 Insured was only covered “the extent of its 
working interest in the well.” Though the carrier may 
not proceed in equity, the policy does not 
“conclusively preclude[]” carrier’s recovery. 
 Under Matagorda County, “an insurer may not 
seek reimbursement from the insured in equity for 
settlement funds paid in the absence of a contractual 
right to do so.” Footnote 6: “Frank’s Casing … 
declined to recognize an exception to the rule we 
announced in Matagorda.” 
 The evidence did not conclusively establish that 
the insured “suffered no loss.” It agreed to “evenly 
share in the aggregate drilling profits and losses.…” 
 Fortis “held that ‘[w]here a valid contract 
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prescribes particular remedies or imposes particular 
obligations, equity generally must yield unless the 
contract violates positive law or offends public policy.’ 
… Without referencing the ‘made whole’ doctrine, 
Fortis Benefits’ insurance policy granted it the right to 
recover through subrogation against third parties or 
seek reimbursement from the insured.” Since “equity 
follows the law,” it “generally must yield” to the 
contract. Fortis held “that neither contractual 
subrogation nor reimbursement clauses violate public 
policy.” Footnote 13: “The Legislature recently 
specified (with respect to contractual subrogation 
clauses in certain health insurance policies) the 
recovery insurers may obtain from a settlement 
between the insured and the responsible third party that 
caused the injury.” 
 Footnote 9: A “party opposing [a] claim for unjust 
enrichment [must] secure findings ‘that an express 
contract exists that covers the subject matter of the 
dispute;’ [also, there is a] general rule that one may 
recover in quantum meruit only when there is no 
express contract.” 
 The carrier is limited to the contract “unless the 
contractual provisions … violate positive law or offend 
public policy.… [There exists a] strong public policy to 
preserve freedom of contract. Further, the public policy 
of the State is reflected in its statutes. Thus, we will 
enforce the parties’ bargain unless it contravenes some 
positive statute.” 
 “Section 705.003 of the Texas Insurance Code 
renders invalid insurance clauses that make policies 
void or voidable due to misrepresentations in proofs of 
loss unless it is shown at trial that the 
misrepresentation: (1) was fraudulently made; (2) 
misrepresented a fact material to the insurer’s liability 
under the policy; and (3) misled the insurer into 
waiving or losing a valid defense to the policy.… 
[P]ublic policy allows misrepresentation clauses to 
render insurance policies void or voidable only for 
fraudulent, material misrepresentations that mislead 
insurers into waiving or losing defenses.” Footnote 11: 
The insured’s “misrepresentations concerning its 
working interest could, among other remedies, operate 
to render the policy void. If [carrier] prevails on this 
theory and elects to void the policy, its equity claims 
might operate to secure a return of the [money] it paid 
under the claim. Thus, it is premature to dismiss 
[carrier’s] equity claims.…” 
 Footnote 15: “Regarding whether the 
representation was fraudulent, this is an inquiry 
typically left to the jury as it often involves proof of 
intent by circumstantial evidence.” 

 The carrier cannot pursue funds from other 
entities related to the well. The carrier paid the funds to 
the insured, and the policy addresses the “return of 
payments that benefitted others.” 
 The carrier did not waive its contract claim. A 
“party may raise an independent ground for obtaining 
the same relief awarded in the judgment as an issue on 
appeal rather than pursuing a cross-appeal.” Carrier 
“has sought the same monetary relief (a return of 
payments … ) under both its equity and contract 
claims. Because [carrier] has raised on appeal its 
contract claim as an independent ground for the relief 
awarded in the trial court’s judgment, it has not waived 
its contract claim.” Footnote 18: “That [carrier] 
omitted its contractual subrogation claim in its live 
pleading does not alter the fact that the contract 
addresses the matter of subrogation.” 
 “A reimbursement clause may operate to allow an 
insurer to recover payments previously made even if 
the insured did not breach the policy.… But the 
absence of a reimbursement clause does not necessarily 
foreclose an insurer’s ability to recover if the insured 
has breached the policy.” Carrier must prove breach, 
and that “the breach proximately caused its 
damages.…” 

Here, summary judgment for the carrier could not 
“be supported on the ground that [insured] suffered no 
loss.” 
 
7. Ewing Construction Company v. Amerisure 

Insurance Company, 420 S.W.3d 30 (Tex. 
2014)(1/17/14) 

 
 Certified question from the Fifth Circuit. Insured 
contracted to build tennis courts for school district. 
District then sued when courts flaked, crumbled, and 
cracked, alleging theories of contract and negligence. 
A coverage dispute with the insured’s CGL carrier then 
developed, focusing upon an exclusion for “assumed 
liability.” The Supreme Court ruled that that “a general 
contractor who agrees to perform its construction work 
in a good and workmanlike manner, without more, 
does not enlarge its duty to exercise ordinary care in 
fulfilling its contract, thus it does not ‘assume liability’ 
for damages arising out of its defective work so as to 
trigger the Contractual Liability Exclusion.” 
 An “insuring agreement grants the insured broad 
coverage, which is then narrowed by the policy’s 
exclusions that operate to restrict and shape the 
coverage otherwise afforded by the insuring 
agreement.” 
 “Under its CGL policy, Amerisure assumed two 
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duties, subject to the policy terms, limitations, and 
exclusions: (1) the duty to defend suits seeking 
damages from Ewing for an event potentially covered 
by the policy, and (2) the duty to indemnify Ewing by 
paying covered claims and judgments against it. We 
have characterized these two duties as ‘distinct and 
separate’ in that one may exist without the other.” 
 Regarding the duty to defendant, “Texas courts 
follow the eight corners rule in determining an 
insurer’s duty to defend. Under that rule, courts look to 
the facts alleged within the four corners of the 
pleadings, measure them against the language within 
the four corners of the insurance policy, and determine 
if the facts alleged present a matter that could 
potentially be covered by the insurance policy. The 
factual allegations are considered without regard to 
their truth or falsity and all doubts regarding the duty 
to defend are resolved in the insured’s favor.  … 
[C]ourts look to the factual allegations showing the 
origin of the damages claimed, not to the legal theories 
or conclusions alleged.” 
 “The insured has the initial burden to establish 
coverage under the policy. If it does so, then to avoid 
liability the insurer must prove one of the policy’s 
exclusions applies. If the insurer proves that an 
exclusion applies, the burden shifts back to the insured 
to establish that an exception to the exclusion restores 
coverage.” 
 The Court extensively reviewed the earlier 
holding in Gilbert. There, the insured argued that 
assuming liability referred to assuming “another’s 
liability.” The Court had disagreed, because that term 
could easily have been added to the policy. “Gilbert 
did not contractually assume liability for damages 
within the meaning of the policy exclusion unless the 
liability for damages it contractually assumed was 
greater than the liability it would have had under 
general law–in Gilbert’s case, negligence.” In that 
case, Gilbert’s liability was only under the contract, 
and the exclusion applied because its liability exceeded 
what it would have had under the “general law.”  
 Here, the insured’s “express agreement to perform 
the construction in a good and workmanlike manner 
did not enlarge its obligations and was not an 
‘assumption of liability’ within the meaning of the 
policy’s contractual liability exclusion.” The 
“exclusion means what it says: it excludes liability for 
damages the insured assumes by contract unless the 
exceptions bring the claim back into coverage. But we 
also determined in Gilbert that ‘assumption of liability’ 
means that the insured has assumed a liability for 
damages that exceeds the liability it would have under 

general law. Otherwise, the words ‘assumption of 
liability’ are meaningless and are surplusage. … 
‘Reading the phrase to apply to all liabilities sounding 
in contract renders the term ‘assumption’ 
superfluous.’” 
 The carrier argued that this ruling would turn the 
CGL policy into a performance bond. Allegations “‘of 
unintended construction defects may constitute an 
‘accident’ or ‘occurrence’ under the CGL policy and 
that allegations of damage to or loss of use of the home 
itself may also constitute ‘property damage’ sufficient 
to trigger the duty to defend under a CGL policy.’ … In 
Lamar Homes, we said a breach of contract can 
constitute an occurrence that causes property damage, 
thus bringing some breach of contract claims within 
the general grant of coverage for purposes of 
determining a duty to defend.” “Because the policy 
contains exclusions that may apply to exclude coverage 
in a case for breach of contract due to faulty 
workmanship, our answer to the first certified question 
[that the “assumed liability” exclusion does not apply] 
is not inconsistent with the view that CGL policies are 
not performance bonds.” 

 
J. Suit on an Acccount  
 
No Cases in 2014. 

 
K. Secured Transactions 
 
No Cases in 2014. 

 
L. Equitable Remedies, Defenses, Injunctions 

(Equitable Bill of Review is at IV(N)) 
 
1. Gilbert Wheeler, Inc. v. Enbridge Pipelines (East 

Texas), L.P., ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Property owner sued easement holder for damage 
to trees. Footnote 1: A “landowner may receive 
injunctive relief to prevent certain future trespasses if 
the trespass is ‘continuing.’” 
 
2. Kinney v. Barnes, ___ S.W.3d ___(Tex. 

2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Legal recruiter sought injunction against former 
employer to remove defamatory material from certain 
websites, and to prohibit the same or similar future 
defamations. The Supreme Court ruled “that, while a 
permanent injunction requiring the removal of posted 
speech that has been adjudicated defamatory is not a 
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prior restraint, an injunction prohibiting future speech 
based on that adjudication impermissibly threatens to 
sweep protected speech into its prohibition and is an 
unconstitutional infringement on Texans’ free-speech 
rights.…” 
 Prior restraints of the right to free speech are 
“heavily disfavored.” “[W]e refuse to allow even 
unprotected speech to be banned if restraining such 
speech would also chill a substantial amount of 
protected speech.” 
 “‘Every person shall be at liberty to speak, write 
or publish his opinions on any subject, being 
responsible for the abuse of that privilege; and no law 
shall ever be passed curtailing the liberty of speech or 
of the press.’ … While abuse of the right to speak 
subjects a speaker to proper penalties, we have long 
held that ‘pre-speech sanctions’ are presumptively 
unconstitutional.”  
 Injunctions “restricting speech should [not] be 
judged by a different standard under the state 
constitution than the First Amendment.” A “temporary 
injunction prohibiting allegedly defamatory speech is 
an unconstitutional prior restraint.…” The abuse of the 
privilege of free speech “‘is not to be remedied by 
denial of the right to speak, but only by appropriate 
penalties for what is wrongfully spoken.’” 
 An injunction requiring the removal of 
defamatory statements “does not prohibit future 
speech, but instead effectively requires the erasure of 
past speech that has already been found to be 
unprotected in the context in which it was made.”  
 An “injunction against future speech based on an 
adjudication that the same or similar statements have 
been adjudicated defamatory is a prior restraint.” The 
“U.S. Supreme Court has never approved a prior 
restraint in a defamation case.” A “prior restraint may 
be permissible ‘only when essential to the avoidance of 
an impending danger,’ … and only when it is the least 
restrictive means of preventing that harm.” Footnote 
12: A “gag order … ‘will withstand constitutional 
scrutiny only where there are specific findings 
supported by evidence that (1) an imminent and 
irreparable harm to the judicial process will deprive 
litigants of a just resolution of their dispute, and (2) the 
judicial action represents the least restrictive means to 
prevent that harm.’” 
 Defamation “‘alone is not a sufficient justification 
for restraining an individual’s right to speak freely.’” 
For libel, “‘monetary damages are an adequate and 
appropriate remedy and … injunctive relief is not 
available.’” 
 Injunctions against defamation are “‘ineffective, 

overbroad, or both.’” 
 Damages “serve as the constitutionally permitted 
deterrent in defamation actions.” In “defamation per se 
cases, nominal damages, not injunctive relief, are 
awarded when actual damages are difficult to prove or 
are not claimed because ‘‘the action is brought for the 
purpose of vindicating the plaintiff’s character.’’” 
 Footnote 8: To obtain an injunction, a “plaintiff 
must show that damages are inadequate or cannot 
otherwise be measured by any pecuniary standard.” 
 Injunctions against defamation are “‘ineffective, 
overbroad, or both.’” Moreover, “‘equity will not do a 
useless thing.…’” 
 
3. Burbage v. Burbage, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 One brother sued another for defamatory 
statements about himself and the family funeral 
business. After a plaintiff’s verdict, the trial court 
entered a judgment that awarded actual and punitive 
damages, and enjoined future defamation. The 
Supreme Court ruled that the injunction was an 
impermissible prior restraint of speech. “Prohibitive 
injunctions of future speech that is the same or similar 
to speech that has been adjudicated to be defamatory 
operate as impermissible prior restraints on free 
speech.” Footnote 7: “A mandatory injunction 
requiring the removal or deletion of posted speech that 
has been adjudicated defamatory is not a prior restraint 
on speech.” 
 
4. Ritchie v. Rupe, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Minority shareholder of a “closely held 
corporation alleged that the corporation’s other 
shareholders, who were also on the board of directors, 
engaged in ‘oppressive’ actions and breached fiduciary 
duties by, among other things, refusing to buy her 
shares for fair value or meet with prospective outside 
buyers.” The Supreme Court ruled that the conduct was 
on “oppressive” under the statute, and further, that “the 
statute does not authorize courts to order a corporation 
to buy out a minority shareholder’s interests. … 
[Finally,] we decline to recognize or create a Texas 
common-law cause of action for ‘minority shareholder 
oppression.’” 

Here, nothing suggest the receivership is limited 
to closely held corporations or minority shareholders. 
A “receivership—which replaces the managers the 
shareholders chose with the courts’ chosen managers—
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is a ‘harsh’ remedy that is not readily available.” It is a 
“temporary fix.” 
 The “statute does not authorize the buy-out 
remedy that [plaintiff] sought and obtained, and 
[plaintiff] did not request the rehabilitative-
receivership remedy that the statute does authorize.” 
The statute “creates a single cause of action with a 
single remedy: an action for appointment of a 
rehabilitative receiver.” The “inadequacy of other legal 
and equitable remedies [is] a prerequisite to the 
appointment of a receiver.” 

“[C]ommon-law causes of action, particularly 
those that invoke a court’s equitable powers, often 
support a variety of remedies” besides a receivership. 
“If lesser remedies are available … [and] adequate, the 
Court cannot appoint a rehabilitative receiver.” 

Footnote 28: The “actions that give rise to 
oppressive-action receivership claims typically also 
give rise to common-law claims as well, opening the 
door to a wide array of legal and equitable remedies 
not available under the receivership statute alone.” 

The statute “expressly preserved the availability 
of receivership as an equitable remedy for a cause of 
action that invokes the courts’ equitable powers.” But, 
courts are not authorized “to invoke their ‘general 
equity power’ to award a buyout of stock as a remedy 
for oppressive actions under the statute.” 

Here, failing to meet with prospective buyers is 
not “oppressive” under the statute, and its only remedy 
is a rehabilitative receiver. 

 
5. Gotham Insurance Company v. Warren E&P, Inc., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/21/14) 
 
 Oil well blew out and burned. The carrier paid the 
insured on the resulting claim based upon insured’s 
representation that it owned 100% working interest. 
When later information indicated the insured’s interest 
may have been less, the carrier sued for reimbursement 
under equity and breach of contract. The opinion 
addresses “the proper role of equity claims when a 
contractual provision addresses the matter in dispute.” 
The Supreme Court followed Fortis, which “held that 
an insurer is limited to contractual claims when the 
policy addresses the matter.… Here, this policy 
contains several clauses addressing misrepresentations, 
reporting, salvage and recoveries, subrogation, and due 
diligence. Thus, because the insurance contract 
addresses the insured’s conduct, we hold that the 
insurer cannot rely on its equity claims.” 
 Insured was only covered “the extent of its 
working interest in the well.” Though the carrier may 

not proceed in equity, the policy does not 
“conclusively preclude[]” carrier’s recovery. 
 Under Matagorda County, “an insurer may not 
seek reimbursement from the insured in equity for 
settlement funds paid in the absence of a contractual 
right to do so.” Footnote 6: “Frank’s Casing … 
declined to recognize an exception to the rule we 
announced in Matagorda.” 
 Fortis “held that ‘[w]here a valid contract 
prescribes particular remedies or imposes particular 
obligations, equity generally must yield unless the 
contract violates positive law or offends public policy.’ 
… Without referencing the ‘made whole’ doctrine, 
Fortis Benefits’ insurance policy granted it the right to 
recover through subrogation against third parties or 
seek reimbursement from the insured.” Since “equity 
follows the law,” it “generally must yield” to the 
contract. Fortis held “that neither contractual 
subrogation nor reimbursement clauses violate public 
policy.” 
 Footnote 9: A “party opposing [a] claim for unjust 
enrichment [must] secure findings ‘that an express 
contract exists that covers the subject matter of the 
dispute;’ [also, there is a] general rule that one may 
recover in quantum meruit only when there is no 
express contract.” 
 The carrier is limited to the contract “unless the 
contractual provisions … violate positive law or offend 
public policy.… [There exists a] strong public policy to 
preserve freedom of contract. Further, the public policy 
of the State is reflected in its statutes. Thus, we will 
enforce the parties’ bargain unless it contravenes some 
positive statute.” 
 Footnote 11: The insured’s “misrepresentations 
concerning its working interest could, among other 
remedies, operate to render the policy void. If [carrier] 
prevails on this theory and elects to void the policy, its 
equity claims might operate to secure a return of the 
[money] it paid under the claim. Thus, it is premature 
to dismiss [carrier’s] equity claims.…” 
 The carrier cannot pursue funds from other 
entities related to the well. The carrier paid the funds to 
the insured, and the policy addresses the “return of 
payments that benefitted others.” 
 Footnote 18: “That [carrier] omitted its 
contractual subrogation claim in its live pleading does 
not alter the fact that the contract addresses the matter 
of subrogation.” 
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M. Wrongful Death and Survival Actions 
 
1. In re Ford Motor Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(7/3/14) 
 

Forum non conveniens case in which intervenors, 
who were wrongful death beneficiaries, relied upon the 
“Texas-resident exception.”  
  “Wrongful-death beneficiaries are derivative 
parties. … ‘[T]he right of statutory beneficiaries to 
maintain a wrongful death action is entirely derivative 
of the decedent’s right to have sued for his own 
injuries immediately prior to his death.…” This springs 
from Ch. 71. 
 If “a decedent’s action would have been barred by 
limitations if it had been asserted just before he died, a 
wrongful-death action is also barred.” 

Wrongful death beneficiaries “have no greater 
rights or stronger claims than the decedent would have 
had.” The wrongful death “[d]erivative status … 
relates back only to the decedent’s circumstances 
immediately preceding his demise and is unrelated to 
the ongoing procedural status of the” case. 

“[B]eneficiaries are entitled to their own 
independent recovery that does not benefit the estate.” 
They have their own attorneys, pleadings, and 
damages, and are distinct from the estate.  

“While beneficiaries are derivative plaintiffs, the 
statutory definition allows them to rely on their Texas 
residency. We hold that wrongful-death beneficiaries 
and decedents are both distinct plaintiffs under the 
statute.” 
 The “wrongful-death statute’s broader derivative-
beneficiary rule [cannot be harmonized] with the 
Texas-resident exception.” Thus, the “‘special or local 
provision prevails as an exception to the general 
provision.’” 
 
2. Union Carbide Corporation v. Synatzske, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 
 Asbestosis case. A “wrongful death cause of 
action accrues at the death of the injured person.” 
“[L]imitations begins to run on an injury resulting in 
death when the death occurs.” 
 “[S]tatutory causes of action are [not] 
categorically beyond the constitutional protections 
from retroactive laws.” 
 
 
 
 

3. Boerjan v. Rodriguez, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(6/27/14) 

 
 Footnote 4: “See TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE 
§ 71.002(b) (‘A person is liable for damages arising 
from an injury that causes an individual’s death if the 
injury was caused by the person’s or his agent’s or 
servant’s wrongful act, neglect, carelessness, 
unskillfulness, or default.’)” 
 
4. State Office of Risk Management v. Carty, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/20/14) 
  

“Texas law allows a child or spouse to seek 
damages for loss of consortium when a parent or 
spouse suffers a serious, permanent, and disabling 
injury.” 
 
N. Torts and Causes of Action Generally 
 
1. El Paso Marketing, L.P. v. Wolf Hollow I, L.P., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(11/21/14) 
 
 Second consideration by the Supreme Court about 
a dispute concerning the quantity and quality of gas 
supplied to a power plant, and the plant’s remedies. 
The earlier opinion was reported at 383 S.W.3d 138 
(Tex. 2012)(6/15/12). Here, the Supreme Court ruled 
that “the court of appeals felt itself too constrained by 
our decision in Wolf Hollow II. In holding that the 
Supply Agreement provided for replacement-power 
damages that were available notwithstanding a separate 
waiver of consequential damages, and that ‘Wolf 
Hollow may pursue replacement-power damages under 
the contract,’ Wolf Hollow II, at 145, we did not hold 
that Wolf Hollow would necessarily prevail in 
obtaining replacement-power damages on its gas-
quality claim.” Thus, the court of appeals need not 
have remanded the case for trial. 
 “We did not hold, on the merits, that Wolf Hollow 
was entitled to recover on its claim for replacement-
power damages resulting from poor-quality gas. … 
[W]e did not rule on all the issues, including those … 
regarding the availability of replacement-power 
damages on Wolf Hollow’s gas-quality claim.” 

 
2. In re Teresa Corral-Lerma, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(11/21/14) 
 
 Mandamus was sought to reduce the amount of a 
supersedeas bond. Suit was filed “under the Texas 
Theft Liability Act, and [defendant] counterclaimed for 
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attorney’s fees under the same Act.” “[U]nder the 
Texas Theft Liability Act … a prevailing defendant 
must be awarded attorney’s fees even without an award 
of compensatory damages. See TEX. CIV. PRAC. & 
REM. CODE § 134.005(b).” “But this statutory 
distinction does not undermine the inherent differences 
between compensatory damages and attorney’s fees… 
[While] ‘attorney’s fees for the prosecution or defense 
of a claim may be compensatory in that they help make 
a claimant whole, they are not, and have never been, 
damages.’” 

“Before House Bill 4, the comprehensive tort-
reform measure that brought section 52.006 into law, 
the security amount was required to cover the entire 
amount of a money judgment, court costs, and interest. 
But since the enactment of House Bill 4, the full 
amount of the judgment is no longer protected. It is 
unreasonable to construe the current supersedeas 
statute to require interest on categories of a judgment 
the Legislature specifically sought to exclude from the 
security amount. We do not read section 52.006 to 
require [demolition company’s] compensation for the 
time value of an award that was not considered in 
calculating its appellate security.” 
 The supersedeas “statute also provides that 
security is capped at the lesser of fifty percent of the 
judgment debtor’s net worth or $25 million, and 
requires trial courts to reduce the amount of security if 
a judgment debtor shows he is likely to suffer 
substantial economic harm. See TEX. CIV. PRAC. & 
REM. CODE § 52.006(b), (c).” 
 
3. Chapman Custom Homes, Inc. v. Dallas Plumbing 

Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/22/14) 
 
 Property owner contracted with builder to 
construct house on property; builder then 
subcontracted with plumbing company to install 
plumbing. After the plumbing failed, damaging the 
house, builder and owner sued plumber under several 
theories, including negligence. The Supreme Court 
ruled that the pleadings included allegations of 
negligence, and that plumber owed a duty not to 
damage the house; the economic loss rule did not 
prevent a tort claim, here. The “negligent performance 
of a contract that proximately injures a non-contracting 
party’s property or person states a negligence claim.” 
 A “common law duty to perform with care and 
skill accompanies every contract and … the failure to 
meet this implied standard might provide a basis for 
recovery in tort, contract, or both.…” “Having 
undertaken to install a plumbing system in the house, 

the plumber assumed an implied duty not to … damage 
the [owner’s] house while performing its contract with 
the builder.” 

“The economic loss rule generally precludes 
recovery in tort for economic losses resulting from a 
party’s failure to perform under a contract when the 
harm consists only of the economic loss of a 
contractual expectancy. But it does not bar all tort 
claims arising out of a contractual setting. … Thus, a 
party states a tort claim when the duty allegedly 
breached is independent of the contractual undertaking 
and the harm suffered is not merely the economic loss 
of a contractual benefit. … The plumber’s duty not to 
… damage the house is independent of any obligation 
undertaken in its plumbing subcontract with the 
builder, and the damages allegedly caused by the 
breach of that duty extend beyond the economic loss of 
any anticipated benefit under the plumbing contract.” 

 
4. Jaster v. Comet II Construction, Inc., ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 

In a construction case, the Supreme Court ruled 
that an expert report does not have to be filed with a 
cross-action or third-party claim, as it does when 
plaintiff initiates the suit. 

The dictionary defines a “plaintiff” as one who 
“files a ‘civil suit.’” 
 “The common meaning of the term ‘action’ refers 
to an entire lawsuit or cause or proceeding, not to 
discrete ‘claims’ or ‘causes of action’ asserted within a 
suit.… A suit, in turn, is ‘any proceeding in a court of 
justice by which an individual pursues that remedy in a 
court of justice which the law affords him.’” The terms 
“suit” and “action” both “refer to a judicial proceeding 
in which parties assert claims for relief.” “A ‘cause of 
action,’ by contrast, ‘has been defined ‘as a fact or 
facts entitling one to institute and maintain an action, 
which must be alleged and proved in order to obtain 
relief.’’” “A ‘cause of action’ is thus similar to a 
‘claim.…’” Accordingly, it can exist before suit is 
filed. Footnote 12: “Generally, our rules of civil 
procedure also recognize the distinction between an 
‘action,’ ‘suit,’ or ‘cause’ and a ‘cause of action’ or 
‘claim.’” 
 Additionally, “statute requires the plaintiff to file 
a certificate of merit ‘in’ an action or arbitration 
proceeding. … [A] party asserts a claim or cause of 
action ‘in’ a pleading that is filed ‘in’ a lawsuit or 
‘action.’” 
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5. Brookshire Brothers, Ltd. v. Aldridge, ___ S.W.3d 
___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 

 
In a slip and fall case, plaintiff alleged defendant 

failed to preserve surveillance video. “In Texas, 
spoliation is an evidentiary concept rather than a 
separate cause of action.” 
 
6. LAN/STV, a Joint Venture v. Martin K. Eby 

Construction Company, Inc., ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(6/20/14) 

 
 Dallas Area Rapid Transit contracted with 
LAN/STV to create plans for a light rail line. Based 
upon the plans, Eby bid upon and won the project. Eby 
and LAN/STV had no contractual relationship. 
Because of the many, expensive, errors, Eby sued 
LAN/STV, including for negligence and negligent 
misrepresentation. The Supreme Court reversed and 
rendered. “In actions for unintentional torts, the 
common law has long restricted recovery of purely 
economic damages unaccompanied by injury to the 
plaintiff or his property — a doctrine … [called] the 
economic loss rule. … [This provides] a more definite 
limitation on liability than foreseeability can and 
reflects a preference for allocating some economic 
risks by contract rather than by law.” Thus, the 
Supreme Court ruled, “a general contractor … [cannot] 
recover the increased costs of performing its 
construction contract with the owner in a tort action 
against the project architect for negligent 
misrepresentations — errors — in the plans and 
specifications.” 
 The Court cited the Restatement (Third) Of Torts: 
Liability For Economic Harm, by noting: “[o]nce it is 
approved by the membership at an Annual Meeting, a 
Tentative Draft or a Proposed Final Draft represents 
the most current statement of the American Law 
Institute’s position on the subject and may be cited in 
opinions or briefs . . . until the official text is 
published.” 
 “Economic loss may be no less real than physical 
injury and just as foreseeable.” “Liability for economic 
loss directly resulting from physical injury to the 
claimant or his property —such as lost wages or 
medical bills — is limited by the scope of the injury. 
Liability for a standalone economic loss is not.” Such a 
loss can be allocated by contract or insurance. When 
“‘a defective product purchased in a commercial 
transaction malfunctions, injuring only the product 
itself and causing purely economic loss’, protection 
from that kind of harm …should be ‘left entirely to the 

law of contracts’ because ‘the parties may set the terms 
of their own agreements.’” The “damage caused by a 
defective product to itself cannot be recovered in an 
action for strict products liability, even if there is also 
personal injury or injury to other property. Recovery of 
such damages must be for breach of contract or 
warranty.” 
 One “party to a contract cannot recover from 
another party, in an action for negligence, an economic 
loss to the subject of the contract.” 

The “economic loss rule [denies] recovery of 
purely economic losses in actions for negligent 
performance of services. Professional malpractice 
cases are an exception. A client can recover purely 
economic losses from a negligent lawyer, regardless of 
whether the lawyer and client have a contract. … 
These factors also support negligence actions against 
other professionals.” 
 The Court “has allowed recovery of [economic] 
losses in an action for negligent misrepresentation.…” 
But, the “recovery of economic loss is [not] broader for 
negligent misrepresentation than for negligent 
performance of services.” 
 “Construction projects operate by [typically 
vertical] agreements among the participants.” One 
“participant on a construction project cannot recover 
from another … for economic loss caused by 
negligence.” There is no exception for architects. The 
“contractor’s principal reliance must be on … the 
owner.” The “availability of contractual remedies must 
preclude tort recovery.…” Here, “DART was 
contractually responsible to Eby for providing accurate 
plans.…” 
 A “contractor could not recover economic 
damages from the owner’s lawyer’s negligent drafting 
of the construction contract.” 
 
7. Ritchie v. Rupe, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Minority shareholder of a “closely held 
corporation alleged that the corporation’s other 
shareholders, who were also on the board of directors, 
engaged in ‘oppressive’ actions and breached fiduciary 
duties by, among other things, refusing to buy her 
shares for fair value or meet with prospective outside 
buyers.” The Supreme Court ruled that the conduct was 
not “oppressive” under the statute, and further, that 
“the statute does not authorize courts to order a 
corporation to buy out a minority shareholder’s 
interests. … [Finally,] we decline to recognize or 
create a Texas common-law cause of action for 
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‘minority shareholder oppression.’” 
Footnote 15: “Thus, actions that are ‘oppressive’ 

under the statute ordinarily will not give rise to 
derivative suits.” 
 The “statute does not authorize the buy-out 
remedy that [plaintiff] sought and obtained, and 
[plaintiff] did not request the rehabilitative-
receivership remedy that the statute does authorize.” 
The statute “creates a single cause of action with a 
single remedy: an action for appointment of a 
rehabilitative receiver.”  
“[C]ommon-law causes of action, particularly those 
that invoke a court’s equitable powers, often support a 
variety of remedies” besides a receivership. 
 Footnote 28: The “actions that give rise to 
oppressive-action receivership claims typically also 
give rise to common-law claims as well, opening the 
door to a wide array of legal and equitable remedies 
not available under the receivership statute alone.” 
 The statute “expressly preserved the availability 
of receivership as an equitable remedy for a cause of 
action that invokes the courts’ equitable powers.” But, 
courts are not authorized “to invoke their ‘general 
equity power’ to award a buyout of stock as a remedy 
for oppressive actions under the statute.” 

The “Court has never recognized a common-law 
cause of action for ‘minority shareholder oppression.’”  
 “When deciding whether to recognize ‘a new 
cause of action and the accompanying expansion of 
duty,’ this Court ‘perform[s] something akin to a cost-
benefit analysis to assure that this expansion of liability 
is justified.’ The analysis is complex, requiring 
consideration of a number of non-dispositive factors 
including, but not limited to: 

• the foreseeability, likelihood, and magnitude of 
the risk of injury, 
• the existence and adequacy of other protections 
against the risk, 
• the magnitude of the burden of guarding against 
the injury and the consequences of placing that 
burden on the persons in question, and 
• the consequences of imposing the new duty, 
including 

• whether Texas's public policies are served 
or disserved 
• whether the new duty may upset legislative 
balancing-of-interests, and 
• the extent to which the new duty provides 

clear standards of conduct so as to deter 
undesirable conduct without impeding desirable 
conduct or unduly restricting freedoms.” 

“[W]e decline to recognize a new common-law cause 

of action for ‘minority shareholder oppression’ in 
closely held corporations.” 
 It is foreseeable that some directors will engage in 
misconduct to “squeeze-out” minority shareholders. 
But, “mere foreseeability of an injury is not sufficient 
to justify the creation of a new duty.” 
 Causes of action for “misconduct by corporate 
directors and officers … [include]: (1) an accounting, 
(2) breach of fiduciary duty, (3) breach of contract, (4) 
fraud and constructive fraud, (5) conversion, (6) 
fraudulent transfer, (7) conspiracy, (8) unjust 
enrichment, and (9) quantum meruit.” The law also 
protects “a corporate shareholder’s right to examine 
corporate records.…” 
 “‘Tort law . . . cannot remedy every wrong.’ ‘The 
fundamental purposes of our tort system are to deter 
wrongful conduct, shift losses to responsible parties, 
and fairly compensate deserving victims.’” “Imposing 
on directors and officers a common-law duty not to act 
“oppressively” against individual shareholders is the 
equivalent of, or at least closely akin to, imposing on 
directors and officers a fiduciary duty to individual 
shareholders.” 
 “This Court has the prerogative to superimpose a 
common-law cause of action upon this statutory 
framework—though not to alter or contravene the 
statutory framework—but we exercise that power 
sparingly, careful not to upset the Legislative balance 
of policies, and only when warranted by a genuine 
need.” There is no need, here. 
 
8. McAllen Hospitals, LLP v. State Farm Mutual 

Insurance Company of Texas, ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(5/16/14) 

 
Hospital sued insurer after injured victims of car 

wreck cashed settlement checks from insurer that were 
made out to both them and hospital, without 
discharging proper hospital lien. An issue was whether 
the Hospital Lien Statute created a cause of action for 
hospital to sue insurer. 

“The Hospital Lien Statute does not expressly 
create a cause of action against third parties to enforce 
a lien.” But, the statute invalidates a release if the 
hospital is not paid. “As a result, the patient’s cause of 
action, previously settled, is revived, and the hospital 
retains its lien on that cause of action.” It is of 
questionable propriety to create a cause of action not 
provided by the statute. “‘A court may not judicially 
amend a statute and add words that are not implicitly 
contained in the language of the statute.’” 
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9. Waste Management of Texas, Inc. v. Texas 
Disposal Systems Landfill, Inc., ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(5/9/14) 

 
 In this commercial defamation case, part of the 
Supreme Court’s ruling was that  recovery for 
defamation is a non-economic injury for purposes of 
the statutory cap on exemplary damages. The amount 
of punitive damages had to be recalculated, along with 
prejudgment and post-judgment interest, after the 
Court found legally insufficient evidence to support 
damages to reputation. 

Actual damages include “general damages” (non-
economic) and “special damages” (economic). In 
personal injury cases, there are three basic “‘elements 
of recovery. (1) Time losses. The plaintiff can recover 
loss or [sic] wages or the value of any lost time or 
earning capacity where injuries prevent work. (2) 
Expenses incurred by reason of the injury … [like] 
medical expenses…. (3) Pain and suffering … , 
including emotional distress and consciousness of 
loss.’” The first two are pecuniary, the third is not. 
Mental anguish like reputation damages are “non-
economic damages.” 

 
O. Negligence and Duty 
 
1. Chapman Custom Homes, Inc. v. Dallas Plumbing 

Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/22/14) 
 
 Property owner contracted with builder to 
construct house on property; builder then 
subcontracted with plumbing company to install 
plumbing. After the plumbing failed, damaging the 
house, builder and owner sued plumber under several 
theories, including negligence. The Supreme Court 
ruled that the pleadings included allegations of 
negligence, and that plumber owed a duty not to 
damage the house; the economic loss rule did not 
prevent a tort claim, here. The “negligent performance 
of a contract that proximately injures a non-contracting 
party’s property or person states a negligence claim.” 
 A “common law duty to perform with care and 
skill accompanies every contract and … the failure to 
meet this implied standard might provide a basis for 
recovery in tort, contract, or both.…” “Having 
undertaken to install a plumbing system in the house, 
the plumber assumed an implied duty not to … damage 
the [owner’s] house while performing its contract with 
the builder.” 
 “The economic loss rule generally precludes 
recovery in tort for economic losses resulting from a 

party’s failure to perform under a contract when the 
harm consists only of the economic loss of a 
contractual expectancy. But it does not bar all tort 
claims arising out of a contractual setting. … Thus, a 
party states a tort claim when the duty allegedly 
breached is independent of the contractual undertaking 
and the harm suffered is not merely the economic loss 
of a contractual benefit. … The plumber’s duty not to 
… damage the house is independent of any obligation 
undertaken in its plumbing subcontract with the 
builder, and the damages allegedly caused by the 
breach of that duty extend beyond the economic loss of 
any anticipated benefit under the plumbing contract.” 
 
2. Henkel v. Norman, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(8/22/14) 
 

In a slip-and-fall case, the Supreme Court 
affirmed a summary judgment for defendant, holding 
her warning was adequate. 
 “Generally, premises owners … have a duty to 
protect invitees from, or warn them of, conditions 
posing unreasonable risks of harm if the owners knew 
of the conditions or, in the exercise of reasonable care, 
should have known of them.” 
 
3. Boerjan v. Rodriguez, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/27/14) 
 
 Driver trespassed by driving family across private 
property. While fleeing at high speed from a ranch 
employee, driver crashed and killed the family. The 
Supreme Court ruled that “land occupier owes only a 
duty to avoid injuring a trespasser wilfully, wantonly, 
or through gross negligence, a claim for simple 
negligence must fail. As to gross negligence,” a no-
evidence summary judgment for defendant was proper. 
 “In a negligence case, the threshold inquiry is 
whether the defendant owes a legal duty to the 
plaintiff. Duty presents a legal question.” Footnote 3: 
“‘An owner, lessee, or occupant of land does not owe a 
duty of care to a trespasser on the land and is not liable 
for any injury to a trespasser on the land, except that an 
owner, lessee, or occupant owes a duty to refrain from 
injuring a trespasser wilfully, wantonly, or through 
gross negligence.’ TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE 
§ 75.007(b).” 
 
4. Schlumberger Technology Corporation v. Arthey, 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Company hosted guests and provided charter 
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fishing. One guest got drunk, and en route home, 
crashed and seriously injured two people on a 
motorcycle. The Supreme Court ruled that maritime 
law does not apply, and there is no social host liability 
for drinking and driving. 
 A “social host has no duty to prevent someone 
from drinking and driving.” 
 Footnote 9: Defendant was “not a ‘provider’ [of 
alcohol] within the meaning of the Act.” 

Here, there was some evidence though disputed, 
from plaintiff’s expert that guest was drinking on the 
boat, and some evidence the guide breached his duty, if 
maritime law had applied. 
 
5. LAN/STV, a Joint Venture v. Martin K. Eby 

Construction Company, Inc., ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(6/20/14) 

 
 Dallas Area Rapid Transit contracted with 
LAN/STV to create plans for a light rail line. Based 
upon the plans, Eby bid upon and won the project. Eby 
and LAN/STV had no contractual relationship. 
Because of the many, expensive, errors, Eby sued 
LAN/STV, including for negligence and negligent 
misrepresentation. The Supreme Court reversed and 
rendered. “In actions for unintentional torts, the 
common law has long restricted recovery of purely 
economic damages unaccompanied by injury to the 
plaintiff or his property — a doctrine … [called] the 
economic loss rule. … [This provides] a more definite 
limitation on liability than foreseeability can and 
reflects a preference for allocating some economic 
risks by contract rather than by law.” Thus, the 
Supreme Court ruled, “a general contractor … [cannot] 
recover the increased costs of performing its 
construction contract with the owner in a tort action 
against the project architect for negligent 
misrepresentations — errors — in the plans and 
specifications.” 
 The Court cited the Restatement (Third) Of Torts: 
Liability For Economic Harm, by noting: “[o]nce it is 
approved by the membership at an Annual Meeting, a 
Tentative Draft or a Proposed Final Draft represents 
the most current statement of the American Law 
Institute’s position on the subject and may be cited in 
opinions or briefs . . . until the official text is 
published.” 
 “Economic loss may be no less real than physical 
injury and just as foreseeable.” “Liability for economic 
loss directly resulting from physical injury to the 
claimant or his property —such as lost wages or 
medical bills — is limited by the scope of the injury. 

Liability for a standalone economic loss is not.” Such a 
loss can be allocated by contract or insurance. When 
“‘a defective product purchased in a commercial 
transaction malfunctions, injuring only the product 
itself and causing purely economic loss’, protection 
from that kind of harm …should be ‘left entirely to the 
law of contracts’ because ‘the parties may set the terms 
of their own agreements.’” The “damage caused by a 
defective product to itself cannot be recovered in an 
action for strict products liability, even if there is also 
personal injury or injury to other property. Recovery of 
such damages must be for breach of contract or 
warranty.” 
 One “party to a contract cannot recover from 
another party, in an action for negligence, an economic 
loss to the subject of the contract.” 

The “economic loss rule [denies] recovery of 
purely economic losses in actions for negligent 
performance of services. Professional malpractice 
cases are an exception. A client can recover purely 
economic losses from a negligent lawyer, regardless of 
whether the lawyer and client have a contract. … 
These factors also support negligence actions against 
other professionals.” 
 The Court “has allowed recovery of [economic] 
losses in an action for negligent misrepresentation.…” 
But, the “recovery of economic loss is [not] broader for 
negligent misrepresentation than for negligent 
performance of services.” 
 “Construction projects operate by [typically 
vertical] agreements among the participants.” One 
“participant on a construction project cannot recover 
from another … for economic loss caused by 
negligence.” There is no exception for architects. The 
“contractor’s principal reliance must be on … the 
owner.” The “availability of contractual remedies must 
preclude tort recovery.…” Here, “DART was 
contractually responsible to Eby for providing accurate 
plans.…” 
 A “contractor could not recover economic 
damages from the owner’s lawyer’s negligent drafting 
of the construction contract.” 
 
6. Ritchie v. Rupe, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Minority shareholder of a “closely held 
corporation alleged that the corporation’s other 
shareholders, who were also on the board of directors, 
engaged in ‘oppressive’ actions and breached fiduciary 
duties by, among other things, refusing to buy her 
shares for fair value or meet with prospective outside 
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buyers.” The Supreme Court ruled that the conduct was 
not “oppressive” under the statute, and further, that 
“the statute does not authorize courts to order a 
corporation to buy out a minority shareholder’s 
interests. … [Finally,] we decline to recognize or 
create a Texas common-law cause of action for 
‘minority shareholder oppression.’” 
 “‘Tort law . . . cannot remedy every wrong.’ ‘The 
fundamental purposes of our tort system are to deter 
wrongful conduct, shift losses to responsible parties, 
and fairly compensate deserving victims.’” “Imposing 
on directors and officers a common-law duty not to act 
“oppressively” against individual shareholders is the 
equivalent of, or at least closely akin to, imposing on 
directors and officers a fiduciary duty to individual 
shareholders.” 
 
P. Fiduciary Duty 
 
1. Cardiac Perfusion Services, Inc. v. Hughes, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex.2014)(6/27/14) 
 
 Jury determined that majority shareholder, who 
was an officer and director, oppressed a minority 
shareholder, and ordered a buy-out, rejecting the 
majority’s claim that the minority had breached a 
fiduciary duty. The Supreme Court reversed under 
Ritchie v. Rupe. 

Footnote 1: “[T]his Court has never recognized a 
formal fiduciary duty between a majority and minority 
shareholder in a closely held corporation. An informal 
fiduciary duty ‘arises separate and apart from business 
relationships.’ ‘Informal fiduciary duties ‘arise from ‘a 
moral, social, domestic, or purely personal relationship 
of trust and confidence.’’ … Informal fiduciary duties 
are not owed in business transactions unless the special 
relationship of trust and confidence existed prior to, 
and apart from, the transaction(s) at issue in the case.’” 
 
2. Ritchie v. Rupe, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Minority shareholder of a “closely held 
corporation alleged that the corporation’s other 
shareholders, who were also on the board of directors, 
engaged in ‘oppressive’ actions and breached fiduciary 
duties by, among other things, refusing to buy her 
shares for fair value or meet with prospective outside 
buyers.” The Supreme Court ruled that the conduct was 
on “oppressive” under the statute, and further, that “the 
statute does not authorize courts to order a corporation 
to buy out a minority shareholder’s interests. … 

[Finally,] we decline to recognize or create a Texas 
common-law cause of action for ‘minority shareholder 
oppression.’” 
 “Directors, or those acting as directors, owe a 
fiduciary duty to the corporation in their directorial 
actions, and this duty ‘includes the dedication of [their] 
uncorrupted business judgment for the sole benefit of 
the corporation.’” Footnote 15: “Thus, actions that are 
‘oppressive’ under the statute ordinarily will not give 
rise to derivative suits.” 
 Footnote 27: “Informal fiduciary duties ‘arise 
from ‘a moral, social, domestic, or purely personal 
relationship of trust and confidence.’’ Informal 
fiduciary duties are not owed in business transactions 
unless the special relationship of trust and confidence 
existed prior to, and apart from, the transaction(s) at 
issue in the case. This Court has never applied the 
business judgment rule to informal fiduciary duties 
before … [and] we see no reason to assume that the 
rule would apply. With regard to formal fiduciary 
duties, this Court has never recognized a formal 
fiduciary duty between majority and minority 
shareholders in a closely-held corporation.… This 
Court has recognized a fiduciary duty owed by 
corporate officers and directors to the corporation, 
which prohibits officer and directors from usurping 
corporate opportunities for personal gain and requires 
them to exercise their ‘uncorrupted business judgment 
for the sole benefit of the corporation.’ … [O]fficers’ 
and directors’ formal fiduciary duty is owed to the 
corporation and its shareholders collectively, not to 
individual shareholder interests.” Footnote 53: A 
“corporate officer or director’s duty is to the 
corporation and its shareholders collectively, not any 
individual shareholder or subgroup of shareholders, 
even if that subgroup represents a majority of the 
ownership.” 
 The “Court has never recognized a common-law 
cause of action for ‘minority shareholder oppression.’” 
The Court discusses misapplication of corporate funds 
on pp. 45ff. The “duty of loyalty that officers and 
directors owe to the corporation specifically prohibits 
them from misapplying corporate assets for their 
personal gain or wrongfully diverting corporate 
opportunities to themselves.” These “types of actions 
may be redressed through a derivative action, or 
through a direct action brought by the corporation, for 
breach of fiduciary duty.” 

“Imposing on directors and officers a common-
law duty not to act “oppressively” against individual 
shareholders is the equivalent of, or at least closely 
akin to, imposing on directors and officers a fiduciary 
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duty to individual shareholders.” 
 
Q. Motor Vehicles 
 
1. Houston Unlimited, Inc. Metal Processing v. Mel 

Acres Ranch, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(8/22/14) 

 
 Suit seeking “stigma” damages of for land’s 
reduced market value.  

An “‘aggrieved consumer may be able to plead, 
prove and obtain favorable jury findings establishing 
both costs to repair and permanent reduction in market 
value notwithstanding such repairs, as cumulative 
rather than mutually exclusive measures of damage.’” 
A “‘repaired vehicle may command a smaller sum in 
the market than a like vehicle that has never been 
damaged, and … awarding [the owner] diminished 
value in addition to repair would go further to make 
him whole.’” 
 
2. Boerjan v. Rodriguez, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/27/14) 
 
 Driver trespassed by driving family across private 
property. While fleeing at high speed from a ranch 
employee, driver crashed and killed the family. 
Summary judgment was granted for ranch and its 
employee.  
 “In our recent opinion in Dugger … , we held that 
the comparative responsibility scheme under Chapter 
33 … abrogated the unlawful acts doctrine. Applying 
Dugger to this case, the unlawful acts doctrine cannot 
provide the basis for summary judgment.” 
 
R. Premises Liability 
 
1. Henkel v. Norman, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(8/22/14) 
 
 When the weather was cold and reports warned of 
ice, a mailman crossed the yard of defendant, handed 
her the mail, and turned to leave. She said “don’t slip.” 
He was hurt when he fell on her icy sidewalk. 
Affirming a summary judgment for defendant, the 
Supreme Court ruled the warning was adequate: “a 
property owner’s warning to an invitee of an 
unreasonably dangerous condition is adequate if, given 
the totality of the surrounding circumstances, the 
warning identifies and communicates the existence of 
the condition in a manner that a reasonable person 
would perceive and understand.” 

 The mailman was an invitee. “[P]remises owners 
… have a duty to protect invitees from, or warn them 
of, conditions posing unreasonable risks of harm if the 
owners knew of the conditions or, in the exercise of 
reasonable care, should have known of them. … [A]n 
injured invitee must establish four elements: (1) the 
property owner had actual or constructive knowledge 
of the condition causing the injury; (2) the condition 
posed an unreasonable risk of harm; (3) the property 
owner failed to take reasonable care to reduce or 
eliminate the risk; and (4) the property owner’s failure 
to use reasonable care to reduce or eliminate the risk 
was the proximate cause of injuries to the invitee.” 
 “The third element is negated if the property 
owner either adequately warned the invitee about the 
condition or took reasonable actions designed to make 
it reasonably safe. If the evidence conclusively 
establishes that the property owner adequately warned 
the injured party of the condition, then the property 
owner was not negligent as a matter of law. To be 
adequate, a warning must be more than a general 
instruction such as ‘be careful’; the warning must 
notify of the particular condition.” A speed limit sign 
does not adequately warn about a pothole or that a road 
under construction would be “muddy and slick when 
wet.” But, “watch the wet spot” adequately warns 
about a floor, as does “‘the ‘floor may be a little 
damp.’’” 
 Warnings are taken in the context of the 
circumstances. And, they do not need to warn about the 
cause of a slippery condition; rather, they only need 
warn of the condition, itself. Here, the warning “don’t 
slip” could only refer to a slippery walking surface. “A 
warning of the specific material causing a condition is 
not required, so long as the existence of the condition 
itself is conveyed.” So, defendant’s warning was 
adequate. 

 
2. Brookshire Brothers, Ltd. v. Aldridge, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 

In a slip and fall case, the risk manager failed to 
preserve surveillance video surrounding the time of the 
incident. Evidence concerning the spoliation was 
admitted at trial, and a spoliation instruction was given. 
Holding that the “trial court abused its discretion in 
submitting a spoliation instruction because there is no 
evidence that [defendant] intentionally concealed or 
destroyed the video … or that [plaintiff] was deprived 
of any meaningful ability to present his claim,” the 
Supreme Court reversed a verdict for the plaintiff and 
remanded. The Court further announced a “two-step 
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process” when spoliation occurs. 
 “To recover in a slip-and-fall case, a plaintiff must 
prove, inter alia, that the defendant had actual or 
constructive knowledge of a dangerous condition on 
the premises such as a slippery substance on the floor, 
… which may be accomplished with a showing that 
‘(1) the defendant placed the substance on the floor, (2) 
the defendant actually knew that the substance was on 
the floor, or (3) it is more likely than not that the 
condition existed long enough to give the premises 
owner a reasonable opportunity to discover it.” 

In a slip and fall case, “[t]emporal evidence is the 
best indicator of whether the owner could have 
discovered and remedied the condition.” Evidence of 
an employee signaling for help “amounts to more than 
a scintilla favoring … constructive notice of the 
condition.” 
 
3. Boerjan v. Rodriguez, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/27/14) 
 
 Driver trespassed by driving family across private 
property. While fleeing at high speed from a ranch 
employee, driver crashed and killed the family. 
Summary judgment was granted for ranch and its 
employee. The Supreme Court ruled that “land 
occupier owes only a duty to avoid injuring a 
trespasser wilfully, wantonly, or through gross 
negligence, a claim for simple negligence must fail. As 
to gross negligence,” a no-evidence summary judgment 
for defendant was proper. 
 “In our recent opinion in Dugger … , we held that 
the comparative responsibility scheme under Chapter 
33 … abrogated the unlawful acts doctrine. Applying 
Dugger to this case, the unlawful acts doctrine cannot 
provide the basis for summary judgment.” 
 “In a negligence case, the threshold inquiry is 
whether the defendant owes a legal duty to the 
plaintiff. Duty presents a legal question.” Footnote 3: 
“‘An owner, lessee, or occupant of land does not owe a 
duty of care to a trespasser on the land and is not liable 
for any injury to a trespasser on the land, except that an 
owner, lessee, or occupant owes a duty to refrain from 
injuring a trespasser wilfully, wantonly, or through 
gross negligence.’ TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE 
§ 75.007(b).” 
 Here, there was a dispute about whether the 
landowner’s employee “chased” or “followed” in his 
pickup the driver’s vehicle. The evidence failed to 
show “aggressive moves,” and how close and fast the 
pickup drove. “At most, we might infer that 
[landowner’s employee] followed [driver]. But that 

does not create ‘the likelihood of serious injury to the 
[decedents]. Simply following a trespasser’s [vehicle] 
is a far cry from the sort of objective risk that would 
give rise to gross negligence.” 
 Here, the court of appeals erred when it 
determined that there were fact issues on negligence 
and gross negligence. 
 
4. Graham Central Station, Inc. v. Peña, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Patron was injured in fight outside nightclub. 
Reversing and rendering a judgment against plaintiff, 
the Supreme Court ruled that “no evidence supports the 
finding that [defendant] owned the club.…” 
 “Generally, ‘a person has no legal duty to protect 
another from the criminal acts of a third person.’ 
However, ‘one who controls . . . premises does have a 
duty to use ordinary care to protect invitees from 
criminal acts of third parties if he knows or has reason 
to know of an unreasonable and foreseeable risk of 
harm to the invitee.’ The exception includes an owner 
that ‘retains control over the security and safety of the 
premises.’” 

Here, the evidence showed another entity owned 
the club. During questioning, plaintiff’s “attorney 
posed questions to [part owner/officer] using shorthand 
references to ‘that corporation,’ ‘this corporation,’ and 
‘the corporation,’ the only antecedent to those 
references in the line of questioning is Pharr 
Entertainment, which [part owner/officer] identified as 
‘the real name . . . for Graham Central Station.’” This 
was confirmed by lease agreement. “Given the lack of 
specificity in [the] testimony [about the name of the 
entity], such an inference [that defendant owned the 
club] would violate the equal inference rule, under 
which a factfinder ‘may not reasonably infer an 
ultimate fact from meager circumstantial evidence 
which could give rise to any number of inferences, 
none more probable than another.’” 
 
S. Realty, Personal Property, Construction, 

Condemnation, Oil and Gas  
 
1. Petroleum Solutions, Inc. v. Bill Head d/b/a Bill 

Head Enterprises, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(12/19/14) 

 
 Truck stop sued installer of underground tank 
system. Installer claimed a component was defective, 
gave it to an expert, who later lost it. Installer sued 
component maker, and later so did plaintiff. Maker 
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sued installer for indemnity. 
This is a substituted opinion for one issued 

7/11/14 (see below for details). The original opinion 
addressed issues of spoliation and indemnity. This 
substituted opinion ruled that “spoliation sanctions 
were an abuse of discretion” with respect to plaintiff, 
and also affirmed a judgment for Titeflex, maker of a 
flex connector, for indemnity. In addition to many 
minor edits, the Court added Footnote 6: “We leave to 
the trial court’s discretion the extent to which evidence 
of the missing connector is relevant to whether 
[plaintiff’s] claims are barred by limitations.” 
 
2. City of Houston v. Carlson, et al., ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(12/19/14) 
 
 City violated due process when it ordered 
vacation of condominium premises because of alleged 
code violations. After the project was sold, certain 
owners brought an inverse-condemnation takings case 
against the city. The Supreme Court ruled that an 
allegation of procedural violations did not support a 
takings claim, so there was no jurisdiction of the claim 
against the city. 
 The city ordered the vacation of the premises 
under its code: “See HOUSTON, TEX., BLDG. CODE § 
104.12 (2008) (authorizing officials to ‘order the use 
discontinued immediately’ where a structure ‘creates a 
serious and immediate hazard’).” 
 “It is well settled that the Texas Constitution 
waives government immunity with respect to inverse-
condemnation claims. Nevertheless, such a claim is 
predicated upon a viable allegation of taking. ‘In the 
absence of a properly pled takings claim, the state 
retains immunity.’ Under such circumstances, a court 
must sustain a properly raised plea to the jurisdiction.” 
 “The right to acquire and maintain private 
property is among our most cherished liberties. … 
Accordingly, the right to undisturbed enjoyment of 
residential property is all the more sacred. The unique 
importance of the home is reflected in our Bill of 
Rights, which protects us from uncompensated 
dispossession, unwarranted search, and unwanted 
guests.” 
 Government protects property rights. “But 
government has other obligations as well, including 
ensuring the safety and security of its citizenry. … 
[G]overnment often imposes restrictions on the use of 
private property. … Although these restrictions 
sometimes result in inconvenience to owners, 
government is not generally required to compensate an 
owner for associated loss.” 

 When “regulation of private property ‘reaches a 
certain magnitude . . . there must be an exercise of 
eminent domain and compensation to sustain the act.’ 
… Texas takings jurisprudence is ‘consistent with 
federal jurisprudence[].’ Where a property owner 
believes compensation is due, he may seek redress via 
an inverse-condemnation claim. To plead inverse 
condemnation, a plaintiff must allege an intentional 
government act that resulted in the uncompensated 
taking of private property. … A taking is the 
acquisition, damage, or destruction of property via 
physical or regulatory means.” “A regulatory taking is 
a condition of use ‘so onerous that its effect is 
tantamount to a direct appropriation or ouster.’” Here, 
the owners did not so allege. 
 The owners objected to the penalty and manner of 
enforcement. “The only regulation challenged is a 
procedural one.” So, “accepting all pleaded facts as 
true, the respondents have not alleged a taking.” “To 
our knowledge, neither the U.S. Supreme Court nor 
this Court has ever recognized a purely procedural 
regulatory taking.” When “a party objects only to the 
‘infirmity of the process,’ no taking has been alleged.” 
A “due-process inquiry ‘is logically prior to and 
distinct from the question whether a regulation effects 
a taking.’” 
 If “the city made a mistake [when enforcing its 
procedures], the respondents’ allegations would 
‘amount to nothing more than a claim of negligence on 
the part of [the city], for which [it] is immune under 
the Texas Tort Claims Act.’” 

 
3. Gilbert Wheeler, Inc. v. Enbridge Pipelines (East 

Texas), L.P., ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Property owner granted an easement condition 
upon tunneling. Instead, pipeline company’s contractor 
destroyed trees and rerouted stream. At trial, owner 
won under both tort and contract theories. On appeal, 
the issue was proper measure of damages. “[W]hen an 
injury to real property is temporary, the owner is 
entitled to damages … [for restoration], but when an 
injury to the same property is permanent, the owner is 
entitled to damages … [for] the loss in the fair market 
value to the property as a whole.” This applies in a 
breach of contract. There is “a common law exception 
… which under certain circumstances entitles the 
landowner to damages” for the “intrinsic value” of the 
destroyed trees. 
 Some nonexclusive purposes for “characterizing 
an injury to real property as temporary or permanent … 
[are] ‘(1) whether damages are available for future or 
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only past injuries; (2) whether one or a series of suits is 
required; and (3) whether claims accrue (and thus 
limitations begins) with the first or each subsequent 
injury’” and fourth, “it guides the proper measure of 
damages for injury to real property.” Footnote 1: A 
“landowner may receive injunctive relief to prevent 
certain future trespasses if the trespass is ‘continuing.’” 
 The measure of damages can be altered by 
contract, but when that has not been done, they are the 
same in contract and tort: “the temporary-versus-
permanent distinction underlies the determination of 
the proper measure of damages for both the trespass 
and breach-of-contract claims at issue.” 
 “An injury to real property is considered 
permanent if (a) it cannot be repaired, fixed, or 
restored, or (b) even though the injury can be repaired, 
fixed, or restored, it is substantially certain that the 
injury will repeatedly, continually, and regularly recur, 
such that future injury can be reasonably evaluated. 
Conversely, an injury to real property is considered 
temporary if (a) it can be repaired, fixed, or restored, 
and (b) any anticipated recurrence would be only 
occasional, irregular, intermittent, and not reasonably 
predictable, such that future injury could not be 
estimated with reasonable certainty.” Whether “an 
injury is temporary or permanent is a question of 
law.…  [Q]uestions regarding the facts that underlie 
the temporary-versus-permanent distinction must be 
resolved by the jury upon proper request.” 
 Landowners should not be compensated too much 
or too little. 
 The court confirmed the “economic feasibility 
exception … [that] applies when the cost of … 
restoration [for temporary injury] exceeds the 
diminution in the property’s market value to such a 
disproportionately high degree that the repairs are no 
longer economically feasible. In those circumstances a 
temporary injury is deemed permanent, and damages 
are awarded for loss in fair market value.” 
 For the destruction of trees, “even when the 
proper measure of damages is the loss in the fair 
market value of the property … , and the value of the 
land has not declined, … the injured party may 
nevertheless recover for the trees’ intrinsic value.” This 
is “for the loss of the aesthetic and utilitarian value” of 
the trees. When “a landowner can show that the 
destruction of trees on real property resulted in no 
diminishment of the property’s fair market value, or in 
so little diminishment of that value that the loss is 
essentially nominal, the landowner may recover the 
intrinsic value of the trees lost.…” 
 Whether the damage to the realty “temporary or 

permanent is a question of law and … Wheeler 
therefore was not required to submit a jury question on 
that issue.” Even “if the submission of the trespass 
cause of action was error, it was harmless. … 
[S]ubmission of an improper jury question may be 
harmless when an appellate court determines that the 
verdict was based on a valid theory of liability,” which, 
here, was breach of contract. 
 
4. Zachary Construction Corporation v. Port of 

Houston Authority of Harris County, Texas, ___ 
S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 

 
Port entered change-order to extend wharf being 

built by contractor. Original contract excluded delay 
damages caused by port. But, here, the delay was 
intentional, and port began withholding payments. 
When contractor sued, port asserted immunity, the 
exclusion of delay damages, and an offset for 
substandard bumpers. The Supreme Court ruled that 
contractor’s “claim for delay damages is not barred by 
immunity or by the no-damages-for-delay provision of 
the contract. We also hold that [contractor] is entitled 
to recover the liquidated damages withheld by the Port, 
but that there is evidence to support the jury’s award of 
an offset.” 
 A “contractor [may] recover damages for 
construction delays caused by the owner, but the 
parties are free to contract differently. A contractor 
may agree to excuse the owner from liability for delay 
damages, even when the owner is at fault. The 
contractor thereby assumes the risk of delay from, say, 
an owner’s change of plans, even if the owner is 
negligent.” But this does not shield the owner for 
deliberate interference. 
 The general waiver executed for payment does not 
“release a claim the contractor has already asserted … 
unless the claim is specifically mentioned or the intent 
to do so is clear.” 
 Footnote 4: “‘Generally, an owner … does not 
owe a duty to ensure that independent contractors 
perform their work in a safe manner. But one who 
retains a right to control the contractor’s work may be 
held liable for negligence in exercising that right.’”) 
 The Local Government Code’s “limitations on 
recovery help define … the scope of the waiver of 
immunity. … [Moreover,] delay damages [contractor] 
seeks are permitted by the Act, so that the Port’s 
immunity from suit is waived.” The code waives 
immunity under “‘a written contract stating the 
essential terms of the agreement for providing goods or 
services to the local governmental entity that is 
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properly executed on behalf of the local governmental 
entity’.” 
 “Section 271.153(b) precludes recovery of 
consequential damages, ‘except as expressly allowed 
under Subsection (a)(1)’.” “Read together, Subsections 
(a)(1) and (b) allow recovery of contract damages, 
including delay damages, but excluding other 
consequential damages. Nothing in the rest of Section 
271.153 suggests that recoverable damages must be 
stated in the contract.” 
 Footnote 64: “‘Generally, a contractor is entitled 
to recover damages for losses due to delay and 
hindrance of work if the contractor proves: (1) its work 
was delayed or hindered; (2) it suffered damages 
because of the delay or hindrance; and (3) the owner of 
the project was responsible for the act or omission 
which caused the delay or hindrance. However, no 
damage for delay provisions may preclude recovery of 
delay damages by the contractor.’” 
 The releases contractor signed to obtain payments 
were unambiguous, but did not cover the disputed 
claims because the dispute centered upon “work not 
completed.” 
 
5. Highland Homes Ltd. v. The State of Texas, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 A class-action settlement, approved by class 
representatives and the trial court, provided that funds 
for class members who did not opt-out or cash their 
checks in 90 days would be tendered to a charity. The 
state claimed that this procedure for amounts awarded 
but not received violated the Texas Unclaimed 
Property Act and should go to the comptroller as a “cy 
pres award.” The Supreme Court ruled that the act did 
not apply because the funds were not unclaimed; acting 
through their class representatives, the money had been 
claimed. 
 “The Unclaimed Property Act defines property 
that is presumed abandoned and prescribes a process 
for reporting and delivering it to the Comptroller to be 
held perpetually for the owner.” “Under the Texas 
Unclaimed Property Act …  property that goes 
unclaimed for three years may be presumed abandoned 
and must then be delivered to the Comptroller to hold 
for the owner.” 
 Footnote 9: “The phrase, cy pres … [means] ‘‘as 
near as possible.’’ … [The] cy pres doctrine [in trusts 
is] as follows: ‘Unless the terms of the trust provide 
otherwise, where property is placed in trust to be 
applied to a designated charitable purpose and it is or 
becomes unlawful, impossible, or impracticable to 

carry out that purpose, or to the extent it is or becomes 
wasteful to apply all of the property to the designated 
purpose, the charitable trust will not fail but the court 
will direct application of the property or appropriate 
portion thereof to a charitable purpose that reasonably 
approximates the designated purpose.’ In the class 
action context, cy pres refers to awards ‘to an entity 
that resembles, in either composition or purpose, the 
class members or their interests’ when ‘direct 
distributions to class members are not feasible—either 
because class members cannot be reasonably identified 
or because distribution would involve such small 
amounts that, because of the administrative costs 
involved, such distribution would not be economically 
viable.’” 
 Two proffered provisions of the Act do not apply. 
They appear in Chapter 74, which “‘applies to a holder 
of property that is presumed abandoned.…’” “Thus, 
Sections 74.308 and 74.309 apply only to a person who 
has property that the owner has not claimed or 
exercised ownership over for more than three years. … 
The State’s argument assumes that absent class 
members have neither asserted claims nor exercised 
acts of ownership in the litigation. But they have—
through the class representatives.” 
 “[C]lass members who are hard to identify are no 
less owners of claims that class representatives are 
authorized to prosecute, settle, and release than are 
those class members who are easy to identify.” 
 “The State’s argument for the application of the 
Unclaimed Property Act in these circumstances cannot 
succeed unless class representatives’ authority to act 
for class members under Rule 42 is disregarded.” 
 
6. Hamrick v. Ward, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Decades after an owner sold two landlocked acres 
from a larger tract, a suit between subsequent owners 
sought to establish an implied easement for access to a 
roadway. The Supreme Court clarified “that courts 
adjudicating implied easements for roadway access for 
previously unified, landlocked parcels must assess such 
cases under the necessity easement doctrine,” with its 
stricter proof, rather than as a so-called “prior use 
easement,” that presents a lower burden. The Court 
remanded the case. 
 “The less forgiving proof requirements for 
necessity easements (strict and continuing necessity) 
simply serve as acknowledgment that roadways 
typically are more significant intrusions on servient 
estates. By contrast, improvements at issue in prior use 
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easements (e.g., water lines, sewer lines, power lines) 
tend to involve more modest impositions on servient 
estates. Accordingly, for such improvements, we have 
not mandated continued strict necessity but instead 
carefully examine the circumstances existing at the 
time of the severance to assess whether the parties 
intended for continued use of the improvement.”  

“Under Texas law, implied easements fall within 
two broad categories: necessity easements and prior 
use easements.” Both “a necessity easement and a prior 
use easement are implied and both arise from the 
severance of a previously unified parcel of land.” A 
“necessity easement results when a grantor, in 
conveying or retaining a parcel of land, fails to 
expressly provide for a means of accessing the land.” 

Footnote 8: “There exist other types of easements, 
such as prescriptive easements, easements by estoppel, 
and express easements.” 
 Here, the “claimed easement concerns a roadway 
to access a previously unified, landlocked parcel. This 
is precisely the factual scenario for which we created 
the necessity easement doctrine … and [appellees] 
must pursue a necessity easement rather than a prior 
use easement.” 
 “To successfully assert a necessity easement, the 
party claiming the easement must demonstrate: (1) 
unity of ownership of the alleged dominant and 
servient estates prior to severance; (2) the claimed 
access is a necessity and not a mere convenience; and 
(3) the necessity existed at the time the two estates 
were severed.” The “party seeking a necessity 
easement must prove both a historical necessity (that 
the way was necessary at the time of severance) and a 
continuing, present necessity for the way in question. 
Once an easement by necessity arises, it continues until 
‘the necessity terminates.’” 
 The “rationale underlying the implication of an 
easement based on prior use is not sheer necessity. 
Rather, … ‘the law reads into the instrument that 
which the circumstances show both grantor and grantee 
must have intended, had they given the obvious facts 
of the transaction proper consideration.’” 
 A “party claiming a prior use easement must 
prove: (1) unity of ownership of the alleged dominant 
and servient estates prior to severance; (2) the use of 
the claimed easement was open and apparent at the 
time of severance; (3) the use was continuous, so the 
parties must have intended that its use pass by grant; 
and (4) the use must be necessary to the use of the 
dominant estate.” Footnote 10: “We have … required 
strict necessity when a grantor reserves for himself a 
prior use easement.” 

 
7. Houston Unlimited, Inc. Metal Processing v. Mel 

Acres Ranch, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(8/22/14) 

 
 After metal processing plant made changes that 
prevented continued contamination of neighboring 
ranch, ranch brought suit seeking “stigma” damages 
that reduced its market value. The Supreme Court 
declined to recognized “stigma” damages since here 
“the landowner’s evidence of lost market value … is 
not legally sufficient.…” 
 Footnote 1: The “state action level” of 
contaminants refers to the level when TECQ will require 
correction. “The Commission’s regulations define this 
as the level that, ‘in the opinion of the agency,’ is 
‘harmful to human health and safety or the 
environment.’ These levels are ‘determined by the 
agency,’ which ‘may issue additional directives should 
the corrective action activities prove to not be effective 
in reducing the contaminant levels at a sufficient rate.’” 
 “‘Stigma damages’ essentially constitute ‘damage 
to the reputation of the realty.’ They ‘represent[] the 
market’s perception of the decrease in property value 
caused by the injury to the property.’” But, perceptions 
“can change quickly.” 
 Landowners generally can “recover either the lost 
value of their land if the injury to the land is permanent 
or the cost to repair … if the injury is temporary. … 
[T]hese two remedies are ‘mutually exclusive,’ so a 
landowner can recover lost fair market or the cost to 
repair or restore and loss of use, but not both.” 
 “Evidence based on ‘conjecture, guess or 
speculation’ is inadequate to prove stigma damages, 
not only as to the amount of the lost value but also as 
to the portion of that amount caused by the defendant’s 
conduct.” 
 “Expert appraisal witnesses are subject to the 
same relevance and reliability standards that apply to 
all expert witnesses. When an expert opinion is 
admitted into evidence without objection, ‘it may be 
considered probative evidence even if the basis for the 
opinion is unreliable.’ ‘But if no basis for the opinion 
is offered, or the basis offered provides no support, the 
opinion is merely a conclusory statement and cannot be 
considered probative evidence, regardless of whether 
there is no objection.’ This is because the evidentiary 
value of expert testimony is derived from its basis, not 
from the mere fact that the expert has said it.” 
 The “sales-comparison analysis has two 
fundamental considerations: the comparison and 
accounting for differences.” There “may be instances 
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in which sufficiently similar properties are not 
available for comparison, and we have held that 
comparable sales need not always be in the immediate 
vicinity of the subject land, so long as they are 
sufficiently similar to permit a reliable comparison.” 
 “The sales-comparison approach … is an 
accepted, and even favored, means for determining the 
market value of land. Under this approach, ‘the 
appraiser finds data for sales of similar property’ that 
are ‘voluntary,’ ‘near in time,’ ‘in the vicinity,’ and 
‘involve land with similar characteristics.’” The 
appraiser then uses the comparables “by adjusting the 
price upward or downward to account for differences 
between the properties.” “The foundation of the sales-
comparison approach is that the appraised property is 
compared to comparable properties, which justifies an 
assumption of comparable values, and then adjusted 
for differences between the properties.” 
 Plaintiff’s expert here was qualified, and she used 
the “sales-comparison” approach for unimpaired value, 
but she used a different, percentage reduction approach 
for the ranch’s impaired value. Her approach was 
“fatally flawed” because her data “do not support her 
opinion,” she did not offer evidence explaining why 
other contaminated properties suffered lower values, 
and she did not account for the differences between the 
other properties and plaintiff’s property.  

An asking price or an offer does not, alone, 
establish market value. “Market value is ‘what a 
willing buyer under no compulsion to buy will pay to a 
willing seller under no compulsion to sell.’” An 
“arm’s-length transaction is one between two unrelated 
parties with generally equal bargaining power, each 
acting in its own interest.” 
 
8. Petroleum Solutions, Inc. v. Bill Head d/b/a Bill 

Head Enterprises, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(7/11/14) 

 
Statutory indemnity applies even if the product 

improves real property. Here, the “fuel system qualifies 
as a product under chapter 82 notwithstanding its 
integration into real property.” 
 
9. Lubbock County Water Control and Improvement 

District v. Church & Akin, L.L.C., ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 

 
 Plaintiff leased a marina from district. The 
Supreme Court ruled “Chapter 271 … does not waive 
the governmental entity’s immunity from suit, and we 
dismiss … for lack of jurisdiction.” 

 Here, the lessee “could have elected not to use the 
premises for any purpose,” because the lease simply 
prohibited use, without consent, of the property other 
than as a marina. There is an “important difference 
between an agreement that restricts the use of property 
to a specific purpose and one that requires the use of 
property for a specific purpose.…” 
 
10. Jaster v. Comet II Construction, Inc., ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 

After homeowner sued builder, builder filed a 
third-party claim against the seller of the foundation 
plans and the engineer. Seller filed a cross-claim 
against engineer. Under TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. 
CODE Ch. 150, the plaintiff must file a supporting 
affidavit with the complaint when he seeks “‘damages 
arising out of the provision of professional services by 
a licensed or registered professional’ architect, 
engineer, land surveyor, or landscape engineer.” The 
Supreme Court ruled that, because “cross-claimants 
and third-party plaintiffs are not ‘the plaintiff,’ … the 
statute’s expert affidavit requirement does not apply to 
them.” Thus, builder did not have to file an expert 
report. 
 Footnote 3: “The statute expressly authorizes an 
interlocutory appeal from an order granting or denying 
a motion to dismiss.” 
 Though the statute has been amended, the expert 
report requirement has been retained. Footnote 4: 
“Thus, our construction of the 2005 version also 
applies to the current version of the statute.” 
 Failure to file the report shall result in the 
dismissal of the suit, and that dismissal may be with 
prejudice. 
 “Chapter 150 does not define the terms ‘plaintiff’ 
or ‘action,’ so we must give them their common, 
ordinary meaning unless the statute clearly indicates a 
different result. That is not to say that we must (or may 
only) give undefined words their only meaning, for 
words can have more than one meaning.” When the 
word is undefined, “our task is to determine and apply 
the word’s common, ordinary meaning. The fact that 
the word may sometimes be used to convey a different 
meaning is the very reason why we look for its 
common, ordinary meaning. To determine its common, 
ordinary meaning, we look to a wide variety of 
sources, including dictionary definitions, treatises and 
commentaries, our own prior constructions of the word 
in other contexts, the use and definitions of the word in 
other statutes and ordinances, and the use of the words 
in our rules of evidence and procedure.” 
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 The dictionary defines a “plaintiff” as one who 
“files a ‘civil suit.’” 
 “The common meaning of the term ‘action’ refers 
to an entire lawsuit or cause or proceeding, not to 
discrete ‘claims’ or ‘causes of action’ asserted within a 
suit.… A suit, in turn, is ‘any proceeding in a court of 
justice by which an individual pursues that remedy in a 
court of justice which the law affords him.’” The terms 
“suit” and “action” both “refer to a judicial proceeding 
in which parties assert claims for relief.” “A ‘cause of 
action,’ by contrast, ‘has been defined ‘as a fact or 
facts entitling one to institute and maintain an action, 
which must be alleged and proved in order to obtain 
relief.’’” “A ‘cause of action’ is thus similar to a 
‘claim.…’” Accordingly, it can exist before suit is 
filed. Footnote 12: “Generally, our rules of civil 
procedure also recognize the distinction between an 
‘action,’ ‘suit,’ or ‘cause’ and a ‘cause of action’ or 
‘claim.’” 
 The “‘plaintiff’ is a party who initiates the ‘action’ 
or suit.… Third-party plaintiffs and cross-claimants do 
not initiate a lawsuit or legal proceeding.” (Footnote 
14: “We have identified one instance within the Civil 
Practice and Remedies Code, for example, where it 
appears that the term ‘plaintiff’ is used interchangeably 
with the broader term ‘claimant.’”) “[W]hen the 
Legislature wants to use a single term that 
encompasses third-party plaintiffs, cross-claimants, 
and counter-claimants along with plaintiffs, it uses the 
term ‘claimant,’ and defines that term accordingly.” 
 Here, the statutory “context does not support a 
different meaning.…” “By using the terms ‘action’ and 
‘arbitration proceeding’ together with the conjunction 
‘or,’ the statute treats the two terms as having a similar 
meaning. The meaning of individual words ‘may be 
ascertained by reference to words associated with them 
in the statute; and . . . where two or more words of 
analogous meaning are employed together in a statute, 
they are understood to be used in their cognate sense, 
to express the same relations and give color and 
expression to each other.’” 
 Additionally, “statute requires the plaintiff to file 
a certificate of merit ‘in’ an action or arbitration 
proceeding. … [A] party asserts a claim or cause of 
action ‘in’ a pleading that is filed ‘in’ a lawsuit or 
‘action.’” 
 Section “150.002’s certificate-of-merit 
requirement applies to a party who initiates the lawsuit, 
and not to defendants or third-party defendants who 
assert claims for relief within a suit.” 
 
 

11. Porretto v. Texas General Land Office, ___ 
S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 

 
 Plaintiffs owned land seaward of Galveston’s 
seawall. The state claimed title to it in various ways, 
and plaintiffs were unable to sell it. The principle issue 
was “whether the State’s repeated recharacterization of 
private property as public constitutes a compensable 
taking” under the constitution. Reversing a judgment 
for plaintiffs, the Supreme Court ruled it was not a 
taking. 
 Footnote 1: “TEX. CONST. art. I, § 17(a) (‘No 
person’s property shall be taken, damaged, or 
destroyed for or applied to public use without adequate 
compensation being made . . . .’).” 
 One determination was the extent of plaintiffs’ 
landownership. “The State owns the coastal land 
submerged by the Gulf of Mexico. … [T]he shoreline 
boundary of State-owned submerged land is the mean 
higher [of the daily two] high tide line (‘MHHT’), ‘the 
average of highest daily water computed over or 
corrected to the regular tidal cycle of 18.6 years.’ The 
tidally submerged land up to the MHHT line is the ‘wet 
beach’. … [W]ater often reaches farther landward, to a 
line marked by vegetation or a change in terrain. This 
area, though sometimes submerged, is the ‘dry beach’, 
which may be privately owned. The Texas coastline is 
constantly changing by accretion and avulsion, and 
thus the shoreline is always moving.” Footnote 18: 
“The MHHT line is based only on the higher of the two 
daily high tides on the Texas coast and is therefore 
higher than the mean high tide line, which is based on 
both.” 
 The Open Beaches Act declared “the public 
policy of this State that the public be allowed access to 
the Gulf across both the dry beach and the wet beach. 
However, the Act did not mandate access across 
privately owned dry beach property without proof of 
some legal right, and thus the declaration stopped short 
of a taking.” 
 Here, plaintiffs “own the property conveyed to 
them that lies landward of the MHHT line.” Because 
this had been disputed by the state, “the trial court was 
justified in resolving the issue once and for all. It erred, 
however, in awarding the Porrettos land seaward of the 
MHHT line.…” 
 Here, plaintiffs “own the property conveyed to 
them that lies landward of the MHHT line.” Because 
this had been disputed by the state, “the trial court was 
justified in resolving the issue once and for all. It erred, 
however, in awarding the Porrettos land seaward of the 
MHHT line.…” Footnote 26: “(‘When suit for recovery 
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of title to and possession of land, filed without 
legislative consent, is not against the state itself, but is 
against individuals only, the mere assertion by 
pleading that the defendants claim title or right of 
possession as officials of the state and on behalf of the 
state, willnot bar prosecution of the suit. . . . One who 
takes possession of another’s land without legal right is 
no less a trespasser because he is a state official or 
employee, and the owner should not be required to 
obtain legislative consent to institute a suit to oust him 
simply because he asserts a good faith but overzealous 
claim that title or right of possession is in the state and 
that he is acting for and on behalf of the state.’); … (… 
a government actor is not immune from a trespass-to-
try-title suit . . . .’).” 
 “The State does not gain the dry beach by 
dumping sand on it, nor does it lose what was before 
the wet beach, even if the renourishment pushes the 
MHHT line farther seaward, which is usually the 
purpose of renourishment.” 
 “The GLO lawyers’ statements regarding the 
State’s ownership of property above the MHHT line 
were simply not binding on the State. They were no 
more than expressions of their opinions.… Even if they 
had been statements on behalf of the GLO itself, such 
assertions of ownership would not have constituted a 
taking in these circumstances. … [A] state agency’s 
assertions of ownership of property did not of 
themselves constitute a taking of the property when the 
agency had not attempted to take possession of the 
property. … But even though the lawyers’ statements 
injured the [plaintiffs], …  they did not rise to the level 
of a taking.”  

“[A]sserting and then abandoning a position in 
litigation is not itself a taking.…” 
 Also, dumping sand on plaintiff’s beach was not a 
taking: they benefitted, did not object, and, by the 
leases pursuant to which the sand was dumped, “the 
State did not attempt to exercise possession or control 
of the property to the [plaintiffs’] exclusion.” 
 “Article I, Section 17 of the Texas Constitution 
requires compensation for private property ‘damaged’ 
as well as ‘taken’.” 

Requiring a permit for certain land uses was not 
stricken as an “ex post facto” regulation. Plaintiffs’ 
“as-applied challenge was not ripe because they have 
not shown that they have been denied the required 
permit or otherwise been refused permission” for their 
uses. Footnote 33: “in order for ‘as-applied’ due 
process and equal protection challenges to be ripe in a 
land-use regulation case, there must be a ‘final 
decision’ regarding the application of the regulations to 

the property at issue.… ‘In general, for a federal 
takings claim to be ripe, the owner of the allegedly 
taken property must (1) obtain a final decision 
regarding the application of the regulations to the 
property at issue from the government entity charged 
with implementing the regulations, and (2) utilize state 
procedures for obtaining just compensation.’” 
 
12. French v. Occidental Permian Ltd., ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(6/27/14) 
 
 Royalty owners sued contending that royalties 
should be determined as if injected CO2 were not 
present, and that they should not bear costs of 
removing CO2.The Supreme Court disagreed. 
 “One method of enhanced oil recovery is to inject 
carbon dioxide (CO2) into a reservoir to sweep the oil to 
the production wells. The CO2 returns to the surface 
entrained in casinghead gas — gas produced with the 
oil.” Footnote 1: “‘‘Casinghead gas’ means any gas or 
vapor indigenous to an oil stratum and produced from 
the stratum with oil.’” 
 A “royalty is ‘free of the expenses of production 
[but] subject to postproduction costs, including . . . 
treatment costs to render [production] marketable’, but 
‘the parties may modify this general rule by 
agreement.’  [Here,] … , the royalty on casinghead gas 
is based on its market value at the well — ‘what a 
willing buyer under no compulsion to buy will pay to a 
willing seller under no compulsion to sell.’ [The] … 
market value [of gas] at the well does not depend on 
the individual producer’s costs of bringing the gas to 
the surface … [and] the royalty owner does not share 
in the costs of production. But postproduction 
processing that makes the gas marketable enhances its 
value after it leaves the well. The market price of the 
processed gas reflects the value of the unprocessed gas 
at the well only if reasonable postproduction 
processing costs are deducted. In effect, for gas sold 
only after processing, the royalty owner shares in those 
costs, which may vary depending on the quality of the 
gas….” 
 Under the leases, “the casinghead gas royalty is 
net of postproduction expenses but not production 
expenses. Postproduction … ordinarily means after 
production in time.…” The dispute centers on what 
“expenses are properly considered to be production 
costs or postproduction costs.” 
 Here, the “working interest owners were given 
discretion to reinject casinghead gas into the field as 
part of the operations. The parties agreed that no 
royalty would be paid on such gas.…” Also, “the costs 
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of secondary recovery were not to be charged to the 
royalty owners except as permitted by the leases.…” 
“CO2 flooding is more expensive and riskier than 
waterflooding.” 
 “Royalty owners and working interest owners are, 
of course, free to agree on what royalty is due, the 
basis on which it is to be calculated, and how expenses 
are to be allocated. … Careful adherence to those 
[judicial] interpretations [of standard agreements], and 
consistent application of them, is important to industry 
stability.” Footnote 24: “(‘Royalty is commonly 
defined as the landowner’s share of production, free of 
expenses of production. Although it is not subject to 
the costs of production, royalty is usually subject to 
post-production costs, including taxes, treatment costs 
to render it marketable, and transportation costs. 
However, the parties may modify this general rule by 
agreement.’)” 

CO2 injected is defendant’s property, and no 
royalty is paid upon it. Royalty owner “is entitled to a 
royalty on the value of the non-CO2 portion of the 
casinghead gas.” “The CO2 flood is … critical to 
continued oil production.…” “[U]nder the parties’ 
agreements, [royalty owner], having given [working 
interest owner] the right and discretion to decide 
whether to reinject or process the casinghead gas, and 
having benefitted from that decision, must share in the 
cost of CO2 removal.” 
 
13. Key Operating & Equipment, Inc. v. Hegar, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Exploration and production company had a well 
for years on one tract, and then obtained a contiguous 
tract, reworked a well on the contiguous tract, and built 
a road across to service wells on both tracts. When a 
well on the contiguous tract stopped producing, 
company obtained from company’s owners a part 
interest in its minerals and pooled it with the original 
tract. Company later drilled another well which 
increased traffic on the road. By that time, the new 
well was not draining minerals from purchasers of a 
part of the contiguous tract. The Supreme Court ruled 
that, “when parts of two mineral leases have been 
pooled but production is from only one lease, the 
mineral lessee has the right to use a road across the 
surface of the lease without production in order to 
access the producing lease.” 
 “The owner of the dominant mineral estate in a 
tract has the right to go upon the surface of that land to 
produce and remove the minerals, and also the 
incidental rights necessary for that production and 

removal. The mineral lessee’s incidental rights include 
the right to use as much of the surface as is reasonably 
necessary to produce the minerals.” “[B]ecause 
[company’s] production from a tract pooled with others 
is legally treated as production from each tract within 
the unit, it has the right to use the surface of any of the 
units’ pooled tracts in its production activities.” 
 “Mineral lessees of multiple tracts may pool some 
or all of the tracts by combining them into a single 
unit, provided pooling is authorized by the leases. The 
policy of Texas is to encourage the recovery of 
minerals.… Pooling is one method to prevent waste. … 
[The] Railroad Commission may establish a pooled 
unit in certain circumstances to prevent waste.[]”  

“The primary legal consequence of pooling is that 
‘production and operations anywhere on the pooled 
unit are treated as if they have taken place on each tract 
within the unit.’” Thus, “[o]nce pooling occurred, the 
pooled … [tracts] no longer maintained separate 
identities insofar as where production from the pooled 
interests was located. … [Therefore, company] had the 
right to use the road to access the pooled part of the” 
other tract. 
 The purchasers of the surface of the tract that was 
later pooled “took their surface title subject to the 
mineral lease assigned” to company. Also company, 
“through its mineral lease, also had the right of ingress 
and egress, … and the right to pool. The right of 
ingress and egress includes the right to ingress and 
egress over the surface of any pooled acreage for the 
purpose of producing minerals from any part of the 
pooled acreage.” 
 “Under the accommodation doctrine, a surface 
owner may obtain relief on a claim that the mineral 
lessee failed to accommodate an existing surface use 
by proving that the existing use is precluded or 
substantially impaired by the mineral lessee and no 
reasonable alternative method is available to continue 
the existing use.” This “doctrine was not raised below 
and is not properly before us.” 
 
14. LAN/STV, a Joint Venture v. Martin K. Eby 

Construction Company, Inc., ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(6/20/14) 

 
 Negligence suit by construction company against 
architect over faults in plans. The Supreme Court 
reversed and rendered a judgment for the construction 
company. “In actions for unintentional torts, the 
common law has long restricted recovery of purely 
economic damages unaccompanied by injury to the 
plaintiff or his property — a doctrine … [called] the 
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economic loss rule. … [This provides] a more definite 
limitation on liability than foreseeability can and 
reflects a preference for allocating some economic 
risks by contract rather than by law.”  

“Economic loss may be no less real than physical 
injury and just as foreseeable.” “Liability for economic 
loss directly resulting from physical injury to the 
claimant … is limited by the scope of the injury. 
Liability for a standalone economic loss is not.” Such a 
loss can be allocated by contract or insurance. When 
“‘a defective product purchased in a commercial 
transaction malfunctions, injuring only the product 
itself and causing purely economic loss’, protection 
from that kind of harm …should be ‘left entirely to the 
law of contracts’ because ‘the parties may set the terms 
of their own agreements.’” 

The “damage caused by a defective product to 
itself cannot be recovered in an action for strict 
products liability, even if there is also personal injury 
or injury to other property. Recovery of such damages 
must be for breach of contract or warranty.” 
 One “party to a contract cannot recover from 
another party, in an action for negligence, an economic 
loss to the subject of the contract.” The “economic loss 
rule [denies] recovery of purely economic losses in 
actions for negligent performance of services. 
Professional malpractice cases are an exception.” 
 “Construction projects operate by [typically 
vertical] agreements among the participants.” One 
“participant on a construction project cannot recover 
from another … for economic loss caused by 
negligence.” There is no exception for architects. The 
“contractor’s principal reliance must be on … the 
owner.” Here, “DART was contractually responsible to 
Eby for providing accurate plans.…” 
 A “contractor could not recover economic 
damages from the owner’s lawyer’s negligent drafting 
of the construction contract.” 
 
15. Moayedi v. Interstate 35/Chisam Road, L.P., ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/13/14) 
 
 President of general partner of developer 
guaranteed a loan it entered. The guaranty waived 
“each and every defense” other than full payment by 
developer. Developer defaulted, lender foreclosed, the 
sale netted less than the property’s fair market value, 
and lender sued president for deficiency. The Supreme 
Court ruled that a “party waives the statutory right of 
offset under section 51.003(c) of the Property Code by 
agreeing to a general waiver of defenses in a guaranty 
agreement. … [S]ection 51.003 creates an affirmative 

defense and … the guaranty agreement waives all 
possible defenses against liability, including the offset 
provision at issue here.” 
 “Deficiency judgments based on foreclosure 
proceeds have been statutorily provided for since 1846.  
… [A] deficiency is premised on the concept of a 
foreclosure.” A “deficiency judgment is based on ‘the 
amount of the note, interest and attorney’s fees, less the 
amount received at the trustee sale and other legitimate 
credits.’” “[M]ere inadequacy of consideration does 
not invalidate a foreclosure sale and open the door to a 
fair market value determination. Nor does a creditor 
need to ‘liquidate its security promptly . . . to minimize 
the guarantor’s liability for any deficiency.’” 
 Section 51.003 was enacted to “to protect 
borrowers and guarantors. When lenders are the sole 
bidders at a foreclosure sale, they can control the 
foreclosure sale price and by implication the deficiency 
judgment. … Section 51.003 provides that if the fact-
finder determines that the fair market value is greater 
than the foreclosure sale price, the party obligated on 
the debt may ask the court to offset the deficiency 
owed by the difference between the fair market value 
and the foreclosure sale price.…” Section 51.003 
“statute provides an offset that otherwise would not be 
available. In other words, it provides a defense.”  

“Texans have long embraced the principle of 
freedom of contract.” Thus, “section 51.003 may be 
waived.…” “In general, parties may waive statutory 
and even constitutional rights.” A “waiver must be 
clear and specific. … [A] waiver [is] an ‘intentional 
relinquishment or abandonment of a known right or 
privilege.’ … [A] waiver is the ‘intentional 
relinquishment of a known right or intentional conduct 
inconsistent with claiming that right.’ Determining 
whether there has been an ‘intelligent waiver’ depends 
on the circumstances of the case. Waiver is a matter of 
intent as ‘[t]here can be no waiver unless so intended 
by one party and so understood by the other.’” 

“Courts construe unambiguous guaranty 
agreements as any other contract. If the meaning of a 
guaranty agreement is uncertain, ‘its terms should be 
given a construction which is most favorable to the 
guarantor.’ The interpretation of an unambiguous 
contract, however, is a question of law for the court. 
‘In construing a written contract, the primary concern 
of the court is to ascertain the true intentions of the 
parties as expressed in the instrument.’ Courts must 
‘examine and consider the entire writing in an effort to 
harmonize and give effect to all the provisions of the 
contract so that none will be rendered meaningless. No 
single provision taken alone will be given controlling 
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effect; rather, all the provisions must be considered 
with reference to the whole instrument.’ When parties 
disagree over the meaning of an unambiguous contract, 
we determine the parties’ intent by examining the 
entire agreement. Moreover, unless the agreement 
shows the parties used a term in a technical or different 
sense, the terms are given their plain, ordinary, and 
generally accepted meaning.” 

We “can see no principled way to distinguish 
common-law defenses from that created by section 
51.003.” “Just because the waiver is all encompassing 
does not mean that it is unclear or vague.” 

Here, the “general waiver in … the guaranty 
agreement waives the application of section 51.003.” 
 
16. HMC Hotel Properties II Limited Partnership v. 

Keystone-Texas Property Holding Corporation, 
___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/13/14) 

 
 After attempted sale of two parcels on San 
Antonio’s Riverwalk fell through, seller sued tenant 
hotel over actions which allegedly killed the deal, 
including its refusal to waive its right under the lease to 
negotiate to purchase one of the parcels for itself. 
Potential buyer could not obtain title insurance because 
the insurer required a waiver. The Supreme Court ruled 
there was “no evidence their actions caused the sale’s 
demise.”  
 Defendant (hotel/lessee) argued that no evidence 
supported the “but-for” component of proximate 
causation. The deal between seller and potential buyer 
“independently required a waiver as a condition for 
closing.” But, defendant had no “obligation to provide 
a waiver.” Defendant “clearly communicated its new 
position in [a last-minute] letter [refusing to issue a 
waiver], but there is no evidence the outcome would 
have been any different had [defendant] said nothing at 
all.” There was no “evidence the outcome would have 
changed had [defendant] revealed its position earlier or 
in a less dramatic fashion.” 
 The “testimony is simply speculation about what 
the title insurers might have done had [defendant] 
handled itself differently. Testimony based on nothing 
but speculation is evidence of nothing at all.” 
 There was testimony that “insuring around” the 
lack of a waiver was discussed. However, “exploring 
the option of ‘insuring around’ [the refused waiver] is 
not evidence that doing so was ever truly possible.” 
Testimony about what title insurers might have, or 
could have, done “is conclusory—‘[b]are, baseless 
opinions [that] will not support a judgment even if 
there is no objection to their admission in evidence.’” 

Testimony “that the [last-minute] letter was a 
substantial factor in bringing about harm to [seller] is 
only half of the cause-in-fact element. [Seller] also had 
to show that absent [defendant’s] letter, the harm 
would not have occurred. The title-insurance 
witnesses, however, never testified there was a 
possibility of a different outcome had [defendant] not 
sent its letter.” “[B]are assertions of the title-insurance 
witnesses in response to carefully worded questions 
from counsel do not constitute evidence of causation. 
…  ‘[I]f no basis for the opinion is offered, or the basis 
offered provides no support, the opinion is merely a 
conclusory statement and cannot be considered 
probative evidence.’” “There is no ‘magic language’ 
that checks the causation box in a sufficiency-of-the-
evidence review.” 
 
17. Sims v. Carrington Mortgage Services, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(5/16/14) 
 
 Borrowers restructured their home equity loans. 
Responding to certified questions from the Fifth 
Circuit, the Supreme Court ruled that, “as long as the 
original note is not satisfied and replaced, and there is 
no additional extension of credit, as we define it, the 
restructuring is valid and need not meet the 
constitutional requirements for a new [home equity] 
loan.” 
 “[H]ome equity loans are subject to the 
requirements of” the Texas Constitution. Footnote 6: 
“‘Texas became the last state in the nation to permit 
home-equity loans when constitutional amendments 
voted on by referendum took effect in 1997.’” 
 “To provide guidance to lenders, the Finance 
Commission and the Credit Union Commission have 
been authorized by the Constitution and by statute to 
interpret these provisions, subject to judicial review, 
and the Commissions have done so in Chapter 153 of 
the Texas Administrative Code.” “‘A lender’s 
compliance with an agency interpretation of Section 
50, even a wrong interpretation, is compliance with 
Section 50 itself.’” But the commissions “‘can do no 
more than interpret the constitutional text, just as a 
court would.’” 
 Here, past-due amounts on the note were 
capitalized as principal. The terms “loan modification” 
and “refinancing” are not defined in Section 50. The 
commissions draw such a distinction, though the 
Constitution does not mention them: the key “is an 
‘extension of credit.’” This phrase is undefined, but 
“[c]redit is simply the ability to assume a debt 
repayable over time, and an extension of credit affords 
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the right to do so in a particular situation.” “The 
extension of credit for purposes of Section 50(a)(6) 
consists not merely of the creation of a principal debt 
but includes all the terms of the loan transaction. 
Terms requiring the borrower to pay taxes, insurance 
premiums, and other such expenses when due protect 
the lender’s security and are as much a part of the 
extension of credit as terms requiring timely payments 
of principal and interest.” Because the borrower was 
already obligated to pay the past-due amount under the 
original agreement, it is not a new extension of credit. 
Restructuring “a loan does not involve a new extension 
of credit so long as the borrower’s note is not satisfied 
or replaced and no new money is extended.… The test 
should be whether the secured obligations are those 
incurred under the terms of the original loan.” 
 “Lenders have two options other than foreclosing 
on loans in default: further forbearance and 
forgiveness.” 
 The “restructuring of a home equity loan that … 
involves capitalization of past-due amounts owed 
under the terms of the initial loan and a lowering of the 
interest rate and the amount of installment payments, 
but does not involve the satisfaction or replacement of 
the original note, an advancement of new funds, or an 
increase in the obligations created by the original note, 
is not a new extension of credit that must meet the 
requirements of Section 50.” 
 “Is the capitalization of past-due interest, taxes, 
insurance premiums, and fees an ‘advance of 
additional funds’ under the Commissions’ 
interpretations of Section 50? No, if those amounts 
were among the obligations assumed by the borrower 
under the terms of the original loan.” Nor is it a new 
extension of credit. 
 “Must a restructuring like the [borrowers’] 
comply with Section 50(a)(6)? No, because it does not 
involve a new extension of credit.…” 

Footnote 28: Nothing “in Section 50 suggests that 
a loan’s compliance is to be determined at any time 
other than when it is made.” Footnote 29: “TEX. FIN. 
CODE § 301.002(a)(14)(A) … [defines an] ‘Open-end 
account’.” 
 
18. McAllen Hospitals, LLP v. State Farm Mutual 

Insurance Company of Texas, ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(5/16/14) 

 
 Hospital sued insurer after injured victims of car 
wreck cashed settlement checks from insurer that were 
made out to both them and hospital, without 
discharging proper hospital lien. Using principals of 

commercial paper under the UCC, the Supreme Court 
ruled that the hospital had not been “paid” by delivery 
of a settlement check to the claimant: “(1) payment of 
a check to one nonalternative copayee without the 
endorsement of the other does not constitute payment 
to a ‘holder’ and thus does not discharge the drawer of 
either his liability on the instrument or the underlying 
obligation, (2) the … patients’ releases of their causes 
of action against [negligent driver] were [in]valid … , 
and (3) the Hospital’s liens on those causes of action 
therefore remain intact.” The Court did not determine 
if the hospital has a cause of action against the insurer 
because the issue was not properly preserved.  
 A hospital may file a lien on a cause of action 
under Ch. 55 of the Property Code, “provided that the 
patient is admitted to the hospital within seventy-two 
hours of the accident.” The hospital “must comply with 
statutory notice and recording requirements to secure 
its lien.” “If the hospital’s charges secured by a proper 
lien are not ‘paid’ within the meaning of the statute, 
any release of the patient’s cause of action is invalid.” 
So, to have a valid release, one of three conditions of § 
55.007(a) must be met. 

Insurer’s “delivery of the drafts to [claimant’s] 
constitutes constructive delivery of the drafts to the 
other copayee, the Hospital.” But, “when a draft is 
issued to nonalternative copayees, one copayee acting 
alone is not entitled to enforce, and thus may not 
discharge, the instrument.” If it is payable to all, it can 
only be enforced by all. A “forged endorsement by 
nonalternative copayee [does] not discharge drawer’s 
obligation to other copayee.” 
 Footnote 3: “Under the UCC, ‘payor bank’ means 
a bank that is the drawee of a draft. A ‘drawee’ is a 
person ordered in the draft to make payment.”  

Hospital possibly could have sued the bank. But 
its failure to do so did not affect insurer’s obligations. 
Footnote 5: “A drawee that makes payment ‘for a 
person not entitled to enforce the instrument or receive 
payment’ may be liable in conversion.” Footnote 6: A 
“drawee may not charge its customer’s account on an 
instrument that is not properly authorized.” 

 
19. Crosstex Energy Services, L.P. v. Pro Plus, Inc., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 
 Gas transmitting company sued engineers after the 
failure of a gasket in a pumping station they designed 
caused a serious fire. When defendant moved to 
dismiss because plaintiff did not file a “certificate of 
merit” under Ch. 150, trial court denied it and granted 
plaintiff an extension. After determining that both it 
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and the court of appeals had jurisdiction, the Supreme 
Court ruled that “(1) [plaintiff] did not file suit within 
ten days of the running of limitations and thus cannot 
claim protection from the good cause extension in 
section 150.002(c); (2) [since the certificate of merit 
requirement is not jurisdictional,] a defendant may, 
through its conduct, waive the right to seek dismissal 
under section 150.002(e); and (3) [here, defendant’s] 
conduct did not constitute waiver.” 
 “The certificate of merit statute applies to actions 
for damages arising out of ‘the provision of 
professional services by a licensed or registered 
professional.…’ A plaintiff ‘shall’ file an affidavit of a 
qualified third party in the same profession; the 
affidavit must substantiate the plaintiff’s claim on each 
theory of recovery. Failure to file this … ‘certificate of 
merit’ results in dismissal … [which] may be with or 
without prejudice.” 
 Section 150.002(f) provides that an interlocutory 
appeal may be taken from an order granting or denying 
a dismissal. The Court compared this case to an 
interlocutory appeal in a medical malpractice case 
related to an expert report. Though both statutes 
authorize dismissal for failure to timely provide a 
report, unlike Ch. 74, the “certificate of merit statute 
does not address the appealability of extensions of 
time; therefore, such interlocutory appeals, presumably 
are not permissible.…” In medical malpractice, “when 
the denial of a motion to dismiss and the grant of an 
extension are inseparable … , courts of appeals have 
no jurisdiction to review the motion to dismiss.” But 
when they are not inseparable, such as when no expert 
report is filed, the court of appeals can review the 
order. The statutory mechanism for granting an 
extension for the report is irrelevant if an extension 
could not cure the defect.  Here, because plaintiff had 
no statutory basis for an extension, the court of appeals 
had jurisdiction to rule upon “the motion to dismiss 
without entanglement in the appeal of the granted 
extension.” 
 Here, the third sentence of § 150.002(c) could, or 
could not, apply only when plaintiff complied with the 
first sentence. Because “the statute [is] capable of 
multiple interpretations … we apply our rules of 
construction to discern legislative intent.” The meaning 
of words “cannot be determined in isolation but must 
be drawn from the context.…” Here, the Court 
interprets the third sentence is dependent upon the first. 
“We hold that the ‘good cause’ exception in subsection 
(c) does not stand alone, but rather is contingent upon a 
plaintiff: (1) filing within ten days of the expiration of 
the limitations period; and (2) alleging that such time 

constraints prevented the preparation of an affidavit. A 
plaintiff satisfying these requirements ‘shall’ receive 
an extension of thirty days; upon motion, a trial court 
may, for good cause, extend this thirty-day period as 
justice requires. A plaintiff who files suit outside the 
ten-day window … cannot claim protection of the good 
cause exception.” 
 Section “150.002 imposes a mandatory, but 
nonjurisdictional, filing requirement. Thus, we hold 
that a defendant may waive its right to seek dismissal 
under the statute.” 
 In this case, defendant’s conduct in participating 
in discovery, filing pleadings, agreeing to a 
continuance, and entering a Rule 11 agreement did not 
constitute a waiver of the certificate of merit 
requirement. 
 “If a defect in the pleadings is incurable by 
amendment, a special exception is unnecessary.” Here, 
defendant was not required to specially except “the 
lack of a certificate of merit.” 
 “[T]he docket control order in this case made no 
mention of the separate certificate of merit 
requirements under section 150.002. Because 
McDaniel limits the purview of the docket control 
order … , and the Rule 11 agreement merely provided 
dates for the order, the Rule 11 agreement did not 
operate to postpone the filing requirement.” 
 
20. Long v. Castle Texas Production Limited 

Partnership, 426 S.W.3d 73 (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 

Suit between investors and oil and gas operator. 
The opinion generally addresses the date from which 
postjudment interest runs. 
 Footnote 8: The “joint operating agreement 
between [the parties] … is contract interest under the 
Finance Code.” 
 
21. Gotham Insurance Company v. Warren E&P, Inc., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/21/14) 
 
 Suit by carrier to recover payment of a claim after 
oil well blew out and burned. 
 Footnote 5: “In this context, a turnkey contract is 
a contract by which an entity agrees to drill a well for a 
fixed price.” 
 “The Texas Railroad Commission, which 
regulates oil and gas drilling and production in Texas, 
promulgated Rule 36 to address blowout prevention 
equipment to be used in drilling hydrogen sulfide 
wells.” 
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22. Coinmach Corp. f/k/a Solon Automated Services, 
Inc. v. Aspenwood Apartment Corp., 417 S.W.3d 
909 (Tex. 2013)(11/22/13) (“corrected opinion” 
was issued 2/14/14) 
 
Corrected opinion: footnote 7 changed. See 

Coinmach, below, at 11/22/13. 
Footnote 7: “Typically, the landlord could not 

recover both reasonable rent and lost profits because 
‘recovery … is limited to the amount necessary to 
place the plaintiff in the position it would have been in 
but for the trespass.’ Lost profits are measured by 
deducting operating expenses from gross earnings, 
resulting in net profits. Reasonable rent—i.e., the value 
of the use of the property—is calculated as part of the 
gross earnings, and thus is already included in the net 
profit calculation. To allow the plaintiff to recover both 
reasonable rent and lost profits would, in most cases, 
constitute a double recovery. In a residential lease—
where there is no business or for-profit endeavor—lost 
profits would constitute the profits normally associated 
with reasonable rent.” (Emphasis added to show 
change from prior opinion.) 
 
23. The Finance Commission of Texas v. Norwood, 

418 S.W.3d 566 (Tex. 2013)(6/21/13) 
(“supplemental opinion” was issued 1/24/14) 

 
 Supplemental opinion addressing computation of 
interest and closing locations for home equity loans.  

The “Texas Constitution caps ‘fees to any person 
that are necessary to originate, evaluate, maintain, 
record, insure, or service’ a home equity loan, not 
including ‘any interest’, at 3% of principal. In this 
case, we hold that ‘interest’ as used in this provision 
does not mean compensation for the use, forbearance, 
or detention of money, as in the usury context, but ‘the 
amount determined by multiplying the loan principal 
by the interest rate.’ This definition provides the 
protection to borrowers the provision is intended to 
afford.” 
  “[P]er diem interest is still interest, though 
prepaid; it is calculated by applying a rate to principal 
over a period of time. Legitimate discount points to 
lower the loan interest rate, in effect, substitute for 
interest. We also agree … that true discount points are 
not fees ‘necessary to originate, evaluate, maintain, 
record, insure, or service’ but are an option available to 
the borrower and thus not subject to the 3% cap.” 
 “Section 50(a)(6)(N) [of the Constitution], which 
provides that a loan may be ‘closed only at the office 
of the lender, an attorney at law, or a title company’, 

precludes a borrower from closing the loan through an 
attorney-in-fact under a power of attorney not itself 
executed at one of the three prescribed locations.” 
 “[C]losing is the occurrence that consummates the 
transaction. But a power of attorney must be part of the 
closing to show the attorney-in-fact’s authority to act. 
… [W]e think that the provision requires a formality to 
the closing that prevents coercive practices. The 
concern is that a borrower may be persuaded to sign 
papers around his kitchen table collateralizing his 
homestead when he would have second thoughts in a 
lender’s, lawyer’s, or title company’s office. To allow 
the borrower to sign a power of attorney at the kitchen 
table raises the same concern. Requiring an attorney-
in-fact to sign all loan documents in an office does 
nothing to sober the borrower’s decision, which is the 
purpose of the constitutional provision.” 
 A breach of fiduciary duty suit against an 
attorney-in-fact “may be a hollow remedy and certainly 
cannot recover a home properly pledged as collateral. 
In any event, ‘[w]hether so stringent a restriction [as 
limiting the locations where a home equity loan can be 
closed and, we think, a power of attorney executed] is 
good policy is not an issue for the Commissions or this 
Court to consider.’ Whether the constitutional 
provision’s intended protection is worth the hardship or 
could be more fairly or effectively provided by some 
other method is a matter that must be left to the framers 
and ratifiers of the Constitution.” 

 
24. Ewing Construction Company v. Amerisure 

Insurance Company, 420 S.W.3d 30 (Tex. 
2014)(1/17/14) 

 
Insurance coverage dispute arising from suit 

against building contractor. “We have defined ‘good 
and workmanlike’ as ‘that quality of work performed 
by one who has the knowledge, training, or experience 
necessary for the successful practice of a trade or 
occupation and performed in a manner generally 
considered proficient by those capable of judging such 
work.’” The “‘common law duty to perform with care 
and skill accompanies every contract.…’” 

 
25. Galveston Central Appraisal District v. TRQ 

Captain’s Landing, 423 S.W.3d 374 (Tex. 
2014)(1/17/14) 

 
A Community Housing Development 

Organization (CHDO) is designed to provide low 
income housing, and receives certain ad valorem tax 
advantages. The Supreme Court previously “held in 
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AHF-Arbors that equitable title [rather than legal title] 
is sufficient” for the tax exemption. Here, the Court 
ruled that “the CHDO’s application for an exemption 
was timely” because the entity “application [was] made 
within thirty days of the date it acquired equitable title 
to the apartments….” 
 Texas Tax Code § 11.182 provides a tax 
exemption for a CHDO. 
 “Generally, eligibility for an exemption is 
determined as of January 1 of the year in which the 
exemption is sought, and a person must apply for the 
exemption before May 1 of that year.” But, § 11.436(a) 
allows an application within 30 days after an entity 
“acquires the property.” Here, that includes equitable 
title. 
 
26. Texas Commission on Environmental Quality v. 

City of Waco, 413 S.W.3d 409 (Tex. 
2013)(8/23/13) (“corrected opinion” was issued 
11/22/13) (see original opinion below for analysis) 

 
Change on p. 24: “Although the APA defines 

‘contested case’ and sets the procedural framework, the 
agency’s enabling act here sets out whether rights are 
to be determined after an opportunity for adjudicative 
hearing, and agency rules may decide whether that 
opportunity may include a contested case hearing.” 

 
27. Coinmach Corp. f/k/a Solon Automated Services, 

Inc. v. Aspenwood Apartment Corp., 417 S.W.3d 
909 (Tex. 2013)(11/22/13) (“corrected opinion” 
was issued 2/14/14) 

 
 Lease of tenant who supplied washing machines 
to apartment complex was subordinate to loan on 
complex. Mortgage on complex was foreclosed, and 
new owner bought property out of foreclosure. After 
that, the tenant held over and thus became a “tenant at 
sufferance.” The Supreme Court ruled that the 
foreclosure terminated the lease. It further held that: 
“(1) a tenant at sufferance cannot be liable for breach 
of the previously-terminated lease agreement; (2) a 
tenant at sufferance is a trespasser and can be liable in 
tort (although the extent of liability depends on the 
nature of the trespass), including, in this case, tortious 
interference with prospective business relations; and 
(3) the tenant in this case cannot be liable under the 
DTPA because the property owner was not a 
consumer.… [The Court further held] that (4) the 
property owner in this case cannot recover under” the 
declaratory judgments act in order to obtain attorney’s 
fees. 

 “Generally, a valid foreclosure of an owner’s 
interest in property terminates any agreement through 
which the owner has leased the property to another. 
This is particularly true when … the lease agreement is 
expressly subordinate to a mortgage or deed of trust 
affecting the leased premises.… [W]hen an owner 
defaults on a mortgage and the property is sold at 
foreclosure, the purchaser takes the property free of 
any leases subordinate to the deed of trust being 
foreclosed upon.’” 
 “A tenant who continues to occupy leased 
premises after expiration or termination of its lease is a 
‘holdover tenant.’ The status and rights of a holdover 
tenant, however, differ depending on whether the 
tenant becomes a ‘tenant at will’ or a ‘tenant at 
sufferance.’” 
 “A tenant at will is a holdover tenant who ‘holds 
possession with the landlord’s consent but without 
fixed terms (as to duration or rent).’ Because tenants at 
will remain in possession with their landlords’ consent, 
their possession is lawful, but it is for no fixed term, 
and the landlords can put them out of possession at any 
time. By contrast, a tenant at sufferance is ‘[a] tenant 
who has been in lawful possession of property and 
wrongfully remains as a holdover after the tenant’s 
interest has expired.’” The key is consent. “With the 
owner’s consent, the holdover tenant becomes a tenant 
at will; without it, a tenant at sufferance.” 

“A lease agreement may provide that its terms 
continue to apply to a holdover tenant.” But when it 
does not, “the parties’ conduct will determine whether 
the holdover tenant becomes a tenant at will or a tenant 
at sufferance.… If the tenant remains in possession and 
continues to pay rent, and the landlord, having 
knowledge of the tenant’s possession, continues to 
accept the rent without objection to the continued 
possession, the tenant is a tenant at will, and the terms 
of the prior lease will continue to govern the new 
arrangement absent an agreement to the contrary.” 
Without consent of the landlord, a “tenant ‘who 
remains in possession of the premises after termination 
of the lease occupies ‘wrongfully’ and is said to have a 
tenancy at sufferance.’” 
 Here, the foreclosure terminated the lease, so the 
tenant became a tenant at sufferance, and no agreement 
with the new owner existed. Thus, tenant “could not be 
liable for breach of any lease.” 
 At “tenant at sufferance [is] a ‘trespasser’ who 
occupies the premises ‘wrongfully.’” Under the Texas 
Property Code, “chapter 22 governs trespass to try title 
suits to determine ‘title …’ and chapter 24 governs 
[forcible entry and detainer] actions to determine … 
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possession.…” Forcible entry and detainer suits only 
determine possession. Foreclose transfers title, but 
does not put new owner in possession. “‘To remove a 
tenant by sufferance, the new owner must file a 
forcible detainer suit.’” Here, tenant can be liable for 
trespass. A forcible entry and detainer suit “‘does not 
bar a suit for trespass, damages, waste, rent, or mesne 
profits.’” Footnote 3: a “final judgment of a county 
court in an eviction suit may not be appealed on the 
issue of possession unless the premises are used only 
for residential purposes.” Footnote 5: “a determination 
of fact or law in a proceeding in a lower trial court, 
including a justice of the peace court, is not res judicata 
or basis for estoppel by judgment in a district court 
proceeding.” 
 Forcible entry and detainer suits have certain 
procedures. They “do not grant to tenants at sufferance 
any legal interests in or possessory rights to the … 
[a]lthough the landlord must comply with the statute’s 
procedural requirements to evict the tenant at 
sufferance.…” Further, a forcible entry and detainer 
suit does not bar a suit for either “trespass or for 
wrongful eviction.” 
 When an owner fails to follow the procedure of a 
forcible entry and detainer suit, the tenant can maintain 
possession. “But the tenant will generally be liable for 
reasonable rent for the period the tenant remains in 
possession, and for any additional damages the tenant 
may cause to the property.” 
 “‘The commission of a trespass does not 
necessarily mean the actor will be liable for 
damages.’… [A] trespasser’s liability for damages 
depends on the nature of the trespass and the nature of 
the harm: 

‘Every unauthorized entry upon land is a 
trespass even if no damage is done. However, 
to determine what damages, if any, are 
recoverable for a trespass, the type of conduct 
or nature of an activity that causes the entry 
must be identified. While a trespass is a 
trespass, different recoveries are available, 
depending on whether the trespass was 
committed intentionally, negligently, 
accidentally, or by an abnormally dangerous 
activity.’” 

“‘One who invades or trespasses upon the 
property rights of another, while acting in the good 
faith and honest belief that he had the lawful and legal 
right to do so is regarded as an innocent trespasser and 
liable only for the actual damages sustained.’… ‘[T]he 
measure of damages in a trespass case is the sum 
necessary to make the victim whole, no more, no 

less.’… [That] generally includes the cost to repair any 
damage to the property, loss of use of the property, and 
loss of any expected profits from the use of the 
property.” 
 The “damages available in a trespass to try title 
suit include lost rents and profits, damages for use and 
occupation of the premises, and damages for any 
special injury to the property.” “In addition to the 
reasonable rents, a tenant at sufferance, like any other 
trespasser, could also be liable for any special injury to 
the property.” Footnote 7: “Typically, the landlord 
could not recover both reasonable rent and lost profits 
because ‘recovery … is limited to the amount 
necessary to place the plaintiff in the position it would 
have been in but for the trespass.’ Lost profits are 
measured by deducting operating expenses from gross 
earnings, resulting in net profits. Reasonable rent—i.e., 
the value of the use of the property—is calculated as 
part of the operating expenses, and thus is already 
included in the net profit calculation. To allow the 
plaintiff to recover both reasonable rent and lost profits 
would, in most cases, constitute a double recovery. In a 
residential lease—where there is no business or for-
profit endeavor—lost profits would constitute the 
profits normally associated with reasonable rent.” 
 Tenants “who knowingly and intentionally 
trespass, or who do so maliciously, may be liable for 
additional forms of damages.” This includes mental 
distress, which “‘may be recovered, as a separate and 
independent element, when caused by a deliberate and 
willful trespass in which actual damage to plaintiff’s 
property is sustained.’” 
 “[E]xemplary damages exemplary damages are 
recoverable only when ‘the harm … results from: (1) 
fraud; (2) malice; or (3) gross negligence.’” 
 When an owner fails to follow the procedure of a 
forcible entry and detainer suit, the tenant can maintain 
possession. “But the tenant will generally be liable for 
reasonable rent for the period the tenant remains in 
possession, and for any additional damages the tenant 
may cause to the property.” 
 Here, as a trespasser, tenant “is liable for the 
reasonable rent and for any other damage it may have 
caused to the property. Its liability for any additional 
damages will depend on whether its trespass was 
willful, intentional, or malicious.” 
 “Here, the trespass is an independently tortious or 
wrongful act that could support a claim for tortious 
interference with prospective business relations.” In 
this case, owner must show trespass and “it must also 
prove that [tenant’s] conduct actually interfered with a 
reasonably probable contract. Owner has neither pled 
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nor proven a ‘continually available’ prospective 
contract.…” 

Owner sought attorney’s fees by filing a 
declaratory judgment. “[W]hen ‘the trespass-to-try-title 
statute governs the parties’ substantive claims … , [the 
plaintiff] may not proceed alternatively under the 
Declaratory Judgments Act to recover their attorney’s 
fees.’” Instead, “chapter 22 of the Texas Property Code 
govern[s] the resolution of disputes involving legal 
interests in real property.” 

 
28. The Finance Commission of Texas v. Norwood, 

418 S.W.3d 566 (Tex. 2013)(6/21/13) 
(“supplemental opinion” was issued 1/24/14) 

 
 Voters amended the constitution to allow home 
equity loans, and then in 2003 amended it again to 
allow the Legislature to delegate to an agency the 
power to interpret certain sections. In this suit, 
homeowners challenged certain rulings by two 
commissions authorized by the Legislature to create a 
safe harbor. The Supreme Court ruled that “agency 
interpretations made under this authority are [not] 
beyond judicial review,” and that certain rulings by the 
agencies were unconstitutional. 
 The homestead has been protected from forced 
sale by the Texas Constitution. An amendment allowed 
home equity loans. Its “lengthy, elaborate, detailed 
provisions … were included in Article XVI, Section 50 
and made nonseverable.” “Loan terms and conditions, 
notices to borrowers, and all applicable regulations 
were set out in Section 50 itself.” Desiring a safe 
harbor, in “2003 the Legislature proposed, and the 
people adopted, Section 50(u), which states: The 
legislature may by statute delegate one or more state 
agencies the power to interpret” parts of Section 50. 
The commissioners on the commissions to whom the 
Legislature delegated the power were appointed by the 
Governor. 
 The commissions’ interpretation of “interest” was 
unconstitutional, as well as allowing closing by mail, 
but not the presumption of receipt of notice. 

The fatal flaw with the commissions’ 
interpretation of “interest” is that it was tied to the 
Legislature’s definition, which it could change. 
Instead, “interest” is “the amount determined by 
multiplying the loan principal by the interest rate.” 
 “Closing a loan is a process.… [Under the 
constitution, executing] the required consent or a 
power of attorney are part of the closing process and 
must occur only at one of the locations allowed by the 
constitutional provision.” 

The commissions’ interpretation providing a 
rebuttable presumption of receipt of mail “does not 
impair the constitutional requirement; it merely 
relieves a lender of proving receipt unless receipt is 
challenged.” 

 
29. Strickland v. Medlen, 397 S.W.3d 184 (Tex. 

2013)(4/5/13) 
 
 Plaintiffs’ dog escaped his yard, was picked up, 
and taken to a municipal animal shelter. A worker 
mistakenly placed the dog on a list allowing him to be 
killed before plaintiffs returned with the cash necessary 
to pay the fees to get him out. The Supreme Court 
ruled that “a bereaved dog owner [may not] recover 
emotion-based damages for the loss.” The dog is 
“personal property, thus disallowing non-economic 
damages.” “[R]ecovery in pet-death cases is … limited 
to loss of value, not loss of relationship.” 

The law “label[s] [pets] as ‘property’ for purposes 
of tort-law recovery.” The rule for damages of a dog 
has “two elements: (1) ‘market value, if the dog has 
any,’ or (2) ‘some special or pecuniary value to the 
owner, that may be ascertained by reference to the 
usefulness and services of the dog.’” The “special or 
pecuniary value” refers not to the emotional bond, but 
to “the dog’s usefulness and services.” It is “not 
emotional and subjective; rather it is commercial and 
objective.” 

Footnote 58: The “actual value” of the pet “can 
include a range of other factors: purchase price, 
reasonable replacement costs (including investments 
such as immunizations, neutering, training), breeding 
potential (if any), special training, any particular 
economic utility, veterinary expenses related to the 
negligent injury, and so on.” 
 For “irreplaceable family heirlooms … damages 
may factor in ‘the feelings of the owner for such 
property.’” “An owner’s fondness for a one-of-a-kind, 
family heirloom is sentimental, existing at the time a 
keepsake is acquired and based not on the item’s 
attributes but rather on the nostalgia it evokes.…” 
(“[W]ith heirlooms, the value is sentimental; with [the 
wrongful death of] people, the value is emotional.”) 
But, the default “rule for destroyed non-heirloom 
property lacking market or replacement value [is] ‘the 
actual worth or value of the articles to the owner . . . 
excluding any fanciful or sentimental considerations.’” 
“[P]ermitting sentiment-based damages for destroyed 
heirloom property portends nothing resembling the 
vast public-policy impact of allowing such damages in 
animal-tort cases.” 
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 “[M]ental-anguish damages are [not] recoverable 
for the negligent destruction of personal property.… 
[M]ental anguish is a form of personal-injury damage, 
unrecoverable in an ordinary property-damage case.” 

Footnote 50: Quoting the Restatement: 
“‘[R]ecovery for intentionally inflicted emotional harm 
is not barred when the defendant’s method of inflicting 
harm is by means of causing harm to property, 
including an animal.’” 

 
T. Business Organizations 
 
1. Cardiac Perfusion Services, Inc. v. Hughes, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex.2014)(6/27/14) 
 

 Jury determined that majority shareholder, who 
was an officer and director, oppressed a minority 
shareholder, and ordered a buy-out. The Supreme 
Court reversed. “In Ritchie v. Rupe, ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014), this Court declined to recognize a 
common-law cause of action for shareholder 
oppression and concluded that the only statutory 
remedy for ‘oppressive’ actions is a rehabilitative 
receivership.” 
 Footnote 1: “[T]his Court has never recognized a 
formal fiduciary duty between a majority and minority 
shareholder in a closely held corporation. An informal 
fiduciary duty ‘arises separate and apart from business 
relationships.’ ‘Informal fiduciary duties ‘arise from ‘a 
moral, social, domestic, or purely personal relationship 
of trust and confidence.’’ … Informal fiduciary duties 
are not owed in business transactions unless the special 
relationship of trust and confidence existed prior to, 
and apart from, the transaction(s) at issue in the 
case.’).” 

A “minority shareholder in a closely held 
corporation may recover equitable relief, in some cases 
individually as well as on behalf of the corporation, 
through a derivative action for breach of fiduciary 
duties under section 21.563(c) of the Business 
Organizations Code.” 

 
2. Ritchie v. Rupe, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Minority shareholder of a “closely held 
corporation alleged that the corporation’s other 
shareholders, who were also on the board of directors, 
engaged in ‘oppressive’ actions and breached fiduciary 
duties by, among other things, refusing to buy her 
shares for fair value or meet with prospective outside 
buyers.” The Supreme Court ruled that the conduct was 

not “oppressive” under the statute, and further, that 
“the statute does not authorize courts to order a 
corporation to buy out a minority shareholder’s 
interests. … [Finally,] we decline to recognize or 
create a Texas common-law cause of action for 
‘minority shareholder oppression.’” 
 Footnote 1: “A corporation is “closely held” if it 
has fewer than thirty-five shareholders and its stock is 
not publicly traded.” Footnote 8: “Closely held 
corporations have unique attributes that may justify 
different protections under the law.” 
 Section “11.404 of the Texas Business 
Organizations Code, authorize[s] Texas courts to 
appoint a receiver to rehabilitate a domestic 
corporation under certain circumstances.” It contains 
various bases, such as danger of insolvency and 
“illegal, oppressive or fraudulent” acts by those 
controlling the corporation. Two “standards—generally 
referred to as the ‘reasonable expectations’ test and the 
‘fair dealing’ test—have since echoed throughout 
Texas oppressive-actions cases.’” But, “neither the 
‘fair dealing’ test nor the ‘reasonable expectations’ test 
sufficiently captures the … meaning of ‘oppressive’ 
actions” in the statute. 
 Construction of the receivership statute, “like any 
other statute, is a question of law for the courts, and we 
review the court of appeal’s determination of this 
question de novo. ‘Our task is to effectuate the 
Legislature’s expressed intent[]’; it is not to impose our 
personal policy choices or ‘to second-guess the policy 
choices that inform our statutes or to weigh the 
effectiveness of their results.’ We focus on the words 
of the statute, because ‘[l]egislative intent is best 
revealed in legislative language.’” “Oppressive” is not 
defined. “In the absence of a statutory definition, we 
give words their common meaning.” “‘[W]hen an 
undefined [statutory] term has multiple common 
meanings, the definition most consistent within the 
context of the statute’s scheme applies.’ … [O]ur text-
based approach to statutory construction requires us to 
study the language of the specific provision at issue, 
within the context of the statute as a whole, 
endeavoring to give effect to every word, clause, and 
sentence. We therefore examine not only the language 
of the oppression provision but also the language and 
context of the entire receivership statute, including the 
other specific grounds on which it authorizes a 
receivership and the general requirements that apply to 
all of the specific grounds.” 
 Here, nothing suggest the receivership is limited 
to closely held corporations or minority shareholders. 
A “receivership—which replaces the managers the 
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shareholders chose with the courts’ chosen managers—
is a ‘harsh’ remedy that is not readily available.” It is a 
“temporary fix.” Thus, to be “oppressive,” “the 
complained-of actions must create exigent 
circumstances for the corporation.” 
 The statutory requirements which permit “a 
rehabilitative receivership” reflect “situations that pose 
a serious threat to the well-being of the corporation. 
We must construe “illegal, oppressive, or fraudulent” 
actions, when alleged as a ground for receivership, in a 
manner consistent with these types of situations.” 
 “Directors, or those acting as directors, owe a 
fiduciary duty to the corporation in their directorial 
actions, and this duty ‘includes the dedication of [their] 
uncorrupted business judgment for the sole benefit of 
the corporation.’” So, “the meaning of ‘oppressive’ 
must accommodate the exercise of that business 
judgment.” Footnote 12: “Ordinarily, a corporation 
must be managed by a board of directors. … [But 
‘close’] corporations may be managed directly by 
shareholders.” Footnote 27: “Informal fiduciary duties 
‘arise from ‘a moral, social, domestic, or purely 
personal relationship of trust and confidence.’’ 
Informal fiduciary duties are not owed in business 
transactions unless the special relationship of trust and 
confidence existed prior to, and apart from, the 
transaction(s) at issue in the case. This Court has never 
applied the business judgment rule to informal 
fiduciary duties before … [and] we see no reason to 
assume that the rule would apply. With regard to 
formal fiduciary duties, this Court has never 
recognized a formal fiduciary duty between majority 
and minority shareholders in a closely-held 
corporation.… This Court has recognized a fiduciary 
duty owed by corporate officers and directors to the 
corporation, which prohibits officer and directors from 
usurping corporate opportunities for personal gain and 
requires them to exercise their ‘uncorrupted business 
judgment for the sole benefit of the corporation.’ … 
[O]fficers’ and directors’ formal fiduciary duty is owed 
to the corporation and its shareholders collectively, not 
to individual shareholder interests.” 
 “[C]onduct is oppressive only if it is ‘inconsistent 
with the honest exercise of business judgment and 
discretion by the board of directors.’” Footnote 13: 
“The business judgment rule is entirely consistent with 
the language of the statute.…” 
 The statute here groups together “illegal,” 
“fraudulent,” and “oppressive.” “It is a ‘familiar 
principle of statutory construction that words grouped 
in a list should be given related meaning,’ and … ‘the 
meaning of particular words in a statute may be 

ascertained by reference to other words associated with 
them in the same statute.’” “Fraudulent and illegal 
actions in this context pose a danger to the corporation 
itself.” 
 Thus, characteristics of “oppressive” actions: “(1) 
the actions justify the harsh, temporary remedy of a 
rehabilitative receivership; (2) the actions are severe 
and create exigent circumstances; and (3) the actions 
are inconsistent with the directors’ duty to exercise 
their honest business judgment for the benefit of the 
corporation.” Further, “the actions involve an unjust 
exercise or abuse of power that harms the rights or 
interests of persons subject to the actor’s authority and 
disserves the purpose for which the power is 
authorized.” Actions that affect all shareholders 
equally do not usually qualify. Footnote 15: “Thus, 
actions that are ‘oppressive’ under the statute 
ordinarily will not give rise to derivative suits.” 
 Therefore, “a corporation’s directors or managers 
engage in ‘oppressive’ actions under [the rehabilitative 
receivership statute] when they abuse their authority 
over the corporation with the intent to harm the 
interests of one or more of the shareholders, in a 
manner that does not comport with the honest exercise 
of their business judgment, and by doing so create a 
serious risk of harm to the corporation.” Here, the 
defendants’ conduct was not “oppressive.” 
 “[D]ifficulty in—and sometimes even the 
impossibility of—selling one’s shares is a 
characteristic intrinsic to ownership of a closely held 
corporation.… Shareholders of closely held 
corporations may address and resolve such difficulties 
by entering into shareholder agreements that contain 
buy-sell, first refusal, or redemption provisions that 
reflect their mutual expectations and agreements. In the 
absence of such agreements, however, [the statute] 
authorizes the appointment of a receiver only for 
specific conduct.…” 
 The “statute does not authorize the buy-out 
remedy that [plaintiff] sought and obtained, and 
[plaintiff] did not request the rehabilitative-
receivership remedy that the statute does authorize.” 
The statute “creates a single cause of action with a 
single remedy: an action for appointment of a 
rehabilitative receiver.” The “inadequacy of other legal 
and equitable remedies [is] a prerequisite to the 
appointment of a receiver.” 
 “[C]ommon-law causes of action, particularly 
those that invoke a court’s equitable powers, often 
support a variety of remedies” besides a receivership. 
“If lesser remedies are available … [and] adequate, the 
Court cannot appoint a rehabilitative receiver.” 
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Footnote 28: The “actions that give rise to 
oppressive-action receivership claims typically also 
give rise to common-law claims as well, opening the 
door to a wide array of legal and equitable remedies 
not available under the receivership statute alone.” 
 The statute “expressly preserved the availability 
of receivership as an equitable remedy for a cause of 
action that invokes the courts’ equitable powers.” But, 
courts are not authorized “to invoke their ‘general 
equity power’ to award a buyout of stock as a remedy 
for oppressive actions under the statute.” 
 Here, failing to meet with prospective buyers is 
not “oppressive” under the statute, and its only remedy 
is a rehabilitative receiver. 
 “[W]e decline to recognize a new common-law 
cause of action for ‘minority shareholder oppression’ 
in closely held corporations.” Footnote 34: The law 
recognizes “‘closely held corporations’ and ‘close 
corporations.’ The Code defines a ‘closely held 
corporation’ as a corporation that is privately owned 
(i.e., not publicly traded) by fewer than 35 
shareholders. … By contrast, the Code allows all 
corporations to elect to operate as a ‘close corporation’ 
by so providing in the appropriate corporate 
documents.” 
 “[M]inority shareholders in closely held 
corporations have ‘no statutory right to exit the venture 
and receive a return of capital’ like partners in a 
partnership do, and ‘usually have no ability to sell their 
shares’ like shareholders in a publicly held corporation 
do.…” It is foreseeable that some directors will engage 
in misconduct to “squeeze-out” minority shareholders. 
The “‘charter of a corporation creates contractual 
relations between the corporation and its shareholders, 
not between the shareholders themselves.’” 
 The “Legislature has afforded businesses that 
elect to operate as close corporations … greater 
contractual liberty.” It is easier, for instance, for a 
shareholder to bring a derivative suit. 
 Causes of action for “misconduct by corporate 
directors and officers … [include]: (1) an accounting, 
(2) breach of fiduciary duty, (3) breach of contract, (4) 
fraud and constructive fraud, (5) conversion, (6) 
fraudulent transfer, (7) conspiracy, (8) unjust 
enrichment, and (9) quantum meruit.” The law protects 
“a corporate shareholder’s right to examine corporate 
records.…” 
 Footnote 45: “When a Texas corporation has more 
than one class of shares, the corporation’s certificate of 
formation must specify the preferences, limitations, 
and relative rights of the shares.” 

The Court discusses the law regarding dividends 

on pp. 38ff. “In sum, a remedy exists for dividend 
decisions made in violation of a director’s duties to the 
corporation and its shareholders collectively, but no 
remedy exists for decisions that comply with those 
duties, even if they result in incidental harm to a 
minority shareholder’s individual interests.” 

Footnote 47: “A corporation may not limit its 
directors’ liability for bad faith breaches of their duties 
to the corporation, breaches of their duty of loyalty, or 
transactions from which the directors receive an 
improper benefit.” 

Footnote 53: A “a corporate officer or director’s 
duty is to the corporation and its shareholders 
collectively, not any individual shareholder or 
subgroup of shareholders, even if that subgroup 
represents a majority of the ownership.” 

The Court discusses termination of employment 
of minority shareholders on pp. 42ff. But, “Texas is 
steadfastly an at-will employment state.” An employee 
can be fired “for good cause, bad cause, or no cause at 
all.” The opportunity to have an employment 
agreement provides sufficient assurances. Footnote 52: 
“Shareholders can utilize a shareholders’ agreement to 
set the terms of an officer’s or director’s salary and 
employment, thus preventing the officers and directors 
from making those decisions for themselves.” 
 The Court discusses misapplication of corporate 
funds on pp. 45–46. The “duty of loyalty that officers 
and directors owe to the corporation specifically 
prohibits them from misapplying corporate assets for 
their personal gain or wrongfully diverting corporate 
opportunities to themselves.” These “types of actions 
may be redressed through a derivative action, or 
through a direct action brought by the corporation, for 
breach of fiduciary duty.” 

The Court discusses the manipulation of stock 
values on pp. 46ff. Such claims “belong to the 
corporation.” 
 Currently existing remedies are “sufficient to 
protect the legitimate interests of a minority 
shareholder by protecting the well-being of the 
corporation “Imposing on directors and officers a 
common-law duty not to act “oppressively” against 
individual shareholders is the equivalent of, or at least 
closely akin to, imposing on directors and officers a 
fiduciary duty to individual shareholders.” 
 “[C]orporate relationships are largely matters 
governed by statute and contract.” 
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3. Waste Management of Texas, Inc. v. Texas 
Disposal Systems Landfill, Inc., ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(5/9/14) 

 
One waste management company sued another for 

libel after it spread lies about the former’s 
environmental standards. Among other things, the 
Supreme Court ruled that a “for-profit corporation may 
recover for injury to its reputation,” but that, here, the 
evidence was legally insufficient for “reputation 
damages,” though it was sufficient for “remediation 
costs and thereby exemplary damages.” The amount of 
punitive damages had to be recalculated, along with 
prejudgment and post-judgment interest. 

“[C]orporations , like people, have reputations and 
may recover for” defamation. Footnote 17: A 
corporation may recover if “the matter tends to 
prejudice it in the conduct of its business or to deter 
others from dealing with it.” Footnote 35: only a 
“corporation,” and not a “business,” may sue for 
defamation. The action for defamation is of the 
“‘owner of the business and not of the business itself.’” 
Such damages are for an “individual, partnership or a 
corporation.” 

“To recover for business disparagement ‘a 
plaintiff must establish that (1) the defendant published 
false and disparaging information about it, (2) with 
malice, (3) without privilege, (4) that resulted in 
special damages to the plaintiff.’ … [O]ne difference 
[from defamation] is that one claim seeks to protect 
reputation interests and the other seeks to protect 
economic interests against pecuniary loss.” 

 
U. Wills, Estates, Probate, and Trusts 
 
1. In the Interest of K.M.L., a Child, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 

Parental termination case. Child’s grandmother 
obtained a guardianship over child’s mother. 

Footnote 2: “A CASA volunteer, or Texas Court 
Appointed Special Advocate, can be appointed to serve 
as guardian ad litem or a volunteer advocate for the 
child under Family Code section 107.031 in 
termination suits.” 
 The guardianship of the mother by her own 
mother did not nullify her relinquishment affidavit 
because “the guardianship determination was made 
after [mother] executed the affidavit.” The affidavit 
was therefore admissible in evidence. 
 
 

2. Highland Homes Ltd. v. The State of Texas, ___ 
S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 

 
 A class-action settlement, the State of Texas 
contested the disposition of a “cy pres award” under 
the Unclaimed Property Act. The Supreme Court ruled 
it did not apply. 
 Footnote 9: “The phrase, cy pres … [means] ‘‘as 
near as possible.’’ … [The] cy pres doctrine [in trusts 
is] as follows: ‘Unless the terms of the trust provide 
otherwise, where property is placed in trust to be 
applied to a designated charitable purpose and it is or 
becomes unlawful, impossible, or impracticable to 
carry out that purpose, or to the extent it is or becomes 
wasteful to apply all of the property to the designated 
purpose, the charitable trust will not fail but the court 
will direct application of the property or appropriate 
portion thereof to a charitable purpose that reasonably 
approximates the designated purpose.’ In the class 
action context, cy pres refers to awards ‘to an entity 
that resembles, in either composition or purpose, the 
class members or their interests’ when ‘direct 
distributions to class members are not feasible—either 
because class members cannot be reasonably identified 
or because distribution would involve such small 
amounts that, because of the administrative costs 
involved, such distribution would not be economically 
viable.’” 
 
V. Conversion, Cargo, and Bailment 
 
1. McAllen Hospitals, LLP v. State Farm Mutual 

Insurance Company of Texas, ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(5/16/14) 

 
 Hospital sued insurer after injured victims of car 
wreck cashed settlement checks from insurer that were 
made out to both them and hospital, without 
discharging proper hospital lien.  

Hospital possibly could have sued the bank. But 
its failure to do so did not affect insurer’s obligations. 
Footnote 5: “A drawee that makes payment ‘for a 
person not entitled to enforce the instrument or receive 
payment’ may be liable in conversion.” Footnote 6: A 
“drawee may not charge its customer’s account on an 
instrument that is not properly authorized.” 

Insurer’s “delivery of the drafts to [claimant’s] 
constitutes constructive delivery of the drafts to the 
other copayee, the Hospital.” But, “when a draft is 
issued to nonalternative copayees, one copayee acting 
alone is not entitled to enforce, and thus may not 
discharge, the instrument.” If it is payable to all, it can 
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only be enforced by all. A “forged endorsement by 
nonalternative copayee [does] not discharge drawer’s 
obligation to other copayee.” 

 
W. Products Liability 
 
1. Bostic v. Georgia Pacific Corporation, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/11/14) 
 
 Mesothelioma case. Decedent had been exposed 
to various sources of asbestos, but did not offer a 
quantification. In ruling that there was legally 
insufficient evidence of causation, the Supreme Court 
held “that the standard of substantial factor causation 
recognized in Flores applies to mesothelioma cases.…” 
The Court further ruled that “plaintiffs were not 
required to prove that but for [decedent’s] exposure to 
[defendant’s] asbestos-containing joint compound, 
[decedent] would not have contracted mesothelioma.” 
Here, the evidence [detailed in the opinion] failed to 
prove specific causation. 
 “We conclude that in all asbestos cases involving 
multiple sources of exposure, including mesothelioma 
cases, the standards for proof of causation in fact are 
the same. In reviewing the legal sufficiency of the 
evidence: 

• proof of ‘any exposure’ to a defendant’s 
product will not suffice and instead the 
plaintiff must establish the dose of asbestos 
fibers to which he was exposed by his 
exposure to the defendant’s product; 
• the dose must be quantified but need not be 
established with mathematical precision; 
• the plaintiff must establish that the 
defendant’s product was a substantial factor 
in causing the plaintiff’s disease; 
• the defendant’s product is not a substantial 
factor in causing the plaintiff’s disease if, in 
light of the evidence of the plaintiff’s total 
exposure to asbestos or other toxins, 
reasonable persons would not regard the 
defendant’s product as a cause of the disease; 
• to establish substantial factor causation in 
the absence of direct evidence of causation, 
the plaintiff must prove with scientifically 
reliable expert testimony that the plaintiff’s 
exposure to the defendant’s product more 
than doubled the plaintiff’s risk of 
contracting the disease.” 

 The law “‘lags science; it does not lead it.’” There 
is no “industry-wide liability;” “liability in tort must be 
based on proof of causation by a preponderance of the 

evidence.” In products liability law “‘plaintiff must 
prove that the defendants supplied the product that 
caused the injury.’” This, in both asbestosis and 
mesothelioma cases, “proof of ‘some exposure’ or ‘any 
exposure’ alone will not suffice to establish causation.” 
Asbestos diseases are “dose-related.”  
 In “Havner we held that ‘if there are other 
plausible causes of the injury or condition that could be 
negated, the plaintiff must offer evidence excluding 
those causes with reasonable certainty.’” 
 Footnote 39: “Producing cause is the level of 
causation applicable to products liability cases.” 
 Footnote 40: “‘Cause in fact is established when 
the act or omission was a substantial factor in bringing 
about the injuries, and without it, the harm would not 
have occurred.’” 
 Footnote 42: “To recover under a negligence 
theory, the plaintiff must establish proximate 
causation, while recovery under a products liability 
theory requires proof of producing causation. 
Proximate cause and producing cause share the 
common element of causation in fact, with proximate 
cause including the additional element of 
foreseeability.” 
 In Havner, “epidemiological studies showing that 
the population exposed to a toxin faced more than 
double the risk of injury facing the unexposed or 
general population could be used to establish 
causation.” And, a “claimant must show that his 
circumstances are similar to the group analyzed in the 
study.” 
 Courts “must be ‘especially skeptical of scientific 
evidence that has not been published or subjected to 
peer review,’ and … ‘[a] related factor . . . is whether 
the study was prepared only for litigation.’” 
 “[E]xpert testimony on causation must be 
scientifically reliable.” 
 “Havner enunciated principles in toxic tort cases 
that (1) expert testimony of causation must be 
scientifically reliable, (2) the plaintiff must establish 
the elements of his claim by a preponderance of the 
evidence, and (3) where direct evidence of causation is 
lacking, scientifically reliable evidence in the form of 
epidemiological studies showing that the defendant’s 
product more than doubled the plaintiff’s risk of injury 
appropriately corresponds to the legal standard of proof 
by a preponderance of the evidence.” “In Havner, we 
held that the plaintiff ‘must show that he or she is 
similar to those in the studies. This would include 
proof that the injured person was exposed to the same 
substance, that the exposure or dose levels were 
comparable to or greater than those in the studies . . . 
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and that the timing of the onset of injury was consistent 
with that experienced by those in the study.’” But, “the 
study need not exactly match the plaintiff’s 
exposure.…” 
 In “cases of multiple exposure multiple 
defendants may be held liable for causing the 
plaintiff’s disease.”  Here, “the causation evidence was 
legally insufficient…. Proof of substantial factor 
causation requires some quantification of the dose 
resulting from [decedent’s] exposure to [defendant’s] 
products.” 
 An “expert opinion embracing the any exposure 
theory while recognizing that the disease is dose-
related ‘is in irreconcilable conflict with itself.’” 
 Footnote 106: Efforts “‘to invoke . . . regulatory 
standards are also ineffectual in terms of substantial-
factor causation, since the most these can do is suggest 
that there is underlying risk from the defendants’ 
products . . . .’” 
 
2. Union Carbide Corporation v. Synatzske, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 
 Chapter 90—which created detailed report 
requirements in asbestosis suits that include proof of a 
pulmonary function test—was enacted before 
plaintiffs’ decedent died, but became law shortly 
thereafter. The Supreme Court ruled that the reports 
submitted by plaintiffs were not untimely, but did not 
comply with statute when they failed to demonstrate 
that they were recent and demonstrated abnormal 
findings. The Court further ruled that the statute’s 
report requirement was not unconstitutionally 
retroactive. 
 Because plaintiffs filed suit 21 months after the 
statute’s effective date, “Chapter 90 applies to their 
claims.” It requires claimants to “serve each defendant 
with a physician report meeting certain requirements.” 

Defendant was statutorily permitted to “an 
interlocutory appeal from the denial of its motion to 
dismiss.” 

The Legislature enacted Chapter 90 to address 
what it found to be an “asbestos litigation crisis.” The 
statute requires an expert report to meet detailed 
requirements provided by various sections. One is a 
“safety valve” used when “an exposed person can 
demonstrate asbestos-related impairment, but cannot 
satisfy the criteria” of another section. “The MDL court 
must permit a reasonable time for discovery and 
conduct an evidentiary hearing.…” 
 Under § 90.003, plaintiff must serve a compliant 
report within 30 days of defendant’s answer, other 

defendant may file a motion to dismiss. Plaintiff then 
has 15 days to file a compliant report or amend a non-
compliant one. 
 The “Legislature selected functional pulmonary 
impairment as the dividing line between those who 
could pursue asbestos-related injury claims and those 
who could not.” 
 Here, the facts detailed in the opinion demonstrate 
that the plaintiffs’ report was timely. Because plaintiffs 
“elected to proceed under section 90.010(f) at a time 
when the court had not ruled on [defendant’s] motions 
to dismiss and for reconsideration, and because the 
timing requirements that apply to a section 90.003 
report do not apply to a section 90.010(f) report, the 
trial court” could consider them. 
 The statute “does not expressly require that the 
pulmonary function test show functional impairment or 
otherwise be relevant to the physician’s diagnosis of 
asbestos-related functional pulmonary impairment.” 
But, merely referencing a forty-year-old, negative 
pulmonary function test would be an “absurd” result. 
“[W]e presume legislators intended to enact legislation 
fulfilling their clearly stated purpose rather than 
presuming they made a mistake that both diminishes 
the result they were seeking to obtain as well as 
arbitrarily distinguishing among persons claiming 
asbestos-related impairment.” Thus, the test mentioned 
in the report must “show some level of functional 
pulmonary impairment.…” 
 “Chapter 90 changed the procedures and standards 
for the [plaintiffs] to pursue their statutory cause of 
action for wrongful death after it had accrued, so the 
statute’s effect was retroactive as to their claims.” 
 “To overcome the presumption that laws with 
retroactive effects are unconstitutional, the public 
interest a statute serves must be compelling.” The 
Legislature so found here. Moreover, Chapter 90 did 
not “benefit any particular entity.” 
 Basing liability for asbestosis on “functional 
pulmonary impairment” was not arbitrary. 
 “Chapter 90 did not upset settled expectations of 
[plaintiffs] in the constitutional sense to the extent that 
it outweighs the compelling public interest … [and] 
does not violate the Texas Constitution’s prohibition 
against retroactive laws.” 
 
3. LAN/STV, a Joint Venture v. Martin K. Eby 

Construction Company, Inc., ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(6/20/14) 

 
 Negligence suit by construction company against 
architect over faults in plans. Based upon the economic 
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loss rule, the Supreme Court reversed a judgment by 
the company, and rendered. 

When “‘a defective product purchased in a 
commercial transaction malfunctions, injuring only the 
product itself and causing purely economic loss’, 
protection from that kind of harm …should be ‘left 
entirely to the law of contracts’ because ‘the parties 
may set the terms of their own agreements.’” 
 The “damage caused by a defective product to 
itself cannot be recovered in an action for strict 
products liability, even if there is also personal injury 
or injury to other property. Recovery of such damages 
must be for breach of contract or warranty.” 
 
4. MAN Engines & Components, Inc. v. Shows, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/6/14) 
 
 Valve on boat engine failed. A downstream buyer 
relied upon an implied warranty of merchantability. 

“[W]e abolished privity requirements for implied-
warranty, personal-injury actions. We then dissolved 
the distinction regarding privity between personal-
injury and economic loss.…” 
 
5. Kia Motors Corporation v. Ruiz, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 
Products liability case based upon the failure of an 

air bag to deploy due to its circuitry. Reversing a 
judgment for the plaintiffs, the Supreme ruled that: 1) 
§ 82.008 of the CP & RC did not create a presumption 
of nonliability here because, although FMVSS 208 is a 
federal safety standard, defendant did not show it 
governed the risk that caused the harm; 2) legally 
sufficient evidence supported the jury’s finding of a 
negligent design; and 3) admission of a chart 
containing warranty claims, many of which were 
dissimilar, constituted harmful error. 

Section 82.008 “establishes a rebuttable 
presumption that a manufacturer is not liable on a 
design-defect theory for a claimant’s injuries if the 
product complies with certain applicable federal safety 
standards.” “The impetus for enacting section 82.008 
was a finding that manufacturers and sellers were 
being held liable in products liability cases even 
though the products at issue complied with all 
applicable federal safety standards.… [Thus,] 
manufacturer is entitled to a presumption of 
nonliability for its product’s design if the manufacturer 
establishes that (1) the product complied with 
mandatory federal safety standards … , (2) the 
standards … were applicable … at the time of 

manufacture, and (3) the standards … governed the 
product risk that allegedly caused the harm.” A 
plaintiff “may rebut this presumption by establishing 
that ‘the mandatory federal safety standards or 
regulations applicable to the product were inadequate 
to protect the public from unreasonable risks of injury 
or damage.’” 

The FMVSS, prescribed by federal law, preclude 
sale of a noncompliant vehicle. FMVSS 208 requires 
airbags. It “requires that the product’s design comply 
with the pertinent standards, not that the particular unit 
at issue comply.” If “particular FMVSS does not specify 
a design, whatever design the manufacturer does 
choose must nevertheless comply with that standard. 
Interpreting section 82.008 to apply only to federal 
design standards impermissibly adds language and 
alters the statute’s plain meaning. Moreover, such an 
interpretation would deter manufacturers from creating 
new and better designs to improve safety.” So, 
§ 82.008 means the design must comply rather than 
“that the safety standard must mandate a particular 
design.” The airbag of the vehicle in question 
complied.  

Yet, here, the safety standard of FMVSS 208 did 
not govern the circuitry issue. The “plain language of 
section 82.008 requires that a safety regulation govern 
product risk, not a particular product defect.” Here, the 
standard governed the force of airbag deployment, and 
therefore it “presumes air bag deployment.” It does not 
address failure to deploy. So, “FMVSS 208 does not 
‘govern[] the product risk that allegedly caused the 
harm’ in this case.” 

Defendant “did not object to this portion of the 
jury charge [that addressed a design defect and safer 
alternative design], and we therefore analyze the 
evidence in light of the charge as given.” 

“‘Texas law does not generally recognize a 
product failure standing alone as proof of a product 
defect.’” But, one expert “testified alternative designs 
were safer as well as technologically and economically 
feasible at the time the [vehicle] was designed, as they 
were in production in other vehicles.” Moreover, there 
did not exist “an analytical gap between the data and 
the opinion.” And, “we have held that an expert should 
exclude ‘other plausible causes’ presented by the 
evidence.” Accordingly, here, “we decline to reverse 
the jury’s findings based on a failure to rule out a 
manufacturing defect.” 

“To be successful on a defective-product claim, a 
plaintiff must identify ‘a specific defect . . . by 
competent evidence.’  …  Here, plaintiffs identified 
certain [electrical] aspects of the design … as the 
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‘specific defect’ … [that caused the failure]. For the 
code-56 warranty claims reflected on the spreadsheet 
to be relevant and admissible, then, some indication 
must exist that the [electrical aspects] contributed to … 
[the] other incidents.” 

“[E]vidence of other incidents involving a product 
may be relevant in a products-liability case if the 
incidents ‘occurred under reasonably similar (though 
not necessarily identical) conditions.’ … [The] 
relevance of other incidents ‘depends upon the purpose 
for offering them.’” 

The trial court admitted a chart containing other 
code-56 warranty claims. A “trial court’s evidentiary 
rulings are reviewed for an abuse of discretion.” Even 
if “the code-56 warranty claims are not hearsay, they 
must still be relevant to be admissible.” 

Here, “some, but not all, of the code-56 claims 
described in the spreadsheet are sufficiently similar to 
be relevant,” but most were not.  

“The reasonable-similarity requirement does not 
disappear simply because other incidents are being 
offered to show notice rather than negligence.” 

The unrelated claims were inadmissible and 
defendant did not waive error. Moreover, the Court 
ruled that “the erroneously admitted spreadsheet 
probably caused the rendition of an improper 
judgment.” 

 
X. Medical Malpractice 
 
1. Tenet Hospitals Limited v. Rivera, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(8/22/14) 
 
 Child suffered birth injury, allegedly due to 
malpractice, seven years before a 10-year statute of 
repose was included in the medical malpractice statute. 
Though counsel for the child timely sent notice, suit 
was not filed until fifteen years after her birth. The 
Supreme Court ruled the child’s claim was barred by 
the statute of repose, even though the child raised 
“open courts” and “retroactivity” constitutional 
challenges. 
 Footnote 3: “[A]nyone asserting a health care 
liability claim must give written notice to the physician 
or health care provider at least sixty days before filing 
suit.” 
 A statute “requiring an incapacitated plaintiff to 
give pre-suit notice would ‘require an impossible 
thing.’” “The law, our precedent, and our rules of 
procedure all treat minors and legally incompetent 
persons alike as lacking the legal capacity to sue, such 
that they must appear in court through a legal guardian, 

a next friend, or a guardian ad litem.” A “guardian’s 
lack of diligence may operate to bar a legally 
incompetent person’s open courts challenge. And a 
next friend’s lack of due diligence may operate to bar a 
minor child’s open courts challenge.” 
 “The open courts challenge fails due to the 
mother’s lack of diligence in filing suit. … It is well-
established … that such open-courts challengers must 
themselves be diligent in bringing suit.” 

Here, there was a mature tort “because claims for 
medical negligence in utero are established causes of 
action in Texas.…” But, impairment of a right can be 
lessened by a grace period. “The mother’s retroactivity 
challenge … fails because a compelling public purpose 
[found by the Legislature] justified the legislation and 
granted her a three-year grace period to file suit.” 
 
2. Jaster v. Comet II Construction, Inc., ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 

In a construction case, the Supreme Court ruled 
that an expert report does not have to be filed with a 
cross-action or third-party claim, as it does when 
plaintiff initiates the suit. 
 Footnote 14: “We have identified one instance 
within the Civil Practice and Remedies Code, for 
example, where it appears that the term ‘plaintiff’ is 
used interchangeably with the broader term ‘claimant.’ 
See TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE § 74.351(c).…” 
 
3. Rio Grande Valley Vein Clinic, P.A. v. Guerrero, 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(4/25/14) 
 

Following Bioderm (see below), the Supreme 
Court ruled that laser hair removal is covered by 
Chapter 74 and an expert report is required. 
 A “claim for improper laser hair removal is a 
health care liability claim because expert health care 
testimony was necessary to prove or refute the 
claim.…” “[E]xpert health care testimony was needed 
because federal regulations restrict the laser to 
supervised use in a medical practice.…”  
 A “health care liability claim must satisfy three 
elements: 

(1) a physician or health care provider must be 
a defendant;  
(2) the claim or claims at issue must concern 
treatment, lack of treatment, or a departure 
from accepted standards of medical care, or 
health care, or safety or professional or 
administrative services directly related to 
health care; and  
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(3) the defendant’s act or omission complained 
of must proximately cause the injury to the 
claimant.” 

Here, plaintiff did not overcome the “‘rebuttable 
presumption that a patient’s claims against a physician 
… based on facts implicating the defendant’s conduct 
during the patient’s care’ are health care liability 
claims.”  
 Moreover, although plaintiff may have been 
treated by a nurse, “a physician-patient relationship can 
exist even in circumstances in which the physician 
deals indirectly with the patient.” Moreover, the Act 
defines the professional association as a “physician.” 

 
4. Crosstex Energy Services, L.P. v. Pro Plus, Inc., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 

Interlocutory appeal of an order denying a motion 
to dismiss and granting an extension to file a certificate 
of merit under Ch. 150. The Supreme Court compared 
it to Ch. 74. 
 Chapter 74 “requires the plaintiff … to serve 
expert reports identifying the basis for liability against 
each health care provider. Failure to serve the report 
mandates dismissal, … but if a deficient report is 
timely served, a trial court may grant a thirty-day 
extension. Section 51.014(a)(9) … expressly 
authorizes interlocutory appeals from dismissals 
pursuant to section 74.351(b), but also expressly bars 
interlocutory appeals from a grant of extension of time 
under section 74.351(c).” 
 In medical malpractice, “when the denial of a 
motion to dismiss and the grant of an extension are 
inseparable … , courts of appeals have no jurisdiction 
to review the motion to dismiss.” But when they are 
not inseparable, such as when no expert report is filed, 
the court of appeals can review the order. The statutory 
mechanism for granting an extension for the report is 
irrelevant if an extension could not cure the defect.   
 “Jernigan clearly implies that the expert report 
requirement is not jurisdictional.” 

In a medical malpractice case, an “agreed order 
dealing with expert report deadlines does not impact 
the separate section 74.351 requirement unless it is 
specifically mentioned in the agreed order.” 
 
5. Bioderm Skin Care, LLC v. Sok, 426 S.W.3d 753 

(Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 

Suit for personal injuries resulting from laser hair 
removal. The Supreme Court ruled that the rebuttable 
presumption that the claim was a health care liability 

claim applies. Since the plaintiff’s claim required 
expert testimony, the presumption was not rebutted. 
Therefore, plaintiff was required to file an expert 
report. Since plaintiff did not, and defendant had 
requested its attorney’s fees, the case was remanded for 
fees and costs. 

There is as “a rebuttable presumption that claims 
against … health care providers based on facts 
implicating the defendant’s conduct during the 
patient’s care … are health care liability claims.” 

The “laser used by the defendants … may only be 
purchased by a licensed medical practitioner for 
supervised use in her medical practice. Testimony 
concerning whether its operation departed from 
accepted standards of health care must therefore come 
from a licensed physician.” 

“Interlocutory orders denying all or part of the 
relief sought in a motion to dismiss pursuant to the 
Medical Liability Act are appealable. We may consider 
an interlocutory appeal when the court of appeals’ 
decision conflicts with a previous decision of another 
court of appeals or this Court on an issue of law 
material to the disposition of the case,” as occurs here. 
 “Whether [plaintiff’s] claim is a health care 
liability claim is a question of law we review de novo. 
When construing a statute, we give it the effect the 
Legislature intended. The best expression of the 
Legislature’s intent is the plain meaning of the statute’s 
text. More particularly, the broad language of the 
Medical Liability Act evinces legislative intent for the 
statute to have expansive application. In determining 
whether [plaintiff’s] claim is a health care liability 
claim, we focus on the underlying nature of the cause 
of action and are not bound by the pleadings.” 
 The “statutory definition [of a health care liability 
claim] contains three elements: 

(1) a physician or health care provider must be a 
defendant;  
(2) the claim … must concern treatment … or a 
departure from accepted standards of … , health 
care, or safety or professional or administrative 
services directly related to health care; and  
(3) the defendant’s act … complained of must 
proximately cause the [claimant’s] injury….” 
Here, one defendant was a physician, and the 

clinic was an “affiliate of a physician,” which is 
“‘person who, directly or indirectly, through one or 
more intermediaries, controls, is controlled by, or is 
under common control with a specified person.…’ 
[Further,] control [is] ‘the possession of the power to 
direct the management and policies of the person’ 
through ownership.” Footnote 9: the “‘fact that a 
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physician does not deal directly with a patient does not 
necessarily preclude the existence of a physician-
patient relationship.’” 
 In this case, the service involved health care as 
defined by § 74.001(a)(10). In addition, if “‘expert 
medical or health care testimony is necessary to prove 
or refute the merits of the claim against a physician or 
health care provider, the claim is a health care liability 
claim.’” Only if not “should a court … consider the 
totality of the circumstances, as a claim may still be a 
health care liability claim despite that ‘ … expert 
testimony may not be necessary to support a verdict.’” 
 In Texas West Oaks, since the claim “concerned 
the appropriate standards of care owed to employees of 
a mental health hospital and whether those standards 
were breached, we held the plaintiff could not establish 
those elements without expert testimony in the health 
care field.” 
 In addition, expert testimony is necessary when 
the claim “involves the use of a medical device.” And, 
“expert testimony does not necessarily have to be 
proffered by a licensed physician to constitute expert 
health care testimony.” But, “[a]llowing a technician 
who could not legally acquire or supervise use of the 
device to testify that a physician’s use of the device 
violated accepted standards” is not permitted. Instead, 
the “expert must be licensed in the area of health care 
related to the claim, practice in the same field as the 
defendant, and have knowledge of accepted standards 
of care.” 

A later statute, which therefore does not govern, 
defines laser hair removal as health care. 

 
6. Long v. Castle Texas Production Limited 

Partnership, 426 S.W.3d 73 (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 
 This opinion generally addresses the date from 
which postjudment interest runs. 
 “[S]tatutory limits such as the one on health care 
liability claims may prohibit recovery that includes 
prejudgment interest, but we have never held that 
postjudgment interest is subject to that limitation.” 
Footnote 7: “[P]rejudgment interest is subject to the 
limitation on recovery found in the statutory 
predecessor to the Medical Liability Act.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Y. Employers’ Liability, Labor Law, 
Whistleblower Act, Job-Related Injuries, and 
Workers’ Compensation 

 
1. Thompson v. Texas Department of Licensing and 

Regulation, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(12/19/14) 
 
 Thompson was convicted in a military court of 
sexual assault. While imprisoned, he became certified 
as a mechanic and graduated college. Upon release, he 
successfully performed several jobs and applied for a 
license as a tow truck driver. An ALJ ruled his 
application should be granted, but the department 
overruled the ALJ’s findings and conclusions, in part 
because it claimed Thompson’s failure to confess 
meant he was not rehabilitated. The Supreme Court 
reversed the department, ruling that the requirement of 
a confession was not required by the statutory 
definition of rehabilitation. 
 “In an occupational licensing case, the 
Administrative Procedure Act allows an administrative 
law judge to issue a final decision. An agency may 
modify the findings and conclusions of an 
administrative law judge who misinterprets the law, 
erroneously relies on an incorrect prior administrative 
decision, or makes a technical error.” 

The statutory licensing scheme addresses 
rehabilitation, but does not define it. Black’s Law 
Dictionary “published the same year as the statute’s 
passage defines rehabilitation in the criminal context as 
‘[t]he process of seeking to improve a criminal’s 
character and outlook so that he or she can function in 
society without committing other crimes.’” “Thus, both 
the statutory language discussing rehabilitation and the 
ordinary meaning of the term signify that rehabilitation 
is concerned largely with post-conviction behavior that 
mitigates the likelihood of future criminal conduct.” 

Here, Thompson demonstrated his rehabilitation. 
The department’s “insertion of a new requirement [to 
confess] unsupported by the plain contextual meaning 
of an unambiguous statute departed from the law. 
Thus, [its] revision of the findings of fact and 
conclusions of law constituted error.” 
 
2. In re Essex Insurance Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(11/21/14) 
 
 Injured worker sued non-subscriber, claiming he 
was an independent contractor, and also brought a 
declaratory judgment action against the commercial 
general liability insurer. The Supreme Court ruled that 
the “no direct action rule” prohibited the worker’s suit 
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against the insurer, and granted mandamus. 
 “‘In Texas, the general rule . . . is that an injured 
party cannot sue the tortfeasor’s insurer directly until 
the tortfeasor’s liability has been finally determined by 
agreement or judgment.’” 
 
3. Damuth v. Trinity Valley Community College, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(11/21/14) 
 
 After public college fired coach, he sued for 
breach of his employment contract. Following its 
decision in City of Houston v. Williams, the Supreme 
Court ruled that the “Local Government Contract 
Claims Act waives a local governmental entity’s 
immunity from suit for breach of a services contract 
subject to the Act. TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE 
§§ 271.151(2), 271.152.” “‘Services’ clearly includes 
what an employee provides his employer by his 
efforts.” Thus, immunity was waived for the coach’s 
suit. 
 “Trinity Valley Community College … [is] a local 
governmental entity to which the Act applies.” 
 The coach was not a civil servant. “The law’s 
sometimes special treatment of civil service employees 
says nothing about whether they should be treated 
differently under the Act. Nothing in the Act itself 
indicates that its waiver of immunity is limited to suits 
by civil servants.” 

 
4. Texas Commission on Environmental Quality v. 

Resendez, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(11/21/14) 
 
 Whistleblower case. Thirty-four-year employee of 
TECQ reported improprieties to a supervisor, a director, 
and a state senator, after which she was fired. The 
Supreme Court that, with regard to TECQ supervisors, 
the “an internal report of wrongdoing does not trigger 
the Act’s protection unless it is made directly to an 
authority with outward-looking law-enforcement 
power.” And, the employee’s “report to the senator’s 
office does not satisfy the Act’s requirements” since 
the senator did not have criminal investigatory power. 
Thus, because she failed to prove the reporting 
requirement, immunity was not waived. 
 The “Whistleblower Act … waives a state 
agency’s sovereign immunity from suit for retaliatory 
discharge under certain circumstances.” 

“For the Whistleblower Act to apply, a public 
employee must have made a good-faith report of a 
violation of law by a public employee to an 
‘appropriate law[-]enforcement authority.’ … 
[I]nternal reports of wrongdoing do not satisfy this 

requirement, even where agency policy is to forward 
the reports to the agency’s enforcement arm. … 
[Accordingly,] a supervisor … is not an appropriate 
law-enforcement authority, and neither is” a senator. 
 “Under the Act, a report is deemed to be to an 
appropriate law-enforcement authority if the employee 
in good faith believes the reported-to entity is 
authorized to regulate under or enforce the law, or 
investigate or prosecute a violation of criminal law. A 
good-faith belief requires a subjective, actual belief 
that the entity has enforcement or investigatory 
authority, and that the belief is objectively reasonable 
in light of the employee’s training and experience.” 
 “Internal-compliance authority… cannot support a 
good-faith belief that [a supervisor] had the power to 
enforce the Government Code’s fraud-reporting 
provisions or to pursue criminal charges.” Investigation 
and cooperation with a district attorney’s office is 
insufficient. “[N]o one within TECQ’s fraud-
investigation program is empowered to enforce any 
law.…” 
 Moreover, a “state senator’s function is to 
legislate—to create law, not to enforce it.” 

 
5. Exxon Mobil Corporatoin v. Drennen, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Company had an agreement with Texas executive 
in which he would receive restricted stock that would 
later become unrestricted if he did not go to work for a 
competitor. The agreement said it was governed by 
New York law. Determining that the stock agreement 
was not a non-compete, the Supreme Court affirmed 
the choice-of-law, and ruled that, under New York law, 
the agreement was enforceable. 
 Footnote 2: The “issue of whether a non-compete 
agreement is enforceable is not a question the parties 
could have resolved by explicit provision.…” 
 One consideration in the choice-of-law analysis is 
that “Texas has a materially greater interest than New 
York … where both the employee and the employer 
are Texas residents.”  
 Another step in the choice-of-law analysis “is 
determining whether the application of New York law 
would be contrary to a fundamental policy of Texas.” 
Because this is not a covenant not to compete, 
“enforcement of New York law does not contravene 
any fundamental public policy of Texas.” Marsh is the 
“most recent decision involving a non-compete 
provision.…” The agreement here contains a forfeiture 
provision, not a covenant not to compete. “Non-
competes protect the investment an employer has made 
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in an employee, ensuring that the costs incurred to 
develop human capital are protected against 
competitors who … might appropriate the employer’s 
investment. Forfeiture provisions conditioned on 
loyalty, however, do not restrict or prohibit the 
employees’ future employment opportunities. Instead, 
they reward employees for continued employment and 
loyalty.” “There is a distinction between a covenant not 
to compete and a forfeiture provision in a non-
contributory profit-sharing plan because such plans do 
not restrict the employee’s right to future employment; 
rather, these plans force the employee to choose 
between competing with the former employer without 
restraint from the former employer and accepting 
benefits of the retirement plan to which the employee 
contributed nothing.” 
 “[I]ndependent [non-compete] agreements are 
enforceable so long as the consideration for the non-
compete is reasonably related to the company’s interest 
in protecting its goodwill.…” 
 “The Covenants Not to Compete Act … does not 
define what it is to be a covenant not to compete.” 
 Texas’ “public policy has shifted from a 
patriarchal one in which we valued uniform treatment 
of Texas employees from one employer to the next 
above all else, to one in which we also value the ability 
of a company to maintain uniformity in its employment 
contracts across all employees, whether the individual 
employees reside in Texas or New York.” 
 Accordingly, the Court applied New York law 
which contains an “employee choice” concept. Here, 
executive makes the choice (when he resigns or is fired 
for cause). So, under New York law, company 
“lawfully terminated” executive’s restricted stock. 
 
6. Texas Department of Human Services v. Okoli, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/22/14) 
 
Employee of TDHS was fired after reporting that 

his supervisor had falsified dates. He reported up the 
chain-of-command—as he was instructed by the 
department. Also, the department’s policy required 
such reports to be conveyed to the Office of Inspector 
General upon receipt by managerial personnel. The 
Supreme Court ruled that the employee “did not report 
to an appropriate law-enforcement authority, nor could 
he have had a good-faith belief that he did so.” 

The Act provides that “‘[s]overeign immunity is 
waived and abolished to the extent of liability for the 
relief allowed under this chapter for a violation of this 
chapter.’” 

“The Whistleblower Act prohibits a state or local 

governmental entity from taking adverse personnel 
action against ‘a public employee who in good faith 
reports a violation of law by the employing 
governmental entity or another public employee to an 
appropriate law[-]enforcement authority.’”  

“The … Act protects public employees who in 
good faith report violations of law to an appropriate 
law-enforcement authority. In this case, an employee 
reported wrongdoing to his supervisor, who was 
required to forward the report to a part of the agency 
with outward-looking law-enforcement authority.” 
This does not constitute a good faith report to “an 
appropriate law-enforcement authority.” 

An authority is appropriate if it “‘is part of a state 
or local governmental entity or the federal government 
that the employee in good faith believes is authorized 
to: (1) regulate under or enforce the law alleged to be 
violated in the report; or (2) investigate or prosecute a 
violation of criminal law.’” 

“An employee’s belief is in good faith if: (1) the 
employee believed the governmental entity qualified, 
and (2) the employee’s belief was reasonable in light of 
the employee’s training and experience. While the first 
element is subjective, the second element is an 
objective one: the reporting employee only receives 
Whistleblower Act protection if a reasonably prudent 
employee in similar circumstances would have 
believed the governmental entity to which he reported 
a violation of law was an appropriate law-enforcement 
authority.” Reports “up the chain of command are 
insufficient to trigger the Act’s protections.” “When an 
employee reports wrongdoing internally with the 
knowledge that the report will have to be forwarded 
elsewhere for regulation, enforcement, investigation, or 
prosecution, then the employee is not reporting ‘to an 
appropriate law[-]enforcement authority.’” Further, 
“we have rejected the notion that a departmental policy 
requiring employees to report wrongdoing to their 
supervisors is sufficient to form a good-faith belief.” 
“To satisfy the Act’s requirements, a report must be 
made to (1) an individual person who possesses the 
law-enforcement powers specified under the Act, or (2) 
someone who, like a police-intake clerk, works for a 
governmental arm specifically charged with exercising 
such powers.” 

 
7. State Office of Risk Management v. Carty, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Certified question from Fifth Circuit. Plaintiffs’ 
decedent (killed during DPS training) was covered by 
worker’s compensation, and the third-party settlements 
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exceed the death benefit. The issue was whether the 
“holiday” from making compensation payments was 
calculated on a collective basis (aiding the carrier), or 
on an individual basis (aiding the widow and children). 
The Supreme Court ruled “that, when multiple 
beneficiaries recover compensation benefits through 
the same covered employee, the carrier’s rights to a 
third-party settlement are determined by treating it as a 
single, collective recovery rather than separate 
recoveries by each beneficiary.” 
 “When a workers’ compensation beneficiary 
recovers from a third party for injuries compensable 
under the Texas Workers’ Compensation Act (Act), the 
insurance carrier is entitled to be reimbursed from that 
recovery for benefits paid to the beneficiary and to 
treat any excess proceeds as an advance against future 
benefits owed.” 
 “‘[I]f a compensable injury to [an] employee 
results in death,’ the carrier is required to pay death 
benefits to the employee’s legal beneficiary equal to 
75% of the employee’s average weekly salary. … [I]f 
the employee is survived by an eligible spouse and one 
or more eligible children, half of the benefits are paid 
to the spouse and half to the children in equal shares.” 
The widow’s benefits continue “‘for life or until 
remarriage.’ Upon remarriage, the spouse is entitled to 
an additional 104 weeks of benefits, payable in a lump 
sum. Following the expiration of 104 weeks from the 
date of remarriage, the spouse’s share of benefits is 
redistributed to the children. Minor children are 
eligible for benefits until they reach the age of eighteen 
or, so long as they remain a full-time student, until the 
age of twenty-five.” 
 Footnote 1: “An employee who sustains a 
compensable injury ‘is entitled to all health care 
reasonably required by the nature of the injury.’ If the 
compensable injury results in the employee’s death, the 
carrier must pay up to $6,000 in burial costs.…” 
 Footnote 2: “The Act requires a ‘carrier whose 
interest is not actively represented by an attorney in a 
third-party action’ to pay a fee to the claimant’s 
attorney in the agreed-upon amount or, absent an 
agreement, to pay ‘a reasonable fee for recovery of the 
insurance carrier’s interest that may not exceed one-
third of the insurance carrier’s recovery,’ plus ‘a 
proportionate share of expenses.’” 

“An employee who suffers a compensable injury 
under the Act may seek damages from a liable third 
party in addition to pursuing a claim for compensation 
benefits. When an employee or beneficiary claims 
benefits, ‘the insurance carrier is subrogated to the 
rights of the injured employee [up to the total benefits 

paid or assumed] and may enforce the liability of the 
third party in the name of the injured employee or the 
legal beneficiary.’ The carrier is entitled to 
reimbursement from the third-party recovery.…” If the 
third-party recovery exceeds benefits previously paid, 
the carrier gets a holiday. 
 The “carrier ‘gets the first money a worker 
receives from a tortfeasor.…’” The “‘first money’ rule 
extends to benefits the carrier has paid or assumed to 
pay.” “‘[U]ntil a carrier is reimbursed in full, ‘the 
employee or his representatives have no right to any of 
[the third-party recovery].’’” Thus, “any allocation of 
the third-party recovery among the beneficiaries has no 
effect on the carrier’s right to reimbursement for past 
benefits.” And the term “claimant” in the Act means 
the injured employee or the person through whom the 
beneficiaries claim benefits. “[G]iven that past benefits 
are undisputedly treated collectively … , future 
benefits should be treated the same way.…”  

A “trial court may not render judgment 
apportioning the funds in a manner that ‘arbitrarily 
compromises the carrier’s right to subrogation.’ 
Rather, the proper settlement division is a fact issue 
‘based on the relative merits and worth of the claims 
involved.’” 

The “collective-recovery approach … serve[s] to 
reduce carrier costs and is the approach that is most 
consistent with the statute’s plain language.” 
 
8. Ritchie v. Rupe, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 The Court discusses termination of employment 
of minority shareholders on pp. 42ff. But, “Texas is 
steadfastly an at-will employment state.” An employee 
can be fired “for good cause, bad cause, or no cause at 
all.” 
 
9. City of Houston v. Proler, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/6/14) 
 
 After earlier being accused of unwillingness to 
enter a burning building, fireman had amnesia at a 
scene, and was then assigned to the academy. He 
sought reassignment to the field. The city disputed his 
request, offered a position in communications, and 
filed suit after fireman won an administrative hearing. 
Fireman counterclaimed for disability discrimination. 
The Supreme Court described issue: “Does a firefighter 
who refuses to fight fires have a ‘disability’ under 
either state or federal law? We answer no.…” 
 “Generally, state and federal law prohibit adverse 
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personnel actions by an employer on account of an 
employee’s disability.” 
 The “law prohibiting disability discrimination 
does not protect every person who desires employment 
but lacks the skills required to adequately perform the 
particular job. Lacking the required mental, physical, 
or experiential skill set is not necessarily a disability. 
… Under federal law, the applicant must be a 
‘qualified individual,’ meaning an individual who ‘can 
perform the essential functions of the employment 
position.’ Texas law similarly extends to ‘a physical or 
mental condition that does not impair an individual’s 
ability to reasonably perform a job.’” 

The city contended fireman did not have a 
“disability” and was not reassigned therefor. The Court 
agreed. 
 Tracking federal and state law, “‘[d]isability’ was 
defined in the charge as ‘being regarded as having a 
mental or physical impairment that substantially limits 
at least one major life activity.’ … ‘Major life activity’ 
was defined as ‘functions such as caring for oneself, 
performing manual tasks, walking, seeing, hearing, 
speaking, breathing, thinking or working.’” “Fighting 
fires is not a major life activity.…” 
 Being fearful to enter “a burning building is not a 
mental impairment that substantially limits a major life 
activity.” The issue considers a major life activity, not 
in ability to perform a specific job. “A job skill 
required for a specific job is not a disability if most 
people lack that skill.” 
 Fireman did not claim he had a disability, but that 
he was perceived as having one. The law considers 
“being regarded” as disabled. But the evidence did not 
support that claim. The testimony showed fireman was 
reassigned because of his performance at a fire scene. 
 
10. Sawyer, et al. v. E.I. du Pont de Nemours and 

Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(4/25/14) 
 

Certified question from Fifth Circuit. Some 
employees of defendant covered by a collective 
bargaining agreement, and others who were not, agreed 
to transfer to defendant’s unit that was spun off to a 
subsidiary, which was then, contrary to defendant’s 
assurances, sold. After they were laid off, the 
employees sued for fraud. The Supreme Court ruled 
that, “while an employee can sue an employer for fraud 
in some situations,” here “at-will employees and 
employees subject to a collective bargaining agreement 
can[not] sue their corporate employer for fraudulently 
inducing them to move to a wholly owned subsidiary.” 
 “‘[A]bsent a specific agreement … , employment 

may be terminated by the employer or the employee at 
will, for good cause, bad cause, or no cause at all.’ The 
Legislature has created a few narrow exceptions, 
prohibiting, for example, discharge based on certain 
forms of discrimination or in retaliation for engaging in 
certain protected conduct. But Texas courts have 
created only one: prohibiting an employee from being 
discharged for refusing to perform an illegal act.” 
Footnote 9: Legislative prohibitions on discharge 
include “serving in the state military forces, … 
opposing a discriminatory practice; filing a charge or 
complaint; or participating in an investigation, 
proceeding, or hearing[;] … being a member or 
nonmember of a union[], … filing a workers’ 
compensation claim[]; … performing jury service[]; 
and … being subject to an order or writ of withholding 
from wages for child support.” 
 The Court has “refused to recognize common-law 
whistleblower liability,” has “refused to impose on 
employers a duty to exercise ordinary care in 
investigating employee misconduct … [and has] 
refused to impose a duty of good faith and fair dealing 
on employers” because these would alter “at-will 
employment.” 
 Courts of appeals have recognized that “a fraud 
claim cannot be based on illusory promises of 
continued at-will employment.” 
 An employee can sue under fraud for “[r]ecovery 
of expenses incurred in reliance on a fraudulent 
promise of prospective employment … because neither 
the injury nor the recovery depends on continued 
employment.” 
 “‘At-will employment does not preclude 
employers and employees from forming subsequent 
contracts, ‘so long as neither party relies on continued 
employment as consideration for the contract.’’ An 
employer and employee may agree, for example, to 
arbitrate their disputes, or for reasonable restrictions on 
post-discharge competition, as long as other 
consideration is given. But if the employer or 
employee can avoid performance of a promise by 
exercising a right to terminate the at-will relationship, 
… the promise is illusory and cannot support an 
enforceable agreement.” 

“To recover for fraud, one must prove justifiable 
reliance on a material misrepresentation. A 
representation dependent on continued at-will 
employment cannot be material because employment 
can terminate at any time. Nor can one justifiably rely 
on the continuation of employment that can be 
terminated at will.… No one can claim recovery of 
damages for the loss of an employment relationship he 
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had no right to continue.” An “at-will employee cannot 
bring an action for fraud that is dependent on continued 
employment.” 
 “An employer and employee may modify their at-
will relationship by agreement, but … the parties 
[must] be definite in expressing their intent.… ‘[The] 
employer must unequivocally indicate a definite intent 
to be bound not to terminate the employee except 
under clearly specified circumstances.” 

Here, the employees covered by the collective 
bargaining agreement could only be discharged for 
“just cause.” This “modified the Employees’ at-will 
employment relationship.” And the agreement 
provided a remedy for violating that term. But, here, if 
their “termination was fraudulently induced, it was 
tantamount to discharge” without “just cause.” But, to 
“allow a fraud action when the Employees had a 
contractual remedy would not only be unnecessary, it 
would defeat the parties’ bargain.” 
 
11. Colorado, et al. v. Tyco Valves & Controls, L.P., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 
 Defendant offered employees cash and a 
severance if they remained with a business unit that 
was being sold and were not offered positions with the 
purchaser. Some plaintiffs had signed a written 
agreement; others alleged an oral agreement. The 
Supreme Court ruled “that ERISA preempts the 
employees’ breach-of-contract claims…” 
 “ERISA preemption is an affirmative defense on 
which [defendant] bore the burden of proof at trial.… 
ERISA preemption is an affirmative defense ‘where 
ERISA’s preemptive effect would result only in a 
change of the applicable law’ and would not subject 
the claim to exclusive federal jurisdiction.… [S]tate 
and federal courts [have] concurrent jurisdiction over 
actions by a beneficiary to recover benefits due under 
the terms of a covered plan or to enforce rights under 
the plan.” 
 “ERISA is a comprehensive scheme enacted to 
promote employees’ interests in their benefit plans. 
The statute establishes various pension-plan 
requirements and mandates uniform standards for both 
pension and welfare-benefit plans. ERISA does not 
itself mandate any particular set of benefits, but rather 
sets standards governing reporting, disclosure, and 
fiduciary responsibility for ERISA-governed plans.” 

“Section 514(a) of ERISA preempts ‘any and all 
State laws insofar as they may now or hereafter relate 
to any employee benefit plan’ covered by ERISA. 
ERISA’s expansive preemption provisions are intended 

to ensure exclusive federal regulation of employee 
benefit plans. Accordingly, ERISA’s preemption 
provision has been broadly construed. State laws that 
are subject to preemption include not just statutes, but 
also common-law causes of action like [employees’] 
breach-of-contract claims.” 
 The “United States Supreme Court construed the 
phrase ‘relates to’ as carrying its ordinary meaning of 
having ‘a connection with or reference to’ an employee 
benefit plan. The Supreme Court noted, however, that 
if the state action affects a benefit plan ‘in too tenuous, 
remote, or peripheral a manner,’ the impermissible 
connection to ERISA does not exist.” For instance, a 
one-time payment did not invoke ERISA’s concern of 
an “ongoing administrative program.” 
 “‘ERISA … preempts state common law causes 
of action that reference or pertain to an ERISA 
plan.…’ Further, if alleged promises made to 
employees ‘were simply an attempt to amend [an] 
existing plan, then it follows that they were based on 
that plan.’” Here, defendant’s employee testified a 
schedule was “intended to replace the ERISA Plan’s 
schedule.” 
 Promises to those who had not signed the 
agreement “were simply promises to pay severance 
pursuant to an improperly amended ERISA Plan.” 
 Moreover, the severance provision may only be 
analyzed with reference to the so-called standard 
severance. 

Further, the severance provision may only be 
analyzed with reference to the so-called standard 
severance. The “employees’ entitlement to benefits 
under the [retention agreements], and the damages 
claimed, could not be fully evaluated without 
considering the ERISA-governed plan that was 
expressly referenced in the [retention agreements]. 
Further, the benefits originated from the same source.” 
 
12. Crosstex Energy Services, L.P. v. Pro Plus, Inc., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 

Footnote 3: In Whistleblower cases, “the facts 
necessary to allege a violation under section 554.002 
[are] jurisdictional because they [are] indispensable to 
the jurisdictional question of the waiver of sovereign 
immunity in section 554.0035.” 
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Z. Dram Shop 
 
1. Schlumberger Technology Corporation v. Arthey, 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Company hosted guests and provided charter 
fishing. One guest got drunk, and en route home, 
crashed and seriously injured two people on a 
motorcycle. The Supreme Court ruled that maritime 
law does not apply, and there is no social host liability 
for drinking and driving. 
 A “social host has no duty to prevent someone 
from drinking and driving.” 
 Footnote 9: Defendant was “not a ‘provider’ [of 
alcohol] within the meaning of the Act.” 

Here, there was some evidence though disputed, 
from plaintiff’s expert that guest was drinking on the 
boat, and some evidence the guide breached his duty, if 
maritime law had applied. 
 
AA. Securities Law and Investments 
 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
BB. Negligent Misrepresentation 
 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
CC. Fraud 

 
1. Ford Motor Company v. Castillo, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(10/3/14) 
 
 While the jury deliberated in a products liability 
case, the parties negotiated. Plaintiff’s counsel said he 
would demand $3M if the jury sent out a note inquiring 
about damages. Acting without the knowledge of the 
other jurors, one juror sent out a note asking the 
maximum amount that could be awarded, and Ford 
quickly settled for $3M. When Ford thereafter learned 
the jury was not deliberating damages, it sought to set 
aside the settlement agreement. A jury in a subsequent 
agreed the “settlement agreement was procured by 
fraud;” the Supreme Court ruled that “the evidence is 
legally sufficient to support the jury’s verdict” because 
there was some evidence of collusion, and remanded 
the case for consideration of factual sufficiency. 
 “To find fraudulent inducement, the jury was 
instructed that it needed to find evidence of five 
elements: (1) a material misrepresentation; (2) sent by 
or at the direction of the plaintiffs or their agents or 
representatives with knowledge it was false; (3) with 

the intent that Ford Motor Company rely on the 
representation; (4) that Ford Motor Company did not 
know the representation was false and actually and 
justifiably relied upon the representation; and (5) that 
Ford Motor Company detrimentally relied on the 
representation by entering into the settlement 
agreement.” Here, though the note asks a question, it 
falsely implies certain facts, viz., “that the jury is 
deliberating damages and that it intends to award the 
maximum amount. It also implies that the note is from 
the jury collectively.” Accordingly, there is some 
evidence of a material misrepresentation. 
 “[H]ere, there is enough circumstantial evidence 
to establish a pattern” of a fraudulent scheme. In fraud 
cases, it “‘not often that any kind of evidence but 
circumstantial evidence can be procured.’ And 
circumstantial evidence must be evaluated in light of 
all the known circumstances, not merely in isolation.” 
“The inferences become stronger when the 
circumstantial evidence raises the inference of fraud, 
and the parties alleged to have engaged in the fraud fail 
to offer any proof of their legitimate or honest 
motives.” 
 On the fourth element, legally sufficient evidence 
supports Ford’s lack of knowledge and justifiable 
reliance. There “is some evidence that Ford had no 
knowledge that these implications were false, there 
was some evidence that Ford was justified to rely on 
these implications in entering the settlement 
agreement.” 
 
2. Sawyer, et al. v. E.I. du Pont de Nemours and 

Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(4/25/14) 
 
 Certified question from Fifth Circuit. Some 
employees of defendant covered by a collective 
bargaining agreement, and others who were not, agreed 
to transfer to defendant’s unit that was spun off to a 
subsidiary, which was then, contrary to defendant’s 
assurances, sold. After they were laid off, the 
employees sued for fraud. The Supreme Court ruled 
that, “while an employee can sue an employer for fraud 
in some situations,” here “at-will employees and 
employees subject to a collective bargaining agreement 
can[not] sue their corporate employer for fraudulently 
inducing them to move to a wholly owned subsidiary.” 

“To recover for fraud, one must prove justifiable 
reliance on a material misrepresentation. A 
representation dependent on continued at-will 
employment cannot be material because employment 
can terminate at any time. Nor can one justifiably rely 
on the continuation of employment that can be 
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terminated at will.… No one can claim recovery of 
damages for the loss of an employment relationship he 
had no right to continue.”  
 But, an employee can sue under fraud for 
“[r]ecovery of expenses incurred in reliance on a 
fraudulent promise of prospective employment … 
because neither the injury nor the recovery depends on 
continued employment.” 

An “at-will employee cannot bring an action for 
fraud that is dependent on continued employment.” 

Here, the employees covered by the collective 
bargaining agreement could only be discharged for 
“just cause.” This “modified the Employees’ at-will 
employment relationship.” And the agreement 
provided a remedy for violating that term. But, here, if 
their “termination was fraudulently induced, it was 
tantamount to discharge” without “just cause.” But, to 
“allow a fraud action when the Employees had a 
contractual remedy would not only be unnecessary, it 
would defeat the parties’ bargain.” 
 
DD. Conspiracy 
 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
EE. Tortious Interference 
 
1. Nath v. Texas Children’s Hospital, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Supreme Court affirmed the imposition of 
monetary sanctions for inter alia pleading causes of 
actions after limitations, but remanded to reconsider 
the amount. 
  “[W]e have applied a one-year statute of 
limitations to business disparagement claims when the 
gravamen of the complaint is defamatory injury to 
reputation and there is no evidence of special damages. 
We now similarly conclude that if a tortious 
interference claim is based solely on defamatory 
statements, the one-year limitations period for 
defamation claims applies.” 
 
2. Coinmach Corp. f/k/a Solon Automated Services, 

Inc. v. Aspenwood Apartment Corp., 417 S.W.3d 
909 (Tex. 2013)(11/22/13) (“corrected opinion” 
was issued 2/14/14) 

 
 Lease of tenant who supplied washing machines 
to apartment complex was subordinate to loan on 
complex. Mortgage on complex was foreclosed, and 
new owner bought property out of foreclosure. After 

that, the tenant held over and thus became a “tenant at 
sufferance.” The Supreme Court ruled that the tenant at 
sufferance is a trespasser and can be liable in tort, 
including, in this case, tortious interference with 
prospective business relations. 
 “Texas law protects prospective contracts and 
business relations from tortious interference. To prevail 
on a claim for tortious interference with prospective 
business relations, the plaintiff must establish that (1) 
there was a reasonable probability that the plaintiff 
would have entered into a business relationship with a 
third party; (2) the defendant either acted with a 
conscious desire to prevent the relationship from 
occurring or knew the interference was certain or 
substantially certain to occur as a result of the conduct; 
(3) the defendant’s conduct was independently tortious 
or unlawful; (4) the interference proximately caused 
the plaintiff injury; and (5) the plaintiff suffered actual 
damage or loss as a result.” “Here, the trespass is an 
independently tortious or wrongful act that could 
support a claim for tortious interference with 
prospective business relations.” 
 A “suit for tortious interference is subject to two-
year statute of limitations.” 
 Here, owner must show trespass and “it must also 
prove that [tenant’s] conduct actually interfered with a 
reasonably probable contract. Owner has neither pled 
nor proven a ‘continually available’ prospective 
contract.…” 
 
FF. Bad Faith 

 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
GG. Assault and Battery 

 
1. The City of Watauga v. Gordon, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(6/6/14) 
 
 Citizen sued city alleging he was injured when the 
police negligently put on the handcuffs to tightly. 
Holding the event was an intentional tort, the Supreme 
Court ruled that immunity from suit was not waived. 
The relevant statutory waiver of governmental 
immunity “does not apply to intentional torts.” 

“Texas courts have recognized private causes of 
action for both assault and battery for well over a 
century.” “An assault occurs when a person is in 
apprehension of imminent bodily contact, whereas a 
battery is committed when an individual actually 
sustains a harmful or offensive contact to his or her 
person.” The penal code combines concepts of assault 
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and battery under its definition of “assault.” Civil 
courts have “melded[ed] common-law concepts of 
assault and battery under the rubric of assault.” 
 Battery can result in “harmful bodily contact” or 
“offensive bodily contact.” Here, because the police 
“did not intend any harmful bodily contact when they 
arrested [plaintiff], the City … [maintains] that the 
arrest constituted an offensive bodily contact.” 
 “Consent to contact ‘negatives the wrongful 
element of the defendant’s act, and prevents the 
existence of a tort.’ But exceeding consent makes the 
tortfeasor liable for the excess.” Plaintiff’s 
“compliance during the arrest was not legal consent to 
what otherwise would have been a battery.” 
 “Although a specific intent to inflict injury is 
without question an intentional tort, … a specific intent 
to injure is not an essential element of a battery. … [A] 
battery does not require a physical injury, and thus it 
follows that an intentional physical injury is also not 
required. In fact, even a harmful or offensive contact 
that is intended to help or please the plaintiff can be 
actionable as a battery.” “That the defendant intends 
‘bodily contact that is ‘offensive’’ is enough, then. 
Liability in battery moreover extends to harmful bodily 
contacts even though only offensive contacts were 
intended. Thus, while … intentional injuries are by 
definition a consequence of intentional torts, we do not 
agree … that accidental injuries are never a 
consequence.” 
 “The gravamen of [plaintiff’s] complaint … is 
that [the] police officers used excessive force in 
effecting his arrest. Claims of excessive force in the 
context of a lawful arrest arise out of a battery rather 
than negligence, whether the excessive force was 
intended or not.” When “an arrest, lawful in its 
inception, escalates into excessive-force allegations, 
the claim is for battery alone.” 
 “The actions of a police officer in making an 
arrest necessarily involve a battery, although the 
conduct may not be actionable because of privilege. …  
The officer is privileged to use reasonable force. But a 
police officer’s mistaken or accidental use of more 
force than reasonably necessary to make an arrest still 
‘arises out of’ the battery claim.” 
 
HH.  Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress 

 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
 
 
 

II.  Libel, Slander, Defamation 
 

1. Kinney v. Barnes, ___ S.W.3d ___(Tex. 
2014)(8/29/14) 

 
 Legal recruiter sought injunction against former 
employer to remove defamatory material from certain 
websites, and to prohibit the same or similar future 
defamations. The Supreme Court ruled “that, while a 
permanent injunction requiring the removal of posted 
speech that has been adjudicated defamatory is not a 
prior restraint, an injunction prohibiting future speech 
based on that adjudication impermissibly threatens to 
sweep protected speech into its prohibition and is an 
unconstitutional infringement on Texans’ free-speech 
rights.…” 
 Prior restraints of the right to free speech are 
“heavily disfavored.” “[W]e refuse to allow even 
unprotected speech to be banned if restraining such 
speech would also chill a substantial amount of 
protected speech.” 
 “‘Every person shall be at liberty to speak, write 
or publish his opinions on any subject, being 
responsible for the abuse of that privilege; and no law 
shall ever be passed curtailing the liberty of speech or 
of the press.’ … While abuse of the right to speak 
subjects a speaker to proper penalties, we have long 
held that ‘pre-speech sanctions’ are presumptively 
unconstitutional.”  
 Freedom of speech is not absolute, “‘and the state 
may punish its abuse.’” Thus, there exists “a cause of 
action for damages to a person’s reputation inflicted by 
the publication of false and defamatory statements.” 
 Injunctions “restricting speech should [not] be 
judged by a different standard under the state 
constitution than the First Amendment.” A “temporary 
injunction prohibiting allegedly defamatory speech is 
an unconstitutional prior restraint.…” The abuse of the 
privilege of free speech “‘is not to be remedied by 
denial of the right to speak, but only by appropriate 
penalties for what is wrongfully spoken.’” 
 An injunction requiring the removal of 
defamatory statements “does not prohibit future 
speech, but instead effectively requires the erasure of 
past speech that has already been found to be 
unprotected in the context in which it was made.”  
 An “injunction against future speech based on an 
adjudication that the same or similar statements have 
been adjudicated defamatory is a prior restraint.” The 
“U.S. Supreme Court has never approved a prior 
restraint in a defamation case.” A “prior restraint may 
be permissible ‘only when essential to the avoidance of 
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an impending danger,’ … and only when it is the least 
restrictive means of preventing that harm.” Footnote 
12: A “gag order … ‘will withstand constitutional 
scrutiny only where there are specific findings 
supported by evidence that (1) an imminent and 
irreparable harm to the judicial process will deprive 
litigants of a just resolution of their dispute, and (2) the 
judicial action represents the least restrictive means to 
prevent that harm.’” 
 Defamation “‘alone is not a sufficient justification 
for restraining an individual’s right to speak freely.’” 
For libel, “‘monetary damages are an adequate and 
appropriate remedy and … injunctive relief is not 
available.’” 
 Injunctions against defamation are “‘ineffective, 
overbroad, or both.’” 
 “In evaluating whether a statement is defamatory, 
the court construes it ‘as a whole in light of 
surrounding circumstances based upon how a person of 
ordinary intelligence would perceive the entire 
statement.’” 
 Damages “serve as the constitutionally permitted 
deterrent in defamation actions.” “This can include 
economic damages like lost income, noneconomic 
damages like loss of reputation and mental anguish, 
and even punitive damages upon a finding of actual 
malice. And imposition of damages has long been held 
to be an effective tool against defamers.” In 
“defamation per se cases, nominal damages, not 
injunctive relief, are awarded when actual damages are 
difficult to prove or are not claimed because ‘‘the 
action is brought for the purpose of vindicating the 
plaintiff’s character.’’” 
 
2. Nath v. Texas Children’s Hospital, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Supreme Court affirmed the imposition of 
monetary sanctions for inter alia pleading defamation 
after limitations, but remanded to reconsider the 
amount. 
 Footnote 22: A “‘defamatory statement is one that 
tends to injure a person’s reputation.’” 
 “Defamation is subject to a one-year statute of 
limitations.…” 
 
3. Burbage v. Burbage, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 One brother sued another for defamatory 
statements about himself and the family funeral 
business. After a plaintiff’s verdict, the trial court 

entered a judgment that awarded actual and punitive 
damages, and enjoined future defamation. The 
Supreme Court ruled: (1) the defendant failed to 
preserve error in the charge concerning a qualified 
privilege; (2) “no evidence supports the amount of 
compensatory damages and, consequently, exemplary 
damages cannot stand;” and (3) the injunction was an 
impermissible prior restraint of speech. 
 There is “a qualified privilege against defamation 
liability when ‘communication is made in good faith 
and the author, the recipient or a third person, or one of 
their family members, has an interest that is 
sufficiently affected by the communication.’ … 
[D]efamation actions necessarily inhibit free speech 
and, thus, the qualified privilege offers an additional 
safeguard, even in cases of private, non-political 
speech. The privilege operates as an affirmative 
defense in the nature of confession and avoidance; the 
defendant bears the burden of proving privileged 
publication unless the plaintiff’s petition affirmatively 
demonstrates privilege. If a defendant establishes the 
privilege, the burden shifts to the plaintiff to prove that 
the defendant made the statements with actual malice. 
Qualified privilege presents a question of law when the 
statements at issue employ unambiguous language and 
where the facts and circumstances of publication are 
undisputed.” 
 If there was a qualified privilege, then “the broad-
form damages questions incorporated both valid and 
invalid bases for liability. Such commingling may 
result in harmful error.” 
 “Texas law presumes that defamatory per se 
statements cause reputational harm and entitle a 
plaintiff to general damages such as loss of reputation 
and mental anguish. But this presumption yields only 
nominal damages. Beyond nominal damages, we 
review presumed damages for evidentiary support.” 
 Courts must “determine whether any evidence 
supports the amount of jury damages.” There is 
“inherent difficulty in quantifying such noneconomic 
damages [that] necessarily allows the jury latitude,” 
but “judicial review of jury discretion remains 
important to protect free speech.”  
 “[S]peculative and conclusory testimony, lacking 
in demonstrable factual explanation, could not support 
an award of damages.…” A “ballpark” estimate was 
not enough. And, “the jury cannot reasonably infer that 
defamation caused the [funeral] cancellations when the 
cancellations could have occurred for any number of 
reasons.” 
 Footnote 6: “In a defamation per se claim, general 
damages are presumed, while special damages are not; 
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special damages, on the other hand, are an essential 
element of a business disparagement claim. We 
distinguish between ‘general damages (which are non-
economic damages such as for loss of reputation or 
mental anguish) and special damages (which are 
economic damages such as for lost income).’” 
 “A party may not recover exemplary damages 
unless the plaintiff establishes actual damages.” 
 
4. Waste Management of Texas, Inc. v. Texas 

Disposal Systems Landfill, Inc., ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(5/9/14) 

 
 One waste management company sued another for 
libel after it spread lies about the former’s 
environmental standards. The Supreme Court ruled that 
1) a “for-profit corporation may recover for injury to 
its reputation,” 2) “[s]uch recovery is a non-economic 
injury for purposes of the statutory cap on exemplary 
damages,” and 3) here, the evidence was legally 
insufficient for “reputation damages,” but it was 
sufficient for “remediation costs and thereby 
exemplary damages.” The amount of punitive damages 
had to be recalculated, along with prejudgment and 
post-judgment interest. 
 Libel is “defamation in written form” and slander 
is “defamation in spoken form.” Footnote 7: 
“Defamation per se (on its face) requires no proof of 
actual monetary damages, while defamation per quod 
… does require such proof.” 
 Free speech is “an enumerated right enshrined in 
both the Texas and Federal constitutions. But … [it] 
does not insulate defamation.” Footnote 4: “Texas Bill 
of Rights itself acknowledges that free speech is not 
inviolate. ‘Every person shall be at liberty to speak, 
write or publish his opinions on any subject, being 
responsible for the abuse of that privilege . . . .’ 
Several Texas statutes likewise limit speech.” 
 “[C]orporations , like people, have reputations and 
may recover for” defamation. Footnote 17: A 
corporation may recover if “the matter tends to 
prejudice it in the conduct of its business or to deter 
others from dealing with it.” Footnote 35: only a 
“corporation,” and not a “business,” may sue for 
defamation. The action for defamation is of the 
“‘owner of the business and not of the business itself.’” 
Such damages are for an “individual, partnership or a 
corporation.” 

Injury to reputation is not a pecuniary loss.  “Non-
pecuniary harm includes damages awarded for bodily 
harm or emotional distress.… [T]hese … do not 
require certainty of actual monetized loss. Instead, they 

are measured by an amount that ‘a reasonable person 
could possibly estimate as fair compensation.’ 
Conversely, damages for pecuniary harm do require 
proof of pecuniary loss for either harm to property, 
harm to earning capacity, or the creation of liabilities.” 

Under the Restatement, defamation is a “kind of 
personal injury” to be categorized as a non-economic 
loss. 

Mental anguish like reputation damages are “non-
economic damages.”  

In a “defamation case a plaintiff may recover for 
both general and special damages.” 

“To recover for business disparagement ‘a 
plaintiff must establish that (1) the defendant published 
false and disparaging information about it, (2) with 
malice, (3) without privilege, (4) that resulted in 
special damages to the plaintiff.’ … [O]ne difference 
[from defamation] is that one claim seeks to protect 
reputation interests and the other seeks to protect 
economic interests against pecuniary loss. That is, a 
plaintiff seeking damages for business disparagement 
must prove special damages resulting from the 
harm.…” 

Against a media defendant, “unless the plaintiff 
shows actual malice (i.e., knowledge of falsity or 
reckless disregard for the truth), the First Amendment 
prohibits awards of presumed and punitive damages for 
defamatory statements.… [This has been applied to 
private plaintiffs.] … [It is an open] question of 
whether presumed or punitive damages are 
constitutional when there is actual malice and 
presumably no proof of actual harm.” Cf. Footnote 90. 

“A statement is published with actual malice if it 
is made with ‘knowledge of, or reckless disregard for, 
the falsity’ of the statement. [This is disjunctive; see 
Footnote 99.] Such statements are not constitutionally 
protected.” Here, there was proof of malice. 

In defamation cases, the “damages issue is one of 
constitutional dimension.” State law “may set a lesser 
standard of culpability than actual malice for holding a 
media defendant liable for defamation of a private 
plaintiff.” However, the plaintiff may only recover 
damages for “‘actual injury.’” There is appellate 
review because actual damages cannot “be a disguised 
disapproval of the defendant.” 

Even though “noneconomic damages cannot … be 
determined with mathematical precision and … juries 
must ‘have some latitude in awarding such damages,’ 
… [they] are not immune from no-evidence review on 
appeal.” Juries cannot simply pick a number. Here, 
there was no evidence of lost profits corresponding to 
loss of reputation. 
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But, the evidence included “271 pages of 
invoices, expenses, time spent on curative work, 
supplies, mileage, etc. This … provide[s] some 
evidence of the remediation costs.” 

Here, because there was actual malice and proof 
of remediation costs, plaintiff could recover punitive 
damages.  

 
5. In re Mark Fisher, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(2/28/14) 
 
 Venue case. Plaintiff sold his company to a 
limited partnership, and became a limited partner, in a 
series of agreements that called for venue in Tarrant 
County. Asserting he was defamed, and that the 
business was bankrupted by mismanagement, he filed 
suit in Wise County against the principals of the buyer. 
The Supreme Court ruled that the “trial court abused its 
discretion by failing to enforce the mandatory forum 
selection clauses” in the agreements. (Note: corrected 
opinion issued on 5/2/14; terminology and cites 
changed, original date retained.) 
 Though “a corporate entity may maintain a suit 
for libel,” here, the plaintiff alleged he was personally 
libeled, and therefore had “standing to bring [those] 
claims.” 
 Plaintiff claimed suit in Wise County (where 
plaintiff resided) was proper for a defamation suit 
under § 15.017. “Venue may be proper in multiple 
counties under mandatory venue rules, and the plaintiff 
is generally afforded the right to choose venue when 
suit is filed.” This suit arose from a major transaction 
which is governed by § 15.020. 
 
6. Neely v. Wilson, 418 S.W.3d 52 (Tex. 

2013)(6/28/13) (see “corrected opinion” issued 
1/31/14) 

 
 Neurosurgeon sued reporter and station after it 
aired a broadcast that implied he was disciplined for 
taking drugs and performing surgery while taking 
them. Reversing a summary judgment for the 
defendants, the Supreme Court ruled that “a person of 
ordinary intelligence could conclude that the gist of the 
broadcast was that [doctor] was disciplined for 
operating on patients while using dangerous drugs and 
controlled substances. [Doctor] raised a genuine issue 
of material fact as to the truth or falsity of that gist…. 
We further conclude: (1) there are fact issues on 
whether part of the broadcast is protected by the 
judicial/official proceedings or fair comment 
privileges; (2) [doctor] was not a limited purpose 

public figure; (3) [doctor] raised a fact issue as to [TV 
station’s] negligence; and (4) [doctor’s] professional 
association may maintain a cause of action for 
defamation.”  
 Defamation suits “implicate[] the competing 
constitutional rights to seek redress for reputational 
torts and the constitutional rights to free speech and 
press.” 
 Even in a defamation suit, “we adhere to our well-
settled summary judgment standards.” 

“Truth is a defense to all defamation suits. 
Additionally, the Legislature has provided other 
specific defenses for media defendants, such as the 
official/judicial proceedings privilege, the fair 
comment privilege, and the due care provision.… 
[T]here is no defamation liability if the gist of the 
broadcast is substantially true.” There is no rule “that a 
media defendant’s reporting of third-party allegations 
is substantially true if it accurately reports the 
allegations—even if the allegations themselves are 
false.” Footnote 3: we “leave open the question of 
whether a broadcast whose gist is merely that 
allegations were made is substantially true if the 
allegations were accurately repeated.” 
 “The common law has long allowed a person to 
recover for damage to her reputation occasioned by the 
publication of false and defamatory statements.” 
“Unlike the federal Constitution, the Texas 
Constitution twice [art. I §§ 8, 13] expressly guarantees 
the right to bring suit for reputational torts.” “The right 
to recover for defamation, however, is not the only 
constitutional concern at stake. Of significant import 
are the constitutional rights to free speech and a free 
press.” 
 “The tort of defamation includes libel and slander. 
Libel occurs when the defamatory statements are in 
writing. Slander occurs when the statements are 
spoken. The broadcast of defamatory statements read 
from a script is libel, not slander. Libel ‘tends to injure 
a living person’s reputation and thereby expose the 
person to public hatred, contempt or ridicule, or 
financial injury or to impeach any person’s honesty, 
integrity, virtue, or reputation.…’” 
 Public officials, “public figures and limited 
purpose public figures must also prove actual malice, 
and … states may set their own level of fault for 
private plaintiffs.… [W]e have chosen a negligence 
standard for a private figure seeking defamation 
damages from a media defendant.” Footnote 8: “actual 
malice requires proof by clear and convincing 
evidence.” 
 To “recover defamation damages in Texas, a 
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plaintiff must prove the media defendant: (1) published 
a statement; (2) that defamed the plaintiff; (3) while 
either acting with actual malice (if the plaintiff was a 
public official or public figure) or negligence (if the 
plaintiff was a private individual) regarding the truth of 
the statement.” However, “one cannot recover mental 
anguish damages for defamation of a deceased 
individual.” 
 “[O]ne is liable for republishing the defamatory 
statement of another.” Truth is a defense, and 
“defendants [must] prove the publication was 
substantially true.” “[S]tatements that are not verifiable 
as false cannot form the basis of a defamation claim.” 
There is also “a judicial proceedings privilege … for 
parties, witnesses, lawyers, judges, and jurors.” “And a 
qualified privilege exists under the common law when 
a statement is made in good faith and the author, 
recipient, a third person, or one of their family 
members has an interest that is sufficiently affected by 
the statement.” 
 Regarding media defendants, “the burden of 
proving the truth defense [has been shifted] to require 
the plaintiff to prove the defamatory statements were 
false when the statements were made by a media 
defendant over a public concern.” There is also an 
“official/judicial proceedings privilege, which shields 
periodical publications from republication liability for 
fair, true, and impartial accounts of judicial, executive, 
legislative, and other official proceedings.” In addition, 
there is a “fair comment privilege, shielding periodical 
publications from republication liability for reasonable 
and fair comment on or criticism of official acts of 
public officials or other public concerns.” (Footnote 
13: the Legislature established these protections for 
media defendants, including them in Chapter 73 of the 
Civil Practice and Remedies Code.) “Notably, the 
Legislature has also added the due care provision for 
broadcasters, shielding them from liability unless the 
plaintiff proves the broadcaster failed to exercise due 
care to prevent publication of a defamatory statement.” 
And, recently, the “Legislature passed the Defamation 
Mitigation Act, which requires defamation plaintiffs to 
request a correction, clarification, or retraction from 
the publisher of a defamatory statement within the 
limitations period for the defamation claim. Under this 
provision, a defamation plaintiff may only recover 
exemplary damages if she serves the request for a 
correction, clarification, or retraction within 90 days of 
receiving knowledge of the publication.” 
 Truth is the primary issue here. The “substantial 
truth doctrine” provides that “if a broadcast taken as a 
whole is more damaging to the plaintiff’s reputation 

than a truthful broadcast would have been, the 
broadcast is not substantially true and is actionable.” 
This is based upon the “‘reasonable person’s 
perception of the entirety of a publication and not 
merely individual statements.’” The standard is “gist” 
of the story in the “mind of the average listener.” 
Details can err and yet the gist be true; likewise, “a 
broadcast ‘can convey a false and defamatory meaning 
by omitting or juxtaposing facts, even though all the 
story’s individual statements considered in isolation 
were literally true or non-defamatory.’” When the 
evidence is disputed, it is “determined by the finder of 
fact.” Footnote 19: “We have previously stated that an 
introduction can be especially misleading.” 
 A “government investigation that finds allegations 
to be true is one of many methods of proving 
substantial truth.” 
 “To prevail at summary judgment on the truth 
defense, [the TV station] must conclusively prove that 
[the] gist is substantially true.” Footnote 21: “When a 
private figure sues a media defendant over defamatory 
statements that are of public concern, the plaintiff has 
the burden of proving falsity.” 
 Here, the doctor’s evidence raised a fact issue 
regarding truth. 
 “[T]rial is a public event,” and the “Legislature 
codified the judicial proceedings privilege and 
expanded it to other official proceedings.… 
[P]ublications are privileged if they are ‘a fair, true, 
and impartial account of’ judicial or other proceedings 
to administer the law.” “But the privilege only extends 
to statements that: (1) are substantially true and 
impartial reports of the proceedings, and (2) are 
identifiable by the ordinary reader as statements that 
were made in the proceeding.” 
 The plaintiff can rebut the privilege. “The 
judicial/official proceedings privilege ‘does not extend 
to the republication of a matter if it is proved that the 
matter was republished with actual malice after it had 
ceased to be of public concern.’ Actual malice means 
the defendant made the statement ‘‘with knowledge 
that it was false or with reckless disregard of whether it 
was true or not;’’ and reckless disregard means ‘‘the 
defendant in fact entertained serious doubts as to the 
truth of his publication.’’” Inclusion of “disclaiming 
information” negated actual malice, here. So, this 
privilege shielded some statements in the broadcast. 
 The fair comment privilege applies an official act 
of a public official or matter of public concern. A 
“comment based on a substantially true statement of 
fact can qualify as a fair comment. But if a comment is 
based upon a substantially false statement of fact the 
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defendant asserts or conveys as true, the comment is 
not protected by the fair comment privilege.” Here, 
there is a fact issue on truth. 
 Public and limited purpose public figures must 
prove malice. The doctor in this case was not a limited 
public figure. “Public figure status is a question of law 
for the court. We use a three-part test … [for] a limited 
purpose public figure: 

(1) the controversy at issue must be public 
both in the sense that people are discussing it 
and people other than the immediate 
participants in the controversy are likely to feel 
the impact of its resolution; 
(2) the plaintiff must have more than a trivial 
or tangential role in the controversy; and 
(3) the alleged defamation must be germane to 
the plaintiff’s participation in the controversy.” 

“‘[T]hose charged with defamation cannot, by their 
own conduct, create their own defense by making the 
claimant a public figure.’” The Supreme Court has not 
issued a ruling where “a person involuntarily became a 
limited-purpose public figure.” 
 “For the purposes of defamation liability, a 
broadcaster is negligent if she knew or should have 
known a defamatory statement was false.”  
 “[P]rofessional associations can[] maintain 
defamation claims.” Likewise, “corporations may sue 
to recover damages resulting from defamation.” So, 
here, the doctor’s “PA” can maintain a libel suit. 
Footnote 27: “recovery by the association and its 
members for the same particular injury is a precluded 
double recovery. ‘There can be but one recovery for 
one injury, and the fact that . . . there may be more than 
one theory of liability[] does not modify this rule.’” 
 The “dissent prematurely cuts off [the doctor’s] 
right to a trial on this reputational tort. Our constitution 
assures that the ‘right of trial by jury shall remain 
inviolate.’ Additionally, the Texas Constitution’s free 
speech clause guarantees the right to bring reputational 
torts: ‘Every person shall be at liberty to speak, write 
or publish his opinions on any subject, being 
responsible for the abuse of that privilege.…’” 
Likewise, the open courts provision guarantees the 
right to bring reputational torts: ‘All courts shall be 
open, and every person for an injury done him, in his 
lands, goods, person or reputation, shall have remedy 
by due course of law.’” Though the Texas “free 
speech” right may be broader than its federal 
counterpart, “‘that broader protection, if any, cannot 
come at the expense of a defamation claimant’s right to 
redress.… [T]he Texas Constitution expressly protects 
the bringing of reputational torts.’” 

 Reports “about government investigations under 
the official/judicial proceedings privilege … [are 
protected] if they are fair, true, and impartial accounts 
of such proceedings.” 
 The “United States Supreme Court has only 
discussed the truth defense as a creature of state 
common law and not the First Amendment.” 

 
JJ. Engineers and Licensed or Registered 

Professionals 
 
1. Crosstex Energy Services, L.P. v. Pro Plus, Inc., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 
 Gas transmitting company sued engineers after the 
failure of a gasket in a pumping station they designed 
caused a serious fire. When defendant moved to 
dismiss because plaintiff did not file a “certificate of 
merit” under Ch. 150, trial court denied it and granted 
plaintiff an extension. After determining that both it 
and the court of appeals had jurisdiction, the Supreme 
Court ruled that “(1) [plaintiff] did not file suit within 
ten days of the running of limitations and thus cannot 
claim protection from the good cause extension in 
section 150.002(c); (2) [since the certificate of merit 
requirement is not jurisdictional,] a defendant may, 
through its conduct, waive the right to seek dismissal 
under section 150.002(e); and (3) [here, defendant’s] 
conduct did not constitute waiver.” 
 “The certificate of merit statute applies to actions 
for damages arising out of ‘the provision of 
professional services by a licensed or registered 
professional.…’ A plaintiff ‘shall’ file an affidavit of a 
qualified third party in the same profession; the 
affidavit must substantiate the plaintiff’s claim on each 
theory of recovery. Failure to file this … ‘certificate of 
merit’ results in dismissal … [which] may be with or 
without prejudice.” 
 Section 150.002(f) provides that an interlocutory 
appeal may be taken from an order granting or denying 
a dismissal. The Court compared this case to an 
interlocutory appeal in a medical malpractice case 
related to an expert report. Though both statutes 
authorize dismissal for failure to timely provide a 
report, unlike Ch. 74, the “certificate of merit statute 
does not address the appealability of extensions of 
time; therefore, such interlocutory appeals, presumably 
are not permissible.…” In medical malpractice, “when 
the denial of a motion to dismiss and the grant of an 
extension are inseparable … , courts of appeals have 
no jurisdiction to review the motion to dismiss.” But 
when they are not inseparable, such as when no expert 
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report is filed, the court of appeals can review the 
order. The statutory mechanism for granting an 
extension for the report is irrelevant if an extension 
could not cure the defect.  Here, because plaintiff had 
no statutory basis for an extension, the court of appeals 
had jurisdiction to rule upon “the motion to dismiss 
without entanglement in the appeal of the granted 
extension.” 
 Here, the third sentence of § 150.002(c) could, or 
could not, apply only when plaintiff complied with the 
first sentence. Because “the statute [is] capable of 
multiple interpretations … we apply our rules of 
construction to discern legislative intent.” The meaning 
of words “cannot be determined in isolation but must 
be drawn from the context.…” Here, the Court 
interprets the third sentence is dependent upon the first. 
“We hold that the ‘good cause’ exception in subsection 
(c) does not stand alone, but rather is contingent upon a 
plaintiff: (1) filing within ten days of the expiration of 
the limitations period; and (2) alleging that such time 
constraints prevented the preparation of an affidavit. A 
plaintiff satisfying these requirements ‘shall’ receive 
an extension of thirty days; upon motion, a trial court 
may, for good cause, extend this thirty-day period as 
justice requires. A plaintiff who files suit outside the 
ten-day window … cannot claim protection of the good 
cause exception.” 
 Section “150.002 imposes a mandatory, but 
nonjurisdictional, filing requirement. Thus, we hold 
that a defendant may waive its right to seek dismissal 
under the statute.” 
 In this case, defendant’s conduct in participating 
in discovery, filing pleadings, agreeing to a 
continuance, and entering a Rule 11 agreement did not 
constitute a waiver of the certificate of merit 
requirement. 
 “If a defect in the pleadings is incurable by 
amendment, a special exception is unnecessary.” Here, 
defendant was not required to specially except “the 
lack of a certificate of merit.” 
 “[T]he docket control order in this case made no 
mention of the separate certificate of merit 
requirements under section 150.002. Because 
McDaniel limits the purview of the docket control 
order … , and the Rule 11 agreement merely provided 
dates for the order, the Rule 11 agreement did not 
operate to postpone the filing requirement.” 
 
 
 
 
 

KK. Consumer Law and DTPA 
 
1. Houston Unlimited, Inc. Metal Processing v. Mel 

Acres Ranch, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(8/22/14) 

 
 Suit seeking “stigma” damages of land’s reduced 
market value. An “‘aggrieved consumer may be able to 
plead, prove and obtain favorable jury findings 
establishing both costs to repair and permanent 
reduction in market value notwithstanding such repairs, 
as cumulative rather than mutually exclusive measures 
of damage.’” A “‘repaired vehicle may command a 
smaller sum in the market than a like vehicle that has 
never been damaged, and … awarding [the owner] 
diminished value in addition to repair would go further 
to make him whole.’” 
 
2. Ewing Construction Company v. Amerisure 

Insurance Company, 420 S.W.3d 30 (Tex. 
2014)(1/17/14) 

 
Insurance coverage dispute arising from suit 

against building contractor. “We have defined ‘good 
and workmanlike’ as ‘that quality of work performed 
by one who has the knowledge, training, or experience 
necessary for the successful practice of a trade or 
occupation and performed in a manner generally 
considered proficient by those capable of judging such 
work.’” The “‘common law duty to perform with care 
and skill accompanies every contract.…’” 

 
3. Coinmach Corp. f/k/a Solon Automated Services, 

Inc. v. Aspenwood Apartment Corp., 417 S.W.3d 
909 (Tex. 2013)(11/22/13) (“corrected opinion” 
was issued 2/14/14) 

 
 Lease of tenant who supplied washing machines 
to apartment complex was subordinate to loan on 
complex. Mortgage on complex was foreclosed, and 
new owner bought property out of foreclosure. After 
that, the tenant held over and thus becoming a “tenant 
at sufferance.” The Supreme Court ruled the tenant in 
this case cannot be liable under the DTPA because the 
property owner was not a consumer. 
 “A ‘consumer’ under the DTPA is one who ‘seeks 
or acquires by purchase or lease, any goods or 
services.’  The parties agree that a party’s status as a 
consumer is typically a question of law for the courts 
to decide.” Here, tenant provided laundry room 
services to owner’s residential tenants. “A party is not 
a consumer when it merely arranges for a service to be 
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provided to its customers, even if the party indirectly 
benefits from the provision of that service.” 

 
LL. Banking, Commercial Paper, and Lender 

Liability 
 
1. Sims v. Carrington Mortgage Services, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(5/16/14) 
 
 Borrowers restructured their home equity loans. 
Responding to certified questions from the Fifth 
Circuit, the Supreme Court ruled that, “as long as the 
original note is not satisfied and replaced, and there is 
no additional extension of credit, as we define it, the 
restructuring is valid and need not meet the 
constitutional requirements for a new [home equity] 
loan.” 
 “[H]ome equity loans are subject to the 
requirements of” the Texas Constitution. Footnote 6: 
“‘Texas became the last state in the nation to permit 
home-equity loans when constitutional amendments 
voted on by referendum took effect in 1997.’” 
 “To provide guidance to lenders, the Finance 
Commission and the Credit Union Commission have 
been authorized by the Constitution and by statute to 
interpret these provisions, subject to judicial review, 
and the Commissions have done so in Chapter 153 of 
the Texas Administrative Code.” “‘A lender’s 
compliance with an agency interpretation of Section 
50, even a wrong interpretation, is compliance with 
Section 50 itself.’” But the commissions “‘can do no 
more than interpret the constitutional text, just as a 
court would.’” 
 Here, past-due amounts on the note were 
capitalized as principal. The terms “loan modification” 
and “refinancing” are not defined in Section 50. The 
commissions draw such a distinction, though the 
Constitution does not mention them: the key “is an 
‘extension of credit.’” This phrase is undefined, but 
“[c]redit is simply the ability to assume a debt 
repayable over time, and an extension of credit affords 
the right to do so in a particular situation.” “The 
extension of credit for purposes of Section 50(a)(6) 
consists not merely of the creation of a principal debt 
but includes all the terms of the loan transaction. 
Terms requiring the borrower to pay taxes, insurance 
premiums, and other such expenses when due protect 
the lender’s security and are as much a part of the 
extension of credit as terms requiring timely payments 
of principal and interest.” Because the borrower was 
already obligated to pay the past-due amount under the 
original agreement, it is not a new extension of credit. 

Restructuring “a loan does not involve a new extension 
of credit so long as the borrower’s note is not satisfied 
or replaced and no new money is extended.… The test 
should be whether the secured obligations are those 
incurred under the terms of the original loan.” 
 “Lenders have two options other than foreclosing 
on loans in default: further forbearance and 
forgiveness.” 
 The “restructuring of a home equity loan that … 
involves capitalization of past-due amounts owed 
under the terms of the initial loan and a lowering of the 
interest rate and the amount of installment payments, 
but does not involve the satisfaction or replacement of 
the original note, an advancement of new funds, or an 
increase in the obligations created by the original note, 
is not a new extension of credit that must meet the 
requirements of Section 50.” 
 “Is the capitalization of past-due interest, taxes, 
insurance premiums, and fees an ‘advance of 
additional funds’ under the Commissions’ 
interpretations of Section 50? No, if those amounts 
were among the obligations assumed by the borrower 
under the terms of the original loan.” Nor is it a new 
extension of credit. 
 “Must a restructuring like the [borrowers’] 
comply with Section 50(a)(6)? No, because it does not 
involve a new extension of credit.…” 

Footnote 28: Nothing “in Section 50 suggests that 
a loan’s compliance is to be determined at any time 
other than when it is made.” Footnote 29: “TEX. FIN. 
CODE § 301.002(a)(14)(A) … [defines an] ‘Open-end 
account’.” 
 
2. McAllen Hospitals, LLP v. State Farm Mutual 

Insurance Company of Texas, ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(5/16/14) 

 
 Hospital sued insurer after injured victims of car 
wreck cashed settlement checks from insurer that were 
made out to both them and hospital, without 
discharging proper hospital lien. Using principals of 
commercial paper under the UCC, the Supreme Court 
ruled that the hospital had not been “paid” by delivery 
of a settlement check to the claimant: “(1) payment of 
a check to one nonalternative copayee without the 
endorsement of the other does not constitute payment 
to a ‘holder’ and thus does not discharge the drawer of 
either his liability on the instrument or the underlying 
obligation, (2) the … patients’ releases of their causes 
of action against [negligent driver] were [in]valid … , 
and (3) the Hospital’s liens on those causes of action 
therefore remain intact.”  
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Insurer’s “delivery of the drafts to [claimant’s] 
constitutes constructive delivery of the drafts to the 
other copayee, the Hospital.” But, “when a draft is 
issued to nonalternative copayees, one copayee acting 
alone is not entitled to enforce, and thus may not 
discharge, the instrument.” If it is payable to all, it can 
only be enforced by all. A “forged endorsement by 
nonalternative copayee [does] not discharge drawer’s 
obligation to other copayee.” 
 Footnote 3: “Under the UCC, ‘payor bank’ means 
a bank that is the drawee of a draft. A ‘drawee’ is a 
person ordered in the draft to make payment.”  

Hospital possibly could have sued the bank. But 
its failure to do so did not affect insurer’s obligations. 
Footnote 5: “A drawee that makes payment ‘for a 
person not entitled to enforce the instrument or receive 
payment’ may be liable in conversion.” Footnote 6: A 
“drawee may not charge its customer’s account on an 
instrument that is not properly authorized.” 

 
3. The Finance Commission of Texas v. Norwood, 

418 S.W.3d 566 (Tex. 2013)(6/21/13) 
(“supplemental opinion” was issued 1/24/14) 

 
 Supplemental opinion addressing computation of 
interest and closing locations for home equity loans.  

The “Texas Constitution caps ‘fees to any person 
that are necessary to originate, evaluate, maintain, 
record, insure, or service’ a home equity loan, not 
including ‘any interest’, at 3% of principal. In this 
case, we hold that ‘interest’ as used in this provision 
does not mean compensation for the use, forbearance, 
or detention of money, as in the usury context, but ‘the 
amount determined by multiplying the loan principal 
by the interest rate.’ This definition provides the 
protection to borrowers the provision is intended to 
afford.” 
  “[P]er diem interest is still interest, though 
prepaid; it is calculated by applying a rate to principal 
over a period of time. Legitimate discount points to 
lower the loan interest rate, in effect, substitute for 
interest. We also agree … that true discount points are 
not fees ‘necessary to originate, evaluate, maintain, 
record, insure, or service’ but are an option available to 
the borrower and thus not subject to the 3% cap.” 
 “Section 50(a)(6)(N) [of the Constitution], which 
provides that a loan may be ‘closed only at the office 
of the lender, an attorney at law, or a title company’, 
precludes a borrower from closing the loan through an 
attorney-in-fact under a power of attorney not itself 
executed at one of the three prescribed locations.” 
 “[C]losing is the occurrence that consummates the 

transaction. But a power of attorney must be part of the 
closing to show the attorney-in-fact’s authority to act. 
… [W]e think that the provision requires a formality to 
the closing that prevents coercive practices. The 
concern is that a borrower may be persuaded to sign 
papers around his kitchen table collateralizing his 
homestead when he would have second thoughts in a 
lender’s, lawyer’s, or title company’s office. To allow 
the borrower to sign a power of attorney at the kitchen 
table raises the same concern. Requiring an attorney-
in-fact to sign all loan documents in an office does 
nothing to sober the borrower’s decision, which is the 
purpose of the constitutional provision.” 
 A breach of fiduciary duty suit against an 
attorney-in-fact “may be a hollow remedy and certainly 
cannot recover a home properly pledged as collateral. 
In any event, ‘[w]hether so stringent a restriction [as 
limiting the locations where a home equity loan can be 
closed and, we think, a power of attorney executed] is 
good policy is not an issue for the Commissions or this 
Court to consider.’ Whether the constitutional 
provision’s intended protection is worth the hardship or 
could be more fairly or effectively provided by some 
other method is a matter that must be left to the framers 
and ratifiers of the Constitution.” 

 
4. The Finance Commission of Texas v. Norwood, 

418 S.W.3d 566 (Tex. 2013)(6/21/13) 
(“supplemental opinion” was issued 1/24/14) 

 
 Voters amended the constitution to allow home 
equity loans, and then in 2003 amended it again to 
allow the Legislature to delegate to an agency the 
power to interpret certain sections. In this suit, 
homeowners challenged certain rulings by two 
commissions authorized by the Legislature to create a 
safe harbor. The Supreme Court ruled that “agency 
interpretations made under this authority are [not] 
beyond judicial review,” and that certain rulings by the 
agencies were unconstitutional. 
 The homestead has been protected from forced 
sale by the Texas Constitution. An amendment allowed 
home equity loans. Its “lengthy, elaborate, detailed 
provisions … were included in Article XVI, Section 50 
and made nonseverable.” “Loan terms and conditions, 
notices to borrowers, and all applicable regulations 
were set out in Section 50 itself.” Desiring a safe 
harbor, in “2003 the Legislature proposed, and the 
people adopted, Section 50(u), which states: The 
legislature may by statute delegate one or more state 
agencies the power to interpret” parts of Section 50. 
The commissioners on the commissions to whom the 
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Legislature delegated the power were appointed by the 
Governor. 
 The commissions’ interpretation of “interest” was 
unconstitutional, as well as allowing closing by mail, 
but not the presumption of receipt of notice. 
 The fatal flaw with the commissions’ 
interpretation of “interest” is that it was tied to the 
Legislature’s definition, which it could change. 
Instead, “interest” is “the amount determined by 
multiplying the loan principal by the interest rate.” 
 “Closing a loan is a process.… [Under the 
constitution, executing] the required consent or a 
power of attorney are part of the closing process and 
must occur only at one of the locations allowed by the 
constitutional provision.” 
 The commissions’ interpretation providing a 
rebuttable presumption of receipt of mail “does not 
impair the constitutional requirement; it merely 
relieves a lender of proving receipt unless receipt is 
challenged.” 

 
MM. Family Law, Juveniles, Indigents 

 
1. In the Interest of K.M.L., a Child, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Mentally-challenged mother signed a voluntary 
relinquishment. Unrepresented father was accompanied 
to trial by officials, but entered courtroom late. The 
Supreme Court determined there was “legally 
insufficient evidence that the mother knowingly and 
intelligently executed the affidavit of voluntary 
relinquishment, and because the [indigent] father did 
not receive notice of trial and did not waive notice,” 
the termination of both of their parental rights was 
reversed. One issue was whether the relinquishment 
affidavit was proper. 
 Footnote 2: “A CASA volunteer, or Texas Court 
Appointed Special Advocate, can be appointed to serve 
as guardian ad litem or a volunteer advocate for the 
child under Family Code section 107.031 in 
termination suits.” 
 Footnote 3: “Family Code section 161.003 
provides for involuntary termination of parental rights 
when a parent is unable to provide for the needs of the 
child due to mental or emotional illness or a mental 
deficiency.” 
 Footnote 4: “While Family Code section 
102.004(a) grants grandparents standing to file suit 
requesting managing conservatorship and section 
153.432 grants grandparents standing to request 
possession of or access to a grandchild, for a 

grandparent to raise issues related to a terminated 
parent’s rights, the intervening grandparent must 
satisfy the requirements of Rule 60 … that is, the 
grandparent must have a justiciable interest in the 
pending suit.” 
 “While a ‘parental rights termination proceeding 
encumbers a value ‘far more precious than any 
property right,’’ this right may be waived through 
statutes such as Texas Family Code section 161.103, 
which provides for affidavits of voluntary 
relinquishment of parental rights.” 
 A “trial court may order termination of the parent-
child relationship if the court finds by clear and 
convincing evidence that termination is in the best 
interest of the child and that the parent has executed a 
valid, irrevocable affidavit of relinquishment of 
parental rights. … Notably, the affidavit must be 
witnessed by two credible persons and verified before 
a person authorized to take oaths.” 
 The parties disagreed about the “verification” of 
the affidavit. “Any difference between ‘verified’ and 
‘verification’ is merely a matter of semantics. … As 
we interpret statutes with the fair assumption that the 
Legislature intends the words it chooses, applying the 
words as they are written, we must determine whether 
the affidavit here was verified—that is, whether it 
included a verification.” 
 “Section 312.011(1) defines [an] affidavit as a 
statement ‘sworn to before an officer authorized to 
administer oaths.’ ‘Under oath’ connotes more than 
simply ‘sworn to,’ … [because] ‘[t]he person making 
the oath implicitly invites punishment if the statement 
is untrue or the promise [to tell the truth] is broken.’” 
 “Merely because it is stated that the affiant has 
subscribed and sworn to a document does not 
constitute the affiant swearing or affirming under oath 
that the facts stated are true. The affidavit here, 
however, did include a jurat indicating that [mother] 
made the statements ‘under oath.…’” Thus, the 
“affidavit here is verified.…” Thus, the “affidavit here 
is verified.…” “‘Signed under oath’ … constitutes a 
verification.” 
 The guardianship of the mother by her own 
mother did not nullify the affidavit because “the 
guardianship determination was made after [mother] 
executed the affidavit.” The affidavit was therefore 
admissible in evidence. 
 “Because the natural right between a parent and 
his child is one of constitutional dimensions, 
termination proceedings must be strictly scrutinized. … 
[D]ue process requires application of the clear and 
convincing standard of proof. The Texas Family Code 
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defines clear and convincing as ‘the measure or degree 
of proof that will produce in the mind of the trier of 
fact a firm belief or conviction as to the truth of the 
allegations sought to be established.’ … ‘[R]equiring 
only anything more than a mere scintilla of evidence 
does not equate to clear and convincing evidence.’ 
Thus, our legal sufficiency review … must take into 
consideration whether the evidence is such that a 
factfinder could reasonably form a firm belief or 
conviction about the truth of the matter on which the 
State bears the burden of proof.” 
 The Family Code permits termination “if it by 
clear and convincing evidence that the parent has 
executed an unrevoked or irrevocable affidavit of 
relinquishment of parental rights. The [state] … has the 
burden to prove the elements necessary to support 
termination of the parent-child relationship. … 
[Implicit] is the requirement that the affidavit of 
parental rights be voluntarily executed. An 
involuntarily executed affidavit is a complete defense 
to a termination suit based on” the Family Code. 
 Here, “the court of appeals misplaced the burden 
of proof. [The state] bore the burden of proving 
voluntariness [when mother signed the affidavit] by 
clear and convincing evidence.” The evidence (detailed 
in the opinion) was legally insufficient to prove this. 
The Court lacks jurisdiction to review factual 
sufficiency challenges. “Accordingly, we remand the 
case to the court of appeals to consider the factual 
sufficiency of the evidence to support the jury’s 
findings on the other statutory grounds for 
termination.” 
 “The Family Code requires that the jury find, by 
clear and convincing evidence, that termination of 
parental rights is in the child’s best interest. … Only if 
no reasonable juror could form a firm belief or 
conviction that termination of [mother’s] parental 
rights was in K.M.L.’s best interest can we conclude 
that the evidence is legally insufficient.” 
 Holley “established a non-exhaustive list of 
factors to consider in determining the best interest of a 
child, including: (1) the emotional and physical needs 
of the child and the emotional and physical danger to 
the child now and in the future; (2) the parental 
abilities of the individuals seeking custody; (3) the 
plans for the child by those individuals and the stability 
of the home; and (4) the plans for the child by the 
agency seeking custody and the stability of the 
proposed placement.” In this case, a jury could find 
that termination was in the child’s best interest. 
 “Family Code section 263.301(a) provides, 
‘[n]otice of a permanency hearing shall be given as 

provided by Rule 21a … to all persons entitled to 
notice of the hearing.’” By filing an answer, father was 
entitled to notice, which he did not receive. He “was 
served only by publication, a manner of citation not 
authorized by Rule 21a.” His “failure to receive notice 
of the permanency hearings has implications as it 
relates to his lack of counsel and his due process 
rights.” 
 “Rule 245 … provides that a trial court ‘may set 
contested cases on written request of any party, or on 
the court’s own motion, with reasonable notice of not 
less than forty-five days to the parties of a first setting 
for trial, or by agreement of the parties.’ If a timely 
answer has been filed … , due process rights are 
violated when a judgment is subsequently entered 
without the party having received notice of the setting 
of the case, even when that party previously waived 
notice of citation. A trial court’s failure to comply with 
the notice requirements in a contested case deprives a 
party of his constitutional right to be present.…” Here, 
father was not “served with actual notice of the trial 
setting.” “The due process right to notice prior to 
judgment is subject to waiver … [b]ut such waiver 
must be voluntary, knowing, and intelligently waived.” 
In this case, it was not. 
 
2. Danet v. Bhan, ___ S.W. ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/27/14) 
 
 Child custody case. The Supreme Court ruled that 
legally sufficient evidence—detailed in the opinion—
supported the jury’s award of custody to the foster 
parents. 
 When “determining the issues of conservatorship 
and possession of and access to the child,’ ‘[t]he best 
interest of the child shall always be the primary 
consideration of the court.’ … [A presumption favors 
the parent] ‘unless the court finds that appointment of 
the parent … would significantly impair the child’s 
physical health or emotional development .…’” 

“A jury verdict in a custody determination case is 
binding on the trial court if the evidence supports it. 
TEX. FAM. CODE § 105.002(c). The jury’s decision is 
entitled to substantial deference on appeal and is 
subject to ordinary evidentiary sufficiency review.” 

Footnote 1: “Although the statute does not require 
evidence of ‘specific actions or omissions’ resulting in 
significant impairment, the jury charge did, and ‘[t]he 
sufficiency of the evidence must be measured by the 
jury charge when, as here, there has been no objection 
to it.’” 

Here, the mother’s “pattern of behavior 
demonstrated that placement of the child in [mother’s] 
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custody would significantly impair the child’s physical 
health or emotional development.” The Court did not 
decide “the exact length of time required to ameliorate 
a history of bad conduct, nor do we suggest that the 
removal of a child from a long-term stable 
environment would, in itself, be sufficient to establish 
that a change in custody would substantially impair the 
child’s physical health or emotional development.” 
Rather, the evidence “which includes evidence of 
misconduct in the more distant past, evidence of more 
recent misconduct, and evidence of the stability of the 
child’s current placement—together constitutes some 
evidence to support the jury’s verdict. 
 
3. In the Interest of S.M.R., G.J.R., and C.N.R., 

Children, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/6/14) 
 
 The Supreme Court upheld the reversal of a trial 
court’s judgment terminating father’s parental rights. 
DFPS had asserted endangerment and non-compliance 
with conditions for the children’s return, but the 
judgment did not include the latter. 
 While omitted unrequested elements can be 
presumed in a judgment, here non-compliance had 
been requested. Moreover, under Rule 306 “a judgment 
in a suit filed by a governmental entity to terminate 
parental rights ‘must state the specific grounds for 
termination.’” Significantly, here “the judgment 
conforms to the statute’s requirements by stating the 
specific termination grounds and determining the 
children’s best interests.” 

“Abuse and neglect are not defined in chapter 
262. Nor does the chapter indicate any special or 
technical meaning for the terms. … Thus, whether 
removal under the chapter was for abuse or neglect 
depends on the surrounding facts and circumstances 
and is generally determined on a case-by-case basis.” 
Acts “or omissions listed in chapter 261 might be used 
to inform the terms’ use in other chapters. Under 
chapter 261, ‘neglect’ may include in part the failure 
‘to seek, obtain, or follow through with medical care 
for a child.’” 
 “Parents frequently fall short of strict compliance 
with a family-service plan’s requirements. … But 
whether a parent has done enough under the family-
service plan to defeat termination under subpart (O) is 
ordinarily a fact question.” When “questions of 
compliance and degree are raised, and the trial court 
declines to terminate on this ground, the evidence is 
not conclusive; it is disputed.” 
 “The statutory endangerment grounds require 
clear and convincing proof that the parent has ‘(D) 

knowingly placed or knowingly allowed the child to 
remain in conditions or surroundings which endanger 
the physical or emotional well-being of the child; (E) 
engaged in conduct or knowingly placed the child with 
persons who engaged in conduct which endangers the 
physical or emotional well-being of the child [and] (2) 
that termination is in the best interest of the child.’” 

“[R]elevant evidence may not be ignored.…”  
“A judgment terminating parental rights is 

factually sufficient when ‘the evidence is such that a 
reasonable jury could form a firm belief or conviction 
that grounds exist for termination.’” 
 
4. In the Interest of A.B. and H.B., Children, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(5/16/14) 
 
 Suit to terminate parental rights. The Supreme 
Court ruled that appellate courts are not required to 
“detail the evidence … when affirming the jury’s 
decision” to terminate parental rights. 

“In parental termination cases, our courts of 
appeals are required to engage in an exacting review of 
the entire record to determine if the evidence is 
factually sufficient to support the termination of 
parental rights. And to ensure the jury’s findings 
receive due deference, if the court of appeals reverses 
the factfinder’s decision, it must detail the relevant 
evidence in its opinion and clearly state why the 
evidence is insufficient to support the termination 
finding by clear and convincing evidence.” 
 This “appeal only requires us to decide whether 
the court of appeals, in affirming the termination, 
adhered to the proper standard for conducting a factual 
sufficiency review. Because the court of appeals’ 
opinion and the record demonstrate the court of 
appeals considered the record in its entirety—as a 
proper factual sufficiency review requires—we 
affirm.” 

“A factual sufficiency review pits two 
fundamental tenets of the Texas court system against 
one another: the right to trial by jury and the court of 
appeals’ exclusive jurisdiction over questions of fact. 
And, in the context of parental termination cases, a 
third interest must also be accounted for—that is, 
parents’ fundamental right to make decisions 
concerning ‘the care, the custody, and control of their 
children.’” In “In re C.H., we articulated a factual 
sufficiency standard to strike an appropriate balance 
between these competing principles.” 
 “Because the termination of parental rights 
implicates fundamental interests, a higher standard of 
proof—clear and convincing evidence—is required at 
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trial. Given this… , a heightened standard of appellate 
review in parental termination cases is similarly 
warranted. Specifically, a proper factual sufficiency 
review requires the court of appeals to determine 
whether ‘the evidence is such that a factfinder could 
reasonably form a firm belief or conviction about the 
truth of the State’s allegations.’ ‘If, in light of the 
entire record, the disputed evidence that a reasonable 
factfinder could not have credited in favor of the 
finding is so significant that a factfinder could not 
reasonably have formed a firm belief or conviction, 
then the evidence is factually insufficient.’ And in 
making this determination, the reviewing court must 
undertake ‘an exacting review of the entire record with 
a healthy regard for the constitutional interests at 
stake.’” 
 “[W]hile parental rights are of a constitutional 
magnitude, they are not absolute. Consequently, … the 
court of appeals must nevertheless still provide due 
deference to the decisions of the factfinder, who, 
having full opportunity to observe witness testimony 
first-hand, is the sole arbiter when assessing the 
credibility and demeanor of witnesses.” 
 The Court has “established one exception to the 
general rule that appellate courts need not ‘detail the 
evidence’ when affirming a jury finding: exemplary 
damages.” 
 “The purpose of terminating parental rights … is 
not to punish parents or deter their ‘bad’ conduct, but 
rather to protect the interests of the child. Unlike 
exemplary damages awards, which leave much to the 
jury’s discretion, the Family Code provides a detailed 
statutory framework to guide the jury in making its 
termination findings.” 
 In a suit to terminate parental rights under 
§ 161.001 of the Family Code, “the petitioner is 
required to establish one or more of the acts or 
omissions enumerated under subdivision (1) of the 
statute, and must also prove that termination is in the 
best interest of the child. Proof under each subsection 
must be satisfied by clear and convincing evidence; 
termination may not be based solely on the best interest 
of the child as determined by the trier of fact. Thus, 
termination proceedings require juries to make specific 
findings of fact, and the Family Code provides the 
contours to limit unnecessary discretion.” 
 “But for the State’s fundamental interest in the 
welfare of the child, termination would not be proper.” 

Here, the court of appeals considered all of the 
evidence. 
 
 

5. Amedisys, Inc. v. Kingwood Home Health Care, 
LLC, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(5/9/14) 

 
 Dispute about whether plaintiff accepted 
defendant’s settlement offer. Footnote 4: the Family 
Code provides for mediated settlement agreements; 
when the requirements are met, “‘a party is entitled to 
judgment on the mediated settlement agreement 
notwithstanding Rule 11….’” 

 
6. In the Interest of K.N.D., 424 S.W.3d 8 (Tex. 

2014)(1/17/14) 
 
 Mother was prostitute, and her roommate, who 
was her pimp, caused her to fall down while she was 
pregnant. She had also relinquished parental rights to a 
prior child, and had mental health issues. The trial 
court terminated mother’s rights to child for “abuse or 
neglect” of the child under Chapter 262 of the Family 
Code. The Supreme Court ruled that, in “light of our 
recent decision in In re E.C.R.,” “we hold that K.N.D. 
was removed for abuse or neglect” under Chapter 262. 
 “Following the initial removal of a child, a court 
may order termination of the parent-child relationship 
if the court finds by clear and convincing evidence that 
the parent has: ‘failed to comply with the provisions of 
a court order that specifically established the actions 
necessary for the parent to obtain the return of the 
child.…’” When determining whether there has been 
“abuse or neglect” of the child for the purposes of 
Chapter 262, “a reviewing court may examine a 
parent’s history with other children as a factor of the 
risks or threats of the environment.…” 

 
NN.  Prisoners’ Cases and Criminal Law 
 
1. Texas Commission on Environmental Quality v. 

Resendez, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(11/21/14) 
 
 Whistleblower case. “Texas Government Code 
section 321 criminalizes the failure of a state agency’s 
‘administrative head’ to report fraud or 
misappropriation of funds if there is reasonable cause 
to believe that such has taken place.” 

 
2. In re the State Bar of Texas, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(8/22/14) 
 
 A prosecutor allegedly suppressed exculpatory 
evidence, the defendant was acquitted, and the record 
expunged. The SBOT then brought disciplinary action 
against the prosecutor. After asserting he could not 
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defend himself without the expunged material, he 
fought efforts to release the records, and the 
disciplinary action could not proceed. The acquitted 
defendant sued the prosecutor in federal court, where 
the prosecutor used some of the records in his 
pleadings. The SBOT sought a mandamus to overrule an 
order prohibiting use of the records. The Supreme 
Court ruled: “Because the court’s order interferes with 
the disciplinary process [by denying the Commission 
use of the records], disrupting the regulatory scheme 
promulgated by this Court to govern cases of attorney 
discipline, we conditionally grant relief.…” The 
“expungement order does not bar the Commission 
from using records from the criminal trial in the 
grievance proceeding.” 
 “A person wrongfully arrested for a crime ‘is 
entitled to have all records and files relating to the 
arrest’ expunged, if certain conditions are met. The 
statute thus serves to protect wrongfully-accused 
people by eradicating their arrest records.” 
 “Expunction is not a right; it is a statutory 
privilege. The expunction statute is an exception to the 
established principle that court proceedings and 
records should be open to the public. See, e.g., 
Express-News Corp. v. MacRae, 787 S.W.2d 451, 452 
(Tex. App.—San Antonio 1990, orig. proceeding) 
(recognizing constitutional right to public trials and 
presumptively open court records).… The statute is 
designed to protect wrongfully-accused people from 
inquiries about their arrests.” 
 “The statute provides for a truncated expunction 
procedure that requires neither filing a petition nor a 
hearing. The truncated procedure commences with a 
defendant’s request for expunction, such as a request 
made orally on the record by defense counsel. The 
acquitted defendant must provide the trial court with 
certain information, including a list of all officials and 
agencies to be named in the expunction order and 
notified of the expunction proceedings. Within thirty 
days of acquittal, the trial court is to enter the 
expunction order, which is prepared and filed by 
defense counsel or by the prosecutor, if the acquitted 
defendant is not represented by counsel. The court 
clerk then sends a certified copy of the expunction 
order to the Department of Public Safety and to each of 
the officials and agencies named in the order.” “‘On 
receipt of the order, each official or agency or other 
governmental entity named in the order’ is required to 
return to the court all records and files that are subject 
to the order or, if their return is impracticable, to 
obliterate all information identifying the acquitted 
defendant. Any of the entities named in the order may 

appeal the order as in civil cases generally.” 
 “The statute provides for exceptions, permitting 
the retention of records and files, if they may be 
needed in future criminal or civil proceedings.” 
 Here, the Commission was not named in the 
expunction proceedings. 

An “acquitted defendant … has the right to 
voluntarily waive his expunction rights….” 
 “In barring the Commission’s use of any … 
evidence derived from the underlying criminal case, 
the court construes the expunction statute at odds with 
the acquitted defendant’s interests. A process intended 
to protect acquitted defendants has been used as a 
shield against charges of prosecutorial misconduct. 
Moreover, the court’s order fails to consider that an 
expunction order may except records needed for future 
investigations and proceedings by a prosecutor or a law 
enforcement agency. The exception extends not only to 
criminal matters, but to civil cases as well.” 
 
3. The City of Watauga v. Gordon, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(6/6/14) 
 
 Citizen sued city alleging he was injured when the 
police negligently put on the handcuffs to tightly. 
Holding the event was an intentional tort, the Supreme 
Court ruled that immunity from suit was not waived. 

Under the common law, an “assault occurs when a 
person is in apprehension of imminent bodily contact, 
whereas a battery is committed when an individual 
actually sustains a harmful or offensive contact to his 
or her person.” The penal code combines common-law 
concepts of assault and battery under its definition of 
“assault.” 
 It was illegal for plaintiff to resist arrest. “See, 
e.g., TEX. PEN. CODE §§ 38.03-.04 (criminalizing 
resisting arrest).” Thus, plaintiff’s “compliance during 
the arrest was not legal consent to what otherwise 
would have been a battery.” 
 “The gravamen of [plaintiff’s] complaint … is 
that [the] police officers used excessive force in 
effecting his arrest. Claims of excessive force in the 
context of a lawful arrest arise out of a battery rather 
than negligence, whether the excessive force was 
intended or not.” When “an arrest, lawful in its 
inception, escalates into excessive-force allegations, 
the claim is for battery alone.” 
 “The actions of a police officer in making an 
arrest necessarily involve a battery, although the 
conduct may not be actionable because of privilege. …  
The officer is privileged to use reasonable force. But a 
police officer’s mistaken or accidental use of more 
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force than reasonably necessary to make an arrest still 
‘arises out of’ the battery claim.” 
 
OO. Maritime, Admiralty Law, and Jones Act 
 
1. King Fisher Marine Service, L.P. v. Tamez, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Seaman claimed he was injured when following a 
specific order to help lift a shaft. The day following the 
charge conference, as the court was about to bring in 
the jury, defendant offered a different definition. The 
judge said it was untimely. The Supreme Court ruled 
that “the trial court acted within its discretion in 
refusing to hear a last-minute charge objection,” and 
further that “sufficient evidence supported the jury’s 
specific-order finding,” so the verdict was not reduced 
by contributory negligence. 
 “Ordinarily, any damages recoverable by an 
injured seaman are reduced on a percentage basis by a 
jury’s finding that the seaman’s negligence contributed 
to his damages.” “Under maritime law, a ‘specific 
order’ is one in which the seaman is ordered to do a 
specific task in a specific manner or is ordered to do a 
task that can be accomplished in only one way. When a 
seaman is carrying out a specific order, his damages 
may not be reduced by a finding of contributory 
negligence.” 
 The “specific-orders exception ‘applies only when 
the seaman is ordered to do a specific task in a specific 
manner or is ordered to do a task that can be 
accomplished in only one way. A seaman receives a 
specific order when his ‘only options are either to 
complete the task or disobey the order.’” 
 “In conducting a sufficiency review in Jones Act 
cases, we are required to set aside our traditional legal-
sufficiency standard in favor of one that vests the jury 
‘with complete discretion on factual issues.’ Once an 
appellate court determines that some evidence about 
which reasonable minds could differ supports the 
verdict, the appellate court’s review is complete.” 
Here, another crewmember’s testimony, which differed 
from the plaintiff’s, indicated there was only one way 
to perform the task. So, the evidence was sufficient. 
 
2. Schlumberger Technology Corporation v. Arthey, 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/20/14) 
 

 Company hosted guests and provided charter 
fishing. One guest got drunk, and en route home, 
crashed and seriously injured two people on a 
motorcycle. Since a social host owns no duty to 

prevent a guest from drinking and driving, plaintiff 
asserted that the claim was “governed by federal 
maritime law. Reversing and rendering for the 
defendant, the Supreme Court ruled that for “maritime 
law to apply, the action must fall within admiralty 
jurisdiction, and under … the … Grubart  [case]… it 
does not.” 

Footnote  12: “‘[G]eneral maritime law preempts 
state causes of action and remedies, consistent with the 
longstanding desire … to achieve uniformity in the 
exercise of admiralty jurisdiction pursuant to the U.S. 
Constitution, art. 3, § 2, cl. 1. The ‘saving to suitors’ 
clause of 28 U.S.C. 1333(1) permits state courts to 
adjudicate maritime actions ‘constrained by the 
‘reverse-Erie’ doctrine which requires that substantive 
remedies afforded by States conform to governing 
federal maritime standards.’’” 

The test under Grubart inquires “‘whether the tort 
occurred on navigable water or whether injury suffered 
on land was caused by a vessel on navigable water. 
The connection test raises two issues. A court, first, 
must assess the general features of the type of incident 
involved to determine whether the incident has a 
potentially disruptive impact on maritime commerce. 
Second, a court must determine whether the general 
character of the activity giving rise to the incident 
shows a substantial relationship to traditional maritime 
activity.’” 

Here, there was some evidence though disputed, 
from plaintiff’s expert that guest was drinking on the 
boat, and some evidence the guide breached his duty. 
 Footnote 17: “‘The admiralty and maritime 
jurisdiction of the United States extends to and 
includes cases of injury or damage, to person or 
property, caused by a vessel on navigable waters, even 
though the injury or damage is done or consummated 
on land.’” 
 The second, “substantial relationship,” part of the 
Grubart test inquires “‘whether a tortfeasor’s activity, 
commercial or noncommercial, on navigable waters is 
so closely related to activity traditionally subject to 
admiralty law that the reasons for applying special 
admiralty rules would apply.…’” “The incident here, 
generally described, is the consumption of alcoholic 
beverages by guests aboard small, chartered fishing 
boats on navigable waters.” The issue is whether it 
“‘posed more than a fanciful risk to commercial 
shipping.’ It cannot.” This is not “substantially related 
to a traditional maritime activity, … [and] there is no 
apparent need for applying special, uniform admiralty 
rules in all situations rather than individual states’ 
laws.” 
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PP. Liability for Animals 
 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
QQ. Taxes 

 
1. Galveston Central Appraisal District v. TRQ 

Captain’s Landing, 423 S.W.3d 374 (Tex. 
2014)(1/17/14) 

 
A Community Housing Development Organization 

(CHDO) is designed to provide low income housing, 
and receives certain ad valorem tax advantages. The 
Supreme Court previously “held in AHF-Arbors that 
equitable title [rather than legal title] is sufficient” for 
the tax exemption. Here, the Court ruled that “the 
CHDO’s application for an exemption was timely” 
because the entity “application [was] made within 
thirty days of the date it acquired equitable title to the 
apartments….” 
 Texas Tax Code § 11.182 provides a tax 
exemption for a CHDO. 
 “Generally, eligibility for an exemption is 
determined as of January 1 of the year in which the 
exemption is sought, and a person must apply for the 
exemption before May 1 of that year.” But, § 11.436(a) 
allows an application within 30 days after an entity 
“acquires the property.” Here, that includes equitable 
title. 

 
RR. Religious Organizations and Religious Issues 
 
No Cases in 2014. 

 
IV.  FILING SUIT 
 
A. Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 
 
1. Petroleum Solutions, Inc. v. Bill Head d/b/a Bill 

Head Enterprises, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(12/19/14) 

 
 Truck stop sued installer of underground tank 
system. Installer claimed a component was defective, 
gave it to an expert, who later lost it. Installer sued 
component maker, and later so did plaintiff. Maker 
sued installer for indemnity. 

This is a substituted opinion for one issued 7/11/14 
(see below for details). The original opinion addressed 
issues of spoliation and indemnity. This substituted 
opinion ruled that “spoliation sanctions were an abuse 
of discretion” with respect to plaintiff, and also 

affirmed a judgment for Titeflex, maker of a flex 
connector, for indemnity. In addition to many minor 
edits, the Court added Footnote 6: “We leave to the 
trial court’s discretion the extent to which evidence of 
the missing connector is relevant to whether 
[plaintiff’s] claims are barred by limitations.” 
 
2. Richmont Holdings, Inc., et al. v. Superior 

Recharge Systems, LLC, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(12/19/14) 

 
 Party did not waive arbitration by, in part, moving 
to transfer venue. 

“[M]oving to transfer venue. The motion does not 
address the merits of the case. Moreover, objections to 
improper venue must be made at the outset of the case. 
TEX. R. CIV. P. 86.” 
 
3. In re Essex Insurance Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(11/21/14) 
 
 Injured worker sued non-subscriber, claiming he 
was an independent contractor, and also sought a 
declaratory judgment against the commercial general 
liability insurer. The Supreme Court ruled that the “no 
direct action rule” prohibited the worker’s suit against 
the insurer, and granted mandamus because the trial 
court had denied the carrier’s motion to dismiss under 
Rule 91a. 

 
4. In re National Lloyds Insurance Company, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(10/31/14) 
 

“The Texas Rules of Civil Procedure provide for 
discovery of ‘any matter that is not privileged and is 
relevant to the subject matter of the pending action.’ 
The phrase ‘relevant to the subject matter’ is to be 
broadly construed. It is no ground for objection ‘that 
the information sought will be inadmissible at trial if 
the information sought appears reasonably calculated 
to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.’ TEX. 
R. CIV. P. 192.3(a).” 

 
5. Pike-Grant v. Grant, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(10/3/14) 
 

“The Texas Rules of Civil Procedure require 
notice of trial for contested cases.… TEX. R. CIV. P. 
245.” 
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6. King Fisher Marine Service, L.P. v. Tamez, ___ 
S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 

 
 Seaman claimed he was injured when following a 
specific order to help lift a shaft. The day following the 
charge conference, as the court was about to bring in 
the jury, defendant offered a different definition. The 
judge said it was untimely. The Supreme Court ruled 
that “the trial court acted within its discretion in 
refusing to hear a last-minute charge objection.”  
  “We review de novo any question regarding the 
proper interpretation of Rule 272. A trial court’s 
rejection of a proposed definition is reviewed for abuse 
of discretion.” 
 “Rule 272 mandates trial courts to afford the 
parties a ‘reasonable time’ to inspect the charge and 
present objections outside the presence of the jury. … 
[W]hile the rule strictly prohibits objections after the 
charge is read, it affords trial courts latitude in 
addressing objections made before.” Thus, the court 
can set “a deadline for charge objections.” 

Defendant did “preserve error under Rule 272’s 
requirement to object before the jury was charged.… 
There is no question the trial court was aware of King 
Fisher’s complaint before the jury was charged and 
ruled on it. Error was preserved.…” 
 One “‘of the main purposes of Rule 272 is to 
enable the trial court to submit a proper charge to the 
jury and to have the prior benefit of counsel’s 
objections so as to correct any errors that might 
otherwise occur.’ We … recognize[] that the 
preparation of the charge comes ‘at that very difficult 
point of the trial.…’” “Trial courts should therefore 
make every effort to entertain on the merits a charge 
objection brought in good faith after conclusion of the 
formal charge conference but before the charge is read 
to the jury.” 
 
7. In re John Doe a/k/a “Trooper”, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Company and its president sought a Rule 202 
deposition of Google to determine the identity of a 
blogger who was attacking them. The Supreme Court 
ruled that a “proper court [for a Rule 202 action] must 
have personal jurisdiction over the potential 
defendant.…” 
 
8. In the Interest of K.M.L., a Child, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 

Parental termination case. Child’s grandmother 

had obtained a guardianship over child’s mother. 
Footnote 4: “While Family Code section 102.004(a) 
grants grandparents standing to file suit requesting 
managing conservatorship and section 153.432 grants 
grandparents standing to request possession of or 
access to a grandchild, for a grandparent to raise issues 
related to a terminated parent’s rights, the intervening 
grandparent must satisfy the requirements of Rule 60 
of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure—that is, the 
grandparent must have a justiciable interest in the 
pending suit.” 
 Courts of appeals have “delineate[d] the 
verification requirement in both the Rule 165a context 
and the Rule 93 context, which requires certain pleas in 
an answer to be verified. [They] … have held that no 
particular form of verification is required so long as the 
affiant swears to the truth of the contents and that the 
affidavit is based on personal knowledge.” See, note 9. 
 “Family Code section 263.301(a) provides, 
‘[n]otice of a permanency hearing shall be given as 
provided by Rule 21a … to all persons entitled to 
notice of the hearing.’” By filing an answer, father was 
entitled to notice, which he did not receive. He “was 
served only by publication, a manner of citation not 
authorized by Rule 21a.” His “failure to receive notice 
of the permanency hearings has implications as it 
relates to his lack of counsel and his due process 
rights.” 
 “Rule 245 … provides that a trial court ‘may set 
contested cases on written request of any party, or on 
the court’s own motion, with reasonable notice of not 
less than forty-five days to the parties of a first setting 
for trial, or by agreement of the parties.’ If a timely 
answer has been filed … , due process rights are 
violated when a judgment is subsequently entered 
without the party having received notice of the setting 
of the case, even when that party previously waived 
notice of citation. A trial court’s failure to comply with 
the notice requirements in a contested case deprives a 
party of his constitutional right to be present.…” Here, 
father was not “served with actual notice of the trial 
setting.” “The due process right to notice prior to 
judgment is subject to waiver … [b]ut such waiver 
must be voluntary, knowing, and intelligently waived.” 
In this case, it was not. 

 
9. Highland Homes Ltd. v. The State of Texas, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 A class-action settlement, the State of Texas 
contested the disposition of a “cy pres award” under 
the Unclaimed Property Act. The Supreme Court ruled 
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it did not apply. 
“Rule 42(a) of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 

provides that when its requirements are met, ‘[o]ne or 
more members of a class may sue . . . as representative 
parties on behalf of all’. … Rule 42 prescribes 
procedures to ensure that those whose claims are 
settled or adjudicated in absentia are afforded due 
process. Such procedures include court approval of 
class representatives and class counsel, notice to class 
members, and court approval of a proposed settlement 
after an opportunity to be heard. When the rule is 
followed, class representatives may assert—and agree 
to disposition of—claims on behalf of the class, 
including claims on behalf of absent members.”  

For more, see Class Actions, below. 
 
10. Nath v. Texas Children’s Hospital, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Supreme Court affirmed the imposition of 
monetary sanctions, but remanded to reconsider the 
amount. 

Because the “sanction at issue here concerns 
pleadings,” “Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 13 [is] 
applicable to this case.…” 
 “Rule 13 provides that pleadings that are 
groundless and in bad faith, intended to harass, or false 
when made are also sanctionable.…” 

Footnote 20: A “court may sanction a party or 
attorney under Rule 13 ‘upon its own initiative.’[]” 
 
11. Burbage v. Burbage, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(8/29/14) 
 

The “‘purpose of Rule 274 is to afford trial courts 
an opportunity to correct errors in the charge by 
requiring objections both to clearly designate the error 
and to explain the grounds for complaint.’” 
 
12. In the Interest of M.G.N. and A.C.N., Minor 

Children, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/22/14) 
 
 In a custody case tried by a jury with an alternate, 
during trial one juror said he knew information about 
the father’s business; the trial court replaced him with 
the alternate juror. Later, when a second juror reported 
he was sick, the trial court excused him and proceeded 
with eleven. Considering both the constitution and 
statute, the Supreme Court ruled that “a trial court may 
substitute a regular juror with an alternate if the regular 
juror is unable to fulfill or is disqualified from 
fulfilling his duties, but a trial court may only dismiss a 

juror and proceed with fewer than twelve jurors if the 
dismissed juror is constitutionally disabled.” 

“The constitution specifies that grand and petit 
juries in the district courts shall be composed of twelve 
members. As few as nine jurors may render a verdict 
if, during trial, as many as three jurors ‘die, or become 
disabled from sitting.’ The Rules of Civil Procedure 
have similar language allowing as few as nine 
remaining jurors to return and render a verdict if ‘as 
many as three jurors die or be disabled from sitting.’ 
TEX. R. CIV. P. 292. Thus, if a trial court’s dismissal of 
a juror results in fewer than twelve jurors, the dismissal 
must either be based on the juror’s constitutional 
disability or the trial court must declare a mistrial if 
there was no constitutional disability.” 
 
13. Tenet Hospitals Limited v. Rivera, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(8/22/14) 
 
 Child’s malpractice action for a birth injury was 
barred by the statute of reporse. As a “whole, our 
statutes, rules, and precedent treat guardians and next 
friends similarly. See, e.g., TEX. R. CIV. P. 44 (granting 
next friends the same rights as guardians except that 
they must give security for costs).” 
 
14. Petroleum Solutions, Inc. v. Bill Head d/b/a Bill 

Head Enterprises, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(7/11/14) 

 
 The Supreme Court reversed the submission of a 
spoliation instruction. “Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 
215.2 allows a … ‘just’ sanctions for discovery abuse.” 
 
15. In re Ford Motor Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(7/3/14) 
 

Forum non conveniens case in which intervenors 
relied upon the “Texas-resident exception.”  
  “A plaintiff becomes a cross-claimant by asserting 
a claim against a fellow plaintiff. If the plaintiff 
defending against the cross-claim then files a claim 
against the cross-claimant, the plaintiff-defendant 
would be a counterclaimant. Rule 38 of the Texas 
Rules of Civil Procedure allows a plaintiff facing a 
counterclaim to file a claim against a third party.” 
 
16. Jaster v. Comet II Construction, Inc., ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 

In a construction case, the Supreme Court ruled 
that an expert report does not have to be filed with a 
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cross-action or third-party claim, as it does when 
plaintiff initiates the suit. 
 Footnote 12: “Generally, our rules of civil 
procedure also recognize the distinction between an 
‘action,’ ‘suit,’ or ‘cause’ and a ‘cause of action’ or 
‘claim.’” 
 The “‘plaintiff’ is a party who initiates the ‘action’ 
or suit.… Third-party plaintiffs and cross-claimants do 
not initiate a lawsuit or legal proceeding.” 
 The Texas Rules of Civil Procedure “are also 
consistent with the statute’s broader usage of the term 
‘claimants.’ See TEX. R. CIV. P. 169(a)(1).…” 
 
17. Porretto v. Texas General Land Office, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 
 Suit against state over title to land seaward of 
Galveston’s seawall.  

“Rule 196.3(c) provides that a party responding to 
a request for production ‘must either produce 
documents . . . as they are kept in the usual course of 
business or organize and label them to correspond with 
the categories in the request.’” Making no search 
constitutes “no response to” a request. Nor did 
defendants “seek a more specific process for 
production in response to the request [for purportedly 
voluminous records], … [or] even respond to the 
motion for sanctions. The sanction was well within the 
trial court’s discretion.” 
 
18. Brookshire Brothers, Ltd. v. Aldridge, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 

In a slip and fall case, plaintiff alleged defendant 
failed to preserve surveillance video. 

If a party has spoliated evidence, “Rule 215.2 … 
enumerates a wide array of remedies available to a trial 
court in addressing discovery abuse, such as an award 
of attorney’s fees or costs to the harmed party, 
exclusion of evidence, striking a party’s pleadings, or 
even dismissing a party’s claims. … The trial court 
also has discretion to craft other remedies … , 
including the submission of a spoliation instruction to 
the jury.” 
 
19. In the Interest of S.M.R., G.J.R., and C.N.R., 

Children, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/6/14) 
 
 The Supreme Court upheld the reversal of a trial 
court’s judgment terminating father’s parental rights. 
DFPS had asserted endangerment and non-compliance 
with conditions for the children’s return, but the 

judgment did not include the latter. 
 “Rule 299 provides that “omitted unrequested 
elements” of a ground of recovery or defense may be 
presumed to support a judgment, when evidence 
supports the omitted element and the trial court has 
found one or more elements of the ground of recovery 
or defense.” But, here, non-compliance was requested. 
 
20. MAN Engines & Components, Inc. v. Shows, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/6/14) 
 
 Valve on boat engine failed. A downstream buyer 
relied upon an implied warranty of merchantability. 
The maker, however, did not plead its affirmative 
defense. 

“Rule 94 makes clear that affirmative defenses 
must be properly raised in pretrial pleadings.…” 
“Disclaimer is an affirmative defense subject to Rule 
94 requirements. Rule 94 provides a list of affirmative 
defenses and then adds a catch-all that sweeps in ‘any 
other matter constituting an avoidance or affirmative 
defense.’ Disclaimer falls into this ‘any other matter’ 
catch-all. The enumerated defenses share ‘the common 
characteristic of a bar to the right of recovery even if 
the general complaint were more or less admitted to.’ 
Disclaimer performs a similar role, not rebutting the 
facts asserted by the plaintiff, but establishing an 
independent reason why the plaintiff should not 
recover.” 
  
21. Amedisys, Inc. v. Kingwood Home Health Care, 

LLC, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(5/9/14) 
 
 Dispute about whether plaintiff accepted a 
settlement offer from defendant. Defendant had 
tendered its settlement offer under “rule 167, which 
authorizes a party to recover certain litigation costs if 
the party made, and the party’s opponent rejected, a 
settlement offer that was significantly more favorable 
than the judgment obtained at trial.” A “non-
conforming offer ‘cannot be the basis for awarding 
litigation costs under’” under the rule. Defendant also 
invoked Ch. 42. 

Footnote 8: Chapter 42 only applies to claims for 
“‘monetary relief,’” and under Rule 167 an offer 
“‘must not include non-monetary claims.’” 

Rule 167 and Ch. 42 do not govern the issue of 
acceptance because, under them, the issue is attorney’s 
fees. Here, the common law of contracts governs the 
purported offer and acceptance. 

Footnote 4: the Family Code provides for 
mediated settlement agreements; when the 
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requirements are met, “‘a party is entitled to judgment 
on the mediated settlement agreement notwithstanding 
Rule 11….’” 

 
22. In re Health Care Unlimited, Inc., ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(4/25/14) 
 
 During jury deliberations, a representative of a 
corporate defendant communicated with a juror. The 
trial court granted a new trial, but the Supreme Court 
ruled that this was an abuse of discretion, holding that 
“there was no evidence that the communications 
probably caused injury.” 
 The trial court initially had not held a hearing. The 
“Texas Rules of Civil Procedure require that ‘the court 
shall hear evidence [of alleged juror misconduct] from 
the jury or others in open court,’ see TEX. R. CIV. P. 
327(a).” 
 “To warrant a new trial based on jury misconduct, 
the movant must establish that (1) the misconduct 
occurred, (2) it was material, and (3) it probably caused 
injury. TEX. R. CIV. P. 327(a).… The complaining 
party has the burden to prove all three elements before 
a new trial can be granted. Whether misconduct 
occurred and caused injury are questions of fact for the 
trial court.” 

Rule 327 protects the “integrity of the verdict” by 
“giving due consideration to the right to a jury trial in 
an effort to best protect the trial process.” “Under Rule 
327, protecting the trial process in the jury misconduct 
context requires a finding of misconduct, materiality, 
and probable injury, not merely that there was an 
appearance of impropriety from which harm could be 
presumed.” 
 
23. In re Ford Motor Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(3/28/14) 
 

In a park-to-reverse products liability case, 
plaintiff wanted to depose the employers of 
defendants’ two retained experts to discover financial 
connections with defendants. But, the Supreme Court 
ruled that, on the facts of the case, the rules “do not 
permit such discovery.” 
 “Rule 192.3(e) sets forth the scope of information 
that parties may discover about a testifying expert, 
which includes ‘any bias of the witness.’” Rule 195 
limits “testifying-expert discovery to that acquired 
through disclosures, expert reports, and oral 
depositions of expert witnesses,” with a goal of 
“minimizing ‘undue expense.’” “We adopted Rule 
195—establishing disclosures, expert reports, and oral 

depositions as the permissible methods for expert 
discovery—after we decided Walker [v. Packer].” 
 Here, plaintiff’s “fishing expedition, seeking 
sensitive [business and financial] information covering 
twelve years, is just the type of overbroad discovery 
the rules are intended to prevent.” 
 
24. Crosstex Energy Services, L.P. v. Pro Plus, Inc., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 

“The Texas Rules of Civil Procedure encourage 
liberal discovery practices.” 

“Rule 90 deems any defect, omission, or fault in a 
pleading waived unless specifically pointed out by 
exception.” 

 
25. Long v. Castle Texas Production Limited 

Partnership, 426 S.W.3d 73 (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 
 This opinion generally addresses the date from 
which postjudment interest runs. 
 “We must interpret … rules of procedure to give 
them effect.…” 
 TEX. R. CIV. P. 301 provides that “‘[o]nly one one 
final judgment shall be rendered in any cause except 
where it is otherwise specially provided by law.’” 
 Under TEX. R. CIV. P. 41, “a court may sever and 
proceed separately with a claim against a party and 
may sever different grounds of recovery before 
submission to the trier of fact.” Footnote 15: A “claim 
is properly severable if: ‘(1) the controversy involves 
more than one cause of action, (2) the severed claim is 
one that would be the proper subject of a lawsuit if 
independently asserted, and (3) the severed claim is not 
so interwoven with the remaining action that they 
involve the same facts and issues.’ Avoiding prejudice, 
doing justice, and increasing convenience are the 
controlling reasons to sever.” 

TEX. R. CIV. P. 270 “provides that a court may 
permit additional evidence to be offered at any time 
when it clearly appears necessary to the due 
administration of justice, except that ‘in a jury case no 
evidence on a controversial matter shall be received 
after the verdict of the jury.’” However, this does not 
apply when an appellate court remands for further 
proceedings. 
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B. Jurisdiction (Other than Sovereign Immunity, 
located at III(F)) 

 
1. In re John Doe a/k/a “Trooper”, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Company and its president sought a Rule 202 
deposition of Google to determine the identity of a 
blogger who was attacking them. The Supreme Court 
ruled that a “proper court [for a Rule 202 action] must 
have personal jurisdiction over the potential 
defendant.…” 

Implicitly, a prior version of Rule 202 that used 
“proper court” “referred to subject-matter jurisdiction.” 
“Certainly, a court cannot grant relief when it lacks 
jurisdiction of the subject matter.” Under Rule 202, 
“the court must have subject-matter jurisdiction over 
the anticipated action.” 

A “proper court [for a Rule 202] must also have 
personal jurisdiction over the potential defendant.” “To 
allow discovery of a potential claim against a 
defendant over which the court would not have 
personal jurisdiction denies him the protection Texas 
procedure would otherwise afford. Under Rule 120a, a 
defendant who files a special appearance in a suit is 
entitled to have the issue of personal jurisdiction heard 
and decided before any other matter. Discovery is 
limited to matters directly relevant to the issue.” 
 “‘However minimal the burden of defending in a 
foreign tribunal, a defendant may not be called upon to 
do so unless he has had the ‘minimal contacts’ with 
that State that are a prerequisite to its exercise of 
power over him.’” 

“If a court need not have personal jurisdiction 
over the potential defendant, there is no limiting 
principle to guide a decision to allow or deny [Rule 
202] discovery with respect to some defendants and 
not others.” 

“The burden is on the plaintiff in an action to 
plead allegations showing personal jurisdiction over 
the defendant. The same burden should be on a 
potential plaintiff under Rule 202.” 
 
2. Zachary Construction Corporation v. Port of 

Houston Authority of Harris County, Texas, ___ 
S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 

 
 Contractor sued port for breach of contract related 
to construction of a wharf. 

“Immunity ‘implicates a court’s subject-matter 
jurisdiction over pending claims’ and ‘‘[w]ithout 
jurisdiction the court cannot proceed at all in any 

cause; it may not assume jurisdiction for the purpose of 
deciding the merits of the case.’’” 
 
3. Schlumberger Technology Corporation v. Arthey, 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Company hosted guests and provided charter 
fishing. One guest got drunk, and en route home, 
crashed and seriously injured two people on a 
motorcycle. The Supreme Court ruled that maritime 
law does not apply, and there is no social host liability 
for drinking and driving. 

Footnote 12: “‘[G]eneral maritime law preempts 
state causes of action and remedies, consistent with the 
longstanding desire … to achieve uniformity in the 
exercise of admiralty jurisdiction pursuant to the U.S. 
Constitution, art. 3, § 2, cl. 1. The ‘saving to suitors’ 
clause of 28 U.S.C. 1333(1) permits state courts to 
adjudicate maritime actions ‘constrained by the 
‘reverse-Erie’ doctrine which requires that substantive 
remedies afforded by States conform to governing 
federal maritime standards.’’” 
 
4. Americo Life, Inc. v. Myer, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Second trip to the Supreme Court for this 
arbitration case that arose from the financing of the 
purchase of several insurance companies. The Court 
ruled that a “requirement for the selection of arbitrators 
beyond those the parties agreed upon in their 
arbitration agreement” was erroneously imposed, and 
reversed. 
 “Arbitrators derive their power from the parties’ 
agreement to submit to arbitration. They have no 
independent source of jurisdiction apart from the 
parties’ consent. Accordingly, arbitrators must be 
selected pursuant to the method specified in the 
parties’ agreement. An arbitration panel selected 
contrary to the contract-specified method lacks 
jurisdiction over the dispute.” 
 
5. In re Vaishangi, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/6/14) 
 

In real estate suit, a Rule 11 agreement, with a 
document attached, was signed by the parties and 
judge. In the agreement, defendant agreed to sign the 
document. A few days thereafter, the suit was 
dismissed. Eleven months later, upon plaintiff’s motion 
to enforce, the judge ordered defendant to sign the 
document as agreed, and awarded fees. The Supreme 
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Court, however, ruled that “the Rule 11 agreement was 
not an agreed judgment,” and thus the trial court did 
not have continuing jurisdiction to enforce it. 
  “If the Rule 11 agreement is a final judgment, … 
the trial court maintains continuing jurisdiction to 
enforce that judgment.… If, however, the agreement is 
simply an interlocutory order, and the dismissal order 
signed four days later is the court’s final judgment, … 
the trial court was without jurisdiction to enforce the 
Rule 11 agreement.…”  
 Generally, “Rule 11 agreements [are] separate and 
distinct from agreed judgments entered thereon.” 
Merely announcing a settlement agreement and noting 
it on the docket does not make it a judgment. Even if 
there is “‘a valid Rule 11 agreement, consent must 
exist at the time an agreed judgment is rendered.’”  
 A Rule 11 agreement can be a judgment if it 
meets the requirements for a final judgment. “A 
judgment is final ‘if and only if either it actually 
disposes of all claims and parties then before the court, 
regardless of its language, or it states with 
unmistakable clarity that it is a final judgment as to all 
claims and all parties.’” And approving a settlement 
does not render judgment unless there is “a ‘present 
act’ to ‘decide the issues.’” The court must intend to 
“render judgment.” 
 “‘[A]n appellate court may not deal with disputed 
areas of fact in a mandamus proceeding.’” But fact 
issues about the scope of a Rule 11 agreement “do not 
prevent the Court from determining as a matter of law 
whether the Rule 11 agreement constitutes an agreed 
judgment.” And the Court can determine if the trial 
court exceeded its jurisdiction. 
 In this case, the trial court did not indicate an 
intent to render judgment. There is no decretal 
language, and a dismissal order was later signed. A 
“later judgment supersedes a prior one.” So, the 
dismissal order was the court’s final judgment. As a 
result, the “trial court’s plenary power expired thirty 
days after the dismissal order.” 

Because the trial court exceeded its jurisdiction, 
“mandamus is proper even without a showing that the 
relator lacks an adequate remedy on appeal.… 
‘Further, because the order was void, the relator need 
not show it did not have an adequate appellate remedy, 
and mandamus relief is appropriate.’” 
 
6. Crosstex Energy Services, L.P. v. Pro Plus, Inc., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 

Interlocutory appeal of an order denying a motion 
to dismiss and granting an extension to file a certificate 

of merit under Ch. 150. The Supreme Court ruled that 
the certificate of merit is not a jurisdictional 
requirement. 
 “Parties may not waive jurisdictional statutory 
duties. But mandatory statutory duties are not 
necessarily jurisdictional. A party may waive a 
mandatory, non-jurisdictional requirement by failing to 
object timely. We resist classifying a provision as 
jurisdictional absent clear legislative intent to that 
effect.” 
 When determining whether a statutory 
requirement is jurisdictional, the Court “may consider: 
(1) the plain meaning of the statute; (2) ‘the presence 
or absence of specific consequences for 
noncompliance’; (3) the purpose of the statute; and (4) 
‘the consequences that result from each possible 
interpretation.’” Here, the statute does not claim the 
certificate of merit is jurisdictional. Moreover, 
“[m]andatory dismissal language does not” mean the 
statute is jurisdictional. This statute does not declare its 
purpose. But, “the implications of alternate 
interpretations” factor indicates the statute is not 
jurisdictional. If a certificate of merit were 
jurisdictional, the omission of one could be attacked 
“in perpetuity.” This was not the Legislature’s intent. 
Section “150.002 imposes a mandatory, but 
nonjurisdictional, filing requirement. Thus, we hold 
that a defendant may waive its right to seek dismissal 
under the statute.” 
 “Jernigan clearly implies that the expert report 
requirement is not jurisdictional” in medical 
malpractice cases, unlike Whistleblower cases, where 
the facts supporting a violation are indispensable to the 
waiver of sovereign immunity. 
 
7. In re Mark Fisher, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(2/28/14) 
 
 Venue case. Plaintiff sold his company to a 
limited partnership, and became a limited partner, in a 
series of agreements that called for venue in Tarrant 
County. Asserting he was defamed, and that the 
business was bankrupted by mismanagement, he filed 
suit in Wise County against the principals of the buyer. 
The Supreme Court overruled defendants’ 
jurisdictional arguments, but granted mandamus “to 
enforce the mandatory forum selection clauses” in the 
agreements. (Note: corrected opinion issued on 5/2/14; 
terminology and cites changed, original date retained.) 
 If “a court does not have jurisdiction, its opinion 
addressing any issues other than jurisdiction is 
advisory.” 
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 “When a plea to the jurisdiction is based on the 
pleadings, the pleadings are to be construed liberally in 
favor of the plaintiff.… [Here, plaintiff’s] allegations 
do not affirmatively negate his having been ‘personally 
aggrieved.’ Thus, given his allegations, … Relators 
[did not show they] are entitled to mandamus relief” on 
their jurisdiction argument. 

Defendants claimed that the corporations’ 
bankruptcies should have prevented plaintiff’s suit 
because he should have sued the bankruptcy debtors, 
not them personally. “Whether those claims should 
have been brought against another party (Nighthawk) 
is not a question of jurisdiction requiring dismissal, but 
is a question of liability.” 
 The agreements contained provisions that 
addressed jurisdiction and venue, using both 
mandatory and permissive terminology. The 
“permissive language applies to consent to jurisdiction, 
but the mandatory language applies to require venue.” 
“Objections to personal jurisdiction may be waived, so 
a litigant may consent to the personal jurisdiction of a 
court through a variety of legal arrangements.” This 
obviates the need to analyze the parties’ contacts with 
the forum. A “permissive forum selection clause is one 
under which the parties consent to the jurisdiction of a 
particular forum but do not require suit to be filed 
there.” 

 
8. The Finance Commission of Texas v. Norwood, 

418 S.W.3d 566 (Tex. 2013)(6/21/13) 
(“supplemental opinion” was issued 1/24/14) 

 
 Voters amended the constitution to allow home 
equity loans, and then in 2003 amended it again to 
allow the Legislature to delegate to an agency the 
power to interpret certain sections. In this suit, 
homeowners challenged certain rulings by two 
commissions authorized by the Legislature to create a 
safe harbor. The Supreme Court ruled that it had 
jurisdiction to review the matter and that the 
homeowners had standing. 
 “‘Without jurisdiction the court cannot proceed at 
all in any cause; it may not assume jurisdiction for the 
purpose of deciding the merits of the case.’” 
 The homeowners had standing to challenge the 
commissions’ rulings. “Because standing is required 
for subject-matter jurisdiction, it can be — and if in 
doubt, must be — raised by a court on its own at any 
time.” “Standing and other concepts of justiciability 
have been ‘developed to identify appropriate occasions 
for judicial action’ and thus maintain the proper 
separation of governmental powers.” 

 “‘A court has no jurisdiction over a claim made 
by a plaintiff without standing to assert it. For standing, 
a plaintiff must be personally aggrieved; his alleged 
injury must be concrete and particularized, actual or 
imminent, not hypothetical.’” 

 
C. Venue, Forum Selection Clauses, and Forum 

Non Conveniens 
 
1. Richmont Holdings, Inc., et al. v. Superior 

Recharge Systems, LLC, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(12/19/14) 

 
 Party did not waive arbitration by, in part, moving 
to transfer venue. 

“[M]oving to transfer venue. The motion does not 
address the merits of the case. Moreover, objections to 
improper venue must be made at the outset of the case. 
TEX. R. CIV. P. 86.” 

 
2. In re Ford Motor Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(7/3/14) 
 

After a one-car wreck in Mexico when a tire 
failed, the injured driver, who was not a Texas 
resident, sued his brother’s estate in Texas, where it 
was being administered. The estate filed a third-party 
suit against Ford, and driver amended to sue Ford. 
“Wrongful-death beneficiaries—some of whom are 
legal residents of Texas—intervened and also filed 
claims against Ford.” Ford sought a mandamus to order 
dismissal under the forum non conveniens statute. The 
Supreme Court denied it: “wrongful-death 
beneficiaries are distinct plaintiffs that can rely on the 
Texas-resident exception” in the forum non conveniens 
statute. “Since at least one of the beneficiaries is a legal 
resident of Texas, … the trial court did not abuse its 
discretion in denying Ford’s motion to dismiss.” 
 “The Legislature has codified the common-law 
doctrine of forum non conveniens.…” There is an 
exception for Texas plaintiffs, called the “Texas-
resident exception.” “The formula is simple: plaintiff + 
legal residence = right to a Texas forum.” 
 The term “plaintiff” is defined to include “‘party 
seeking recovery of damages for personal injury or 
wrongful death.’” It does not include a “third party 
plaintiff.” The Court ruled that a “third party plaintiff” 
must be a defendant, and the “the intervening 
wrongful-death beneficiaries” are plaintiffs distinct 
from the estate. 
 The statute’s “exclusion of third-party plaintiffs 
only excludes defendants who file third-party claims. 
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Thus, intervenors can only constitute third-party 
plaintiffs under the statute if they can be properly 
characterized as defendants.” “The statutory definition 
of ‘plaintiff’ indicates that a plaintiff does not stop 
being a plaintiff just because he files a cross-claim, 
counterclaim, or third-party claim.” 
 In the statute, “[t]hird-party plaintiff is undefined. 
However, the context of the statute here indicates that 
this clause excludes only defendants who assert their 
own claims within the same lawsuit.” “A third-party 
plaintiff is a party defending a claim who files a 
pleading to bring a third party into the lawsuit in an 
effort to pass on or share any liability.” 
 The Court’s “text-driven analysis also accords 
with common sense. … [The] statute does not exclude 
a plaintiff from the Texas-resident exception just 
because he decides to turn on one of his fellow 
plaintiffs or bring in a third party.” 
 The wrongful death “[d]erivative status … relates 
back only to the decedent’s circumstances immediately 
preceding his demise and is unrelated to the ongoing 
procedural status of the” case. 
 “While beneficiaries are derivative plaintiffs, the 
statutory definition allows them to rely on their Texas 
residency. We hold that wrongful-death beneficiaries 
and decedents are both distinct plaintiffs under the 
statute.” 
 The Court considered that the statutory “exclusion 
of bad-faith assignees … implies that good-faith 
assignees are included.…” Also, “‘a legal resident’” 
implies an individual. 
 The “wrongful-death statute’s broader derivative-
beneficiary rule [cannot be harmonized] with the 
Texas-resident exception.” Thus, the “‘special or local 
provision prevails as an exception to the general 
provision.’” 
 
3. In re Mark Fisher, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(2/28/14) 
 
 Venue case. Plaintiff sold his company to a 
limited partnership, and became a limited partner, in a 
series of agreements that called for venue in Tarrant 
County. Asserting he was defamed, and that the 
business was bankrupted by mismanagement, he filed 
suit in Wise County against the principals of the buyer. 
The Supreme Court ruled that the “trial court abused its 
discretion by failing to enforce the mandatory forum 
selection clauses” in the agreements. (Note: corrected 
opinion issued on 5/2/14; terminology and cites 
changed, original date retained.) 

“Forum selection clauses are presumptively valid. 

Allowing a lawsuit to proceed in a forum other than 
that for which the parties contracted promotes forum 
shopping with its attendant judicial inefficiency, waste 
of judicial resources, delays of adjudication of the 
merits, and skewing of settlement dynamics. 
Accordingly, mandamus is available if a trial court 
improperly refuses to enforce a forum selection clause. 
Further, mandamus relief is specifically authorized to 
enforce a statutory mandatory venue provision.” 
 Section 15.020 provides mandatory venue for 
suits arising from a “‘major transaction,’ which is 
defined as a transaction evidenced by a written 
agreement and which involves $1 million or more.…” 
The transaction here was a “major transaction.” Here, a 
promissory note was provided deferred compensation 
to plaintiff, which he alleged had been compromised 
by defendants. Thus, plaintiff “in substance is seeking 
to recover the $6.5 million owed to him under the 
Note.…” A “forum selection clause applie[s] to a claim 
that would have no basis but for the agreement 
containing the clause.” So, plaintiff’s claims arose 
from the major transaction, even though the events 
occurred after it was entered; also “section 15.020” 
does not require that an action arise out of a specific 
agreement if it arises from “a major transaction.” 
 Here, liability “for failure to pay him on the Note 
must be determined by reference to those agreements. 
And when an injury is to the subject matter of a 
contract, the action is ordinarily ‘on the contract.’” 
 The agreements contained provisions that 
addressed jurisdiction and venue, using both 
mandatory and permissive terminology. The 
“permissive language applies to consent to jurisdiction, 
but the mandatory language applies to require venue.” 
Here, the parties intended that they would “submit to 
the jurisdiction of the state or federal courts in Tarrant 
County and that they will not file suit ‘arising out of or 
relating to this Agreement’ anywhere else.” When “the 
phrase ‘non-exclusive jurisdiction’ is in a forum 
selection clause that also includes language reflecting 
intent that the venue choice is mandatory, the non-
exclusive language does not necessarily control over 
the mandatory language.” 
 Plaintiff claimed suit in Wise County (where 
plaintiff resided) was proper for a defamation suit 
under § 15.017. “Venue may be proper in multiple 
counties under mandatory venue rules, and the plaintiff 
is generally afforded the right to choose venue when 
suit is filed.” This suit arose from a major transaction 
which is governed by § 15.020. 
 In addition, if “‘the plaintiff’s chosen venue rests 
on a permissive venue statute and the defendant files a 
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meritorious motion to transfer based on a mandatory 
venue provision, the trial court must grant the 
motion.’” 
 Because plaintiff’s “benefit of the bargain” theory 
arose from a major transaction, all of plaintiff’s claims 
had to be transferred pursuant to § 15.004. 
 Other agreements contained different venue 
provisions, but they did not apply to the claims in this 
case. 

 
D. Parties and Standing 

 
1. In the Interest of K.M.L., a Child, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 

Parental termination case. Child’s grandmother 
had obtained a guardianship over child’s mother. 
 Footnote 2: “A CASA volunteer, or Texas Court 
Appointed Special Advocate, can be appointed to serve 
as guardian ad litem or a volunteer advocate for the 
child under Family Code section 107.031 in 
termination suits.” 
 Footnote 4: “While Family Code section 
102.004(a) grants grandparents standing to file suit 
requesting managing conservatorship and section 
153.432 grants grandparents standing to request 
possession of or access to a grandchild, for a 
grandparent to raise issues related to a terminated 
parent’s rights, the intervening grandparent must 
satisfy the requirements of Rule 60 of the Texas Rules 
of Civil Procedure—that is, the grandparent must have 
a justiciable interest in the pending suit.” 
 
2. Highland Homes Ltd. v. The State of Texas, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 A class-action settlement, the State of Texas 
contested the disposition of a “cy pres award” under 
the Unclaimed Property Act. The Supreme Court ruled 
it did not apply. 

The class-action defendant had standing to contest 
the state’s position on appeal. Footnote 17: A “‘final 
judgment which is founded upon a settlement 
agreement reached by the parties must be in strict or 
literal compliance with that agreement’. It should go 
without saying that when a party agrees to one 
judgment and a materially different one is rendered, the 
party is personally aggrieved and has standing to 
complain. ‘For standing, a plaintiff must be personally 
aggrieved . . . .’).” 
 
 

3. Tenet Hospitals Limited v. Rivera, ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(8/22/14) 

 
 Child suffered birth injury, allegedly due to 
malpractice, seven years before a 10-year statute of 
repose was included in the medical malpractice statute. 
Though counsel for the child timely sent notice, suit 
was not filed until fifteen years after her birth. The 
Supreme Court ruled the child’s claim was barred by 
the statute of repose, even though the child raised 
“open courts” and “retroactivity” constitutional 
challenges. 
 “The law, our precedent, and our rules of 
procedure all treat minors and legally incompetent 
persons alike as lacking the legal capacity to sue, such 
that they must appear in court through a legal guardian, 
a next friend, or a guardian ad litem.” A “guardian’s 
lack of diligence may operate to bar a legally 
incompetent person’s open courts challenge. And a 
next friend’s lack of due diligence may operate to bar a 
minor child’s open courts challenge.”  

“There are specific procedures for guardians that 
do not apply to next friends.” But, as a “whole, our 
statutes, rules, and precedent treat guardians and next 
friends similarly. See, e.g., TEX. R. CIV. P. 44 (granting 
next friends the same rights as guardians except that 
they must give security for costs).” 
 
4. Jaster v. Comet II Construction, Inc., ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 

In a construction case, the Supreme Court ruled 
that an expert report does not have to be filed with a 
cross-action or third-party claim, as it does when 
plaintiff initiates the suit. 
 The “‘plaintiff’ is a party who initiates the ‘action’ 
or suit.… Third-party plaintiffs and cross-claimants do 
not initiate a lawsuit or legal proceeding.” (Footnote 
14: “We have identified one instance within the Civil 
Practice and Remedies Code, for example, where it 
appears that the term ‘plaintiff’ is used interchangeably 
with the broader term ‘claimant.’”) “[W]hen the 
Legislature wants to use a single term that 
encompasses third-party plaintiffs, cross-claimants, 
and counter-claimants along with plaintiffs, it uses the 
term ‘claimant,’ and defines that term accordingly.” 
Footnote 15: “The recognition that those added to the 
suit by joinder or intervention may become ‘plaintiffs’ 
is also consistent with the common meaning of the 
term, as such joinder or intervention simply places 
them among those who initiated the suit.” 
 Section “150.002’s certificate-of-merit 
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requirement applies to a party who initiates the lawsuit, 
and not to defendants or third-party defendants who 
assert claims for relief within a suit.” 
 
5. In re Ford Motor Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(7/3/14) 
 

After a one-car wreck in Mexico when a tire 
failed, the injured driver, who was not a Texas 
resident, sued his brother’s estate in Texas, where it 
was being administered. The estate filed a third-party 
suit against Ford, and driver amended to sue Ford. 
“Wrongful-death beneficiaries—some of whom are 
legal residents of Texas—intervened and also filed 
claims against Ford.” Ford sought a mandamus to order 
dismissal under the forum non conveniens statute. The 
Supreme Court denied it: “wrongful-death 
beneficiaries are distinct plaintiffs that can rely on the 
Texas-resident exception” in the forum non conveniens 
statute. “Since at least one of the beneficiaries is a legal 
resident of Texas, … the trial court did not abuse its 
discretion in denying Ford’s motion to dismiss.” 
  “A third-party plaintiff is a party defending a 
claim who files a pleading to bring a third party into 
the lawsuit in an effort to pass on or share any 
liability.” 
 “A plaintiff becomes a cross-claimant by asserting 
a claim against a fellow plaintiff. If the plaintiff 
defending against the cross-claim then files a claim 
against the cross-claimant, the plaintiff-defendant 
would be a counterclaimant. Rule 38 of the Texas 
Rules of Civil Procedure allows a plaintiff facing a 
counterclaim to file a claim against a third party.” 
 “The Legislature has elsewhere defined ‘claimant’ 
as ‘a party, including a plaintiff, counterclaimant, 
cross-claimant, or third-party plaintiff, seeking 
recovery of damages.’ The definition of ‘plaintiff’ 
selects a subset of the broader term ‘claimant’ by 
excluding the last three party types elsewhere listed as 
claimants in statutory definitions.” “Cross-claims, 
counterclaims, and third-party claims present the only 
three kinds of claims that defendants can file in the 
same suit in which they present their defense.” 
 “Intervenor status is not governed by statute, and 
our caselaw explicitly considers equitable factors when 
determining intervenor status” to be a plaintiff or 
defendant. “Intervenors can be characterized as 
plaintiffs or defendants depending on the claims 
asserted and relief requested by the intervenor.” 
“Where the intervenor is seeking affirmative relief and 
is not defending a claim, we should operate under a 
presumption that the intervenor is a plaintiff. Such an 

intervenor is only adefendant where the intervenor is 
closely aligned with the defendant, direct antagonism 
exists between intervenor and plaintiff, and equitable 
factors weigh in favor of treating the intervenor as a 
defendant.” Here, they were treated as plaintiffs. 
 “Wrongful-death beneficiaries are derivative 
parties. … ‘[T]he right of statutory beneficiaries to 
maintain a wrongful death action is entirely derivative 
of the decedent’s right to have sued for his own 
injuries immediately prior to his death.…” This springs 
from Ch. 71. Wrongful death beneficiaries “have no 
greater rights or stronger claims than the decedent 
would have had.” The wrongful death “[d]erivative 
status … relates back only to the decedent’s 
circumstances immediately preceding his demise and is 
unrelated to the ongoing procedural status of the” case. 
 “[B]eneficiaries are entitled to their own 
independent recovery that does not benefit the estate.” 
They have their own attorneys, pleadings, and 
damages, and are distinct from the estate.  
 “While beneficiaries are derivative plaintiffs, the 
statutory definition allows them to rely on their Texas 
residency. We hold that wrongful-death beneficiaries 
and decedents are both distinct plaintiffs under the 
statute.” 
 
6. Porretto v. Texas General Land Office, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 
 Suit against state over title to land seaward of 
Galveston’s seawall.  

Here, plaintiffs “own the property conveyed to 
them that lies landward of the MHHT line.” Because 
this had been disputed by the state, “the trial court was 
justified in resolving the issue once and for all. It erred, 
however, in awarding the [plaintiffs] land seaward of 
the MHHT line.…” Footnote 26: “(‘When suit for 
recovery of title to and possession of land, filed 
without legislative consent, is not against the state 
itself, but is against individuals only, the mere 
assertion by pleading that the defendants claim title or 
right of possession as officials of the state and on 
behalf of the state, will not bar prosecution of the suit. . 
. . One who takes possession of another’s land without 
legal right is no less a trespasser because he is a state 
official or employee, and the owner should not be 
required to obtain legislative consent to institute a suit 
to oust him simply because he asserts a good faith but 
overzealous claim that title or right of possession is in 
the state and that he is acting for and on behalf of the 
state.’); … (… a government actor is not immune from 
a trespass-to-try-title suit . . . .’).” 
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7. In re Mark Fisher, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(2/28/14) 

 
 Venue case. Plaintiff sold his company to a 
limited partnership, and became a limited partner, in a 
series of agreements that called for venue in Tarrant 
County. Asserting he was defamed, and that the 
business was bankrupted by mismanagement, he filed 
suit in Wise County against the principals of the buyer. 
The Supreme Court overruled the defendants’ 
argument that plaintiff did not have standing to assert 
the causes of action brought in the suit. (Note: 
corrected opinion issued on 5/2/14; terminology and 
cites changed, original date retained.) 

“When a plea to the jurisdiction is based on the 
pleadings, the pleadings are to be construed liberally in 
favor of the plaintiff.… [Here, plaintiff’s] allegations 
do not affirmatively negate his having been ‘personally 
aggrieved.’” Thus, he had standing to bring a claim 
based upon a $1M contribution to a limited 
partnership.  
 Though “a corporate entity may maintain a suit 
for libel,” here, the plaintiff alleged he was personally 
libeled, and therefore had “standing to bring [those] 
claims.”  

 
8. The Finance Commission of Texas v. Norwood, 

418 S.W.3d 566 (Tex. 2013)(6/21/13) 
(“supplemental opinion” was issued 1/24/14) 

 
 Voters amended the constitution to allow home 
equity loans, and then in 2003 amended it again to 
allow the Legislature to delegate to an agency the 
power to interpret certain sections. In this suit, 
homeowners challenged certain rulings by two 
commissions authorized by the Legislature to create a 
safe harbor. The Supreme Court ruled that the 
homeowners had standing. 
 “Because standing is required for subject-matter 
jurisdiction, it can be — and if in doubt, must be — 
raised by a court on its own at any time.” “Standing 
and other concepts of justiciability have been 
‘developed to identify appropriate occasions for 
judicial action’ and thus maintain the proper separation 
of governmental powers.” 
 “‘The requirement in this State that a plaintiff 
have standing to assert a claim derives from the Texas 
Constitution’s separation of powers among the 
departments of government, which denies the judiciary 
authority to decide issues in the abstract, and from the 
Open Courts provision, which provides court access 
only to a ‘person for an injury done him’. A court has 

no jurisdiction over a claim made by a plaintiff without 
standing to assert it. For standing, a plaintiff must be 
personally aggrieved; his alleged injury must be 
concrete and particularized, actual or imminent, not 
hypothetical.’” 
 Generally, a citizen cannot sue to force the 
government to comply with the law, but this “varies 
with the claims made.” Here there was standing 
because of the safe harbor provision. “Were this injury 
insufficient to confer standing to challenge the 
Commissions’ interpretations, their authority to 
interpret Section 50 would be final and absolute, not 
merely shared with the Judiciary. But the principle of 
standing exists to protect the separation of powers, not 
to defeat it.” 

 
E. Assignments 
 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
F. Presuit Depositions:  Rule 202 
 
1. In re John Doe a/k/a “Trooper”, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Company and its president sought a Rule 202 
deposition of Google to determine the identity of a 
blogger who was attacking them. The Supreme Court 
ruled that a “proper court [for a Rule 202 action] must 
have personal jurisdiction over the potential 
defendant.…” 

“Rule 202 covers the subjects of two repealed 
rules, Rule 187, permitting discovery to perpetuate 
testimony, and Rule 737, providing for a bill of 
discovery.” “Rule 202 incorporated both that facet of 
pre-suit discovery [investigating a suit before filing it] 
as well as the perpetuation of testimony.” 
 Implicitly, a prior version of Rule 202 that used 
“proper court” “referred to subject-matter jurisdiction.” 
“Certainly, a court cannot grant relief when it lacks 
jurisdiction of the subject matter.” Under Rule 202, 
“the court must have subject-matter jurisdiction over 
the anticipated action.” A “proper court [for a Rule 
202] must also have personal jurisdiction over the 
potential defendant.”  

“To allow discovery of a potential claim against a 
defendant over which the court would not have 
personal jurisdiction denies him the protection Texas 
procedure would otherwise afford. Under Rule 120a, a 
defendant who files a special appearance in a suit is 
entitled to have the issue of personal jurisdiction heard 
and decided before any other matter. Discovery is 
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limited to matters directly relevant to the issue.” 
“To allow a Rule 202 court to order discovery 

without personal jurisdiction over a potential defendant 
unreasonably expands the rule. … Rule 202 is already 
the broadest pre-suit discovery authority in the 
country.” “If a court need not have personal 
jurisdiction over the potential defendant, there is no 
limiting principle to guide a decision to allow or deny 
discovery with respect to some defendants and not 
others.” 

“The burden is on the plaintiff in an action to 
plead allegations showing personal jurisdiction over 
the defendant. The same burden should be on a 
potential plaintiff under Rule 202.” 
 
G. Initiating Suit 
 
1. Jaster v. Comet II Construction, Inc., ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 

In a construction case, the Supreme Court ruled 
that an expert report does not have to be filed with a 
cross-action or third-party claim, as it does when 
plaintiff initiates the suit. 
 The “statute requires the plaintiff to file a 
certificate of merit ‘in’ an action or arbitration 
proceeding. … [A] party asserts a claim or cause of 
action ‘in’ a pleading that is filed ‘in’ a lawsuit or 
‘action.’” 
 Footnote 17: “[W]hile parties in federal courts file 
‘complaints,’ … parties in Texas courts file 
‘petitions’.… We therefore construe the term 
‘complaint’ [in the statute] to mean ‘petition,’ contrary 
to its common meaning, but we do so because the 
context of the term within the statute as a whole 
compels that result.” 
  
H. Temporary Restraining Order / Temporary 

Injunctions  
 
1. Kinney v. Barnes, ___ S.W.3d ___(Tex. 

2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Legal recruiter sought injunction against former 
employer to remove defamatory material from certain 
websites, and to prohibit the same or similar future 
defamations. The Supreme Court ruled “that, while a 
permanent injunction requiring the removal of posted 
speech that has been adjudicated defamatory is not a 
prior restraint, an injunction prohibiting future speech 
based on that adjudication impermissibly threatens to 
sweep protected speech into its prohibition and is an 

unconstitutional infringement on Texans’ free-speech 
rights.…” 
 Prior restraints of the right to free speech are 
“heavily disfavored.”  
 “While abuse of the right to speak subjects a 
speaker to proper penalties, we have long held that 
‘pre-speech sanctions’ are presumptively 
unconstitutional.”  
 A “temporary injunction prohibiting allegedly 
defamatory speech is an unconstitutional prior 
restraint.…” The abuse of the privilege of free speech 
“‘is not to be remedied by denial of the right to speak, 
but only by appropriate penalties for what is 
wrongfully spoken.’” 
 Injunctions against defamation are “‘ineffective, 
overbroad, or both.’” Moreover, “‘equity will not do a 
useless thing.…’” 
 
I. Service of Process and Default Judgment 
 
No Cases in 2014. 
  
J. Collateral Attack 
 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
K. Intervention and Joinder 
 
1. In the Interest of K.M.L., a Child, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 

Parental termination case. Child’s grandmother 
had obtained a guardianship over child’s mother. 
Footnote 4: “While Family Code section 102.004(a) 
grants grandparents standing to file suit requesting 
managing conservatorship and section 153.432 grants 
grandparents standing to request possession of or 
access to a grandchild, for a grandparent to raise issues 
related to a terminated parent’s rights, the intervening 
grandparent must satisfy the requirements of Rule 60 
of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure—that is, the 
grandparent must have a justiciable interest in the 
pending suit.” 
 Courts of appeals have “delineate[d] the 
verification requirement in both the Rule 165a context 
and the Rule 93 context, which requires certain pleas in 
an answer to be verified. [They] … have held that no 
particular form of verification is required so long as the 
affiant swears to the truth of the contents and that the 
affidavit is based on personal knowledge.” See, note 9. 
 “Family Code section 263.301(a) provides, 
‘[n]otice of a permanency hearing shall be given as 
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provided by Rule 21a … to all persons entitled to 
notice of the hearing.’” By filing an answer, father was 
entitled to notice, which he did not receive. He “was 
served only by publication, a manner of citation not 
authorized by Rule 21a.” His “failure to receive notice 
of the permanency hearings has implications as it 
relates to his lack of counsel and his due process 
rights.” 
 “Rule 245 … provides that a trial court ‘may set 
contested cases on written request of any party, or on 
the court’s own motion, with reasonable notice of not 
less than forty-five days to the parties of a first setting 
for trial, or by agreement of the parties.’ If a timely 
answer has been filed … , due process rights are 
violated when a judgment is subsequently entered 
without the party having received notice of the setting 
of the case, even when that party previously waived 
notice of citation. A trial court’s failure to comply with 
the notice requirements in a contested case deprives a 
party of his constitutional right to be present.…” Here, 
father was not “served with actual notice of the trial 
setting.” “The due process right to notice prior to 
judgment is subject to waiver … [b]ut such waiver 
must be voluntary, knowing, and intelligently waived.” 
In this case, it was not. 
 
2. In re Ford Motor Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(7/3/14) 
 

Forum non conveniens case in which intervenors 
relied upon the “Texas-resident exception.”  
  “Intervenor status is not governed by statute, and 
our caselaw explicitly considers equitable factors when 
determining intervenor status” to be a plaintiff or 
defendant. “Intervenors can be characterized as 
plaintiffs or defendants depending on the claims 
asserted and relief requested by the intervenor.” 
“Where the intervenor is seeking affirmative relief and 
is not defending a claim, we should operate under a 
presumption that the intervenor is a plaintiff. Such an 
intervenor is only adefendant where the intervenor is 
closely aligned with the defendant, direct antagonism 
exists between intervenor and plaintiff, and equitable 
factors weigh in favor of treating the intervenor as a 
defendant.” Here, they were treated as plaintiffs. 
 
3. Jaster v. Comet II Construction, Inc., ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 

In a construction case, the Supreme Court ruled 
that an expert report does not have to be filed with a 
cross-action or third-party claim, as it does when 

plaintiff initiates the suit. 
Footnote 15: “The recognition that those added to 

the suit by joinder or intervention may become 
‘plaintiffs’ is also consistent with the common meaning 
of the term, as such joinder or intervention simply 
places them among those who initiated the suit.” 
 
L. Class Actions 
 
1. Highland Homes Ltd. v. The State of Texas, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 A class-action settlement, approved by class 
representatives and the trial court, provided that funds 
for class members who did not opt-out or cash their 
checks in 90 days would be tendered to a charity. The 
state claimed that this procedure for amounts awarded 
but not received violated the Texas Unclaimed 
Property Act and should go to the comptroller as a “cy 
pres award.” The Supreme Court ruled that the act did 
not apply because the funds were not unclaimed; acting 
through their class representatives, the money had been 
claimed. 
 “Rule 42(a) of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 
provides that when its requirements are met, ‘[o]ne or 
more members of a class may sue . . . as representative 
parties on behalf of all’. … Rule 42 prescribes 
procedures to ensure that those whose claims are 
settled or adjudicated in absentia are afforded due 
process. Such procedures include court approval of 
class representatives and class counsel, notice to class 
members, and court approval of a proposed settlement 
after an opportunity to be heard. When the rule is 
followed, class representatives may assert—and agree 
to disposition of—claims on behalf of the class, 
including claims on behalf of absent members.” 
 “Under the Texas Unclaimed Property Act …  
property that goes unclaimed for three years may be 
presumed abandoned and must then be delivered to the 
Comptroller to hold for the owner.” 
 Footnote 9: “The phrase, cy pres … [means] ‘‘as 
near as possible.’’ … In the class action context, cy 
pres refers to awards ‘to an entity that resembles, in 
either composition or purpose, the class members or 
their interests’ when ‘direct distributions to class 
members are not feasible—either because class 
members cannot be reasonably identified or because 
distribution would involve such small amounts that, 
because of the administrative costs involved, such 
distribution would not be economically viable.’” 
 Two proffered provisions of the Act do not apply. 
They appear in Chapter 74, which “‘applies to a holder 
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of property that is presumed abandoned.…’” “Thus, 
Sections 74.308 and 74.309 apply only to a person who 
has property that the owner has not claimed or 
exercised ownership over for more than three years. … 
The State’s argument assumes that absent class 
members have neither asserted claims nor exercised 
acts of ownership in the litigation. But they have—
through the class representatives.” 
 Footnote 21: “[E]ven if Section 73.102 applied, it 
would not nullify the class representative’s authority. 
Having the authority on behalf of the class to arrange 
for payments of claims by check in the first place, the 
class representative also had the authority to prescribe 
the terms under which the checks would be paid.” 
 Class members are bound by the class 
representatives, “so long as the requirements of due 
process are met.” “‘If [a] State wishes to bind an absent 
plaintiff concerning a claim for money damages or 
similar relief at law, it must provide minimal 
procedural due process protection. The plaintiff must 
receive notice plus an opportunity to be heard and 
participate in the litigation, whether in person or 
through counsel. The notice must be the best 
practicable, ‘reasonably calculated, under all the 
circumstances, to apprise interested parties of the 
pendency of the action and afford them an opportunity 
to present their objections.’ The notice should describe 
the action and the plaintiffs’ rights in it. Additionally, 
we hold that due process requires at a minimum that an 
absent plaintiff be provided with an opportunity to 
remove himself from the class by executing and 
returning an ‘opt out’ or ‘request for exclusion’ form to 
the court. Finally, the Due Process Clause of course 
requires that the named plaintiff at all times adequately 
represent the interests of the absent class members.” 
 “The judgment approving [a class action] 
settlement is binding on all settlement class members.” 
 Here, it “is of no consequence that several owners 
have not collected their property within the time period 
to which they agreed through class representatives. An 
owner need not actually collect his property to rebut 
the presumption of abandonment and render the Act 
inapplicable; he need only claim it. Nor is the 
settlement’s labeling of undistributed refunds as 
‘unclaimed funds’ determinative; the refunds were, in 
fact, claimed.” 
 “Under Rule 42, the absent settlement class 
members participated in the litigation and settlement 
through their representatives as fully as the 
representatives did in person.” And, with “court 
approval, class representatives were no less authorized 
to negotiate and agree to the terms of settlement than 

they were to agree to the amounts paid.” 
 “[C]lass members who are hard to identify are no 
less owners of claims that class representatives are 
authorized to prosecute, settle, and release than are 
those class members who are easy to identify.” 
 “The State’s argument for the application of the 
Unclaimed Property Act in these circumstances cannot 
succeed unless class representatives’ authority to act 
for class members under Rule 42 is disregarded.” 
 “[T]rial courts must be careful in class actions to 
protect class interests and scrutinize settlements.” 
 
M. Declaratory Judgment 
 
1. In re Essex Insurance Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(11/21/14) 
 
 Injured worker sued non-subscriber, claiming he 
was an independent contractor, and also sought a 
declaratory judgment against the commercial general 
liability insurer. The Supreme Court ruled that the “no 
direct action rule” prohibited the worker’s suit against 
the insurer, and granted mandamus. 
 “‘In Texas, the general rule . . . is that an injured 
party cannot sue the tortfeasor’s insurer directly until 
the tortfeasor’s liability has been finally determined by 
agreement or judgment.’ …  Because no exception to 
this ‘no direct action’ rule applies here, we 
conditionally grant mandamus.” 
 “Whether stated as claims for damages or for 
declaratory relief, [worker’s] claims against [carrier] 
must fail unless [insured] is in fact liable to [worker] 
for his injuries, which is why we have recognized that 
the ‘no direct action’ rule applies to a declaratory 
judgment suit.” 
 “Allowing [worker] to pursue claims 
simultaneously against [insured] (for liability) and 
[carrier] (for coverage of that liability) in the same suit 
would prejudice both [carrier] and [insured] in their 
defenses against [worker’s] claims because it would (1) 
create a conflict of interest for [carrier], and (2) 
necessarily require the admission of evidence of 
liability insurance in violation of Texas Rule of 
Evidence 411.” Worker cannot avoid this by relying 
upon the Declaratory Judgments Act. 

 
2. Long v. Griffin, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(4/25/14) 
 
 After lengthy litigation involving an “assignment” 
and a declaratory judgment claim, the trial court 
awarded fees based upon an attorney’s affidavit. 
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Ruling that the evidence for the fees was “legally 
insufficient,” the Supreme Court reversed and 
remanded. 

Plaintiffs asserted a declaratory judgment claim, 
“which allows trial courts to ‘award costs and 
reasonable and necessary attorney’s fees as are 
equitable and just.’” 
 
3. Coinmach Corp. f/k/a Solon Automated Services, 

Inc. v. Aspenwood Apartment Corp., 417 S.W.3d 
909 (Tex. 2013)(11/22/13) (“corrected opinion” 
was issued 2/14/14) 

 
Owner of complex sought attorney’s fees against a 

holdover tenant by filing a declaratory judgment. 
“[W]hen ‘the trespass-to-try-title statute governs the 
parties’ substantive claims … , [the plaintiff] may not 
proceed alternatively under the Declaratory Judgments 
Act to recover their attorney’s fees.’”  

 
N. Bill of Review 
 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
O. Quo Warranto 
 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
V.  DEFENSIVE ISSUES 
 
A. Special Appearance 
 
1. In re John Doe a/k/a “Trooper”, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Company and its president sought a Rule 202 
deposition of Google to determine the identity of a 
blogger who was attacking them. The Supreme Court 
ruled that a “proper court [for a Rule 202 action] must 
have personal jurisdiction over the potential 
defendant.…” 

A “proper court [for a Rule 202] must also have 
personal jurisdiction over the potential defendant.” “To 
allow discovery of a potential claim against a 
defendant over which the court would not have 
personal jurisdiction denies him the protection Texas 
procedure would otherwise afford. Under Rule 120a, a 
defendant who files a special appearance in a suit is 
entitled to have the issue of personal jurisdiction heard 
and decided before any other matter. Discovery is 
limited to matters directly relevant to the issue.” 
 “‘However minimal the burden of defending in a 

foreign tribunal, a defendant may not be called upon to 
do so unless he has had the ‘minimal contacts’ with 
that State that are a prerequisite to its exercise of 
power over him.’” 

“If a court need not have personal jurisdiction 
over the potential defendant, there is no limiting 
principle to guide a decision to allow or deny [Rule 
202] discovery with respect to some defendants and 
not others.” 

“The burden is on the plaintiff in an action to 
plead allegations showing personal jurisdiction over 
the defendant. The same burden should be on a 
potential plaintiff under Rule 202.” 
 
B. Answer 
 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
C. Special Exceptions 
 
1. Crosstex Energy Services, L.P. v. Pro Plus, Inc., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 

“Rule 90 deems any defect, omission, or fault in a 
pleading waived unless specifically pointed out by 
exception. However, failure to file a certificate of merit 
with the original petition cannot be cured by 
amendment. If a defect in the pleadings is incurable by 
amendment, a special exception is unnecessary.” Here, 
defendant was not required to specially except “the 
lack of a certificate of merit.” 
 
D. Arbitration and Alternative Dispute Resolution 
 
1. Richmont Holdings, Inc., et al. v. Superior 

Recharge Systems, LLC, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(12/19/14) 

 
 Richmont purchased the assets of Superior, and 
then employed its part owner under an employment 
contract that contained a covenant not to compete. The 
asset purchase agreement contained an arbitration 
clause, but the employment contract did not. The 
parties sued each other in different counties. Nineteen 
months later, Richmont moved to compel arbitration. 
Before that, Richmont had moved to transfer venue, 
served a request for disclosure, and resisted Superior’s 
discovery requests. The Supreme Court ruled that 
Richmont had not waived its arbitration rights. 

A “‘party waives an arbitration clause by 
substantially invoking the judicial process to the other 
party’s detriment or prejudice,’ but ‘[d]ue to the strong 
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presumption against waiver of arbitration, this hurdle is 
a high one.’” Footnote 1 collects cases in which waiver 
did not occur. “Whether a party has substantially 
invoked the judicial process depends on the totality of 
the circumstances; key factors include the reason for 
delay in moving to enforce arbitration, the amount of 
discovery conducted by the movant, and whether the 
movant sought disposition on the merits.” 

“Merely filing suit does not waive arbitration, even 
when the movant … files a second, separate suit in 
another county based in part on a contract at issue in 
the first action. Nor … does moving to transfer venue 
… [since it] does not address the merits of the case. 
Moreover, objections to improper venue must be made 
at the outset of the case.” Also, here Richmont engaged 
in only “minimal” discovery. Further, “mere delay in 
moving to compel arbitration is not enough for 
waiver.” “‘[I]nstead, the party urging waiver must 
establish that any delay resulted in prejudice.’” In this 
case, there was no “substantial invocation of the 
judicial process.” 
 
2. Americo Life, Inc. v. Myer, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Second trip to the Supreme Court for this 
arbitration case that arose from the financing of the 
purchase of several insurance companies. AAA struck 
the first two of Americo’s nominated arbitrators 
because they were partial. Myer did not object to 
Americo’s third choice, and the panel awarded Myer 
$26M. The Court ruled that a “requirement 
[impartiality] for the selection of arbitrators beyond 
those the parties agreed upon in their arbitration 
agreement” was erroneously imposed, and reversed. 
 “Arbitrators derive their power from the parties’ 
agreement to submit to arbitration. They have no 
independent source of jurisdiction apart from the 
parties’ consent. Accordingly, arbitrators must be 
selected pursuant to the method specified in the 
parties’ agreement. An arbitration panel selected 
contrary to the contract-specified method lacks 
jurisdiction over the dispute. Accordingly, courts ‘do 
not hesitate to vacate an award when an arbitrator is 
not selected according to the contract-specified 
method.’” 
 “To determine the parties’ intent, we examine the 
express language of their agreement. In their 
agreement, the parties directly addressed the issue of 
arbitrator qualifications and agreed on a short list of 
requirements, namely that each arbitrator must be a 
‘knowledgeable, independent businessperson or 

professional.’” The term “‘independent’ may [not] be 
read interchangeably with ‘impartial.’” 
 “The parties in this case agreed to ‘tripartite 
arbitration,’ through which each party would directly 
appoint an arbitrator, and the two party-appointed 
arbitrators would agree on a third panelist. … In a 
tripartite arbitration, each party-appointed arbitrator 
ordinarily advocates for the appointing party, and only 
the third arbitrator is considered neutral.” 
 Here, the arbitrator must be “independent,” “[b]ut 
it does not follow that an ‘independent’ arbitrator must 
also be impartial; indeed, an independent arbitrator 
could be partial or impartial.  … Impartiality is a state 
of mind, but ‘independent’ necessarily refers to a 
relationship.…” The “AAA rules in place at that time 
presumed such arbitrators would not be impartial 
unless the parties specifically agreed otherwise.” 
 “When an arbitration agreement incorporates by 
reference outside rules, ‘the specific provisions in the 
arbitration agreement take precedence and the 
arbitration rules are incorporated only to the extent that 
they do not conflict with the express provisions of the 
arbitration agreement.’ The [FAA], which the parties 
agree governs their agreement, requires that if an 
agreement provides ‘a method of naming or appointing 
an arbitrator or arbitrators or an umpire, such method 
shall be followed.’” “A conflict can exist when an 
agreement and incorporated rules speak to the same 
point. Even if both can be followed without 
contradiction, they conflict because the parties have 
already addressed the matter and are not in need of 
gap-filling from the AAA rules. When the agreement 
and incorporated rules speak to the same point, the 
agreement’s voice is the only to be heard.” 
 Here, the “the parties chose a short list of 
arbitrator qualifications, and in doing so we must 
assume they spoke comprehensively. The parties chose 
‘knowledgeable’ and ‘independent’ but not ‘impartial,’ 
and we think they meant not only what they said but 
also what they did not say.” “The AAA impartiality rule 
conflicts with the parties’ agreement because the 
parties spoke on the matter and did not choose 
impartiality.” 

Thus, the panel was erroneously formed, thereby 
exceeding its authority when it resolved the dispute, 
and so its award must be vacated. 
 
3. Venture Cotton Cooperative v. Freeman, et al., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/13/14) 
 
 Farmers sued cooperative, alleging they were 
fraudulently induced to join. Lower courts ruled the 
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arbitration agreement was unconscionable because it 
prevented farmers “from pursuing the statutory 
remedies and attorney’s fees alleged in their 
pleadings.” Also, it only allowed cooperative to 
recover attorney’s fees, not farmers. The Supreme 
Court ruled “that this limitation of statutory remedies is 
insufficient to defeat arbitration under the FAA.…” 
 There is a “strong federal presumption” favoring 
arbitration. 
 An interlocutory appeal from an order denying 
arbitration under the FAA is provided by TEX. CIV. 
PRAC. & REM. CODE § 51.016.  
 The trial court conducted an evidentiary hearing 
on the issue of arbitration. 
 “Although the Federal Arbitration Act preempts 
state law that conflicts with its objectives, state law 
remains relevant to declare an arbitration agreement 
itself unenforceable on ‘such grounds as exist in law or 
in equity for the revocation of any contract.’ ‘This 
saving clause permits agreements to arbitrate to be 
invalidated by ‘generally applicable contract defenses, 
such as fraud, duress, or unconscionability,’ but not by 
defenses that apply only to arbitration or that derive 
their meaning from the fact that an agreement to 
arbitrate is at issue. … [A] court may not construe the 
agreement differently from how it would construe 
contracts generally under state law, nor may a court 
rely on the uniqueness of an arbitration agreement as a 
basis for a state-law holding that enforcement would be 
unconscionable. But if the circumstances would render 
any contract unconscionable under Texas law, they are 
appropriate to invalidate the agreement to arbitrate as 
well.’” 
 “Congress intended the FAA as its response to a 
‘longstanding judicial hostility to arbitration 
agreements.’ … A party seeking to compel arbitration 
under the FAA … must establish that the dispute falls 
within the scope of an existing agreement to arbitrate. 
Upon such proof, the burden shifts to the party 
opposing arbitration to raise an affirmative defense to 
the agreement’s enforcement. The FAA thus requires a 
court to make at least a threshold determination of 
arbitrability—that the dispute is subject to an 
enforceable agreement to arbitrate—before enforcing 
the arbitration agreement by compelling arbitration or 
staying litigation.” 
 “Unambiguous contracts, however, are presumed 
to reflect the intent of the contracting parties and are 
generally enforced as written ‘regardless of whether 
one or more of the parties contracted wisely or 
foolishly, or created a hardship for himself.’ … But … 
grossly unfair bargains should not be enforced. 

Unconscionable bargains are therefore an exception to 
the freedom that generally pervades contract law.” 

“[A]rbitration agreements typically function 
simply as forum-selection clauses rather than statutory 
waivers and …  ‘[a]n arbitration agreement covering 
statutory claims is valid so long as ‘the arbitration 
agreement does not waive substantive rights and 
remedies of the statute and the arbitration procedures 
are fair so that the employee may effectively vindicate 
his statutory rights.’’” When there was an improper 
term, “we severed the offending limitation from the 
agreement and permitted the arbitration to proceed.” 
 Here, the “contracts here do not comply with the 
statutory requirements. … [A]ny implied waiver under 
ACSA Rule 8(k), which likewise does not conform to 
the DTPA’s requirements, is contrary to public policy 
and therefore invalid.” 
 An “‘illegal or unconscionable provision of a 
contract may generally be severed so long as it does 
not constitute the essential purpose of the agreement.’” 
Here, “the court of appeals erred in declining to sever 
the objectionable limitation on the farmers’ statutory 
rights.” 
 Regarding the one-sidedness of the attorney’s 
fees, “neither the contract’s attorney’s fee provision 
nor its effect on attorney’s fees under section 38.001 is 
sufficient to invalidate the arbitration agreement as 
unconscionable.” “Parties are generally free to contract 
for attorney’s fees as they see fit. Thus, a contract that 
expressly provides for one party’s attorney’s fees, but 
not another’s, is not unconscionable per se.” 
 The “‘crucial inquiry’ in determining 
unconscionability [is] ‘whether the arbitral forum in a 
particular case is an adequate and accessible substitute 
to litigation, a forum where the litigant can effectively 
vindicate his or her rights.’ That inquiry is not satisfied 
by speculation but by specific proof in the particular 
case of the arbitral forum’s inadequacy.” “Courts 
should … not … intrude upon arbitral jurisdiction 
under the guise of an unconscionability defense.” 
“Questions of waiver, illegality, remedies, and 
attorney’s fees often relate to the broader, container 
contract, rather than the separable agreement to 
arbitrate, and, as such, are matters entrusted to the 
arbitrators.” “Unconscionability determinations are not 
isolated inquiries but rather are made in ‘light of [a 
contract’s] setting, purpose, and effect.’” 
 
4. Tenaska Energy, Inc. v. Ponderosa Pine Energy, 

LLC, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(5/23/14) 
 
 Buyer and seller of a power plant arbitrated a 
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dispute about indemnification. After seller lost, it 
challenged the disclosure provided by buyer of the 
connections between buyer’s law firm and the 
arbitrator nominated by buyer. Affirming a vacatur of 
the award, the Supreme Court ruled that the arbitrator 
had a duty to disclose additional information 
concerning his business relationship with buyer’s law 
firm, that the failure itself “constitute[ed] evident 
partiality,” and that seller had not waived its right to 
complain. The law “requires vacating an award if an 
arbitrator fails to disclose facts which might, to an 
objective observer, create a reasonable impression of 
the arbitrator’s partiality, but information that is trivial 
will not rise to this level and need not be disclosed.” 

The trial court’s finding of a failure to disclose 
information by the arbitrator “is supported by some 
evidence and” the Court reviews “de novo whether that 
undisclosed information demonstrates [the arbitrator’s] 
evident partiality.” 
 “Evident partiality of an arbitrator is a ground for 
vacating an arbitration award under both the Federal 
Arbitration Act and the Texas Arbitration Act.… [A] 
neutral arbitrator is evidently partial if she fails to 
disclose facts that might, to an objective observer, 
create a reasonable impression of her partiality. And … 
a party does not waive an evident partiality challenge if 
it proceeds to arbitrate without knowledge of the 
undisclosed facts.” 
 In this case, “all three arbitrators were required to 
be neutral, which follows the current default protocol 
in arbitration.” Moreover, this was a “baseball 
arbitration,” meaning that “each party would submit a 
proposed settlement and the panel was bound to select 
one of the two proposals.” 
 Here, there was partial disclosure of the 
arbitrator’s ties to the buyer’s attorneys. The 
undisclosed facts, however, revealed a greater 
connection of the arbitrator with business dealings that 
involved the buyer’s law firm. The “failure to disclose 
this additional information might yield a reasonable 
impression of the arbitrator’s partiality to an objective 
observer.” “[E]ven the slightest pecuniary interest in an 
arbitration could be grounds to set aside the award..… 
‘[A]bitrators [must] disclose to the parties any dealings 
that might create an impression of possible bias.’” 
While “an arbitrator need not disclose relationships or 
connections that are trivial, the conscientious arbitrator 
should err in favor of disclosure.” Footnote 16: 
“Whether undisclosed information in a partial 
disclosure situation is trivial should involve comparing 
the undisclosed information to the disclosed 
information.” 

 Because “inherent in the arbitration process are 
two principles that are often in tension: expertise and 
impartiality,” prior “previous business dealings with a 
party …  should not disqualify the arbitrator per se.…” 
But they must be disclosed. “‘[E]vident partiality is 
established from the nondisclosure itself, regardless of 
whether the nondisclosed information necessarily 
establishes partiality or bias.’ Whether the undisclosed 
information actually establishes partiality or bias is a 
matter ‘better left to the parties.’” “A party need not 
prove actual bias to demonstrate evident partiality.” 

A “party may waive such a challenge by 
proceeding to arbitrate based on information it 
knows.”  But, seller “did not waive a conflict it was 
unaware of.” “To hold otherwise ‘would put a 
premium on concealment.…’” Nevertheless, the 
undisclosed information must “be more than 
trivial.…” 
 
5. Kennedy Hodges, L.L.P. v. Gobellan, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(5/16/14) 
 
 Attorney left law firm and took some clients. Firm 
sued attorney, but arbitration was not provided in the 
employment agreement, and firm did not seek it. Firm 
sued clients and sought arbitration as permitted by the 
retainer agreement. The Supreme Court ruled that firm 
did not waive its right to arbitration with clients by 
litigating its claim with associate. 
 “A party waives its right to arbitration by 
substantially invoking the judicial process to the other 
party’s detriment or prejudice. Proving waiver is a high 
hurdle due to the strong presumption against waiver of 
arbitration.”  

The “firm could not arbitrate its dispute with the 
former associate because it had no arbitration 
agreement with him. Because the firm’s litigation with 
the former associate neither prejudiced the former 
clients nor substantially invoked the litigation process 
with them,” it was permitted to enforce arbitration 
against the clients. 

The relevant facts were undisputed; thus, the issue 
of whether the firm “waived its right to arbitrate is a 
question of law we review de novo.” 
 “A party waives the right to arbitrate ‘by 
substantially invoking the judicial process to the other 
party’s detriment or prejudice.’ The strong 
presumption against waiver of arbitration renders this 
hurdle a high bar. We decide waiver on a case-by-case 
basis by assessing the totality of the circumstances. We 
have considered such factors as (1) when the movant 
knew of the arbitration clause; (2) how much discovery 
was conducted; (3) who initiated the discovery; (4) 
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whether the discovery related to the merits rather than 
arbitrability or standing; (5) how much of the 
discovery would be useful in arbitration; and (6) 
whether the movant sought judgment on the merits. 
Further, the substantial invocation of the litigation 
process must also have prejudiced the opposing party. 
In this context, prejudice is ‘inherent unfairness in 
terms of delay, expense, or damage to a party’s legal 
position that occurs when the party’s opponent forces it 
to litigate an issue and later seeks to arbitrate that same 
issue.’” 
 One of “the prime benefits of arbitration [is] an 
expedient and cost-effective dispute resolution 
process.” Moreover, the party asserting waiver is the 
opponent in the litigation. 
 A “party who litigated one claim with an 
opponent did not substantially invoke the litigation 
process for a related yet distinct claim against another 
party with whom it had an arbitration agreement.” The 
firm’s litigation with the associate did not invoke the 
litigation process with the clients, since they were not 
parties to the suit. 

In a suit against the clients, the firm did not 
substantially invoke the litigation process. It filed 
pleadings and sought a no-answer default. In another 
decision, “seeking initial discovery, taking four 
depositions, and moving for dismissal did not 
substantially invoke the litigation process.” In a second 
case involving the firm, it conducted no discovery; it 
merely intervened and moved to compel discovery.  

Therefore, suing the attorney, and filing limited 
pleadings against the clients “did not substantially 
invoke the litigation process against the [clients] or 
prejudice them.” It did not waive its right to arbitrate. 

 
6. Sawyer, et al. v. E.I. du Pont de Nemours and 

Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(4/25/14) 
 

Certified question from Fifth Circuit regarding an 
employment dispute. “‘At-will employment does not 
preclude employers and employees from forming 
subsequent contracts, ‘so long as neither party relies on 
continued employment as consideration for the 
contract.’’ An employer and employee may agree, for 
example, to arbitrate their disputes, … as long as other 
consideration is given. But if the employer or 
employee can avoid performance of a promise by 
exercising a right to terminate the at-will relationship, 
… the promise is illusory and cannot support an 
enforceable agreement.” 
 
 

7. In re Mark Fisher, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(2/28/14) 

 
 Venue case. Plaintiff sold his company to a 
limited partnership, and became a limited partner, in a 
series of agreements that called for venue in Tarrant 
County. Asserting he was defamed, and that the 
business was bankrupted by mismanagement, he filed 
suit in Wise County against the principals of the buyer. 
The Supreme Court ruled that the “trial court abused its 
discretion by failing to enforce the mandatory forum 
selection clauses” in the agreements. (Note: corrected 
opinion issued on 5/2/14; terminology and cites 
changed, original date retained.) 
 Plaintiff “cites Carr v. Main Carr Development, 
LLC, 337 S.W.3d 489, 498 (Tex. App.—Dallas 2011, 
pet. denied), in which the court held that a non-
signatory cannot be compelled to arbitrate when his 
claims merely ‘touch matters’ covered by a contract 
containing an arbitration clause, yet the claims do not 
actually rely on the contractual terms. Id. In that case 
the court of appeals explained that claims must be 
brought on a contract if liability must be determined by 
reference to the contract, and the determination of 
whether a party seeks the benefit of a contract turns on 
the substance of the claim.” But, here, the plaintiff’s 
claims did more than merely “touch matters” in the 
agreements. 
 
E. Ripeness and Mootness 
 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
F. Affirmative Defenses 

1) Affirmative Defenses Generally 
 
1. Burbage v. Burbage, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 One brother sued another for defamatory 
statements about himself and the family funeral 
business. After a plaintiff’s verdict, the trial court 
entered a judgment that awarded actual and punitive 
damages, and enjoined future defamation. The 
Supreme Court ruled the defendant failed to preserve 
error in the charge concerning a qualified privilege. 

“The [qualified] privilege operates as an 
affirmative defense in the nature of confession and 
avoidance; the defendant bears the burden of proving 
privileged publication unless the plaintiff’s petition 
affirmatively demonstrates privilege. If a defendant 
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establishes the privilege, the burden shifts to the 
plaintiff to prove that the defendant made the 
statements with actual malice.” 
 
2. Moayedi v. Interstate 35/Chisam Road, L.P., ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/13/14) 
 
 President of general partner of developer 
guaranteed a loan it entered. The guaranty waived 
“each and every defense” other than full payment by 
developer. Developer defaulted, lender foreclosed, the 
sale netted less than the property’s fair market value, 
and lender sued president for deficiency. The Supreme 
Court ruled that a “party waives the statutory right of 
offset under section 51.003(c) of the Property Code by 
agreeing to a general waiver of defenses in a guaranty 
agreement. … [S]ection 51.003 creates an affirmative 
defense and … the guaranty agreement waives all 
possible defenses against liability, including the offset 
provision at issue here.” 

A “deficiency judgment is based on ‘the amount 
of the note, interest and attorney’s fees, less the amount 
received at the trustee sale and other legitimate 
credits.’” Section 51.003 “statute provides an offset 
that otherwise would not be available. In other words, 
it provides a defense.” 

We “can see no principled way to distinguish 
common-law defenses from that created by section 
51.003.” “Just because the waiver is all encompassing 
does not mean that it is unclear or vague.” 
 
3. Colorado, et al. v. Tyco Valves & Controls, L.P., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 
 Defendant offered employees cash and severance 
if they remained with a business unit that was being 
sold and were not offered positions with the purchaser. 
Some plaintiffs had signed a written agreement; others 
alleged an oral agreement. The Supreme Court ruled 
“that ERISA preempts the employees’ breach-of-
contract claims…” 
 “ERISA preemption is an affirmative defense on 
which [defendant] bore the burden of proof at trial.… 
ERISA preemption is an affirmative defense ‘where 
ERISA’s preemptive effect would result only in a 
change of the applicable law’ and would not subject 
the claim to exclusive federal jurisdiction.…” 
 
 
 
 

2) Pleading Affirmative Defenses 
 
1. MAN Engines & Components, Inc. v. Shows, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/6/14) 
 
 Valve on boat engine failed. A downstream buyer 
relied upon an implied warranty of merchantability. 
The maker, however, did not plead its affirmative 
defense. 

“Rule 94 makes clear that affirmative defenses 
must be properly raised in pretrial pleadings.…” 
“Disclaimer is an affirmative defense subject to Rule 
94 requirements. Rule 94 provides a list of affirmative 
defenses and then adds a catch-all that sweeps in ‘any 
other matter constituting an avoidance or affirmative 
defense.’ Disclaimer falls into this ‘any other matter’ 
catch-all. The enumerated defenses share ‘the common 
characteristic of a bar to the right of recovery even if 
the general complaint were more or less admitted to.’ 
Disclaimer performs a similar role, not rebutting the 
facts asserted by the plaintiff, but establishing an 
independent reason why the plaintiff should not 
recover.” 
 “Rule 94’s purpose ‘is to give the opposing party 
notice of the defensive issue to be tried.’ … [Fairness] 
requires the defendant to identify affirmative defenses, 
involving facts distinct from the elements of the 
plaintiff’s claim, so that the plaintiff may reasonably 
prepare.…” Here, maker “failed to plead the disclaimer 
of implied warranties. … Since an affirmative defense 
raises additional issues of fact, Rule 94 demands that it 
appear in a pretrial pleading.” “Accordingly, [maker] 
cannot rely on its purported express disclaimer of 
implied warranties issued at the first sale unless it 
properly raised that defense in the trial court.” 

“Under Texas law, ‘all implied warranties’ are 
nullified by ‘as is’ and similar language, ‘unless the 
circumstances indicate otherwise.’” But, here, maker 
“did not plead that the ‘as is’ clause barred [buyer’s] 
implied-warranty claim or ever reference the clause in 
the trial court.” 

3) Contributory Negligence and Comparative 
Fault 

 
1. King Fisher Marine Service, L.P. v. Tamez, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Seaman claimed he was injured when following a 
specific order to help lift a shaft. The Supreme Court 
ruled that “the trial court acted within its discretion in 
refusing to hear a last-minute charge objection,” and 
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further that “sufficient evidence supported the jury’s 
specific-order finding,” so the verdict was not reduced 
by contributory negligence. 
 “Ordinarily, any damages recoverable by an 
injured seaman are reduced on a percentage basis by a 
jury’s finding that the seaman’s negligence contributed 
to his damages.” “Under maritime law, a ‘specific 
order’ is one in which the seaman is ordered to do a 
specific task in a specific manner or is ordered to do a 
task that can be accomplished in only one way. When a 
seaman is carrying out a specific order, his damages 
may not be reduced by a finding of contributory 
negligence.” 
 
2. Boerjan v. Rodriguez, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/27/14) 
 
 Driver trespassed by driving family across private 
property. While fleeing at high speed from a ranch 
employee, driver crashed and killed the family. 
Summary judgment was granted for ranch and its 
employee.  
 “In our recent opinion in Dugger … , we held that 
the comparative responsibility scheme under Chapter 
33 … abrogated the unlawful acts doctrine. Applying 
Dugger to this case, the unlawful acts doctrine cannot 
provide the basis for summary judgment.” 

4) Statute of Limitations and Statute of Repose 
 
1. Nath v. Texas Children’s Hospital, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Supreme Court affirmed the imposition of 
monetary sanctions for inter alia pleading causes of 
actions after limitations, but remanded to reconsider 
the amount. 
  “Defamation is subject to a one-year statute of 
limitations, while tortious interference is subject to at 
least a two-year statute of limitations. … Likewise, we 
have applied a one-year statute of limitations to 
business disparagement claims when the gravamen of 
the complaint is defamatory injury to reputation and 
there is no evidence of special damages. We now 
similarly conclude that if a tortious interference claim 
is based solely on defamatory statements, the one-year 
limitations period for defamation claims applies.” 
 
2. Tenet Hospitals Limited v. Rivera, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(8/22/14) 
 
 Child suffered birth injury, allegedly due to 

malpractice, seven years before a 10-year statute of 
repose was included in the medical malpractice statute. 
Though counsel for the child timely sent notice, suit 
was not filed until fifteen years after her birth. The 
Supreme Court ruled the child’s claim was barred by 
the statute of repose, even though the child raised 
“open courts” and “retroactivity” constitutional 
challenges. 
 “The open courts provision of the Texas 
Constitution provides: ‘All courts shall be open and 
every person for an injury done him, in his lands, 
goods, person or reputation, shall have remedy by due 
course of law.’ This requirement ‘guarantees that a 
common law remedy will not be unreasonably 
abridged.’” It “‘merely gives litigants a reasonable 
time to discover their injuries and file suit.…’” 
 A statute “requiring an incapacitated plaintiff to 
give pre-suit notice would ‘require an impossible 
thing.’” 
 “The law, our precedent, and our rules of 
procedure all treat minors and legally incompetent 
persons alike as lacking the legal capacity to sue, such 
that they must appear in court through a legal guardian, 
a next friend, or a guardian ad litem.” A “guardian’s 
lack of diligence may operate to bar a legally 
incompetent person’s open courts challenge. And a 
next friend’s lack of due diligence may operate to bar a 
minor child’s open courts challenge.” 
 “The open courts challenge fails due to the 
mother’s lack of diligence in filing suit. … It is well-
established … that such open-courts challengers must 
themselves be diligent in bringing suit.” 
 The “test for whether a law violates the open 
courts provision is (1) if the law imposes substitute 
remedies, whether those remedies are reasonable, or 
(2) if the law extinguishes remedies, whether such 
action is a reasonable exercise of the police power.” 
Here, “we need not assess whether the law was 
reasonable if the party challenging the law was not 
diligent.” 
 “A retroactive law is one that extends to matters 
that occurred in the past.” Here, that occurred. “But not 
all retroactive statutes are unconstitutional. … [There 
is a] three-part test for examining whether retroactive 
laws are constitutional: ‘the nature and strength of the 
public interest served by the statute as evidenced by the 
Legislature’s factual findings; the nature of the prior 
right impaired by the statute; and the extent of the 
impairment.’ This test acknowledges the heavy 
presumption against retroactive laws by requiring a 
compelling public interest to overcome the 
presumption.” 
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Here, there was a mature tort “because claims for 
medical negligence in utero are established causes of 
action in Texas.…” But, impairment of a right can be 
lessened by a grace period. “The mother’s retroactivity 
challenge … fails because a compelling public purpose 
[found by the Legislature] justified the legislation and 
granted her a three-year grace period to file suit.” 
 
3. In re Ford Motor Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(7/3/14) 
 

Forum non conveniens case in which intervenors, 
who were wrongful death beneficiaries, relied upon the 
“Texas-resident exception.”  

If “a decedent’s action would have been barred by 
limitations if it had been asserted just before he died, a 
wrongful-death action is also barred.” 
 
4. Union Carbide Corporation v. Synatzske, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 
 Asbestosis case. A “wrongful death cause of 
action accrues at the death of the injured person.” 
“[L]imitations begins to run on an injury resulting in 
death when the death occurs.” 
 
5. Coinmach Corp. f/k/a Solon Automated Services, 

Inc. v. Aspenwood Apartment Corp., 417 S.W.3d 
909 (Tex. 2013)(11/22/13) (“corrected opinion” 
was issued 2/14/14) 

 
 A “suit for tortious interference is subject to two-
year statute of limitations.” 

5) Laches 
 
No Cases in 2014. 

6) Res Judicata and Collateral Estoppel 
 
1. Amedisys, Inc. v. Kingwood Home Health Care, 

LLC, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(5/9/14) 
 
 Dispute about whether plaintiff accepted 
defendant’s settlement offer. “[T]he record provides no 
basis to find that [plaintiff] could pursue those claims 
[the claims plaintiff ‘could have’ asserted] in any post-
settlement action. Generally, once parties settle a 
lawsuit and a judgment is entered, res judicata bars the 
parties from subsequently pursuing any claims arising 
out of the subject matter of the lawsuit that they could 
have brought in the previous suit.” Footnote 7: “Texas 

law affords final judgments res judicata effect even 
during the pendency of an appeal.” 

 
2. Coinmach Corp. f/k/a Solon Automated Services, 

Inc. v. Aspenwood Apartment Corp., 417 S.W.3d 
909 (Tex. 2013)(11/22/13) (“corrected opinion” 
was issued 2/14/14) 

 
Footnote 5: “a determination of fact or law in a 

proceeding in a lower trial court, including a justice of 
the peace court, is not res judicata or basis for estoppel 
by judgment in a district court proceeding.” 

7) Statute of Frauds 
 

No Cases in 2014. 

8) Estoppel 
 

1. Coinmach Corp. f/k/a Solon Automated Services, 
Inc. v. Aspenwood Apartment Corp., 417 S.W.3d 
909 (Tex. 2013)(11/22/13) (“corrected opinion” 
was issued 2/14/14) 

 
Footnote 5: “a determination of fact or law in a 

proceeding in a lower trial court, including a justice of 
the peace court, is not res judicata or basis for estoppel 
by judgment in a district court proceeding.” 

9) New and Independent Cause 
 
No Cases in 2014. 

10) Preemption 
 
1. Schlumberger Technology Corporation v. Arthey, 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Company hosted guests and provided charter 
fishing. One guest got drunk, and en route home, 
crashed and seriously injured two people on a 
motorcycle. The Supreme Court ruled that maritime 
law does not apply. 

Footnote  12: “‘[G]eneral maritime law preempts 
state causes of action and remedies, consistent with the 
longstanding desire … to achieve uniformity in the 
exercise of admiralty jurisdiction pursuant to the U.S. 
Constitution, art. 3, § 2, cl. 1. The ‘saving to suitors’ 
clause of 28 U.S.C. 1333(1) permits state courts to 
adjudicate maritime actions ‘constrained by the 
‘reverse-Erie’ doctrine which requires that substantive 
remedies afforded by States conform to governing 
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federal maritime standards.’’” 
 
2. Venture Cotton Cooperative v. Freeman, et al., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/13/14) 
 
 Farmers sued cooperative, alleging they were 
fraudulently induced to join; the agreement contained 
an arbitration clause under the FAA.   
 “Although the Federal Arbitration Act preempts 
state law that conflicts with its objectives, state law 
remains relevant to declare an arbitration agreement 
itself unenforceable on ‘such grounds as exist in law or 
in equity for the revocation of any contract.’ ‘This 
saving clause permits agreements to arbitrate to be 
invalidated by ‘generally applicable contract defenses, 
such as fraud, duress, or unconscionability,’ but not by 
defenses that apply only to arbitration or that derive 
their meaning from the fact that an agreement to 
arbitrate is at issue. … [A] court may not construe the 
agreement differently from how it would construe 
contracts generally under state law, nor may a court 
rely on the uniqueness of an arbitration agreement as a 
basis for a state-law holding that enforcement would be 
unconscionable. But if the circumstances would render 
any contract unconscionable under Texas law, they are 
appropriate to invalidate the agreement to arbitrate as 
well.’” 
 
3. Colorado, et al. v. Tyco Valves & Controls, L.P., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 
 Defendant offered employees cash and a 
severance if they remained with a business unit that 
was being sold and were not offered positions with the 
purchaser. Some plaintiffs had signed a written 
agreement; others alleged an oral agreement. The 
Supreme Court ruled “that ERISA preempts the 
employees’ breach-of-contract claims…” 
 “ERISA preemption is an affirmative defense on 
which [defendant] bore the burden of proof at trial.… 
ERISA preemption is an affirmative defense ‘where 
ERISA’s preemptive effect would result only in a 
change of the applicable law’ and would not subject 
the claim to exclusive federal jurisdiction.… [S]tate 
and federal courts [have] concurrent jurisdiction over 
actions by a beneficiary to recover benefits due under 
the terms of a covered plan or to enforce rights under 
the plan.” 
 “ERISA is a comprehensive scheme enacted to 
promote employees’ interests in their benefit plans. 
The statute establishes various pension-plan 
requirements and mandates uniform standards for both 

pension and welfare-benefit plans. ERISA does not 
itself mandate any particular set of benefits, but rather 
sets standards governing reporting, disclosure, and 
fiduciary responsibility for ERISA-governed plans.” 
 “Section 514(a) of ERISA preempts ‘any and all 
State laws insofar as they may now or hereafter relate 
to any employee benefit plan’ covered by ERISA. 
ERISA’s expansive preemption provisions are intended 
to ensure exclusive federal regulation of employee 
benefit plans. Accordingly, ERISA’s preemption 
provision has been broadly construed. State laws that 
are subject to preemption include not just statutes, but 
also common-law causes of action like 
[employees’]breach-of-contract claims.” 
 The “United States Supreme Court construed the 
phrase ‘relates to’ as carrying its ordinary meaning of 
having ‘a connection with or reference to’ an employee 
benefit plan. The Supreme Court noted, however, that 
if the state action affects a benefit plan ‘in too tenuous, 
remote, or peripheral a manner,’ the impermissible 
connection to ERISA does not exist.” For instance, a 
one-time payment did not invoke ERISA’s concern of 
an “ongoing administrative program.” 
 “‘ERISA … preempts state common law causes 
of action that reference or pertain to an ERISA 
plan.…’ Further, if alleged promises made to 
employees ‘were simply an attempt to amend [an] 
existing plan, then it follows that they were based on 
that plan.’” Here, defendant’s employee testified a 
schedule was “intended to replace the ERISA Plan’s 
schedule.” 
 Promises to those who had not signed the 
agreement “were simply promises to pay severance 
pursuant to an improperly amended ERISA Plan.” 

Moreover, the severance provision may only be 
analyzed with reference to the so-called standard 
severance. The “employees’ entitlement to benefits 
under the [retention agreements], and the damages 
claimed, could not be fully evaluated without 
considering the ERISA-governed plan that was 
expressly referenced in the [retention agreements]. 
Further, the benefits originated from the same source.” 

11) Waiver 
 
1. Zachary Construction Corporation v. Port of 

Houston Authority of Harris County, Texas, ___ 
S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 

 
Port entered change-order to extend wharf being 

built by contractor. Original contract excluded delay 
damages caused by port. But, here, the delay was 
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intentional, and port began withholding payments. 
When contractor sued, port asserted immunity, the 
exclusion of delay damages, and that contractor had 
waived its claim when it received its payments. The 
Supreme Court ruled that the forms signed by the 
contractor did not waive its claim. 

The general waiver executed for payment does not 
“release a claim the contractor has already asserted … 
unless the claim is specifically mentioned or the intent 
to do so is clear.” 
 “[P]re-injury waivers of future liability for gross 
negligence are void as against public policy. Generally, 
a contractual provision ‘exempting a party from tort 
liability for harm caused intentionally or recklessly is 
unenforceable on grounds of public policy.’ … [The] 
same may be said of contract liability.” 

The releases contractor signed to obtain payments 
were unambiguous, but did not cover the disputed 
claims because the dispute centered upon “work not 
completed.” 
 
2. Moayedi v. Interstate 35/Chisam Road, L.P., ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/13/14) 
 
 President of general partner of developer 
guaranteed a loan it entered. The guaranty waived 
“each and every defense” other than full payment by 
developer. Developer defaulted, lender foreclosed, the 
sale netted less than the property’s fair market value, 
and lender sued president for deficiency. The Supreme 
Court ruled that a “party waives the statutory right of 
offset under section 51.003(c) of the Property Code by 
agreeing to a general waiver of defenses in a guaranty 
agreement. … [S]ection 51.003 creates an affirmative 
defense and … the guaranty agreement waives all 
possible defenses against liability, including the offset 
provision at issue here.” 
  “Texans have long embraced the principle of 
freedom of contract.” Thus, “section 51.003 may be 
waived.…” “In general, parties may waive statutory 
and even constitutional rights.” A “waiver must be 
clear and specific. … [A] waiver [is] an ‘intentional 
relinquishment or abandonment of a known right or 
privilege.’ … [A] waiver is the ‘intentional 
relinquishment of a known right or intentional conduct 
inconsistent with claiming that right.’ Determining 
whether there has been an ‘intelligent waiver’ depends 
on the circumstances of the case. Waiver is a matter of 
intent as ‘[t]here can be no waiver unless so intended 
by one party and so understood by the other.’” Here, 
the “general waiver in … the guaranty agreement 
waives the application of section 51.003.” 

“Courts construe unambiguous guaranty 
agreements as any other contract. If the meaning of a 
guaranty agreement is uncertain, ‘its terms should be 
given a construction which is most favorable to the 
guarantor.’ The interpretation of an unambiguous 
contract, however, is a question of law for the court. 
‘In construing a written contract, the primary concern 
of the court is to ascertain the true intentions of the 
parties as expressed in the instrument.’ Courts must 
‘examine and consider the entire writing in an effort to 
harmonize and give effect to all the provisions of the 
contract so that none will be rendered meaningless. No 
single provision taken alone will be given controlling 
effect; rather, all the provisions must be considered 
with reference to the whole instrument.’ When parties 
disagree over the meaning of an unambiguous contract, 
we determine the parties’ intent by examining the 
entire agreement. Moreover, unless the agreement 
shows the parties used a term in a technical or different 
sense, the terms are given their plain, ordinary, and 
generally accepted meaning.” 

We “can see no principled way to distinguish 
common-law defenses from that created by section 
51.003.” “Just because the waiver is all encompassing 
does not mean that it is unclear or vague.” 
 
3. MAN Engines & Components, Inc. v. Shows, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/6/14) 
 
 Valve on boat engine failed. A downstream buyer 
relied upon an implied warranty of merchantability. 
The maker, however, did not plead its affirmative 
defense. 

“Rule 94 makes clear that affirmative defenses 
must be properly raised in pretrial pleadings.…” 
“Disclaimer is an affirmative defense subject to Rule 
94 requirements. Rule 94 provides a list of affirmative 
defenses and then adds a catch-all that sweeps in ‘any 
other matter constituting an avoidance or affirmative 
defense.’ Disclaimer falls into this ‘any other matter’ 
catch-all. The enumerated defenses share ‘the common 
characteristic of a bar to the right of recovery even if 
the general complaint were more or less admitted to.’ 
Disclaimer performs a similar role, not rebutting the 
facts asserted by the plaintiff, but establishing an 
independent reason why the plaintiff should not 
recover.” 
 “Rule 94’s purpose ‘is to give the opposing party 
notice of the defensive issue to be tried.’ … [Fairness] 
requires the defendant to identify affirmative defenses, 
involving facts distinct from the elements of the 
plaintiff’s claim, so that the plaintiff may reasonably 
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prepare.…” Here, maker “failed to plead the disclaimer 
of implied warranties. Since an affirmative defense 
raises additional issues of fact, Rule 94 demands that it 
appear in a pretrial pleading.” “Accordingly, [maker] 
cannot rely on its purported express disclaimer of 
implied warranties issued at the first sale unless it 
properly raised that defense in the trial court.” 

“Under Texas law, ‘all implied warranties’ are 
nullified by ‘as is’ and similar language, ‘unless the 
circumstances indicate otherwise.’” But, here, maker 
“did not plead that the ‘as is’ clause barred [buyer’s] 
implied-warranty claim or ever reference the clause in 
the trial court.” 
 
4. Tenaska Energy, Inc. v. Ponderosa Pine Energy, 

LLC, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(5/23/14) 
 
 After an arbitration, losing party learned that the 
disclosure of an arbitrator’s business connections with 
law firm representing winning party was incomplete. 
Affirming a vacatur of the award, the Supreme Court 
ruled that the arbitrator had a duty to disclose 
additional information concerning his business 
relationship with buyer’s law firm, that the failure itself 
“constitute[ed] evident partiality,” and that seller had 
not waived its right to complain. 
 In a challenge to an arbitration award, a “party 
does not waive an evident partiality challenge [to an 
arbitrator] if it proceeds to arbitrate without knowledge 
of the undisclosed facts.” 

A “party may waive such a challenge by 
proceeding to arbitrate based on information it knows.”  
But, seller “did not waive a conflict it was unaware of.” 
“To hold otherwise ‘would put a premium on 
concealment.…’” Nevertheless, the undisclosed 
information must “be more than trivial.…” 
 
5. Crosstex Energy Services, L.P. v. Pro Plus, Inc., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 

Interlocutory appeal of an order denying a motion 
to dismiss and granting an extension to file a certificate 
of merit under Ch. 150. The Supreme Court ruled 
defendant had not waived the plaintiff’s requirement to 
file a certificate of merit. 
 Waiver is “‘an intentional relinquishment of a 
known right or intentional conduct inconsistent with 
claiming that right.’ Parties may not waive 
jurisdictional statutory duties. But mandatory statutory 
duties are not necessarily jurisdictional. A party may 
waive a mandatory, non-jurisdictional requirement by 
failing to object timely. We resist classifying a 

provision as jurisdictional absent clear legislative 
intent to that effect.” Here, “section 150.002 imposes a 
mandatory, but nonjurisdictional, filing requirement. 
Thus, we hold that a defendant may waive its right to 
seek dismissal under the statute.” 
 “Waiver is primarily a function of intent. To find 
waiver through conduct, such intent ‘must be clearly 
demonstrated by the surrounding facts and 
circumstances.’ We will not find waiver where a 
person ‘says or does nothing inconsistent with an intent 
to rely upon such right.’ Generally, waiver presents a 
question of fact, but ‘when the facts and circumstances 
are admitted or clearly established, the question 
becomes one of law.’” 
 “[S]ubstantial invocation of the litigation process 
may amount to waiver.” But, in this case, defendant’s 
conduct in participating in discovery, filing pleadings, 
agreeing to a continuance, and entering a Rule 11 
agreement did not constitute waiver. “Quite simply, 
‘[a]ttempting to learn more about the case in which one 
is a party [through discovery] does not demonstrate an 
intent to waive the right to move for dismissal.’” 
 
G. Responsible Third Parties 
 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
H. Counterclaims 

 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
I. Election of Remedies 
 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
VI.  PRETRIAL PROCEDURE 
 
A. Pleadings 

 
1. City of Houston v. Carlson, et al., ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(12/19/14) 
 
 City violated due process when it ordered 
vacation of condominium premises because of alleged 
code violations. After the project was sold, certain 
owners brought an inverse-condemnation takings case 
against the city. The Supreme Court ruled that an 
allegation of procedural violations did not support a 
takings claim, so there was no jurisdiction of the claim 
against the city. 
 A “claim [of inverse-condemnation] is predicated 
upon a viable allegation of taking. ‘In the absence of a 
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properly pled takings claim, the state retains 
immunity.’ Under such circumstances, a court must 
sustain a properly raised plea to the jurisdiction.” 
 “We review jurisdiction and sufficiency of the 
pleadings de novo.” 

“To plead inverse condemnation, a plaintiff must 
allege an intentional government act that resulted in the 
uncompensated taking of private property. … A taking 
is the acquisition, damage, or destruction of property 
via physical or regulatory means.” “A regulatory 
taking is a condition of use ‘so onerous that its effect is 
tantamount to a direct appropriation or ouster.’” Here, 
the owners did not so allege. 

The owners objected to the penalty and manner of 
enforcement. “The only regulation challenged is a 
procedural one.” So, “accepting all pleaded facts as 
true, the respondents have not alleged a taking.” “To 
our knowledge, neither the U.S. Supreme Court nor 
this Court has ever recognized a purely procedural 
regulatory taking.” When “a party objects only to the 
‘infirmity of the process,’ no taking has been alleged.” 
A “due-process inquiry ‘is logically prior to and 
distinct from the question whether a regulation effects 
a taking.’” 
 
2. In re John Doe a/k/a “Trooper”, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Company and its president sought a Rule 202 
deposition of Google to determine the identity of a 
blogger who was attacking them. The Supreme Court 
ruled that a “proper court [for a Rule 202 action] must 
have personal jurisdiction over the potential 
defendant.…” 

“The burden is on the plaintiff in an action to 
plead allegations showing personal jurisdiction over 
the defendant. The same burden should be on a 
potential plaintiff under Rule 202.” 
 
3. Zachary Construction Corporation v. Port of 

Houston Authority of Harris County, Texas, ___ 
S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 

 
Contractor sued port for breach of contract related 

to construction of a wharf.  
The “claimant must plead facts with some 

evidentiary support that constitute a claim for which 
immunity is waived, not that the claimant will prevail.” 
Footnote 53: “‘When a plea to the jurisdiction 
challenges the pleadings, we determine if the pleader 
has alleged facts that affirmatively demonstrate the 
court’s jurisdiction to hear the cause. We construe the 

pleadings liberally in favor of the plaintiffs and look to 
the pleaders’ intent. If . . . the issue is one of pleading 
sufficiency [] the plaintiffs should be afforded the 
opportunity to amend [unless] the pleadings 
affirmatively negate the existence of jurisdiction . . . . 
However, if a plea to the jurisdiction challenges the 
existence of jurisdictional facts, we consider relevant 
evidence submitted by the parties when necessary to 
resolve the jurisdictional issues raised . . . . If the 
evidence creates a fact question . . . the trial court 
cannot grant the plea to the jurisdiction, and the fact 
issue will be resolved by the fact finder.’” 
 
4. Nath v. Texas Children’s Hospital, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 After acrimony with colleague, doctor filed suit 
against him and other health care providers. Doctor 
amended suit numerous times, alleging inter alia 
claims barred by limitations and he also sought health 
information about colleague, purportedly “to leverage a 
more favorable settlement.” Defendants obtained 
summary judgment after many years, and the trial court 
awarded $1.4M in sanctions. The Supreme Court 
affirmed the assessment of sanctions, but reversed and 
remanded to reconsider the amount, in light of Low. 
  “The sanction at issue here concerns pleadings, 
and its propriety is thus primarily governed by Chapter 
10 of the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code and 
Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 13.” 
 “Pleadings that violate … Chapter 10 
requirements are sanctionable. But a court may not 
sanction a represented party under section 10.001 for 
unfounded legal contentions.” “Rule 13 provides that 
pleadings that are groundless and in bad faith, intended 
to harass, or false when made are also sanctionable.…” 
 “Generally, courts presume pleadings and other 
papers are filed in good faith. The party seeking 
sanctions bears the burden of overcoming this 
presumption of good faith.” 
 “Historically, awards for groundless pleadings in 
Texas have been moderate, at least in monetary terms.” 
 The “due process requirements we established [for 
discovery abuse] apply to pleadings sanctions as well.” 
 “Chapter 10 requires that we analyze an improper 
purpose pleading-by-pleading, but we assess claim-by-
claim whether a claim lacked a legal or factual basis.” 
 Using “a legal mechanism to force damaging, 
irrelevant information into the public domain and 
thereby compel a more favorable settlement constitutes 
an improper purpose.” 
 Though under Ch. 10 doctor could not be 
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“sanctioned for on the basis of legally groundless 
pleadings because he was represented by counsel … 
[it] offers no similar stricture for sanctions based on 
improper purpose.” 
 “Generally, groundless pleadings are sanctionable 
under either Rule 13 or Chapter 10. Under Rule 13, 
groundlessness in and of itself is an insufficient basis 
for sanctions. A pleading must also be in bad faith, 
intended to harass, or knowingly false to justify 
sanctions.” “Chapter 10 requires that each factual 
contention must have evidentiary support or be likely 
to receive it after a reasonable opportunity for 
discovery.” The “vantage point for assessing 
evidentiary support is at the time the pleading is filed.” 
“But if a party later learns through discovery that no 
factual support for the contention exists and still 
pursues litigation, such conduct might be sanctionable. 
But the sanctionable conduct would likely be the abuse 
of the discovery process, not the filing of pleadings.…” 
 “A trial court abuses its discretion by failing to 
adhere to guiding rules and principles. … [Low sets 
forth nonexclusve] guiding rules and principles for 
assessing the amount of pleadings sanctions.…” 
Footnote 29:  

“a. the good faith or bad faith of the offender; 
b. the degree of willfulness, vindictiveness, 
negligence, or frivolousness involved in the 
offense; 
c. the knowledge, experience, and expertise 
of the offender; 
d. any prior history of sanctionable conduct 
on the part of the offender; 
e. the reasonableness and necessity of the 
out-of-pocket expenses incurred by the 
offended person as a result of the 
misconduct; 
f. the nature and extent of prejudice, apart 
from out-of-pocket expenses, suffered by the 
offended person as a result of the 
misconduct; 
g. the relative culpability of client and 
counsel, and the impact on their privileged 
relationship of an inquiry into that area; 
h. the risk of chilling the specific type of 
litigation involved; 
i. the impact of the sanction on the offender, 
including the offender’s ability to pay a 
monetary sanction; 
j. the impact of the sanction on the offended 
party, including the offended person’s need 
for compensation; 
k. the relative magnitude of sanction 

necessary to achieve the goal or goals of the 
sanction; 
l. burdens on the court system attributable to 
the misconduct, including consumption of 
judicial time and incurrence of juror fees and 
other court costs; 
. . . . 
n. the degree to which the offended person’s 
own behavior caused the expenses for which 
recovery is sought.” 

Here, the trial court did not adequately consider 
the last item. “If issues asserted in pleadings are 
revealed to be frivolous, and the defending party delays 
moving for summary judgment and sanctions, the 
defending party adopts some responsibility for the 
overall increase in litigation costs.” 
 
5. In re Mark Fisher, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(2/28/14) 
 
 Venue case in which defendants also challenged 
jurisdiction. “When a plea to the jurisdiction is based 
on the pleadings, the pleadings are to be construed 
liberally in favor of the plaintiff. … [Here, plaintiff’s] 
allegations do not affirmatively negate his having been 
‘personally aggrieved.’” (Note: corrected opinion 
issued on 5/2/14; terminology and cites changed, 
original date retained.) 
 
B. Discovery 
 
1. Petroleum Solutions, Inc. v. Bill Head d/b/a Bill 

Head Enterprises, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(12/19/14) 

 
 Truck stop sued installer of underground tank 
system. Installer claimed a component was defective, 
gave it to an expert, who later lost it. Installer sued 
component maker, and later so did plaintiff. Maker 
sued installer for indemnity. 

This is a substituted opinion for one issued 
7/11/14 (see below for details). The original opinion 
addressed issues of spoliation and indemnity. This 
substituted opinion ruled that “spoliation sanctions 
were an abuse of discretion” with respect to plaintiff, 
and also affirmed a judgment for Titeflex, maker of a 
flex connector, for indemnity. In addition to many 
minor edits, the Court added Footnote 6: “We leave to 
the trial court’s discretion the extent to which evidence 
of the missing connector is relevant to whether 
[plaintiff’s] claims are barred by limitations.” 
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2. In re National Lloyds Insurance Company, ___ 
S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(10/31/14) 

 
 Homeowner sued insurer for undervaluing her 
claims from two storms. Trial court ordered discovery 
of claims from the same location, the same storms, and 
involving the same adjusting firms. The Supreme 
Court ruled that the discovery requests were overbroad 
and granted mandamus: “the trial court abused its 
discretion in ordering the defendant insurer to produce 
evidence related to insurance claims other than the 
plaintiff’s.” 
 “A discovery order that compels production 
beyond the rules of procedure is an abuse of discretion 
for which mandamus is the proper remedy.” 

“The Texas Rules of Civil Procedure provide for 
discovery of ‘any matter that is not privileged and is 
relevant to the subject matter of the pending action.’ 
The phrase ‘relevant to the subject matter’ is to be 
broadly construed. It is no ground for objection ‘that 
the information sought will be inadmissible at trial if 
the information sought appears reasonably calculated 
to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.’ TEX. 
R. CIV. P. 192.3(a).” 
 Though the bounds of discovery are “liberal,” 
“discovery requests must not be overbroad. A request 
‘is not overbroad merely because [it] may call for some 
information of doubtful relevance’ so long as it is 
‘reasonably tailored to include only matters relevant to 
the case.’ Significantly, whether a request for 
discovery is overbroad is distinct from whether it is 
burdensome or harassing. … [Overbroad] ‘requests for 
irrelevant information are improper whether they are 
burdensome or not.’” 
 Defendant’s “overpayment, underpayment, or 
proper payment of the claims of unrelated third parties 
is [not] probative of its conduct with respect to 
[homeowner’s] undervaluation claims … especially … 
given the many variables associated with a particular 
claim.…” Footnote 2: “We do not hold that evidence 
of third-party insurance claims can never be relevant in 
coverage litigation.” 
 In this case, reviewing other files “is at best an 
‘impermissible fishing expedition.’” The “information 
sought does not appear reasonably calculated to lead to 
the discovery of evidence that has a tendency ‘to make 
the existence of any fact that is of consequence to the 
determination of the action more probable or less 
probable.’” 
 Discovery “must be reasonably limited in time 
and geographic scope. … But such limits … do not 
render the underlying information discoverable.” 

3. In re John Doe a/k/a “Trooper”, ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 

 
 Company and its president sought a Rule 202 
deposition of Google to determine the identity of a 
blogger who was attacking them. The Supreme Court 
ruled that a “proper court [for a Rule 202 action] must 
have personal jurisdiction over the potential 
defendant.…” 

Footnote 4: “‘Federal law generally prohibits a 
‘cable operator’ like Google from disclosing a 
subscriber’s personally identifiable information 
without its consent’ unless ‘disclosure is ordered by a 
court with notice to the subscriber.’” 

“To allow discovery of a potential claim against a 
defendant over which the court would not have 
personal jurisdiction denies him the protection Texas 
procedure would otherwise afford. Under Rule 120a, a 
defendant who files a special appearance in a suit is 
entitled to have the issue of personal jurisdiction heard 
and decided before any other matter. Discovery is 
limited to matters directly relevant to the issue.” 
 
4. Nath v. Texas Children’s Hospital, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Supreme Court affirmed the imposition of 
monetary sanctions, but remanded to reconsider the 
amount. 

The “due process requirements we established [for 
discovery abuse] apply to pleadings sanctions as well.” 
 If “a party later learns through discovery that no 
factual support for the contention exists and still 
pursues litigation, such conduct might be sanctionable. 
But the sanctionable conduct would likely be the abuse 
of the discovery process, not the filing of pleadings.…” 
 A court “may sanction a party or counsel if the 
court ‘finds that any interrogatory or request for 
inspection or production is unreasonably frivolous, 
oppressive, or harassing.’” 
 
5. Petroleum Solutions, Inc. v. Bill Head d/b/a Bill 

Head Enterprises, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(7/11/14) 

 
 Truck stop sued installer of underground tank 
system. Installer claimed a component was defective, 
gave it to an expert, who later lost it. Installer sued 
component maker, and later so did plaintiff. Maker 
sued installer for indemnity. Relying upon Brookshire 
Brothers, the Supreme Court ruled that submitting a 
spoliation instruction against installer, and striking its 
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statute of limitations defense, were abuses of 
discretion. 
 “We review a trial court’s imposition of sanctions 
under an abuse of discretion standard. Texas Rule of 
Civil Procedure 215.2 allows a … ‘just’ sanctions for 
discovery abuse. … [C]ourts generally follow a two-
part test in determining whether a particular sanction 
for discovery abuse is just. First, a direct relationship 
must exist between the offensive conduct, the offender, 
and the sanction imposed. … [Thus] a sanction must be 
directed against the wrongful conduct and toward 
remedying the prejudice suffered by the innocent party. 
Second, a sanction must not be excessive, which means 
it should be no more severe than necessary.… This 
prong requires the trial court to consider the 
availability of lesser sanctions and, ‘in all but the most 
exceptional cases, actually test the lesser sanctions.’” 
 In “the context of remedying spoliation, the 
restrictions articulated in Brookshire Brothers with 
regard to spoliation instructions also limit a trial 
court’s discretion to issue other remedies akin to death-
penalty sanctions, such as striking a party’s claims or 
defenses.” Footnote 3: “[D]iscovery sanctions that ‘are 
so severe as to preclude presentation of the merits of [a 
claim or defense] should not be assessed absent a 
party’s flagrant bad faith or counsel’s callous disregard 
for the responsibilities of discovery.’” 
 
6. Porretto v. Texas General Land Office, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 
 Suit against state over title to land seaward of 
Galveston’s seawall.  

“Rule 196.3(c) provides that a party responding to 
a request for production ‘must either produce 
documents . . . as they are kept in the usual course of 
business or organize and label them to correspond with 
the categories in the request.’” Making no search 
constitutes “no response to” a request. Nor did 
defendants “seek a more specific process for 
production in response to the request [for purportedly 
voluminous records], … [or] even respond to the 
motion for sanctions. The sanction was well within the 
trial court’s discretion.” 
 
7. In re Ford Motor Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(3/28/14) 
 

In a park-to-reverse products liability case, 
plaintiff wanted to depose the employers of 
defendants’ two retained experts to discover financial 
connections with defendants. But, the Supreme Court 

ruled that, on the facts of the case, the rules “do not 
permit such discovery.” 

“Rule 192.3(e) sets forth the scope of information 
that parties may discover about a testifying expert, 
which includes ‘any bias of the witness.’” Rule 195 
limits “testifying-expert discovery to that acquired 
through disclosures, expert reports, and oral 
depositions of expert witnesses,” with a goal of 
“minimizing ‘undue expense.’” 
 Here, plaintiff’s “fishing expedition, seeking 
sensitive [business and financial] information covering 
twelve years, is just the type of overbroad discovery 
the rules are intended to prevent.” 
 The Court does “not unduly inhibit discovery of 
an expert’s potential bias.” But, “discovery into the 
extent of an expert’s bias is not without limits.” And, 
the “most probative information” comes from the 
expert himself. Both, here, conceded they testify 
overwhelmingly for defendants. So, in this case, unlike 
in Walker v. Packer, “neither expert’s credibility has 
been impugned in this case.” And plaintiff offered no 
other justification for the depositions. 

 
8. Crosstex Energy Services, L.P. v. Pro Plus, Inc., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 

“The Texas Rules of Civil Procedure encourage 
liberal discovery practices. The discovery process 
streamlines the insatiable quest for information … full 
discovery promotes fair resolution of disputes and 
noting that this Court ‘has vigorously sought to ensure 
that lawsuits are ‘decided by what the facts reveal, not 
by what facts are concealed.…’’ Information may 
sustain a case, or it may lead to the end of litigation, 
but in either case it is the lifeblood of the process. 
(‘Discovery is thus the linchpin of the search for 
truth…’).” Conducting discovery “does not 
demonstrate an intent to waive the right to move for 
dismissal.” 
 
C. Affidavits 
 
1. In the Interest of K.M.L., a Child, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Mentally-challenged mother signed a voluntary 
relinquishment. Unrepresented father was accompanied 
to trial by officials, but entered courtroom late. The 
Supreme Court determined there was “legally 
insufficient evidence that the mother knowingly and 
intelligently executed the affidavit of voluntary 
relinquishment.…”  One issue was whether the 
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relinquishment affidavit was properly admitted. 
 A “trial court may order termination of the parent-
child relationship if the … termination is in the best 
interest of the child and that the parent has executed a 
valid, irrevocable affidavit of relinquishment…. 
Notably, the affidavit must be witnessed by two 
credible persons and verified before a person 
authorized to take oaths.” 
 “Texas Government Code section 312.011 defines 
‘affidavit’ as ‘a statement in writing of a fact or facts 
signed by the party making it, sworn to before an 
officer authorized to administer oaths, and officially 
certified to by the officer under his seal of office.’ 
Additionally, section 312.011 defines ‘swear’ or 
‘sworn’ to include ‘affirm,’ and defines ‘oath’ to 
include ‘affirmation.’ However, section 312.011 does 
not define ‘verify’—the key word at the center of this 
dispute.” 
 The parties disagreed about the “verification” of 
the affidavit. “Any difference between ‘verified’ and 
‘verification’ is merely a matter of semantics. … As 
we interpret statutes with the fair assumption that the 
Legislature intends the words it chooses, applying the 
words as they are written, we must determine whether 
the affidavit here was verified—that is, whether it 
included a verification.” 
 “Section 312.011(1) defines [an] affidavit as a 
statement ‘sworn to before an officer authorized to 
administer oaths.’ ‘Under oath’ connotes more than 
simply ‘sworn to,’ … [because] ‘[t]he person making 
the oath implicitly invites punishment if the statement 
is untrue or the promise [to tell the truth] is broken.’” 
 Courts of appeals have “delineate[d] the 
verification requirement in both the Rule 165a context 
and the Rule 93 context, which requires certain pleas in 
an answer to be verified. [They] … have held that no 
particular form of verification is required so long as the 
affiant swears to the truth of the contents and that the 
affidavit is based on personal knowledge.” See, note 9. 
 “Merely because it is stated that the affiant has 
subscribed and sworn to a document does not 
constitute the affiant swearing or affirming under oath 
that the facts stated are true. The affidavit here, 
however, did include a jurat indicating that [mother] 
made the statements ‘under oath.…’” Thus, the 
“affidavit here is verified.…” “‘Signed under oath’ … 
constitutes a verification.” 
 The guardianship of the mother by her own 
mother did not nullify the affidavit because “the 
guardianship determination was made after [mother] 
executed the affidavit.” The affidavit was therefore 
admissible in evidence. 

 The Family Code permits termination “if it by 
clear and convincing evidence that the parent has 
executed an unrevoked or irrevocable affidavit of 
relinquishment of parental rights. The [state] … has the 
burden to prove the elements necessary to support 
termination of the parent-child relationship. … 
[Implicit] is the requirement that the affidavit of 
parental rights be voluntarily executed. An 
involuntarily executed affidavit is a complete defense 
to a termination suit based on” the Family Code. 

Here, “the court of appeals misplaced the burden 
of proof. [The state] bore the burden of proving 
voluntariness [when mother signed the affidavit] by 
clear and convincing evidence.” The evidence (detailed 
in the opinion) was insufficient to prove this. 
 
D. Rule 11 Agreements 
 
1. In re Vaishangi, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/6/14) 
 
 In real estate suit, a Rule 11 agreement, with a 
document attached, was signed by the parties and 
judge. In the agreement, defendant agreed to sign the 
document. A few days thereafter, the suit was 
dismissed. Eleven months later, upon plaintiff’s motion 
to enforce, the judge ordered defendant to sign the 
document as agreed, and awarded fees. The Supreme 
Court, however, ruled that “the Rule 11 agreement was 
not an agreed judgment,” and thus the trial court did 
not have continuing jurisdiction to enforce it. 
  “If the Rule 11 agreement is a final judgment, … 
the trial court maintains continuing jurisdiction to 
enforce that judgment.… If, however, the agreement is 
simply an interlocutory order, and the dismissal order 
signed four days later is the court’s final judgment, … 
the trial court was without jurisdiction to enforce the 
Rule 11 agreement.…”  
 Generally, “Rule 11 agreements [are] separate and 
distinct from agreed judgments entered thereon.” 
Merely announcing a settlement agreement and noting 
it on the docket does not make it a judgment. Even if 
there is “‘a valid Rule 11 agreement, consent must 
exist at the time an agreed judgment is rendered.’”  
 A Rule 11 agreement can be a judgment if it 
meets the requirements for a final judgment. “A 
judgment is final ‘if and only if either it actually 
disposes of all claims and parties then before the court, 
regardless of its language, or it states with 
unmistakable clarity that it is a final judgment as to all 
claims and all parties.’” And approving a settlement 
does not render judgment unless there is “a ‘present 
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act’ to ‘decide the issues.’” The court must intend to 
“render judgment.” 
 “‘[A]n appellate court may not deal with disputed 
areas of fact in a mandamus proceeding.’” But fact 
issues about the scope of a Rule 11 agreement “do not 
prevent the Court from determining as a matter of law 
whether the Rule 11 agreement constitutes an agreed 
judgment.” And the Court can determine if the trial 
court exceeded its jurisdiction. 
 In this case, the trial court did not indicate an 
intent to render judgment.  

Because the trial court exceeded its jurisdiction, 
“mandamus is proper even without a showing that the 
relator lacks an adequate remedy on appeal.… 
‘Further, because the order was void, the relator need 
not show it did not have an adequate appellate remedy, 
and mandamus relief is appropriate.’” 

“While a party can certainly pursue a claim for 
breach of a settlement agreement even when that 
settlement agreement is not an agreed judgment, the 
‘[t]he party seeking enforcement of the settlement 
agreement must pursue a separate claim for breach of 
contract.’” 
 
2. Amedisys, Inc. v. Kingwood Home Health Care, 

LLC, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(5/9/14) 
 
 Dispute about whether plaintiff accepted 
defendant’s settlement offer. Footnote 4: the Family 
Code provides for mediated settlement agreements; 
when the requirements are met, “‘a party is entitled to 
judgment on the mediated settlement agreement 
notwithstanding Rule 11….’” 

 
3. Crosstex Energy Services, L.P. v. Pro Plus, Inc., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 

In a medical malpractice case, an “agreed order 
dealing with expert report deadlines does not impact 
the separate section 74.351 requirement unless it is 
specifically mentioned in the agreed order. Likewise, 
the docket control order in this [Ch. 150] case made no 
mention of the separate certificate of merit 
requirements under section 150.002. Because 
McDaniel limits the purview of the docket control 
order … , and the Rule 11 agreement merely provided 
dates for the order, the Rule 11 agreement did not 
operate to postpone the filing requirement.” 
 
E. Court Orders; Docket Control Orders 
 
1. Crosstex Energy Services, L.P. v. Pro Plus, Inc., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 

In McDaniel, “this Court narrowly read the scope 
of a docket control order on the designation of 
experts.… Because McDaniel limits the purview of the 
docket control order … , and the Rule 11 agreement 
[here] merely provided dates for the order, the Rule 11 
agreement did not operate to postpone the filing 
requirement.” 
 
F. Summary Judgment 
 
1. Petroleum Solutions, Inc. v. Bill Head d/b/a Bill 

Head Enterprises, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(12/19/14) 

 
This is a substituted opinion for one issued 

7/11/14 (see below for details). The original opinion 
addressed issues of spoliation and indemnity. This 
substituted opinion ruled that “spoliation sanctions 
were an abuse of discretion” with respect to plaintiff, 
and also affirmed a judgment for Titeflex, maker of a 
flex connector, for indemnity. In addition to many 
minor edits, the Court added Footnote 6. The former 
Footnote 6 (which referred to summary judgment) was 
renumbered as Footnote 7. 
 
2. Henkel v. Norman, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(8/22/14) 
 
 In a slip-and-fall case, the Supreme Court 
affirmed a summary judgment for defendant, holding 
her warning was adequate. 
 Because the trial court granted summary 
judgment, “our standard of review is de novo. We 
examine the record in the light most favorable to the 
nonmovant, indulge every reasonable inference against 
the motion and likewise resolve any doubts against it.” 
 “A traditional summary judgment motion is 
properly granted where a defendant conclusively 
negates at least one essential element of a cause of 
action.” 
 Footnote 1: A “summary judgment cannot be 
affirmed on grounds not expressly set out in the motion 
or response.” 
 
3. Petroleum Solutions, Inc. v. Bill Head d/b/a Bill 

Head Enterprises, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(7/11/14) 

 
 Footnote 6: In prior case, the Court refused “to 
review order denying summary judgment on appeal 
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from final judgment.” 
 
4. Boerjan v. Rodriguez, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/27/14) 
 
 Driver trespassed by driving family across private 
property. While fleeing at high speed from a ranch 
employee, driver crashed and killed the family. 
Summary judgment was granted for ranch and its 
employee. The Supreme Court ruled that “land 
occupier owes only a duty to avoid injuring a 
trespasser wilfully, wantonly, or through gross 
negligence, a claim for simple negligence must fail. As 
to gross negligence,” a no-evidence summary judgment 
for defendant was proper. 
 “We review a grant of summary judgment de 
novo. In a traditional motion for summary judgment, a 
movant must state specific grounds, and a defendant 
who conclusively negates at least one essential element 
of a cause of action is entitled to summary judgment. 
In a no-evidence motion for summary judgment, the 
movant contends that no evidence supports one or 
more essential elements of a claim for which the 
nonmovant would bear the burden of proof at trial. The 
trial court must grant the motion unless the nonmovant 
raises a genuine issue of material fact on each 
challenged element.” 
 “We must ‘review the evidence presented by the 
motion and response in the light most favorable to the 
party against whom the summary judgment was 
rendered, crediting evidence favorable to that party if 
reasonable jurors could, and disregarding contrary 
evidence unless reasonable jurors could not.’ No-
evidence summary judgment is improper when the 
nonmovant’s evidence amounts to ‘more than a 
scintilla of probative evidence to raise a genuine issue 
of material fact.’” 

“In our recent opinion in Dugger … , we held that 
the comparative responsibility scheme under Chapter 
33 … abrogated the unlawful acts doctrine. Applying 
Dugger to this case, the unlawful acts doctrine cannot 
provide the basis for summary judgment.” 

Here, the court of appeals erred when it 
determined that there were fact issues on negligence 
and gross negligence. 
 
5. Moayedi v. Interstate 35/Chisam Road, L.P., ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/13/14) 
 
 Cross motions for summary judgment were filed 
in a suit of a deficiency judgment against a loan 
guarantor. 

 “We review a trial court’s grant of summary 
judgment de novo. When both parties move for 
summary judgment, each party bears the burden of 
establishing its entitlement to judgment as a matter of 
law.” 
 
6. McAllen Hospitals, LLP v. State Farm Mutual 

Insurance Company of Texas, ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(5/16/14) 

 
Hospital sued insurer after injured victims of car 

wreck cashed settlement checks from insurer that were 
made out to both them and hospital, without 
discharging proper hospital lien. An issue was whether 
the Hospital Lien Statute created a cause of action for 
hospital to sue insurer. 
 Resolving the issue of whether the Hospital Lien 
Statute creates a cause of action “would be improper, 
as it was not raised in the trial court as a ground for 
summary judgment and was not briefed in the court of 
appeals or in this Court, and therefore has not been 
preserved for our review.… [A] summary judgment 
may be affirmed ‘if any of the theories presented to the 
trial court and preserved for appellate review are 
meritorious’…. [Short mention on oral argument] was 
insufficient to preserve for our review a ground that 
was not raised in [insurer’s] summary judgment 
motion.… [A] summary judgment may not be affirmed 
on grounds not set out in the motion for summary 
judgment.…” 

 
7. Amedisys, Inc. v. Kingwood Home Health Care, 

LLC, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(5/9/14) 
 
 Dispute about whether plaintiff had accepted 
defendant’s settlement offer. The Supreme Court ruled 
that, in a summary judgment to enforce the settlement, 
the “plaintiff presented uncontroverted evidence that it 
accepted the material terms of the defendant’s offer.”  

Plaintiff, as movant, “had the burden to submit 
sufficient evidence that established on its face that 
‘there is no genuine issue as to any material fact’ and 
that it is ‘entitled to judgment as a matter of law.’ 
When a movant meets that burden of establishing each 
element of the claim or defense on which it seeks 
summary judgment, the burden then shifts to the non-
movant to disprove or raise an issue of fact as to at 
least one of those elements.… But if the movant does 
not satisfy its initial burden, the burden does not shift 
and the non-movant need not respond or present any 
evidence … because ‘summary judgments must stand 
or fall on their own merits, and the non-movant’s 
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failure to … respond cannot supply by default the 
summary judgment proof necessary to establish the 
movant’s right’ to judgment.” “Thus, a non-movant 
who fails to raise any issues in response to a summary 
judgment motion may still challenge, on appeal, ‘the 
legal sufficiency of the grounds presented by the 
movant.’” 

In the motion for summary judgment, the Court 
reviews the letter and email sent by plaintiff. “If they 
constitute evidence of acceptance, they were 
uncontroverted evidence because [defendant] did not 
present any evidence to … create a fact issue on the 
acceptance element.… [Otherwise,] plaintiff did not 
satisfy its burden of proof.…” 

The shifting burden in a summary judgment is 
important because, if plaintiff’s purported acceptance 
contained a material divergence of terms, its letter and 
email would constitute “no evidence” to support a 
summary judgment. And if they had been ambiguous, 
they would have created a fact issue. But, since here 
they showed a clear intent to settle, the “burden shifted 
to [defendant] to produce evidence raising an issue of 
fact.” And defendant did not challenge “acceptance” 
until after the summary judgment. 

 
8. Long v. Castle Texas Production Limited 

Partnership, 426 S.W.3d 73 (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 
 This opinion generally addresses the date from 
which postjudment interest runs. 

A “partial summary judgment that grants relief on 
only one of several claims will not accrue 
postjudgment interest on the rendered claim until a 
final judgment resolves all issues among all parties.” 
 
9. Gotham Insurance Company v. Warren E&P, Inc., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/21/14) 
 
 Suit by carrier to recover payment of a claim after 
oil well blew out and burned. “Because the court of 
appeals affirmed summary judgment in favor of 
[insured], we must examine the entire record in the 
light most favorable to [insured], indulging every 
reasonable inference and resolving any doubts in 
[insured’s] favor. If there is a genuine issue of material 
fact, summary judgment is inappropriate.” Here, 
summary judgment for the carrier could not “be 
supported on the ground that [insured] suffered no 
loss.” 
 
10. Neely v. Wilson, 418 S.W.3d 52 (Tex. 

2013)(6/28/13) (see “corrected opinion” issued 

1/31/14) 
 
 Doctor sued reporter and TV station for 
defamation, and the Supreme Court reversed a 
summary judgment for defendants.  
 Even in a defamation suit, “we adhere to our well-
settled summary judgment standards.” 

“We review a trial court’s grant of summary 
judgment de novo. The party moving for summary 
judgment bears the burden of proof. Though these 
burdens vary for traditional and no-evidence motions, 
the summary judgment motion here was a hybrid 
motion.…” 
 “A fact issue exists if there is more than a scintilla 
of probative evidence. We must review the summary 
judgment record ‘in the light most favorable to the 
nonmovant, indulging every reasonable inference and 
resolving any doubts against the motion.’ ‘In reviewing 
a summary judgment, we consider all grounds 
presented to the trial court and preserved on appeal in 
the interest of judicial economy.’ We have held that the 
constitutional concerns over defamation … do not 
affect these summary judgment standards of review.” 
 “To prevail at summary judgment on the truth 
defense, [the TV station] must conclusively prove that 
[the] gist is substantially true.” 
 Footnote 22: “Uncontroverted summary judgment 
evidence from an interested witness is only sufficient 
to raise a fact issue, unless the evidence is clear, direct, 
positive, can be readily controverted, and there are no 
circumstances tending to impeach or discredit the 
testimony.” 
 At “summary judgment, ‘[w]e must review the 
record ‘in the light most favorable to the nonmovant, 
indulging every reasonable inference and resolving any 
doubts againstthe motion.’’” A “trial court at summary 
judgment [must] give the nonmovant ‘the benefit of 
every reasonable inference which properly can be 
drawn in favor of his position’ and that if ‘a mere 
ground of inference’ supports the motion, it will not be 
granted.” 

 
G. Sanctions and Contempt 
 
1. Petroleum Solutions, Inc. v. Bill Head d/b/a Bill 

Head Enterprises, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(12/19/14) 

 
 Truck stop sued installer of underground tank 
system. Installer claimed a component was defective, 
gave it to an expert, who later lost it. Installer sued 
component maker, and later so did plaintiff. Maker 
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sued installer for indemnity. 
This is a substituted opinion for one issued 

7/11/14 (see below for details). The original opinion 
addressed issues of spoliation and indemnity. This 
substituted opinion ruled that “spoliation sanctions 
were an abuse of discretion” with respect to plaintiff, 
and also affirmed a judgment for Titeflex, maker of a 
flex connector, for indemnity. In addition to many 
minor edits, the Court added Footnote 6: “We leave to 
the trial court’s discretion the extent to which evidence 
of the missing connector is relevant to whether 
[plaintiff’s] claims are barred by limitations.” 
 
2. Nath v. Texas Children’s Hospital, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 After acrimony with colleague, doctor filed suit 
against him and other health care providers. Doctor 
amended suit numerous times, alleging inter alia 
claims barred by limitations and he also sought health 
information about colleague, purportedly “to leverage a 
more favorable settlement.” Defendants obtained 
summary judgment after many years, and the trial court 
awarded $1.4M in sanctions. The Supreme Court 
affirmed the assessment of sanctions, but reversed and 
remanded to reconsider the amount, in light of Low. 

“Due process requires that sanctions be just, 
meaning that there be a direct nexus between the 
sanction and the sanctionable conduct, and be visited 
on the true offender. Here, the trial court’s sanctions 
award complied with these requirements because 
[doctor’s] petitions were filed for the improper purpose 
of pursuing an unrelated issue and advancing time-
barred claims. However, when assessing the amount of 
sanctions, the trial court failed to examine the extent to 
which the [defendants] caused the expenses they 
accrued in litigating a variety of issues over several 
years.” 

Because the “sanction at issue here concerns 
pleadings,” “Chapter 10 of the Texas Civil Practice and 
Remedies Code and Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 13 
are applicable to this case, and sanctions imposed 
pursuant to both are reviewed under this abuse of 
discretion standard. A sanctions award will not 
withstand appellate scrutiny if the trial court acted 
without reference to guiding rules and principles to 
such an extent that its ruling was arbitrary or 
unreasonable. A sanctions award that fails to comply 
with due process constitutes an abuse of discretion 
because a trial court has no discretion in determining 
what the law is or applying the law to the facts. But we 
will not hold that a trial court abused its discretion in 

levying sanctions if some evidence supports its 
decision. Generally, courts presume pleadings and 
other papers are filed in good faith. The party seeking 
sanctions bears the burden of overcoming this 
presumption of good faith.” 

Footnote 6: TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE Ch. 9 
“has largely been subsumed by subsequent revisions to 
the code.” 
 “Pleadings that violate … Chapter 10 
requirements are sanctionable. But a court may not 
sanction a represented party under section 10.001 for 
unfounded legal contentions.” “Rule 13 provides that 
pleadings that are groundless and in bad faith, intended 
to harass, or false when made are also sanctionable.…”  
 A “sanction must be neither unjust nor excessive.” 
 Sanctions must meet “a two-part test.” “The first 
prong … requires a direct nexus between the offensive 
conduct, the offender, and the sanction award. … A 
court must attempt to determine whether the offensive 
conduct is attributable to counsel only, to the party 
only, or to both.” “The second prong … considers the 
proportionality of the punishment relative to the 
misconduct and warns ‘just sanctions must not be 
excessive.’” It “imposed should be no more severe than 
necessary to satisfy its legitimate purposes. Legitimate 
purposes may include securing compliance with the 
relevant rules of civil procedure, punishing violators, 
and deterring other litigants from similar misconduct.” 
 Courts should “consider less stringent sanctions 
and weigh whether such lesser sanctions would serve 
to promote compliance.” Outcome “‘determinative 
sanctions may be imposed in the first instance only in 
exceptional cases when they are clearly justified and it 
is fully apparent that no lesser sanctions would 
promote compliance with the rules.’” 
 “Historically, awards for groundless pleadings in 
Texas have been moderate, at least in monetary terms.” 
 “Chapter 10 requires that we analyze an improper 
purpose pleading-by-pleading, but we assess claim-by-
claim whether a claim lacked a legal or factual basis.” 
 Using “a legal mechanism to force damaging, 
irrelevant information into the public domain and 
thereby compel a more favorable settlement constitutes 
an improper purpose.” 
 Footnote 20: “See TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE 
§ 10.002 (providing that court may sanction a party or 
attorney under Chapter 10 ‘on its own initiative’); TEX. 
R. CIV. P. 13 (providing that court may sanction a party 
or attorney under Rule 13 ‘upon its own initiative’).” 

Though under Ch. 10 doctor could not be 
“sanctioned for on the basis of legally groundless 
pleadings because he was represented by counsel … 
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[it] offers no similar stricture for sanctions based on 
improper purpose.” 
 “Generally, groundless pleadings are sanctionable 
under either Rule 13 or Chapter 10. Under Rule 13, 
groundlessness in and of itself is an insufficient basis 
for sanctions. A pleading must also be in bad faith, 
intended to harass, or knowingly false to justify 
sanctions.” “Chapter 10 requires that each factual 
contention must have evidentiary support or be likely 
to receive it after a reasonable opportunity for 
discovery.” 
 The “vantage point for assessing evidentiary 
support is at the time the pleading is filed.” “But if a 
party later learns through discovery that no factual 
support for the contention exists and still pursues 
litigation, such conduct might be sanctionable. But the 
sanctionable conduct would likely be the abuse of the 
discovery process, not the filing of pleadings.…” 
 A court “may sanction a party or counsel if the 
court ‘finds that any interrogatory or request for 
inspection or production is unreasonably frivolous, 
oppressive, or harassing.’” 
 “A trial court abuses its discretion by failing to 
adhere to guiding rules and principles. … [Low sets 
forth nonexclusve] guiding rules and principles for 
assessing the amount of pleadings sanctions.…” 
Footnote 29:  

“a. the good faith or bad faith of the offender; 
b. the degree of willfulness, vindictiveness, 
negligence, or frivolousness involved in the 
offense; 
c. the knowledge, experience, and expertise 
of the offender; 
d. any prior history of sanctionable conduct 
on the part of the offender; 
e. the reasonableness and necessity of the 
out-of-pocket expenses incurred by the 
offended person as a result of the 
misconduct; 
f. the nature and extent of prejudice, apart 
from out-of-pocket expenses, suffered by the 
offended person as a result of the 
misconduct; 
g. the relative culpability of client and 
counsel, and the impact on their privileged 
relationship of an inquiry into that area; 
h. the risk of chilling the specific type of 
litigation involved; 
i. the impact of the sanction on the offender, 
including the offender’s ability to pay a 
monetary sanction; 
j. the impact of the sanction on the offended 

party, including the offended person’s need 
for compensation; 
k. the relative magnitude of sanction 
necessary to achieve the goal or goals of the 
sanction; 
l. burdens on the court system attributable to 
the misconduct, including consumption of 
judicial time and incurrence of juror fees and 
other court costs; 
. . . . 
n. the degree to which the offended person’s 
own behavior caused the expenses for which 
recovery is sought.” 

 Here, the trial court did not adequately consider 
the last item. “If issues asserted in pleadings are 
revealed to be frivolous, and the defending party delays 
moving for summary judgment and sanctions, the 
defending party adopts some responsibility for the 
overall increase in litigation costs.” 
 
3. Petroleum Solutions, Inc. v. Bill Head d/b/a Bill 

Head Enterprises, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(7/11/14) 

 
 Truck stop sued installer of underground tank 
system. Installer claimed a component was defective, 
gave it to an expert, who later lost it. Installer sued 
component maker, and later so did plaintiff. Maker 
sued installer for indemnity. Relying upon Brookshire 
Brothers, the Supreme Court ruled that submitting a 
spoliation instruction against installer, and striking its 
statute of limitations defense, were abuses of 
discretion, and it further ruled that maker was entitled 
to indemnity from installer. 
 Whether “party spoliated evidence and whether a 
particular remedy is appropriate are questions of law 
for the trial court. … [E]vidence of the circumstances 
surrounding alleged spoliation is generally 
inadmissible at trial, as such evidence is largely 
irrelevant to the merits and unfairly prejudicial to the 
spoliating party. … [T]o find that spoliation occurred, 
the trial court must … [find] two elements. First, the 
party who failed to produce evidence must have had a 
duty to preserve the evidence. … Second, the 
nonproducing party must have breached its duty to 
reasonably preserve material and relevant evidence. A 
party cannot breach its duty without at least acting 
negligently.” 
 When spoliation is found, “the trial court must 
exercise its discretion in imposinga remedy. … [T]he 
court should weigh the spoliating party’s culpability 
and the prejudice to the nonspoliating party. Prejudice 
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is evaluated based on the spoliated evidence’s 
relevancy to key issues in the case, whether the 
evidence would have been harmful to the spoliating 
party’s case (or, conversely, helpful to the 
nonspoliating party’s case), and whether the spoliated 
evidence was cumulative of other competent evidence 
that may be used in its stead.” 
 “We review a trial court’s imposition of sanctions 
under an abuse of discretion standard. Texas Rule of 
Civil Procedure 215.2 allows a … ‘just’ sanctions for 
discovery abuse. … [C]ourts generally follow a two-
part test in determining whether a particular sanction 
for discovery abuse is just. First, a direct relationship 
must exist between the offensive conduct, the offender, 
and the sanction imposed. … [Thus] a sanction must be 
directed against the wrongful conduct and toward 
remedying the prejudice suffered by the innocent party. 
Second, a sanction must not be excessive, which means 
it should be no more severe than necessary.… This 
prong requires the trial court to consider the 
availability of lesser sanctions and, ‘in all but the most 
exceptional cases, actually test the lesser sanctions.’” 
 A “trial court may submit a spoliation instruction 
only if it finds (1) the spoliating party acted with intent 
to conceal discoverable evidence, or (2) the spoliating 
party acted negligently and caused the nonspoliating 
party to be irreparably deprived of any meaningful 
ability to present a claim or defense.” 

In “the context of remedying spoliation, the 
restrictions articulated in Brookshire Brothers with 
regard to spoliation instructions also limit a trial 
court’s discretion to issue other remedies akin to death-
penalty sanctions, such as striking a party’s claims or 
defenses.” Footnote 3: “[D]iscovery sanctions that ‘are 
so severe as to preclude presentation of the merits of [a 
claim or defense] should not be assessed absent a 
party’s flagrant bad faith or counsel’s callous disregard 
for the responsibilities of discovery.’” 
 Here, the “sanctions were an abuse of discretion 
because no proof exists that [installer] intentionally 
concealed evidence or that [its] spoliation irreparably 
deprived [plaintiff] of any meaningful ability to present 
its claims.” In fact, plaintiff successfully argued a 
different factual theory at trial. 
 
4. Porretto v. Texas General Land Office, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 
 Suit against state over title to land seaward of 
Galveston’s seawall.  

“Rule 196.3(c) provides that a party responding to 
a request for production ‘must either produce 

documents . . . as they are kept in the usual course of 
business or organize and label them to correspond with 
the categories in the request.’” Making no search 
constitutes “no response to” a request. Nor did 
defendants “seek a more specific process for 
production in response to the request [for purportedly 
voluminous records], … [or] even respond to the 
motion for sanctions. The sanction was well within the 
trial court’s discretion.” 
 
5. Brookshire Brothers, Ltd. v. Aldridge, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 

In a slip and fall case, the risk manager failed to 
preserve surveillance video surrounding the time of the 
incident. Evidence concerning the spoliation was 
admitted at trial, and a spoliation instruction was given. 
Holding that the “trial court abused its discretion in 
submitting a spoliation instruction because there is no 
evidence that [defendant] intentionally concealed or 
destroyed the video … or that [plaintiff] was deprived 
of any meaningful ability to present his claim,” the 
Supreme Court reversed a verdict for the  
plaintiff and remanded. The Court further announced a 
“two-step process” when spoliation occurs. 
 Spoliation “involves a two-step judicial process: 
(1) the trial court must determine, as a question of law, 
whether a party spoliated evidence, and (2) if 
spoliation occurred, the court must assess an 
appropriate remedy. To conclude that a party spoliated 
evidence, the court must find that (1) the spoliating 
party had a duty to reasonably preserve evidence, and 
(2) the party intentionally or negligently breached that 
duty…. Spoliation findings—and their related 
sanctions—are to be determined by the trial judge, 
outside the presence of the jury, in order to avoid 
unfairly prejudicing the jury…. Accordingly, evidence 
bearing directly upon … [spoliation] is not to be 
presented to the jury except insofar as it relates to the 
substance of the lawsuit. Upon a finding of spoliation, 
the trial court has broad discretion to impose a remedy 
that must be proportionate; that is, it must relate 
directly to the conduct giving rise to the sanction and 
may not be excessive. Key considerations … are the 
level of culpability of the spoliating party and the 
degree of prejudice … suffered by the nonspoliating 
party.” 
 “While the spectrum of remedies that may be 
imposed range from an award of attorney’s fees to the 
dismissal of the lawsuit, the harsh remedy of a 
spoliation instruction is warranted only when the trial 
court finds that the spoliating party acted with the 
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specific intent of concealing discoverable evidence, 
and that a less severe remedy would be insufficient to 
reduce the prejudice caused by the spoliation. This 
intent requirement is congruent with the presumption 
… that the evidence would have hurt the wrongdoer. A 
failure to preserve evidence with a negligent mental 
state may only underlie a spoliation instruction in the 
rare situation in which a nonspoliating party has been 
irreparably deprived of any meaningful ability to 
present a claim or defense.” 
 “In some circumstances, a missing piece of 
evidence like a photograph or video can be 
irreplaceable. Testimony as to what the lost or 
destroyed evidence might have shown will not always 
restore the nonspoliating party to an approximation of 
its position if the evidence were available; sometimes a 
picture is indeed worth a thousand words.” “[C]ourts 
have broad discretion to utilize a variety of remedies to 
address spoliation, including the spoliation 
instruction.” The instruction’s “‘very purpose is to 
‘nudge’ or ‘tilt’ the jury’ toward a finding adverse to 
the alleged spoliator.” 
 While “electronic data can be a valuable source of 
evidence, it can also make compliance with one’s 
responsibility to preserve and produce such data much 
more difficult and expensive.” 
 “[W]hen a party is inherently prevented from 
having the merits of its case adjudicated, constitutional 
due process is implicated.” 
 “In Texas, spoliation is an evidentiary concept 
rather than a separate cause of action.” And 
“evidentiary matters are resolved by the trial court.” 
Spoliation is “a particularized form of discovery abuse, 
in that it ultimately results in the failure to produce 
discoverable evidence, and discovery matters are also 
within the sole province of the trial court.” So, the 
“trial court, rather than the jury, must determine 
whether a party spoliated evidence and, if so, impose 
the appropriate remedy. … The trial court may hold an 
evidentiary hearing to assist the court in making 
spoliation findings, but not in the presence of the jury.” 
The jury’s focus should be “on the merits.” 
 The party asserting spoliation has the “burden of 
establishing that the nonproducing party had a duty to 
preserve the evidence. … [There are] two related 
inquiries: when the duty is triggered, and the scope of 
that duty. … [Such] ‘a duty arises only when a party 
knows or reasonably should know that there is a 
substantial chance that a claim will be filed and that 
evidence in its possession or control will be material 
and relevant to that claim.’ … [A] ‘substantial chance 
of litigation’ arises when ‘litigation is more than 

merely an abstract possibility or unwarranted fear.’” 
The “party seeking a remedy for spoliation must 
demonstrate that the other party breached its duty to 
preserve material and relevant evidence.” 
 If a party has spoliated evidence, “Rule 215.2 … 
enumerates a wide array of remedies available to a trial 
court in addressing discovery abuse, such as an award 
of attorney’s fees or costs to the harmed party, 
exclusion of evidence, striking a party’s pleadings, or 
even dismissing a party’s claims. … The trial court 
also has discretion to craft other remedies … , 
including the submission of a spoliation instruction to 
the jury.” But the remedy “may not be excessive.” 
Footnote 8: A “party does not breach its [preservation] 
duty” if evidence is lost through no fault of the party. 
Thus spoliation sanctions “are not appropriately 
imposed against an innocent party, regardless of the 
extent to which another party is prejudiced.” 
 The purpose of the spoliation remedy “is to 
restore the parties to a rough approximation of their 
positions if all evidence were available.” Footnote 9: 
“prejudice is required for the nonspoliating party to be 
entitled to a remedy.” 
 Considerations of prejudice include: relevance of 
the evidence; the harmful effect; and whether the lost 
evidence would be cumulative. 
 A “party’s intentional destruction of evidence 
may, ‘[a]bsent evidence to the contrary,’ be sufficient 
by itself to support a finding that the spoliated evidence 
is both relevant and harmful.… Conversely, negligent 
spoliation could not be enough to support such a 
finding without ‘some proof about what the destroyed 
evidence would show.’” But, with the instance of a lost 
video, “many of the inherent problems with [witness] 
testimony—inaccurate memory, poor eyesight, bias, 
etc.—are simply not present with a video.…” Footnote 
12: the “contents of the missing evidence” need not be 
“conclusively proven.” A “‘party seeking an adverse 
inference may rely on circumstantial evidence to 
suggest the contents of destroyed evidence’ … 
circumstantial evidence may establish a fact when that 
fact is ‘inferred from other facts proved in the case.’” 
 A “spoliation instruction is still inherently a 
sanction,” and can be “tantamount to a death-penalty 
sanction.” With a “narrow exception,” a “party must 
intentionally spoliate evidence in order for a spoliation 
instruction to constitute an appropriate remedy.” A 
“person who merely negligently destroys evidence 
lacks the state of mind of a ‘wrongdoer….’” 
“‘[S]anctions that are so severe as to inhibit 
presentation of the merits of a case should be reserved 
to address a party’s flagrant bad faith or counsel’s 
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callous disregard for the responsibilities of 
discovery.…’” 
 “By ‘intentional’ spoliation, often referenced as 
‘bad faith’ or ‘willful’ spoliation, we mean that the 
party acted with the subjective purpose of … 
destroying discoverable evidence. This includes … 
‘willful blindness,’ … [where] a party does not directly 
destroy evidence … , but nonetheless ‘allows for its 
destruction.’” Thus, “a trial court’s finding of 
intentional spoliation … is a necessary predicate to the 
proper submission of a spoliation instruction to the 
jury.” Upon also finding “as with any sanction, that a 
lesser remedy would be insufficient to ameliorate the 
prejudice caused by the spoliating party’s conduct, the 
trial court is within its discretion in submitting an 
instruction.” 
 A “narrow exception” exists when negligent 
spoliation “so prejudices the nonspoliating party that it 
is irreparably deprived of having any meaningful 
ability to present a claim or defense.” 
 “We review a trial court’s imposition of a 
spoliation remedy, including the submission of a 
spoliation instruction to the jury, for an abuse of 
discretion.” Here, there was no evidence of “the 
requisite intent to conceal or destroy relevant evidence 
or that [plaintiff] was irreparably deprived of any 
meaningful ability to present his claim.” Plaintiff 
requested video of the fall, but note the other footage. 
“Had Brookshire Brothers allowed all footage of the 
incident to be destroyed, the outcome might be 
different.” Footnote19: Parties may not hide “behind 
unreasonable limited-duration retention policies.” 

“The trial court’s error is reversible, however, 
only if it ‘probably caused the rendition of an improper 
judgment.’ … [I]n determining whether erroneous 
admission of evidence is harmful, ‘[w]e review the 
entire record, and require the complaining party to 
demonstrate that the judgment turns on the particular 
evidence admitted’). … ‘[I]f a spoliation instruction 
should not have been given, the likelihood of harm 
from the erroneous instruction is substantial, 
particularly when the case is closely contested.’” 
 
H. Bankruptcy 
 
1. In re Mark Fisher, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(2/28/14) 
 
 Venue case. Plaintiff sold his company to a 
limited partnership, and became a limited partner, in a 
series of agreements that called for venue in Tarrant 
County. Asserting he was defamed, and that the 

business was bankrupted by mismanagement, he filed 
suit in Wise County against the principals of the buyer. 
The Supreme Court ruled that the plaintiff’s suit was 
not barred by the automatic stay in the bankruptcy 
court, but that venue must be transferred. (Note: 
corrected opinion issued on 5/2/14; terminology and 
cites changed, original date retained.) 

Defendants claimed that the corporations’ 
bankruptcies should have prevented plaintiff’s suit 
because he should have sued the bankruptcy debtors, 
not them personally. “Whether those claims should 
have been brought against another party (Nighthawk) 
is not a question of jurisdiction requiring dismissal, but 
is a question of liability.” 
 “Nighthawk is not a defendant in the Wise County 
suit and the automatic bankruptcy stay does not extend 
to non-debtors.… [T]he bankruptcy stay does not 
extend ‘to separate legal entities such as corporate 
affiliates, partners in debtor partnerships or to 
codefendants in pending litigation.’” 

 
I. Severance 
 
1. Venture Cotton Cooperative v. Freeman, et al., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/13/14) 
 
 Farmers sued cooperative, alleging they were 
fraudulently induced to join; the agreement contained 
an arbitration clause. (This case deals with severing a 
contract provision, not a party from a suit.)  
 “[A]rbitration agreements typically function 
simply as forum-selection clauses rather than statutory 
waivers and …  ‘[a]n arbitration agreement covering 
statutory claims is valid so long as ‘the arbitration 
agreement does not waive substantive rights and 
remedies of the statute and the arbitration procedures 
are fair so that the employee may effectively vindicate 
his statutory rights.’’” When there was an improper 
term, “we severed the offending limitation from the 
agreement and permitted the arbitration to proceed.” 
 Here, the “contracts here do not comply with the 
statutory requirements. … [A]ny implied waiver under 
ACSA Rule 8(k), which likewise does not conform to 
the DTPA’s requirements, is contrary to public policy 
and therefore invalid.” 
 An “‘illegal or unconscionable provision of a 
contract may generally be severed so long as it does 
not constitute the essential purpose of the agreement.’” 
Here, “the court of appeals erred in declining to sever 
the objectionable limitation on the farmers’ statutory 
rights.” 
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2. Long v. Castle Texas Production Limited 
Partnership, 426 S.W.3d 73 (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 

 
 This opinion generally addresses the date from 
which postjudment interest runs. 
 Under TEX. R. CIV. P. 41, “a court may sever and 
proceed separately with a claim against a party and 
may sever different grounds of recovery before 
submission to the trier of fact.” Footnote 15: A “claim 
is properly severable if: ‘(1) the controversy involves 
more than one cause of action, (2) the severed claim is 
one that would be the proper subject of a lawsuit if 
independently asserted, and (3) the severed claim is not 
so interwoven with the remaining action that they 
involve the same facts and issues.’ Avoiding prejudice, 
doing justice, and increasing convenience are the 
controlling reasons to sever.” 
 
J. Nonsuit 
 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
K. Recusal 
 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
L. Motion to Show Authority 
 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
M. Settlements 
 
1. Ford Motor Company v. Castillo, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(10/3/14) 
 
 While the jury deliberated in a products liability 
case, the parties negotiated. Plaintiff’s counsel said he 
would demand $3M if the jury sent out a note inquiring 
about damages. Acting without the knowledge of the 
other jurors, one juror sent out a note asking the 
maximum amount that could be awarded, and Ford 
quickly settled for $3M. When Ford thereafter learned 
the jury was not deliberating damages, it sought to set 
aside the settlement agreement. A jury in a subsequent 
agreed the “settlement agreement was procured by 
fraud;” the Supreme Court ruled that “the evidence is 
legally sufficient to support the jury’s verdict” because 
there was some evidence of collusion, and remanded 
the case for consideration of factual sufficiency. 
 “To find fraudulent inducement, the jury was 
instructed that it needed to find evidence of five 
elements: (1) a material misrepresentation; (2) sent by 

or at the direction of the plaintiffs or their agents or 
representatives with knowledge it was false; (3) with 
the intent that Ford Motor Company rely on the 
representation; (4) that Ford Motor Company did not 
know the representation was false and actually and 
justifiably relied upon the representation; and (5) that 
Ford Motor Company detrimentally relied on the 
representation by entering into the settlement 
agreement.” Here, though the note asks a question, it 
falsely implies certain facts, viz., “that the jury is 
deliberating damages and that it intends to award the 
maximum amount. It also implies that the note is from 
the jury collectively.” Accordingly, there is some 
evidence of a material misrepresentation. 
 “[H]ere, there is enough circumstantial evidence 
to establish a pattern” of a fraudulent scheme. In fraud 
cases, it “‘not often that any kind of evidence but 
circumstantial evidence can be procured.’ And 
circumstantial evidence must be evaluated in light of 
all the known circumstances, not merely in isolation.” 
“The inferences become stronger when the 
circumstantial evidence raises the inference of fraud, 
and the parties alleged to have engaged in the fraud fail 
to offer any proof of their legitimate or honest 
motives.” 
 On the fourth element, legally sufficient evidence 
supports Ford’s lack of knowledge and justifiable 
reliance. There “is some evidence that Ford had no 
knowledge that these implications were false, there 
was some evidence that Ford was justified to rely on 
these implications in entering the settlement 
agreement.” 
 
2. Highland Homes Ltd. v. The State of Texas, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 A class-action settlement, the State of Texas 
contested the disposition of a “cy pres award” under 
the Unclaimed Property Act. The Supreme Court ruled 
it did not apply. 
 Footnote 17: A “‘final judgment which is founded 
upon a settlement agreement reached by the parties 
must be in strict or literal compliance with that 
agreement’. It should go without saying that when a 
party agrees to one judgment and a materially different 
one is rendered, the party is personally aggrieved and 
has standing to complain. ‘For standing, a plaintiff 
must be personally aggrieved . . . .’).” 
 Footnote 21: “[E]ven if Section 73.102 applied, it 
would not nullify the class representative’s authority. 
Having the authority on behalf of the class to arrange 
for payments of claims by check in the first place, the 
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class representative also had the authority to prescribe 
the terms under which the checks would be paid.” 
 With “court approval, class representatives were 
no less authorized to negotiate and agree to the terms 
of settlement than they were to agree to the amounts 
paid.” 
 
3. In re Vaishangi, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/6/14) 
 
 In real estate suit, a Rule 11 agreement, with a 
document attached, was signed by the parties and 
judge. In the agreement, defendant agreed to sign the 
document. A few days thereafter, the suit was 
dismissed. Eleven months later, upon plaintiff’s motion 
to enforce, the judge ordered defendant to sign the 
document as agreed, and awarded fees. The Supreme 
Court, however, ruled that “the Rule 11 agreement was 
not an agreed judgment,” and thus the trial court did 
not have continuing jurisdiction to enforce it. 
  “If the Rule 11 agreement is a final judgment, … 
the trial court maintains continuing jurisdiction to 
enforce that judgment.… If, however, the agreement is 
simply an interlocutory order, and the dismissal order 
signed four days later is the court’s final judgment, … 
the trial court was without jurisdiction to enforce the 
Rule 11 agreement.…”  
 Generally, “Rule 11 agreements [are] separate and 
distinct from agreed judgments entered thereon.” 
Merely announcing a settlement agreement and noting 
it on the docket does not make it a judgment. Even if 
there is “‘a valid Rule 11 agreement, consent must 
exist at the time an agreed judgment is rendered.’”  
 A Rule 11 agreement can be a judgment if it 
meets the requirements for a final judgment. “A 
judgment is final ‘if and only if either it actually 
disposes of all claims and parties then before the court, 
regardless of its language, or it states with 
unmistakable clarity that it is a final judgment as to all 
claims and all parties.’” And approving a settlement 
does not render judgment unless there is “a ‘present 
act’ to ‘decide the issues.’” The court must intend to 
“render judgment.” 
 “‘[A]n appellate court may not deal with disputed 
areas of fact in a mandamus proceeding.’” But fact 
issues about the scope of a Rule 11 agreement “do not 
prevent the Court from determining as a matter of law 
whether the Rule 11 agreement constitutes an agreed 
judgment.” And the Court can determine if the trial 
court exceeded its jurisdiction. 
 In this case, the trial court did not indicate an 
intent to render judgment.  

Because the trial court exceeded its jurisdiction, 
“mandamus is proper even without a showing that the 
relator lacks an adequate remedy on appeal.… 
‘Further, because the order was void, the relator need 
not show it did not have an adequate appellate remedy, 
and mandamus relief is appropriate.’” 

“While a party can certainly pursue a claim for 
breach of a settlement agreement even when that 
settlement agreement is not an agreed judgment, the 
‘[t]he party seeking enforcement of the settlement 
agreement must pursue a separate claim for breach of 
contract.’” 
 
4. McAllen Hospitals, LLP v. State Farm Mutual 

Insurance Company of Texas, ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(5/16/14) 

 
 Hospital sued insurer after injured victims of car 
wreck cashed settlement checks from insurer that were 
made out to both them and hospital, without 
discharging proper hospital lien. Using principals of 
commercial paper under the UCC, the Supreme Court 
ruled that the hospital had not been “paid” by delivery 
of a settlement check to the claimant: “(1) payment of 
a check to one nonalternative copayee without the 
endorsement of the other does not constitute payment 
to a ‘holder’ and thus does not discharge the drawer of 
either his liability on the instrument or the underlying 
obligation, (2) the … patients’ releases of their causes 
of action against [negligent driver] were [in]valid … , 
and (3) the Hospital’s liens on those causes of action 
therefore remain intact.” The Court did not determine 
if the hospital has a cause of action against the insurer 
because the issue was not properly preserved.  
 A hospital may file a lien on a cause of action 
under Ch. 55 of the Property Code, “provided that the 
patient is admitted to the hospital within seventy-two 
hours of the accident.” The hospital “must comply with 
statutory notice and recording requirements to secure 
its lien.” “If the hospital’s charges secured by a proper 
lien are not ‘paid’ within the meaning of the statute, 
any release of the patient’s cause of action is invalid.” 
So, to have a valid release, one of three conditions of 
§ 55.007(a) must be met. 

Insurer’s “delivery of the drafts to [claimant’s] 
constitutes constructive delivery of the drafts to the 
other copayee, the Hospital.” But, “when a draft is 
issued to nonalternative copayees, one copayee acting 
alone is not entitled to enforce, and thus may not 
discharge, the instrument.” If it is payable to all, it can 
only be enforced by all. A “forged endorsement by 
nonalternative copayee [does] not discharge drawer’s 
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obligation to other copayee.” 
Hospital possibly could have sued the bank. But 

its failure to do so did not affect insurer’s obligations. 
 

5. Amedisys, Inc. v. Kingwood Home Health Care, 
LLC, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(5/9/14) 

 
 In a commercial dispute, defendant tendered an 
offer of settlement of all claims which were or could be 
asserted; plaintiff attempted to accept defendant’s offer 
as to all claims. The Supreme Court ruled that, in a 
summary judgment to enforce the settlement, the 
“plaintiff presented uncontroverted evidence that it 
accepted the material terms of the defendant’s offer.” 
The common law, not Rule 167 or Ch. 42, governs the 
breach of contract claim on the settlement. 
 Defendant tendered its settlement offer under 
“rule 167, which authorizes a party to recover certain 
litigation costs if the party made, and the party’s 
opponent rejected, a settlement offer that was 
significantly more favorable than the judgment 
obtained at trial.” Defendant also invoked Ch. 42 of the 
CP & RC.  
 In the motion for summary judgment, the Court 
reviews the letter and email sent by plaintiff. “If they 
constitute evidence of acceptance, they were 
uncontroverted evidence because [defendant] did not 
present any evidence to … create a fact issue on the 
acceptance element.… [Otherwise,] plaintiff did not 
satisfy its burden of proof.…” 
 Texas’ public policy favors settlements, and 
“chapter 42 and rule 167 encourage such settlements.” 
(Footnote 4: the Family Code further provides for 
mediated settlement agreements; when the 
requirements are met, “‘a party is entitled to judgment 
on the mediated settlement agreement notwithstanding 
Rule 11….’”) “When applicable, chapter 42 and rule 
167 provide a method by which parties in certain cases 
who make certain offers to settle certain claims can 
recover certain litigation costs.…” A “non-conforming 
offer ‘cannot be the basis for awarding litigation costs 
under’” under the rule. (Footnote 8: Chapter 42 only 
applies to claims for “‘monetary relief,’” and under 
Rule 167 an offer “‘must not include non-monetary 
claims.’”) Chapter 42 and Rule 167 do not “govern 
here” since the issue is not attorney’s fees but breach 
of contract, so plaintiff “was required to prove a valid 
‘acceptance’ under contract law.…”  
 Texas’ policy supports “freedom of contract,” and 
it “prohibit[s] us from binding parties to contracts to 
which they never agreed.” 
 An “acceptance may not change or qualify the 

material terms of the offer, and an attempt to do so 
results in a counteroffer rather than acceptance.… [A]n 
immaterial variation between the offer and acceptance 
will not prevent the formation of an enforceable 
agreement.” Materiality is generally “determined on a 
contract-by-contract basis, in light of the circumstances 
of the contract.… In construing a contract, a court’s 
primary concern is to ascertain the intentions of the 
parties as expressed in the instrument.”  

Under the record here, “the variation in language 
between [defendant’s] offer and [plaintiff’s] 
acceptance is not material and did not convert 
[plaintiff’s] acceptance into a counteroffer.” 
Defendant’s offer contained internal inconsistencies. A 
letter and email sent by plaintiff were “prima facie 
evidence” of an intent to accept. And, there were no 
claims other than those asserted. Moreover, “the record 
provides no basis to find that [plaintiff] could pursue 
those claims in any post-settlement action. Generally, 
once parties settle a lawsuit and a judgment is entered, 
res judicata bars the parties from subsequently 
pursuing any claims arising out of the subject matter of 
the lawsuit that they could have brought in the previous 
suit.” 

The shifting burden in a summary judgment is 
important because, if plaintiff’s purported acceptance 
contained a material divergence of terms, its letter and 
email would constitute “no evidence” to support a 
summary judgment. And if they had been ambiguous, 
they would have created a fact issue. But, since here 
they showed a clear intent to settle, the “burden shifted 
to [defendant] to produce evidence raising an issue of 
fact.” And defendant did not challenge “acceptance” 
until after the summary judgment. 

 
6. Gotham Insurance Company v. Warren E&P, Inc., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/21/14) 
 
 Suit by carrier to recover payment of a claim after 
oil well blew out and burned. Fortis “held that ‘[w]here 
a valid contract prescribes particular remedies or 
imposes particular obligations, equity generally must 
yield unless the contract violates positive law or 
offends public policy.’ … Without referencing the 
‘made whole’ doctrine, Fortis Benefits’ insurance 
policy granted it the right to recover through 
subrogation against third parties or seek reimbursement 
from the insured.” 
 Footnote 13: “The Legislature recently specified 
(with respect to contractual subrogation clauses in 
certain health insurance policies) the recovery insurers 
may obtain from a settlement between the insured and 
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the responsible third party that caused the injury.” 
 
N. Dismissal 
 
1. In re Essex Insurance Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(11/21/14) 
 
 Injured worker sued non-subscriber, claiming he 
was an independent contractor, and also sought a 
declaratory judgment against the commercial general 
liability insurer. The Supreme Court ruled that the “no 
direct action rule” prohibited the worker’s suit against 
the insurer, and granted mandamus because the trial 
court had denied the carrier’s motion to dismiss under 
Rule 91a. 

 
2. Jaster v. Comet II Construction, Inc., ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 

In a construction case, the Supreme Court ruled 
that an expert report does not have to be filed with a 
cross-action or third-party claim, as it does when 
plaintiff initiates the suit. The plaintiff’s failure to file 
the report shall result in the dismissal of the suit, and 
that dismissal may be with prejudice. 
 
O. Continuance 
 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
VII.  TRIAL 
 
A. Right to Jury 
 
1. Gilbert Wheeler, Inc. v. Enbridge Pipelines (East 

Texas), L.P., ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Property owner sued easement holder for damage 
to trees. Whether “an injury [to realty] is temporary or 
permanent is a question of law.…  [Q]uestions 
regarding the facts that underlie the temporary-versus-
permanent distinction must be resolved by the jury 
upon proper request.” 
 
2. In re the State Bar of Texas, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(8/22/14) 
 
 Prosecutor facing disciplinary action fought use of 
records expunged after the criminal defendant was 
acquitted.  
 “The expunction statute is an exception to the 
established principle that court proceedings and 

records should be open to the public. See, e.g., 
Express-News Corp. v. MacRae, 787 S.W.2d 451, 452 
(Tex. App.—San Antonio 1990, orig. proceeding) 
(recognizing constitutional right to public trials and 
presumptively open court records).…” 
 
3. Houston Unlimited, Inc. Metal Processing v. Mel 

Acres Ranch, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(8/22/14) 

 
 Suit seeking “stigma” damages for land’s reduced 
market value. 

An expert’s assumptions do not have to be 
uncontested. “If the evidence conflicts, it is the 
province of the jury to determine which evidence to 
credit.” 
 
4. In the Interest of A.B. and H.B., Children, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(5/16/14) 
 
 Suit to terminate parental rights. “In parental 
termination cases, … to ensure the jury’s findings 
receive due deference, if the court of appeals reverses 
the factfinder’s decision [to terminate parental rights], 
it must detail the relevant evidence in its opinion and 
clearly state why the evidence is insufficient to support 
the termination finding by clear and convincing 
evidence.” 

For “preponderance cases …  ‘a court of appeals 
must detail the evidence … and clearly state why the 
jury’s finding is factually insufficient when reversing a 
jury verdict, but need not do so when affirming a jury 
verdict.’” But, the Court has “established one 
exception to the general rule that appellate courts need 
not ‘detail the evidence’ when affirming a jury finding: 
exemplary damages.” 
 
5. Gotham Insurance Company v. Warren E&P, Inc., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/21/14) 
 
 Suit by carrier to recover payment of a claim after 
oil well blew out and burned. Footnote 15: “Regarding 
whether the representation was fraudulent, this is an 
inquiry typically left to the jury as it often involves 
proof of intent by circumstantial evidence.” 
 
B. Trial Setting; Notice 
 
1. Pike-Grant v. Grant, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(10/3/14) 
 

“The Texas Rules of Civil Procedure require 
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notice of trial for contested cases.… TEX. R. CIV. P. 
245.” 
2. In the Interest of K.M.L., a Child, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Parental termination case. The Supreme Court 
determined that, since “the [indigent] father did not 
receive notice of trial and did not waive notice,” the 
termination of his parental rights was reversed.  
  “Family Code section 263.301(a) provides, 
‘[n]otice of a permanency hearing shall be given as 
provided by Rule 21a … to all persons entitled to 
notice of the hearing.’” By filing an answer, father was 
entitled to notice, which he did not receive. He “was 
served only by publication, a manner of citation not 
authorized by Rule 21a.” His “failure to receive notice 
of the permanency hearings has implications as it 
relates to his lack of counsel and his due process 
rights.” 
 “Rule 245 … provides that a trial court ‘may set 
contested cases on written request of any party, or on 
the court’s own motion, with reasonable notice of not 
less than forty-five days to the parties of a first setting 
for trial, or by agreement of the parties.’ If a timely 
answer has been filed … , due process rights are 
violated when a judgment is subsequently entered 
without the party having received notice of the setting 
of the case, even when that party previously waived 
notice of citation. A trial court’s failure to comply with 
the notice requirements in a contested case deprives a 
party of his constitutional right to be present.…” Here, 
father was not “served with actual notice of the trial 
setting.” “The due process right to notice prior to 
judgment is subject to waiver … [b]ut such waiver 
must be voluntary, knowing, and intelligently waived.” 
In this case, it was not. 
 
C. Voir Dire 
 
1. In re Whataburger Restaurants, L.P., ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(4/25/14) 
 
 After a 10-2 defense verdict in a premises liability 
case, the trial court granted a new trial because one 
juror failed during voir dire to reveal she had been a 
defendant before. The Supreme Court granted 
mandamus, ruling the trial court had abused its 
discretion because there was no evidence the 
“nondisclosure probably caused injury.” 
 “[A]n appellate court may conduct a merits-based 
mandamus review of a trial court’s articulated reasons 
for granting a new trial.” 

“‘To warrant a new trial for jury misconduct, the 
movant must establish (1) that the misconduct 
occurred, (2) it was material, and (3) probably caused 
injury.’” 
 Here, there was “no evidence” of probable injury.  
Footnote 1: A “juror’s failure to disclose information 
that establishes that the juror is legally disqualified 
from serving on the jury is per se material.… See TEX. 
GOV’T CODE § 62.105 (listing bases for legal 
disqualification of jurors). When [as here] the 
nondisclosure is not per se material, courts must 
determine the materiality in light of the context as 
reflected in the record.”  
 A “trial court ‘may’ grant a new trial based on 
juror misconduct if ‘it reasonably appears from the 
evidence both on the hearing of the motion and the trial 
of the case and from the record as a whole that injury 
probably resulted to the complaining party.’ … [But,]  
there is no showing of a probable injury when the 
evidence is such that, even without the misconduct, the 
jury would in all probability have rendered the same 
verdict….” 

Here, the plaintiff’s attorney claimed he would 
have questioned her about the prior suits and stricken 
her. But, what “would have” happened is “speculative 
and conclusory” without evidence. In fact, here he had 
not questioned other veniremen with prior lawsuits, 
and one was among the 10 jurors joining in the verdict. 

 
D. Motion in Limine 
 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
E. Burden of Proof 
 
1. In the Interest of K.M.L., a Child, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Mentally-challenged mother signed a voluntary 
relinquishment. Unrepresented father was accompanied 
to trial by officials, but entered courtroom late. The 
Supreme Court determined there was “legally 
insufficient evidence that the mother knowingly and 
intelligently executed the affidavit of voluntary 
relinquishment, and because the [indigent] father did 
not receive notice of trial and did not waive notice,” 
the termination of both of their parental rights was 
reversed. One issue was whether the relinquishment 
affidavit was properly executed. 
  “Because the natural right between a parent and 
his child is one of constitutional dimensions, 
termination proceedings must be strictly scrutinized. … 
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[D]ue process requires application of the clear and 
convincing standard of proof. The Texas Family Code 
defines clear and convincing as ‘the measure or degree 
of proof that will produce in the mind of the trier of 
fact a firm belief or conviction as to the truth of the 
allegations sought to be established.’ … ‘[R]equiring 
only anything more than a mere scintilla of evidence 
does not equate to clear and convincing evidence.’ 
Thus, our legal sufficiency review … must take into 
consideration whether the evidence is such that a 
factfinder could reasonably form a firm belief or 
conviction about the truth of the matter on which the 
State bears the burden of proof.” 
 The Family Code permits termination “if it by 
clear and convincing evidence that the parent has 
executed an unrevoked or irrevocable affidavit of 
relinquishment of parental rights. The [state] … has the 
burden to prove the elements necessary to support 
termination of the parent-child relationship. … 
[Implicit] is the requirement that the affidavit of 
parental rights be voluntarily executed. An 
involuntarily executed affidavit is a complete defense 
to a termination suit based on” the Family Code. 
 Here, “the court of appeals misplaced the burden 
of proof. [The state] bore the burden of proving 
voluntariness [when mother signed the affidavit] by 
clear and convincing evidence.” The evidence (detailed 
in the opinion) was insufficient to prove this. 
 
2. Nath v. Texas Children’s Hospital, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Supreme Court affirmed the imposition of 
monetary sanctions, but remanded to reconsider the 
amount. 
 “Generally, courts presume pleadings and other 
papers are filed in good faith. The party seeking 
sanctions bears the burden of overcoming this 
presumption of good faith.” 
 
3. Burbage v. Burbage, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 One brother sued another for defamatory 
statements about himself and the family funeral 
business. After a plaintiff’s verdict, the trial court 
entered a judgment that awarded actual and punitive 
damages, and enjoined future defamation. The 
Supreme Court ruled the defendant failed to preserve 
error in the charge concerning a qualified privilege. 
  “The [qualified] privilege operates as an 
affirmative defense in the nature of confession and 

avoidance; the defendant bears the burden of proving 
privileged publication unless the plaintiff’s petition 
affirmatively demonstrates privilege. If a defendant 
establishes the privilege, the burden shifts to the 
plaintiff to prove that the defendant made the 
statements with actual malice.” 
 
4. Lubbock County Water Control and Improvement 

District v. Church & Akin, L.L.C., ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 

 
Governmental immunity case. The district “had 

the burden, in its plea to the jurisdiction, to establish 
that it is a governmental entity entitled to governmental 
immunity. Once it satisfied that burden, the burden 
shifted to [plaintiff] to establish, or at least raise a fact 
issue on, a waiver of immunity.” 
 
5. Brookshire Brothers, Ltd. v. Aldridge, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 

In a slip and fall case, plaintiff alleged defendant 
failed to preserve surveillance video. 

The party asserting spoliation has the “burden of 
establishing that the nonproducing party had a duty to 
preserve the evidence.” The “party seeking a remedy 
for spoliation must demonstrate that the other party 
breached its duty to preserve material and relevant 
evidence.” 
 
6. Venture Cotton Cooperative v. Freeman, et al., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/13/14) 
 
 Farmers sued cooperative, alleging they were 
fraudulently induced to join; the agreement contained 
an arbitration clause.   
 “A party seeking to compel arbitration under the 
FAA … must establish that the dispute falls within the 
scope of an existing agreement to arbitrate. Upon such 
proof, the burden shifts to the party opposing 
arbitration to raise an affirmative defense to the 
agreement’s enforcement.” 
 
7. In the Interest of S.M.R., G.J.R., and C.N.R., 

Children, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/6/14) 
 
 The Supreme Court upheld the reversal of a trial 
court’s judgment terminating father’s parental rights. 
DFPS had asserted endangerment and non-compliance 
with conditions for the children’s return, but the 
judgment did not include the latter. 
 “The statutory endangerment grounds require 
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clear and convincing proof that the parent has ‘(D) 
knowingly placed or knowingly allowed the child to 
remain in conditions or surroundings which endanger 
the physical or emotional well-being of the child; (E) 
engaged in conduct or knowingly placed the child with 
persons who engaged in conduct which endangers the 
physical or emotional well-being of the child [and] (2) 
that termination is in the best interest of the child.’” 
 “A judgment terminating parental rights is 
factually sufficient when ‘the evidence is such that a 
reasonable jury could form a firm belief or conviction 
that grounds exist for termination.’” 
 
8. MAN Engines & Components, Inc. v. Shows, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/6/14) 
 
 Valve on boat engine failed. A downstream buyer 
relied upon an implied warranty of merchantability. 

A “‘plaintiff in an implied warranty of 
merchantability case has the burden of proving that the 
goods were defective at the time they left the 
manufacturer’s or seller’s possession.’ The plaintiff 
can offer direct proof of such a defect, or may offer 
circumstantial proof of such a defect by proving that 
the good was used properly and it nevertheless failed. 
Thus, the wear and tear that plagues a good after it 
leaves the merchant is an obstacle for the plaintiff, not 
the defendant.” 
 
9. In the Interest of A.B. and H.B., Children, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(5/16/14) 
 
 Suit to terminate parental rights. The Supreme 
Court ruled that appellate courts are not required to 
“detail the evidence … when affirming the jury’s 
decision” to terminate parental rights. 
 “Because the termination of parental rights 
implicates fundamental interests, a higher standard of 
proof—clear and convincing evidence—is required at 
trial.… [A] proper factual sufficiency review requires 
the court of appeals to determine whether ‘the evidence 
is such that a factfinder could reasonably form a firm 
belief or conviction about the truth of the State’s 
allegations.’ ‘If, in light of the entire record, the 
disputed evidence that a reasonable factfinder could 
not have credited in favor of the finding is so 
significant that a factfinder could not reasonably have 
formed a firm belief or conviction, then the evidence is 
factually insufficient.’” 
 “In both exemplary damages and parental 
termination cases, the standard of proof at trial is 
heightened—the plaintiff (or in the case of parental  

termination, the State) must prove the claim by clear 
and convincing evidence.” 
 
10. In re Health Care Unlimited, Inc., ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(4/25/14) 
 
 During jury deliberations, a representative of a 
corporate defendant communicated with a juror. The 
trial court granted a new trial, but the Supreme Court 
ruled that this was an abuse of discretion, holding that 
“there was no evidence that the communications 
probably caused injury.” 

“To warrant a new trial based on jury misconduct, 
the movant must establish that (1) the misconduct 
occurred, (2) it was material, and (3) it probably caused 
injury. TEX. R. CIV. P. 327(a).… The complaining 
party has the burden to prove all three elements before 
a new trial can be granted. Whether misconduct 
occurred and caused injury are questions of fact for the 
trial court.” 

 
11. Colorado, et al. v. Tyco Valves & Controls, L.P., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 
 Defendant offered employees cash and a 
severance if they remained with a business unit that 
was being sold and were not offered positions with the 
purchaser. Some plaintiffs had signed a written 
agreement; others alleged an oral agreement. The 
Supreme Court ruled “that ERISA preempts the 
employees’ breach-of-contract claims…” 

“ERISA preemption is an affirmative defense on 
which [defendant] bore the burden of proof at trial.… 
ERISA preemption is an affirmative defense ‘where 
ERISA’s preemptive effect would result only in a 
change of the applicable law’ and would not subject 
the claim to exclusive federal jurisdiction.…” 
 
12. FPL Energy, LLC v. TXU Portfolio Management 

Company, 426 S.W.3d 59 (Tex. 2014)(3/21/14 
[n.b., opinion is dated 3/21/13, but was released on 
3/21/14]) 

 
 Suit over contract to provide electricity for 
distribution. The Supreme Court ruled that plaintiff 
utility “owed no contractual duty to provide 
transmission capacity. However, … the liquidated 
damages provisions … are unenforceable as a penalty.” 
 A “liquidated damages provision may be 
unreasonable in light of actual damages. The burden of 
proving unreasonableness falls to [defendant].… [Here, 
defendant] has met its burden.” 
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13. Ewing Construction Company v. Amerisure 
Insurance Company, 420 S.W.3d 30 (Tex. 
2014)(1/17/14) 

 
Insurance coverage dispute arising from suit 

against building contractor. “The insured has the initial 
burden to establish coverage under the policy. If it does 
so, then to avoid liability the insurer must prove one of 
the policy’s exclusions applies. If the insurer proves 
that an exclusion applies, the burden shifts back to the 
insured to establish that an exception to the exclusion 
restores coverage.” 

 
F. Evidence 
 
1. Petroleum Solutions, Inc. v. Bill Head d/b/a Bill 

Head Enterprises, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(12/19/14) 

 
 Truck stop sued installer of underground tank 
system. Installer claimed a component was defective, 
gave it to an expert, who later lost it. Installer sued 
component maker, and later so did plaintiff. Maker 
sued installer for indemnity. 

This is a substituted opinion for one issued 
7/11/14 (see below for details). The original opinion 
addressed issues of spoliation and indemnity. This 
substituted opinion ruled that “spoliation sanctions 
were an abuse of discretion” with respect to plaintiff, 
and also affirmed a judgment for Titeflex, maker of a 
flex connector, for indemnity. In addition to many 
minor edits, the Court added Footnote 6: “We leave to 
the trial court’s discretion the extent to which evidence 
of the missing connector is relevant to whether 
[plaintiff’s] claims are barred by limitations.” 
 
2. In re Essex Insurance Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(11/21/14) 
 
 Injured worker sued non-subscriber, claiming he 
was an independent contractor, and also sought a 
declaratory judgment against the commercial general 
liability insurer. The Supreme Court ruled that the “no 
direct action rule” prohibited the worker’s suit against 
the insurer, in part because it would require the 
admission of liability insurance. 
 “Allowing [worker] to pursue claims 
simultaneously against [insured] (for liability) and 
[carrier] (for coverage of that liability) in the same suit 
would prejudice both [carrier] and [insured] in their 
defenses against [worker’s] claims because it would (1) 
create a conflict of interest for [carrier], and (2) 

necessarily require the admission of evidence of 
liability insurance in violation of Texas Rule of 
Evidence 411.” Footnote 4: “Texas law has long 
recognized the prejudice that results from the 
admission of evidence of liability insurance that covers 
an insured defendant.” 

 
3. Ford Motor Company v. Castillo, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(10/3/14) 
 
 While the jury deliberated in a products liability 
case, the parties negotiated. Plaintiff’s counsel said he 
would demand $3M if the jury sent out a note inquiring 
about damages. Acting without the knowledge of the 
other jurors, one juror sent out a note asking the 
maximum amount that could be awarded, and Ford 
quickly settled for $3M. When Ford thereafter learned 
the jury was not deliberating damages, it sought to set 
aside the settlement agreement. A jury in a subsequent 
agreed the “settlement agreement was procured by 
fraud;” the Supreme Court ruled that “the evidence is 
legally sufficient to support the jury’s verdict” because 
there was some evidence of collusion, and remanded 
the case for consideration of factual sufficiency. 
 “A legal sufficiency challenge will be sustained 
when the record confirms either: (a) a complete 
absence of a vital fact; (b) the court is barred by rules 
of law or of evidence from giving weight to the only 
evidence offered to prove a vital fact; (c) the evidence 
offered to prove a vital fact is no more than a mere 
scintilla; or (d) the evidence conclusively establishes 
the opposite of the vital fact. In a legal sufficiency 
review, we must view the evidence in the light most 
favorable to the verdict.” 
 “When reviewing all of the evidence in a light 
favorable to the verdict, ‘courts must assume jurors 
made all inferences in favor of their verdict if 
reasonable minds could, and disregard all other 
inferences in their legal sufficiency review.’ When 
reviewing circumstantial evidence that favors the 
verdict, we must ‘view each piece of circumstantial 
evidence, not in isolation, but in light of all the known 
circumstances.’ If circumstantial evidence, when 
viewed in light of all the known circumstances, is 
equally consistent with either of two facts, then neither 
fact may be inferred. But where the circumstantial 
evidence is not equally consistent with either of two 
facts, and the inference drawn by the jury is within the 
‘zone of reasonable disagreement,’ a reviewing court 
cannot substitute its judgment for that of the trier-of-
fact.” 
 “To find fraudulent inducement, the jury was 
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instructed that it needed to find evidence of five 
elements: (1) a material misrepresentation; (2) sent by 
or at the direction of the plaintiffs or their agents or 
representatives with knowledge it was false; (3) with 
the intent that Ford Motor Company rely on the 
representation; (4) that Ford Motor Company did not 
know the representation was false and actually and 
justifiably relied upon the representation; and (5) that 
Ford Motor Company detrimentally relied on the 
representation by entering into the settlement 
agreement.” Here, though the note asks a question, it 
falsely implies certain facts, viz., “that the jury is 
deliberating damages and that it intends to award the 
maximum amount. It also implies that the note is from 
the jury collectively.” Accordingly, there is some 
evidence of a material misrepresentation. 
 “‘[C]ircumstantial evidence often involves linking 
what may be apparently insignificant and unrelated 
events to establish a pattern.’ … [H]ere, there is 
enough circumstantial evidence to establish a pattern” 
of a fraudulent scheme. In fraud cases, it “‘not often 
that any kind of evidence but circumstantial evidence 
can be procured.’ And circumstantial evidence must be 
evaluated in light of all the known circumstances, not 
merely in isolation.” “The inferences become stronger 
when the circumstantial evidence raises the inference 
of fraud, and the parties alleged to have engaged in the 
fraud fail to offer any proof of their legitimate or 
honest motives.” 
 On the fourth element, legally sufficient evidence 
supports Ford’s lack of knowledge and justifiable 
reliance. There “is some evidence that Ford had no 
knowledge that these implications were false, there 
was some evidence that Ford was justified to rely on 
these implications in entering the settlement 
agreement.” 
 
4. In the Interest of K.M.L., a Child, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 

Parental termination case. The guardianship of the 
mother by her own mother did not nullify the affidavit 
because “the guardianship determination was made 
after [mother] executed the affidavit.” The affidavit 
was therefore admissible in evidence. 
 
5. Burbage v. Burbage, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 One brother sued another for defamatory 
statements about himself and the family funeral 
business. After a plaintiff’s verdict, the trial court 

entered a judgment that awarded actual and punitive 
damages, and enjoined future defamation. The 
Supreme Court ruled the defendant failed to preserve 
error in the charge concerning a qualified privilege, 
and that “no evidence” supported the damages finding. 
  “[W]e sustain a legal-sufficiency challenge to an 
adverse finding if our review of the evidence 
demonstrates a complete absence of a vital fact, or if 
the evidence offered is no more than a scintilla. More 
than a scintilla exists when the evidence would enable 
reasonable and fair-minded people to reach different 
conclusions. We regard evidence that creates a mere 
surmise or suspicion of a vital fact as, in legal effect, 
no evidence.” 
 It is “‘the court’s charge, not some other 
unidentified law, that measures the sufficiency of the 
evidence when the opposing party fails to object to the 
charge.’” 
 “[S]peculative and conclusory testimony, lacking 
in demonstrable factual explanation, could not support 
an award of damages.…” A “ballpark” estimate was 
not enough. And, “the jury cannot reasonably infer that 
defamation caused the [funeral] cancellations when the 
cancellations could have occurred for any number of 
reasons.” 
 
6. Houston Unlimited, Inc. Metal Processing v. Mel 

Acres Ranch, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(8/22/14) 

 
 After metal processing plant made changes that 
prevented continued contamination of neighboring 
ranch, ranch brought suit seeking “stigma” damages 
that reduced its market value. The Supreme Court 
declined to recognized “stigma” damages since here 
“the landowner’s evidence of lost market value … is 
not legally sufficient.…” 
  “Evidence based on ‘conjecture, guess or 
speculation’ is inadequate to prove stigma damages, 
not only as to the amount of the lost value but also as 
to the portion of that amount caused by the defendant’s 
conduct.” 

An asking price or an offer does not, alone, 
establish market value. “Market value is ‘what a 
willing buyer under no compulsion to buy will pay to a 
willing seller under no compulsion to sell.’” An 
“arm’s-length transaction is one between two unrelated 
parties with generally equal bargaining power, each 
acting in its own interest.” “The foundation of the 
sales-comparison approach [to determine market value] 
is that the appraised property is compared to 
comparable properties, which justifies an assumption 
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of comparable values, and then adjusted for differences 
between the properties.” 

The “sales-comparison analysis has two 
fundamental considerations: the comparison and 
accounting for differences.” There “may be instances 
in which sufficiently similar properties are not 
available for comparison, and we have held that 
comparable sales need not always be in the immediate 
vicinity of the subject land, so long as they are 
sufficiently similar to permit a reliable comparison.” 
 “Courts must ‘rigorously examine the validity of 
the facts and assumptions on which [expert] testimony 
is based[.]’ If an expert’s opinion is unreliable because 
it is ‘based on assumed facts that vary from the actual 
facts,’ the opinion ‘is not probative evidence.’” 

If “the record contains no evidence supporting an 
expert’s material factual assumptions, or if such 
assumptions are contrary to conclusively proven facts, 
opinion testimony founded on those assumptions is not 
competent evidence.” 
 
7. Petroleum Solutions, Inc. v. Bill Head d/b/a Bill 

Head Enterprises, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(7/11/14) 

 
 Truck stop sued installer of underground tank 
system. Installer claimed a component was defective, 
gave it to an expert, who later lost it. Installer sued 
component maker, and later so did plaintiff. Maker 
sued installer for indemnity. Relying upon Brookshire 
Brothers, the Supreme Court ruled that submitting a 
spoliation instruction against installer, and striking its 
statute of limitations defense, were abuses of 
discretion. 

Whether “party spoliated evidence and whether a 
particular remedy is appropriate are questions of law 
for the trial court. … [E]vidence of the circumstances 
surrounding alleged spoliation is generally 
inadmissible at trial, as such evidence is largely 
irrelevant to the merits and unfairly prejudicial to the 
spoliating party.” 
 
8. Bostic v. Georgia Pacific Corporation, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/11/14) 
 
 Mesothelioma case. The Supreme Court ruled the 
evidence was legally insufficient to prove cause in fact. 
Courts “must be ‘especially skeptical of scientific 
evidence that has not been published or subjected to 
peer review,’ and … ‘[a] related factor . . . is whether 
the study was prepared only for litigation.’” 
 “As recognized in Robinson, ‘In addition to being 

relevant, the underlying scientific technique orprinciple 
must be reliable. Scientific evidence which is not 
grounded in the methods and procedures of science is 
no more than subjective belief or unsupported 
speculation. Unreliable evidence is of no assistance to 
the trier of fact and is therefore inadmissible under 
Rule 702.’” 
 Footnote 106: Efforts “‘to invoke . . . regulatory 
standards are also ineffectual in terms of substantial-
factor causation, since the most these can do is suggest 
that there is underlying risk from the defendants’ 
products . . . .’” 
 “If [an expert’s] testimony is not reliable, it is not 
evidence.” 
 
9. Brookshire Brothers, Ltd. v. Aldridge, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 

In a slip and fall case, the risk manager failed to 
preserve surveillance video surrounding the time of the 
incident. Evidence concerning the spoliation was 
admitted at trial, and a spoliation instruction was given. 
Holding that the “trial court abused its discretion in 
submitting a spoliation instruction because there is no 
evidence that [defendant] intentionally concealed or 
destroyed the video … or that [plaintiff] was deprived 
of any meaningful ability to present his claim,” the 
Supreme Court reversed a verdict for the plaintiff and 
remanded. The Court further announced a “two-step 
process” when spoliation occurs. 
 The goal “is that each and every trial is decided on 
the merits.… [S]poliation can deprive the factfinder of 
relevant evidence.… However, the imposition of a 
severe spoliation sanction, such as a spoliation jury 
instruction, can shift the focus of the case from the 
merits of the lawsuit to the improper conduct.… [This] 
is magnified when evidence regarding the spoliating 
conduct is presented to a jury.…” 
 Spoliation “involves a two-step judicial process: 
(1) the trial court must determine, as a question of law, 
whether a party spoliated evidence, and (2) if 
spoliation occurred, the court must assess an 
appropriate remedy. To conclude that a party spoliated 
evidence, the court must find that (1) the spoliating 
party had a duty to reasonably preserve evidence, and 
(2) the party intentionally or negligently breached that 
duty…. Spoliation findings—and their related 
sanctions—are to be determined by the trial judge, 
outside the presence of the jury, in order to avoid 
unfairly prejudicing the jury…. Accordingly, evidence 
bearing directly upon … [spoliation] is not to be 
presented to the jury except insofar as it relates to the 
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substance of the lawsuit. Upon a finding of spoliation, 
the trial court has broad discretion to impose a remedy 
that must be proportionate; that is, it must relate 
directly to the conduct giving rise to the sanction and 
may not be excessive. Key considerations … are the 
level of culpability of the spoliating party and the 
degree of prejudice … suffered by the nonspoliating 
party.” 
 “While the spectrum of remedies that may be 
imposed range from an award of attorney’s fees to the 
dismissal of the lawsuit, the harsh remedy of a 
spoliation instruction is warranted only when the trial 
court finds that the spoliating party acted with the 
specific intent of concealing discoverable evidence, 
and that a less severe remedy would be insufficient to 
reduce the prejudice caused by the spoliation. This 
intent requirement is congruent with the presumption 
… that the evidence would have hurt the wrongdoer. A 
failure to preserve evidence with a negligent mental 
state may only underlie a spoliation instruction in the 
rare situation in which a nonspoliating party has been 
irreparably deprived of any meaningful ability to 
present a claim or defense.” 
 “In some circumstances, a missing piece of 
evidence like a photograph or video can be 
irreplaceable. Testimony as to what the lost or 
destroyed evidence might have shown will not always 
restore the nonspoliating party to an approximation of 
its position if the evidence were available; sometimes a 
picture is indeed worth a thousand words.” “[C]ourts 
have broad discretion to utilize a variety of remedies to 
address spoliation, including the spoliation 
instruction.” The instruction’s “‘very purpose is to 
‘nudge’ or ‘tilt’ the jury’ toward a finding adverse to 
the alleged spoliator.” 
 While “electronic data can be a valuable source of 
evidence, it can also make compliance with one’s 
responsibility to preserve and produce such data much 
more difficult and expensive.” 
 “[W]hen a party is inherently prevented from 
having the merits of its case adjudicated, constitutional 
due process is implicated.” 
 “In Texas, spoliation is an evidentiary concept 
rather than a separate cause of action.” And 
“evidentiary matters are resolved by the trial court.” 
Spoliation is “a particularized form of discovery abuse, 
in that it ultimately results in the failure to produce 
discoverable evidence, and discovery matters are also 
within the sole province of the trial court.” So, the 
“trial court, rather than the jury, must determine 
whether a party spoliated evidence and, if so, impose 
the appropriate remedy. … The trial court may hold an 

evidentiary hearing to assist the court in making 
spoliation findings, but not in the presence of the jury.” 
The jury’s focus should be “on the merits.” 
 The party asserting spoliation has the “burden of 
establishing that the nonproducing party had a duty to 
preserve the evidence. … [There are] two related 
inquiries: when the duty is triggered, and the scope of 
that duty. … [Such] ‘a duty arises only when a party 
knows or reasonably should know that there is a 
substantial chance that a claim will be filed and that 
evidence in its possession or control will be material 
and relevant to that claim.’ … [A] ‘substantial chance 
of litigation’ arises when ‘litigation is more than 
merely an abstract possibility or unwarranted fear.’” 
The “party seeking a remedy for spoliation must 
demonstrate that the other party breached its duty to 
preserve material and relevant evidence.” 
 If a party has spoliated evidence, “Rule 215.2 … 
enumerates a wide array of remedies available to a trial 
court in addressing discovery abuse, such as an award 
of attorney’s fees or costs to the harmed party, 
exclusion of evidence, striking a party’s pleadings, or 
even dismissing a party’s claims. … The trial court 
also has discretion to craft other remedies … , 
including the submission of a spoliation instruction to 
the jury.” But the remedy “may not be excessive.” 
Footnote 8: A “party does not breach its [preservation] 
duty” if evidence is lost through no fault of the party. 
Thus spoliation sanctions “are not appropriately 
imposed against an innocent party, regardless of the 
extent to which another party is prejudiced.” 
 The purpose of the spoliation remedy “is to 
restore the parties to a rough approximation of their 
positions if all evidence were available.” Footnote 9: 
“prejudice is required for the nonspoliating party to be 
entitled to a remedy.” 
 Considerations of prejudice include: relevance of 
the evidence; the harmful effect; and whether the lost 
evidence would be cumulative. 
 A “party’s intentional destruction of evidence 
may, ‘[a]bsent evidence to the contrary,’ be sufficient 
by itself to support a finding that the spoliated evidence 
is both relevant and harmful.… Conversely, negligent 
spoliation could not be enough to support such a 
finding without ‘some proof about what the destroyed 
evidence would show.’” But, with the instance of a lost 
video, “many of the inherent problems with [witness] 
testimony—inaccurate memory, poor eyesight, bias, 
etc.—are simply not present with a video.…” Footnote 
12: the “contents of the missing evidence” need not be 
“conclusively proven.” A “‘party seeking an adverse 
inference may rely on circumstantial evidence to 
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suggest the contents of destroyed evidence’ … 
circumstantial evidence may establish a fact when that 
fact is ‘inferred from other facts proved in the case.’” 
 A “spoliation instruction is still inherently a 
sanction,” and can be “tantamount to a death-penalty 
sanction.” With a “narrow exception,” a “party must 
intentionally spoliate evidence in order for a spoliation 
instruction to constitute an appropriate remedy.” A 
“person who merely negligently destroys evidence 
lacks the state of mind of a ‘wrongdoer….’” 
“‘[S]anctions that are so severe as to inhibit 
presentation of the merits of a case should be reserved 
to address a party’s flagrant bad faith or counsel’s 
callous disregard for the responsibilities of 
discovery.…’” 
 “By ‘intentional’ spoliation, often referenced as 
‘bad faith’ or ‘willful’ spoliation, we mean that the 
party acted with the subjective purpose of … 
destroying discoverable evidence. This includes … 
‘willful blindness,’ … [where] a party does not directly 
destroy evidence … , but nonetheless ‘allows for its 
destruction.’” Thus, “a trial court’s finding of 
intentional spoliation … is a necessary predicate to the 
proper submission of a spoliation instruction to the 
jury.” Upon also finding “as with any sanction, that a 
lesser remedy would be insufficient to ameliorate the 
prejudice caused by the spoliating party’s conduct, the 
trial court is within its discretion in submitting an 
instruction.” 
 A “narrow exception” exists when negligent 
spoliation “so prejudices the nonspoliating party that it 
is irreparably deprived of having any meaningful 
ability to present a claim or defense.” 
 “[A]dmissible evidence must be relevant, which is 
defined as ‘having any tendency to make the existence 
of any fact that is of consequence to the determination 
of the action more probable or less probable than it 
would be without the evidence.’ Further, a trial court 
may exclude even relevant evidence ‘if its probative 
value is substantially outweighed by the danger of 
unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading 
the jury, or by considerations of undue delay, or 
needless presentation of cumulative evidence.’” 
Evidence “bearing solely on whether a party spoliated 
evidence is not admissible. Yet, not all references to 
missing evidence are foreclosed: “parties may present 
indirect evidence to attempt to prove the contents of 
missing evidence that is otherwise relevant to a claim 
or defense, such as a person’s testimony about the 
content of a missing document, photo, or recording.” 
 
 

 “We review a trial court’s imposition of a 
spoliation remedy, including the submission of a 
spoliation instruction to the jury, for an abuse of 
discretion. … We similarly evaluate the court’s 
admission of evidence under an abuse-of-discretion 
standard.” 

Here, there was no evidence of “the requisite 
intent to conceal or destroy relevant evidence or that 
[plaintiff] was irreparably deprived of any meaningful 
ability to present his claim.” Plaintiff requested video 
of the fall, but note the other footage. “Had Brookshire 
Brothers allowed all footage of the incident to be 
destroyed, the outcome might be different.” 
Footnote19: Parties may not hide “behind unreasonable 
limited-duration retention policies.” 

“The trial court’s error is reversible, however, 
only if it ‘probably caused the rendition of an improper 
judgment.’ … [I]n determining whether erroneous 
admission of evidence is harmful, ‘[w]e review the 
entire record, and require the complaining party to 
demonstrate that the judgment turns on the particular 
evidence admitted’). … ‘[I]f a spoliation instruction 
should not have been given, the likelihood of harm 
from the erroneous instruction is substantial, 
particularly when the case is closely contested.’” 
 The improper admission of spoliation evidence 
“led the trial court to admit evidence regarding 
Brookshire Brothers’ payment of a portion of 
[plaintiff’s] medical expenses, even though such 
evidence was otherwise inadmissible.” And it is 
“highly speculative” that the lost video would have 
harmed defendant. Here, “trial court’s error probably 
caused the rendition of an improper judgment.” 

In a slip and fall case, “[t]emporal evidence is the 
best indicator of whether the owner could have 
discovered and remedied the condition.” Evidence of 
an employee signaling for help “amounts to more than 
a scintilla favoring … constructive notice of the 
condition.” 
 
10. French v. Occidental Permian Ltd., ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(6/27/14) 
 
 Royalty owners sued contending that royalties 
should be determined as if injected CO2 were not 
present, and that they should not bear costs of 
removing CO2.The Supreme Court disagreed. 
  “[Here,] … , the royalty on casinghead gas is 
based on its market value at the well — ‘what a willing 
buyer under no compulsion to buy will pay to a willing 
seller under no compulsion to sell.’” 
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11. Boerjan v. Rodriguez, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(6/27/14) 

 
 Driver trespassed by driving family across private 
property. While fleeing at high speed from a ranch 
employee, driver crashed and killed the family. 
Summary judgment was granted for ranch and its 
employee. The Supreme Court ruled that “land 
occupier owes only a duty to avoid injuring a 
trespasser wilfully, wantonly, or through gross 
negligence, a claim for simple negligence must fail. As 
to gross negligence,” a no-evidence summary judgment 
for defendant was proper. 
 “Gross negligence requires a showing of two 
elements: 

(1) viewed objectively from the actor’s 
standpoint, the act or omission complained of 
must involve an extreme degree of risk, 
considering the probability and magnitude of 
the potential harm to others; and (2) the actor 
must have actual, subjective awareness of the 
risk involved, but nevertheless proceed[s] in 
conscious indifference to the rights, safety, or 
welfare of others. 

“Under the first, objective element, an extreme risk is 
‘not a remote possibility of injury or even a high 
probability of minor harm, but rather the likelihood of 
serious injury to the plaintiff.’ Under the subjective 
element, ‘actual awareness means the defendant knew 
about the peril, but its acts or omissions demonstrated 
that it did not care.’ Circumstantial evidence may 
suffice to prove either element.” 
 
12. Graham Central Station, Inc. v. Peña, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Patron was injured in fight outside nightclub. 
Reversing and rendering a judgment against plaintiff, 
the Supreme Court ruled that “no evidence supports the 
finding that [defendant] owned the club.…” 

Here, the evidence showed another entity owned 
the club. During questioning, plaintiff’s “attorney 
posed questions to [part owner/officer] using shorthand 
references to ‘that corporation,’ ‘this corporation,’ and 
‘the corporation,’ the only antecedent to those 
references in the line of questioning is Pharr 
Entertainment, which [part owner/officer] identified as 
‘the real name . . . for Graham Central Station.’” 
“Given the lack of specificity in [the] testimony [about 
the name of the entity], such an inference [that 
defendant owned the club] would violate the equal 
inference rule, under which a factfinder ‘may not 

reasonably infer an ultimate fact from meager 
circumstantial evidence which could give rise to any 
number of inferences, none more probable than 
another.’” 
 
13. Americo Life, Inc. v. Myer, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Second trip to the Supreme Court for this 
arbitration case that arose from the financing of the 
purchase of several insurance companies.  

“A written contract must be construed to give 
effect to the parties’ intent expressed in the text as 
understood in light of the facts and circumstances 
surrounding the contract’s execution, subject to the 
limitations of the parol-evidence rule. Facts and 
circumstances that may be considered include the 
commercial or other setting in which the contract was 
negotiated and other objectively determinable factors 
that give context to the parties’ transaction. When 
interpreting an integrated writing, the parol-evidence 
rule precludes considering evidence that would render 
a contract ambiguous when the document, on its face, 
is capable of a definite legal meaning. The rule does 
not, however, prohibit considering surrounding facts 
and circumstances that inform the contract text and 
render it capable of only one meaning.” 
 
14. HMC Hotel Properties II Limited Partnership v. 

Keystone-Texas Property Holding Corporation, 
___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/13/14) 

 
 After attempted sale of two parcels on San 
Antonio’s Riverwalk fell through, seller sued tenant 
hotel over actions which allegedly killed the deal, 
including its refusal to waive its right under the lease to 
negotiate to purchase one of the parcels for itself. 
Potential buyer could not obtain title insurance because 
the insurer required a waiver. The Supreme Court ruled 
there was “no evidence their actions caused the sale’s 
demise.”  

The “testimony is simply speculation about what 
the title insurers might have done had [defendant] 
handled itself differently. Testimony based on nothing 
but speculation is evidence of nothing at all.” There 
was testimony that “insuring around” the lack of a 
waiver was discussed. However, “exploring the option 
of ‘insuring around’ [the refused waiver] is not 
evidence that doing so was ever truly possible.” 
Testimony about what title insurers might have, or 
could have, done “is conclusory—‘[b]are, baseless 
opinions [that] will not support a judgment even if 
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there is no objection to their admission in evidence.’” 
 Testimony “that the [last-minute] letter was a 
substantial factor in bringing about harm to [seller] is 
only half of the cause-in-fact element. [Seller] also had 
to show that absent [defendant’s] letter, the harm 
would not have occurred. The title-insurance 
witnesses, however, never testified there was a 
possibility of a different outcome had [defendant] not 
sent its letter.” 
 “[B]are assertions of the title-insurance witnesses 
in response to carefully worded questions from counsel 
do not constitute evidence of causation. …  ‘[I]f no 
basis for the opinion is offered, or the basis offered 
provides no support, the opinion is merely a conclusory 
statement and cannot be considered probative 
evidence.’” “There is no ‘magic language’ that checks 
the causation box in a sufficiency-of-the-evidence 
review.” 
 
15. In the Interest of S.M.R., G.J.R., and C.N.R., 

Children, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/6/14) 
 
 The Supreme Court upheld the reversal of a trial 
court’s judgment terminating father’s parental rights. 
DFPS had asserted endangerment and non-compliance 
with conditions for the children’s return, but the 
judgment did not include the latter. 

“[R]elevant evidence may not be ignored.…” 
 “A judgment terminating parental rights is 
factually sufficient when ‘the evidence is such that a 
reasonable jury could form a firm belief or conviction 
that grounds exist for termination.’” 
 
16. MAN Engines & Components, Inc. v. Shows, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/6/14) 
 
 Valve on boat engine failed. A downstream buyer 
relied upon an implied warranty of merchantability. 

A “‘plaintiff in an implied warranty of 
merchantability case has the burden of proving that the 
goods were defective at the time they left the 
manufacturer’s or seller’s possession.’ The plaintiff 
can offer direct proof of such a defect, or may offer 
circumstantial proof of such a defect by proving that 
the good was used properly and it nevertheless failed. 
Thus, the wear and tear that plagues a good after it 
leaves the merchant is an obstacle for the plaintiff, not 
the defendant.” 
 
 
 
 

17. Waste Management of Texas, Inc. v. Texas 
Disposal Systems Landfill, Inc., ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(5/9/14) 

 
One waste management company sued another for 

libel after it spread lies about the former’s 
environmental standards. Among other holdings, the 
Supreme Court ruled that the evidence was legally 
insufficient for “reputation damages,” but it was 
sufficient for “remediation costs and thereby 
exemplary damages.”  

“Non-pecuniary harm includes damages awarded 
for bodily harm or emotional distress.… [T]hese … do 
not require certainty of actual monetized loss. Instead, 
they are measured by an amount that ‘a reasonable 
person could possibly estimate as fair compensation.’ 
Conversely, damages for pecuniary harm do require 
proof of pecuniary loss for either harm to property, 
harm to earning capacity, or the creation of liabilities.” 

“To recover for business disparagement ‘a 
plaintiff must’ … prove special damages.” 

“A statement is published with actual malice if it 
is made with ‘knowledge of, or reckless disregard for, 
the falsity’ of the statement. Such statements are not 
constitutionally protected.” 

Footnote 97: “We review a trial court’s exclusion 
of evidence for abuse of discretion. The trial court 
determined that the evidence was expert-opinion 
evidence not subject to the public record exception of 
the hearsay rule.… Because the trial court … had 
limited knowledge of the qualifications of the authors 
of the opinion testimony, … we cannot say that it 
abused its discretion by excluding the evidence. Even 
assuming … error, it was harmless because the 
testimony excluded was in some form effectively 
obtained from other sources. [Defendant] thus does not 
show that the exclusion of evidence probably resulted 
in the rendition of an improper judgment.” 

 
18. Kia Motors Corporation v. Ruiz, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 
 Products liability case based upon the failure of an 
air bag to deploy due to its circuitry. Reversing a 
judgment for the plaintiffs, the Supreme ruled that 
legally sufficient evidence supported the jury’s finding 
of a negligent design, but that the admission of a chart  
containing warranty claims, many of which were  
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dissimilar, constituted harmful error. 
 “A legal-sufficiency challenge will be sustained if 
the record reveals that evidence offered to prove a vital 
fact is no more than a scintilla. Evidence does not 
exceed a scintilla if it is ‘‘so weak as to do no more 
than create a mere surmise or suspicion’’ that the fact 
exists. Our ultimate objective in conducting a no-
evidence review is to determine ‘whether the evidence 
at trial would enable reasonable and fair-minded jurors 
to reach the verdict.’ Thus, … we ‘credit favorable 
evidence if reasonable jurors could, and disregard 
contrary evidence unless reasonable jurors could not.’” 
 Defendant “did not object to this portion of the 
jury charge [that addressed a design defect and safer 
alternative design], and we therefore analyze the 
evidence in light of the charge as given.” 
 “‘Texas law does not generally recognize a 
product failure standing alone as proof of a product 
defect.’” But, one expert “testified alternative designs 
were safer as well as technologically and economically 
feasible at the time the [vehicle] was designed, as they 
were in production in other vehicles.” Moreover, there 
did not exist “an analytical gap between the data and 
the opinion.” And, “we have held that an expert should 
exclude ‘other plausible causes’ presented by the 
evidence.” Accordingly, here, “we decline to reverse 
the jury’s findings based on a failure to rule out a 
manufacturing defect.” 
 “To be successful on a defective-product claim, a 
plaintiff must identify ‘a specific defect . . . by 
competent evidence.’  …  Here, plaintiffs identified 
certain [electrical] aspects of the design … as the 
‘specific defect’ … [that caused the failure]. For the 
code-56 warranty claims reflected on the spreadsheet 
to be relevant and admissible, then, some indication 
must exist that the [electrical aspects] contributed to … 
[the] other incidents.” 

“[E]vidence of other incidents involving a product 
may be relevant in a products-liability case if the 
incidents ‘occurred under reasonably similar (though 
not necessarily identical) conditions.’ … [The] 
relevance of other incidents ‘depends upon the purpose 
for offering them.’” 
 The trial court admitted a chart containing other 
warranty claims. A “trial court’s evidentiary rulings are 
reviewed for an abuse of discretion.” 
 Defendant did not waive error by failing to 
request a limiting instruction. A “limiting instruction, 
… must be requested to preserve error ‘[w]hen 
evidence . . . is admissible as to one party or for one 
purpose but not admissible as to another party or for 
another purpose.’ A limiting instruction does not 

provide a mechanism for the admission of a document 
that contains both admissible evidence and 
inadmissible, unredacted evidence.… [S]uch an 
instruction does not allow for admission of evidence 
that is otherwise inadmissible for any purpose.” 
 Even if “the code-56 warranty claims are not 
hearsay, they must still be relevant to be admissible.” 
 “Under Rule 103 of the Texas Rules of Evidence, 
a party preserves error in the admission of evidence if 
‘a timely objection or motion to strike appears of 
record, stating the specific ground of objection.’ The 
rule clarifies that ‘[w]hen the court hears objections to 
offered evidence out of the presence of the jury and 
rules that such evidence be admitted, such objections 
shall be deemed to apply to such evidence when it is 
admitted before the jury without the necessity of 
repeating those objections.’ Under Rule 103(a), 
[defendant] was not required to object to the plaintiffs’ 
counsel’s questioning [a defense witness] about the 
spreadsheet to preserve error.” 

Defendant preserved error because it objected 
repeatedly to the admission of the other claims; 
moreover, the oral testimony about them “was not 
independent of the spreadsheet, but was based directly 
on the information contained in it.” 
 Here, “some, but not all, of the code-56 claims 
described in the spreadsheet are sufficiently similar to 
be relevant,” but most were not.  

“The reasonable-similarity requirement does not 
disappear simply because other incidents are being 
offered to show notice rather than negligence.” 

The unrelated claims were inadmissible and 
defendant did not waive error. Error admitting 
evidence “is reversible ‘only if the error probably 
(though not necessarily) resulted in an improper 
judgment.’ In analyzing whether the trial court’s error 
was harmful, ‘[w]e review the entire record, and 
require the complaining party to demonstrate that the 
judgment turns on the particular evidence admitted.’” 
The Court ruled that “the erroneously admitted 
spreadsheet probably caused the rendition of an 
improper judgment.” 
 
19. Gotham Insurance Company v. Warren E&P, Inc., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/21/14) 
 
 Suit by carrier to recover payment of a claim after 
oil well blew out and burned. Footnote 15: “Regarding 
whether the representation was fraudulent, this is an 
inquiry typically left to the jury as it often involves 
proof of intent by circumstantial evidence.” 
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G. Expert Witnesses and Expert Testimony 
 
1. Houston Unlimited, Inc. Metal Processing v. Mel 

Acres Ranch, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(8/22/14) 

 
 After metal processing plant made changes that 
prevented continued contamination of neighboring 
ranch, ranch brought suit seeking “stigma” damages 
that reduced its market value. The Supreme Court 
declined to recognized “stigma” damages since here 
“the landowner’s evidence of lost market value … is 
not legally sufficient.…” 

Plaintiff’s expert here used the “sales-
comparison” approach for unimpaired value, but a 
percentage reduction approach for the ranch’s impaired 
value. 
 “Expert appraisal witnesses are subject to the 
same relevance and reliability standards that apply to 
all expert witnesses. When an expert opinion is 
admitted into evidence without objection, ‘it may be 
considered probative evidence even if the basis for the 
opinion is unreliable.’ ‘But if no basis for the opinion 
is offered, or the basis offered provides no support, the 
opinion is merely a conclusory statement and cannot be 
considered probative evidence, regardless of whether 
there is no objection.’ This is because the evidentiary 
value of expert testimony is derived from its basis, not 
from the mere fact that the expert has said it.” 
 Plaintiff’s expert here was qualified, and she used 
the “sales-comparison” approach for unimpaired value, 
but she used a different, percentage reduction approach 
for the ranch’s impaired value. 
 Plaintiff’s expert here was qualified, and she used 
the “sales-comparison” approach for unimpaired value, 
but she used a different, percentage reduction approach 
for the ranch’s impaired value. Her approach was 
“fatally flawed” because her data “do not support her 
opinion,” she did not offer evidence explaining why 
other contaminated properties suffered lower values, 
and she did not account for the differences between the 
other properties and plaintiff’s property.  
 “‘The underlying data should be independently 
evaluated in determining if the opinion itself is 
reliable.…’” 
 “When the facts support several possible 
conclusions, only some of which support the expert’s 
conclusions, the expert must explain to the fact finder 
why those conclusions are superior based on verifiable 
evidence.…” 
 “Courts must ‘rigorously examine the validity of 
the facts and assumptions on which [expert] testimony 

is based[.]’ If an expert’s opinion is unreliable because 
it is ‘based on assumed facts that vary from the actual 
facts,’ the opinion ‘is not probative evidence.’” 
 An expert’s assumptions do not have to be 
uncontested. “If the evidence conflicts, it is the 
province of the jury to determine which evidence to 
credit.” “But if the record contains no evidence 
supporting an expert’s material factual assumptions, or 
if such assumptions are contrary to conclusively 
proven facts, opinion testimony founded on those 
assumptions is not competent evidence.” 
 “‘An expert’s failure to explain or adequately 
disprove alternative theories of causation makes his or 
her own theory speculative and conclusory.’” 
 “Expert testimony is unreliable if ‘there is simply 
too great an analytical gap between the data [relied 
upon] and the opinion proffered.’” 
 The “reliability inquiry ‘does not ask whether the 
expert’s conclusions appear to be correct; it asks 
whether the methodology and analysis used to reach 
those conclusions is reliable.’” 

“Legal sufficiency review requires courts to 
ensure that a jury that relies on an expert’s opinion has 
heard factual evidence that demonstrates that the 
opinion is not conclusory on its face.” 
 
2. Bostic v. Georgia Pacific Corporation, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/11/14) 
 
 Mesothelioma case. The Supreme Court ruled the 
evidence was legally insufficient to prove cause in fact. 

Courts “must be ‘especially skeptical of scientific 
evidence that has not been published or subjected to 
peer review,’ and … ‘[a] related factor . . . is whether 
the study was prepared only for litigation.’”  

Footnote 70: One “factor in deciding reliability of 
expert testimony is ‘whether the theory has been 
subjected to peer review and/or publication.’” 
 “[E]xpert testimony on causation must be 
scientifically reliable.” 

“As recognized in Robinson, ‘In addition to being 
relevant, the underlying scientific technique or 
principle must be reliable. Scientific evidence which is 
not grounded in the methods and procedures of science 
is no more than subjective belief or unsupported 
speculation. Unreliable evidence is of no assistance to 
the trier of fact and is therefore inadmissible under 
Rule 702.’” 
 An “expert opinion embracing the any exposure 
theory while recognizing that the disease is dose-
related ‘is in irreconcilable conflict with itself.’” 
 “An expert’s testimony that brings no more than 
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‘his credentials and a subjective opinion’ will not 
support a judgment. … ‘“[C]ourts must look beyond 
the bare opinions of qualified experts and 
independently evaluate the foundational data 
underlying an expert’s opinion in order to determine 
whether the expert’s opinion is reliable.’ If the 
testimony is not reliable, it is not evidence.” 
 
3. Rio Grande Valley Vein Clinic, P.A. v. Guerrero, 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(4/25/14) 
 

Following Bioderm, the Supreme Court ruled that 
laser hair removal is covered by Chapter 74 and an 
expert report is required. A “claim for improper laser 
hair removal is a health care liability claim because 
expert health care testimony was necessary to prove or 
refute the claim.…” “[E]xpert health care testimony 
was needed because federal regulations restrict the 
laser to supervised use in a medical practice.…”  

 
4. Bioderm Skin Care, LLC v. Sok, 426 S.W.3d 753 

(Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 

Suit for personal injuries resulting from laser hair 
removal. The Supreme Court ruled that the rebuttable 
presumption that the claim was a health care liability 
claim applies, and therefore an expert report was 
required.  

The “laser used by the defendants … may only be 
purchased by a licensed medical practitioner for 
supervised use in her medical practice. Testimony 
concerning whether its operation departed from 
accepted standards of health care must therefore come 
from a licensed physician.” 
 If “‘expert medical or health care testimony is 
necessary to prove or refute the merits of the claim 
against a physician or health care provider, the claim is 
a health care liability claim.’” Only if not “should a 
court … consider the totality of the circumstances, as a 
claim may still be a health care liability claim despite 
that ‘ … expert testimony may not be necessary to 
support a verdict.’” 
 In Texas West Oaks, since the claim “concerned 
the appropriate standards of care owed to employees of 
a mental health hospital and whether those standards 
were breached, we held the plaintiff could not establish 
those elements without expert testimony in the health 
care field.” 

In addition, expert testimony is necessary when 
the claim “involves the use of a medical device.” 
Moreover, expert testimony is necessary when the 
claim “involves the use of a medical device.” Also, the 

device could only be bought by a physician and 
required “extensive training and experience.” “This 
extensive training compels the conclusion that expert 
health care testimony is needed to prove or refute 
[plaintiff’s] claim.…” And, “expert testimony does not 
necessarily have to be proffered by a licensed 
physician to constitute expert health care testimony.” 
But, “[a]llowing a technician who could not legally 
acquire or supervise use of the device to testify that a 
physician’s use of the device violated accepted 
standards” is not permitted. Instead, the “expert must 
be licensed in the area of health care related to the 
claim, practice in the same field as the defendant, and 
have knowledge of accepted standards of care.” 

 
5. In re Ford Motor Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(3/28/14) 
 

In a park-to-reverse products liability case, 
plaintiff wanted to depose the employers of 
defendants’ two retained experts to discover financial 
connections with defendants. But, the Supreme Court 
ruled that, on the facts of the case, the rules “do not 
permit such discovery.” 

“Rule 192.3(e) sets forth the scope of information 
that parties may discover about a testifying expert, 
which includes ‘any bias of the witness.’” Rule 195 
limits “testifying-expert discovery to that acquired 
through disclosures, expert reports, and oral 
depositions of expert witnesses,” with a goal of 
“minimizing ‘undue expense.’” 
 Here, plaintiff’s “fishing expedition, seeking 
sensitive [business and financial] information covering 
twelve years, is just the type of overbroad discovery 
the rules are intended to prevent.” 
 The Court does “not unduly inhibit discovery of 
an expert’s potential bias.” But, “discovery into the 
extent of an expert’s bias is not without limits.” And, 
the “most probative information” comes from the 
expert himself. Both, here, conceded they testify 
overwhelmingly for defendants. So, in this case, unlike 
in Walker v. Packer, “neither expert’s credibility has 
been impugned in this case.” And plaintiff offered no 
other justification for the depositions. 

 
6. Kia Motors Corporation v. Ruiz, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 
 Products liability case based upon the failure of an 
air bag to deploy due to its circuitry. 

“‘Texas law does not generally recognize a product 
failure standing alone as proof of a product defect.’” 
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But, one expert “testified alternative designs were safer 
as well as technologically and economically feasible at 
the time the [vehicle] was designed, as they were in 
production in other vehicles.” Moreover, there did not 
exist “an analytical gap between the data and the 
opinion.” And, “we have held that an expert should 
exclude ‘other plausible causes’ presented by the 
evidence.” Accordingly, here, “we decline to reverse 
the jury’s findings based on a failure to rule out a 
manufacturing defect.” 

 
H. Causation, Proximate Cause, Producing Cause 
 
1. Bostic v. Georgia Pacific Corporation, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/11/14) 
 
 Mesothelioma case. Decedent had been exposed 
to various sources of asbestos, but did not offer a 
quantification. In ruling that there was legally 
insufficient evidence of causation, the Supreme Court 
held “that the standard of substantial factor causation 
recognized in Flores applies to mesothelioma cases.…” 
The Court further ruled that “plaintiffs were not 
required to prove that but for [decedent’s] exposure to 
[defendant’s] asbestos-containing joint compound, 
[decedent] would not have contracted mesothelioma.” 
Here, the evidence [detailed in the opinion] failed to 
prove specific causation. 
 “We conclude that in all asbestos cases involving 
multiple sources of exposure, including mesothelioma 
cases, the standards for proof of causation in fact are 
the same. In reviewing the legal sufficiency of the 
evidence: 

• proof of ‘any exposure’ to a defendant’s 
product will not suffice and instead the 
plaintiff must establish the dose of asbestos 
fibers to which he was exposed by his 
exposure to the defendant’s product; 
• the dose must be quantified but need not be 
established with mathematical precision; 
• the plaintiff must establish that the 
defendant’s product was a substantial factor 
in causing the plaintiff’s disease; 
• the defendant’s product is not a substantial 
factor in causing the plaintiff’s disease if, in 
light of the evidence of the plaintiff’s total 
exposure to asbestos or other toxins, 
reasonable persons would not regard the 
defendant’s product as a cause of the disease; 
• to establish substantial factor causation in 
the absence of direct evidence of causation, 
the plaintiff must prove with scientifically 

reliable expert testimony that the plaintiff’s 
exposure to the defendant’s product more 
than doubled the plaintiff’s risk of 
contracting the disease.” 

 The law “‘lags science; it does not lead it.’” There 
is no “industry-wide liability;” “liability in tort must be 
based on proof of causation by a preponderance of the 
evidence.” In products liability law “‘plaintiff must 
prove that the defendants supplied the product that 
caused the injury.’” This, in both asbestosis and 
mesothelioma cases, “proof of ‘some exposure’ or ‘any 
exposure’ alone will not suffice to establish causation.” 
Asbestos diseases are “dose-related.”  
 In “Havner we held that ‘if there are other 
plausible causes of the injury or condition that could be 
negated, the plaintiff must offer evidence excluding 
those causes with reasonable certainty.’” 
 Footnote 39: “Producing cause is the level of 
causation applicable to products liability cases.” 
 Footnote 40: “‘Cause in fact is established when 
the act or omission was a substantial factor in bringing 
about the injuries, and without it, the harm would not 
have occurred.’” 
 Footnote 42: “To recover under a negligence 
theory, the plaintiff must establish proximate 
causation, while recovery under a products liability 
theory requires proof of producing causation. 
Proximate cause and producing cause share the 
common element of causation in fact, with proximate 
cause including the additional element of 
foreseeability.” 
 In Havner, “epidemiological studies showing that 
the population exposed to a toxin faced more than 
double the risk of injury facing the unexposed or 
general population could be used to establish 
causation.” And, a “claimant must show that his 
circumstances are similar to the group analyzed in the 
study.” 
 Courts “must be ‘especially skeptical of scientific 
evidence that has not been published or subjected to 
peer review,’ and … ‘[a] related factor . . . is whether 
the study was prepared only for litigation.’” 
 “[E]xpert testimony on causation must be 
scientifically reliable.” 

“Havner enunciated principles in toxic tort cases 
that (1) expert testimony of causation must be 
scientifically reliable, (2) the plaintiff must establish 
the elements of his claim by a preponderance of the 
evidence, and (3) where direct evidence of causation is 
lacking, scientifically reliable evidence in the form of 
epidemiological studies showing that the defendant’s 
product more than doubled the plaintiff’s risk of injury 
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appropriately corresponds to the legal standard of proof 
by a preponderance of the evidence.” “In Havner, we 
held that the plaintiff ‘must show that he or she is 
similar to those in the studies. This would include 
proof that the injured person was exposed to the same 
substance, that the exposure or dose levels were 
comparable to or greater than those in the studies . . . 
and that the timing of the onset of injury was consistent 
with that experienced by those in the study.’” But, “the 
study need not exactly match the plaintiff’s 
exposure.…” 
 In “cases of multiple exposure multiple 
defendants may be held liable for causing the 
plaintiff’s disease.”  

Here, “the causation evidence was legally 
insufficient…. Proof of substantial factor causation 
requires some quantification of the dose resulting from 
[decedent’s] exposure to [defendant’s] products.” 
 An “expert opinion embracing the any exposure 
theory while recognizing that the disease is dose-
related ‘is in irreconcilable conflict with itself.’” 
 Footnote 106: Efforts “‘to invoke . . . regulatory 
standards are also ineffectual in terms of substantial-
factor causation, since the most these can do is suggest 
that there is underlying risk from the defendants’ 
products . . . .’” 
 
2. HMC Hotel Properties II Limited Partnership v. 

Keystone-Texas Property Holding Corporation, 
___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/13/14) 

 
 After attempted sale of two parcels on San 
Antonio’s Riverwalk fell through, seller sued tenant 
hotel over actions which allegedly killed the deal, 
including its refusal to waive its right under the lease to 
negotiate to purchase one of the parcels for itself. 
Potential buyer could not obtain title insurance because 
the insurer required a waiver. The Supreme Court ruled 
there was “no evidence their actions caused the sale’s 
demise.”  

At trial, proximate cause was submitted to the 
jury. It “includes two elements: cause in fact and 
foreseeability. The cause-in-fact element is satisfied by 
proof that (1) the act was a substantial factor in 
bringing about the harm at issue, and (2) absent the act 
(‘but for’ the act), the harm would not have occurred. 
These elements cannot be established by mere 
conjecture, guess, or speculation.” 
 Defendant (hotel/lessee) argued that no evidence 
supported the “but-for” component of proximate 
causation. The deal between seller and potential buyer 
“independently required a waiver as a condition for 

closing.” But, defendant had no “obligation to provide 
a waiver.” Defendant “clearly communicated its new 
position in [a last-minute] letter [refusing to issue a 
waiver], but there is no evidence the outcome would 
have been any different had [defendant] said nothing at 
all.” There was no “evidence the outcome would have 
changed had [defendant] revealed its position earlier or 
in a less dramatic fashion.” 
 The “testimony is simply speculation about what 
the title insurers might have done had [defendant] 
handled itself differently. Testimony based on nothing 
but speculation is evidence of nothing at all.” 
 There was testimony that “insuring around” the 
lack of a waiver was discussed. However, “exploring 
the option of ‘insuring around’ [the refused waiver] is 
not evidence that doing so was ever truly possible.” 
Testimony about what title insurers might have, or 
could have, done “is conclusory—‘[b]are, baseless 
opinions [that] will not support a judgment even if 
there is no objection to their admission in evidence.’” 
 Testimony “that the [last-minute] letter was a 
substantial factor in bringing about harm to [seller] is 
only half of the cause-in-fact element. [Seller] also had 
to show that absent [defendant’s] letter, the harm 
would not have occurred. The title-insurance 
witnesses, however, never testified there was a 
possibility of a different outcome had [defendant] not 
sent its letter.” 
 “[B]are assertions of the title-insurance witnesses 
in response to carefully worded questions from counsel 
do not constitute evidence of causation. …  ‘[I]f no 
basis for the opinion is offered, or the basis offered 
provides no support, the opinion is merely a conclusory 
statement and cannot be considered probative 
evidence.’” “There is no ‘magic language’ that checks 
the causation box in a sufficiency-of-the-evidence 
review.” 

 
I. Comparative Fault and Contributory 

Negligence (see Section V(E)(3),  above) 
 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
J. Damages 
 
1. El Paso Marketing, L.P. v. Wolf Hollow I, L.P., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(11/21/14) 
 
 Second consideration by the Supreme Court about 
a dispute concerning the quantity and quality of gas 
supplied to a power plant, and the plant’s remedies. 
The earlier opinion was reported at 383 S.W.3d 138 
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(Tex. 2012)(6/15/12). Here, the Supreme Court ruled 
that “the court of appeals felt itself too constrained by 
our decision in Wolf Hollow II. In holding that the 
Supply Agreement provided for replacement-power 
damages that were available notwithstanding a separate 
waiver of consequential damages, and that ‘Wolf 
Hollow may pursue replacement-power damages under 
the contract,’ Wolf Hollow II, at 145, we did not hold 
that Wolf Hollow would necessarily prevail in 
obtaining replacement-power damages on its gas-
quality claim.” Thus, the court of appeals need not 
have remanded the case for trial. 
 “We did not hold, on the merits, that Wolf Hollow 
was entitled to recover on its claim for replacement-
power damages resulting from poor-quality gas. … 
[W]e did not rule on all the issues, including those … 
regarding the availability of replacement-power 
damages on Wolf Hollow’s gas-quality claim.” 

 
2. In re Teresa Corral-Lerma, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(11/21/14) 
 

Mandamus was sought to reduce the amount of 
a supersedeas bond. Suit was filed “under the Texas 
Theft Liability Act, and [defendant] counterclaimed for 
attorney’s fees under the same Act.” “[U]nder the 
Texas Theft Liability Act … a prevailing defendant 
must be awarded attorney’s fees even without an award 
of compensatory damages. See TEX. CIV. PRAC. & 
REM. CODE § 134.005(b).” “But this statutory 
distinction does not undermine the inherent differences 
between compensatory damages and attorney’s fees… 
[While] ‘attorney’s fees for the prosecution or defense 
of a claim may be compensatory in that they help make 
a claimant whole, they are not, and have never been, 
damages.’” 

 
3. Gilbert Wheeler, Inc. v. Enbridge Pipelines (East 

Texas), L.P., ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Property owner granted an easement condition 
upon tunneling. Instead, pipeline company’s contractor 
destroyed trees and rerouted stream. At trial, owner 
won under both tort and contract theories. On appeal, 
the issue was proper measure of damages. “[W]hen an 
injury to real property is temporary, the owner is 
entitled to damages … [for restoration], but when an 
injury to the same property is permanent, the owner is 
entitled to damages … [for] the loss in the fair market 
value to the property as a whole.” This applies in a 
breach of contract. There is “a common law exception 
… which under certain circumstances entitles the 

landowner to damages” for the “intrinsic value” of the 
destroyed trees. 
 Some nonexclusive purposes for “characterizing 
an injury to real property as temporary or permanent … 
[are] ‘(1) whether damages are available for future or 
only past injuries; (2) whether one or a series of suits is 
required; and (3) whether claims accrue (and thus 
limitations begins) with the first or each subsequent 
injury’” and fourth, “it guides the proper measure of 
damages for injury to real property.” Footnote 1: A 
“landowner may receive injunctive relief to prevent 
certain future trespasses if the trespass is ‘continuing.’” 
 The measure of damages can be altered by 
contract, but when that has not been done, they are the 
same in contract and tort: “the temporary-versus-
permanent distinction underlies the determination of 
the proper measure of damages for both the trespass 
and breach-of-contract claims at issue.” 
 “An injury to real property is considered 
permanent if (a) it cannot be repaired, fixed, or 
restored, or (b) even though the injury can be repaired, 
fixed, or restored, it is substantially certain that the 
injury will repeatedly, continually, and regularly recur, 
such that future injury can be reasonably evaluated. 
Conversely, an injury to real property is considered 
temporary if (a) it can be repaired, fixed, or restored, 
and (b) any anticipated recurrence would be only 
occasional, irregular, intermittent, and not reasonably 
predictable, such that future injury could not be 
estimated with reasonable certainty.” Whether “an 
injury is temporary or permanent is a question of 
law.…  [Q]uestions regarding the facts that underlie 
the temporary-versus-permanent distinction must be 
resolved by the jury upon proper request.” 
 Landowners should not be compensated too much 
or too little. The “purpose of the law ‘in every case, is 
to compensate the owner for the injury received, and 
the measure of damages which will accomplish this in 
a given case ought to be adopted.’” 
 The court confirmed the “economic feasibility 
exception … [that] applies when the cost of … 
restoration [for temporary injury] exceeds the 
diminution in the property’s market value to such a 
disproportionately high degree that the repairs are no 
longer economically feasible. In those circumstances a 
temporary injury is deemed permanent, and damages 
are awarded for loss in fair market value.” 
 For the destruction of trees, “even when the 
proper measure of damages is the loss in the fair 
market value of the property … , and the value of the 
land has not declined, … the injured party may 
nevertheless recover for the trees’ intrinsic value.” This 
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is “for the loss of the aesthetic and utilitarian value” of 
the trees. When “a landowner can show that the 
destruction of trees on real property resulted in no 
diminishment of the property’s fair market value, or in 
so little diminishment of that value that the loss is 
essentially nominal, the landowner may recover the 
intrinsic value of the trees lost.…” 
 
4. Kinney v. Barnes, ___ S.W.3d ___(Tex. 

2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Legal recruiter sought injunction against former 
employer to remove defamatory material from certain 
websites, and to prohibit the same or similar future 
defamations. The Supreme Court ruled “that, while a 
permanent injunction requiring the removal of posted 
speech that has been adjudicated defamatory is not a 
prior restraint, an injunction prohibiting future speech 
based on that adjudication impermissibly threatens to 
sweep protected speech into its prohibition and is an 
unconstitutional infringement on Texans’ free-speech 
rights.…” 
 The abuse of the privilege of free speech “‘is not 
to be remedied by denial of the right to speak, but only 
by appropriate penalties for what is wrongfully 
spoken.’” 
 Defamation “‘alone is not a sufficient justification 
for restraining an individual’s right to speak freely.’” 
For libel, “‘monetary damages are an adequate and 
appropriate remedy and … injunctive relief is not 
available.’” 
 Damages “serve as the constitutionally permitted 
deterrent in defamation actions.” “This can include 
economic damages like lost income, noneconomic 
damages like loss of reputation and mental anguish, 
and even punitive damages upon a finding of actual 
malice. And imposition of damages has long been held 
to be an effective tool against defamers.” In 
“defamation per se cases, nominal damages, not 
injunctive relief, are awarded when actual damages are 
difficult to prove or are not claimed because ‘‘the 
action is brought for the purpose of vindicating the 
plaintiff’s character.’’” 
 
5. Zachary Construction Corporation v. Port of 

Houston Authority of Harris County, Texas, ___ 
S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 

 
Port entered change-order to extend wharf being 

built by contractor. Original contract excluded delay 
damages caused by port. But, here, the delay was 
intentional, and port began withholding payments. 

When contractor sued, port asserted immunity, the 
exclusion of delay damages, and an offset for 
substandard bumpers. The Supreme Court ruled that 
contractor’s “claim for delay damages is not barred by 
immunity or by the no-damages-for-delay provision of 
the contract. We also hold that [contactor] is entitled to 
recover the liquidated damages withheld by the Port, 
but that there is evidence to support the jury’s award of 
an offset.” 
 Local Government Code “Section 271.153(b) 
precludes recovery of consequential damages, ‘except 
as expressly allowed under Subsection (a)(1)’.” 
 Footnote 62: “‘Consequential damages are those 
damages that result naturally, but not necessarily, from 
the defendant’s wrongful acts. They are not 
recoverable unless the parties contemplated at the time 
they made the contract that such damages would be a 
probable result of the breach. Thus, to be recoverable, 
consequential damages must be foreseeable and 
directly traceable to the wrongful act and result from 
it.’” 

The “‘universal rule for measuring damages for 
the breach of a contract is just compensation for the 
loss or damage actually sustained.’” 
 
6. Burbage v. Burbage, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 One brother sued another for defamatory 
statements about himself and the family funeral 
business. After a plaintiff’s verdict, the trial court 
entered a judgment that awarded actual and punitive 
damages, and enjoined future defamation. The 
Supreme Court ruled that “no evidence supports the 
amount of compensatory damages and, consequently, 
exemplary damages cannot stand.”  
  “Texas law presumes that defamatory per se 
statements cause reputational harm and entitle a 
plaintiff to general damages such as loss of reputation 
and mental anguish. But this presumption yields only 
nominal damages. Beyond nominal damages, we 
review presumed damages for evidentiary support.” 
 Courts must “determine whether any evidence 
supports the amount of jury damages.” There is 
“inherent difficulty in quantifying such noneconomic 
damages [that] necessarily allows the jury latitude,” 
but “judicial review of jury discretion remains 
important to protect free speech.”  
 “[S]peculative and conclusory testimony, lacking 
in demonstrable factual explanation, could not support 
an award of damages.…” A “ballpark” estimate was 
not enough. And, “the jury cannot reasonably infer that 
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defamation caused the [funeral] cancellations when the 
cancellations could have occurred for any number of 
reasons.” 
 Footnote 6: “In a defamation per se claim, general 
damages are presumed, while special damages are not; 
special damages, on the other hand, are an essential 
element of a business disparagement claim. We 
distinguish between ‘general damages (which are non-
economic damages such as for loss of reputation or 
mental anguish) and special damages (which are 
economic damages such as for lost income).’” 
 “A party may not recover exemplary damages 
unless the plaintiff establishes actual damages.” 
 
7. Houston Unlimited, Inc. Metal Processing v. Mel 

Acres Ranch, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(8/22/14) 

 
 After metal processing plant made changes that 
prevented continued contamination of neighboring 
ranch, ranch brought suit seeking “stigma” damages 
that reduced its market value. The Supreme Court 
declined to recognized “stigma” damages since here 
“the landowner’s evidence of lost market value … is 
not legally sufficient.…” 
  “‘Stigma damages’ essentially constitute ‘damage 
to the reputation of the realty.’ They ‘represent[] the 
market’s perception of the decrease in property value 
caused by the injury to the property.’” But, perceptions 
“can change quickly.” 
 Landowners generally can “recover either the lost 
value of their land if the injury to the land is permanent 
or the cost to repair … if the injury is temporary. … 
[T]hese two remedies are ‘mutually exclusive,’ so a 
landowner can recover lost fair market or the cost to 
repair or restore and loss of use, but not both.” 
 An “‘aggrieved consumer may be able to plead, 
prove and obtain favorable jury findings establishing 
both costs to repair and permanent reduction in market 
value notwithstanding such repairs, as cumulative 
rather than mutually exclusive measures of damage.’” 
A “‘repaired vehicle may command a smaller sum in 
the market than a like vehicle that has never been 
damaged, and … awarding [the owner] diminished 
value in addition to repair would go further to make 
him whole.’” 
 “Evidence based on ‘conjecture, guess or 
speculation’ is inadequate to prove stigma damages, 
not only as to the amount of the lost value but also as 
to the portion of that amount caused by the defendant’s 
conduct.” 
 The “sales-comparison analysis has two 

fundamental considerations: the comparison and 
accounting for differences.” There “may be instances 
in which sufficiently similar properties are not 
available for comparison, and we have held that 
comparable sales need not always be in the immediate 
vicinity of the subject land, so long as they are 
sufficiently similar to permit a reliable comparison.” 
 Plaintiff’s expert here was qualified, and she used 
the “sales-comparison” approach for unimpaired value, 
but she used a different, percentage reduction approach 
for the ranch’s impaired value. Her approach was 
“fatally flawed” because her data “do not support her 
opinion,” she did not offer evidence explaining why 
other contaminated properties suffered lower values, 
and she did not account for the differences between the 
other properties and plaintiff’s property.  

An asking price or an offer does not, alone, 
establish market value. “Market value is ‘what a 
willing buyer under no compulsion to buy will pay to a 
willing seller under no compulsion to sell.’” An 
“arm’s-length transaction is one between two unrelated 
parties with generally equal bargaining power, each 
acting in its own interest.” 
 
8. French v. Occidental Permian Ltd., ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(6/27/14) 
 
 Royalty owners sued contending that royalties 
should be determined as if injected CO2 were not 
present, and that they should not bear costs of 
removing CO2.The Supreme Court disagreed. 
  “[Here,] … , the royalty on casinghead gas is 
based on its market value at the well — ‘what a willing 
buyer under no compulsion to buy will pay to a willing 
seller under no compulsion to sell.’” 
 
9. LAN/STV, a Joint Venture v. Martin K. Eby 

Construction Company, Inc., ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(6/20/14) 

 
 Dallas Area Rapid Transit contracted with 
LAN/STV to create plans for a light rail line. Based 
upon the plans, Eby bid upon and won the project. Eby 
and LAN/STV had no contractual relationship. 
Because of the many, expensive, errors, Eby sued 
LAN/STV, including for negligence and negligent 
misrepresentation. The Supreme Court reversed and 
rendered. “In actions for unintentional torts, the 
common law has long restricted recovery of purely 
economic damages unaccompanied by injury to the 
plaintiff or his property — a doctrine … [called] the 
economic loss rule. … [This provides] a more definite 
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limitation on liability than foreseeability can and 
reflects a preference for allocating some economic 
risks by contract rather than by law.” Thus, the 
Supreme Court ruled, “a general contractor … [cannot] 
recover the increased costs of performing its 
construction contract with the owner in a tort action 
against the project architect for negligent 
misrepresentations — errors — in the plans and 
specifications.” 
 “Economic loss may be no less real than physical 
injury and just as foreseeable.” “Liability for economic 
loss directly resulting from physical injury to the 
claimant or his property —such as lost wages or 
medical bills — is limited by the scope of the injury. 
Liability for a standalone economic loss is not.” Such a 
loss can be allocated by contract or insurance.  
 When “‘a defective product purchased in a 
commercial transaction malfunctions, injuring only the 
product itself and causing purely economic loss’, 
protection from that kind of harm …should be ‘left 
entirely to the law of contracts’ because ‘the parties 
may set the terms of their own agreements.’” The 
“damage caused by a defective product to itself cannot 
be recovered in an action for strict products liability, 
even if there is also personal injury or injury to other 
property. Recovery of such damages must be for 
breach of contract or warranty.” 
 One “party to a contract cannot recover from 
another party, in an action for negligence, an economic 
loss to the subject of the contract.” 
 The “economic loss rule [denies] recovery of 
purely economic losses in actions for negligent 
performance of services. Professional malpractice 
cases are an exception. A client can recover purely 
economic losses from a negligent lawyer, regardless of 
whether the lawyer and client have a contract. … 
These factors also support negligence actions against 
other professionals.” 
 The Court “has allowed recovery of [economic] 
losses in an action for negligent misrepresentation.…” 
But, the “recovery of economic loss is [not] broader for 
negligent misrepresentation than for negligent 
performance of services.” 
 “Construction projects operate by [typically 
vertical] agreements among the participants.” One 
“participant on a construction project cannot recover 
from another … for economic loss caused by 
negligence.” There is no exception for architects. The 
“contractor’s principal reliance must be on … the 
owner.” The “availability of contractual remedies must 
preclude tort recovery.…” 
 Here, “DART was contractually responsible to Eby 

for providing accurate plans.…” 
 
10. Waste Management of Texas, Inc. v. Texas 

Disposal Systems Landfill, Inc., ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(5/9/14) 

 
One waste management company sued another for 

libel after it spread lies about the former’s 
environmental standards. The Supreme Court ruled that 
1) a “for-profit corporation may recover for injury to 
its reputation,” 2) “[s]uch recovery is a non-economic 
injury for purposes of the statutory cap on exemplary 
damages,” and 3) here, the evidence was legally 
insufficient for “reputation damages,” but it was 
sufficient for “remediation costs and thereby 
exemplary damages.”  

Footnote 7: “Defamation per se (on its face) 
requires no proof of actual monetary damages, while 
defamation per quod … does require such proof.” 

Actual damages include “general damages” (non-
economic) and “special damages” (economic). 
“Compensatory damages may be divided into two … 
categories: pecuniary harm and non-pecuniary harm.” 
There is a risk of confusing the harm with the remedy. 
A harm may be non-pecuniary, but the remedy is 
pecuniary. 

Injury to reputation is not a pecuniary loss.  “Non-
pecuniary harm includes damages awarded for bodily 
harm or emotional distress.… [T]hese … do not 
require certainty of actual monetized loss. Instead, they 
are measured by an amount that ‘a reasonable person 
could possibly estimate as fair compensation.’ 
Conversely, damages for pecuniary harm do require 
proof of pecuniary loss for either harm to property, 
harm to earning capacity, or the creation of liabilities.” 

In a “defamation case a plaintiff may recover for 
both general and special damages.” 

In personal injury cases, there are three basic 
“‘elements of recovery. (1) Time losses. The plaintiff 
can recover loss or [sic] wages or the value of any lost 
time or earning capacity where injuries prevent work. 
(2) Expenses incurred by reason of the injury … [like] 
medical expenses…. (3) Pain and suffering … , 
including emotional distress and consciousness of 
loss.’” The first two are pecuniary, the third is not. 
Mental anguish like reputation damages are “non-
economic damages.” 

There is appellate review of actual damages in 
defamation cases because they cannot “be a disguised 
disapproval of the defendant.” 

Even though “noneconomic damages cannot … be 
determined with mathematical precision and … juries 
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must ‘have some latitude in awarding such damages,’ 
… [they] are not immune from no-evidence review on 
appeal.” Juries cannot simply pick a number. Here, 
there was no evidence of lost profits corresponding to 
loss of reputation. But, the evidence included “271 
pages of invoices, expenses, time spent on curative 
work, supplies, mileage, etc. This … provide[s] some 
evidence of the remediation costs.” 

Here, because there was actual malice and proof 
of remediation costs, plaintiff could recover punitive 
damages. Punitive damages are limited by § 41.008(b) 
of the CP & RC to twice the economic damages plus 
the noneconomic damages up to $750,000, or 
$200,000, whichever is greater. In 2003, § 41.001(4) 
was amended to provide that “injury to reputation” is a 
noneconomic damage. 

 
11. FPL Energy, LLC v. TXU Portfolio Management 

Company, 426 S.W.3d 59 (Tex. 2014)(3/21/14 
[n.b., opinion is dated 3/21/13, but was released on 
3/21/14]) 

 
 Suit over contract to provide electricity for 
distribution. The Supreme Court ruled that plaintiff 
utility “owed no contractual duty to provide 
transmission capacity. However, … the liquidated 
damages provisions … are unenforceable as a penalty.” 
 The liquidated damages “provisions are 
unambiguous because we may discern a definite legal 
meaning by construing the provisions in light of each 
contract as a whole.” Here, they apply only to 
Renewable Energy Credits. The “liquidated damages 
clauses compensate for REC deficiencies and leave 
common law remedies available for electricity 
deficiencies.” 
 In this case, the “liquidated damages clauses 
compensate for REC deficiencies and leave common 
law remedies available for electricity deficiencies.” 
“Limiting the liquidated damages provisions to their 
plain language also has the benefit of advancing 
stability in the renewable energy marketplace, 
including the vital role of RECs. Under the legislative 
scheme, RECs and energy are ‘unbundled.’” 
 Here, liquidated damages are unenforceable. “The 
basic principle underlying contract damages is 
compensation for losses sustained and no more; thus, 
we will not enforce punitive contractual damages 
provisions.… [T]wo indispensable findings a court 
must make to enforce contractual damages provisions 
[are]: (1) ‘the harm caused by the breach is incapable 
or difficult of estimation,’ and (2) ‘the amount of 
liquidated damages called for is a reasonable forecast 

of just compensation.’ We evaluate both prongs of this 
test from the perspective of the parties at the time of 
contracting.… [A] liquidated damages provision may 
be unreasonable ‘because the actual damages incurred 
were much less than the amount contracted for.’ A 
defendant making this assertion may be required to 
prove the amount of actual damages before a court can 
classify such a provision as an unenforceable penalty. 
While … [there may be] factual issues first, ultimately 
the enforceability of a liquidated damages provision 
presents a question of law.…” 
 In this case, “damages for RECs were difficult to 
estimate at the time of contracting.” The Court views 
“the reasonableness of the [damages] forecast from the 
time of contracting” 
 Courts “will not be bound by the language of the 
parties,” including inclusion of liquidated damages in a 
penalty section. 
 Here, there is a “chasm between the liquidated 
damages provisions as written and the result of the 
provisions under the … judgment.” A “Deficiency 
Rate” did not “tie the damages to market value.…” 

A “liquidated damages provision may be 
unreasonable in light of actual damages. The burden of 
proving unreasonableness falls to [defendant].… [Here, 
defendant] has met its burden.” 

“Phillips did not create a broad power to 
retroactively invalidate liquidated damages provisions 
that appear reasonable as written.… But when there is 
an unbridgeable discrepancy between liquidated 
damages provisions as written and the unfortunate 
reality in application, we cannot enforce such 
provisions.… When the liquidated damages provisions 
operate with no rational relationship to actual damages, 
thus rendering the provisions unreasonable in light of 
actual damages, they are unenforceable.” 

 
12. Coinmach Corp. f/k/a Solon Automated Services, 

Inc. v. Aspenwood Apartment Corp., 417 S.W.3d 
909 (Tex. 2013)(11/22/13) (“corrected opinion” 
was issued 2/14/14) 
 
Corrected opinion: footnote 7 changed. See 

Coinmach, below, at 11/22/13. 
Footnote 7: “Typically, the landlord could not 

recover both reasonable rent and lost profits because 
‘recovery … is limited to the amount necessary to 
place the plaintiff in the position it would have been in 
but for the trespass.’ Lost profits are measured by 
deducting operating expenses from gross earnings, 
resulting in net profits. Reasonable rent—i.e., the value 
of the use of the property—is calculated as part of the 
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gross earnings, and thus is already included in the net 
profit calculation. To allow the plaintiff to recover both 
reasonable rent and lost profits would, in most cases, 
constitute a double recovery. In a residential lease—
where there is no business or for-profit endeavor—lost 
profits would constitute the profits normally associated 
with reasonable rent.” (Emphasis added to show 
change from prior opinion.) 

 
13. Coinmach Corp. f/k/a Solon Automated Services, 

Inc. v. Aspenwood Apartment Corp., 417 S.W.3d 
909 (Tex. 2013)(11/22/13) (“corrected opinion” 
was issued 2/14/14) 

 
 Lease of tenant who supplied washing machines 
to apartment complex was subordinate to loan on 
complex. Mortgage on complex was foreclosed, and 
new owner bought property out of foreclosure. After 
that, the tenant held over and thus became a “tenant at 
sufferance.” The Supreme Court ruled that the tenant at 
sufferance is a trespasser and can be liable in tort 
(although the extent of liability depends on the nature 
of the trespass). 
 “[A] trespasser’s liability for damages depends on 
the nature of the trespass and the nature of the harm: 

‘Every unauthorized entry upon land is a 
trespass even if no damage is done. However, 
to determine what damages, if any, are 
recoverable for a trespass, the type of conduct 
or nature of an activity that causes the entry 
must be identified. While a trespass is a 
trespass, different recoveries are available, 
depending on whether the trespass was 
committed intentionally, negligently, 
accidentally, or by an abnormally dangerous 
activity.’” 

“‘One who invades or trespasses upon the 
property rights of another, while acting in the good 
faith and honest belief that he had the lawful and legal 
right to do so is regarded as an innocent trespasser and 
liable only for the actual damages sustained.’… ‘[T]he 
measure of damages in a trespass case is the sum 
necessary to make the victim whole, no more, no 
less.’… [That] generally includes the cost to repair any 
damage to the property, loss of use of the property, and 
loss of any expected profits from the use of the 
property.” 
 The “damages available in a trespass to try title 
suit include lost rents and profits, damages for use and 
occupation of the premises, and damages for any 
special injury to the property.” “In addition to the 
reasonable rents, a tenant at sufferance, like any other 

trespasser, could also be liable for any special injury to 
the property.” Footnote 7: “Typically, the landlord 
could not recover both reasonable rent and lost profits 
because ‘recovery … is limited to the amount 
necessary to place the plaintiff in the position it would 
have been in but for the trespass.’ Lost profits are 
measured by deducting operating expenses from gross 
earnings, resulting in net profits. Reasonable rent—i.e., 
the value of the use of the property—is calculated as 
part of the operating expenses, and thus is already 
included in the net profit calculation. To allow the 
plaintiff to recover both reasonable rent and lost profits 
would, in most cases, constitute a double recovery. In a 
residential lease—where there is no business or for-
profit endeavor—lost profits would constitute the 
profits normally associated with reasonable rent.” 
 Tenants “who knowingly and intentionally 
trespass, or who do so maliciously, may be liable for 
additional forms of damages.” This includes mental 
distress, which “‘may be recovered, as a separate and 
independent element, when caused by a deliberate and 
willful trespass in which actual damage to plaintiff’s 
property is sustained.’” 
 “[E]xemplary damages exemplary damages are 
recoverable only when ‘the harm … results from: (1) 
fraud; (2) malice; or (3) gross negligence.’” 
 When an owner fails to follow the procedure of a 
forcible entry and detainer suit, the tenant can maintain 
possession. “But the tenant will generally be liable for 
reasonable rent for the period the tenant remains in 
possession, and for any additional damages the tenant 
may cause to the property.” 
 Here, as a trespasser, tenant “is liable for the 
reasonable rent and for any other damage it may have 
caused to the property. Its liability for any additional 
damages will depend on whether its trespass was 
willful, intentional, or malicious.” 
 
K. Gross Negligence and Punitive Damages 
 
1. Burbage v. Burbage, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Defamation case. “A party may not recover 
exemplary damages unless the plaintiff establishes 
actual damages.” 
 
2. Boerjan v. Rodriguez, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/27/14) 
 
 Driver trespassed by driving family across private 
property. While fleeing at high speed from a ranch 
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employee, driver crashed and killed the family. 
Summary judgment was granted for ranch and its 
employee. The Supreme Court ruled that “land 
occupier owes only a duty to avoid injuring a 
trespasser wilfully, wantonly, or through gross 
negligence, a claim for simple negligence must fail. As 
to gross negligence,” a no-evidence summary judgment 
for defendant was proper. 
 Footnote 3: “‘An owner, lessee, or occupant of 
land does not owe a duty of care to a trespasser on the 
land and is not liable for any injury to a trespasser on 
the land, except that an owner, lessee, or occupant 
owes a duty to refrain from injuring a trespasser 
wilfully, wantonly, or through gross negligence.’ TEX. 
CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE § 75.007(b).” 
 “Gross negligence requires a showing of two 
elements: 

(1) viewed objectively from the actor’s 
standpoint, the act or omission complained of 
must involve an extreme degree of risk, 
considering the probability and magnitude of 
the potential harm to others; and (2) the actor 
must have actual, subjective awareness of the 
risk involved, but nevertheless proceed[s] in 
conscious indifferenceto the rights, safety, or 
welfare of others. 

“Under the first, objective element, an extreme risk is 
‘not a remote possibility of injury or even a high 
probability of minor harm, but rather the likelihood of 
serious injury to the plaintiff.’ Under the subjective 
element, ‘actual awareness means the defendant knew 
about the peril, but its acts or omissions demonstrated 
that it did not care.’ Circumstantial evidence may 
suffice to prove either element.” 
 Here, there was a dispute about whether the 
landowner’s employee “chased” or “followed” in his 
pickup the driver’s vehicle. The evidence failed to 
show “aggressive moves,” and how close and fast the 
pickup drove. “At most, we might infer that 
[landowner’s employee] followed [driver]. But that 
does not create ‘the likelihood of serious injury to the 
[decedents]. Simply following a trespasser’s [vehicle] 
is a far cry from the sort of objective risk that would 
give rise to gross negligence.” 

Here, the court of appeals erred when it 
determined that there were fact issues on negligence 
and gross negligence. 
 
3. In the Interest of A.B. and H.B., Children, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(5/16/14) 
 
 In a suit to terminate parental rights, the Supreme 

Court ruled that appellate courts are not required to 
“detail the evidence … when affirming the jury’s 
decision” to terminate parental rights. The Court 
compared this to awards of exemplary damages 
 For “preponderance cases …  ‘a court of appeals 
must detail the evidence … and clearly state why the 
jury’s finding is factually insufficient when reversing a 
jury verdict, but need not do so when affirming a jury 
verdict.’” But, the Court has “established one 
exception to the general rule that appellate courts need 
not ‘detail the evidence’ when affirming a jury finding: 
exemplary damages.” “‘Due to the jury’s broad 
discretion in imposing [exemplary] damages, we 
believe that a similar type of review is appropriate 
when a court of appeals is affirming such an award 
over a challenge that it is based on insufficient 
evidence or is against the great weight and 
preponderance of the evidence.’” 
 “In both exemplary damages and parental 
termination cases, the standard of proof at trial is 
heightened—the plaintiff (or in the case of parental 
termination, the State) must prove the claim by clear 
and convincing evidence.” 
 Footnote 6: “‘[A]n appellate court that reviews the 
evidence with respect to a finding by a trier of fact 
concerning liability for exemplary damages or with 
respect to the amount of exemplary damages awarded 
shall state, in a written opinion, the court’s reasons for 
upholding or disturbing the finding or award.’” 
 “Unlike exemplary damages awards, which leave 
much to the jury’s discretion, the Family Code 
provides a detailed statutory framework to guide the 
jury in making its termination findings.” 
 The “review of exemplary damages and parental 
terminations are different processes for an[other] … 
reason: competing fundamental interests. An award of 
exemplary damages only implicates one fundamental 
concern, the defendant’s due process rights to her 
property. Because no competing fundamental interest 
exists to balance this right in the trial court, we require 
courts of appeals to detail the evidence of their 
exacting review on appeal.” 
 
4. Waste Management of Texas, Inc. v. Texas 

Disposal Systems Landfill, Inc., ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(5/9/14) 

 
One waste management company sued another for 

libel after it spread lies about the former’s 
environmental standards. The Supreme Court ruled that 
1) a “for-profit corporation may recover for injury to 
its reputation,” 2) “[s]uch recovery is a non-economic 
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injury for purposes of the statutory cap on exemplary 
damages,” and 3) here, the evidence was legally 
insufficient for “reputation damages,” but it was 
sufficient for “remediation costs and thereby 
exemplary damages.” The amount of punitive damages 
therefore had to be recalculated, along with 
prejudgment and post-judgment interest. 

Here, because there was actual malice and proof 
of remediation costs, plaintiff could recover punitive 
damages. Footnote 120: “Recovery of punitive 
damages requires a finding of an independent tort with 
accompanying actual damages.” 

Punitive damages are limited by § 41.008(b) of 
the CP & RC to twice the economic damages plus the 
non-economic damages up to $750,000, or $200,000, 
whichever is greater. In 2003, § 41.001(4) was 
amended to provide that “injury to reputation” is a 
noneconomic damage. 

 
5. Coinmach Corp. f/k/a Solon Automated Services, 

Inc. v. Aspenwood Apartment Corp., 417 S.W.3d 
909 (Tex. 2013)(11/22/13) (“corrected opinion” 
was issued 2/14/14) 

 
 “[E]xemplary damages exemplary damages are 
recoverable only when ‘the harm … results from: (1) 
fraud; (2) malice; or (3) gross negligence.’” 

 
6. Neely v. Wilson, 418 S.W.3d 52 (Tex. 

2013)(6/28/13) (see “corrected opinion” issued 
1/31/14) 

 
Doctor sued reporter and TV station for 

defamation, and the Supreme Court reversed a 
summary judgment for defendants. 
 Under the recently passed “Defamation Mitigation 
Act, … a defamation plaintiff may only recover 
exemplary damages if she serves the request for a 
correction, clarification, or retraction within 90 days of 
receiving knowledge of the publication.” 
 In the context of defamation, “[a]ctual malice 
means the defendant made the statement ‘‘with 
knowledge that it was false or with reckless disregard 
of whether it was true or not;’’ and reckless disregard 
means ‘‘the defendant in fact entertained serious 
doubts as to the truth of his publication.’’” 

 
L. Trial Amendment 
 
No Cases in 2014. 

 
 

M. Jury Charge and Submission to Jury 
 

1. Petroleum Solutions, Inc. v. Bill Head d/b/a Bill 
Head Enterprises, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(12/19/14) 

 
 Truck stop sued installer of underground tank 
system. Installer claimed a component was defective, 
gave it to an expert, who later lost it. Installer sued 
component maker, and later so did plaintiff. Maker 
sued installer for indemnity. 

This is a substituted opinion for one issued 
7/11/14 (see below for details). The original opinion 
addressed issues of spoliation and indemnity. This 
substituted opinion ruled that “spoliation sanctions 
were an abuse of discretion” with respect to plaintiff, 
and also affirmed a judgment for Titeflex, maker of a 
flex connector, for indemnity. In addition to many 
minor edits, the Court added Footnote 6: “We leave to 
the trial court’s discretion the extent to which evidence 
of the missing connector is relevant to whether 
[plaintiff’s] claims are barred by limitations.” 
 
2. Ford Motor Company v. Castillo, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(10/3/14) 
 

“We held in Casteel that harmful error will be 
presumed when a broad-form jury question contains 
both valid and invalid theories of liability, and the 
jury’s answer fails to specify on which theory it rests. 
… Casteel issues do not arise in every situation where 
a jury has more than one legal theory to choose from 
when answering a single question. Instead, Casteel 
issues arise when one of the choices presented to the 
jury on a single, indiscernible question is legally 
invalid.” 
 
3. Gilbert Wheeler, Inc. v. Enbridge Pipelines (East 

Texas), L.P., ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Property owner sued easement holder for damage 
to trees under tort and contract theories. Footnote 2: 
When “an element of a party’s claim is omitted from 
the jury charge, and the opposing party objects to the 
omission, a finding on the element may not be deemed 
in the prevailing party’s favor.” 
 Whether the damage to the realty “temporary or 
permanent is a question of law and … Wheeler 
therefore was not required to submit a jury question on 
that issue. Indeed, it would have been error for the trial  
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court to include such a question in the charge.” Even 
“if the submission of the trespass cause of action was 
error, it was harmless. … [S]ubmission of an improper 
jury question may be harmless when an appellate court 
determines that the verdict was based on a valid theory 
of liability,” which, here, was breach of contract. 
 
4. King Fisher Marine Service, L.P. v. Tamez, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Seaman claimed he was injured when following a 
specific order to help lift a shaft. The day following the 
charge conference, as the court was about to bring in 
the jury, defendant offered a different definition. The 
judge said it was untimely. The Supreme Court ruled 
that “the trial court acted within its discretion in 
refusing to hear a last-minute charge objection,” and 
further that “sufficient evidence supported the jury’s 
specific-order finding,” so the verdict was not reduced 
by contributory negligence. 

“We review de novo any question regarding the 
proper interpretation of Rule 272. A trial court’s 
rejection of a proposed definition is reviewed for abuse 
of discretion.” 
 “Rule 272 mandates trial courts to afford the 
parties a ‘reasonable time’ to inspect the charge and 
present objections outside the presence of the jury. … 
[W]hile the rule strictly prohibits objections after the 
charge is read, it affords trial courts latitude in 
addressing objections made before.”  
 “Rule 272 affords trial courts the discretion to set 
a deadline for charge objections that precedes the 
reading of the charge to the jury as long as a reasonable 
amount of time is afforded for counsel to examine and 
object to the charge.” Here, the time was reasonable. 
 Defendant did “preserve error under Rule 272’s 
requirement to object before the jury was charged.… 
There is no question the trial court was aware of King 
Fisher’s complaint before the jury was charged and 
ruled on it. Error was preserved.…” 
 One “‘of the main purposes of Rule 272 is to 
enable the trial court to submit a proper charge to the 
jury and to have the prior benefit of counsel’s 
objections so as to correct any errors that might 
otherwise occur.’ We … recognize[] that the 
preparation of the charge comes ‘at that very difficult 
point of the trial.…’” “Trial courts should therefore 
make every effort to entertain on the merits a charge 
objection brought in good faith after conclusion of the 
formal charge conference but before the charge is read 
to the jury.” 
 

5. Burbage v. Burbage, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(8/29/14) 

 
 One brother sued another for defamatory 
statements about himself and the family funeral 
business. After a plaintiff’s verdict, the trial court 
entered a judgment that awarded actual and punitive 
damages, and enjoined future defamation. The 
Supreme Court ruled the defendant failed to preserve 
error in the charge concerning a qualified privilege.  

“‘It is fundamental to our system of justice that 
parties have the right to be judged by a jury properly 
instructed in the law.’” A new trial was ordered in 
Casteel after a timely objection preserved error 
“commingling of valid and invalid theories of liability 
in a broad-form liability question.…” 
 If there was a qualified privilege, then “the broad-
form damages questions incorporated both valid and 
invalid bases for liability. Such commingling may 
result in harmful error.” 
 “As a general rule, preservation requires (1) a 
timely objection ‘stating the grounds for the ruling that 
the complaining party sought from the trial court with 
sufficient specificity to make the trial court aware of 
the complaint, unless the specific grounds were 
apparent from the context,’ and (2) a ruling.” The 
“‘purpose of Rule 274 is to afford trial courts an 
opportunity to correct errors in the charge by requiring 
objections both to clearly designate the error and to 
explain the grounds for complaint.’”  
 Here, defendant mentioned qualified privilege, but 
was “insufficiently specific.” He “did not make a 
Casteel-type objection to form; thus, to preserve error, 
[defendant] must have raised some specific objection 
to the submission of Questions 5 through 10.” 
 It is “‘the court’s charge, not some other 
unidentified law, that measures the sufficiency of the 
evidence when the opposing party fails to object to the 
charge.’” 
 
6. Petroleum Solutions, Inc. v. Bill Head d/b/a Bill 

Head Enterprises, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(7/11/14) 

 
 Truck stop sued installer of underground tank 
system. Installer claimed a component was defective, 
gave it to an expert, who later lost it. Installer sued 
component maker, and later so did plaintiff. Maker 
sued installer for indemnity. Relying upon Brookshire 
Brothers, the Supreme Court ruled that submitting a 
spoliation instruction against installer, and striking its 
statute of limitations defense, were abuses of 
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discretion. 
A “trial court may submit a spoliation instruction 

only if it finds (1) the spoliating party acted with intent 
to conceal discoverable evidence, or (2) the spoliating 
party acted negligently and caused the nonspoliating 
party to be irreparably deprived of any meaningful 
ability to present a claim or defense.” 
 
7. Bostic v. Georgia Pacific Corporation, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/11/14) 
 
 Mesothelioma case. The Supreme Court ruled the 
evidence was legally insufficient to prove cause in fact. 

Footnote 39: “‘Since neither party objected to this 
[jury] instruction, we are bound to review the evidence 
in light of this definition.’” 
 
8. Danet v. Bhan, ___ S.W. ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/27/14) 
 
 Child custody case. The Supreme Court ruled that 
legally sufficient evidence—detailed in the opinion—
supported the jury’s award of custody to the foster 
parents. 
 “Since neither party objected to the instruction, 
we are bound to review the evidence in light of the 
instruction actually given.” 
 Footnote 1: “Although the statute does not require 
evidence of ‘specific actions or omissions’ resulting in 
significant impairment, the jury charge did, and ‘[t]he 
sufficiency of the evidence must be measured by the 
jury charge when, as here, there has been no objection 
to it.’” 

 
9. In the Interest of S.M.R., G.J.R., and C.N.R., 

Children, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/6/14) 
 
 The Supreme Court upheld the reversal of a trial 
court’s judgment terminating father’s parental rights. 
DFPS had asserted endangerment and non-compliance 
with conditions for the children’s return, but the 
judgment did not include the latter. 
 “Rule 299 provides that ‘omitted unrequested 
elements’ of a ground of recovery or defense may be 
presumed to support a judgment, when evidence 
supports the omitted element and the trial court has 
found one or more elements of the ground of recovery 
or defense.” But, here, non-compliance was requested. 
  
10. Kia Motors Corporation v. Ruiz, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 
 Products liability case based upon the failure of an 

air bag to deploy due to its circuitry. Defendant “did 
not object to this portion of the jury charge [that 
addressed a design defect and safer alternative design], 
and we therefore analyze the evidence in light of the 
charge as given.” 

 
11. Brookshire Brothers, Ltd. v. Aldridge, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 

In a slip and fall case, the risk manager failed to 
preserve surveillance video surrounding the time of the 
incident. Evidence concerning the spoliation was 
admitted at trial, and a spoliation instruction was given. 
Holding that the “trial court abused its discretion in 
submitting a spoliation instruction because there is no 
evidence that [defendant] intentionally concealed or 
destroyed the video … or that [plaintiff] was deprived 
of any meaningful ability to present his claim,” the 
Supreme Court reversed a verdict for the plaintiff and 
remanded.  
 The “imposition of a severe spoliation sanction, 
such as a spoliation jury instruction, can shift the focus 
of the case from the merits of the lawsuit to the 
improper conduct.” 
 “While the spectrum of remedies that may be 
imposed range from an award of attorney’s fees to the 
dismissal of the lawsuit, the harsh remedy of a 
spoliation instruction is warranted only when the trial 
court finds that the spoliating party acted with the 
specific intent of concealing discoverable evidence, 
and that a less severe remedy would be insufficient to 
reduce the prejudice caused by the spoliation. This 
intent requirement is congruent with the presumption 
… that the evidence would have hurt the wrongdoer. A 
failure to preserve evidence with a negligent mental 
state may only underlie a spoliation instruction in the 
rare situation in which a nonspoliating party has been 
irreparably deprived of any meaningful ability to 
present a claim or defense.” 
 “[C]ourts have broad discretion to utilize a variety 
of remedies to address spoliation, including the 
spoliation instruction.” The instruction’s “‘very 
purpose is to ‘nudge’ or ‘tilt’ the jury’ toward a finding 
adverse to the alleged spoliator.” 
 If a party has spoliated evidence, “Rule 215.2 … 
enumerates a wide array of remedies available to a trial 
court in addressing discovery abuse, such as an award 
of attorney’s fees or costs to the harmed party, 
exclusion of evidence, striking a party’s pleadings, or 
even dismissing a party’s claims. … The trial court 
also has discretion to craft other remedies … , 
including the submission of a spoliation instruction to 
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the jury.”  
 A “spoliation instruction is still inherently a 
sanction,” and can be “tantamount to a death-penalty 
sanction.” With a “narrow exception,” a “party must 
intentionally spoliate evidence in order for a spoliation 
instruction to constitute an appropriate remedy.” 
 “By ‘intentional’ spoliation, often referenced as 
‘bad faith’ or ‘willful’ spoliation, we mean that the 
party acted with the subjective purpose of … 
destroying discoverable evidence. This includes … 
‘willful blindness,’ … [where] a party does not directly 
destroy evidence … , but nonetheless ‘allows for its 
destruction.’” Thus, “a trial court’s finding of 
intentional spoliation … is a necessary predicate to the 
proper submission of a spoliation instruction to the 
jury.” Upon also finding “as with any sanction, that a 
lesser remedy would be insufficient to ameliorate the 
prejudice caused by the spoliating party’s conduct, the 
trial court is within its discretion in submitting an 
instruction.” 

A “narrow exception” exists when negligent 
spoliation “so prejudices the nonspoliating party that it 
is irreparably deprived of having any meaningful 
ability to present a claim or defense.” 
 “We review a trial court’s imposition of a 
spoliation remedy, including the submission of a 
spoliation instruction to the jury, for an abuse of 
discretion.” 

Here, there was no evidence of “the requisite 
intent to conceal or destroy relevant evidence or that 
[plaintiff] was irreparably deprived of any meaningful 
ability to present his claim.” Plaintiff requested video 
of the fall, but note the other footage.  

“‘[I]f a spoliation instruction should not have been 
given, the likelihood of harm from the erroneous 
instruction is substantial, particularly when the case is 
closely contested.’” 
 
N. Closing Argument 
 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
O. Directed Verdict 
 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
P. Jurors and Jury Deliberation 
 
1. Ford Motor Company v. Castillo, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(10/3/14) 
 
 While the jury deliberated in a products liability 

case, the parties negotiated. Plaintiff’s counsel said he 
would demand $3M if the jury sent out a note inquiring 
about damages. Acting without the knowledge of the 
other jurors, one juror sent out a note asking the 
maximum amount that could be awarded, and Ford 
quickly settled for $3M. When Ford thereafter learned 
the jury was not deliberating damages, it sought to set 
aside the settlement agreement. A jury in a subsequent 
agreed the “settlement agreement was procured by 
fraud;” the Supreme Court ruled that “the evidence is 
legally sufficient to support the jury’s verdict” because 
there was some evidence of collusion, and remanded 
the case for consideration of factual sufficiency. 

Here, though the note asks a question, it falsely 
implies certain facts, viz., “that the jury is deliberating 
damages and that it intends to award the maximum 
amount. It also implies that the note is from the jury 
collectively.” Accordingly, there is some evidence of a 
material misrepresentation. 
 “[H]ere, there is enough circumstantial evidence 
to establish a pattern” of a fraudulent scheme. In fraud 
cases, it “‘not often that any kind of evidence but 
circumstantial evidence can be procured.’ And 
circumstantial evidence must be evaluated in light of 
all the known circumstances, not merely in isolation.” 
“The inferences become stronger when the 
circumstantial evidence raises the inference of fraud, 
and the parties alleged to have engaged in the fraud fail 
to offer any proof of their legitimate or honest 
motives.” 
 Legally sufficient evidence supports Ford’s lack 
of knowledge and justifiable reliance. There “is some 
evidence that Ford had no knowledge that these 
implications were false, there was some evidence that 
Ford was justified to rely on these implications in 
entering the settlement agreement.” 
 
2. In the Interest of M.G.N. and A.C.N., Minor 

Children, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/22/14) 
 
 In a custody case tried by a jury with an alternate, 
during trial one juror said he knew information about 
the father’s business; the trial court replaced him with 
the alternate juror. Later, when a second juror reported 
he was sick, the trial court excused him and proceeded 
with eleven. Considering both the constitution and 
statute, the Supreme Court ruled that “a trial court may 
substitute a regular juror with an alternate if the regular 
juror is unable to fulfill or is disqualified from 
fulfilling his duties, but a trial court may only dismiss a 
juror and proceed with fewer than twelve jurors if the 
dismissed juror is constitutionally disabled.” 
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 “Our constitution permits trial courts to proceed 
with fewer than twelve jurors if the trial court finds 
that up to three jurors are constitutionally disabled. Our 
statutes allow trial courts to substitute qualified 
alternate jurors for regular jurors who become 
statutorily disqualified—a different standard 
altogether.” 
 A “court need not find a juror constitutionally 
disabled in order to substitute an alternate when doing 
so does not lead to numerical diminution of a twelve-
member jury.” 

“The constitution specifies that grand and petit 
juries in the district courts shall be composed of twelve 
members. As few as nine jurors may render a verdict 
if, during trial, as many as three jurors ‘die, or become 
disabled from sitting.’ The Rules of Civil Procedure 
have similar language allowing as few as nine 
remaining jurors to return and render a verdict if ‘as 
many as three jurors die or be disabled from sitting.’ 
TEX. R. CIV. P. 292. Thus, if a trial court’s dismissal of 
a juror results in fewer than twelve jurors, the dismissal 
must either be based on the juror’s constitutional 
disability or the trial court must declare a mistrial if 
there was no constitutional disability.” 
 To reduce mistrials, the Legislature allowed 
alternate jurors. “These alternate jurors are ‘drawn and 
selected in the same manner as regular jurors.’ In 
practice, this means that an alternate juror must have 
the same qualifications as a regular juror, be subjected 
to the same challenges, swear the same oath, and 
otherwise be considered equivalent to a regular juror. 
The … statute allows an alternate juror to substitute for 
a regular juror by a different and lesser standard than 
constitutional disability: when a regular juror is ‘unable 
or disqualified to perform their duties.’” 
 Here, to substitute the alternate juror for the first 
juror, “under the statute the trial court only needed to 
find that [he] was disqualified from fulfilling his duties 
and that the alternate was qualified to serve.”  
 Prior decisions indicate that a juror is not 
constitutionally disabled by severe flooding, but is if he 
is “so sick as to be unable to sit longer.” 
 
3. Houston Unlimited, Inc. Metal Processing v. Mel 

Acres Ranch, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(8/22/14) 

 
 Suit seeking “stigma” damages for land’s reduced 
market value. 

An expert’s assumptions do not have to be 
uncontested. “If the evidence conflicts, it is the 
province of the jury to determine which evidence to 

credit.” 
 
4. In re Health Care Unlimited, Inc., ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(4/25/14) 
 
 During jury deliberations, a representative of a 
corporate defendant communicated with a juror. The 
trial court granted a new trial, but the Supreme Court 
ruled that this was an abuse of discretion, holding that 
“there was no evidence that the communications 
probably caused injury.” 
 The trial court initially had not held a hearing. The 
“Texas Rules of Civil Procedure require that ‘the court 
shall hear evidence [of alleged juror misconduct] from 
the jury or others in open court,’ see TEX. R. CIV. P. 
327(a).” After a hearing, the trial court found that the 
jury spoke to defendant’s manager, twice. The trial 
court “did not find or conclude, however, that [the 
juror’s communications with [defendant’s manager] 
were material or probably resulted in injury.” 
 A “trial court must give a reasonably specific 
explanation of its reasons for granting a new trial.” 
And, “an appellate court may conduct a merits-based 
review of a trial court’s order granting a new trial.” 
“Thus, an appellate court may review whether a trial 
court’s explanation supports its decision to grant a new 
trial.” Simply, “articulating understandable, reasonably 
specific, and legally appropriate reasons is not enough 
[for a new trial]; the reasons must be valid and 
correct.” 
 “To warrant a new trial based on jury misconduct, 
the movant must establish that (1) the misconduct 
occurred, (2) it was material, and (3) it probably caused 
injury. TEX. R. CIV. P. 327(a).… The complaining 
party has the burden to prove all three elements before 
a new trial can be granted. Whether misconduct 
occurred and caused injury are questions of fact for the 
trial court.” 
 Here, misconduct occurred. But, “there is no 
evidence to satisfy Rule 327’s requirement that the 
misconduct cause probable injury.” “[M]isconduct not 
resulting in injury does not ‘condemn a trial as 
unfair.’” 

“‘To show probable injury, there must be some 
indication in the record that the alleged misconduct 
most likely caused a juror to vote differently than he 
would otherwise have done on one or more issues vital 
to the judgment.’” Here, the testimony of those 
involved in the misconduct did not reveal that the 
communications were related to the trial. Rule 327 
protects the “integrity of the verdict” by “giving due 
consideration to the right to a jury trial in an effort to 
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best protect the trial process.” “Under Rule 327, 
protecting the trial process in the jury misconduct 
context requires a finding of misconduct, materiality, 
and probable injury, not merely that there was an 
appearance of impropriety from which harm could be 
presumed.” 

 
5. In re Whataburger Restaurants, L.P., ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(4/25/14) 
 
 After a 10-2 defense verdict in a premises liability 
case, the trial court granted a new trial because one 
juror failed during voir dire to reveal she had been a 
defendant before. The Supreme Court granted 
mandamus, ruling the trial court had abused its 
discretion because there was no evidence the 
“nondisclosure probably caused injury.” 

“[A]n appellate court may conduct a merits-based 
mandamus review of a trial court’s articulated reasons 
for granting a new trial.” 

“‘To warrant a new trial for jury misconduct, the 
movant must establish (1) that the misconduct 
occurred, (2) it was material, and (3) probably caused 
injury.’” 
 Here, there was “no evidence” of probable injury.  
Footnote 1: A “juror’s failure to disclose information 
that establishes that the juror is legally disqualified 
from serving on the jury is per se material.… See TEX. 
GOV’T CODE § 62.105 (listing bases for legal 
disqualification of jurors). When [as here] the 
nondisclosure is not per se material, courts must 
determine the materiality in light of the context as 
reflected in the record.”  
 A “trial court ‘may’ grant a new trial based on 
juror misconduct if ‘it reasonably appears from the 
evidence both on the hearing of the motion and the trial 
of the case and from the record as a whole that injury 
probably resulted to the complaining party.’ … [But,]  
there is no showing of a probable injury when the 
evidence is such that, even without the misconduct, the 
jury would in all probability have rendered the same 
verdict….” 
 In this case, the plaintiff’s attorney claimed he 
would have questioned her about the prior suits and 
stricken her. But, what “would have” happened is 
“speculative and conclusory” without evidence. In fact, 
here he had not questioned other veniremen with prior 
lawsuits, and one was among the 10 jurors joining in 
the verdict. 
 
 
 

Q. Mistrial 
 
1. In the Interest of M.G.N. and A.C.N., Minor 

Children, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/22/14) 
 
 In a custody case, an issue arose about 
substituting an alternate for one juror, and proceeding 
with eleven after dismissing a second one.  

If “a trial court’s dismissal of a juror results in 
fewer than twelve jurors, the dismissal must either be 
based on the juror’s constitutional disability or the trial 
court must declare a mistrial if there was no 
constitutional disability.” 
 
R. Judgments, Costs, Interest, and Bonds 
 
1. In re State Board for Educator Certification, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(12/19/14) 
 
 Teacher appealed an administrative decision to 
revoke his license to a district court, where he 
prevailed. The state board appealed; the trial court 
allowed the teacher to post bond and thereby prevent 
the state board from superseding the judgment: in 
effect, preventing the revocation of the teacher’s 
license during the appeal. The state board sought a 
mandamus holding that it had the right to supersede the 
judgment. The Supreme Court denied it: “a trial court 
has discretion to deny any party—even the State—the 
right to supersede a non-money, non-property 
judgment. Put in practical terms, a trial court has 
discretion to prevent the Board from re-revoking a 
teacher’s professional license while the Board 
appeals.…” 
 “Government’s right to supersede a judgment may 
be automatic, but it is not absolute.” The “State and its 
departments have been exempt from filing a bond to 
appeal an adverse judgment. Our rules have long 
recognized this, and CPRC section 6.001 codifies it.…” 

Footnote 2: “See, e.g., TEX. GOV’T CODE 
§ 2001.171 (‘A person who has exhausted all 
administrative remedies available within a state agency 
and who is aggrieved by a final decision in a contested 
case is entitled to judicial review under this chapter.’); 
19 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 249.40(c) (2011) (State Bd. 
for Educator Certification, Appeals) (‘Appeals from a 
final order of the [Board] shall be under the substantial 
evidence standard of review and governed by the 
Texas Government Code, Chapter 2001; applicable  
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case law; and this section.’). ” 
“The relevant rules include:  

1. Texas Rule of Appellate Procedure (TRAP) 
24.1(a): A judgment debtor can supersede 
enforcement of an adverse judgment by 
posting security with the trial court. 
2. Civil Practice and Remedies Code (CPRC) 
section 6.001: Governmental entities, like the 
Board, are exempt from bond requirements.  
3. TRAP 24.2(a)(3): When, as here, the 
judgment is not for money or property, the 
judgment creditor can post security that gives 
the trial court discretion to ‘decline to permit 
the judgment to be superseded.’ 
4. TRAP 25.1(h): Enforcement of a judgment 
can proceed unless the judgment is suspended 
under TRAP 24, or ‘the appellant is entitled to 
supersede the judgment without security by 
filing a notice of appeal.’”  

“[T]rial courts have discretion to prevent the 
State’s automatic suspension of an adverse non-money 
judgment.” “TRAP 24.2(a)(3) [is] a mechanism for 
avoiding automatic suspension of a non-money 
judgment.” Thus, the trial court has “discretion under 
TRAP 24.2(a)(3) to decline supersedeas if the judgment 
creditor posts security.” Footnote 37: “We need not 
consider whether the trial court abused its discretion 
under TRAP 24.2(a)(3), because neither [party] raised 
that argument.…” 

 
2. In re Teresa Corral-Lerma, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(11/21/14) 
 
 Wife sued demolition company hired by husband 
under the Texas Theft Act. Demolition company 
counterclaimed for attorney’s fees, and won. The issue 
was “whether attorney’s fees are ‘compensatory 
damages’ for purposes of calculating the security 
amount necessary to supersede a judgment during 
appeal.” The Supreme Court ruled they are not, nor 
must interest on them be included in the supersedeas 
bond. 
 In In re Nalle Plastics, the Court previously “held 
that attorney’s fees are not compensatory damages for 
purposes of the supersedeas statute.” “[A]ttorney’s fees 
are neither compensatory damages nor costs for 
purposes of superseding enforcement of a money 
judgment.” 
 Here, suit was filed “under the Texas Theft 
Liability Act, and [defendant] counterclaimed for 
attorney’s fees under the same Act.” “[U]nder the 
Texas Theft Liability Act … a prevailing defendant 

must be awarded attorney’s fees even without an award 
of compensatory damages. See TEX. CIV. PRAC. & 
REM. CODE § 134.005(b).” “But this statutory 
distinction does not undermine the inherent differences 
between compensatory damages and attorney’s fees… 
[While] ‘attorney’s fees for the prosecution or defense 
of a claim may be compensatory in that they help make 
a claimant whole, they are not, and have never been, 
damages.’” 
 The supersedeas “statute also provides that 
security is capped at the lesser of fifty percent of the 
judgment debtor’s net worth or $25 million, and 
requires trial courts to reduce the amount of security if 
a judgment debtor shows he is likely to suffer 
substantial economic harm. See TEX. CIV. PRAC. & 
REM. CODE § 52.006(b), (c).” 
 “Before House Bill 4, the comprehensive tort-
reform measure that brought section 52.006 into law, 
the security amount was required to cover the entire 
amount of a money judgment, court costs, and interest. 
But since the enactment of House Bill 4, the full 
amount of the judgment is no longer protected. It is 
unreasonable to construe the current supersedeas 
statute to require interest on categories of a judgment 
the Legislature specifically sought to exclude from the 
security amount. We do not read section 52.006 to 
require [demolition company’s] compensation for the 
time value of an award that was not considered in 
calculating its appellate security.” 
 The Court disagrees “that a security amount must 
include interest on attorney’s fees or any other 
category of a judgment not required to be included in 
the security amount.” 
 
3. Highland Homes Ltd. v. The State of Texas, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 A class-action settlement, the State of Texas 
contested the disposition of a “cy pres award” under 
the Unclaimed Property Act. The Supreme Court ruled 
it did not apply. 
 Footnote 17: A “‘final judgment which is founded 
upon a settlement agreement reached by the parties 
must be in strict or literal compliance with that 
agreement’. It should go without saying that when a 
party agrees to one judgment and a materially different 
one is rendered, the party is personally aggrieved and 
has standing to complain. ‘For standing, a plaintiff 
must be personally aggrieved . . . .’).” 
 “The judgment approving [a class action] 
settlement is binding on all settlement class members.” 
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4. In re Vaishangi, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(6/6/14) 

 
 In real estate suit, a Rule 11 agreement, with a 
document attached, was signed by the parties and 
judge. In the agreement, defendant agreed to sign the 
document. A few days thereafter, the suit was 
dismissed. Eleven months later, upon plaintiff’s motion 
to enforce, the judge ordered defendant to sign the 
document as agreed, and awarded fees. The Supreme 
Court, however, ruled that “the Rule 11 agreement was 
not an agreed judgment,” and thus the trial court did 
not have continuing jurisdiction to enforce it. 

Generally, “Rule 11 agreements [are] separate and 
distinct from agreed judgments entered thereon.” 
Merely announcing a settlement agreement and noting 
it on the docket does not make it a judgment. Even if 
there is “‘a valid Rule 11 agreement, consent must 
exist at the time an agreed judgment is rendered.’”  

A Rule 11 agreement can be a judgment if it 
meets the requirements for a final judgment. “A 
judgment is final ‘if and only if either it actually 
disposes of all claims and parties then before the court, 
regardless of its language, or it states with 
unmistakable clarity that it is a final judgment as to all 
claims and all parties.’” And approving a settlement 
does not render judgment unless there is “a ‘present 
act’ to ‘decide the issues.’” The court must intend to 
“render judgment.” 
 Fact issues about the scope of a Rule 11 
agreement “do not prevent the Court from determining 
as a matter of law whether the Rule 11 agreement 
constitutes an agreed judgment.” In this case, the trial 
court did not indicate an intent to render judgment. 
There is no decretal language, and a dismissal order 
was later signed. And, a “later judgment supersedes a 
prior one.” 

 
5. In the Interest of S.M.R., G.J.R., and C.N.R., 

Children, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/6/14) 
 
 The Supreme Court upheld the reversal of a trial 
court’s judgment terminating father’s parental rights. 
DFPS had asserted endangerment and non-compliance 
with conditions for the children’s return, but the 
judgment did not include the latter. 
 “Rule 299 provides that ‘omitted unrequested 
elements’ of a ground of recovery or defense may be 
presumed to support a judgment, when evidence 
supports the omitted element and the trial court has 
found one or more elements of the ground of recovery 
or defense.” But, here, non-compliance was requested. 

 Moreover, under Rule 306 “a judgment in a suit 
filed by a governmental entity to terminate parental 
rights ‘must state the specific grounds for 
termination.’” Significantly, here “the judgment 
conforms to the statute’s requirements by stating the 
specific termination grounds and determining the 
children’s best interests.” 
 “[R]elevant evidence may not be ignored.…” 
 
6. Waste Management of Texas, Inc. v. Texas 

Disposal Systems Landfill, Inc., ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(5/9/14) 

 
One waste management company sued another for 

libel after it spread lies about the former’s 
environmental standards. The Supreme Court ruled 
among other things that the evidence was legally 
insufficient for “reputation damages,” but it was 
sufficient for “remediation costs and thereby 
exemplary damages.” Thus, the amount of punitive 
damages had to be recalculated, along with 
prejudgment and post-judgment interest. 

The amount of interest had to be recalculated here 
because the actual damages figure, upon which 
punitive damages were based, changed on appeal.  

Moreover, “judgment interest does not accrue for 
the period of any extension” of a deadline on appeal 
requested by plaintiff. Footnote 122: “TEX. FIN. CODE 
§ 304.005(b) (Post-judgment interest does not accrue 
‘[i]f a case is appealed and a motion for extension of 
time to file a brief is granted for a party who was a 
claimant at trial …’).” 

 
7. Long v. Castle Texas Production Limited 

Partnership, 426 S.W.3d 73 (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 
 Investors sued operator of a well, which 
successfully counterclaimed for payments under Joint 
Operating Agreement. After a lengthy appellate 
history, the trial court determined it needed to reopen 
the record to determine the date investors received 
invoices in order to compute interest on the judgment. 
The operator waived prejudgment interest, seeking 
only postjudgment interest from the date of the original 
judgment, years earlier. The Supreme Court ruled that 
the trial court did not abuse its discretion by ordering 
the record reopened, and that operator was entitled to 
postjudgment interest only from the date of the latter 
(and final) judgment. 
 “[P]ostjudgment interest accrues from the final 
judgment date unless the appellate court can or does 
render the judgment the trial court should have 
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rendered. If the trial court determines that it must 
reopen the record on remand based upon the record and 
pleadings as they existed at the time of the remand, 
postjudgment interest will accrue from the subsequent 
judgment. But if the court of appeals can or does 
render the judgment the trial court should have 
rendered, postjudgment interest accrues from the 
original, erroneous trial court judgment.” 
 “Prejudgment interest and postjudgment interest 
both compensate a judgment creditor for her lost use of 
the money due her as damages. Prejudgment interest 
accrues from the earlier of: (1) 180 days after the date a 
defendant receives written notice of a claim, or (2) the 
date suit is filed, and until the day before the judgment. 
Postjudgment interest accrues from the judgment date 
through the date the judgment is satisfied.” 
 Postjudment “interest accrues on prejudgment 
interest and, unlike prejudgment interest, postjudgment 
interest compounds annually. [Footnote 6: Compare id. 
§ 304.104 (‘Prejudgment interest is computed as 
simple interest and does not compound.’), with id. § 
304.006 (‘Postjudgment interest on a judgment of a 
court in this state compounds annually.’).] 
Additionally, statutory limits such as the one on health 
care liability claims may prohibit recovery that 
includes prejudgment interest, but we have never held 
that postjudgment interest is subject to that limitation.” 
 “The Finance Code provides that postjudgment 
interest accrues from a money judgment’s date.” Under 
the TEX. R. CIV. P. 301, “only one final judgment 
exists in any case, and historically we have allowed 
postjudgment interest to accrue only upon a final 
judgment.” There is an exception when “a court of 
appeals can or does render the judgment the trial court 
should have rendered. In such circumstances, … that 
postjudgment interest accrues from original judgment 
date.”  The undefined term “judgment” in the 
Finance Code means the trial court’s judgment.  
 A “partial summary judgment that grants relief on 
only one of several claims will not accrue 
postjudgment interest on the rendered claim until a 
final judgment resolves all issues among all parties.” 
 Footnote 8: The “joint operating agreement 
between [the parties] … is contract interest under the 
Finance Code.” 
 The “finality test for the purpose of appeal differs 
from the finality test for when a court’s power to alter a 
judgment ends or when the judgment becomes final for 
the purpose of claim and issue preclusion.… [F]inality 
for the purpose of appeal bears the closest resemblance 
to finality for the purpose of accruing postjudgment 
interest. A judgment is final for the purpose of appeal 

‘if it disposes of all pending parties and claims in the 
record, except as necessary to carry out the decree.’” 
This begins “accrual of postjudgment interest.” 
 If “a remand results in multiple trial court 
judgments, postjudgment interest accrues from the date 
of the final judgment (rather than the original, 
erroneous judgment).” 

If “an appellate court renders the judgment the 
trial court should have rendered [by reversing a 
j.n.o.v.], postjudgment interest accrues from the date of 
the trial court’s original, erroneous judgment.” 
 “If … a claimant fails to equip the trial court with 
a sufficient record on remand and decides to waive a 
claim, only at the time of this waiver does the trial 
court possess a sufficient record to enter a correct 
judgment.” Here, the trial court did not abuse its 
discretion by ordering additional evidence of the date 
the operator sent invoices to the investors. 

 
8. Coinmach Corp. f/k/a Solon Automated Services, 

Inc. v. Aspenwood Apartment Corp., 417 S.W.3d 
909 (Tex. 2013)(11/22/13) (“corrected opinion” 
was issued 2/14/14) 

 
Footnote 5: “a determination of fact or law in a 

proceeding in a lower trial court, including a justice of 
the peace court, is not res judicata or basis for estoppel 
by judgment in a district court proceeding.” 

 
S. Joint and Several Liability 
 
No Cases in 2014. 

 
T. J.N.O.V. 
 
1. Long v. Castle Texas Production Limited 

Partnership, 426 S.W.3d 73 (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 
 This opinion generally addresses the date from 
which postjudment interest runs. 

If “an appellate court renders the judgment the 
trial court should have rendered [by reversing a 
j.n.o.v.], postjudgment interest accrues from the date of 
the trial court’s original, erroneous judgment.” 
 
U. Motion for New Trial 
 
1. In re Health Care Unlimited, Inc., ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(4/25/14) 
 
 During jury deliberations, a representative of a 
corporate defendant communicated with a juror. The 
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trial court granted a new trial, but the Supreme Court 
ruled that this was an abuse of discretion, holding that 
“there was no evidence that the communications 
probably caused injury.” 
 The trial court initially had not held a hearing. The 
“Texas Rules of Civil Procedure require that ‘the court 
shall hear evidence [of alleged juror misconduct] from 
the jury or others in open court,’ see TEX. R. CIV. P. 
327(a).” After a hearing, the trial court found that the 
jury spoke to defendant’s manager, twice. The trial 
court “did not find or conclude, however, that [the 
juror’s communications with [defendant’s manager] 
were material or probably resulted in injury.” 
 A “trial court must give a reasonably specific 
explanation of its reasons for granting a new trial.” 
And, “an appellate court may conduct a merits-based 
review of a trial court’s order granting a new trial.” 
“Thus, an appellate court may review whether a trial 
court’s explanation supports its decision to grant a new 
trial.” Simply, “articulating understandable, reasonably 
specific, and legally appropriate reasons is not enough 
[for a new trial]; the reasons must be valid and 
correct.” 
 “To warrant a new trial based on jury misconduct, 
the movant must establish that (1) the misconduct 
occurred, (2) it was material, and (3) it probably caused 
injury. TEX. R. CIV. P. 327(a).… The complaining 
party has the burden to prove all three elements before 
a new trial can be granted. Whether misconduct 
occurred and caused injury are questions of fact for the 
trial court.” 
 Here, misconduct occurred. But, “there is no 
evidence to satisfy Rule 327’s requirement that the 
misconduct cause probable injury.” “[M]isconduct not 
resulting in injury does not ‘condemn a trial as 
unfair.’” 
 “‘To show probable injury, there must be some 
indication in the record that the alleged misconduct 
most likely caused a juror to vote differently than he 
would otherwise have done on one or more issues vital 
to the judgment.’” Here, the testimony of those 
involved in the misconduct did not reveal that the 
communications were related to the trial. Rule 327 
protects the “integrity of the verdict” by “giving due 
consideration to the right to a jury trial in an effort to 
best protect the trial process.” “Under Rule 327, 
protecting the trial process in the jury misconduct 
context requires a finding of misconduct, materiality, 
and probable injury, not merely that there was an 
appearance of impropriety from which harm could be 
presumed.” 
 

2. In re Whataburger Restaurants, L.P., ___ S.W.3d 
___ (Tex. 2014)(4/25/14) 

 
 After a 10-2 defense verdict in a premises liability 
case, the trial court granted a new trial because one 
juror failed during voir dire to reveal she had been a 
defendant before. The Supreme Court granted 
mandamus, ruling the trial court had abused its 
discretion because there was no evidence the 
“nondisclosure probably caused injury.” 
 “[A]n appellate court may conduct a merits-based 
mandamus review of a trial court’s articulated reasons 
for granting a new trial. A writ of mandamus shall 
issue to correct a clear abuse of discretion committed 
by a trial court in granting a new trial. A trial court 
does not abuse its discretion so long as its stated reason 
for granting a new trial is legally appropriate and 
specific enough to indicate that the trial court derived 
the reasons from the particular facts and circumstances 
of the case at hand.” 
 “‘To warrant a new trial for jury misconduct, the 
movant must establish (1) that the misconduct 
occurred, (2) it was material, and (3) probably caused 
injury.’” 
 A “trial court ‘may’ grant a new trial based on 
juror misconduct if ‘it reasonably appears from the 
evidence both on the hearing of the motion and the trial 
of the case and from the record as a whole that injury 
probably resulted to the complaining party.’ … [But,]  
there is no showing of a probable injury when the 
evidence is such that, even without the misconduct, the 
jury would in all probability have rendered the same 
verdict….” 

 
V. Motion to Modify Judgment 
 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
W. Remittitur 

 
No Cases in 2014. 
 
VIII.  APPEALS 
 
A. Restricted Appeal 
 
1. Pike-Grant v. Grant, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(10/3/14) 
 
 Divorce and child custody action. Hearing was 
held in September and wife did not participate, though 
final decree was signed in November, and it recited 
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that the hearing had occurred in November and that 
wife had participated. The Supreme Court ruled that 
the hearing occurred in September, wife did not 
participate, and therefore the court of appeals wrongly 
dismissed her restricted appeal for want of jurisdiction. 

“The Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure allow a 
party who did not participate in the hearing that 
resulted in the judgment to file a restricted appeal, 
which has a more lenient filing deadline than a 
traditional appeal.” 
 “When a party does not participate in person or 
through counsel in a hearing that results in a judgment, 
she may be eligible for a restricted appeal. … [The] 
filing party must prove: (1) she filed notice of the 
restricted appeal within six months after the judgment 
was signed; (2) she was a party to the underlying 
lawsuit; (3) she did not participate in the hearing that 
resulted in the judgment complained of, and did not 
timely file any post-judgment motions or requests for 
findings of fact and conclusions of law; and (4) error is 
apparent on the face of the record. … [Courts should] 
liberally construe the non-participation requirement for 
restricted appeals in favor of the right to appeal.” 
 The Supreme Court has “jurisdiction to assess 
whether the court of appeals correctly exercised or 
refused to exercise its jurisdiction.” 
 When “a party attacks the legal sufficiency of an 
adverse finding (commonly referred to as a ‘matter of 
law’ point), we will rule in her favor if her position is 
conclusively established and reasonable minds cannot 
differ.” 
 Here, the divorce decree contains conflicting 
recitals about the date of the hearing and whether wife 
participated. But, the entire record [set for in the 
opinion] demonstrates conclusively that the hearing 
occurred in September and wife did not participate. 
 
B. Mandamus 
 
1. In re Essex Insurance Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(11/21/14) 
 
 Injured worker sued non-subscriber, claiming he 
was an independent contractor, and also sought a 
declaratory judgment against the commercial general 
liability insurer. The Supreme Court ruled that the “no 
direct action rule” prohibited the worker’s suit against 
the insurer, and granted mandamus. 
 “We only issue mandamus ‘to correct a clear 
abuse of discretion or the violation of a duty imposed 
by law when there is no other adequate remedy by 
law.’” Therefore, the carrier here “must establish that 

(1) the trial court abused its discretion by denying [its] 
Rule 91a motions to dismiss, and (2) [it] has no 
adequate remedy by appeal.” 
 Here, the trial court abused its discretion by 
denying a motion to dismiss the worker’s claims 
against the carrier. A “‘trial court abuses its discretion 
when it fails to analyze or apply the law correctly.’” 
 Moreover, the carrier has no adequate remedy by 
appeal. Adequacy is determined by balancing benefits 
of mandamus against detriments. Mandamus “‘relief is 
appropriate to ‘spare private parties and the public the 
time and money utterly wasted enduring eventual 
reversal of improperly conducted proceedings.’’” Here, 
there would be a conflict and prejudice to the carrier 
and insured. 
 
2. In re National Lloyds Insurance Company, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(10/31/14) 
 
 “A discovery order that compels production 
beyond the rules of procedure is an abuse of discretion 
for which mandamus is the proper remedy.” 

 
3. In re the State Bar of Texas, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(8/22/14) 
 
 Prosecutor facing disciplinary action fought use of 
records expunged after the criminal defendant was 
acquitted.  

Mandamus is “the appropriate remedy to correct 
[a] district court’s interference in the regulation of the 
legal practice.” Here, the district court’s order 
prohibiting use of the expunged records was an abused 
of discretion, especially since the acquitted defendant 
wanted the records “‘unexpunged.’” 
 
4. In re Ford Motor Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(7/3/14) 
 

Forum non conveniens case in which intervenors 
relied upon the “Texas-resident exception.” The 
Supreme Court denied Ford’s request for a mandamus. 
  “Mandamus relief is only proper when the trial 
court abused its discretion and the relator lacks an 
adequate remedy by appeal. … We have held that no 
adequate remedy by appeal can rectify an erroneous 
denial of a forum non conveniens motion.” But, here, 
the trial court did not apply the law incorrectly. A 
“‘clear failure by the trial court to analyze or apply the 
law correctly will constitute an abuse of discretion, and 
may result in appellate reversal by extraordinary 
writ.’” 
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5. In re Vaishangi, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(6/6/14) 

 
 In real estate suit, a Rule 11 agreement, with a 
document attached, was signed by the parties and 
judge. In the agreement, defendant agreed to sign the 
document. A few days thereafter, the suit was 
dismissed. Eleven months later, upon plaintiff’s motion 
to enforce, the judge ordered defendant to sign the 
document as agreed, and awarded fees. The Supreme 
Court, however, granted mandamus, ruling that “the 
Rule 11 agreement was not an agreed judgment,” and 
thus the trial court did not have continuing jurisdiction 
to enforce it.  
 “‘[A]n appellate court may not deal with disputed 
areas of fact in a mandamus proceeding.’” But fact 
issues about the scope of a Rule 11 agreement “do not 
prevent the Court from determining as a matter of law 
whether the Rule 11 agreement constitutes an agreed 
judgment.” And the Court can determine if the trial 
court exceeded its jurisdiction. 
 Because the trial court exceeded its jurisdiction, 
“mandamus is proper even without a showing that the 
relator lacks an adequate remedy on appeal.… 
‘Further, because the order was void, the relator need 
not show it did not have an adequate appellate remedy, 
and mandamus relief is appropriate.’” 
 
6. In re Whataburger Restaurants, L.P., ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(4/25/14) 
 

“[A]n appellate court may conduct a merits-based 
mandamus review of a trial court’s articulated reasons 
for granting a new trial. A writ of mandamus shall 
issue to correct a clear abuse of discretion committed 
by a trial court in granting a new trial. A trial court 
does not abuse its discretion so long as its stated reason 
for granting a new trial is legally appropriate and 
specific enough to indicate that the trial court derived 
the reasons from the particular facts and circumstances 
of the case at hand.” 
 “‘To warrant a new trial for jury misconduct, the 
movant must establish (1) that the misconduct 
occurred, (2) it was material, and (3) probably caused 
injury.’” 

 
7. In re Mark Fisher, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(2/28/14) 
 
 Venue case. The Supreme Court ruled that the 
“trial court abused its discretion by failing to enforce 
the mandatory forum selection clauses” in the 

operative agreements, and granted mandamus. (Note: 
corrected opinion issued on 5/2/14; terminology and 
cites changed, original date retained.) 
 “[M]andamus is available if a trial court 
improperly refuses to enforce a forum selection clause. 
Further, mandamus relief is specifically authorized to 
enforce a statutory mandatory venue provision.” 

 
C. Preserving or Waiving Error 
 
1. Petroleum Solutions, Inc. v. Bill Head d/b/a Bill 

Head Enterprises, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(12/19/14) 

 
 Truck stop sued installer of underground tank 
system. Installer claimed a component was defective, 
gave it to an expert, who later lost it. Installer sued 
component maker, and later so did plaintiff. Maker 
sued installer for indemnity. 

This is a substituted opinion for one issued 
7/11/14 (see below for details). The original opinion 
addressed issues of spoliation and indemnity. This 
substituted opinion ruled that “spoliation sanctions 
were an abuse of discretion” with respect to plaintiff, 
and also affirmed a judgment for Titeflex, maker of a 
flex connector, for indemnity. In addition to many 
minor edits, the Court added Footnote 6: “We leave to 
the trial court’s discretion the extent to which evidence 
of the missing connector is relevant to whether 
[plaintiff’s] claims are barred by limitations.” 
 
2. King Fisher Marine Service, L.P. v. Tamez, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Seaman claimed he was injured when following a 
specific order to help lift a shaft. The day following the 
charge conference, as the court was about to bring in 
the jury, defendant offered a different definition. The 
judge said it was untimely. The Supreme Court ruled 
that “the trial court acted within its discretion in 
refusing to hear a last-minute charge objection.”  

Defendant did “preserve error under Rule 272’s 
requirement to object before the jury was charged.… 
There is no question the trial court was aware of King 
Fisher’s complaint before the jury was charged and 
ruled on it. Error was preserved.…” 
 
3. Greene v. Farmers Insurance Exchange, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 

Footnote 4: On appeal, the Court does “not 
consider issues that were not raised in the courts 
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below, but parties are free to construct new arguments 
in support of issues properly before the Court.” 
 
4. Nath v. Texas Children’s Hospital, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Supreme Court affirmed the imposition of 
monetary sanctions, but remanded to reconsider the 
amount. 

By objecting to the sanctions “award, including 
objections specifically predicated on the ground of 
excessiveness,” doctor preserved error. “We are 
generally loath to turn away a meritorious claim due to 
waiver; where the party has clearly and timely 
registered its objection, we find a waiver argument 
particularly unavailing.” 
 
5. Burbage v. Burbage, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 One brother sued another for defamatory 
statements about himself and the family funeral 
business. After a plaintiff’s verdict, the trial court 
entered a judgment that awarded actual and punitive 
damages, and enjoined future defamation. The 
Supreme Court ruled the defendant failed to preserve 
error in the charge concerning a qualified privilege.   

If there was a qualified privilege, then “the broad-
form damages questions incorporated both valid and 
invalid bases for liability. Such commingling may 
result in harmful error.” 
 A new trial was ordered in Casteel after a timely 
objection preserved error “commingling of valid and 
invalid theories of liability in a broad-form liability 
question.…” 
 “As a general rule, preservation requires (1) a 
timely objection ‘stating the grounds for the ruling that 
the complaining party sought from the trial court with 
sufficient specificity to make the trial court aware of 
the complaint, unless the specific grounds were 
apparent from the context,’ and (2) a ruling.” The 
“‘purpose of Rule 274 is to afford trial courts an 
opportunity to correct errors in the charge by requiring 
objections both to clearly designate the error and to 
explain the grounds for complaint.’” 
 Here, defendant mentioned qualified privilege, but 
was “insufficiently specific.” He “did not make a 
Casteel-type objection to form; thus, to preserve error, 
[defendant] must have raised some specific objection 
to the submission of Questions 5 through 10.” 
 “Preservation of error reflects important 
prudential considerations recognizing that the judicial 

process benefits greatly when trial courts have the 
opportunity to first consider and rule on error.” “Nor 
may we stray from these rules because [defendant] 
represented himself at trial.” 
 It is “‘the court’s charge, not some other 
unidentified law, that measures the sufficiency of the 
evidence when the opposing party fails to object to the 
charge.’” 
 
6. Petroleum Solutions, Inc. v. Bill Head d/b/a Bill 

Head Enterprises, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(7/11/14) 

 
 Footnote 2: “Because Petroleum Solutions failed 
to challenge the sufficiency of the evidence supporting 
the jury’s finding in Head’s favor on its negligent 
undertaking claim, which provides an independent 
basis to support the trial court’s judgment, we need not 
address” its legal insufficiency point. 
 
7. Bostic v. Georgia Pacific Corporation, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/11/14) 
 
 Mesothelioma case. The Supreme Court ruled the 
evidence was legally insufficient to prove cause in fact. 

Footnote 39: “‘Since neither party objected to this 
[jury] instruction, we are bound to review the evidence 
in light of this definition.’” 
 
8. Danet v. Bhan, ___ S.W. ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/27/14) 
 
 Child custody case. The Supreme Court ruled that 
legally sufficient evidence—detailed in the opinion—
supported the jury’s award of custody to the foster 
parents. 
 “Since neither party objected to the instruction, 
we are bound to review the evidence in light of the 
instruction actually given.”  

Footnote 1: “Although the statute does not require 
evidence of ‘specific actions or omissions’ resulting in 
significant impairment, the jury charge did, and ‘[t]he 
sufficiency of the evidence must be measured by the 
jury charge when, as here, there has been no objection 
to it.’” 
 
9. Graham Central Station, Inc. v. Peña, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Patron was injured in fight outside nightclub. 
After bench trial, trial court “failed to file findings of 
fact and conclusions of law despite [defendant’s] 
timely filing both a request and a notice.… Any error 
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in this regard was harmless, as it did not prevent 
[defendant] from properly presenting its case to the 
court of appeals or this Court. Accordingly, we imply a 
finding by the trial court that [defendant] owned the 
Nightclub, which [defendant] has properly challenged 
on legal sufficiency grounds.” 
 
10. Key Operating & Equipment, Inc. v. Hegar, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Suit over whether exploration and production 
company could use a road over the surface of a tract 
that had been pooled with another which had ongoing 
production. 
 At the court of appeals, when property owners 
filed a motion for rehearing, the court requested a 
response from company. But, it did not file one. That 
did not constitute a waiver. “An issue raised in this 
Court must have been assigned as error in the court of 
appeals if it originated in the trial court.” Here, 
company presented its issues to the trial court and court 
of appeals. And, a “motion for rehearing is not a 
prerequisite to filing a petition for review in this Court, 
nor is it required to preserve error.” Thus, the rules “do 
not require a response to a motion for rehearing on 
pain of waiving the right to challenge the appellate 
court’s judgment.…” 
 “Under the accommodation doctrine, a surface 
owner may obtain relief on a claim that the mineral 
lessee failed to accommodate an existing surface use 
by proving that the existing use is precluded or 
substantially impaired by the mineral lessee and no 
reasonable alternative method is available to continue 
the existing use.” This “doctrine was not raised below 
and is not properly before us.” “‘Except for 
fundamental error, appellate courts are not authorized 
to consider issues not properly raised by the parties.’” 
 
11. City of Houston v. Proler, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/6/14) 
 
 Fireman’s claim for disability discrimination. The 
Supreme Court described issue: “Does a firefighter 
who refuses to fight fires have a ‘disability’ under 
either state or federal law? We answer no.…” 
 Footnote 5: “As [fireman] did not raise [certain] 
issues in his response to the petition or in his response 
brief, they are waived.” 
 
 
 
 

12. McAllen Hospitals, LLP v. State Farm Mutual 
Insurance Company of Texas, ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(5/16/14) 

 
Hospital sued insurer after injured victims of car 

wreck cashed settlement checks from insurer that were 
made out to both them and hospital, without 
discharging proper hospital lien. An issue was whether 
the Hospital Lien Statute created a cause of action for 
hospital to sue insurer. 
 Resolving the issue of whether the Hospital Lien 
Statute creates a cause of action “would be improper, 
as it was not raised in the trial court as a ground for 
summary judgment and was not briefed in the court of 
appeals or in this Court, and therefore has not been 
preserved for our review.… [A] summary judgment 
may be affirmed ‘if any of the theories presented to the 
trial court and preserved for appellate review are 
meritorious’…. [Short mention on oral argument] was 
insufficient to preserve for our review a ground that 
was not raised in [insurer’s] summary judgment 
motion.… [A] summary judgment may not be affirmed 
on grounds not set out in the motion for summary 
judgment.…” 

 
13. Amedisys, Inc. v. Kingwood Home Health Care, 

LLC, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(5/9/14) 
 
 Dispute about whether plaintiff accepted 
defendant’s settlement offer. 
 In a summary judgment, if “the movant does not 
satisfy its initial burden, the burden does not shift and 
the non-movant need not respond or present any 
evidence … because ‘summary judgments must stand 
or fall on their own merits, and the non-movant’s 
failure to … respond cannot supply by default the 
summary judgment proof necessary to establish the 
movant’s right’ to judgment.” “Thus, a non-movant 
who fails to raise any issues in response to a summary 
judgment motion may still challenge, on appeal, ‘the 
legal sufficiency of the grounds presented by the 
movant.’” 
 In the motion for summary judgment, the Court 
reviews the letter and email sent by plaintiff. “If they 
constitute evidence of acceptance, they were 
uncontroverted evidence because [defendant] did not 
present any evidence to … create a fact issue on the 
acceptance element.… [Otherwise,] plaintiff did not 
satisfy its burden of proof.…” 
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14. Waste Management of Texas, Inc. v. Texas 
Disposal Systems Landfill, Inc., ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(5/9/14) 

 
One waste management company sued another for 

libel after it spread lies about the former’s 
environmental standards. A business disparagement 
claim was dismissed by directed verdict. Footnote 14: 
“[B]ecause [plaintiff] did not raise the dismissal of its 
disparagement claim in the first appeal … it is not now 
before us.” 
 
15. Kia Motors Corporation v. Ruiz, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 
 Products liability case based upon the failure of an 
air bag to deploy due to its circuitry. Reversing a 
judgment for the plaintiffs, the Supreme ruled that: 1) § 
82.008 of the CP & RC did not create a presumption of 
nonliability here; 2) legally sufficient evidence 
supported the jury’s finding of a negligent design; and 
3) admission of a chart containing warranty claims, 
many of which were dissimilar, constituted harmful 
error. 
 Defendant “did not object to this portion of the 
jury charge [that addressed a design defect and safer 
alternative design], and we therefore analyze the 
evidence in light of the charge as given.” 
 Defendant did not waive error by failing to 
request a limiting instruction. A “limiting instruction, 
… must be requested to preserve error ‘[w]hen 
evidence . . . is admissible as to one party or for one 
purpose but not admissible as to another party or for 
another purpose.’” 
 “Under Rule 103 of the Texas Rules of Evidence, 
a party preserves error in the admission of evidence if 
‘a timely objection or motion to strike appears of 
record, stating the specific ground of objection.’ The 
rule clarifies that ‘[w]hen the court hears objections to 
offered evidence out of the presence of the jury and 
rules that such evidence be admitted, such objections 
shall be deemed to apply to such evidence when it is 
admitted before the jury without the necessity of 
repeating those objections.’ Under Rule 103(a), 
[defendant] was not required to object to the plaintiffs’ 
counsel’s questioning [a defense witness] about the 
spreadsheet to preserve error.” 

Defendant preserved error because it objected 
repeatedly to the admission of the other claims; 
moreover, the oral testimony about them “was not 
independent of the spreadsheet, but was based directly 
on the information contained in it.” 

16. Gotham Insurance Company v. Warren E&P, Inc., 
___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/21/14) 

 
 Suit by carrier to recover payment of a claim after 
oil well blew out and burned. 
 The carrier did not waive its contract claim. A 
“party may raise an independent ground for obtaining 
the same relief awarded in the judgment as an issue on 
appeal rather than pursuing a cross-appeal.” Carrier 
“has sought the same monetary relief (a return of 
payments … ) under both its equity and contract 
claims. Because [carrier] has raised on appeal its 
contract claim as an independent ground for the relief 
awarded in the trial court’s judgment, it has not waived 
its contract claim.” Footnote 18: “That [carrier] 
omitted its contractual subrogation claim in its live 
pleading does not alter the fact that the contract 
addresses the matter of subrogation.” 
 
17. FPL Energy, LLC v. TXU Portfolio Management 

Company, 426 S.W.3d 59 (Tex. 2014)(3/21/14 
[n.b., opinion is dated 3/21/13, but was released on 
3/21/14]) 

 
 Suit over contract to provide electricity for 
distribution. Though the parties did not challenge a 
lower court finding that a contract provision is 
unambiguous, the Court “may, nonetheless, declare a 
contract ambiguous.…” Footnote 1: “[I]ssues [are] 
waived if not presented in the petition for review or in 
the briefs.” 
 
D. Perfecting and Time for Filing an Appeal 
 
1. In re State Board for Educator Certification, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(12/19/14) 
 
 Teacher appealed an administrative decision to 
revoke his license to a district court, where he 
prevailed. The state board appealed; the trial court 
allowed the teacher to post bond and thereby prevent 
the state board from superseding the judgment: in 
effect, preventing the revocation of the teacher’s 
license during the appeal. The state board sought a 
mandamus holding that it had the right to supersede the 
judgment. The Supreme Court denied it: “a trial court 
has discretion to deny any party—even the State—the 
right to supersede a non-money, non-property 
judgment. Put in practical terms, a trial court has 
discretion to prevent the Board from re-revoking a 
teacher’s professional license while the Board 
appeals.…” 
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 “Government’s right to supersede a judgment may 
be automatic, but it is not absolute.” The “State and its 
departments have been exempt from filing a bond to 
appeal an adverse judgment. Our rules have long 
recognized this, and CPRC section 6.001 codifies it.…” 

Footnote 2: “See, e.g., TEX. GOV’T CODE 
§ 2001.171 (‘A person who has exhausted all 
administrative remedies available within a state agency 
and who is aggrieved by a final decision in a contested 
case is entitled to judicial review under this chapter.’); 
19 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 249.40(c) (2011) (State Bd. 
for Educator Certification, Appeals) (‘Appeals from a 
final order of the [Board] shall be under the substantial 
evidence standard of review and governed by the 
Texas Government Code, Chapter 2001; applicable 
case law; and this section.’). ” 

“The relevant rules include:  
1. Texas Rule of Appellate Procedure (TRAP) 
24.1(a): A judgment debtor can supersede 
enforcement of an adverse judgment by 
posting security with the trial court. 
2. Civil Practice and Remedies Code (CPRC) 
section 6.001: Governmental entities, like the 
Board, are exempt from bond requirements.  
3. TRAP 24.2(a)(3): When, as here, the 
judgment is not for money or property, the 
judgment creditor can post security that gives 
the trial court discretion to ‘decline to permit 
the judgment to be superseded.’ 
4. TRAP 25.1(h): Enforcement of a judgment 
can proceed unless the judgment is suspended 
under TRAP 24, or ‘the appellant is entitled to 
supersede the judgment without security by 
filing a notice of appeal.’”  

“[T]rial courts have discretion to prevent the 
State’s automatic suspension of an adverse non-money 
judgment.” “TRAP 24.2(a)(3) [is] a mechanism for 
avoiding automatic suspension of a non-money 
judgment.” Thus, the trial court has “discretion under 
TRAP 24.2(a)(3) to decline supersedeas if the judgment 
creditor posts security.” Footnote 37: “We need not 
consider whether the trial court abused its discretion 
under TRAP 24.2(a)(3), because neither [party] raised 
that argument.…” 

 
2. In re Teresa Corral-Lerma, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(11/21/14) 
 
 Wife sued demolition company hired by husband 
under the Texas Theft Act. Demolition company  
 
 

counterclaimed for attorney’s fees, and won. The issue 
was “whether attorney’s fees are ‘compensatory 
damages’ for purposes of calculating the security 
amount necessary to supersede a judgment during 
appeal.” The Supreme Court ruled they are not, nor 
must interest on them be included in the supersedeas 
bond. 
 In In re Nalle Plastics, the Court previously “held 
that attorney’s fees are not compensatory damages for 
purposes of the supersedeas statute.” “[A]ttorney’s fees 
are neither compensatory damages nor costs for 
purposes of superseding enforcement of a money 
judgment.” 
 Here, suit was filed “under the Texas Theft 
Liability Act, and [defendant] counterclaimed for 
attorney’s fees under the same Act.” “[U]nder the 
Texas Theft Liability Act … a prevailing defendant 
must be awarded attorney’s fees even without an award 
of compensatory damages. See TEX.  CIV. PRAC. & 
REM. CODE § 134.005(b).” “But this statutory 
distinction does not undermine the inherent differences 
between compensatory damages and attorney’s fees… 
[While] ‘attorney’s fees for the prosecution or defense 
of a claim may be compensatory in that they help make 
a claimant whole, they are not, and have never been, 
damages.’” 
 The supersedeas “statute also provides that 
security is capped at the lesser of fifty percent of the 
judgment debtor’s net worth or $25 million, and 
requires trial courts to reduce the amount of security if 
a judgment debtor shows he is likely to suffer 
substantial economic harm. See TEX. CIV. PRAC. & 
REM. CODE § 52.006(b), (c).” 
 “Before House Bill 4, the comprehensive tort-
reform measure that brought section 52.006 into law, 
the security amount was required to cover the entire 
amount of a money judgment, court costs, and interest. 
But since the enactment of House Bill 4, the full 
amount of the judgment is no longer protected. It is 
unreasonable to construe the current supersedeas 
statute to require interest on categories of a judgment 
the Legislature specifically sought to exclude from the 
security amount. We do not read section 52.006 to 
require [demolition company’s] compensation for the 
time value of an award that was not considered in 
calculating its appellate security.” 
 The Court disagrees “that a security amount must 
include interest on attorney’s fees or any other 
category of a judgment not required to be included in 
the security amount.” 
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3. Pike-Grant v. Grant, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(10/3/14) 

 
 Divorce and child custody action. Hearing was 
held in September and wife did not participate, though 
final decree was signed in November, and it recited 
that the hearing had occurred in November and that 
wife had participated. The Supreme Court ruled that 
the hearing occurred in September, wife did not 
participate, and therefore the court of appeals wrongly 
dismissed her restricted appeal for want of jurisdiction. 

“The Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure allow a 
party who did not participate in the hearing that 
resulted in the judgment to file a restricted appeal, 
which has a more lenient filing deadline than a 
traditional appeal.” 
 “When a party does not participate in person or 
through counsel in a hearing that results in a judgment, 
she may be eligible for a restricted appeal. … [The] 
filing party must prove: (1) she filed notice of the 
restricted appeal within six months after the judgment 
was signed; (2) she was a party to the underlying 
lawsuit; (3) she did not participate in the hearing that 
resulted in the judgment complained of, and did not 
timely file any post-judgment motions or requests for 
findings of fact and conclusions of law; and (4) error is 
apparent on the face of the record. … [Courts should] 
liberally construe the non-participation requirement for 
restricted appeals in favor of the right to appeal.” 
 
4. Long v. Castle Texas Production Limited 

Partnership, 426 S.W.3d 73 (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 
 This opinion generally addresses the date from 
which postjudment interest runs. 
 A “judgment is final for the purpose of appeal ‘if 
it disposes of all pending parties and claims in the 
record, except as necessary to carry out the decree.’” 
This begins the appellate timetables. 

 
E. Appellate Jurisdiction and Review 
 
1. Petroleum Solutions, Inc. v. Bill Head d/b/a Bill 

Head Enterprises, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(12/19/14) 

 
 Truck stop sued installer of underground tank 
system. Installer claimed a component was defective, 
gave it to an expert, who later lost it. Installer sued 
component maker, and later so did plaintiff. Maker 
sued installer for indemnity. 

This is a substituted opinion for one issued 

7/11/14 (see below for details). The original opinion 
addressed issues of spoliation and indemnity. This 
substituted opinion ruled that “spoliation sanctions 
were an abuse of discretion” with respect to plaintiff, 
and also affirmed a judgment for Titeflex, maker of a 
flex connector, for indemnity. In addition to many 
minor edits, the Court added Footnote 6: “We leave to 
the trial court’s discretion the extent to which evidence 
of the missing connector is relevant to whether 
[plaintiff’s] claims are barred by limitations.” 
 
2. Thompson v. Texas Department of Licensing and 

Regulation, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(12/19/14) 
 

“The construction of a statute is a question of law 
we review de novo.” 

 
3. City of Houston v. Carlson, et al., ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(12/19/14) 
 
 Takings case brought against a city. The Supreme 
Court ruled that an allegation of procedural violations 
did not support a takings claim, so there was no 
jurisdiction of the claim against the city. 
 “We review jurisdiction and sufficiency of the 
pleadings de novo.” 
 
4. El Paso Marketing, L.P. v. Wolf Hollow I, L.P., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(11/21/14) 
 
 Second consideration by the Supreme Court about 
a dispute concerning the quantity and quality of gas 
supplied to a power plant, and the plant’s remedies. 
The earlier opinion was reported at 383 S.W.3d 138 
(Tex. 2012)(6/15/12). Here, the Supreme Court ruled 
that “the court of appeals felt itself too constrained by 
our decision in Wolf Hollow II. In holding that the 
Supply Agreement provided for replacement-power 
damages that were available notwithstanding a separate 
waiver of consequential damages, and that ‘Wolf 
Hollow may pursue replacement-power damages under 
the contract,’ Wolf Hollow II, at 145, we did not hold 
that Wolf Hollow would necessarily prevail in 
obtaining replacement-power damages on its gas-
quality claim.” Thus, the court of appeals need not 
have remanded the case for trial. 
 “We did not hold, on the merits, that Wolf Hollow 
was entitled to recover on its claim for replacement-
power damages resulting from poor-quality gas. … 
[W]e did not rule on all the issues, including those … 
regarding the availability of replacement-power 
damages on Wolf Hollow’s gas-quality claim.” 
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5. Pike-Grant v. Grant, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(10/3/14) 

 
 Divorce and child custody action. Hearing was 
held in September and wife did not participate, though 
final decree was signed in November, and it recited 
that the hearing had occurred in November and that 
wife had participated. The Supreme Court ruled that 
the hearing occurred in September, wife did not 
participate, and therefore the court of appeals wrongly 
dismissed her restricted appeal for want of jurisdiction. 
 The Supreme Court has “jurisdiction to assess 
whether the court of appeals correctly exercised or 
refused to exercise its jurisdiction.” 
 When “a party attacks the legal sufficiency of an 
adverse finding (commonly referred to as a ‘matter of 
law’ point), we will rule in her favor if her position is 
conclusively established and reasonable minds cannot 
differ.” 

 
6. Ford Motor Company v. Castillo, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(10/3/14) 
 
 While the jury deliberated in a products liability 
case, the parties negotiated. Plaintiff’s counsel said he 
would demand $3M if the jury sent out a note inquiring 
about damages. Acting without the knowledge of the 
other jurors, one juror sent out a note asking the 
maximum amount that could be awarded, and Ford 
quickly settled for $3M. When Ford thereafter learned 
the jury was not deliberating damages, it sought to set 
aside the settlement agreement. A jury in a subsequent 
agreed the “settlement agreement was procured by 
fraud;” the Supreme Court ruled that “the evidence is 
legally sufficient to support the jury’s verdict” because 
there was some evidence of collusion, and remanded 
the case for consideration of factual sufficiency. 

“A legal sufficiency challenge will be sustained 
when the record confirms either: (a) a complete 
absence of a vital fact; (b) the court is barred by rules 
of law or of evidence from giving weight to the only 
evidence offered to prove a vital fact; (c) the evidence 
offered to prove a vital fact is no more than a mere 
scintilla; or (d) the evidence conclusively establishes 
the opposite of the vital fact. In a legal sufficiency 
review, we must view the evidence in the light most 
favorable to the verdict.” 

“When reviewing all of the evidence in a light 
favorable to the verdict, ‘courts must assume jurors 
made all inferences in favor of their verdict if  
 
 

reasonable minds could, and disregard all other 
inferences in their legal sufficiency review.’ When 
reviewing circumstantial evidence that favors the 
verdict, we must ‘view each piece of circumstantial 
evidence, not in isolation, but in light of all the known 
circumstances.’ If circumstantial evidence, when 
viewed in light of all the known circumstances, is 
equally consistent with either of two facts, then neither 
fact may be inferred. But where the circumstantial 
evidence is not equally consistent with either of two 
facts, and the inference drawn by the jury is within the 
‘zone of reasonable disagreement,’ a reviewing court 
cannot substitute its judgment for that of the trier-of-
fact.” 
 In fraud cases, it “‘not often that any kind of 
evidence but circumstantial evidence can be procured.’ 
And circumstantial evidence must be evaluated in light 
of all the known circumstances, not merely in 
isolation.” 
 
7. King Fisher Marine Service, L.P. v. Tamez, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Seaman claimed he was injured when following a 
specific order to help lift a shaft. The day following the 
charge conference, as the court was about to bring in 
the jury, defendant offered a different definition. The 
judge said it was untimely. The Supreme Court ruled 
that “the trial court acted within its discretion in 
refusing to hear a last-minute charge objection,” and 
further that “sufficient evidence supported the jury’s 
specific-order finding,” so the verdict was not reduced 
by contributory negligence. 
 “We review de novo any question regarding the 
proper interpretation of Rule 272. A trial court’s 
rejection of a proposed definition is reviewed for abuse 
of discretion.” 
 “In conducting a sufficiency review in Jones Act 
cases, we are required to set aside our traditional legal-
sufficiency standard in favor of one that vests the jury 
‘with complete discretion on factual issues.’ Once an 
appellate court determines that some evidence about 
which reasonable minds could differ supports the 
verdict, the appellate court’s review is complete.” 
 
8. Greene v. Farmers Insurance Exchange, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
  

“‘Under article II, section 1 of the Texas 
Constitution, courts have no jurisdiction to issue 
advisory opinions.’” 
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9. In the Interest of K.M.L., a Child, ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 

 
Parental termination case. “Because the natural 

right between a parent and his child is one of 
constitutional dimensions, termination proceedings 
must be strictly scrutinized. … [D]ue process requires 
application of the clear and convincing standard of 
proof. … Thus, our legal sufficiency review … must 
take into consideration whether the evidence is such 
that a factfinder could reasonably form a firm belief or 
conviction about the truth of the matter on which the 
State bears the burden of proof.”  
 “In a legal sufficiency challenge, we credit 
evidence that supports the verdict if reasonable jurors 
could have done so and disregard contrary evidence 
unless reasonable jurors could not have done so. 
However, the reviewing court should not disregard 
undisputed facts that do not support the verdict to 
determine whether there is clear and convincing 
evidence. In cases requiring clear and convincing 
evidence, even evidence that does more than raise 
surmise and suspicion will not suffice unless that 
evidence is capable of producing a firm belief or 
conviction that the allegation is true. If the reviewing 
court determines that no reasonable factfinder could 
form a firm belief or conviction that the matter to be 
proven is true, then the court must conclude that the 
evidence is legally insufficient.”  
 Here, the evidence (detailed in the opinion) was 
insufficient to prove the relinquishment affidavit was 
signed voluntarily. The Court lacks jurisdiction to 
review factual sufficiency challenges. “Accordingly, 
we remand the case to the court of appeals to consider 
the factual sufficiency of the evidence to support the 
jury’s findings on the other statutory grounds for 
termination.” 
 “The Family Code requires that the jury find, by 
clear and convincing evidence, that termination of 
parental rights is in the child’s best interest. … Only if 
no reasonable juror could form a firm belief or 
conviction that termination of [mother’s] parental 
rights was in K.M.L.’s best interest can we conclude 
that the evidence is legally insufficient.” 
 
10. Nath v. Texas Children’s Hospital, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Supreme Court affirmed the imposition of 
monetary sanctions, but remanded to reconsider the 
amount. 
  “Chapter 10 of the Texas Civil Practice and 

Remedies Code and Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 13 
are applicable to this case, and sanctions imposed 
pursuant to both are reviewed under this abuse of 
discretion standard. A sanctions award will not 
withstand appellate scrutiny if the trial court acted 
without reference to guiding rules and principles to 
such an extent that its ruling was arbitrary or 
unreasonable. A sanctions award that fails to comply 
with due process constitutes an abuse of discretion 
because a trial court has no discretion in determining 
what the law is or applying the law to the facts. But we 
will not hold that a trial court abused its discretion in 
levying sanctions if some evidence supports its 
decision.” 
 
11. Burbage v. Burbage, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 One brother sued another for defamatory 
statements about himself and the family funeral 
business. After a plaintiff’s verdict, the trial court 
entered a judgment that awarded actual and punitive 
damages, and enjoined future defamation. The 
Supreme Court ruled the defendant failed to preserve 
error in the charge concerning a qualified privilege, 
and that “no evidence” supported the damages finding. 

“[W]e sustain a legal-sufficiency challenge to an 
adverse finding if our review of the evidence 
demonstrates a complete absence of a vital fact, or if 
the evidence offered is no more than a scintilla. More 
than a scintilla exists when the evidence would enable 
reasonable and fair-minded people to reach different 
conclusions. We regard evidence that creates a mere 
surmise or suspicion of a vital fact as, in legal effect, 
no evidence. We consider the evidence in the light 
most favorable to the judgment, ‘crediting favorable 
evidence if reasonable jurors could, and disregarding 
contrary evidence unless reasonable jurors could not.’” 
 “Texas law presumes that defamatory per se 
statements cause reputational harm and entitle a 
plaintiff to general damages such as loss of reputation 
and mental anguish. But this presumption yields only 
nominal damages. Beyond nominal damages, we 
review presumed damages for evidentiary support.” 
Courts must “determine whether any evidence supports 
the amount of jury damages.” There is “inherent 
difficulty in quantifying such noneconomic damages 
[that] necessarily allows the jury latitude,” but “judicial 
review of jury discretion remains important to protect 
free speech.”  
 It is “‘the court’s charge, not some other 
unidentified law, that measures the sufficiency of the 
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evidence when the opposing party fails to object to the 
charge.’” 
 
12. Hamrick v. Ward, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Decades after an owner sold two, landlocked, 
acres from a larger tract, a suit between subsequent 
owners sought to establish an implied easement for 
access to a roadway. The Supreme Court clarified “that 
courts adjudicating implied easements for roadway 
access for previously unified, landlocked parcels must 
assess such cases under the necessity easement 
doctrine,” with its stricter proof, rather than as a so-
called “prior use easement,” that presents a lower 
burden. The Court remanded the case. 
  “Ordinarily, ‘parties are restricted in the appellate 
court to the theory on which the case was tried in the 
lower court.’ Accordingly, we procedurally cannot 
hold that [appellees] prevailed on a theory they have 
not advanced in the trial court.” 
 
13. Henkel v. Norman, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(8/22/14) 
 
 In a slip-and-fall case, the Supreme Court 
affirmed a summary judgment for defendant, holding 
her warning was adequate. 
 Because the trial court granted summary 
judgment, “our standard of review is de novo. We 
examine the record in the light most favorable to the 
nonmovant, indulge every reasonable inference against 
the motion and likewise resolve any doubts against it.” 
 Footnote 1: A “summary judgment cannot be 
affirmed on grounds not expressly set out in the motion 
or response.” 

 
14. In the Interest of M.G.N. and A.C.N., Minor 

Children, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/22/14) 
 
 In a custody case, an issue arose about 
substituting an alternate for one juror, and proceeding 
with eleven after dismissing a second one.  

“The construction of the constitution and statutes 
are questions of law we review de novo.” 
 
15. Houston Unlimited, Inc. Metal Processing v. Mel 

Acres Ranch, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(8/22/14) 

 
 Suit seeking “stigma” damages for land’s reduced 
market value. The expert’s opinions were legally 

insufficient. “Legal sufficiency review requires courts 
to ensure that a jury that relies on an expert’s opinion 
has heard factual evidence that demonstrates that the 
opinion is not conclusory on its face.” 
 
16. Texas Department of Human Services v. Okoli, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(8/22/14) 
 
 Whistleblower case. After the trial court denied 
the government’s plea to the jurisdiction, it filed an 
interlocutory appeal. “See TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. 
CODE § 51.014(a)(8) (permitting appeal from an 
interlocutory order that denies a plea to the jurisdiction 
by a governmental unit).” 
 
17. Petroleum Solutions, Inc. v. Bill Head d/b/a Bill 

Head Enterprises, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 
2014)(7/11/14) 

 
 Truck stop sued installer of underground tank 
system. Installer claimed a component was defective, 
gave it to an expert, who later lost it. Installer sued 
component maker, and later so did plaintiff. Maker 
sued installer for indemnity. Relying upon Brookshire 
Brothers, the Supreme Court ruled that submitting a 
spoliation instruction against installer, and striking its 
statute of limitations defense, were abuses of 
discretion. 
  “We review a trial court’s imposition of sanctions 
under an abuse of discretion standard.” 
 Footnote 2: “Because Petroleum Solutions failed 
to challenge the sufficiency of the evidence supporting 
the jury’s finding in Head’s favor on its negligent 
undertaking claim, which provides an independent 
basis to support the trial court’s judgment, we need not 
address” its legal insufficiency point. 

Footnote 6: In prior case, the Court refused “to 
review order denying summary judgment on appeal 
from final judgment.” 
 
18. Bostic v. Georgia Pacific Corporation, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/11/14) 
 
 Mesothelioma case. The Supreme Court ruled the 
evidence was legally insufficient to prove cause in fact. 

“In conducting a legal sufficiency review, the 
final test ‘must always be whether the evidence at trial 
would enable reasonable and fair-minded people to 
reach the verdict under review.’ ‘We must view the 
evidence in the light most favorable to the verdict and 
‘must credit favorable evidence if reasonable jurors 
could, and disregard contrary evidence unless 
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reasonable jurors could not.’’” 
 Footnote 39: “‘Since neither party objected to this 
instruction, we are bound to review the evidence in 
light of this definition.’” 
 
19. Lubbock County Water Control and Improvement 

District v. Church & Akin, L.L.C., ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 

 
Governmental immunity case. District filed an 

interlocutory appeal. TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE 
§ 51.014(a) grants “courts of appeals jurisdiction to 
hear interlocutory appeals from the grant or denial of 
governmental unit’s plea to the jurisdiction.” Footnote 
3: Though generally the decision of the court of 
appeals in an interlocutory appeal is final, the Supreme 
Court has jurisdiction to review its judgment when 
“‘the justices of the court of appeals disagree on a 
question of law material to the decision or in which 
one of the courts of appeals holds differently from a 
prior decision of another court of appeals or of the 
supreme court.’” 
 
20. Jaster v. Comet II Construction, Inc., ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 

In a construction case, the Supreme Court ruled 
that an expert report does not have to be filed with a 
cross-action or third-party claim, as it does when 
plaintiff initiates the suit. 
 Footnote 3: “The statute expressly authorizes an 
interlocutory appeal from an order granting or denying 
a motion to dismiss.” 
 “We … construe [the statute] de novo.” 
 
21. Union Carbide Corporation v. Synatzske, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 
 Asbestosis case. The defendant was statutorily 
permitted to “an interlocutory appeal from the denial of 
its motion to dismiss.” 
 
22. Brookshire Brothers, Ltd. v. Aldridge, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(7/3/14) 
 

In a slip and fall case, the risk manager failed to 
preserve surveillance video surrounding the time of the 
incident. Evidence concerning the spoliation was 
admitted at trial, and a spoliation instruction was given. 
Holding that the “trial court abused its discretion in 
submitting a spoliation instruction because there is no 
evidence that [defendant] intentionally concealed or 

destroyed the video … or that [plaintiff] was deprived 
of any meaningful ability to present his claim,” the 
Supreme Court reversed a verdict for the plaintiff and 
remanded. The Court further announced a “two-step 
process” when spoliation occurs. 
  “We review a trial court’s imposition of a 
spoliation remedy, including the submission of a 
spoliation instruction to the jury, for an abuse of 
discretion. … We similarly evaluate the court’s 
admission of evidence under an abuse-of-discretion 
standard.” 
 “The trial court’s error is reversible, however, 
only if it ‘probably caused the rendition of an improper 
judgment.’ … [I]n determining whether erroneous 
admission of evidence is harmful, ‘[w]e review the 
entire record, and require the complaining party to 
demonstrate that the judgment turns on the particular 
evidence admitted’). … ‘[I]f a spoliation instruction 
should not have been given, the likelihood of harm 
from the erroneous instruction is substantial, 
particularly when the case is closely contested.’” 

“One of the grounds on which we will uphold a 
legal sufficiency challenge is if ‘‘the evidence offered 
to prove a vital fact is no more than a scintilla.’’ … In 
reviewing evidence in the context of a legal sufficiency 
challenge, ‘we credit evidence that supports the verdict 
if reasonable jurors could have done so and disregard 
contrary evidence unless reasonable jurors could not 
have done so.’” Evidence of an employee signaling for 
help “amounts to more than a scintilla favoring … 
constructive notice of the condition.” 
 
23. Danet v. Bhan, ___ S.W. ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/27/14) 
 
 Child custody case. The Supreme Court ruled that 
legally sufficient evidence—detailed in the opinion—
supported the jury’s award of custody to the foster 
parents. 
 “A jury verdict in a custody determination case is 
binding on the trial court if the evidence supports it. 
TEX. FAM. CODE § 105.002(c). The jury’s decision is 
entitled to substantial deference on appeal and is 
subject to ordinary evidentiary sufficiency review.” 
 “We will sustain a legal sufficiency or no-
evidence challenge, if the record shows one of the 
following: (1) a complete absence of evidence of a 
vital fact, (2) rules of law or evidence bar the court 
from giving weight to the only evidence offered to 
prove a vital fact, (3) the evidence offered to prove a 
vital fact is no more than a scintilla, or (4) the evidence 
conclusively establishes the opposite of the vital fact.” 

Footnote 1: “Although the statute does not require 
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evidence of ‘specific actions or omissions’ resulting in 
significant impairment, the jury charge did, and ‘[t]he 
sufficiency of the evidence must be measured by the 
jury charge when, as here, there has been no objection 
to it.’” 
 
24. Boerjan v. Rodriguez, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/27/14) 
 
 Summary judgment. Driver trespassed by driving 
family across private property. While fleeing at high 
speed from a ranch employee, driver crashed and killed 
the family. Summary judgment rendered against 
family. 

“We review a grant of summary judgment de 
novo.” 
 “In a negligence case, the threshold inquiry is 
whether the defendant owes a legal duty to the 
plaintiff. Duty presents a legal question.” 
 “We must ‘review the evidence presented by the 
[summary judgment] motion and response in the light 
most favorable to the party against whom the summary 
judgment was rendered, crediting evidence favorable to 
that party if reasonable jurors could, and disregarding 
contrary evidence unless reasonable jurors could not.’ 
No-evidence summary judgment is improper when the 
nonmovant’s evidence amounts to ‘more than a 
scintilla of probative evidence to raise a genuine issue 
of material fact.’” 
 
25. Graham Central Station, Inc. v. Peña, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Patron was injured in fight outside nightclub. 
Reversing and rendering a judgment against plaintiff, 
the Supreme Court ruled that “no evidence supports the 
finding that [defendant] owned the club.…” 
 After bench trial, trial court “failed to file findings 
of fact and conclusions of law despite [defendant’s] 
timely filing both a request and a notice.… Any error 
in this regard was harmless, as it did not prevent 
[defendant] from properly presenting its case to the 
court of appeals or this Court. Accordingly, we imply a 
finding by the trial court that [defendant] owned the 
Nightclub, which [defendant] has properly challenged 
on legal sufficiency grounds.” 
 “When a party attacks the legal sufficiency of an 
adverse finding on an issue on which it did not have 
the burden of proof, it must demonstrate on appeal that 
no evidence supports the adverse finding. We will 
sustain a legal sufficiency challenge if ‘‘the evidence 
offered to prove a vital fact is no more than a 

scintilla.’’ In conducting our review, ‘we credit 
evidence that supports the verdict if reasonable jurors 
could have done so and disregard contrary evidence 
unless reasonable jurors could not have done so.’ ‘The 
final test for legal sufficiency must always be whether 
the evidence at trial would enable reasonable and fair-
minded people to reach the verdict under review.’” 
 
26. Ritchie v. Rupe, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/20/14) 
 

Construction of the receivership statute, “like any 
other statute, is a question of law for the courts, and we 
review the court of appeal’s determination of this 
question de novo.” 
 
27. Venture Cotton Cooperative v. Freeman, et al., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/13/14) 
 
 Farmers sued cooperative, alleging they were 
fraudulently induced to join; the agreement contained 
an arbitration clause.   
 An interlocutory appeal from an order denying 
arbitration under the FAA is provided by TEX. CIV. 
PRAC. & REM. CODE § 51.016. Footnote 1: “[O]ur 
jurisdiction over the interlocutory appeal depends on a 
dissent or decisional conflict.” 
 
28. HMC Hotel Properties II Limited Partnership v. 

Keystone-Texas Property Holding Corporation, 
___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/13/14) 

 
 After attempted sale of two parcels on San 
Antonio’s Riverwalk fell through, seller sued tenant 
hotel over actions which allegedly killed the deal, 
including its refusal to waive its right under the lease to 
negotiate to purchase one of the parcels for itself. 
Potential buyer could not obtain title insurance because 
the insurer required a waiver. The Supreme Court ruled 
there was “no evidence their actions caused the sale’s 
demise.”  
  “In reviewing a verdict for legal sufficiency, we 
credit evidence that supports the verdict if reasonable 
jurors could, and disregard contrary evidence unless 
reasonable jurors could not. Evidence is legally 
insufficient when (1) there is a complete absence of 
evidence of a vital fact; (2) the court is barred by the 
rules of law or of evidence from giving weight to the 
only evidence offered to prove a vital fact; (3) the 
evidence offered to prove a vital fact is no more than a 
mere scintilla; or (4) the evidence conclusively 
establishes the opposite of the vital fact.” 
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 The “testimony is simply speculation about what 
the title insurers might have done had [defendant] 
handled itself differently. Testimony based on nothing 
but speculation is evidence of nothing at all.” There 
was testimony that “insuring around” the lack of a 
waiver was discussed. However, “exploring the option 
of ‘insuring around’ [the refused waiver] is not 
evidence that doing so was ever truly possible.” 
Testimony about what title insurers might have, or 
could have, done “is conclusory—‘[b]are, baseless 
opinions [that] will not support a judgment even if 
there is no objection to their admission in evidence.’” 
 “[B]are assertions of the title-insurance witnesses 
in response to carefully worded questions from counsel 
do not constitute evidence of causation. …  ‘[I]f no 
basis for the opinion is offered, or the basis offered 
provides no support, the opinion is merely a conclusory 
statement and cannot be considered probative 
evidence.’” “There is no ‘magic language’ that checks 
the causation box in a sufficiency-of-the-evidence 
review.” 
 
29. Alexander v. Walker, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/6/14) 
 
 Plaintiff sued police individually alleging assault 
and other theories for actions during two arrests. She 
later sued their employers in federal court. In an 
interlocutory appeal, the Supreme Court ruled “the 
officers were entitled to dismissal under subsection (f) 
of the election-of-remedies provision” of the Texas 
Tort Claims Act. 

Footnote 1: “This Court has interlocutory 
jurisdiction when the decision of one court of appeals 
‘holds differently from a prior decision of another 
court of appeals . . . on a question of law material to a 
decision of the case.’” 
 
30. The City of Watauga v. Gordon, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(6/6/14) 
 
 Citizen sued city alleging he was injured when the 
police negligently put on the handcuffs to tightly. 
Holding the event was an intentional tort, the Supreme 
Court ruled that immunity from suit was not waived. 
  “As a general rule, appeals may be taken only 
from final judgments. Exceptions to this general rule 
are provided by statutes that specifically authorize 
interlocutory appeals of particular orders.” A statute 
permits an “interlocutory appeal of an order granting or 
denying a plea to the jurisdiction by a governmental 
unit.” Interlocutory appeals are generally final in the 

court of appeals. But, one statutory “exception 
provides that the supreme court is not deprived of 
jurisdiction to consider an interlocutory appeal when a 
justice dissents in the court of appeals or when the 
court of appeals’ decision conflicts with a prior 
decision.” “A conflict in decisions is defined as an 
‘inconsistency . . . that should be clarified to remove 
unnecessary uncertainty in the law and unfairness to 
litigants.’” Here, there is conflicts jurisdiction. 
 
31. City of Houston v. Proler, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/6/14) 
 
 Fireman’s claim for disability discrimination. The 
Supreme Court described issue: “Does a firefighter 
who refuses to fight fires have a ‘disability’ under 
either state or federal law? We answer no.…” 
 “In reviewing the legal sufficiency of the 
evidence, the test ‘must always be whether the 
evidence at trial would enable reasonable and fair-
minded people to reach the verdict under review.’ A 
challenge to legal sufficiency will be sustained if the 
evidence offered to establish a vital fact does not 
exceed a scintilla. Evidence does not exceed a scintilla 
if it is ‘so weak as to do no more than create a mere 
surmise or suspicion’ or ‘so slight as to make any 
inference a guess.’” 
 
32. In the Interest of S.M.R., G.J.R., and C.N.R., 

Children, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(6/6/14) 
 
 The Supreme Court upheld the reversal of a trial 
court’s judgment terminating father’s parental rights. 
DFPS had asserted endangerment and non-compliance 
with conditions for the children’s return, but the 
judgment did not include the latter. 
 “[R]elevant evidence may not be ignored.…” 
 “To reverse a judgment for factual insufficiency, 
the court of appeals must detail all the relevant 
evidence and explain why it is insufficient to support 
the judgment.” 
 The Supreme Court “lacks jurisdiction to 
determine questions of factual sufficiency, … [but has] 
the ‘responsibility to ensure that the intermediate 
appellate courts follow applicable legal standards in 
making their review of the evidence.’” So, it can 
“correct a clearly erroneous review of the evidence.” 

“A judgment terminating parental rights is 
factually sufficient when ‘the evidence is such that a 
reasonable jury could form a firm belief or conviction 
that grounds exist for termination.’” 
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33. Tenaska Energy, Inc. v. Ponderosa Pine Energy, 
LLC, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(5/23/14) 

 
 The Supreme Court affirmed a trial court’s 
decision to vacate an arbitration award based upon 
inadequate disclosure of an arbitrator’s business 
connections with the winning party’s law firm. 

“We defer to unchallenged findings of fact that 
are supported by some evidence. But in determining 
what the law is and applying the law to the facts, a trial 
court has no discretion.” The trial court’s finding of a 
failure to disclose information by the arbitrator “is 
supported by some evidence and” the Court reviews 
“de novo whether that undisclosed information 
demonstrates [the arbitrator’s] evident partiality.” 
 
34. In the Interest of A.B. and H.B., Children, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(5/16/14) 
 
 Suit to terminate parental rights. The Supreme 
Court ruled that appellate courts are not required to 
“detail the evidence … when affirming the jury’s 
decision” to terminate parental rights. 

“In parental termination cases, our courts of 
appeals are required to engage in an exacting review of 
the entire record to determine if the evidence is 
factually sufficient to support the termination of 
parental rights. And to ensure the jury’s findings 
receive due deference, if the court of appeals reverses 
the factfinder’s decision, it must detail the relevant 
evidence in its opinion and clearly state why the 
evidence is insufficient to support the termination 
finding by clear and convincing evidence.” 
 This “appeal only requires us to decide whether 
the court of appeals, in affirming the termination, 
adhered to the proper standard for conducting a factual 
sufficiency review. Because the court of appeals’ 
opinion and the record demonstrate the court of 
appeals considered the record in its entirety—as a 
proper factual sufficiency review requires—we 
affirm.” 
 “The authority to conduct a factual sufficiency 
review lies exclusively with the courts of appeals. 
Because proper application of the standard involves a 
legal question, this Court may review a court of 
appeals’ factual sufficiency analysis to ensure the court 
of appeals adhered to the correct legal standard. 
Nevertheless, this Court must refrain from 
transforming such authority into a guise for conducting 
its own independent review of the facts.” 
 “A factual sufficiency review pits two 
fundamental tenets of the Texas court system against 

one another: the right to trial by jury and the court of 
appeals’ exclusive jurisdiction over questions of fact. 
And, in the context of parental termination cases, a 
third interest must also be accounted for—that is, 
parents’ fundamental right to make decisions 
concerning ‘the care, the custody, and control of their 
children.’” In “In re C.H., we articulated a factual 
sufficiency standard to strike an appropriate balance 
between these competing principles.” 
 “Because the termination of parental rights 
implicates fundamental interests, a higher standard of 
proof—clear and convincing evidence—is required at 
trial. Given this… , a heightened standard of appellate 
review in parental termination cases is similarly 
warranted. Specifically, a proper factual sufficiency 
review requires the court of appeals to determine 
whether ‘the evidence is such that a factfinder could 
reasonably form a firm belief or conviction about the 
truth of the State’s allegations.’ ‘If, in light of the 
entire record, the disputed evidence that a reasonable 
factfinder could not have credited in favor of the 
finding is so significant that a factfinder could not 
reasonably have formed a firm belief or conviction, 
then the evidence is factually insufficient.’ And in 
making this determination, the reviewing court must 
undertake ‘an exacting review of the entire record with 
a healthy regard for the constitutional interests at 
stake.’” 
 “[W]hile parental rights are of a constitutional 
magnitude, they are not absolute. Consequently, … the 
court of appeals must nevertheless still provide due 
deference to the decisions of the factfinder, who, 
having full opportunity to observe witness testimony 
first-hand, is the sole arbiter when assessing the 
credibility and demeanor of witnesses.” 
 For “preponderance cases …  ‘a court of appeals 
must detail the evidence … and clearly state why the 
jury’s finding is factually insufficient when reversing a 
jury verdict, but need not do so when affirming a jury 
verdict.’” But, the Court has “established one 
exception to the general rule that appellate courts need 
not ‘detail the evidence’ when affirming a jury finding: 
exemplary damages.” 
 “In both exemplary damages and parental 
termination cases, the standard of proof at trial is 
heightened—the plaintiff (or in the case of parental 
termination, the State) must prove the claim by clear 
and convincing evidence.” 
 The “review of exemplary damages and parental 
terminations are different processes for an[other] … 
reason: competing fundamental interests. An award of 
exemplary damages only implicates one fundamental 
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concern, the defendant’s due process rights to her 
property. Because no competing fundamental interest 
exists to balance this right in the trial court, we require 
courts of appeals to detail the evidence of their 
exacting review on appeal.” 

Here, the court of appeals considered all of the 
evidence. 
 
35. Sims v. Carrington Mortgage Services, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(5/16/14) 
 

Footnote 1: “‘The supreme court [has] jurisdiction 
to answer questions of state law certified from a federal 
appellate court.’” 
 
36. Kennedy Hodges, L.L.P. v. Gobellan, ___ S.W.3d 

___ (Tex. 2014)(5/16/14) 
 
 Attorney left law firm and took some clients. Firm 
sued attorney, but arbitration was not provided in the 
employment agreement, and firm did not seek it. Firm 
sued clients and did seek arbitration as permitted by the 
retainer agreement. The Supreme Court ruled that firm 
did not waive its right to arbitration with clients by 
litigating its claim with associate. 
 In this interlocutory appeal based upon the trial 
court’s refusal to compel arbitration, the Supreme 
Court had jurisdiction because “the court of appeals’ 
decision conflicts with [the Court’s] decision in Perry 
Homes … on a question of law material to the 
disposition of the case[;] [this] confers jurisdiction on 
this Court over this interlocutory appeal.” 
 The relevant facts were undisputed; thus, the issue 
of whether the firm “waived its right to arbitrate is a 
question of law we review de novo.” 
 
37. Waste Management of Texas, Inc. v. Texas 

Disposal Systems Landfill, Inc., ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(5/9/14) 

 
One waste management company sued another for 

libel after it spread lies about the former’s 
environmental standards. The Supreme Court ruled that 
the evidence was legally insufficient for “reputation 
damages,” but it was sufficient for “remediation costs 
and thereby exemplary damages,” and that the trial 
court did not commit reversible error by excluding 
certain evidence. 

“A party will prevail on its legal-sufficiency 
challenge of the evidence supporting an adverse  
 
 

finding on an issue for which the opposing party bears 
the burden of proof if there is a complete absence of 
evidence of a vital fact or if the evidence offered to 
prove a vital fact is no more than a scintilla. More than 
a scintilla exists when the evidence as a whole rises to 
a level enabling reasonable and fair-minded people to 
have different conclusions. However, if the evidence is 
so weak that it only creates a mere surmise or 
suspicion of its existence, it is regarded as no 
evidence.”  

“In conducting a legal-sufficiency review, we 
consider the evidence in the light most favorable to the 
judgment, crediting evidence that a reasonable fact 
finder could have considered favorable and 
disregarding unfavorable evidence unless the 
reasonable fact finder could not. We indulge every 
reasonable inference that supports the trial court’s 
findings.” 

“To determine whether a statement is made with 
knowledge of, or reckless disregard for, the falsity, we 
must consider the factual record in full.” 

Footnote 97: “We review a trial court’s exclusion 
of evidence for abuse of discretion. The trial court 
determined that the evidence was expert-opinion 
evidence not subject to the public record exception of 
the hearsay rule.… Because the trial court … had 
limited knowledge of the qualifications of the authors 
of the opinion testimony, … we cannot say that it 
abused its discretion by excluding the evidence. Even 
assuming … error, it was harmless because the 
testimony excluded was in some form effectively 
obtained from other sources. [Defendant] thus does not 
show that the exclusion of evidence probably resulted 
in the rendition of an improper judgment.” 

There is appellate review because actual damages 
in defamation case because they cannot “be a disguised 
disapproval of the defendant.” 

Even though “noneconomic damages cannot … be 
determined with mathematical precision and … juries 
must ‘have some latitude in awarding such damages,’ 
… [they] are not immune from no-evidence review on 
appeal.” 

 
38. Sawyer, et al. v. E.I. du Pont de Nemours and 

Company, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(4/25/14) 
 

Certified question from Fifth Circuit regarding an 
employment dispute. Footnote 1: Pursuant to the Texas 
Constitution, “‘The supreme court and the court of 
criminal appeals have jurisdiction to answer questions 
of state law certified from a federal appellate court.’” 
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39. In re Health Care Unlimited, Inc., ___ S.W.3d ___ 
(Tex. 2014)(4/25/14) 

 
 During jury deliberations, a representative of a 
corporate defendant communicated with a juror. The 
trial court granted a new trial, but the Supreme Court 
ruled that this was an abuse of discretion, holding that 
“there was no evidence that the communications 
probably caused injury.” 
 A “trial court must give a reasonably specific 
explanation of its reasons for granting a new trial.” 
And, “an appellate court may conduct a merits-based 
review of a trial court’s order granting a new trial.” 
“Thus, an appellate court may review whether a trial 
court’s explanation supports its decision to grant a new 
trial.” Simply, “articulating understandable, reasonably 
specific, and legally appropriate reasons is not enough 
[for a new trial]; the reasons must be valid and 
correct.” 
 
40. Crosstex Energy Services, L.P. v. Pro Plus, Inc., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 

Interlocutory appeal of an order denying a motion 
to dismiss and granting an extension to file a certificate 
of merit under Ch. 150. 

“This Court has limited jurisdiction over 
interlocutory appeals. We always have jurisdiction, 
however, to consider whether a court of appeals 
appropriately exercised jurisdiction. Further, we have 
jurisdiction over an interlocutory appeal where, as 
here, justices of a court of appeals disagree on a 
question of law material to the decision.” 

Appellate “courts may consider appeals from 
interlocutory orders only when such power is conferred 
expressly by statute. Here, section 150.002(f) 
provides” that an interlocutory appeal may be taken 
from an order granting or denying a dismissal. 

In medical malpractice, “when the denial of a 
motion to dismiss and the grant of an extension are 
inseparable … , courts of appeals have no jurisdiction 
to review the motion to dismiss.” But when they are 
not inseparable, such as when no expert report is filed, 
the court of appeals can review the order. The statutory 
mechanism for granting an extension for the report is 
irrelevant if an extension could not cure the defect. 
Here, because plaintiff had no statutory basis for an 
extension, the court of appeals had jurisdiction to rule 
upon “the motion to dismiss without entanglement in 
the appeal of the granted extension.” 

“We review statutory construction de novo.” 
 

41. Bioderm Skin Care, LLC v. Sok, 426 S.W.3d 753 
(Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 

 
Suit for personal injuries resulting from laser hair 

removal. The Supreme Court ruled that the rebuttable 
presumption that the claim was a health care liability 
claim applies, and therefore an expert report was 
required.  
 “Interlocutory orders denying all or part of the 
relief sought in a motion to dismiss pursuant to the 
Medical Liability Act are appealable. We may consider 
an interlocutory appeal when the court of appeals’ 
decision conflicts with a previous decision of another 
court of appeals or this Court on an issue of law 
material to the disposition of the case,” as occurs here. 
 “Whether [plaintiff’s] claim is a health care 
liability claim is a question of law we review de 
novo.… [The] broad language of the Medical Liability 
Act evinces legislative intent for the statute to have 
expansive application. In determining whether 
[plaintiff’s] claim is a health care liability claim, we 
focus on the underlying nature of the cause of action 
and are not bound by the pleadings.” 
 
42. Kia Motors Corporation v. Ruiz, ___ S.W.3d ___ 

(Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 
 Products liability case based upon the failure of an 
air bag to deploy due to its circuitry. Reversing a 
judgment for the plaintiffs, the Supreme ruled that: 1) 
§ 82.008 of the CP & RC did not create a presumption 
of nonliability here; 2) legally sufficient evidence 
supported the jury’s finding of a negligent design; and 
3) admission of a chart containing warranty claims, 
many of which were dissimilar, constituted harmful 
error. 
 “We review questions of statutory construction de 
novo.” 

“A legal-sufficiency challenge will be sustained if 
the record reveals that evidence offered to prove a vital 
fact is no more than a scintilla. Evidence does not 
exceed a scintilla if it is ‘‘so weak as to do no more 
than create a mere surmise or suspicion’’ that the fact 
exists. Our ultimate objective in conducting a no-
evidence review is to determine ‘whether the evidence 
at trial would enable reasonable and fair-minded jurors 
to reach the verdict.’ Thus, … we ‘credit favorable 
evidence if reasonable jurors could, and disregard 
contrary evidence unless reasonable jurors could not.’” 
 Defendant “did not object to this portion of the 
jury charge [that addressed a design defect and safer 
alternative design], and we therefore analyze the 
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evidence in light of the charge as given.” 
 The trial court admitted a chart containing other 
warranty claims. A “trial court’s evidentiary rulings are 
reviewed for an abuse of discretion.” 
 Error admitting evidence “is reversible ‘only if the 
error probably (though not necessarily) resulted in an 
improper judgment.’ In analyzing whether the trial 
court’s error was harmful, ‘[w]e review the entire 
record, and require the complaining party to 
demonstrate that the judgment turns on the particular 
evidence admitted.’” The Court ruled that “the 
erroneously admitted spreadsheet probably caused the 
rendition of an improper judgment.” 

 
43. Long v. Castle Texas Production Limited 

Partnership, 426 S.W.3d 73 (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 
 In this case, “we must interpret relevant statutes 
and our rules of procedure, which are issues we review 
de novo.” 

 
44. Gotham Insurance Company v. Warren E&P, Inc., 

___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(3/21/14) 
 
 Suit by carrier to recover payment of a claim after 
oil well blew out and burned. Footnote 8: “Under the 
law of the case doctrine, a court of appeals is ordinarily 
bound by its initial decision if there is a subsequent 
appeal in the same case; but a determination to revisit 
an earlier decision is within the discretion of the court 
under the particular circumstances of each case. 
Regardless, the law of the case doctrine does not 
foreclose our consideration of legal questions properly 
before us for the first time.” 

 
45. Coinmach Corp. f/k/a Solon Automated Services, 

Inc. v. Aspenwood Apartment Corp., 417 S.W.3d 
909 (Tex. 2013)(11/22/13) (“corrected opinion” 
was issued 2/14/14) 

 
Footnote 3: A “final judgment of a county court in 

an eviction suit may not be appealed on the issue of 
possession unless the premises are used only for 
residential purposes.” 
 
F. Remand 

 
1. Hamrick v. Ward, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(8/29/14) 
 
 Decades after an owner sold two, landlocked, 
acres from a larger tract, a suit between subsequent 

owners sought to establish an implied easement for 
access to a roadway. The Supreme Court clarified “that 
courts adjudicating implied easements for roadway 
access for previously unified, landlocked parcels must 
assess such cases under the necessity easement 
doctrine,” with its stricter proof, rather than as a so-
called “prior use easement,” that presents a lower 
burden. The Court remanded the case. 
  “Ordinarily, ‘parties are restricted in the appellate 
court to the theory on which the case was tried in the 
lower court.’ Accordingly, we procedurally cannot 
hold that [appellees] prevailed on a theory they have 
not advanced in the trial court. However, we will not 
foreclose [them] from bringing a necessity easement 
claim in light of our clarification of the law.” The 
Court has “‘broad discretion to remand for a new trial 
in the interest of justice where it appears that a party 
may have proceeded under the wrong legal theory.’” 
Here, “our clarification of the law entitles them to the 
opportunity to plead and prove such a claim.” 
 
2. Cardiac Perfusion Services, Inc. v. Hughes, ___ 

S.W.3d ___ (Tex.2014)(6/27/14) 
 

“‘[W]e have broad discretion to remand for a new 
trial in the interest of justice where it appears that a 
party may have proceeded under the wrong legal 
theory.’ … ‘Remand is particularly appropriate where 
the losing party may have presented his or her case in 
reliance on controlling precedent that was subsequently 
overruled.’” 
 
3. Ritchie v. Rupe, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 

2014)(6/20/14) 
 
 Footnote 19: “Because this is the first time this 
Court has addressed the meaning of the term 
‘oppressive’ in the receivership statute, we would 
ordinarily consider remanding the case for a new trial 
under the new legal standard that we have announced. 
… In light of our next holding that the statute does not 
authorize courts to grant the relief that [plaintiff] 
obtained, however, we need not consider that option 
here.” 
 
4. Amedisys, Inc. v. Kingwood Home Health Care, 

LLC, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Tex. 2014)(5/9/14) 
 
 Dispute about whether plaintiff accepted 
defendant’s settlement offer. After determined plaintiff 
had accepted, the Supreme Court remanded the case. 
Defendant had raised the issues of fraudulent 
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inducement and failure of consideration, not 
determined by the court of appeals. “Because neither of 
the parties has briefed those issues to this Court, we 
remand to the court of appeals.…” 

 
5. Long v. Castle Texas Production Limited 

Partnership, 426 S.W.3d 73 (Tex. 2014)(3/28/14) 
 
 This opinion generally addresses the date from 
which postjudment interest runs. 
 If “a remand results in multiple trial court 
judgments, postjudgment interest accrues from the date 
of the final judgment (rather than the original, 
erroneous judgment).” The appellate court “‘must 
render the judgment that the trial court should have 
rendered, except when (a) a remand is necessary for 
further proceedings; or (b) the interests of justice 
require a remand for another trial.’” If “a remand does 
not require the trial court to reopen the record, … 
postjudgment interest will accrue from the date of the 
original, erroneous judgment.” 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The “trial court should determine whether it must 
reopen the record on remand.” “We review the trial 
court’s decision to admit new evidence for an abuse of 
discretion.” 
 A “trial or appellate court [may] order retrial on 
only part of a matter affected by error if doing so will 
not result in unfairness to the parties.” 
 TEX. R. CIV. P. 270 “provides that a court may 
permit additional evidence to be offered at any time 
when it clearly appears necessary to the due 
administration of justice, except that ‘in a jury case no 
evidence on a controversial matter shall be received 
after the verdict of the jury.’” However, this does not 
apply when an appellate court remands for further 
proceedings. 
 There can be a remand “for recalculation of 
attorney’s fees when evidence of work performed 
existed but was insufficient to support the amount 
awarded in the judgment.” 
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